
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

In the Matter of: : Docket No. 50-423-LA-3 

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company 

(Millstone Nuclear Power Station, : 
Unit No. 3) : ASLBP No. 00-771-01-LA 

CONNECTICUT COALITION AGAINST MILLSTONE AND 
LONG ISLAND COALITION AGAINST MILLSTONE 

RESPONSE TO NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY'S FIRST 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 

The Connecticut Coalition Against Millstone ("CCAM") and 

Long Island Coalition Against Millstone ("CAM") (collectively, 

"Intervenors") herewith provide documents responsive to the 

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company's First Request for Production, 

as follows: 

IV. GENERAL DOCUMENT PRODUCTION REQUESTS 

Request No. G-1 and G-2: Documents identified in Exhibit A 

and Exhibit B in Intervenors' Reply to NNECO's First Set of 

Interrogatories, in addition to the following: 

a. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Reactor Event No.  
36828 on March 23, 2000 (Farley Unit 1) 

b. NUREG-1431 (available on N.R.C. website at: 
http://www.nrc.gov/NRR/sts/sts.htm#1 4 3 1) 

V. SPECIFIC DOCUMENT PRODUCTION REQUESTS 

Request Nos. 4-1 - 4-6 and 5-1 - 5-3: 

Documents identified in Exhibit A in Intervenors' Reply to NNECO's 

First Set of Interrogatories, in addition to the following: 

a. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Reactor Event No.  
36828 on March 23, 2000 (Farley Unit 1) 

b. NUREG-1431 (available on N.R.C. website at: 
http://www.nrc.gov/NRR/sts/sts.htm#1 4 3 1) 
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Request Nos. 6-1 - 6-5: 

Documents identified in Intervenors' Reply to NNECO's 

First Set of Interrogatories as Exhibit B.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Nancy Brton, Es-q.  
147 •o s Highway 
Redding Ridge CT 06876 
Tel. 203-938-3952 
ATTORNEY FOR 
CT COALITION AGAINST MILLSTONE 
LI COALITION AGAINST MILLSTONE
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org Daily Events Report 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Operations Center 

Event Reports For 

03/23/2000 - 03/24/2000 

** EVENT NUMBERS **36825 36826 36827 36828 36829Power 
Reactor Event Number: 36826FACILITY: 
FARLEY NOTIFICATION DATE: 
03/23/2000UNIT: 
1 
NOTIFICATION TIME: 13:17[EST]I 

EVENT TEXTTHREE FUEL ASSEMBLIES DETERMINED TO BE IN WRONG POSITIONSIN THE SPENT 
FUEL POOLUnit 1 personnel determined that three fuel assemblies, in the Unit 1 
SpentFuel Pool (SFP), were in positions inconsistent with the Technical 
Specifications (TS). Preliminary assessment indicates that the Keff limit 
of 0.95 (TS 3.7.15) for the SFP would have still been met. This condition 
existed for ten days, since the last Unit 1 core offload. The assemblies 
have been returned to the positions allowed by TS. An investigation is in 
progress to determine the cause of this event and to determine if the Keff 
limit was exceeded. There will be a 30 day written report submitted.



LIST OF EXHIBITS TO ORANGE COUNTY'S SUMMARY AND SWORN 
SUBMISSION REGARDING CONTENTION TC-2 

1. Declaration of Dr. Gordon Thompson in Support of Orange County's Summary and 
Sworn Statement Regarding Contention TC-2 (January 4, 2000) 

2. Letter from Brian K. Grimes of the NRC Staff to All Power Reactor Licensees (April 
14, 1978) 

3. Draft 1, Regulatory Guide 1.13, Revision 2, "Spent Fuel Storage Facility Design 
Basis (December 1981) 

4. Memorandum from Laurence Kopp, NRC, to Timothy Collins, NRC, re: Guidance 
On The Regulatory Requirements For Criticality Analysis Of Fuel Storage At Light
Water Reactor Power Plants (August 19, 1998) 

5. Letter from Donna B. Alexander, CP&L, to U.S. NRC, enclosing response to April 
29, 199, RAI (June 14, 1999) 

6. Transcript of Deposition of Michael J. DeVoe, P.E. (October 20, 1999) 

7. AEC Press Release entitled "AEC seeking public comment on proposed design 
criteria for nuclear power plant construction permits" (November 22, 1965) 

8. Internal AEC memorandum from G.A. Arlotto to J.J. DiNunno and Robert H. Bryan 
(October 7, 1966), and attached Revised Draft of General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plant Construction Permits (October 6, 1966) (relevant excerpts) 

9. Letter from J J DiNunno, AEC, to David Okrent, ACRS (October 25, 1966), and 
attached October 20, 1966 draft of General Design Criteria (relevant excerpts) 

10. Letter from J. J. DiNunno, AEC, to Nunzio J. Palladino, ACRS (February 8, 1967), 
and attached draft of General Design Criteria (relevant excerpts) 

11. Note by the Secretary, W.B. McCool, to AEC Commissioners re: Proposed 
Amendment to 10 CFR 50: General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant 
Construction Permits (June 16, 1967) (relevant excerpts) 

12. Notice of proposed rulemaking for General Design Criteria, 32 Fed. Reg. 10,213 
(July 11, 1967) 

13. Letter from William B. Cottrell, ORNL, to H. L. Price, AEC (September 6, 1967) ane 
enclosed ORNL comments on proposed GDC.
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14. Letter from Edson G. Case, AEC, to Dr. Stephen H. Hanauer, ACRS (July 23, 1969), 
enclosing General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Units (July 15, 1969) (relevant 
excerpts) 

15. Memorandum from Edson G. Case, NRC, to Harold L. Price, et al., AEC, re: 
Revised General Design Criteria (October 12, 1970), and enclosed letter from Edward 
A. Wiggin, AIF, to Edson G. Case, NRC (October 6, 1970) 

16. Final Rule, General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, 36 Fed. Reg. 3,255 
(February 20, 1971) 

17. Letter from Donna B. Alexander, CP&L, to U.S. NRC (October 15, 199), enclosing 
letter from Scott H. Pellet, Holtec International, to Steven Edwards, CP&L (October 
11, 1999)



CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 1 

Declaration of Dr. Gordon Thompson in Support of 
Orange County's Summary and Sworn Statement 

Regarding Contention TC-2 (January 4, 2000)



January 4, 2000 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of ) 
) 

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT ) 
(Shearon Harris Nuclear ) 
Power Plant) )

Docket No. 50-400

DECLARATION OF DR. GORDON THOMPSON 
IN SUPPORT OF ORANGE COUNTY'S SUMMARY 

AND SWORN SUBMISSION REGARDING CONTENTION 
TC-2 (INADEQUATE PREVENTION OF CRITICALITY) 

I, Gordon Thompson, declare as follows: 

1. I am the executive director of the Institute for Resource and Security Studies (IRSS), a 
nonprofit, tax-exempt corporation based in Massachusetts. Our office is located at 27 
Ellsworth Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139. IRSS was founded in 1984 to conduct technical 
and policy analysis and public education, with the objective of promoting peace and 
international security, efficient use of natural resources, and protection of the environment.  

2. I received an undergraduate education in science and mechanical engineering at the 
University of New South Wales, in Australia. Subsequently, I pursued graduate 
studies at Oxford University and received from that institution a Doctorate of 
Philosophy in mathematics in 1973, for analyses of plasmas undergoing 
thermonuclear fusion. During my graduate studies I was associated with the fusion 
research program of the UK Atomic Energy Authority.  

3. During my professional career, I have performed technical and policy analyses on a 
range of issues related to international security, energy supply, environmental 
protection, and sustainable use of natural resources. Since 1977, a significant part of 
my work has consisted of technical analyses of safety and environmental issues 
related to nuclear facilities. These analyses have been sponsored by a variety of 
nongovernmental organizations and local, state and national governments, 
predominantly in North America and Western Europe. Drawing upon these analyses, 
I have provided expert testimony in legal and regulatory proceedings, and have served 
on committees advising US government agencies. A copy of my resume is appended 
as Attachment A to the Declaration of Dr. Gordon Thompson (February 12, 1999), 
which is attached as Exhibit 2 to Orange County's Supplemental Petition to Intervene 
(April 5, 1999).
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4. I have reviewed the December 23, 1998, license amendment application filed by 
Carolina Power and Light (CP&L) for an amendment to Facility Operating License 
No. NPF-63, which seeks permission to activate spent fuel storage pools C and D at 
the Shearon Harris nuclear power plant. I have also reviewed the NRC's Federal 
Register notice for the proposed license amendment, the Final Safety Analysis Report 
for the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, and the Final Environmental Statement 
related to the operation of Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2 
(NUREG-0972, October 1983). In addition, I reviewed various correspondence and 
technical documents relating to the proposed license amendment and to risks of spent 
fuel storage, which are identified in Orange County's contentions.  

5. I participated in the preparation of Orange County's contentions regarding the 
proposed license amendment. Following admission of Contention TC-2, Inadequate 
Criticality Prevention, I was principally responsible for evaluating whether CP&L's 
License Amendment Application conforms to the requirements of General Design 
Criterion 62 and applicable NRC Staff guidance.  

6. In making my evaluation, I conducted an extensive review of documents related to 
criticality prevention at Harris and in general, including correspondence between 
CP&L and the NRC Staff, criticality studies performed by or for CP&L, NRC Staff 
and licensee documents regarding proposed spent fuel storage pool expansion 
applications, Licensee Event Reports of criticality-related occurrences, NRC Staff and 
industry guidance documents and related correspondence, the rulemaking history of 
GDC 62, and other publicly available information regarding spent fuel storage and 
criticality prevention. I also participated in preparing for depositions of CP&L and 
NRC Staff witnesses regarding contention TC-2, and in reviewing the deposition 
testimony of these witnesses. In addition, I was deposed by both CP&L and the 
NRC Staff.  

7. I am responsible for all of the technical factual assertions contained in Orange 
County's Detailed Summary Of Facts, Data And Arguments On Which Orange 
County Intends To Rely At Oral Argument To Demonstrate The Existence Of A 
Genuine And Substantial Dispute Of Fact With The Licensee Regarding The 
Proposed Expansion Of Spent Fuel Storage Capacity At The Harris Nuclear Power 
Plant, With Respect To Criticality Prevention Issues (Contention TC-2), including 
Appendices A, B, and C, submitted to the Licensing Board on January 4, 2000 
(hereinafter "Summary"). As I have attested in signing the Summary, the technical 
factual assertions therein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and all 
expressions of technical opinion therein are based on my best professional judgment.  

I declare, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing is true and correct.  

Executed on January 4, 2000. _

Gordon Thompson



CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 2 

Letter from Brian K. Grimes of the NRC Staff to All 
Power Reactor Licensees (April 14, 1978)
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ENCLOSURE 2 

UNITED S.TATES 

(-. NUCLEAR REGULAVr'RY COMMISSION 
r WASHINGTON . C. 20555 

,- Z.•ril 14, 1978 

To All Power Reactor Licensees 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed for your information and possible future use is the NRC 

guidance on spent fuel pool modifications, entitled "Review and 

Acceptance of Spent Fuel Storage and Handling Applications". This 

document provides (1) additional guidance for the type and extent.  

of information needed by the NRC Staff to perform the review of 

licensee proposed modifications of an operating reactor spent fuel 

storage pool and (2) the acceptance criteria to be used by the 

NRC Staff in authorizing such modifications. This includes the 

information needed to make the findings called for by the Commission 

in the Federal Register Notice dated September 16, 1975 (copy enclosed) 

with regard to authorization of fuel pool modifications prior to the 

completion of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement, "Handling 

and Storage of Spent Fuel from Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors".  

The overall design objectives of a fuel storage facility at a reactor 

complex are governed' by various Regulatory Guides, the Standard 

Review Plan (NUREG-75/087), and various industry standards. This 

guidance provides a compilation in a single document of the pertinent 

portions of these applicable references that are needed in addressing 

spent fuel pool modifications. No additional regulatory requirements 

are imposed or implied by this document.  

Based on a review of license applications to date requesting authorization 

to increase spent fuel storage capacity, the staff has had to request 

additional information that could have been included in an adequately 

documented initial submittal. If in the future you find it necessary 

to apply for authorization to modify onsite spent fuel storage 

capacity, the enclosed guidance provides the necessary information 

and acceptance criteria utilized by the NRC staff in evaluating these 

applications. Providing the information needed to evaluate the 

matters covered by this document would likely avoid the necessity 

for NRC questions and thus significantly shorten the time required 

to process a fuel pool modification amendment.  

Sincerely, 

Brian K. Grimes, Assistant Director 
for Engineering and Projects 

Division of Operating Reactors 

Enclosures: 
1. NRC Guidance 
> Nntira



ENCLOSURE NO. 1

OT POSITION FOR REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE OF 
SPENT FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING APPLICATIONS 

I. BACKGROUND 

Prior to 1975, low density spent fuel storage racks were designed with 
a large pitch, to prevent fuel pool criticality even' if the pool 
contained the highest enrichment uranium in the light.water reactor 
fuel assemblies. Due to an increased demand on storage, space for 
spent fuel assemblies, the more recent approach is to use high density 
storage racks and to better utilize available space. In the case of 
operating plants the new rack system interfaces with the old fuel pool 
structure. A proposal for installation of high density storage racks 
may involve a plant in the licensing stage or an operating plant. The 
requirements of this position do not apply to spent fuel storage and 
handling facilities away from the nuclear reactor complex.  

On September 16, 1975, the Commission announced (40 F. R. 4280.1) its 
intent to prepare a generic environmental impact statement on handling 
and storage of spent fuel from light water power reactors. In this 
notice, the Commission also announced its conclusion that it would not 
be in the public interest to defer all licensing actions intended to 
ameliorate a possible shortage of spent fuel.storage capacity pending 
completion of the generic environmental impact statement.  

The Commission directed that in the consideration of any such proposed 
licensing action, an environmental impact statement or environmental 
impact appraisal shall be prepared in which five specific factors in 
addition to the normal cost/benefit balance and environmental stresses 
should be applied, balanced and weighed.  

The overall design objectives of a fuel storage facility at the reactor 
complex are governed by various Regulatory Guides, the Standard Review 
Plan, and industry standards which are listed in the reference section.  
Based on the reviews of such applications to date it is obvious that 
the staff had to request additional information that could be easily 
included in an adequately documented initial submittal. It is the 
intent of this document to provide guidance for the type and extent of 
information needed to perform the review, and to indicate the acceptance 
criteria where applicable.
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II. REVIEW DISCIPLINES

The objective of the staff review is to prepare (1) Safety Evaluation 
Report, and (2) Environmental Impact Appraisal. The broad staff 
disciplines involved are nuclear, mechanical, material, structural, 
and environmental.  

Nuclear and thermal-hydraulic aspects of the review include the poten
tial for inadvertant criticality in the normal storage and handling of 
the spent fuel, and the consequences of credible accidents with respect 
to criticality and the ability of the heat removal'system to maintain 
sufficient cooling.  

Mechanical, material and structural aspects of the review concern the 
capability of the fuel assembly, storage racks, and spent fuel pool 
system to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as earth
quakes, tornadoes, flood, effects of external and internal missiles, 
thermal loading, and also other service loading conditions.  

The environmental aspects of the review concern the increased thermal 
and radiological releases from the facility under normal as well as 
accident conditions, the occupational radiation exposures, the genera
tion of radioactive waste, the need for expansion, the commitment of
material and nonmaterial resources, realistic accidents, alternatives 
to the proposed action and the cost-benefit balance.  

The information related to nuclear and thermal-hydraulic type of 
analyses is discussed in Section III.  

The mechanical, material, and structural related aspects of informa
tion are discussed in Section IV.  

The information required to complete an environmental impact assess
ment, including the five factors specified by the Commission, is 
provided in Section V.
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III. NUCLEAR AND THERMAL-HYDRAULIC CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Neutron Multiplication Factor 

To include all credible conditions, the licensee shall calculate 

the effective neutron multiplication factor, kf, in the fuel 

storage pool under the following sets of assumd corditions: 

1.1 Normal Storage 

a. The racks shall be designed to contain the most reactive 

fuel authorized to be stored in the facility without any 

control rods or any noncontained* burnable poison and.the 

fuel shall be assumed to be at the most reactive point in 

its life.  

b. The moderator shall be assumed to be pure water at the 

temperature within the fuel pool limits which yields the 

largest reactivity.  

c. The array shall be assumed to be infinite in lateral extent 

or to be surrounded by an infinitely thick water reflector 

and thick concrete," as appropriate to the design.  

d. Mechanical uncertainties may be treated by assuming "worst 

case" conditions or by performing sensitivity studies and 

obtaining appropriate uncertainties.  

e. Credit may be taken for the neutron absorption in structural 

materials and in solid materials added specifically for 

neutron absorption, provided a means of inspection is estab

lished (refer to Section 1.5).  

1.2 Postulated Accidents 

The double contingency principle of ANSI N 16.1-1975 shall be 

applied. It shall require two unlikely, independent, concurrent 

evehts to produce a criticality accident.  

Realistic initial conditions (e.g., the presence of soluble 

boron) may be assumed for the fuel pool. and fuel assemblies. The 

1t"Noncontained" burnable poison is that which is not an integral part of 

the fuel assembly.  

**It should be noted that under certain conditions concrete may be a more 

effective reflector than water.

III-1
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postulated accidents shall include: (1) dropping of a 'uel 
element on top of the racks and any other achievable abnormal 
location of a fuel assembly in the pool; (2) a dropping or tip
ping of the fuel cask or other heavy objects into the fuel pool; 
(3) effect of tornado or earthquake on the deformation and rela
tive position of the fuel racks; and (4) loss of all cooling 
systems or flow under the accident conditions, unless the cooling 
system is single failure proof.  

1.3 Calculation Methods 

The calculation method and cross-section values shall be verified 
by comparison with critical experiment data for 'assemblies similar 
to those for which the racks are designed. Sufficiently diverse 
configurations shall be calculated to render improbable the 
"cancellation of error" in the calculations. So far as practi
cable the ability to correctly account for heterogeneities (e.g., 
thin slabs of absorber between storage locations) shall be 
demonstrated.  

A calculational bias, including the effect of wide spacing between 
assemblies shall be determined from the comparison between calcu
lation and experiment. A calculaLion uncertainity shall be 
determined such that the true multiplication factor will be less 
than the calculated value with a 95 percent probability at a 95 
percent confidence level. The total uncertainity factor on keff 
shall be obtained by a statistical combination of the calcula
tional and mechanical uncertainties. The k,,o value for the 
racks shall be obtained by summing the calc Ited value, the 
calculational bias, and the total uncertainty.  

1.4 Rack Modification 

For modification to existing racks in operating reactors, the 
following information should be provided in order to expedite the 
review: 

(a) The overall size of the fuel assembly which is to be stored 
in the racks and the fraction of the total cell area which 
represents the overall fuel assembly in the model of the 
nominal storage lattice cell; 

(b) For H 0 + stainless steel flux trap lattices; the nominal 
thickhess and type of stainless steel used in the storage 
racks and the thermal (.025 ev) macroscopic neutron absorp
tion cross section that is used in the calculation method 
for this stainless steel; 

(c) Also, for the H 0 + stainless steel flux trap lattices, the 
change of the cilculated neutron multiplication factor of
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infinitely long fuel assemblies in infinitely large arrays 
in the storage rack (i.e., the t of the nominal fuel storage 
lattice cell and the changed 1) for: 

(1) A change in fuel loading in grams of U225, or equiva
lent, per axial centimeter of fuel assembly where it is 
assumed that this change is made by increasing the 
enrichment of the U2 3 5 ; and, 

(2) A change in the thickness of stainless steel in the 
storage racks assuming that a decrease in stainless 
steel thickness is taken up by an incfease in water 
thickness and vice versa; 

Cd) For lattices which use boron or other strong neutron absorb
ers provide: 

(I) The effective areal density of the boron-ten atoms 
(i.e., B1 atoms/cm2 or the equivalent number of boron
ten atoms for other neutron absorbers) between fuel 
assemblies.  

(2) Similar to Item C, above, provide the sensitivity of 
the storage lattice cell I to:

(a) The fuel loading in grams of U2 3 5 , or equivalent, 

per axial centimeter of fuel assembly, 

(b) The storage lattice pitch; and, 

(c) The areal density of the boron-ten atoms between 
fuel assemblies.  

1.5 Acceptance Criteria for Criticality 

The neutron multiplication factor in spent fuel pools sball be 
less than or equal to 0.95, including all uncertainties, under 
all conditions 

(1) For those facilities which employ a strong neutron absorbing 
material to reduce the neutron multiplication factor for the 
storage pool, the licensee shall provide the description of 
onsite tests which will be performed to confirm the presence 
and retention of the strong absorber in the racks. The 
results of an initial, onsite verification test shall show 
within 95 percent confidence limits that there is a suffi
cient amount of neutron absorber in the racks to maintain 
the neutron multiplication factor at or below 0.95. In 
addition, coupon or other type of surveillance testing shall 
be performed on a statistically acceptable sample size on a

111-3
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periodic basis throughout the life of the racks to verify 
the continued presence of a sufficient Amount of neutron 
absorber in the racks to maintain the neutron multiplication 
factor at or below 0.95.  

(2) Decay Heat Calculations for the Spent Fuel 

The calculations for the amount of thermal energy that will 
have to be removed by the spent fuel pool cooling system 
shall be made in accordance with Branch Technical Position 
APCSB 9-2 entitled, "Residual Decay Energy for Light Water 
Reactors for Long Term Cooling." This Branch Technical 
Position is part of the Standard Review Plan (NUREG 75/087).  

(3) Thermal-Hydraulic Analyses for Spent Fuel Cooling 

Conservative methods should be used to calculate the maximum 
fuel temperature and the increase in temperature of the 
water in the pool. The maximum void fraction in the fuel 
assembly and between fuel assemblies should also be calculated.  

Ordinarily, in order not to exceed the design heat load for 
the spent fuel cooling system it will be necessary to do a 
certain amount of cooling in the reactor vessel after reactor 
shutdown prior to moving fuel assemblies into the spent fuel 
pool. The bases for the analyses should include the estab
lished cooling times for both the usual refueling case and 
the full core off load case.  

A potential for a large increase in the reactivity in an H2 0 
flux trap storage lattice exists if, somehow, the water is 
kept out or forced out of the space between the fuel assem
blies, conceivably by trapped air or steam. For this reason, 
it is necessary to show that the design of the storage rack 
is such that this will not occur and that these spaces will 
always have water in them. Also, in some cases, direct 
gamma heating of the fuel storage cell walls and of the 
intercell water may be significant. It is necessary to 
consider direct gamma heating of the fuel storage cell walls 
and of the intercell water to show that boiling will not 
occur in the water channels between the fuel assemblies.  
Under postulated accident conditions where all non-Category 
I spent fuel pool cooling systems become inoperative, it is 
necessary to show that there is an alternate method for 
cooling the spent pool water. When this alternative method 
requires the installation of alternate components or signifi
cant physical alteration of the cooling system, the detailed 
steps shall be described, along with the time required for 
each. Also, the average amount of water in the fuel pool 
and the expected heat up rate of this water assuming loss of 
all cooling systems shall be specified.  
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(4) Potential Fuel and Rack Handling Accidents

The method for moving the racks to and from and into and out 
of the fuel pool, should be described. Also, for plants 
where the spent fuel pool modification requires different 
fuel handling procedures than that described in the Final 
Safety Analysis Report, the differences should be discussed.  
If potential fuel and rack handling accidents occur, the 
neutron multiplication factor in the fuel pool shall not 
exceed 0.95. These postulated accidents shall not be the 
cause of the loss of cooling for either the spent fuel or 
the reactor.  

(5) Technical Specifications 

To insure against criticality, the following technical speci
fications are needed on fuel storage in high density racks: 

1. The neutron multiplication factor in the fuel pool 
shall be less than or equal to 0.95 at all times.  

2. The fuel loading (i.e., grams of uranium-235, or 
equivalent, per axial centimeter of assembly) in fuel 
assemblies that are to be loaded into the high density.  
racks should be limited. The number of grams of 
uranium-235, or equivalent, put in the plant's tech
nical specifications shall preclude criticality in the 
fuel pool.  

Excessive pool water temperatures may lead to excessive loss 
of water due to evaporation and/or cause fogging. Analyses 
of thermal load should consider loss of all pool cooling 
systems. To avoid exceeding the specified spent fuel pool 
temperatures, consideration shall be given to incorporating 
a technical specification limit on the pool water tempera
ture that wpuld resolve the concerns described above. For 
limiting values of pool water temperatures refer to 
ANSI-N210-1976 entitled, "Design Objectives for Light Water 
Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power 
Stations," except that the requirements of the Section 
9.1.3.III.l.d of the Standard Review Plan is applicable for 
the maximum heat load with normal cooling systems in 
operation.
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IV. MECHANICAL, MATERIAL, AND STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

(I) Description of the Spent Fuel Pool and Racks 

Descriptive information including plans and sections showing the 
spent fuel pool in relation to other plant structures shall be 
provided in order to define the primary structural aspects and 
elements relied upon to perform the safety-related functions of 
the pool and the racks. The main safety function of the spent 
fuel pool and the racks is to maintain the spent-fuel assemblies 
in a safe configuration through all environmental and abnormal 
loadings, such as earthquake, and impact due to spent fuel cask 
drop, drop of a spent fuel assembly, or drop of any other heavy 
object during routine spent fuel handling.  

The major structural elements reviewed and the extent of the 
descriptive information required are indicated below..  

(a) Support of the Spent Fuel Racks: The general arrangements 
and principal features of the horizontal and the vertical 
supports to the spent fuel racks should be provided indi
cating the methods of transferring the loads on the racks to 
the fuel pool wall and the foundation slab. All gaps 
(clearance or expansion allowance) and sliding contacts 
should be indicated. The extent of interfacing between the 
new rack system and the old fuel pool walls and base slab 
should be discussed, i.e., interface loads, response spec
tra, etc.  

If connections of the racks are made to the base and to the 
side walls of the pool such that the pool liner may be 
perforated, the provisions for avoiding leakage of radio
active water of the pool should be indicated.  

(b) Fuel Handling: Postulation of a drop accident,.and quanti
fication of the drop parameters are reviewed under the 
environmental discipline. Postulated drop accidents must 
include a straight drop on the top of a rack, a straight 
drop through an individual cell all the way to the bottom of 
the rack, and an inclined drop on the top of a rack. In
tegrity of the racks and the fuel poel due to a postulated 
fuel handling accident is reviewed under the mechanical, 
material, and structural disciplines. Sketches and suffi
cient details of the fuel handling system should be provided 
to facilitate this review.
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(2) Applicable Codes, Standards and Specifications

Construction materials should conform to Section III, Subsec
tion NF of the ASME* Code. All Materials should be selected to 
be compatible with the fuel pool environment to minimize corro
sion and galvanic effects.  

Design, fabrication, and installation of spent fuel racks of 
stainless steel material may be performed based, upon the AISC*X 
specification or Subsection NF requirements of Section III of the 
ASME B&PV Code for Class 3 component supports. Once a code is 
cosen its provisions must be followed il entirety. When the 
AISC specification procedures are adopted, the yield stress 
values for stainless steel base metal may be obtained from the 
Section III of the ASME B&PV Code, and the design stresses de
fined in the AISC specifications as percentages of. the yield 
stress may be used. Permissible stresses for stainless steel 
welds used in accordance with the AISC Code may be obtained from 
Table NF-3292.1-l of ASME Section III Code.  

Other materials, design procedures, and fabrication techniques 
will be reviewed on a case by case basis.  

(3) Seismic and Impact Loads 

For plants where dynamic input data such as floor response spec
tra or ground response spectra are not available, necessary 
dynamic analyses may be performed using the criteria described in 
Section 3.7 of the Standard Review Plan. The ground response 
spectra and damping values should correspond to Regulatory Guide 
1.60 and 1.61 respectively. For plants where dynamic data are 
available, e.g., ground response spectra for a fuel pool sup
ported by the ground, floor response spectra for fuel pools 
supported on soil where soil-structure interaction was considered 
in the pool design or a floor response spectra for a fuel pool 
supported by the reactor building, the design and analysis of the 
new rack system may be performed by using either the existing 
input parameters including the old damping values or new.param
eters in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.60 and 1.61. The use 
of existing input with new damping values in Regulatory Guide 
1.61 is not acceptable.  

Seismic excitation along three orthogonal directions should be 
imposed simultaneously for the design of the new rack system.  

'•American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel 

Codes, Latest Edition.  

"*American Institute of Steel Construction, Latest Edition.
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The peak response from each direction should be combined by 
square root of the sum of the squares. If response spectra are 
available for a vertical and horizontal directions only, the same 
horizontal response spectra may be applied along the other hori
zontal direction.  

The effect of submergence of the rack system on the damping and 
the mass of the fuel racks has been under study by the NRC.  
Submergence in water may introduce damping from two sources, (a) 
viscous drag, and (b) radiation of energy away from the submerged 
body in those cases where the confining boundaries are far enough 
away to prevent reflection of waves at the boundaries. Viscous 
damping is generally negligible. Based upon the findings of this 
current study for a typical high density rack configuration, wave 
reflections occur at the boundaries so that no additional damping 
should be taken into account.  

A report on the NRC study is to be published shortly under the 
title "Effective Mass and Damping of Submerged Structures 
(UCRL-52342)," by R. G. Dong. The recommendations provided in 
this report on the added mass effect provide an acceptable basis 
for the staff review. Increased damping due to submergence in 
water is not acceptable without applicable test data and/or 
detailed analytical results.  

Due to gaps between fuel assemblies and the walls of the guide 
tubes, additional loads will be generated by the impact of fuel 
assemblies during a postulated seismic excitation. Additional 
loads due to this impact effect may be determined by estimating 
the kinetic energy of the fuel assembly. The maximum velocity of 
the fuel assembly may be estimated to be the spectral velocity 
associated with the natural frequency of the submerged fuel 
assembly. Loads thus generated should be considered for local as 
well as overall effects on the walls of the rack and the sup
porting framework. It should be demonstrated that the consequent 
loads on the fuel assembly do not lead to a damage of'the fuel.  

Loads generated from other postulated impact events may be accept
able, if the following parameters are described in the report: 
the total mass of the impacting missile, the maximum velocity at 
the time of impact, and the ductility ratio of the target material 
utilized to absorb the kinetic energy.  

(4) Loads and Load Combinations: 

Any change in the temperature distribution due to the proposed 
modification should be identified. Information pertaining to the 
applicable design loads and various combinations thereof should 
be provided indicating the thermal load due to the effect of the 
maximum temperature distribution through the pool walls and base
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slab. Temperature gradient acr(:s the rack structure due to 
differential heating effect betveen a full and an empty cell 
should be indicated and incorporated in the design of the rack 
structure. Maximum uplift forces available from the crane should 
be indicated including the consideration of these forces in the 
design of the racks and the analysis of the existing pool floor, 
if applicable.  

The specific loads and load conbinations are acceptable if they 
are in conformity with the applicable portions of Section 
3.8.4-11.3 of the Standard Review Plan.  

(5) Design and Analysis Procedures 

Details of the mathematical model including a description of how 
the important parameters are obtained should be provided includ
ing the following: the methods used to incorporate'any gaps 
between the support systems and gaps between the fuel bundles 
and the guide tubes; the methods used to lump the masses of the 
fuel bundles and the guide tubes; the methods used to account for 
the effect of sloshing water on the pool walls; and, the effect 
of submergence on the mass, the mass distribution and the effec
tive damping of the fuel bundle and the fuel racks.  

The design and analysis procedures in accordance with Section 
3.8.4-11.4 of the Standard Review Plan are acceptable. The 
effect on gaps, sloshing water, and increase of effective mass 
and damping due to submergence in water should be quantified.  

When pool walls are utilized to provide lateral restraint at 
higher elevations, a determination of the flexibility of the pool 
walls and the capability of the walls to sustain such loads 
should be provided. If the pool walls are flexible (having a 
fundamental frequency less than 33 Hertz), the floor response 
spectra corresponding to the lateral restraint point at the
higher elevation are likely to be greater than those at the base 
of the pool. In such a case using the response spectrum approach, 
two separate analyses should be performed as indicated below: 

(a) A spectrum analysis of the rack system using response spectra 
corresponding to the highest support elevation provided that 
there is not significant peak frequency shift between the 
response spectra at the lower and higher elevations; and, 

(b) A static analysis of the rack system by subjecting it to the 
maximum relative support displacement.  

The resulting stresses from the two analyses above should be 
combined by the absolute sum method.
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In order to determine the flexibility of the pool wa11 it is 
acceptable for the licensee to use equivalent mass and sziffness 
properties obtained from calculations similar to those described 
"Introduction to Structural Dynamics" by J. M. Biggs published by 
McGraw Hill Book Company. Should the fundamental frequency of 
the pool wall model be higher than or equal to 33 Hertz, it may 
be assumed that the response of the pool wall and the corres
ponding lateral support to the new rack system are identical to 
those of the base slab, for which appropriate floor response 
spectra or ground response spectra may already'exist.  

(6) Structural Acceptance Criteria 

When AISC Code procedures are adopted, the structural acceptance 
criteria are those given in Section 3.8.4.11.5 of the Standard 
Review Plan for steel and concrete structures. For stainless 
steel the acceptance criteria expressed as a percentage of yield 
stress should satisfy Section 3.8.4.11.5 of the Standard Review 
Plan. When subsection NF, Section III, of the ASME B&PV Code is 
used for the racks, the structural acceptance criteria are those 
given in the Table below.  

For impact loading the ductility ratios utilized to absorb kinetic 
energy in the tensile, flexural, compressive, and shearing modes 
should be quantified. When considering the effects of seismic 
loads, factors of safety against gross sliding and overturning of 
racks and rack modules under all probable service conditions 
shall be in accordance with the Section 3.8.5. 11-5 of the Stand
ard Review Plan. This position on factors of safety against 
sliding and tilting need not be met provided any one of the 
following conditions is met: 

(a) it can be shown by detailed nonlinear dynamic analyses that 
the amplitudes of sliding motion are minimal, and impact 
between adjacent rack modules or between a rack-module and 
the pool walls is prevented provided that the factors of 
safety against tilting are within the values permitted by 
Section 3.8.5.11.5 of the Standard Review Plan.  

(b) it can be shown that any sliding and tilting motion will be 
contained within suitable geometric constraints such as 
thermal clearances, and that any impact due to the clear
ances is incorporated.  

(7) Materials, Quality Control, and Special Construction Techniques: 

The materials, quality control procedures, and any special con
struction techniques should be described. The sequence of in
stallation of the new fuel racks, and a description of the pre
cautions to be taken to prevent damage to the stored fuel during
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TABLE

Load Combination 

Elastic Analysis Acceptance Limit

D+ L

D+ L +E 

D + L + To

D + L + To + E 

0 + L + Ta + E 

0 + L + Ta + E'

Normal limits of NF 3231.la 

Normal limits of NF 3231.la 

1.5 times normal limits or the 
lesser of 2 Sy and Su 

1.5 times normal limits or the 
leser of 2 Sy and Su 

1.6 times normal limits or the 
lesser of 2 Sy or Su 

Faulted condition limits of 
NF 3231.1c

Limit Analysis 

1.7 (D * L) 

1.7 (D + L + E)

Limits of XVII-4000 of Appendix XVII 
of ASME Code Section III

1.3 (D + L + To) 

1.3 (D + L + E + To) 

1.1 (D + L + Ta + E)

Notes: 1. The abbreviations in the table above are those used in 
Section 3.8.4 of the Standard Review Plan where each term 
is defined except for Ta which is defined as the highest 
temperature associated with the postulated abnormal design 
conditions.  

2. Deformation limits specified by the Design Specification 
limits shall be satisfied, and such deformation limits 
should preclude damage to the fuel assemblies.  

3. The provisions of NF 3231.1 shall be ammended by the 
requirements of the paragraphs c.2, 3, and 4 of the 
Regulatory Guide 1.124 entitled "Design Limits and Load 
Combinations for Class I Linear-Type Component Supports."
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the construction phase should be provided. Methods for struc
tural qualification of special poison materials utilized to 
absorb neutron radiation should be described. The material for 
the fuel rack is reviewed for compatibility inside the fuel pool 
environment. The quality of the fuel pool water in terms.of the 
pH value and the available chlorides, fluorides, boron, heavy 
metals should be indicated so that the long-term integrity of the 
rack structure, fuel assembly, and the pool liner can be evaluated.  

Acceptance criteria for special materials such as poison. materials 
should be based upon the results of the qualification program 
supported by test data and/or analytical procedures.  

If connections between the rack and the pool liner are made by 
welding, the welder as well as the welding procedure for the 
welding assembly shall be qualified in accordance with the appli
cable code.  

If precipitation hardened stainless steel material is used for 
the construction of the spent fuel pool racks, hardness testing 
sýnuld be performed on each rack component of the subject material 
to verify that each part is heat treated properly. In addition, 
the surface film resulting from the heat treatment should be 
removed from each piece to assure adequate corrosion resistance, 

(8) Testing and Inservice Surveillance 

Methods for verification of long-term material stability and 
mechanical integrity of special poison material utilized for 
neutron absorption should include actual tests.  

Inservice surveillance requirements for the fuel racks and the 
poison material, if applicable, are dependent on specific design 
features. These features will be reviewed on a case by case 
basis to determine the type and the extent of inservice surveil
lance necessary to assure long-term safety and integrity of the 
pool and the fuel rack system.
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V. COST/BENEFIT ASSESSMENT 

1. Following is a list of information needed for the environmental 
Cost/Benefit Assessment: 

1.1 What are the specific needs that require increased storage 
capacity in the .spent fuel pool (SFP)? Include in the response: 

(a) status of contractual arrangements, if any, with fuel
storage or fuel-reprocessing facilities, 

(b) proposed refueling schedule, including the expected number 
of fuel assemblies that will be transferred into the SFP at 
each refueling until the total existing capacity is reached, 

(c) number of spent fuel assemblies presently stored in the 
SFP, 

(d) control rod assemblies or other components stored in the 
SFP, and 

(e) the additional time period that spent fuel assemblies would 
be stored onsite as a result of the proposed expansion, and 

(f) the estimated date that the SFP will be filled with the 
proposed increase in storage capacity.  

1.2 Discuss the total construction associated with the proposed 
modification, including engineering, capital costs (direct and 
indirect) and allowances for funds used during construction.  

1.3 Discuss the alternative to increasing the storage capacity of 

the SFP. The alternatives considered should include: 

(a) shipment to a fuel reprocessing facility (if avaiTable); 

(b) shipment to an independent spent fuel storage facility, 

(c) shipment to another reactor site, 

(d) shutting down the reactor.  

The discussion of options (a), (b) and (c) should include a cost 
comparison in terms of dollars per KgU stored or cost per assembly.  
The discussion of (d) should include the cost for providing 
replacement power either from within or outside the licensee's 
generating system.
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1.4 Discuss whether the commitment of material resources (e.g., 
stainless steel, boral, B C, etc.) would tend to significantly 
foreclose the alternativet available with respect to any other.  
licensing actions designed to ameliorate a possible shortage of 
spent fuel storage capacity. Describe the material resources 
that would be consumed by the proposed modification.  

1.5 Discuss the additional heat load and the anticipated maximum 
temperature of water in the SFP which would result from the 
proposed expansion, the resulting increase in evaporation rates, 
the additional heat load on component and/or plant cooling water 
systems and whether there will be any significant increase in 
the amount of heat released to the environment.  

V.2. RADIOLOGICAL EVALUATION 

2. Following is a list of information needed for radiological 
evaluation: 

2.1 The present annual quantity of solid radioactive wastes gen
erated by the SFP purificat-in system. Discuss the expected 
increase in solid wastes which will result from the expansion of 
the capacity of the SFP.  

2.2. Data regarding krypton-85 measured from the fuel building ven
tilation system by year for the last two years. If.data are not 
available from the fuel building ventilation system, provide 
this data for the ventilation release which includes this system.  

2.3 The increases in the doses to personnel from radionuclide con
centrations in the SFP due to the expansion of the capacity of 
the SFP, including the following: 

(a) Provide a table showing the most recent gamma isotopic 
analysis of SFP water identifying the principal radio
nuclides and their respective concentrations.  

(b) The models used to determine the external dose equivalent 
rate from these radionuclides. Consider the dose equiva
lent rate at some distance above the center and edge of the 
pool respectively. (Use relevant experience if necessary).  

(c) A table of recent analysis performed to determine the 
principal airborne radionuclides and their respective 
concentrations in the SFP area.  

(d) The model and assumptions used to determine the increase, 
if any, in dose rate from the radionuclides identified in 
(c) above in the SFP area and at the site boundary.
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(e) An estimate of the increase in the annual man-rem burden 
from more frequent changing of the demineralizer resin and 
filter media.  

(f) The buildup of crud (e.g., 58Co, 60 Co) along the sides of 
the pool and the removal methods that will be used to 
reduce radiation levels at the pool edge to as low as 
reasonably achievable.  

(g) The expected total man-rem to be received by personnel 
occupying the fuel pool area based on all operations in 
that area including the doses resulting.from (e) and (f) 
above.  

A discussion of the radiation protection program as it affects 
(a) through (g) should be provided.  

2.4 Indicate the weight of the present spent fuel racks that will be 
removed from the SFP due to the modification and discuss what 
will be done with these racks.  

V.3 ACCIDENT EVALUATION 

3.1 The accident review shall consider: 

(a) cask drop/tip analysis, and 

(b) evaluation of the overhead handling system with respect to 
Regulatory Guide 1.104.  

3.2 If the accident aspects of review do not establish acceptability 
with respect to either (a) or (b) above, then technical specifica
tions may be required that prohibit cask movement in the spent 
fuel building.  

3.3 If the accident review does not establish acceptability with 
respect to (b) above, then technical specifications may be 
required that: 

(1) define cask transfer path including control of 

(a) cask height during transfer, and 

(b) cask lateral position during transfer 

(2) indicate the minimum age of fuel in pool sections during 
movement of heavy loads near the pool. In special cases 
evaluation of consequences-limiting engineered safety 
features such as isolation systems and filter systems may 
be required.
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3.4 If the cask drop/tip analysis as in 3.1(a) above is promised for 
future submittal, the staff evaluation will include a conclusion 
on the feasibility of a specification of minimum age of fuel 
based on previous evaluations.  

3.5 The maximum weight of loads which may be transported over spent 
fuel may not be substantially in excess of that of a single fuel 
assembly. A technical specification will be required to this 
effect.  

3.6 Conclusions that determination of previous Safety Evaluation 
Reports and Final Environmental Statements have 'not changed 
significantly or impacts are not significant are made so that a 
negative declaration with an Environmental Impact Appraisal 
(rather than a Draft and Final Environmental Statement) can be 
issued. This will involve checking realistic as well as con
servative accident analyses.
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 3 

Draft 1, Regulatory Guide 1.13, Revision 2, "Spent 
Fuel Storage Facility Design Basis (December 1981)



'..S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIu..  
JIM OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH December 1981 

0 oDivision 1 
DRAFT REGULATORY GUIDE AN1D VALUE/IMPACT STATEMENT Task CE 913-5 

Contact: C. Schulten (301)443-5,.10 

PROPOSED REVISION 2* TO REGULATORY GUIDE 1.13 

SPENT FUEL STORAGE FACILITY DESIGN BASIS 

A. INTRODUCTION 4` 

General Design Criterion 61, "Fuel Storage and Hand 1,n•'Z.n%-adi oactivity 

Control," of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclehr Pdwer Plants," 

to 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Productio andl.ti.•ization Facilities," 

requires that fuel storage and handling systems.. de, s :P ked to ensure adequate 

safety under normal and postulated accident gondi,-tio'.'. It also requires that 

these systems be designed (1) with a capabil~I.bto" ermit appropriate periodic 

inspection and testing of components i" t ti safety, (2) with suitable 

shielding for radiation protection,#() wit. h appropriate containment, confine

ment, and filtering systems, (4) W:Ith a t-esidual heat removal capability having 

reliability and testability tiaref4eCts the importance to safety of decay 
heat and other residual heat~remo1.... and (5) to prevent significant reduction 

in fuel storage coolant inventory under accident conditions. This guide 

describes a methoxd•.ceptable to the NRC staff for implementing Criterion 61.  

B. DISCUSSION 

-ii up aNS-57.2 of the American Nuclear Society Subcommittee 
ANS-5O h ýdeveloped a standard that details minimum design requirements for 

*The substantial number of changes in this proposed revision has made it-,, 
impractical to indicate the changes with lines in the margin.  

This regulatory guide and the associated value/impact statement are being issued in draft form to involve .  
the public In the early stages of the development of a regulatory position in this area. They have not .
received complete staff review and do not represent an official NRC staff position.  

Public comments are being solicited on both drafts, the guide (including any implementation schedutg) and 
the value/impact statement. Comments on the value/impact statement should be accompanied by supporting 
data. Comments on both drafts should be sent to the Secretary of the Commission, U.S. Nuclear Regu'atory "
Commission, 4ash.ngton. D.C. 20555, Attention: Docketing and Service Branch, byMAR 1382 -

Requests for single copies of draft guides (which may be reproduced) or for placement on an automatic 
distribution list for single copies of future draft guides in specific divisions should be made in 
W-iting to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Washington. D.C. 20555, Attention: Director, 
D-.vision of Technical Information and Document Control.



spent fuel storage facilities at nuclear power stations. This standard was 

approved by the American National Standards Committee Nl8, Nuclear Design 

Criteria. It was subsequently approved and designated ANSI N210-1976/ANS-57.2, 

"Design Objectives for Light Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at 

Nuclear Power Stations," by the American National Standards Institute on 

April 12, 1976.  

Primary facility design objectives are: 

a. To prevent loss of water from the fuel pool that would uncover fuel, 

b. To protect the spent fuel from mechanical damage, and 

c. To provide the capability for limiting the potential offsite exposures 

in the event of significant release of radioactivity from the fuel.  

If spent fuel storage facilities are not provided with adequate protective 

features, radioactive materials could be released to the environment as a result 

of either loss of water from the storage pool or mechanical damage to fuel within 

the pool.  

1. LOSS OF WATER FROM STORAGE POOL 

Unless protective measures are taken to prevent the loss of water from a 

fuel storage pool, the spent fuel could overheat and cause damage to fuel cladding 

integrity, which could result in the release of radioactive materials to the 

environment. Equipment failures in systems connected to the pool could also 

result in the loss of pool water. A permanent coolant makeup system designed 

with suitable redundancy or backup would prevent the fuel from being uncovered 

should pool leaks occur. Further, early detection of pool leakage and fuel 

damage can be made using pool-water-level monitors and pool radiation monitors 

that alarm locally and also at a continuously manned location to ensure timely 

operation of building filtration systems. Natural events such as earthquakes 

or high winds can damage the fuel pool either directly or by the generation of 

missiles. Earthquakes or high winds could also cause structures or cranes to 

fall into the pool. Designing the facility to withstand these occurrences without 

significant loss of watertight integrity will alleviate these concerns.
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2. MECHANICAL DAMAGE TO FUEL

The release of radioactive material from fuel may occur as a result of.' 

fuel-cladding failures or mechanical damage caused by the dropping of fuel 

elements or objects onto fuel elements during the refueling process and at 

other times.  

Plant arrangements consider low-probability accidents such as the dropping 

of heavy loads (e.g., a 100-ton fuel cask) where such loads are positioned or 

moved in or over the spent fuel pool. It is desirable that cranes capable of 

carrying heavy loads be prevented from moving into the vicinity of the stored 

fuel.  

Missiles generated by high winds also are a potential cause of mechanical 

damage to fuel. This concern can be eliminated by designing the fuel storage 

facility to preclude the possibility of the fuel being struck by missiles 

generated by high winds.  

3. LIMITING POTENTIAL OFFSITE EXPOSURES 

Mechanical damage to the fuel might cause significant offsite doses unless 

dose reduction features are provided. Dose reduction designs such as negative 

pressure in the fuel handling building during movement of spent fuel would 

prevent exfiltration and ensure that any activity released to the fuel handling 

building will be treated by an engineered safety feature (ESF) grade filtration 

system before release to the environment. Even if measures not described are 

used to maintain the desired negative pressure, small leaks from the building 

may still occur as a result of structural failure or other unforeseen events.  

The staff considers Seismic Category I design assumptions acceptable 

for the spent fuel pool cooling, makeup, and cleanup systems. Tornado protection 

requirements are acceptable for the water makeup source and its delivery system, 

the pool structure, the building housing the pool, and the filtration-ventilation 

system. Regulatory Guide 1.52, "Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for 

Post Accident Engineered-Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration 

and Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," and Regulatory 

Guide 1.140, "Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Normal Ventilation 

Exhaust System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear
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Power Plants," provide guidelines to limit potential offsite exposures through 

the filtration-ventilation system of the pool building.  

Occupational radiation exposure is kept as low as is reasonably achievable 

(ALARA) in all activities involving personnel, and efforts toward maintaining 

exposures ALARA are considered in the design, construction, and operational 

phases. Guidance on maintaining exposures ALARA is provided in Regulatory 

Guide 8.8, "Information Relevant to Ensuring That Occupational Radiation 

Exposures at Nuclear Power Stations Will Be As Low As Is Reasonably Achievable." 

C. REGULATORY POSITION 

The requirements in ANSI N210-1976/ANS-57.2, "Design Objectives for Light 

Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power Stations,"* are 

generally acceptable to the NRC staff as a means for complying with the require

ments of General Design Criterion 61, "Fuel Storage and Handling and Radio

activity Control," of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50 as related to light-water reactors (LWRs), 

subject to the following clarifications and modifications: 

1. 'In lieu of the example inventory in Section 4.2.4.3(1), the example 

inventory should be that inventory of radioactive materials that are predicted 

to leak under the postulated maximum damage conditions resulting from the 

dropping of a single spent fuel assembly onto a fully loaded spent fuel pool 

storage rack. Other assumptions in the analysis should be consistent with 

those given in Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Safety Guide 25), "Assumptions Used for 

Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident 

in the Fuel Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water 

Reactors." 

2. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.1.3, boiling of 

the pool water may be permitted only when the resulting thermal loads are 

properly accounted for in the design of the pool structure, the storage racks, 

and other safety-related structures, equipment, and systems.  

*Copies may be obtained from the American Nuclear Society, 555 North Kensington 

Avenue, La Grange Park, Illinois 60525
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3. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.1.3, the fuel 

storage pool should be designed (a) to prevent tornado winds and missiles 

generated by these winds from causing significant loss of watertight integrity 
of the fuel storage pool and (b) to prevent missiles generated by tornado winds 

from striking the fuel. These requirements are discussed in Regulatory 

Guide 1.117, "Tornado Design Classification." The fuel storage building, 

including walls and roof, should be designed to prevent penetration by tornado

generated missiles or from seismic damage to ensure that nothing bypasses the 

ESF-grade filtration system in the containment building.  

4. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.1.5.1, provisions 

should be made to ensure that nonfuel components in fuel pools are handled below 

the minimum water shielding depth. A system should be provided that, either 

through the design of the system or through administrative procedures, would 

prohibit unknowing retrieval of these components.  

5. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.1.12.10, the 
maximum potential kinetic energy capable of being developed by any object handled 

above stored spent fuel, if dropped, should not exceed the kinetic energy of 

one fuel assembly and its associated handling tool when dropped from the height 

at which it is normally handled above the spent fuel pool storage racks.  

6. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.2.3.1, an inter
face should be provided between the cask venting system and the building ventila
tion system to minimize personnel exposure to the "vent-gas" generated from 

filling a dry loaded cask with water.  

7. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.3.3, radioac

tivity released during a Condition IV fuel handling accident should be either 

contained or removed by filtration so that the dose to an individual is less 

than the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. The calculated offsite dose to an 

individual from such an event should be well within the exposure guidelines 

of 10 CFR Part 100 using appropriately conservative analytical methods and 

assumptions. In order to ensure that released activity does not bypass the
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filtration system, the ESF fuel storage building ventilation should provide and 

maintain a negative pressure of at least 3.2 mm (0.125 in.) water gauge within 

the fuel storage building.  

8. In addition to the requirements of Section 6.3.1, overhead handling 

systems used to handle the spent fuel cask should be designed so that travel 

directly over the spent fuel storage pool or safety-related equipment is not 

possible. This should be verified by analysis to show that the physical 

structure under all cask handling pathways will be adequately designed so that 

unacceptable damage to the spent fuel storage facility or safety-related 

equipment will not occur in the event of a load drop.  

9. In addition to the references listed in Section 6.4.4, Safety Class 3, 

Seismic Category I, and safety-related structures and equipment should be 

subjected to quality assurance programs that meet the applicable provisions 

of Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel 

Reprocessing Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50. Further, these programs should obtain 

guidance from Regulatory Guide 1.28, "Quality Assurance Program Requirements 

(Design and Construction)," endorsing ANSI N45.2, and from the applicable provi

sions of the ANSI N45.2-series standards endorsed by the following regulatory 

guides: 

1.30 (Safety Guide 30) "Quality Assurance Requirements for the 

Installation, Inspection, and Testing of Instrumentation and 

Electric Equipment" (N45.2.4).  

1.38 "Quality Assurance Requirements for Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, 

Storage, and Handling of Items for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 

Plants" (N45.2.2).  

1.58 "Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Inspection, Examination, 

and Testing Personnel" (N45.2.6).  

1.64 "Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power 

Plants" (N45.2.11).
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"Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions" (N45.2.10).

1.88 "Collection, Storage, and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plant 

Quality Assurance Records" (N45.2.9).  

1.94 "Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection, 

and Testing of Structural Concrete and Structural Steel During 

the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants" (N45.2.5).  

1.116 "Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection, 

and Testing of Mechanical Equipment and Systems" (N45.2.8).  

1.123 "Quality Assurance Requirements for Control of Procurement of 

Items and Services for Nuclear Power Plants" (N45.2.13).  

10. The spent fuel pool water temperatures stated in Section 6.6.1(2) 

exceed the limits recommended by the NRC staff. For the maximum heat load during 

Condition I occurrences with normal cooling systems in operation and assuming 

a single active failure, the pool water temperature should be kept at or below 

600 C (140 0 F). Under abnormal maximum heat load conditions (full core unload) 

and also for Condition IV occurrences, the pool water temperature should be 

kept below boiling.  

11. A nuclear criticality safety analysis should be performed in accord

ance with Appendix A to this guide for each system that involves the handling, 

transfer, or storage of spent fuel assemblies at LWR spent fuel storage facilities.  

12. The spent fuel storage facility should be equipped with both electrical 

interlocks and mechanical stops to keep casks from being transported over the 

spent fuel pool.  

13. Sections 6.4 and 9 of ANS-57.2 list those codes and standards referenced 

in ANS-57.2. Although this regulatory guide endorses with clarifications and 

modifications ANS-57.2, a blanket endorsement of those referenced codes and
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standards is not intended. (Other regulatory guides may contain some such 

endorsements.) 

D. IMPLEMENTATION 

The purpose of this section is to provide information to applicants regard

ing the NRC staff's plans for using this regulatory guide.  

This proposed revision has been released to encourage public participation 

in its development. Except in those cases in which an applicant proposes an 

acceptable alternative method for complying with specified portions of the 

Commission's regulations, the method to be described in the active guide 

reflecting public comments will be used in the evaluation of applications for 

construction permits and operating licenses docketed after the implementation 

date to be specified in the active guide. Implementation by the staff will in 

no case be earlier than June 30, 1982.
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APPENDIX A 

NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY 

1. SCOPE OF NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY ANALYSIS 

1.1 A nuclear criticality safety analysis should be performed for each system 

that involves the handling, transfer, or storage of spent fuel assemblies at 

light-water reactor (LWR) spent fuel storage facilities.  

1.2 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should demonstrate that each LWR 

spent fuel storage facility system is subcritical (keff not to exceed 0.95).  

1.3 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should include consideration of 

all credible normal and abnormal operating occurrences, including: 

a. Accidental tipping or falling of a spent fuel assembly, 

b. Accidental tipping or falling of a storage rack during transfer, 

c. Misplacement of a spent fuel assembly, 

d. Accumulation of solids containing fissile materials on the pool 

floor or at locations in the cooling water system, 

e. Fuel drop accidents, 

f. Stuck fuel assembly/crane uplifting forces, 

g. Horizontal motion of fuel before complete removal from rack, 

h. Placing a fuel assembly along the outside of rack, and 

i. Objects that may fall onto the stored spent fuel assemblies.  

1.4 At all locations in the LWR spent fuel storage facility where spent 

fuel is handled or stored, the nuclear criticality safety analysis should 

demonstrate that criticality could not occur without at least two unlikely, 

independent, and concurrent failures or operating limit violations.  

1.5 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should explicitly identify spent 

fuel assembly characteristics upon which subcriticality in the LWR spent fuel 

storage facility depends.
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1.6 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should explicitly identify design 

limits upon which subcriticality depends that require physical verification at 

the completion of fabrication or construction.  

1.7 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should explicitly identify operating 

limits upon which subcriticality depends that require implementation in operating 

procedures.  

2. CALCULATION METHODS AND CODES 

Methods used to calculate subcriticality should be validated in accordance 

with Regulatory Guide 3.41, "Validation of Calculational Methods for Nuclear 

Criticality Safety," which endorses ANSI N16.9-1975.  

3. METHOD TO ESTABLISH SUBCRITICALITY 

3.1 The evaluated multiplication factor of fuel in the spent fuel storage 

racks, ks, under normal and credible abnormal conditions should be equal 

to or less than an established maximum allowable multiplication factor, ka; 

i.e., 

k < ka 

The factor, ks, should be evaluated from the expression: 

ks = k sn + Aksb + Aku + Ak sc 

where 

ksn = the computed effective multiplication factor; ksn is calculated 

by the same methods used for benchmark experiments for design 

storage parameters when the racks are loaded with the most 

reactive fuel to be stored,
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Aksb= the bias in the calculation procedure as obtained from the 

comparisons with experiments and including any extrapolation to 

storage pool conditions, 

Ak = the uncertainty in the benchmark experiments, and 
u 

Ak sc= the combined uncertainties in the parameters listed in para

graph 3.2 below.  

3.2 The combined uncertainties, Aksc, include: 

a. Statistical uncertainty in the calculated result if a Monte Carlo 

calculation is used, 

b. Uncertainty resulting from comparison with calculational and experimental 

results, 

c. Uncertainty in the extrapolation from experiment to storage rack condi

tions, and 

d. Uncertainties introduced by the considerations enumerated in para

graphs 4.3 and 4.4 below.  

3.3 The various uncertainties may be combined statistically if they are 

independent. Correlated uncertainties should be combined additively.  

3.4. All uncertainty values should be at the 95 percent probability level with 

a 95 percent confidence value.  

3.5 For spent fuel storage pool, the value of ka should be no greater than 0.95.  

4. STORAGE RACK ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS 

4.1 The spent fuel storage rack module design should be based on one of the 

following assumptions for the fuel:
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a. The most reactive fuel assembly to be stored at the most reactive 

point in the assembly life, or 

b. The most reactive fuel assembly to be stored based on a minimum 

confirmed burnup (see Section 6 of this appendix).  

Both types of rack modules may be present in the same storage pool.  

4.2 Determination of the most reactive spent fuel assembly includes considera

tion of the following parameters: 

a. Maximum fissile fuel loading, 

b. Fuel rod diameter, 

c. Fuel rod cladding material and thickness, 

d. Fuel pellet density, 

e. Fuel rod pitch and total number of fuel rods within assembly, 

f. Absence of fuel rods in certain locations, and 

g. Burnable poison content.  

4.3 The fuel assembly arrangement assumed in storage rack design should be 

the arrangement that results in the highest value of ks considering: 

a. Spacing between assemblies, 

b. Moderation between assemblies, and 

c. Fixed neutron absorbers between assemblies.  

4.4 Determination of the spent fuel assembly arrangement with the highest value 

of k shall include consideration of the following: 

a. Eccentricity of fuel bundle location within the racks and variations 

in spacing among adjacent bundles, 

b. Dimensional tolerances, 

c. Construction materials, 

d. Fuel and moderator density (allowance for void formations and temper

ature of water between and within assemblies),
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e. Presence of the remaining amount of fixed neutron absorbers in fuel 

assembly, and 
f. Presence of structural material and fixed neutron absorber in cell 

walls between assemblies.  

4.5 Fuel burnup determination should be made for fuel stored in racks where 
credit is taken for burnup. The following methods are acceptable: 

a. A minimum allowable fuel assembly reactivity should be established, 
and a reactivity measurement should be performed to ensure that each 
assembly meets this criterion; or 

b. A minimum fuel assembly burnup value should be established as deter
mined by initial fuel assembly enrichment or other correlative 
parameters, and a measurement should be performed to ensure that each 
fuel assembly meets the established criterion; or 

c. A minimum fuel assembly burnup value should be established as deter
mined by initial fuel assembly enrichment or other correlative param
eters, and an analysis of each fuel assembly's exposure history should 
be performed to determine its burnup. The analyses should be performed 
under strict administrative control using approved written procedures.  
These procedures should provide for independent checks of each step 
of the analysis by a second qualified person using nuclear criticality 
safety assessment criteria described in paragraph 1.4 above.  

The uncertainties in determining fuel assembly storage acceptance criteria 
should be considered in establishing storage rack reactivity, and auditable 
records should be kept of the method used to determine the fuel assembly storage 
acceptance criterion for as long as the fuel assemblies are stored in the racks.  

Consideration should be given to the axial distribution of burnup in the 
fuel assembly, and a limit should be set on the length of the fuel assembly 
that is permitted to have a lower average burnup than the fuel assembly average.
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5. USE OF NEUTRON ABSORBERS IN STORAGE RACK DESIGN 

5.1 Fixed neutron absorbers may be used for criticality control under the 

following conditions: 

a. The effect of neutron-absorbing materials of construction or added 

fixed neutron-absorbers may be included in the evaluation if they 

are designed and fabricated so as to preclude inadvertent removal by 

mechanical or chemical action.  

b. Fixed neutron absorbers should be an integral, nonremovable part of 

the storage rack.  

c. When a fixed neutron absorber is used as the primary nuclear criticality 

safety control, there should be provision to: 

(1) Initially confirm absorber presence in the storage rack, and 

(2) Periodically verify continued presence of absorber.  

5.2 The presence of a soluble neutron absorber in the pool water should not 

normally be used in the evaluation of k . However, when calculating the 

effects of Condition IV faults, realistic initial conditions (e.g., the 

presence of soluble boron) may be assumed for the fuel pool and fuel 

assemblies.  

6. CREDIT FOR BURNUP IN STORAGE RACK DESIGN 

6.1 Consideration should be given to the fact that the reactivity of any given 

spent fuel assembly will depend on initial enrichment, 2 35U depletion, amount 

of burnable poison, plutonium buildup and fission product burnable poison 

depletion, and the fact that the rates of depletion and plutonium and fission 

product buildup are not necessarily the same.
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6.2 Consideration should be given to the practical implementation of the spent 

fuel screening process. Factors to be considered in choosing the screening 

method should include: 

a. Accuracy of the method used to determine storage rack reactivity; 

b. Reproducibility of the result, i.e., what is the uncertainty in the 

result? 

c. Simplicity of the procedure; i.e. , how much disturbance to other 

operations is involved? 

d. Accountability, i.e. , ease and completeness of recordkeeping; and 

e. Auditability.
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DRAFT VALUE/IMPACT STATEMENT 

1. PROPOSED ACTION 

1.1 Description 

Each nuclear power plant has a spent fuel storage facility. General Design 

Criterion 61, "Fuel Storage and Handling and Radioactivity Control," of Appendix A, 

"General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic 

Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities," requires that fuel storage 

and handling systems be designed to ensure adequate safety under normal and 

postulated accident conditions. The proposed action would provide an acceptable 

method for implementing this criterion. This action would be an update of 

Regulatory Guide 1.13, "Spent Fuel Storage Facility Design Basis." 

1.2 Need for Proposed Action 

Since Regulatory Guide 1.13 was last published in December of 1975, addi

tional guidance has been provided in the form of ANSI standards and NUREG 

reports. The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has requested that this guide 

be updated.  

1.3 Value/Impact of Proposed Action 

1.3.1 NRC 

The applicants' basis for the design of the spent fuel storage facility 

will be the same as that used by the staff in its review of a construction permit 

or operating license application. Therefore, there should be a minimum number 

of cases where the applicant and the staff radically disagree on the design 

criteria.  

1.3.2 Government Agencies 

Applicable only if the agency, such as TVA,, is an applicant.
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1.3.3 Industry 

The value/impact on the applicant will be the same as for the NRC staff.  

1.3.4 Public 

No major impact on the public can be foreseen.  

1.4 Decision on Proposed Action 

The guidance furnished on the design basis for the spent fuel storage facility 

should be updated.  

2. TECHNICAL APPROACH 

The American Nuclear Society published ANS-57.2 (ANSI N210), "Design Objectives 
for Light Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power Stations." 
Part of the update of Regulatory Guide 1.13 would be an evaluation of this standard 
and possible endorsement by the NRC. Also, recommendations made by Task A-36, 
which were published in NUREG-0612, "Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power 

Plants," would be included.  

3. PROCEDURAL APPROACH 

Since Regulatory Guide 1.13 already deals with the proposed action, logic 

dictates that this guide be updated.  

4. STATUTORY CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1 NRC AUTHORITY 

Authority for this regulatory guide is derived from the safety requirements 
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, through the Commission's regulatifons, 
in particular, General Design Criterion 61 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.
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4.2 Need for NEPA Assessment 

The proposed action is not a major action as defined by paragraph 51.5(a)(10) 

of 10 CFR Part 51 and does not require an environmental impact statement.  

5. CONCLUSION 

Regulatory Guide 1.13 should be updated.
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,- ,'UNITED STATES 

ANUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
UdUL' or WASHINGTON, D.C. 20W-CO01 

GUIDANCE ON THE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR 

CRITICALITY ANALYSIS OF FUEL STORAGE 

AT LIGHT-WATER REACTOR POWER PLANTS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This document defines the NRC Reactor Systems Branch guidance for the assurance of 
criticality safety in the storage of new (unirradiated or fresh) and spent (irradiated) fuel at light
water reactor (LWR) power stations. Safety analyses submitted in support of licensing actions 
should consider, among other things, normal operation, incidents, and postulated accidents that 
may occur in the course of handling, transferring, and storing fuel assemblies and should 
establish that an acceptable margin exists for the prevention of criticality under all credible 
conditions.  

This guidance is not applicable to fuel storage in casks, nor does it consider the mechanical.  
chemical, thermal, radiological, and other aspects of the storage of new and spent fuel. The 
guidance considers only the criticality safety aspects of new and spent LWR fuel assemblies 
and of fuel that has been consolidated: that is, fuel with fuel rods reassembled in a more closely 
packed array.  

The guidance stated here is based, in part, on (a) the criticality positions of Standard Review 
Plan (SRP) Section 9.1. 1 (Ref. 1) and SRP 9.1 .2 (Ref. 2), (b) a previous NRC position paper 
sent to all licensees (Ref. 3), and (c) past and present practices of the staff in its safety 
evaluation reports (SERs). The guidance also meets General Design Criterion 62 (Ref 4).  
which states: 

Criticality in the fuel storage and handling system shall be prevented by physical 
systems or processes, preferably by use of geometrically safe configurations.  

The prncipal objective of this guidance is to clarify and document current and past staff 
positions that may have been incompletely or ambiguously stated in SERs or other staff 
documents. A second purpose is to state staff positions on recently proposed storage 
configurations and characteristics in spent fuel rerack or enrichment upgrade requests (for 
example, multiple-region spent fuel storage racks, checkerboard loading patterns for new and 
spent fuel storage, credit for burnup in the spent fuel to be stored, and credit for non-removable 
poison inserts). Although these statements are not new staff positions. this document compiles 
them in a single paper. In addition, a recently approved staff position for pressurized-water 
reactors (PWRs) would allow partial credit for soluble boron in the pool water (Ref 5) 

The guidance stated here :s applicable to both PWRs and boiling-water reactors (BWRs) The 
most notable difference between PWR and BWR fuel storage facilities is the larger size of the 
fuel assemblies and the presence of soluble boron in the spent fuel pool water of PWRs 
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The determination of the effective multiplication factor, k,,. for the new or spent fuel storage 
racks should consider and clearly identify the following: 

a. fuel rod parameters, including: 

1. rod diameter 

2. cladding material and cladding thickness 

3. fuel rod pellet or stack density and initial uranium-235 (U-235) enrichment of 
each fuel rod in the assembly (a bounding enrichment is acceptable) 

b. fuel assembly parameters, including: 

1. assembly length and planar dimensions 

2. fuel rod pitch 

3. total number of fuel rods in the assembly 

4. locations in the fuel assembly lattice that are empty or contain nonfuel material 

5. integral neutron absorber (burnable poison) content of various fuel rods and 
locations in fuel assembly 

6. structural materials (e.g., grids) that are an integral part of the fuel assembly 

The criticality safety analysis should explicitly address the treatment of axial and planar 
variations of fuel assembly characteristics such as fuel enrichment and integral neutron 
absorber (burnable poison), if present (e.g.. gadolinia in certain fuel rods of BWR and PWR 
assemblies or integral fuel burnable absorber (IFBA) coatings in certain fuel rods of PWR 
assemblies).  

Whenever reactivity equivalencing (i.e., burnup credit or credit for imbedded turnable 
absorbers) is employed, or if a correlation with the reactivity of assemblies in a standard core 
geometry is used (k-), such as is typically done for BWR racks, the equivalent reactivities must 
be evaluated in the storage rack configuration. In this latter approach. sufficient uncertainty 
should be incorporated into the k- limit to account for the reactivity effects of (1) nonuniform 
enrichment variation in the assembly. (2) uncertainty in the calculation of k.- and k3) uncertainty 
in average assembly enrichment.  

If various locations in a storage rack are prohibited from containing any fuel. they should be 
physically or administratively blocked or restncted to non-fuel material If the criticality safety of 
the storage racks relies on administrative procedures. these procedures should be explicitly 
identified and implemented in operating procedures and/or technical specification limits
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2. CRITICALITY ANALYSIS METHODS AND COMPUTER CODES 

A variety of methods may be used for criticality analyses provided the cross-section data and 
geometric capability of the analytical model accurately represent all important neutronic and 
geometrical aspects of the storage racks. In general, transport methods of analysis are 
necessary for acceptable results. Storage rack characteristics such as boron carbide (BC) 
particle size and thin layers of structural and neutron absorbing material (poisons) need to be 
carefully considered and accurately described in the analytical model. Where possible, the 
primary method of analysis should be verified by a second, independent method of analysis.  
Acceptable computer codes include, but are not necessarily limited to. the following: 

o CASMO - a multigroup transport theory code in two dimensions 

o NITAWL-KENO5a - a multigroup transport theory code in three dimensions, using the 
Monte Carlo technique 

o PHOENIX-P - a multigroup transport theory code in two dimensions, using discrete 
ordinates 

o MONK6B - a multigroup transport theory code in three dimensions, using the Monte 
Carlo technique 

o DOT - a multigroup transport theory code in two dimensions, using discrete ordinates 

Similarly, a variety of cross-section libraries is available. Acceptable cross-section libraries 
include the 27-group. 123-group. and 218-group libraries from the SCALE system developed by 
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the 8220-group United Kingdom Nuclear Data Library 
(UKNDL). However, empirical cross-section compilations, such as the Hansen-Roach library, 
are not acceptable for criticality safety analyses (see NRC Information Notice No. 91-26).  
Other computer codes and cross-section libraries may be acceptable provided they conform to 
the requirements of this position statement and are adequately benchmarked.  

The proposed analysis methods and neutron cross-section data should be benchmarked, by 
the analyst or organization performing the analysis, by comparison with critical experiments.  
This qualifies both the ability of the analyst and the computer environment. The cntical 
experiments used for benchmarking should include, to the extent possible, configurations 
having neutronic and geometric characteristics as nearly comparable to those of the proposed 
storage facility as possible. The Babcock & Wilcox series of critical experiments (Ref 6) 
provides an acceptable basis for benchmarking storage racks with thin strong absorber panels 
for reactivity control. Similarly. the Babcock & Wilcox critical experiments on close-packed 
arrays of fuel (Ref. 7) provide an acceptable expenmental basis for benchmark analyses for 
consolidated fuel arrays. A comparison with methods of analysis of similar sophistication (e g.  
transport theory) may be used to augment or extend the range of applicable critical experiment 
data 

The benchmarking analyses should establish both a bias (defined as the mean difference 
between experiment and calculation) and an uncertainty of the mean with a one-sided tolerance 
factor for 95-percent probability at the 95-percent confidence level (Ref 8)
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The maximum k,0 shall be evaluated from the following expression: 

k.w = k(calc) + 8k(bias) + dk(uncert) + 8k(bumup).  
where 

k(calc) = calculated nominal value of k.,, 

6k(bias) = bias in criticality analysis methods, 

8k(uncert) = manufacturing and calculational uncertainties, and 

8k(bumup) = correction for the effect of the axial distribution in bumup, 
when credit for bumup is taken.  

A bias that reduces the calculated value of k. should not be applied. Uncertainties should be 
determined for the proposed storage facilities and fuel assemblies to account for tolerances in 
the mechanical and material specifications. An acceptable method for determining the 
maximum reactivity may be either (1) a worst-case combination with mechanical and material 
conditions set to maximize I,, or (2) a sensitivity study of the reactivity effects of tolerance 
variations. If used, a sensitivity study should include all possible significant variations 
(tolerances) in the material and mechanical specifications of the racks; the results may be 
combined statistically provided they are independent variations. Combinations of the two 
methods may also be used.  

3. ABNORMAL CONDITIONS AND THE DOUBLE-CONTINGENCY PRINCIPLE 

The criticality safety analysis should consider all credible incidents and postulated accidents.  
However, by virtue of the double-contingency principle, two unlikely independent and 
concurrent incidents or postulated accidents are beyond the scope of the required analysis.  
The double-contingency principle means that a realistic condition may be assumed for the 
criticality analysis in calculating the effects of incidents or postulated accidents. For eAample. if 
soluble boron is normally present in the spent fuel pool water, the loss of soluble boron is 
considered as one accident condition and a second concurrent accident need not be assumed.  
Therefore, credit for the presence of the soluble boron may be assumed in evaluating other 
accident conditions.  

4. NEW FUEL STORAGE FACILITY (VAULT) 

Normally, fresh fuel is stored temporarily in racks in a dry environment (new fuel storage vault) 
pending transfer into the spent fuel pool and then into the reactor core. However, moderator 
may be introduced into the vault under abnormal situations, such as flooding or the introduction 
of foam or water mist (for example, as a result of fire fighting operations). Foam or mist affects 
the neutron moderation in the array and can result in a peak in reactivity at low moderator 
density (called "optimum" moderation, Ref. 9). Therefore, criticality safety analyses must 
address two independent accident conditions, which should be incorporated into plant technical 
specifications: 

a. With the new fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum permissible reactivity 
and flooded with pure water, the maximum k,, shall be no greater than 0 95, including
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mechanical and calculational uncertainties, with a 95-percent probability at a 95-percent 
confidence level.  

b. With the new fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum permissible reactivity 
and flooded with moderator at the (low) density corresponding to optimum moderation, 
the maximum kw shall be no greater than than 0.98, including mechanical and 
calculational uncertainties, with a 95-percent probability at a 95-percent confidence 
level.  

An evaluation need not be performed for the new fuel storage facility for racks flooded with low
density or full-density water if it can be clearly demonstrated that design features and/or 
administrative controls prevent such flooding.  

Under the double-contingency principle, the accident conditions identified above are the 
principle conditions that require evaluation. The simultaneous occurrence of other accident 
conditions need not be considered.  

Usually, the storage racks in the new fuel vault are designed with large lattice spacing sufficient 
to maintain a low reactivity under the accident condition of flooding. Specific calculations, 
however, are necessary to assure the limiting k,, is maintained no greater than 0.95.  

At low moderator density, the presence of relatively weak absorber material (for example, 
stainless steel plates or angle brackets) is often sufficient to preclude neutronic coupling 
between assemblies, and to significantly reduce the reactivity. For this reason, the 
phenomenon of low-density (optimum) moderation is not significant in racks in the spent fuel 
pool under the initial conditions before the pool is flooded.  

Under low-density moderator conditions, neutron leakage is a very important consideration.  
The new fuel storage racks should be designed to contain the highest enrichment fuel 
assembly to be stored without taking credit for any nonintegral neutron absorber. In the 
evaluation of the new fuel vaults, fuel assembly and rack characteristics upon which 
subcriticality depends should be explicitly identified (e.g.. fuel enrichment and the presence of 
steel plates or braces).  

5. SPENT FUEL STORAGE RACKS 

A. Reference Criticality Safety Analysis 

1 For BWR pools or for PWR pools where no credit for soluble boron is taken, the 
criticality safety analyses must address the following condition, which should be 
incorporated into the plant technical specifications: 

a With the spent fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum 
permissible reactivity and flooded with full-density ur'borated water. tile 
maximum k,, shall be less than or equal to 0 95. including mechanical 
and calculational uncertiinties. with a 95-percent probability at a 95
percent confidence level
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2. If partial credit for soluble boron is taken, the criticality safety analyses for PWRs 
must address two independent conditions, which should be incorporated into the 
plant technical specifications: 

a. With the spent fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum 
permissible reactivity and flooded with full-density unborated water, the 
maximum k,, shall be less than 1.0, including mechanical and 
calculational uncertainties, with a 95-percent probability at a 95-percent 
confidence level.  

b. With the spent fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum 
permissible activity and flooded with full density water borated to [ ] 
ppm, the maximum k,4 shall be no greater than 0.95, including 
mechanical and calculational uncertainties, with a 95-percent probability 
at a 95-percent confidence level.' 

3. The reference criticality safety analysis should also include, as a minimum, the 
following: 

a. If axial and planar variations of fuel assembly characteristics are present.  
they should be explicitly addressed, including the locations of burnable 
poison rods.  

b. For fuel assemblies containing burnable poison, the maximum reactivity 
should be the peak reactivity over burnup, usually when the burnable 
poison is nearly depleted.  

c. The spent fuel storage racks should be assumed to be infinite in the 
lateral dimension or to be surrounded by a water reflector and concrete or 
structural material as appropriate to the design. The fuel may be 
assumed to be infinite in the axial dimension, or the effect of a reflector 
on the top and bottom of the fuel may be evaluated.  

d. The evaluation of normal storage should be done at the temperature 
(water density) corresponding to the highest reactivity. In poisoned 
racks, the highest reactivity will usually occur at a water density of 1 0 
(i.e.. at 4CC). However, if the temperature coefficient of reactivity is 
positive, the evaluation should be done at the highest temperature 
expected during normal operations- i.e., equilibrium temperature under 
normal refueling conditions (including full-core offload). with one coolant 
train out of service and the pool filled with spent fuel from previous 
reloads.  

4. The fuel assembly arrangement assumed in the criticality safety analysis of the 
spent fuel storage racks should also consider the following 

i [is the boron concentration required to maintain the 0 95k.,, limit withcut consideration 
of accidents
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a. the effect of eccentric positioning of fuel assemblies within the storage 
cells 

b. the reactivity consequence of including the flow channel in BWR fuel 
assemblies 

5. If one or more separate regions are designated for the storage of sperdt fuel, with 
credit for the reactivity depletion due to fuel bumup, the following applies.  

a. The minimum required fuel bumup should be defined as a funcbon of the 
initial nominal enrichment.  

b. The spent fuel storage rack should be evaluated with spent fuel at the 
highest reactivity following removal from the reactor (usually after the 
decay of xenon-135). Operating procedures should include provision for 
independent confirmation of the fuel bumup. either administratively or 
experimentally, before the fuel is placed in storage cels of the designated 
region(s).  

C. Subsequent decay of longer-life nuclides, such as Pu-241, overthe rack 
storage time may be accounted for to re 'ice the minimum burmnp 
required to meet the reactivity requirements.  

d. A reactivity uncertainty due to uncertainty in the fuel depletion 
calculations should be developed and combined with other caloklational 
uncertainties. In the absence of any other determination of the depletion 
uncertainty, an uncertainty equal to 5 percent of the reactivity decrement 
to the bumup of interest is an acceptable assumption.  

e. A correction for the effect of the axial distribution in bumup should be 
determined and, if positive, added to the reactivity calculated for uniform 
axial burnup distribution.  

B. Additional Considerations 

1. The reactivity consequences of incidents ano accidents such as (1) a fWel 
assembly drop and (2) placement of a fuel assembly on the outside ard 
immediately adjacent to a rack must be evaluated. Under the double-c=ntingency 
principle, credit for soluble boron, if present, is acceptable for these postulated 
accident conditions 

2. If either credit for bumup is assumed cr racks of different enrichment capability 
are in the same fuel pool, fuel assembly misloadings must be considered 
Normally, a misloading error involving only a single assembly need be 
considered unless there are circumstances that make multiple loading errors 
credible. Under t le double-contingency principle, credit for soluble boron of 
present, is acceptable for these postulated acc tent conditions
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3. The analysis must also consider the effect on criticality of natural events (e.g..  
earthquakes) that may deform, and change in the relative position of, the storage 
racks and fuel in the spent fuel pool.  

4. Abnormal temperatures (above those normally expected) and the reactivity 
consequences of void formation (boiling) should be evaluated to consider the 
effect on criticality of loss of all cooling systems or coolant flow, unless the 
cooling system meets the single-failure criterion. Under the double-contingency 
principle, credit for soluble boron, if present, is acceptable for these abnormally 
elevated temperature conditions.  

5. Normally, credit may only be taken for neutron absorbers that are an integral 
(nonremovable) part of a fuel assembly or the storage racks. Credit for added 
absorber (rods, plates, or other cc ifigurations) will be considered on a case-by
case basis, provided it can be clearly demonstrated that design features prevent 
the absorbers from being removed, either inadvertently or intentionally without 
unusual effort such as the necessity for special equipment maintained under 
positive administrative control.  

6. If credit for soluble boron is taken, the minimum required pool boron 
concentration (typicaly. the refueling boron concentration) should be 
incorporated into the plant technical specifications or operating procedures A 
boron dilution analysis should be performed to ensure that sufficient time is 
available to detect and suppress the worst dilution event that can occLi from the 
minimum technical specification boron concentration to the boron concentration 
required to maintain the 0.95k, design basis limit. The analysis should consider 
all possible dilution initiating events (including operator error), dilution sources, 
dilution flow rates, boration sources, instrumentation, administrative procedures.  
and piping. This analysis should justify the surveillance interval for verifying the 
technical specification minimum pool boron concentration.  

7. Consolidated fuel assemblies usually result in low values of reactivity 
(undermoderated lattice). Nevertheless, criticality calculations, using an explicit 
geometric description (usually triangular pitch) or as near an explicit description 
as possible, should be performed to assure a k., less than O.S5.  
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Carolina Power & Light Company 
Harris Nuclear Plant 
P.O. Box 165 
New Hill NC 27562 

SERIAL: HNP-99-094 

JUN 1 4 1999 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTENTION: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

SIHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
DOCKET NO. 50-400/LICENSE NO. NPF-63 
RESPONSE YMMMMQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
REGARDING THE LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST TO PLACE 
HNP SPENT FUEL POOLS "C' & 'D' IN SERVICE 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

By letter dated April 29, 1999, the NRC issued a request for additional information (RAI) 

regarding the Harris Nuclear Plant (HNP) license amendment request, submitted by CP&L letter 

Serial: HNP-98-188, dated December 23, 1998, to place spent fuel pools C and D in service. The 

HNP response to the NRC RAI is enclosed. The enclosed information is provided as a 

supplement toour December 23, 1998 license amendment request and does not change our initial 

determination that the proposed license amendment represents a no significant hazards 
consideration.  

Please refer any questions regarding the enclosed information to Mr. Steven Edwards at (919) 
362-2498.  

Sincerely.  

Donna B. Alexander 
Manager. Regulatory Affairs 
Harams Nuclear Plant 

KWS/kws 

Enclosure 

9906210117 990614 
PDR ADOCK 05000400 
P PDR
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Mr. J. B. Brady, NRC Senior Resident Inspector 

Mr. Mel Fry, N.C. DEHNR 
Mr. R. J. Laufer, NRC Project Manager 

Mr. L. A. Reyes, NRC Regional Administrator - Region II
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bc:
Mr. K. B. Altman 
Mr. G. E. Attarian 
Mr. R. H. Bazemore 
Mr. C. L. Burton 
Mr. S. R. Carr 
Mr. J. R. Caves 
Mr. H. K. Chernoff (RNP) 
Mr. B. H. Clark 
Mr. W. F. Conway 
Mr. G. W. Davis 
Mr. W. J. Dorman (BNP) 
Mr. R. S. Edwards 
Mr. R. J. Field 
Mr. K. N. Harris

Ms. L. N. Hartz 
Mr. W J. Hindman 
Mr. C. S. H-innant 
Mr. W. D. Johnson 
Mr. G. J. Kline 
Ms. W. C. Langston (PE&RAS File) 
Mr. R. D. Martin 
Mr. T. C. Morton 
Mr. J- H. O'Neill, Jr.  
Mr. J. S. Scarola 
Mr. J. M. Taylor 
Nuclear Records 
Harris Licensing File 
Files: H-X-05 11 
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SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

DOCKET NO. 50-400[LICENSE NO. NPF-63 

RESPONSE TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
REGARDING THE LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST TO PLACE 

HNP SPENT FUEL POOLS 'C' & 'D IN SERVICE 

Requested Item I 

Although the burnup criteria for storage in Pools C or D will be implemented by administrative 

procedures to ensure verified bumup prior to fuel transfer into these pools, an administrative 

failure should be assumed and evaluation of a fuel assembly misloading event (i.e., a fresh 

pressurized-water reactor (PWR) assembly inadvertently placed in a location restricted to a 

burned assembly as per Technical Specifications (TS) Figure 5.6.1) should be analyzed.  

Response to Requested Item 1 

The presence of soluble boron in the spent fuel pool water will assure that the reactivity is 

maintained substantially less than the design limitation in the event of a misloading event as 

described above. The Double Contingency Principle provides that neither the utility nor the staff 
is required to assume two unlikely, independent, concurrent events. Therefore. a failure of the 

administrative controls related to fuel assembly placement and the inadvertent dilution of the 
spent fuel pool water need not be considered to occur simultaneously. As a result, credit for the 

presence of soluble boron in the spent fuel pool water may be taken for an assembly misloading 
event as described. A minimum spent fuel pool boron concentration of 2000 ppm is maintained 

in accordance with HNP chemistry procedure CRC-001. This minimum boron concentration is 

more than adequate to offset the reactivity addition'from a postulated fuel assembly misloading 
event. Based on analysis performed by Holtec International, it has been determined that a soluble 
boron concentration of 400 ppm would be sufficient to maintain kfr less than 0.95 in the event of 
a fuel assembly misloading event (i.e., a fresh pressurized-water reactor (PWR) assembly 
inadvertently placed in a location restricted to a burned assembly as per TS Figure 5.6.1).  

Requested Item 2 

How will the bumup requirements needed to meet TS Figure 5.6. tbe ascertained for fuel 

assemblies shipped from other PWR plants (Robinson)? 

Response to Requested Item 2 

The burnup curve (proposed TS Figure 5.6.1) applies to the Robinson 15 x 15 fuel assembly 

types identified in Table 4.3.1 of Enclosure 6 to CP&L's license amendment request, dated 

12/23/98.  

The sclection of spent fuel for shipment to Harris is made in accordance with procedure NFP

NGGC-0003, entitled "Procedure for Selection of Irradiated Fuel for Shipment in the IF-300 

Spent Fuel Cask." The purpose of this procedure is to assure that the requirements of the IF-300
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Cask Certificate of Compliance No. 9001 are met with regard to the selection of irradiated fuel to 
be shipped and that the fuel selected for shipment is acceptable for storage at CP&L's Ham's 
plant. This procedure has been in use since 1990 for Robinson spent fuel shipments.  

A computer program, which has also been in use since 1990 for Robinson spent fuel shipments, 
is used in conjunction with the above-referenced fuel selection procedure. For candidate 
assemblies to be shipped, the program retrieves the fuel type, enrichment, bumup, and decay heat 
from the special nuclear materials database. The initial enrichment data for each fuel assembly is 
contained in this database along with the other fuel data, and this data is based on manufacturing 
records. The burnup data for each fuel assembly is also included in the database along with the 
other isotopic inventories, and this data is obtained from the core monitoring software used for 
the Robinson plant. The special nuclear material database and core monitoring software have 
also been in use since 1990 for Robinson shipments.  

The burnup curve proposed as TS Fig. 5.6.1 for pools C and D has already been programmed into 
the software for use in conjunction with fuel selection procedure NFP-NGGC-0003; however, 
this version is not yet in production as testing and documentation per CP&L's computer code 
quality assurance requirements are in progress. This new version will screen candidate PWR 
(Robinson) fuel against the burnup curve.  

Revision to fuel selection procedure NFP-NGGC-0003 to reflect criticality screening 
requirements for fuel to be stored in Harris pools C or D has begun, but will not be completed 
until after: (1) the software changes identified above have been tested and the revised software 
placed in production status, and (2) the NRC has approved CP&L's license amendment 
application to place spent fuel pools C and D in service.  

Requested Item 3 

The fuel enrichment tolerance is specified in Section 4.5.2.5 as +0.0/-0.05. Why isn't a positive 
tolerance of +0.05 assumed (i.e., 5.0+0.05 weight percent U-235)? 

Response to Requested Item 3 

A maximum U-235 enrichment of 5.0 weight percent was specified, because it is the maximum 
enrichment allowed by both the Robinson and Harris Technical Specifications. Robinson TS 
4.3. .l.a states that the spent fuel racks shall be maintained with fuel assemblies having a 
maximum U-235 enrichment of 5.0 weight percent. Robinson TS 4.3.1.2.a states that the new 
fuel racks shall be maintained with fuel assemblies having a maximum U-235 enrichment of 5.0 
weight percent. Harris TS 5.3.1 states that the initial core loading shall have a maximum 

enrichment of 3.5 weight percent U-235 and that reload fuel shall have a maximum enrichment 
of 5.0 weight percent U-235.  

Also, the manufacturing facility of Siemens Power Corporation (SPC), the current fuel supplier 

for both the Robinson and Hams plants, is limited by license to a maximum U-235 enrichment of 

5.0 weight percent. The SPC manufacturing tolerance is 0.05 weight percent U-235. Therefore.  
for ennchments with a tolerance of +/- 0.05%. the nominal design enrichment may not exceed
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4.95 weight percent U-235 to ensure that the nominal plus the tolerance does not exceed 5.0 
weight percent. The fuel enrichment and density tolerances specified in Section 4.5.2.5 
appropriately -supports a maximum allowable enrichment of 5.0 weight percent U-235.  

Requested Item 4 

Justify that the allowance that was assumed for possible differences between the fuel vendor and 
the Holtec calculations is sufficient to also encompass bumup calculational uncertainties.  

Response to Requested Item 4 

The Criticality Safety Calculations for the BWR Fuel Racks are summarized in Table 4.2.2 of 
Enclosure 6 to CP&L's license amendment request, dated 12/23198. An uncertainty on depletion 
was not explicitly included in the uncertainties summarized in Table 4.2.2. Instead, the 0.01 
additive allowance for comparisons to vendor calculations discussed in Section 4.4.2.2 also 
accounts for burnup uncertainty. This practice is acceptable for the following two reasons: 

First, the BWR calculations consider the peak reactivity during burnup. The kinf in the rack 
corresponding to a peak kin,, in the Standard Cold Core Geometry (SCCG) of 1.32 was calculated 
in the analysis. The burnup corresponding to this peak reactivity value is simply a by-product of 
this calculation and, in contrast to PWR analysis, burnup is not used as a criteria for establishing 
acceptability for fuel storage. Any uncertainty in the burnup calculation would simply decrease 
or increase, with burnup, the location of the peak reactivity. However, the kin, in the SCCG and 
the kin, in the rack would remain the same at the peak in reactivity. As a result, an additional 
uncertainty on depletion is not necessary.  

Second, the fuel vendor performs similar depletion calculations to those discussed in Section 4.  
Therefore any uncertainty in depletion is an inherent part of the comparison between those 
calculations in Section 4 and those performed by the vendor to determine the peak kinf in SCCG 
as a function of burnup. Again, it is noted that the actual burnup at which the peak occurs is not 
used in the BWR acceptable fuel storage criteria.  

Requested Item 5 

The summary of criticality safety calculations shown in Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 indicates that the 
total uncertainty is a statistical combination of the manufacturing tolerances but do not indicate 
methodology biases and uncertainties. Were these included? 

Response to Requested Item 5 

Section 4.4.1 of Enclosure 6 to CP&L's license amendment request, dated 12123/98, discusses 
the fact that CASMO-3, because it is a two-dimensional code, can not be directly compared to 
critical experiments and as a result a calculational/methodology bias is not available for 
CASMO-3. This section also discusses MCNP, which is a full three-dimensional Monte Carlo 
code, which has been benchmarked against critical experiments. CASMO-3 was used as the
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prinary method of calculation and the results from CASMO-3 were compared to the regulatory 

limit of krff< 0.95 in Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. As noted, the methodology bias and uncertainty 
were not included in these tables. However, these factors were implicitly included in a code-to
code comparison between CASMO-3 and MCNP shown in Table 4.5. 1.  

As discussed above, a methodology bias can not be developed for CASMO-3. Therefore, 
CASMO-3 results were compared to MCNP results to either verify that it produces conservative 
results relative to the benchmarked MCNP, or to determine a code-to-code bias. This 
comparison is discussed in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.6.1 with the results presented in Table 4.5. . In 
the comparison between MCNP and CASMO-3, the methodology bias, uncertainty on the bias, 

calculational statistics, and a correction from 20'C to 4°C were added to the MCNP results.  
These results indicate that CASMO-3 is conservative relative to the benchmarked code MCNP 
and therefore the code-to-code bias was 0.0 for CASMO-3. Since the code-to-code bias was 0.0, 
it was not included in Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. In conclusion, it can be stated that even though a 
methodology bias and uncertainty were not directly included in the final results shown in Tables 
4.2.1 and 4.2.2, they were implicitly included through comparison of CASMO-3 and the 
benchmarked MCNP, provided in Table 4.5.1.
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A (Resume of Michael J.  
DeVoe, 2 pages)



1 MR. DEVOE 

2 

3 calculations done by Holtec for its criticality 

4 analysis.  

5 A I reviewed the report, the documents, the 

6 results of those calculations.  

7 Q And what aspect of the report are you 

8 competent to evaluate? 

9 A To insure that they use the appropriate 

I0 fuel data that was provided, that they analyzed all 

ii the fuel designs that we intend to store in those 

12 pools, and that the results appear to be reasonable 

13 and in accordance with applicable requirements.  

14 Q Have you provided Holtec with any 

15 information other than information about the 

16 characteristics of the spent fuel itself? 

17 MR. HOLLAWAY: Objection. Could you 

18 clarify--I think I know what you're talking about--but 

19 whether you're speaking about this particular license 

20 amendment application and these analyses.  

21 Q In providing Holtec with information 

22 necessary for the criticality analysis that it 

23 performed with respect to this particular license 

24 amendment application, have you provided Holtec with 

25 any information other than information about the

8



1 MR. UOvu9 

2 

3 characteristics of the spent fuel itself? 

4 A No, I don't believe so.  

5 Q Have you provided Holtec with any 

6 information about the boron concentrations in the 

7 spent fuel pools? 

8 A No.  

9 Q Have you provided Holtec with any 

10 information about CP&L's system for tracking spent 

1i fuel movements at Harris? 

12 A No.  

13 Q I'm going to ask you some questions about 

14 CP&L's measures for identifying and keeping track of 

15 the spent fuel assemblies that come into the Harris 

16 plant and reside there.  

17 Would I be correct in saying that there are 

18 three basic steps involved here? One would be the 

19 cataloguing or describing of the characteristics of 

20 each spent fuel assembly.  

21 Another would be tracking the specific 

22 location of each spent fuel assembly, and--I'm sorry.  

23 I have to strike the word "spent"--each fuel assembly.  

24 And the last would be to verify that steps 1 and 2 

25 have been taken appropriately.

9
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1 MR. DEVUO 

2 

3 Is that a correct description of the steps 

4 involved? 

5 A I believe so.  

6 Q I'd like to ask you about the first step, 

7 which would be describing or cataloguing the nature of 

8 the fuel.  

9 Can you tell me what are the 

10 characteristics that are catalogued or described when 

11 you make a record of fuel assemblies coming into the 

12 plant? 

13 A The assembly ID, their serial number, the 

14 amount of fissile material contained in that bundle in 

15 terms of grams and the uranium enrichment.  

16 Q There's a record of that information that's 

17 made when the assembly enters the plant; is that 

18 correct? 

19 A Are you talking about fuel coming fresh to 

20 the Harris plant or being brought from other plants to 

21 Harris? 

22 Q I'm talking about both.  

23 A Well, there's also a record of the burn-up 

24 and there's also a record of all of its previous 

25 locations.



1)
1 MR. DEVUOE 

2 

3 And it's not clear to me when you ask that question as 

4 to what time you're talking about. I think I know, 

5 but-

6 MS. CURRAN: Well, I'm talking about 

7 when the fuel arrives at Harris, where have you gotten 

8 the information.  

9 MR. HOLLAWAY: Regardless of where it's 

10 coming from.  

11 MS. CURRAN: Regardless of where it's 

12 coming from.  

13 Q So answer the question with respect to both 

14 fresh and spent fuel if it's different. So for the 

15 amount of fissile material.  

16 A For the fresh, that comes from the fuel 

17 vendors. For the exposed, it comes from our reactor 

18 records, our special nuclear naterial accountability.  

19 Q Now, when Harris gets spent fuel 

20 assemblies, at the moment they are coming from other 

21 CP&L plants; is that correct? 

22 A (Witness nods affirmatively.) 

23 Q So when you say "our" you mean other CP&L-

24 that's the CP&L organization.  

25 A Correct. I mean the Brunswick plant or the
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3 Robinson plant.  

4 Q Has CP&L ever accepted fuel assemblies from 

5 any other facility other than--at Harris from any 

6 facility other than a CP&L facility? 

7 A Not to my knowledge.  

8 Q You had mentioned a special nuclear 

9 material, accountability something. What did you say 

10 it was? 

11 A It's just a program, computer program.  

12 Q All right. I'll come back to that. Let's 

13 finish going through this list of the information 

14 that's included in the first record that's made.  

15 So the amount of fissile material in a 

16 spent fuel assembly that's coming from a CP&L plant or 

17 from the Harris plant is recorded--when-you get it at 

18 the Harris plant, you get information from CP&L's 

19 special nuclear material accountability program; is 

20 that right? 

21 A (Witness nods affirmatively.) 

22 Q Okay. What about with respect to burn-up? 

23 Where does that information come from for fresh and 

24 spent fuel assemblies? 

25 A Well, for the fresh fuel assemblies the
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3 burn-up is zero. For the exposed fuel assemblies, 

4 that's part of the core monitoring program output.  

5 Q Is that another computer program? 

6 A Yes.  

7 Q Okay. And then the last item was previous 

8 locations. Who provides that information to you with 

9 respect to the fresh fuel? 

10 A With the fresh fuel, that would not have-

11 it's not a valid record for fresh fuel.  

12 Q And how about for the spent fuel? 

13 A It's a history of the approved and executed 

14 fuel movement instructions.  

15 Q And who provides that information? Where 

16 does that information come from? 

17 A That comes from the completed fuel movement 

18 procedure instructions.  

19 Q Is that also a computer program? 

20 A This information is stored on a database, 

21 computer database, yes. But the locations are not 

22 necessarily computer-generated. The movement 

23 instructions can be written by hand.  

24 Q Could you explain that? Is it a piece of 

25 paper?

I A
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3 A Yes.  

4 Q It's a piece of paper.  

5 A Uh-huh (affirmative).  

6 Q And that has a list of the previous 

7 locations.  

8 A I'm not sure of that, of how far back it 

9 goes.  

10 Q Okay. So when this information is 

11 received, what happens to it? How is it recorded? 

12 A It's maintained on its database.  

13 Q Does CP&L have a procedure for verifying 

14 all of the information that's provided when an 

15 assembly is received? 

16 A I don't know.  

17 Q Okay. Could you describe for me the 

18 special nuclear material accountability program? 

19 A I could describe my understanding of it.  

20 It's not one of my specialty areas.  

21 Q Okay.  

22 A As a licensee, we're required to keep track 

23 of certain information associated with what we call 

24 special nuclear material, which in this case is 

25 uranium. And we keep track of how much we have and

5
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3 where it's at.  

4 And also, when we, if you will, generate 

5 special nuclear material by irradiating a fuel in a 

6 reactor, there are other isotopes besides uranium 235 

7 that we are required to account for. And that program 

8 is more of a--not necessarily a computer program, but 

9 a program that we have in place to keep track of that 

i0 material.  

11 Q So is this the program that you go to when 

12 you want to ask where is a specific fuel assembly? 

13 A Yes.  

14 Q Is this program universal to all of the 

15 CP&L plants or is it just at Harris? 

16 A All three sites use the program.  

17 Q Using this special nuclear material 

18 accountability program, can you track the history of 

19 each spent fuel assembly? 

20 A Yes.  

21 Q So is this database a unified database that 

22 covers the complete history for every fuel assembly 

23 that's used at any CP&L plant? 

24 A I'm not sure.  

25 Q I'm sorry. Were you about to say something

1 CS... .... A•
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3 more? 

4 A No.  

5 Q Is it a realtime database? 

6 A I'm not sure what you mean by that 

7 question.  

8 Q If I want to know right now what is the 

9 complete history of each fuel assembly from the 

10 database, can I get that information immediately? 

11 A Yes.  

12 Q That's what I mean by realtime.  

13 A Yes.  

14 Q Yes. And that covers all of the 

15 information up to the present.  

16 A Provided the records have been loaded into 

17 the system.  

18 Q Okay. Why don't you tell me about that? 

19 A I'm not sure what you mean by that 

20 question.  

21 Q Well, is the information not recorded 

22 immediately into the database when it's received? 

23 A Obviously, between the physical movement of 

24 the fuel and the recording on the paper and the 

25 transferring of the paper to the person responsible
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3 for the database and entering that information into 

4 the database, there is a certain time lapse.  

5 Q Are there any requirements for the maximum 

6 amount of time that is allowed to pass? 

7 A I don't know.  

8 Q Do you know what the backup is for this 

9 database? 

10 A No, I don't.  

11 Q What is the physical location of the 

12 database? 

13 A I'm not sure.  

14 Q How is the database accessible to a Harris 

15 plant operator? 

16 A The database is maintained on our computer 

17 network. And if a person has been granted access to 

18 that database, they would be able to access it from a 

19 desktop personal computer.  

20 Q Is there a paper copy of the database 

21 that's kept? 

22 A I'm not sure.  

23 Q You also mentioned a core monitoring 

24 program. That's correct? 

25 A Correct.

in
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3 Q Could you describe that for me? 

4 A Basically, that's the on-line reactor core 

5 monitoring system that monitors power shapes, power 

6 levels, and what we use to demonstrate conformance 

7 with technical specification requirements.  

8 Q Does the core monitoring program have any 

9 relationship to the SNM accountability program? 

10 A Yes.  

11 Q How are they related? 

12 A The core monitoring program tracks the 

13 assembly burn-up and the isotopes, the generation of 

14 the isotopes as a result of that burn-up. And then 

15 that information is transferred to the special nuclear 

16 material program.  

17 Q When new information is received or 

18 generated that needs to be input into the special 

19 nuclear material accountability program, but it hasn't 

20 been input yet--I just want to take that situation--is 

21 any notation made in the program at that point? 

22 A I don't know.  

23 Q You don't know. Do you know who does know? 

24 A Yes.  

25 Q Can you tell me that?
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3 A The names of the people? 

4 Q t-h-huh (affirmative).  

5 A Bob Kunita and Linda Young.  

6 Q And why are they people that know? What 

7 are their responsibilities? 

8 A One of their responsibilities is the 

9 special nuclear material program.  

10 Q This program, the special nuclear material 

11 accountability program, deals with fuel that is in a 

12 CP&L system. That's correct? 

13 A Yes.  

14 Q If CP&L takes fuel from other plants that 

15 are not currently in the system, are there any other 

16 measures that would be added to this program? 

17 MR. HOLLAWAY: I object to that 

18 question. There's no foundation.  

19 Q It's my understanding that CP&L has just 

20 purchased a nuclear plant in Florida. If CP&L were to 

21 take fuel from the plant in Florida for which the 

22 information about the fuel characteristics is not 

23 currently in the SNM accountability program, what 

24 measures would be taken? 

25 MR. HOLLAWAY: Well, I object again.
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There's no foundation for that scenario occurring.  

Q You may answer the question.  

A I mean, that's highly speculative. You 

know, the purchase has not been finalized. And you're 

asking me to predict what would happen in the future.  

My best estimate or expectation of what 

would happen is that it would be treated the same way, 

that that information would be added. But I'm not 

aware of any thoughts of even doing that.  

Q I'd like to go to the step which would be 

the tracking of the fuel. Suppose that you need to 

know where a specific fuel assembly is in a plant.  

How do you find out? 

A One method would be to go to the special 

nuclear material database.  

Q And assuming the information has been input 

into the computer, the database would tell you where 

it was.  

A Correct.  

Q What would another method be? 

A Depending upon where the fuel was, if it 

was in the core, in the reactor, there's other--you 

can look at the loading pattern. The core map
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the loading pattern.  

The core map? Is that what you said? 

Yes.  

And where is that kept? 

I'm not sure what-

What kind of a map is it? Is it a paper

map?

A 

Q 

A 

package, 

Q

Yes. It's a paper map.  

And where is the paper map located? 

It would be in the reload modification 

what we call an engineering service request.  

Are there other methods for tracking the

fuel?

A 

completed 

Q

You could--yes. You could go through the 

fuel-handling procedures.  

And is that a paper document or a computer

file?

A It would be a paper document.  

Q And where is that kept? 

A In the vault, the quality assurance vault.  

Q Suppose that a fueL assembly is moving down 

a canal and I want the tracking system to tell me 

where it is and where it was and where it's going.

describes 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q
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3 Would the tracking system give me that information? 

4 A I don't know.  

5 Q Do you know if Federal Express would do 

6 that for you if it was a package? 

7 MR. HOLLAWAY: Object. That's not 

8 relevant to the proceeding. The witness may answer.  

9 A I've seen it on advertisements.  

10 Q If I wanted to get the history of a fuel 

11 assembly that was in a particular rack position, could 

12 I get that by going to the SNM database? 

13 A I believe so, yes.  

14 Q And I could get the complete history of 

15 that assembly? 

16 MR. HOLLAWAY: I'm going to object as 

17 ambiguous. When you say "history," I'm not sure what 

18 you mean.  

19 Q The question is that for each location can 

20 you--first of all, can you identify each location 

21 where the fuel has been? 

22 A Yes.  

23 Q And for each of those locations, can you 

24 get information about the fuel characteristics, the 

25 burn-up, enrichment, amount of fissile material?

9•
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3 A Yes.  

4 Q Can I get this information that we just 

5 discussed--when I'm looking for the previous history 

6 of locations and the characteristics at each location, 

7 can I get this information immediately? 

8 A What do you mean by "immediately"? 

9 Q Within a minute.  

10 A I believe so.  

11 Q If I knew the characteristics of the fuel 

12 and the previous location of the fuel, could I use 

13 that information to find the current location using 

14 this program? 

15 A Yes.  

16 Q So it will search--even if you don't have 

17 all the information, you can put in some input and get 

18 an ID? 

19 MR. HOLLAWAY: Object. When you say 

20 "some input"-

21 Q Well, if you put in some of the 

22 characteristics of the fuel.  

23 A Yes. It's a database and it's searchable, 

24 as a database would be.  

25 Q Supposing that I were trying to verify

•A
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to take a 

him.

would be a

MR. HOLLAWAY: At some point I'd like 

break just as a regular break to talk to

MS. CURRAN: 

MR. HOLLAWAY: 

good time.  

MS. CURRAN:

Okay.  

I don't know if this

Maybe in just a few

minutes.

MR. HOLLAWAY: Okay.  

Q If you look at a specific rack position, 

how can you be sure that the fuel in that position in

whether the information regarding, say, the burn-up 

level that's recorded in the database for a particular 

fuel assembly is correct. How would I go about doing 

that? What measures does CP&L have for doing that? 

A I'm not sure.  

Q You don't know anything about measures for 

validating the data that's been input into the 

program.  

A I'm not involved in those activities or 

familiar with the activities.  

Q Can you tell me who would be? 

A Yes. Bob Kunita and Linda Young.
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a break.

Q 

that we've 

A 

Q

(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 

Mr. DeVoe, have you searched the database 

been speaking of? 

No.  

You haven't?

the rack has the same ID as the database says it does? 

A How can you be sure? One way is the 

surveys of the pool, the video camera.  

Q Now, tell me, why would that tell you? 

A You could lower the video camera into the 

rack location of interest and actually read the serial 

number on the bundle and then compare that to your 

records.  

Q Is that done? 

MR. HOLLAWAY: Object as ambiguous.  

You said, "Is that done?" Is that done when, by who? 

I don't know what that means.  

Q Before a fuel assembly is moved, are any 

steps taken to verify the identity of the fuel 

assembly that's being moved? 

A I don't know.  

MS. CURRAN: This is a good time for
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3 A No.  

4 Q How do you know about this database? 

5 A I request it to be queried to provide data 

6 that I might need.  

7 Q So someone else uses the database, but you 

8 provide the request for information? 

9 A Yes.  

10 Q You've provided some information to me 

ii about the characteristics of the database today. How 

12 did you get that information? 

13 A From being aware of what is in the database 

14 by looking at the results of the data queries and by 

15 providing the information that gets put into the 

16 database and by being familiar with the special 

17 nuclear materials plant.  

18 Q You're saying you provide information that 

19 gets input to the database; is that correct? 

20 A When you say "I," do you mean myself 

21 personally or in my work functions? 

22 Q Well, you were the one that said it, so I 

23 guess-

24 A Okay. Could you repeat the question? 

25 Q You said that you provide input to the
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3 database, I believe; is that correct? 

4 A Yes.  

5 Q What kind of information have you provided 

6 to the database? 

7 A Information on fresh fuel when it's first 

8 delivered to the reactor site.  

9 Q Can you tell me how you got the information 

10 that went into the database? Did you read a piece of 

II paper? 

12 A It's provided as part of the QA 

13 documentation by the fuel vendor when the fuel is 

14 manufactured. And I participate in surveillances of 

15 the vendor while he's manufacturing our fuel. And one 

16 of the things that I review is the documentation.  

17 Q And what is the documentation of? 

18 A In reference to our discussions here, it's 

19 the assembly ID and amount of uranium as manufactured.  

20 Q When you review it, are you reviewing a 

21 piece of paper? 

22 A Yes.  

23 Q And then do you hand that piece of paper to 

24 a person who's inputting the information to the 

25 computer?

I A
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3 A Yes.  

4 Q So you don't transcribe or create a new 

5 document. You take the information that's been given 

6 to you and you hand it to the person who is inputting 

7 it to the computer.  

8 A It's provided that way, yes.  

9 Q It's provided-

10 A Well, I physically don't give the sheet of 

11 paper to the person.  

12 Q But you make sure that person gets it.  

13 A Yes.  

14 Q In the course of providing information to 

15 Holtec regarding spent fuel characteristics for 

16 purposes of Holtec's criticality analysis in this 

17 particular proceeding, did you make any attempt to 

18 validate the data that you were providing? 

19 A Yes.  

20 Q And how did you do that? 

21 A First off, the fuel-related data describes 

22 the fresher or unexposed fuel and its, primarily, 

23 dimensions and enrichments and the physical 

24 characteristics of the fuel assembly.  

25 And we worked with the respective fuel

,)a
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3 vendors to obtain that data, and they provided it 

4 under their quality assurance plans.  

5 And then when it was received by CP&L, we 

6 perform a review of it to insure that it's the 

7 information that Holtec has requested and it's 

8 appropriate for use in this project.  

9 Q What do you mean by "appropriate"? 

10 A That we provided information on all the 

ii fuel types present as opposed to maybe just the most 

12 current, to make sure that we covered all the fuel 

13 types that were planned to be loaded, that it was in 

14 fact describing our fuel.  

15 The vendors make fuel for many customers, 

16 and we insure that it describes our fuel, the CP&L 

17 fuel.  

18 Q It sounds like the information you provided 

19 was from the vendors, not from the CP&L database; is 

20 that correct? 

21 A Correct. The fuel information describes 

22 the fresh fuel.  

23 Q Let me make sure I understand what you've 

24 told me. It's my understanding that you have 

25 attempted to validate data that you obtained from
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3 vendors in order to give to Holtec. Is that correct? 

4 A Yes, we do validate it.  

5 Q Have you ever attempted to validate data 

6 that you got from the CP&L SNM accountability 

7 database? 

8 A I haven't.  

9 Q In your current position, have you searched 

10 the SNM accountability database? 

11 A Yes. I requested a query.  

12 Q For what purpose? 

13 A I requested a listing of the fuel 

14 assemblies that were, in this case, presently in the 

15 Robinson spent fuel pool.  

16 Q And did you attempt--scratch that. And for 

17 what purpose did you request that information? 

18 A To support a criticality evaluation.  

19 Q And did you attempt to validate the 

20 information that you had obtained from the database, 

21 this listing? 

22 A No.  

23 Q Would you know how to do that? 

24 A Would I know how to validate it? 

25 Q Right.
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A Yes.  

Q How would you do it? 

A I would compare the database records 

against the reactor records.  

Q What reactor records? 

A As I mentioned earlier, there's an on-line 

process computer that tracks fuel assembly burn-up.  

And I would--the records produced by that are the 

records that are intended to be transferred into the 

special nuclear material database.  

Q Is that a separate source of information? 

If it gets transferred into the special nuclear 

material database, how do you know that's not the 

source of information you originally queried? 

A I'm not sure I understand the question.  

Q You had said that the on-line process 

computer puts information into the SNM accountability 

database; is that correct? 

A The information generated is transferred to 

the SNM. It's not automatically put there, but it's 

transferred. In this case, we're talking about a 

limited set of the information, just the burn-up and 

the isotopics at this point.
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3 Q Are you competent to physically validate 

4 the burn-up level of the spent fuel assembly? 

5 A I'm not sure what you mean by "physically." 

6 Q What I'm talking about is, if you have a 

7 specific fuel assembly in a rack and you're required 

8 to experimentally verify the characteristics, the 

9 burn-up characteristics that are described in the 

10 database, would you be able to that? 

11 MR. HOLLAWAY: I object to that for a 

12 foundation. I don't know that there's any foundation 

13 for a requirement, as you stated, for experimental 

14 validation of fuel assembly burn-up.  

15 Q Can you answer the question? 

16 A I am not.  

17 Q You would not know how to do that? 

18 A I know of ways it could be done, but I have 

19 never done that myself.  

20 Q What are the ways that it could be done? 

21 A One technique is called gamma scan.  

22 Q A gamma what? 

23 A Scan.  

24 Q How does that work? 

25 A The assembly is--measurements are taken of
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3 the assembly for a particular isotope that is 

4 representative of the power and burn-up distribution.  

5 Q Can that operation be done reliably for an 

6 assembly that is in a rack with other assemblies 

7 nearby? 

8 A I don't know.  

9 Q Did you participate in the design of the 

10 SNM accountability database? 

11 A No.  

12 Q Have you ever been involved in any changes 

13 to the program? 

14 A Yes.  

15 Q Can you describe that for me? 

16 A We are in the process of making and 

17 implementing changes to support adding to the database 

18 the information required to facilitate implementation 

19 of pools C and D. And I'm providing the input. I'm 

20 not doing any manipulation of coding.  

21 Q And what kind of input are you providing? 

22 A The maximum planar average enrichment for 

23 the fuel assemblies.  

24 Q Who is responsible for actually changing 

25 the program?
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3 A Bob Kunita.  

4 Q The same person you mentioned before? 

5 A Yes.  

6 Q Do you know what kinds of changes are being 

7 made? 

8 A In general, I don't know the specific 

9 coding changes. But the functionality changes I'm 

10 aware of.  

11 Q Would you please describe those for me? 

12 A It's to add a data field that records the 

13 maximum planar average enrichment for the PWR fuel 

14 assemblies and for the boiling water reactor, BWR 

15 fuel, the maximum lattice planar average enrichment, 

16 and the standard cold core geometry K-infinity.  

17 Q Mr. DeVoe, are you familiar with the 

18 physical process for introducing boron into the spent 

19 fuel pools at Harris? 

20 A No.  

21 Q You know nothing about it? 

22 A (No response.) 

23 Q Do you know how the boron gets into the 

24 pool? 

25 A I believe I do.

11 r,
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Q Can you explain it to me? 

A I believe it's added by the operators.  

Q How do the operators do it? 

A I don't know those details.  

Q Do you know whether boron concentrations 

are monitored in the pools? 

A Yes.  

Q Do you know how frequently they're 

monitored? 

A No, I don't.  

Q Are records maintained of boron 

measurements? 

A Yes.  

Q For how long are they maintained? 

A I do not know.  

Q Has CP&L prepared any boron dilution 

analyses that you know of? 

A Could you clarify that? We're restricti 

this to the pool.  

Q Yes.  

A And what do you mean by "boron dilution' 

Q I'm actually using a term that's providi 

in an NRC guidance document, which isn't defined

36
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3 further than that.  

4 A I'm not aware of any calculations.  

5 Q Do you know if the physical correspondence 

6 between spent fuel pools makes any difference in 

7 maintaining the boron concentration in the pools? 

8 A I do not know that.  

9 Q Do you know if CP&L has ever done any 

I0 studies or analyses of its own experience with 

ii maintaining boron concentrations in its spent fuel 

12 pools? 

13 A No, I do not.  

14 Q Do you know if there are any industry 

15 studies that have been done on industry experience 

16 with controlling boron that was in spent fuel pools? 

17 A No, I do not.  

18 Q Do you know of any studies prepared by CP&L 

19 or any other entity that would describe the 

20 probability or consequences of accidents resulting 

21 from errors in boron concentration levels? 

22 A No.  

23 Q Do you know of any studies or analyses by 

24 CP&L or any other entity of the probability or 

25 consequences of criticality accidents in spent fuel
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3 pools? 

4 A I don't recall seeing any.  

5 Q Do you know of any analyses or studies done 

6 by CP&L or any other entity regarding errors or 

7 accidents caused by the mishandling or misplacement of 

8 fuel assemblies? 

9 A No.  

10 Q Can you tell me what regulations or 

ii guidance documents are followed by CP&L in attempting 

12 to maintain criticality control at the Harris plant? 

13 A Yes.  

14 Q And what are they? 

15 A GDC-62 and Reg Guide 1.13.  

16 Q Any others? 

17 A Not that I'm aware of.  

18 MS. CURRAN: We're going to take a 

19 short break.  

20 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 

21 (Mr. Caves and Mr. O'Neill exit.) 

22 MS. CURRAN: I have no further 

23 questions.  

24 MS. UTTAL: I don't have any 

25 Iquestions.
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questions.  

AND FURTHER DEPONENT SAITH NOT.  

(Deposition concluded at 11:30 a.m.)
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I, Michael J. DeVoe. the witness herein, have read my deposition and request that the* 

following changes be made:

PAGE LINE CHANGE REASON FOR CHANGE 

8 5 ", the documents," to "that documents" Typographical 

8 9 "use" to "used" Typographical 

14 10 "have - -" to "have significance," Clarification 

15 12 "its database" to "the database" Typographical 

16 5 "irradiating a fuel" to "irradiating fuel" Typographical 

27 17 "materials plant" to "material plan" Typographical

29 22 "fresher" to "tresWh
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 8 

Internal AEC memorandum from G.A. Arlotto to J.J.  

DiNunno and Robert H. Bryan (October 7, 1966), 
and attached Revised Draft of General Design 

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction 
Permits (October 6, 1966) 

(relevant excerpt)



Those Listed Below

G. A. Arlotto 
Facilities Standards Branch, SS 

REVISED DRAFT - GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION 

PERMITS 

Attached is a revised draft of the General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plant Construction Permits dated October 6, 1966, which I developed 

for your consideration. In comparison with the previous draft, which was 

dated July 25, 1966, the attached version reflects the following= 

1. Changes suggested by ACRS Subcommittee members at meetings of 

August 10 and September 21, 1966.  

2. Changes suggested in the Backup Document dated August 9, 1966.  

3. Changes suggested in memorandum from Robert R. Bryan to J. J.  

DINunno dated October 3, 1966.  

4. Changes resulting from discussions amng the addressees and 

myself.  

5. My suggestions vhich time did not permit resolution of with 

the addressees.  

Attachmnent: 

As Stated Above 

Addressees? 
J. J. DiNunno, Assistant Director for Reactor Standards, SS 

Robert H. Bryan, Chief, Facilities Standards Branch, SS

October 7, 1966



Revised Draft 
10/6/66 

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

The purpose of these criteria is to define or describe the basic safety 

objectives to be met in the design of a nuclear power plant. They are intended: 

(1) to serve as guidance to the applicant in preparing an application for an 

ABC construction permit and (2) to aid the AEC staff in revieving that appli

cation.  

The application of these criteria to a specific design involves a con

siderable amount of engineering judgment. There may be Instances in which one 

or sore of these criteria are unnecessary or are insufficient. It is not 

intended that the criteria be used as a check list of design objectives for 

all proposed plants, and the applicant is free to establiah the safety of his 

design by alternative criteria. The criteria wll be adified if, or as, future 

technological developments and experience warrant.  

An applicant for a construction permit is expected to present a design 

approach together with data and analyses sufficient to give assurance that the 

design can reasonably be expected to fulfill all applicable criteria. It is 

recognized that the nature and detail of technical information and analysis 

required at the construction permit stage to provide such assurance may vary, 

depending on the particular criterion under consideration. Category A criteria 

encompass critical safety areas so fundamental in the design, procurement, 

fabrication, and construction of the plant that modification for reasons of 

safety at the operating license review stage would be exceedingly difficult 

and costly; in essence, for practical purposes, decisions made at the con

struction permit stage in these areas are irrevocable. Where novel features
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are associated vith criteria which are site-sensitive or are directly related 

to limiting the accidental release of radioactivity into the public domain, 

they must be dealt vith in a relatively complete way at the construction permit 

stage even if the "irrevocable" condition is not met. Category B criteria 

encompass safety areas where the modifications can be made for reasons of 

safety at the operating license review stage without placing an undue burden 

on the parties concerned. These criteria prinelpally concerned with protecting 

the operational capability of the reactor may be dealt with in relatively less 

detail at the construction permit stage if more detatiled information and analysis 

are not available at that time.  

All applicable safety criteria must, of course, be fulfilled as a condition 

for issuance of a license to operate the plant.  

CRITERION I (Category A) QUALITY ANiD PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

Those features of reactor facilities which are essential to the prevention 

of accidents which could affect the public health and wfety or to mitigation 

of their consequences shall be designed, fabricated, and erected to: 

(a) Quality standards* that reflect the importance of the safety function 

to be performed. Where generally recognized codes or standards on 

design, materials, fabrication, and inspection are applicable, they 

shall be used. Where adherence to such codes or standards does not 

suffice to assure a quality product in keeping with the safety function.  

they shall be supplemented as necessary.  

A show ng of _uffciIncy and appl cability of itandards use shall be re uired.  
OFFICE * -------------- 

--- -- ----------------- ---1. --------

---S- -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - -- - - -- ---- - --
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(2) Active components, such as pumps and valves, can be tested 

periodically for operability and required functional per

formance.  

(3) A capability is provided to test periodically the delivery 

capability at a position as close to the spray nozzles as is 

practical.  

(4) A capability is provided to test under conditions as close 

to the design as practical the full operational sequence 

that would bring the systems into action. including the 

transfer to alternate pover sources.  

CRITERION 10 (Category B) FUEL AND WASTE STORAE SYSE?4MS 

Storage and handling systems for fuel and waste shall be designed on the 

basis that: 

1. Possibilities for inadvertent criticality must be prevented by 

engineered systems or processes toevery extent practicable. Such 

means as Seometric safe spacing limits shall be emphasized over 

procedural controls.  

2. Reliable decay hest removal means must be provided an necessary to 

prevent fuel or storage volume damge that could result in. radio

activity release to plant operating areas or the public environs.  

Such means must be assured for all anticipated normal and abnormal 

conditions as well as those accident situations whereby normal cooling 

could credibly become lost.  

OFFtCE lmý--------------------- I.---------------- ---------------- ---- - ---- ------------

SURNAME - .------------------...---......... .....------ ------------- ------------------ 

DATE - ------------------------------ ------- ---
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AEC Press Release entitled "AEC seeking public 
comment on proposed design criteria for nuclear 

power plant construction permits" 
(November 22, 1965)



_WASHINGTON, D.C. ' 2--..  
"I"Jl

No. H-252 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Tel. 973-3335 or (Monday, November 22, 1965) 
973-3446 

AEC SEEKING PUBLIC COMMENT ON PROPOSED DESIGN CRITERIA 
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

The Atomic Energy Commission is seeking comment from the 

nuclear industry and other interested persons on proposed 
general design criteria which have been developed to assist 

in the evaluation of applications for nuclear power plant 
construction permits.  

The proposed criteria have been developed by the AEC 

regulatory staff and discussed with the Commission's Advisory 

Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). They represent an 

effort to set forth design and performance criteria for 

reactor systems, components and structures which have evolved 

over the years in licensing of nuclear power plants by the 

AEC. As such, they reflect the predominating experience to 

date with water reactors but most of them are generally appli
cable to other reactors as well.  

It is recognized that further efforts by the AEC regu

latory staff and the ACRS will be necessary to fully develop 

these criteria. However, the criteria as now proposed are 

sufficiently advanced to submit for public comment. Also, 

they are intended to give interim guidance to applicants and 

reactor equipment manufacturers.  

The development and publication of criteria for nuclear 

power plants was one of the key recommendations of the special 

Regulatory Review Panel which studied ways of streamlining 
the Commission's reactor licensing procedures.  

In the further development of these criteria, the AEC 

intends to hold discussions with organizations in the nuclear 

industry and to issue from time to time explanatory informa

tion on each criterion. Following such discussions with 

industry and receipt of other public comment, the AEC expects 

to develop and publish criteria that will serve as a basis 

for evaluation of applications for nuclear power plant con
struction permits.

(more)



GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

Attached hereto are general design criteria used by the AEC in judging 

whether a proposed nuclear power facility can be built and operated without 

undue risk to the health aqd safety of the public. They represent design 

and performance criteria for reactor systems, components and structures 

which have evolved over the years in licensing of nuclear power plants by 

the AEC. As such they reflect the predominating experience to date with 

water reaczoýs but most of them are generally applicable to other reactors 

as well.  

It should be recognized that additional criteria will be needed for 

evaluation of a detailed design, particularly for unusual sites and 

environmental conditions, and for new and advanced types of reactors.  

Moreover, there may be instances in which it can be demonstrated that one 

or more of the criteria need not be fulfilled. It should also be recognized 

that the application of these criteria to a specific design involves a 

considerable amount of engineering judgment.  

An applicant for a construction permit should present a design approach 

together with data and analysis sufficient to give assurance that the design 

can reasonably be expected to fulfill the criteria.  

FACILITY 

CRITERION 1 

Those features of reactor facilities which are essential to the 

prevention of accidents or to the mitigation of their consequences 

must be designed, fabricated, and erected to: 

(a) Quality standards that reflect the importance of the 

safety function to be performed. It should be 

recognized, in this respect, that design codes commuonly 

used for nonnuclear applications may not be adequate.
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CRITERION 6 

Clad fuel must be designed to accommodate throughout its design 

lifetime all normal and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor operation, 

including the design overpower condition, without. experiencing significant 

cladding failures. Unclad or vented fuels must be designed with the 

similar objective of providing control over fission products. For unclad 

and vented solid fuels, normal. and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor 

operation must be achieved without exceeding design release rates of 

fission products from the fuel over core lifetime.  

CRITERION 7 

The maximum reactivity worth of control rods or elements and. the rates 

with which reactivity can be inserted must be held to values such that no 

single credible mechanical or electrical control system malfunction could 

cause a reactivity transient capable of damaging the primary system or 

causing significant fuel failure.  

CRITERION 8 

Reactivity shutdown capability must be provided to make and hold the 

core subcritical from any credible operating condition with any one control 

element at its position of highest reactivity.  

CRITERION 9 

Backup reactivity shutdown capability must be provided that is 

independent of normal reactivity control provisions. This system must have 

the capability to shut down the reactor from any operating condition.
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CRITERION 14 

Means must be included in the control room to show the relative 

reactivity status of the reactor such as position indication of mechanical 

rods or concentrations of chemical poisons.  

CRITERION 15 

A reliable reactor protection system must be provided to automatically 

initiate appropriate action to prevent safety limits from being exceeded.  

Capability must be provided for testing functional operability of the system 

and for determining that no component or circuit failure has occurred. For 

instruments and control systems in vital areas where the potential conse

quences of failure require.redundancy, the redundant channels must be 

independent and must be capable of being tested to determine that they remain 

independent. Sufficient redundancy must be provided that failure or 

removal from service of a single component or channel will not inhibit 

necessary safety action when required. These criteria should, where 

applicable, be satisfied by the instrumentation associated with containment 

closure and isolation systems, afterheat removal and core cooling systems, 

systems to prevent cold-slug accidents, and other vital systems, as well 

as the reactor nuclear and process safety system.  

CRITERION 16 

The vital instrumentation systems of Criterion 15 must be designed 

so that no credible combination of circumstances can Intefere with the 

performance of a safety function when it is needed. In particular, the 

effect of influences common to redundant channels which are intended to
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CRITERION 19 

The maximum integrat~d leakage from the containment structure dnder 

the conditions described in Criterion 17 above must meet the site exposure 

criteria set forth in 10 CFR 100. The containment -structure must be 

designed so that the containment- can be leak tested at least to design 

pressure conditions after completion and.Ainstarlation of all penetrations, 

and the leakage rate measured over a.uitable period to verify its con

fo-mance with required performance. The plant must be designed for later 

tests at suitable pressures.  

CRITERION 20 

All containment structure penetrations subject to failure such as 

resilient seals and expansion bellows must be designed and constructed 

so that leak-tightness can be demonstrated at design pressure at any 

time throughout operating life of the reactor.  

CRITEE ION 21 

"Sufficient normal and emergency sources of electfical-power must 

be provided to assure a capability for prompt shutdowh and conitinued 

.t;aintenance of the reactor facility in a safe conditionunder all 

credible circumstances.  

CRITERION 22 

131ves and their associated apparatus that'are esseitial to the 

containment function must be redundant and so arranged that no credible 

combination of circumstances can interfere with their necessary function

ing. Such redundant v;alves and as.sociated apparatus-must be independent

I
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CRITERION 26 

Where unfavorable environmental conditions can be expected to require 

limitations upon the release of operational radioactive effluents to the 
3 

environment, appropriate hold-up capacity .must be provided for retention 

of gaseous, liquid, or solid effluents.  

CRITERION 27 

The plant must be provided with systems capable of monitoring the 

release of radioactivity under accident conditions.
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 9 

Letter from J J DiNunno, AEC, to David Okrent, 
ACRS (October 25, 1966), and attached October 20, 

1966 draft of General Design Criteria 
(relevant excerpt)



October 25, 1966 

Dr. David Okrent, Chairman 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Dear Dr. Okrenrt: 

Enclosed for consideration of the ACRS are draft copies of the General 
Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits. This 
redrafted .aterial Includes a comparison of criteria contained in the 
Press Release dated November 22, 1965, and those contained in our 
latest draft dated October 20, 1966. In addition, we have included 
along with a revised draft of the criteria dated October 20, 1966, a 
comparison of the October 20 draft with the July 25 draft previously 
submitted and discussed with the ACRS Criteria Subcommittee.  

Our October 20, 1966,draft attempts to reflect results of our last 
discussion vith the ACRS Subcommittee, and we would like to have the 
scheduled November 9th meeting on criteria be based on the October 20th 
draft.  

Sincerely yours, 

J. J. Dit~unno 
Assistant Director for 

Reactor Standards 
Division of Safety Standards 

Enclosures : 
1. Rev. Draft dated 10/20/66 of 

General Jesign Criteria (18) 
2. Comparison of Drafts dated 7/25/66 and 

10/20/66 for General Design Criteria (18) 
3. Comparison of Criteria in Press Release 

dated 11/22/65 and Those in Rev. Draft 
dated 10120/66 (18) 

bcc: Harold L. Price, Director of Regulation, v/encl.  
- Clfz------zk GDet; -,&. et flegs, -,ette..  

Pet.r A. Mrr's Director 1 0L len'(6 
o -- +R-4-,.-ý -Tý .-- ---.- t. -f-;-4r--4 u r--:afetY;- .;-r/!n ..  
U.pnno :jjb SURNA M E p --------' -- ------- -------- --------- ---.-.-.-. . -.- .---. .--- .-.---- .------- .--------- -.- .- .-.-- -- .------ ---.- .-.-- ---------



REVISED DRAFT OF 

GENERAL DESTGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS

October 20, 1966



The purpose of these criteria is to define or describe the basic safety 

objectives to be met in the design of a nuclear power plant. They are intended: 

(1) to serve as guidance to the applicant in preparing an application for an AEC 

construction permit and (2) to aid the AEC staff in reviewing that application.  

The application of these criteria to a specific design involves a con

siderable amount of engineering judgment. There may be instances in which one 

or more of these criteria are unnecessary or are insufficient. It is not 

intended that the criteria be used as a check list of design objectives for 

all proposed plants, and the applicant is free to establish the safety of his 

design by alternative criteria. The criteria-will be modified if, or as, 

future technological developments and experience warrant.  

An applicant for a construction permit is expected to present a design 

approach together with data and analyses sufficient to give assurance that the 

design can reasonably be expected to fulfill all applicable criteria. It is 

recognized that the nature and detail of technical information and analysis 

required at the construction permit stage to provide such assurance may vary, 

depending on the particular criterion under consideration.  

To provide guidance as to the relative emphasis expected at the con

struction permit stage, the criteria have been divided into two broad cate

gories. Category A criteria involve aspects of facility design that are 

site-sensitive or are directly related to limiting the accidental release of 

radioactivity into the public domain. These aspects of facility design are 

also categorized by their marked influence on plans for construction
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and operation. From a practical viewpoint, aspects of facility design satisfying 

Category A criteria are relatively fixed at the construction permit stage and not 

amenable to change without serious disruptions of construction plans and incur

rence of considerable costs. For these reasons, those aspects of facility 

design provided in fulfillment of Category A criteria must be dealt with in a 

relatively complete way at the construction permit stage.  

Category B criteria are intended to reflect primarily those aspects of 

design that provide for safe operational control of the facility. Such features 

are generally less unique to a facility than those required for satisfying 

Category A criteria and are much less determinate of facility construction 

schedules. Modifications to such features that might prove necessary, for 

safety reasons, following issuance of a construction permit are much more 

likely to be accommodated without the pressures for compromise that might 

vell accompany the more time-consuming and costly type changes. Under these 

circumstances, criteria principally concerned with the safe operational con

trol of the reactor and designated as Category B may be dealt with in relatively 

less detail at the construction permit stage, if more detailed information is 

not available at that time.  

All applicable safety criteria must, of course, be fulfilled as a condi

tion for issuance of a license to operate the plant.

.I
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9.2.4.4 A capability is provided to test under conditions 

as close to the design as practical the full opera

tional sequence that would bring the systems into 

action, including the transfer to alternate power 

sources.  

FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

CRITERION 10 (Category B) FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE 

10.0 Storage and handling systems for fuel and waste shall be designed on the 

basis that: 

10.1 Possibilities for inadvertent criticality must be prevented by 

engineered systems or processes to every extent practicable.  

Such means as geometric safe spacing limits shall be emphasized 

over procedural controls.  

10.2 Reliable decay heat removal means must be provided as necessary to 

prevent fuel or storage volume damage that could result in radio

activity release to plant operating areas or the public environs.  

Such means must be assured for all anticipated normal and abnormal 

conditions as well as those accident situations whereby normal 

cooling could credibly become lost.  

10.3 Shielding for radiation protection shall be provided as required 

from considerations of 10 CFR 20.  

10.4 Containment of the systems shall be provided if accidents 

could lead to release of undue amounts of radioactivity to the

public environs.
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 10 

Letter from J. J. DiNunno, AEC, to Nunzio J.  

Palladino, ACRS (February 8, 1967), and attached 

draft of General Design Criteria 
(relevant excerpt)



February 8, 1967 

Mr. qunzio J. Palladino, Chairman 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Palladino: 

Enclosed for consideration by the Committee is a redraft of General 
Design Criteria. The format of the criteria has been changed. The 
subparts previously listed in earlier drafts have been made into 
separate criteria. The wording of these criteria is essentially the 
sine as those in the October 20, 1966, draft, modified to reflect 
subsequent discussions held with the ACRS Subcommittee in November 
and recent developments of criteria foT emergency core cooling 
systemrs.  

An additional document showing the changes made from the last draft 
discussed with the ACRS is under preparation and will be forwarded 
by separate correspondence.  

Sincerely yours, 

J. J. DiNunno 
Assistant Director for 

Reactor Standards 
Division of Safety Standards 

Enclosure: 
General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plant Construction Permits (18) 

bcc: Harold L. Price, Director of Regulation, v/encl.  
Clifford K. Beck, Deputy Director of Regulation, v/encl.  
M. M. Mann, Asst. Dir. for Nuclear Safety, v/encl.  
C. L. Henderson, Asst. Oir. for Administration, v/encl.  
Peter A. Morris, Director, UFRL, W`/encl. (6) 

Edson G. Case, Deputy Director, DRL, w/encl.  
Forrest Westernr Director, DRL, w/encl.  

OFFICE b - -- SS : ADI R - -------. 

.  

SURNAME . . ............................................................................
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VIII. FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

CRITERION 61 - PREVENTION OF FUEL STORAGE CRITICALITY (Category B) 

Possibilities for criticality in new and spent fuel storage shall be pre

vented by physical systems or processes to every extent practicable. Such 

means as favorable geometries shall be emphasized over procedural controls.  

CRITERION 62 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE DECAY HEAT (Category B) 

Reliable decay heat removal systems shall be designed to ensure damage 

to the fuel or storage facilities that could result in radioactivity release 

to plant operating areas or the public environs is prevented. Such means 

must be assured for all anticipated normal and abnormal conditions as well as 

those accident situations whereby normal cooling could credibly become lost.  

CRITERION 63 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE RADIATION SHIELDING (Category A) 

Shielding for radiation protection shall be provided in the design of 

spent fuel and waste storage facilities as required from consideration of 

10 CFR 20.  

CRITERION 64 - PROTECTION AGAINST RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE FROM SPENT FUEL AND 

WASTE STORAGE (Category B) 

Containment of fuel and waste storage shall be provided if accidents 

could lead to release of undue amounts of radioactivity to the public environs.  

IX. PLANT EFFLUENTS 

CRITERION 65 - CONTROL OF RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVITY TO THE ENVIRONMENT (Category B) 

The facility design shall include those means necessary to maintain control 

over plant radioactive effluents, whether solid, liquid, or gaseous. Appropriate
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 11 

Note by the Secretary, W.B. McCool, to AEC 

Commissioners re: Proposed Amendment to 10 CFR 

50: General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant 

Construction Permits (June 16, 1967) 
(relevant excerpts)
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO 10 CFR 50: GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

Note by the Secretary 

1. The Director of Regulation has requested that the attached 

report be circulated for consideration by the Commission at an early 

date.  

2. The Commission approved the proposed design criteria, as 

revised, during consideration of AEC-R 2/49 at Regulatory Meeting 223 

on November 10, 1965.

W. B. McCool 

Secretary
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( the criteria. In addition, subsequent redrafts were circulated to other divi

sions within the Commission. Principal comnments from these divisions have been 

reflected in the revised criteria. Other comments from within the Comrmission 

will be considered in conjunction with public comments received after publica

tion in the Federal Register.  

6. The regulatory staff has worked closely with the Advisory Committee 

on Reactor Safeguards on the development of the criteria and the revision of 

the proposed criteria reflects ACRS review- and comment. The ACRS has stated 

that it believes that the revised criteria are appropriate to publish for 

public comment.  

7. It is proposed that the criteria be included as Appendix A-to 10 CFR 50.  

The proposed amendment,which is attached as Appendix 1'B,1 provides that the 

General Design Criteria be used for guidance by an applicant in developing the 

principal design criteria for the facility. For a specific reactor case, some 

-of the General Design Criteria may be unnecessary or inappropriate and the 

criteria, as a whole, may be insufficient. It is expected that additional 

criteria will be needed particularly for unusual sites and environmental con

ditions, and- for new and advanced reactor types. In any case, there must be 

assurance that the principal design criteria proposed by an applicant encompass 

all those facility 'design features required in the interest of public safety.  

8. The criteria are designated as "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plant Construction Permits" to emphasize the key role they assume'at 

this stage of the licensing process. The criteria have been categorized as 

Category A or Category B. Experience has shown that more defiriltive informa

tion is needed at the construction permit stage for the items listed in 

Category A than for Category B.  

OFFMI AL USIE ONLY
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o Ts -nri, C1p-ornl nast4n Criteria are exvected to bo itsefl1 as 

interim guidance until such time as the Commission takes further action on 

them.  

STAFF JUDGMENTS 

10. The Office of the General Counsel and the Divisions of Reactor 

Licensing and Compliance concur.in the recommendations of this paper. The 

Office cl Congressional Relations concurs in Appendix "C." The Division of 

Public Information concurs in recommendation ll.c.  

RECOMMENDATION 

11. The Director of Regulation recommends that the Atomic En..rgy 

Commission: 

a. Approve publication of the proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 50 

contained in Appendix "B." 

b. Note that the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy will be informed 

by letter such as Appendix "C." 

c. Note that a public announcement such as Appendix "D" be issued 

on filing the notice of proposed rule making with the Federal Register.  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------.  
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APPENDIX "A" 

LIST OF INCOMING CORRESPONDENCE ON 

"AEC SEEKING PUBLIC COMMENT ON PROPOSED DESIGN CRITERIA 

FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS" 
PRESS RELEASE NO. H-252 DATED NOVEMBER 22. 1965 

1. J. B. McCarty, Jr., U.S. Coast Guard, 1/26/66.  

2. E. P. Epler, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1/26/66.  

3. Dr. Emerson Jones, Technical Management, Inc., 2/2/66.  

4. H. C. Paxton and D. B. Hall, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, 2/2/66.  

5. C. Starr, Atomics International, 2/4/66.  

6. C. T. Chave, Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation, 2/11/66.  

7. R. L. Junkins, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, 2/8/66.  

8. Richard Hughes, Governor of New Jersey, 2/10/66.  

9. Royce J. Rickert, Combustion Engineering, Inc., 2/11/66.  

10. W.. B. Cottrell, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 2/11/66.  

11. Peter A. Morris, Director, Division of Operational Safety, 2/11/66.  

12. Holmes & Narver, Inc., 2/11/66.  

13. CDR J. C. Ledoux, BuY&D, Dept. of Navy, 2/11/66.  

14. Richard H. Peterson, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 2/14/66.  

15. Norbert L. Kopchinski, Professional Engineer, California, 2/14/66..  

16. D. L. Crook, Dept. of Commerce, Maritime'Adm., Wash., D.C., 2/15/66.  

17. R. H. Harrison, Babcock & Wilcox, 2/22/66.  

18. Theodore Stern, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 2/25/66.  

19. E. A. Wiggin, Atomic Industrial Forum, 2/28/66.  

20. James G. Terrill, Jr., Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, 

Washington, D.C., 3/7/66.  

21. J. P. Hogan, General Atomic, 4/30/66.  

22. H. G. Rickover, Director, Division of Naval Reactors, 7/26/66, 
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APPENDIX "B" 

(. LOl- CFR PART 507 

LICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES 

General Design Criteria 
for Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits

The Atomic Energy Commission has under consideration an amendment to its 

regulation, 10 CFR Part 50, "Licensing of Production and Utilization Facili

ties," which would add an Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plant Construction Permits." The purpose of the proposed amendment 

would be to provide guidance to applicants in developing the principal design 

criteria to be included in applications for Commission construction permits.  

These General Design Criteria would not add any new requirements, but are 

intended to describe more clearly present Commission requirements to assist 

applicants in preparing applications.  

The proposed amendment would complement other proposed amendments to 

Part 50 which were published for public comment in the FEDERAL REGISTER on 

August 16, 1966 (31 F.R. 10891).  

1/ Inasmuch as the Commission has under consideration other amendments to 

10 CFR Part 50 (31 F.R. 10891), the amendment proposed herein would be 

a further revision to Part 50 previously published for comment in the 

FEDERAL REGISTER.

Appendix "B"
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The proposed amendments to Part 50 reflect a recommendation made by 

( a seven-member Regulatory Review Panel, appointed by the Commission to 

study: (1) the programs and procedures. for the licensing and regulation 

of reactors and (2) the decision-m1aking process in the Commission's regula

tory program. The Panel's report recommended the development, particularly 

at the construction permit stage of a licensing proceeding, .of design 

criteria for nuclear power plants. Work on the development of such criteria 

had been in process at the time of the Panel's study.  

As a result, preliminary proposed criteria for the design of nuclear 

power plants were discussed with the Commission's Advisory Committee on 

Reactor Safeguards and were informally distributed for public comment in 

Commission Press Release H-252 dated November 22, 1965. In developing the 

proposed criteria set forth in the proposed amendments to Part 50, the 

Commission has taken into consideration comments and suggestions from 

divisions within the Commission, from the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safe

guards, from members of industry, and from the public.  

Section 50.34, paragraph (b), as published for comment in the FEDERAL 

REGISTER on August 16, 1966, would require that each application for a construc

tion permit include a preliminary safety analysis report. The minimum informa

tion to be included in this preliminary safety analysis report is (1) a descrip

tion and safety assessment of the site, (2) a summary description of the facility, 

Q() a preliminary deslin of the far~lity, (4) a prelilminary safety pnelysis 

and evaluation of the facility, (5) an identification of subjects expected

Appendix "B"- 8-



to be technical specifications, and (6) a preliminary plan for the organiza

tion, training, and operation. ine foiiowing infoxwatl-, is I's eci d tur 

"inclusion as part of the preliminary design of the facility: 

" (i) The principal design criteria for the facility; 

(ii) The design bases and the relation of the design bases to 

the principal design criteria; 

(iii) Information relatiV'e to materials of construction, 

general arrangement and approximate dimensions, suffi

cient to provide reasonable assurance that the final 

design will conform to the design bases with adequate 

margin for safety;" 

The "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits" 

proposed to be included as Appendix A to this part are intended to aid the 

applicant in development item (i) above, the principal design criteria. All 

criteria established by an applicant and accepted by the Commission would be 

incorporated by reference in the construction permit. In considering the 

issuance of an operating license under the regulations, the Comission would 

assure that the criteria had been met in the detailed design and construction 

of the facility or that changes in such criteria have been justified;.  

Secti•on 50.34 as published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on August 16, 1966, 

would be further amended by adding to Part 50 a new Appendix A. containing 

the General Design Criteria applicable to the construction of nuclear power 

plants and by a specific reference to this Appendix in §50.34, paragraph (b).  

The Commission expects that the provisions of the proposed amendments 

relating to General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction 

- 9 -Appendix 
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Permits will be useful as interim guidance until such time as the Comuission 

(. tales further action on them.  

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the 

Administrative Procedure Act of 1946, as amended, notice is hereby given 

that adoption of the following amendments to 10 CFR Part 50 is contemplated.  

All interested persons who desire to submit written comments or suggestions 

in connection with the proposed amendments should send them to the Secretary, 

United States Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D.C. 20545, within 60 days 

after publication of this notice in the FEDERAL REGISTER. Conmments received 

after that period will be considered if it is practicable to do so, but 

assurance of consideration cannot be- given except as to comments filed within 

the period specified. Copies of comments may be examined in the Commission's 

Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.  

1. §50.34(b)(3)(i) of 10 CFR Part 50 is amended to read -as follows:.  

§50.34 Contents of applications; technical information safety analysis 

(b) Each application for a construction permit shall include a 

preliminary safety analysis report. The report shall cover all.pertinent 

2/ Inasmuch as the Commission has under consideration other amendments to 

$50.34 (31 F.R. 10891), the amendment proposed herein would be a further 

revision of ý50.34(b)(3)(i) previously published for comment in the 

( FEDERAL REGISTER. /Additions are underscored._!

Appendixt "B
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subjects specified in paragraph (a) of this section as fully as available 

inrvrmation permits. The minimum intormation to be included shall consist 

of the following:

*
* * * *

preliminary design of the facility, including: 

The principal design criteria for the facility.  

Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plant Construction Permits," provides guidance 

for establishing the principal design criteria for 

nuclear power plants.

2. A new Appendix A is added to read as follows: 

(See Attachment) 

(Sec. 161, 68 Stat. 948; 42 U.S.C. 2201)

Dated at 

day of 1967.

this

For the Atomic Energy Commission.  

W. B. McCool 
Secretary 
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APPENDIX A

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR 

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS-"

Table of Contents

INTRODUCTION

Group Title Criterion No,

I. OVERALL PLANT REQUIREMENTS

Quality Standards 
Performance Standards 
Fire Protection 
Sharing of Systems 
Records Requirements

1 
2 
3 
4 
5

II. PROTECTION BY MULTIPLE FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS

Reactor Core Design 
Suppression of Power Oscillations 
Overall Power Coefficient 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary 
Containment

III, NUCLEAR AND RADIATION CONTROLS 

Control Room 
Instrumentation and Control Systems 
Fission Process Monitors and Controls 
Core Protection Systems 
Engineered Safety Features Protection System 
Monitoring Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary 
Monitoring Radioactivity Releases 
Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
ls

!/ Inasmuch as the Commission has under consideration other amendments to 
10 CFR Part 50 (31 F.R. 10891), the amendment proposed herein would be a 
further revision to Part 50 previously published for comment in the 
FEDERAL REGISTER.
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IV. RELIABILITY AND TESTABILITY OF PROTECTION SYSTEMS 

Protection Systems Reliability 19 

Protection Systems Redundancy and Independence 20 

Single Failure Definition 21 

Separation of Protection and Control Instru- 22 

mentation Systems 
Protection Against Multiple Disability for 23 

Protection Systems 
Emergency Power for Protection Systems 24 

Demonstration of Functional Operability of 25 

Protection Systems 
Protection Systems Fail-Safe Design 26 

V. REACTIVITY CONTROL 

Redundancy of Reactivity Control 27 

Reactivity Hot Shutdown Capability 28 

Reactivity Shutdown Capability 29 

Reactivity Holddown Capability 30 

Reactivity Control Systems Malfunction 31 

Maximum Reactivity Worth of Control Rods 32 

VI. REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY 

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Capability 33 

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Rapid 34 

Propagation Failure Prevention 

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Brittle 35 

Fracture Prevention 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Surveillance 36 

VII. ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES 

A. General Requirements for Engineered Safety Features 

Engineered Safety Features Basis for Design 37 

Reliability and Testability of Engineered 38 

Safety Features 
Emergency Power for Engineered Safety Features 39 

Missile Protection 
40 

Engineered Safety Features Performance Capability 41 

Engineered Safety Features Components Capability 42 

Accident Aggravation Prevention 43 
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Group fitie 
Lriterion No.  

VII. ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES 

B. Emergency Core Cooling Systems 

Emergency Core Cooling Systems Capability 44 

Inspection of Emergency Core Cooling Systems 45 

Testing of Emergency Core Cooling Systems 46 

Components 
Testing of Emergency Core Cooling Systems 47 

Testing of Operational Sequence of Emergency 48 

Core Cooling Systems 

C. Containment 

Containment Design Basis 49 

MDT Requirement for Containment Material 50 

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Outside 51 

Containment 
Containment Heat Removal Systems 52 

Containment Isolation Valves 53 Containment Leakage Rate Testing 54 

Containment Periodic Leakage Rate Testing 55 

Provisions for Testing of Penetrations 56 

Provisions for Testing of Isolation Valves 57 

D. Containment Pressure-Reducing Systems 

Inspection of Containment Pressure-Reducire 58 

Systems 
Testing of Containment Pressure-Reducing Systems 59 

Testing of Containment Spray Systems 60 

Testing of Operational Sequence of Containment 61 

Pressure-Reducing Systems 

E. Air Cleanup Systems 

Inspection of Air Cleanup Systems 62 

Testing of Air Cleanup Systems Components 63 

Testing of Air Cleanup Systems 64 

Testing of Operational Sequence of Air Cleanup 65 

Systems 
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Criterion No.

Group itle 

viii. FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

Prevention of Fuel Storage Criticality 

Fuel and Vaste Storage Decay Heat 

Fuel and Waste Storage Radiation Shielding 

Protection Against Radioactivity Release from 

Spent Fuel and Waste Storage 

IX. PLANT EFFLUENTS 

Control of Releases of Radioactivity to the 

Environment

66 67 
68 
69

70
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(.Every applicant for a construction permit is required by the provisions 

of §50.34 to include the principal design criteria for the proposed facility 

in the application. These General Design Criteria are intended to be used as 

guidance in establishing the principal design criteria for a nuclear power 

plant. The General Design Criteria reflect the predominating experience with 

water power reactors as designed and located to date, but their applicability 

is not limited to these reactors. They are considered generally applicable 

to all power reactors.  

Under the Commission's regulations, an applicant must provide assurance 

that its principal design criteria encompass all those facility design features 

required in the interest of public health and safety. There may be some power 

reactor cases for which fulfillment of some of the General Design Criteria may 

not be necessary or appropriate.. There will be other cases in which these 

criteria are insufficient, and additional criteria must be identified and 

satisfied by the design in the interest of public safety. It is expected that 

additional criteria will be needed particularly for unusual sites and environ

mental conditions, and for new and advanced types of reactors. Within this 

context, the General Design Criteria should be used as a reference allowing 

additions or deletions as an individual case may warrant. Departures from 

the General Design Criteria should be justified.  

The criteria are designated as "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plant Construction Permits" to emphasize the key role they assume at 

this stage of the licensing process. The criteria have been categorized as 

Category A or Category B. Experience has shown that more definitive informa

tion is needed at the construction permit stage for the items listed in 

Category A than for Category B.  

- 16 - Appendix A to 
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I. OVERALL PLANT REQUIREMENTS 

CRITERION 1 - QUALITY STANDARDS (Category A) 

Those systems and components of reactor facilities which are essential to 

the prevention of accidents which could affect the public health and safety or 

to mitigation of their consequences shall be identified and then designed, 

fabricated, and erected to quality standards that reflect the importance of the 

safety function to be performed. Where generally recognized codes or standards 

on design, materials, fabrication, and inspection are used, they shall be 

identified. Where adherence to such codes or standards does not suffice to 

assure a quality product in keeping with the safety function, they shall be 

supplemented or modified as necessary. Quality assurance programs, test 

procedures, and inspection acceptance levels to be used shall be identified.  

A showing of sufficiency and applicability of codes, standards, quality 

assurance programs, test procedures, and inspection acceptance levels used is 

required.  

CRITERION 2 - PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (Category A) 

Those systems and components of reactor facilities which are essential 

to the prevention of accidents which could affect the public health and safety 

or to mitigation of their consequences shall be'designed, fabricated, and 

erected to performance standards that will enable the facility to withstand, 

without loss of the capability to protect-the public, the additional forces 

that might be imposed by natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, 

flooding conditions, winds, ice, and other local site effects. The design

- 17 - Appendix A tO Appendix "B"
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. .', ,cUu•ng tne transrer to alternate power sources and the 

design air flow delivery capability.  

VIII. FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

CRITERION 66 - PREVENTION OF FUEL STORAGE CRITICALITY (CategorY B) 

Criticality in new and spent fuel storage shall be prevented by physical 

systems or processes. Such means as geometrically safe configurations shall 

be emphasized over procedural controls.  

CRITERION 67 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE DECAY HEAT (Category B) 

Reliable decay heat removal systems shall be designed to prevent damage 

to the fuel in storage facilities that could result in radioactivity release 

to plant operating areas or the public environs.  

CRITERION 68 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE RADIATION SHIELDING (Category B) 

Shielding for radiation protection shall be provided in the design of 

spent fuel and waste storage facilities as required to meet the requirements 

of 10 CFR 20.  

CRýITERD 69 - PROTECTION AGAINST RADIOACTT.VITY RELEASE FROM SPENT FUEL A14D 

WASTE STORAGE (Category B) 

Containment of fuel and waste storage shall be provided If accidents 

could lead to release of undue amounts of radioactivity to the public 

environs.  

S33 
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 12 

Notice of proposed rulemaking for General Design 

Criteria, 32 Fed. Reg. 10,213 (July 11, 1967)



32 Federal Register 10213, July 11, 1967 
PROPOSED RULE MAKING

FZD0qAL Rzfors::av will be considered be
fore- 'ction is taken on the proposed 
omnen ;uent. No hearing is contemplated 
at tin time, but arrangements for In
forsnan onferences with Federal Avia
t.on Ac•,s.rat.on officials may be 
: bane by ntacti::g th,-e Chief, Air Traflpc 
Branch. A-v data, views, or arguments 
presente L1 ring such conferences must 
2-•o bet sub::tted in writing in accord
,nice w-itLh,,1 notice in order to become o: tfhe rec-'d for consideration. The 
:n'Co,:ai conta. ed in this notice may 
be c'aned if i-e light of comments 

The ,.aj0-,foot transition 
area r oeod in 11.181 (32 F.R. 2148 
an'd 37M5) would be , tered as follows: 

... thnece sou v.west along the 
southeast bound-ary of -209 to a 19-mile 
radius ar centered on. he Tuscaloosa, 
Ala.. VCR; the.ce clock! ise along this 
arc to :nitde8730'0 X W.; thence 
no --. , '.: :, itude 870 '00" W. to 

;;ont f eginin, x-c-duc that por
tion that:;th a=,--21 and the 
Gad. -en. L a, .. tansitionar ." 
Yvouid e deleted a:-d 4 thence 

- l .; 3autheast b~undary 
of V-200 to longitude 8 4°00'0•" V.; 
thenice nor'th along ben:ude 88°00' 
W., to th:e nocrth boundary of ½-13; 
r'cnce northd~east alon .. t nornh bicound
a:;' o. -I to a. I-ile radius a-rc ceýn
tered on the Tuscaloosa. Ala... VORTAC; 
zhence clockwvise along t.!his arc to longA.  
teds W7'33'0" N.: thence north aloni, 
cong-n-de 37.33'0o"W W. to point of be-s 

gin-ing, excluding that potion that 
coincides with R-2101 and the Gadsden, 
Al....-..s.t•on. area . would be f 
scebstitut.d .herefor.  

The prpsdadditional airspace ~ 
reciui:'e-d for th-e protlection' of F or,~ 
.o.s and for radar vectoring of aircr.Aft 
aranvirn and d.part-ing the Birrinnp a.m 

t....'c. A .- 00c. A .J 

exal-S..4%nfr,.;: cy tnaterested person; at; the 
•outhern T:.clonaI Of:ice, -Fdervl Avia

zionAdmiistatin, Rooro- 4 30 

-e reet, East Poi.nt, GA.  
T'h.s endmen is proposed under 

ect.on 13.(a) of the Fe¢.erh Aviation 
Ac- of 03 (45 'U.S.C. 134,3(a').  

suad in. -Eas-, CnA_.. on June 30, 
1057.  

Director, Southcra Region.  
1P.11, Doc. T7-7g-!9; :Aeoe2. Ju:y t0. .067.  

4:495 axn.: 

1 14 C7:R ?r, 71 ] 

A.:r.;;-ce Doc)e;¢ ,'. 37-£O--4; 

if.ANSITION AREA 
?odsed'a Desizna.ý1on 

The Feder'al Aviat.ion Administration 
:s considering an amendment to Part 71 
of the Federal Aviation Regulations that 
would dazgnate the Camden, S.C., tran
sition a" *a.  

te:'steci persons may submit sucin 
wrntte/ data, views, or argwnents as th;y 
may esire. Communications should be

submitted In triplicate to the Area a
ager, Atlanta Area Office, Attenion: 
Chi'ef, Air Traffic Branch, Federal/Avia
tion Administration, Post OfFc Box 
20636, Atlanta, Ga. 30320. All cotmunl
cations received within 30 d -s after 
publication of this notice in ty-'FZDFea.  
REGISTsR will be considered beore action 
Is taken on the proposed amendment. No 
hearing is contemplated at .is time, but 
arrangements for informep conferences 
wth Federal Aviation dmioistration 
offIcials may be made by contacting the 
Chief, Air Traffi-c Braoh Any data, 
views, or arguments 'eserned during 
such conferences must- ]so be submitted 
in writing in accorda cc with this notice 
in order to become p rt of the record for 
consideration. The roposal contained in 
this notice may be *anged In the light of 
comments receiv 

The Camden ansition area would be 
designated as: 

That- arspacd.eseneing upwnrd forn 700 
fee: above the Arface within a 7-nmile radius 
of Wocdwardticld (hlaitude 3417'03" N., 
lonlgitude 3353'' WV.); within 2 oi'es each side S the 040* beang fron the 
C amnd en, N- (latitude 3-;17'02- Nx.. longi
tude 80' '42.5" W.). extending from the 
7-a.ile r, lus area to 8 miles northeast o: the 
R•N.  

The/proposed tr'an.ition area is re
quir-A for the protection of IFR opera
tiong at Woodward Field. A prescribed 
insbitument approach procedure to this 
airort utilizing the Camden (priva;e) 
npadireoional radio beacon -s proposed 
tconjunction with the designation of 
i'pfs transition area.  

This amendment is proposed under 
section 307(a) of the Federal Aviation 

Ac"g 058 (40 U.S.C. 2348(a)).  
"iss"ed in East Point, Ga., on June 21, 

1907, '.  

"GORsON A. VWLLIAr.MS, Jr.  
Acltintg Dircctor, So-.thern Region.  

Ia. Doe."'.67-7050; FIled. July 10. 1987; 
8:49 a.n..  

f 4,C? Pan 71 1 
*Air'pz.cc •ke: No. 67-SA-I'] 

?DR I ALIWWAY S 
S c; ei aan nC; loooscd Aiteratlon 
On S.r-h 1, ', n-otice of pro'uosed 

m.-akg '.vas pu•isi-Zd in the Fan

the Fedoral Aviatlon A.gncy was Con
s:der:ing an-end:ne.nts tonPart 71 of the 
Feder'al via"do-n Rcgtuiatipns that would 
'e,:ýrn V-l from Cape C`ieries, Va., via 
inc 1ST of Cape Charles 0130 and Saltsbury, Md., 216' Tru'e radia;.V to Salis
bury; that would designate a'ýegnent- of 
V-I'30 from Norfo"', Va., 'via Cape 
Charles; to Snoow Hill, Md., includin:g a 

e.t ahernate from Norfolk to Se'.: I.  
via ENT of Norfolk 3100 and Sn'v. " 

2260 True radials; and that would r:evoke 
the segment of V-194 front Norfdik to 
:.T of Norfolk 0010 and Cape Charles 

. True radials. Floors of 1,200 feet 
above the surface were proposed for these 
airway segments. These actions were pro-

p ed to sL'npllfy air traffic control p 'o
ce ures and flight plannrng in ihe 
No•folk area.  .bseguent to publication of the n tioe, 
it determined that the Sno. Hill 
226• True radial would not sup ort a 
Fede I airway. Accordingly, t-. pro
posal ublished in the no:ice ar elreby cancel d and in lieu thereof, co sidera
tion I gi'ven to the foliowin airway 
alignem .ts that would serve ,e same 
purpose.  

1. Red ignate the segmen of V-194 
from Nor ik via the intersec on of Nor'
folk 001* (008" Mag.) a d Harcum, 
Va., 072* . (079" Mag.) ra als; to the 
intersectio. of Harcum 07' 0 and Snow 
Hill 2110 T e radials. 0 

2. Realign -1 from Cr~e Charles via 
the intersect. n of Cope tharles 009' T 

- (016* Mag.) d Salisbujy 206' T (214" 
Mag.) radials; to Salislry.  

Interested p, sons mjy par t.cipate in 
the proposed ru makhg by submitting 
such written da , vi.vs, or" aguments 
as they May d~irej Ccmnmuc-icato'ions 
should identify l'z a•s-pac : Lccet. nun:
ber and be submCit.C z't 'ate to the 
Director, Eastern oe0 ion, ALen:zon: 
C'hief, Air Traff•ic ision, eral Anvia
tion Admninistrario'n Feea Et "di"" 
John F. Kennedyv ntri r."t'onal Airport.  
Jamaica, N.Y. 11't co nacanons 
received within cday afer nublication 
of this notice is the RZG., Zs'rE 
will be consideird befos ac'on is taken 
0o11 I.e pr-csrd amenc e.t. The pro
posal containe'd in i h s otice nay be 
changed ' uthe igh• of conmments 
received.  

An ofciadoee baviiaible for 
examinatio4 by intereszýat r"irsons at the 
Federal A' ation Adrn'.inst-tfon, OffIce 
of the Gerfral Counsel, Ate Rtio : '•uPes 
Docket, 8e0 Indepenece Aenue SW..  
Washingr6n, D.C0.2 uoVu. r informal 
docket vfli be availab:e for ox a'±iaaton 
at the qFZce of t•he Regional A " Traffic 
D1vsio2 Chief.  

-, ,,e '. a ".e a-.en~'a ' -os under Zhe 4 thority of section SI7ha) of the 
Federfil Aviation Act of I53 (49\U.S.C.  
13481.  

Issued in XVashing•;on,. D.C.. on JAly 3.  

194T.  

Air Vraf'ic R~sDirzsion...  
(FR. Doc. 07-lOCt: 7tc ,. 'J0, 1t67; 

.0 C2:-- Pr.  

LICENSING O? ?2CDJC'V;C A';'D 
UTIlIZATION 7-AC:L;-1ES 

General Dozn Cr'eric ,or Ný.iecir 
Power PIan: Costf.uc'ion ?errni;s 

The Atomic Eanergy Comission has un
der consideration an aMendment to its 
regulation, 10 C•R Part 50, 'Licensing of 
Production and Utilization ?aciiities." 
which would add an Appendix A, "Gen
eral Design Criteria for .Nuclear Power
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Plant Coistbruction Pcrmits.''I The pur
p.se of the proposed amendment would 

it€ to provide guidance to applicants In 
ideveloping the principal design criteria 
o .be included in applications for Comzii~isson construction -permits. These 

;deneiral Design Criteria would not add 
,'iuy new requirements, but are intended 
:to describe more clearly present Com
•.ission requirements to assist applicants 

.in preparing ,pplieations.  
The proposed ai.iendment would com

plement other proposed amendments to 
.pPart 50 which were published for public 
'-comment in the FEDERAL REGISTER on 
-.August 16, 1966 (31 F.R. 10891).  

"The proposed amendments to Part 50 
ýýkeflect a recommendation made by a 
•-seven-member Regulatory Review Panel, 

s).ppointed by the Commission to study: 
'-(L) The programs and procedures for 
* the licensing and regulation of reactors 

and (2) the decision-making process in 
the Commission's regulatory program.  
The Panel's report recommended the 
development, particularly at the con
struction permit stage of a licensing 
_.roceeding, of design criteria for nuclear 
power plants. Work on the development 
of such criteria had been in process at 
the time of the Panel's study.  

As a result, preliminary proposed 
criteria for the design of nuclear power 
plants were discussed with the Com
mission's Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards and were informally distrib
uted for public comment in Commission 
Press Release H-252 dated November 22, 
1965. In developing the proposed criteria 

. set forth in the proposed amendments 
to Part 50, the Commission has taken 
into consideration comments and sug
gestions from the Advisory Committee 
on Reactor Safeguards, from members 
of industry, and from the public.  

Section 50.34, paragraph (b), as pub
lished for comment in the FEDERAL REG
XSTER on August 16, 1966, would require 
that each application for a construction 
permit include a prelimrinary safety 
analysis report. The minim um informa
tion to be included in this preliminary 
safety analysis report is (1) a descrip
tion and safety assessment of the site, 
(2) a summary description of the facil
ity, (3) a preliminary design of the 
facility, (4) a preliminary safety analysis 
and evaluation of the facility, (5) an 
identification of subjects expected to be 
technical specifications, and (6) a pre
limina-y plan for the organization, 
training, and operation. The following 
information is specified for inclusion as 
part of the preliminary design of the 
facility: 

(i) The pri"ncipal design criteria for 
the facility: 

(ii) TIhe ds:.'gn bases and the relation 
of the' bases to the principal 
desig:.  

(iii) ::.:.'.:ination relative to materials 
of cor.-.,ruction, general arrangement 
and approximate dimensions, sufficient 

,Inasmuch as the Commission has under 
consideration other amendments to 10 CFR 
Part 50 (31 P.R. 10891). the amendment pro
posed herein would be a further revision to 
Part 50 previously published for comment 
in the FEDERAL REGISTER.

(
PROPOSED RULE MAKING 

to provide reasonable assurance that the 
final design will conform to the design 
bases with adequate margin for safety; 
The "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plant Construction Permits" pro
posed to be included as Appendix A to 
this part are Intended to aid the appli
cant in development item (i) above, the 
principal design criteria. All criteria es
tablished by an applicant and accepted 
by the Commission would be incor
porated by reference in the construction 
permit. In considering the issuance of 
an operating license under the regula
tions, the Commission would assure that 
the criteria had been met in the detailed 
design and construction of the facility 
or that changes in such criteria have 
been justified.  

Section 50.34 as published in the FED
ERAL REGISTER on August 16. 1966. would 
be further amended by adding to Part 50 
a new Appendix A containing the Gen
eral Design Criteria applicable to the 
construction of nuclear power plants 
and by a specific reference to this 
Appendix in § 50.34, paragraph (b).  

The Commission expects that the 
provisions of the proposed amendments 
relating to General Design Criteria for 
Nuclear Power Plant Construction Per
mits will be useful as interim guidance 
until such time as the Commission takes 
further action on them.  

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954, as amended, and the Adminis
trative Procedure Act of 1946, as 
amended, notice Is hereby given that 
adoption of the following amendments 
to 10 CFR Part 50 is contemplated. All 
interested persons who desire to submit 
written comments or suggestions in con
nection with the proposed amendments 
should send them to the Secretary, U.S.  
Atomic Energy Commission, Washing-
APPENDIX A-GENERAL DESrIN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS' 
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ton, D.C. 20545, within 60 days after "J 
publication of this notice in the FEDERAL 
REGISTER. Comments received after that 
period will be considered if it Is prac
ticable to do so, but assurance of con
sideration cannot be given except as 
to comments filed within the period 
specified. Copies of comments may be 
examined in the Commission's Public 

Document Room at 1717 H Street NW., 

Washington, D.C.  
1. Section 50.34(b) (3) (i) of 10 CFR 

Part 50 is amended to read as follows: 

§ 50.34 Contents of applications; tech
nical information safety analysis re
port.' 

(b) Each application for a construc
tion permit shall include a preliminary 
safety analysis report. The report shall 
cover all pertinent subjects specified In 
paragraph (a) of this section as fully 
as available information permits. The 
minimum information to be included 
shall consist of the following: 

(3) The preliminary design of the 
facility, including: 

(i) The principal design criteria for 
the facility. Appendix A, "General Design 
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Con
struction Permits," provides guidance 
for establishing the principal design 
criteria for nuclear power plants.

2. A new Appendix A is added to read 
as follows: 

'Inasmuch as* the Commission has tinder 
consideration other amendments to § 50.34 
(31 F.R. 10891), the amendment proposed 
herein would be a further revision of § 50.34 
(b) (3) (i) previously published for comment 
in the FEDERAL REGrSTER.

Criterion 
Wl
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Criterion 
No.

Group and title

V. Iteactivit• control: 27 
Redundancy of Reactivity Control ------------ 2 

Reactivity Hot Shutdown Capability- -- 28 

"Reactlvity Shutdown Capability.--. 29 

Reactivity Holddown Capability - so 

Reactivity Control Systems Malfunction-- 31 

Maximum Reactivity Worth of Control Rods -------- ------------- 32 

'VI, Reactor coolant pressure boundary: 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Capability ----------------------------- 33 

Reactor C.-olant Pressure Boundary Rapid Propagation Fallure Prevention--- 34 

Reactor C.olant Pressure Boundary Brittle Fracture Prevention ............. 35 

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Surveillance --------------------------- 36 

VII. Engineered safety features: 
A. Ceneral require-nents for engineered safety features: 

Engineered Safety Features Basis for Design ------------------------ 37 

Reliability and Testability of Engineered Safety Features ------------ 38 

Emergency Power for Engineered Safety Features ------------- ------ 39 

Missile Protection ------------------------------------------------- 40 

Engineered Safety Features Perforpsance Capability ------------------ 41 

Engineered Safety Features Components Capability ----------------- 42 

Accident Aggravation Preventio ------------------------------------- 43 

"B. Emergency core cooling systems; 
Emergency Core Cooling Systems Capability ------------------------ 44 

Inspection of Emergency Core Cooling Systems ---------------------- 45 

Testing of Emergency Core Cooling Systems Components ------------- 46 

Testing of Emergency Core Cooling Systems ------------------------- 47 

Testing of Operational Sequence of Emergency Core Cooling Systems-- 48 

C_ Containment: 
Contain-ment Design Basis ----------------------------------------- 49 

NDT Requirement for Containment Material ------------------------ 50 

Rea.ctor Coolant Pressure Boundary Outside Containment ------------- 1 

Containnment Heat Removal Systems -------------------------------- 52 

Containment Isolation Valves -------------------------------------- 53 

Contalnment Leakage Rate Testing ---------------------------------- 54 

Containment Periodic Leakage Rate Testing ------------------------ 55 

Provisions for Testing of Penetrations ------------------------------ 56 

Provesions for Testing of Isolation Valves --------------------------- 57 

D. Containment pressure-reducing systems: 
Inspection of Containment Pressure--Reducing Systems -------------- 58 

Testing of Containment Pressure-Reducing Systems ----------------- 59 

Testing of Containment Spray Systems ----------------------------- 60 

Testing of Operational Sequence of Containment Pressure-Reducing 
Systems -------------------------------------------------------- 61 

E. Air uleanup systems: 
inspection of Air Cleanup Systems --------------------------------- 62 

Testing of Air Cleanup Systems Components ------------------------ 63 

Testing of Air Cleanup Systems --------------------------------...-.. 4: 

Testing of Operational Sequence of Air Cleanup Systems ------------- 65 

"VIII. Fuel and waste storage systems: 
Prevention of Fuel Storage Criticality ------------------------------------- 66 

Fuel and Waste Storage Decay Heat --------------------------------------- 67 

Fuel and Waste Storage Radiation Shielding ------------------------------- 68 

Protection Against Radloactivity Release from Spent Fuel and Waste Storage_- 69 

IX. Plant effluents: 
Control of Releases of Radioactivity to The Env'ronment; -------------------- 70 

Inasmuch as the Con.mIssion has under consIderation other amendments to 10 CPR Part 

30 (31 F.R. 10891), the ramendment proposed herein would be a further revision to Part 50 

previously published for comm.Ln-ent in the FED-UAL ReczsTrP-a

lntroduct.on. Every rapplicant for a con
struction perm;it is required by the proviI.ons 
of 1 50.34 to include the pr'nci:p. design 
criteria. or teno proposed facclity in tlhe ap
-pllcation. These General Design Criteria are 
intended to be u:sed as guid,,nce in estao
lishing the nrinclpal dcesgn cr-iteria for a 
nuclear power plant. The General Design 
Crizerla reflect -Cie predontinating experience 
-w'th .watcr power reactors as designed a;nd 
located to date, but their apollcabihty lj 
not lzimited to t1.cse reactors. They are coa
sidered genere". appiq cable to all power 
reactors.  

Urdcr :... j.,m.r.sslon's rcgulations, an 
r.-pp:icann .u.t; reovide a•surance that its 
priaca de•.ta cht.cria encompass all those 
xacliity cisr gfeatures required in the in
"tUrest of public health and safety. There 
ma,ýy be some power reactor cases for which 
IUlflllTr.ent of Somne of the General Design 
Critý•ria mnay not be necessary or appropriate.  
There will be other cases In which those 

_criteria are insufficlent, and additional cri

terla must be identified and satisfiled by

the design in the interest of public safety.  
It is expected that additional criteria will 
be needed particularly for unusual sites and 
environmental conditions, and for new and 
advanced tynoe3 of reactors. WIthin this con
text, the General Design Crittera should be 
used as a reference allowing additions or 
deletions as an Indivtdual case may warrant.  
Departurcs from the General Design Cri.
teria should be justified.  

The criteria are designated as "General 
Den.gn Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Con
±tz'uc.'on Permits" to emphasize the key role 
tl:ey a.suune at this stage of the licensing 
nrocess. The crIteria have been categorized 
as Category A or Otegory B. Experience has 
shown that more deflinitive information is 
needed at the construction permit stage for 
the Items listed in Category A than for those 
In Category B.  

I. OVEnALL PLANT REQtlaREMENTh 

Criterion 1-Quality Standards (Category 
A). Those systems and components of reac
tor facilities which are essential to the pre-

vention of accidents which could affect the 
public health and safety or to mitigation of 
their consequences shall be identified and 
then designed, fabricated, and erected to 
quality standards that reflect the Importance 
of the safety function to be performed.  
Where generally recognized codes or stand
axds on design, materials, fabrication, and 
inspection are used, they shall be IdentIfied.  
Where adherence to such codes or standards 
does not suffice to assure a quality product 
in keeping with the safety function, they 
shall be supplemented or modified as neces
sary. Quality assurance programs, test proce
dures, and inspection acceptance levels to 
be used shall be Identified. A showing of 
sufficiency and applicability of codes, stand
ards, quality assurance programs, test proce
dures, and inspection acceptance levels used 
is required.  

Criterion 2-Performance Standards (Cate
gory A). Those systems and components of 
reactor facilities which axe essential to the 
prevention of accidents whidch could affect 
the public health and safety or to mitlga
tion of their consequences shall be designed, 
fabricated, and erected to performance 
standards that will enable the facility to 
withstand, without loss of the capability 
to protect the public, the additional forces 
that might be imposed by natural phenom
ena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, flood
ing conditions, winds, ice, and other local 
stte effects. The design bases so established 
shall reflect: (a) Appropriate consideration 
of the most severe of these natural phenom
ena that have been recorded for the site 
and the surrounding area and (b) an ap
propriate margin for withstanding forces 
greater than -those recorded to reflect un
certainties about tae historical data and 
their suitability as a basis for design.  

Criterion 3-Fire Protect'on (Category A).  
The reactor facility shall be designed (1) to 
miniilze the probability of events such as 

fires and explosions and (2) to minimize the 
Dotential effects of such events to safety.  
Noncombustible and fire resistant materials 
shall be used whenever' practical throughout 
the facility, particularly in areas contain
Ing critical portions of the facility such as 
containment, control room, and components 
of engineered safety features.  

Criterion 4-Shari7ng of Systems (Category 
A). Reactor facilities shall not share sys
tems or components unless it is shown safe
ty is not impaired by the sharing.  

Criterion 5-Records Requircments (Catc
gory A). Records of the desIgn, fabrication.  
and constructlon of essential components of 
the plant shall be maintained by the reactor 
operator or under its control throughour the 
life of the reactor.  

II. PsOTacrToN z- 'MULTIaLw FISSION PsOs
UCT BARRIERS 

Criterion 6-Reactor Core Design (Cate
gory A). The reactor core shall be desiqned 
to function throughout its design lifcinne.  
without exceeding acceptable fuel dama.ge 
limits which ha.ve been stIpulated and justi
fled. The core design. to-gechtr ,ith reliable 
nrocess and decay heat remf.oval systert.s.  
shall provide for this capabi;ty under all ex
pected conditions of normal opor:ation wih 
appropriate margins for ur.ccr-,a-ntes a;nd 
for transient situations which can be anti
cilpated, including the effects of the lose of 
power to recirculattion pumips, tripplng out 
of a turbine generator set, isolation of the 
reactor from its primary heat sink, and loss 
of all offsite power.  

Criterion 7-Supression o/ Power Oscilla

tions (Category B). The core design, together 

with reliable controls, shall ensure that 

power oscillations which could cause dam

age in excess of acceptable fuel damage 

J limits are not possible or can be readily 
- suppressed.
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i Cnterion 8--Overall Power Coefficient 
(Category B). The reactor shall be designed 
s6 that the overall power coefficient In the 
power operating range shall not be positive.  

Criterion 9-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Ro ifd.ry (Category A). The reactor coolant 
pressure boundary shall be designed and 
constructed so as to have an exceedingly low 
probability of gross rupture or significant 
leakage throughout its design lifetime.  

Criterion 10-Containment (Category A).  
Containment shall be provided. The con
tainment structure shall be designed to sus
tain the initial effects of gross equipment 
fallures, such as a large coolant boundary 
break, without loss of required integrity and, 
together with other engineered safety fea
tures as may be necessary, to retain for as 
long aj the situation requires the functional 
capability to protect the public.  

fi., NUCLEAR AND RADIATION CONTROLS 

Criterion li-Control Room (Category B).  
The facility shall be provided with a control 
room from which actions to maintain safe 
operational status of the plant can be con
trolled. Adequate radiation protection shall 
be provided to permit access, even under ac
cident conditions, to equipment In the con
trol room or other areas as necessary to shut 
down and maintain sale control of the facili
ity without radiation exposures of personnel 
In excess of 10 CFR 20 llnits. It shall be pos
sible to shut the reactor down and main
tain it in a safe condition if access to the 
control room is lost due to fire or other cause.  

Criterion; 12-lnstrumentation and Con
fre' Systems (Calegory ,7. Instrumentation 
and cofttrols shali be provided as required to 
monitor and maintain variables within pre
scrlbed operating ranges.  

Criterion 13-Fission Process Monitors ani 
Controls (Category B). Means shall be pro
vided for monitoring and maintaining con
trol over the fission process throughout core 
life and for all conditions that can reason
ably be anticipated to cause variations in re
activity of the core, such as indication of 
position of control rods and concentration of 
soluble reactivity control poisons.  
I Cri:rcýon 14-Core Protection Systems 
(Category 1 ). Core protection systems, to
gether with associated equipment, shall be 
designed to act automatically to prevent or 
to suppress conditions that could result in 
exceeding acceptable fuel dcamrLge. limits.  

Criterion 15-Engineered Safety Features 
Protecti-on Systems (Category B). Protection 
systems shall be provided for sensing acci
denrt situations and Initiat•ng the operation 
of necessary engineered safety features.  

Critcrion 16-Monitoring lfeactor Coolant 
Pressure Boundary (Category B). Mle..ns shall 
be provided for monitoring the rea.ctor cool
"ant pressure boundary to detect le-akage.  

Crite'ion 17--l"Io)n'tortng Radioactivity 
Releases (Category B). MNe:,, shall be pro
vided for monitoring the containment at
mosphere. the faciliy effuent discharge 
paths, and the facility environs for radio
activity that could be released from normal 
operations, from anticipated transients, and 
fromn accident conditions.  

"Cr*:erion lS-1fonitoring Fuel and Waste 
. Sto'a2,. (Category B). Mooniltoring and 

at .'rt ... :runentation shall be provided for 
. .. "ste storage and handling areas for 

'I cG•wut.OZ.- that might contribute to loss of 
4u.. ... uýy in decay heat removal and to 
ra.cation exposures.  

IV. RELIABILITY AND TESTABILITY OF 
PROTECTION SYSTEMS 

Criterion 19-Protection Systems Reliabil
ity (Catergory B). Protection systems shall 
be designed for high functional reliability 
anO in-service testability commensurate with 
the safety functions to be performed.

Criterion 20-Protection Syste 
cfundancy" and Independence (Cate 
Redundancy and independence desig 
protection systems shall be sufficler 
sure that no single failure or remo 
service of any component or chan 
system will result in loss of the pr 
function. The redundancy provid.  
include, as a minimum, two cha: 
protection for each protection functl 
served. Different principles shall 
where necessary to achieve true in 
ence of redundant Instrumentatti 
ponents.  

Criterion 21-Single Failure D 
(Category B). Multiple failures 
from a single event shall be treae 
sing'le failure.  

Criterion 22-Separation of Protec 
Control instrumentation Systems (' 
B). Protection systems shall be s 
from control instrumentation syr'en 
extent that failure or removal sror 
of any control Instrumentation 
component or channel, or of those 
to control instrumentation and pi 
circuitry, leaves intact a system s: 
all requirements for the protection c 

Criterion 23-Protection Against 
Disability for Protection Systems ( 
B). The effects of adverse conditionst 
redundant channels or protection 
might be exposed in common, eithi 
normal conditions or those of an 
shall not result in loss of the pr 
function.  

Criterion 24-Emergency Power 
tcction Systems (Category S). In the 
loss of all offsite power, sufficient 
sources of power shall be provided t.  
the required func0ioning of the pr 
systems.  

Criterion 25-Demonstration oj Fu 
Operability oJ Protection Systems (' 
B). ' Means shall be included for test 
teetl6n systems while the reactor Is I 
tion to demonstrate that no failuri 
of redundancy has occurred.  

Criterion 26-Protgction Systems I 
Design (Category B). The protection 
shall be designed to fail Into a safe 
into a state established as tolerab 
defined basis if conditions such as 
nection of the system, loss of ener 
electric power, instrument air), or 
environments (e.g., extreme heat 
fire, steam, or water) are experience 

V. REACTIVITY CONTROL 

Criterion 27-Pedundancy of R 
Control (Category A). At least two in 
ent reactivity control systems. prefe 
different principles, shall be provide 

Criterion 23-Reactivity Hot SJlutd 
pability (Category A). At least tw 
reracttviry control systcrs provided 
dependently be capable of making a 
lng the core subcritical from any hot 
or hot operating condition, Includi 
resulting from power changes, su 
fast to prevent exceeding accepta 
damage limlts.  

Criterion 29-Reactivity Shutdow 
bility (Category A). At least one of 1 
tivity control systems provided sha 
pable of making the core subcritic 
any condition (including :,ntltcpate 
tional transients) sufficlernty fast to 
exceeding acceptable fuel damagi 
Shutdown margins greater than th 
mum worth of the most effective coc 
when fully withdrawn shall be pro' 

Criterion 30-Reactivity Hotddow 
bility (Category B). At least one of 
tivity control systems provided 
capable of making and holding the 
critical under any conditions with 
ate margins for contingencies.

• '½, • .. 9-..4 A .  

,G" 

ms. Re- Criterion 31-Rcacttvity Control Systems 
gory B). Malfunction (Category B). The reactivity 
ned into control systems shall be capable of sustain
it to as- Ing any single malfunction, such as. un
val from planned continuous withdrawal (not eJec
nel of a tion) of a control rod. without causing a 
rotectlon reactivity transient which could result in 
ed shall exceeding aicceptable fuel damage limit.s.  
nnels of Criterion 32-Maximum Reactivity Worth 
ton to be o0 Control Rods (Category A). Limits, which 
be used include considerable margin, shall be placed 
idepend- on the maximum reactivity worth of control 
on com- rods or elements and on rates at which reac

tivity can be increased to ensure that the 
efinition potential effects of a sudden or large change 
resulting of reactivity cannot (a) rupture the reactor 
ted as a coolant pressure boundary or (b) disrupt the 

core. its support structures, or other vessel 
lion and Internals sufficiently, to impair the effective
Category ness of emergency core cooling.  
eparated VI. REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY 
is tfo the 

service Criterion 33-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
system Boundary Capability (Category A). The re

common actor coolant pressure boundary shall be 
rotection capable of accommodating without rupture, 
atisfying and with only limited allowance for energy 
hannels." absorption through plastlc deformation, the 
Multiple static and dynamic loads Imposed on any 
Category boundary component as a result of any In
to which advertent and sudden release of energy to 
systems the coolant. As a design reference, this sud

er under dan release shall be taken as that which 
accident, would result from a sudden reactivity inser
otection tion such as rod ejection (unless prevented 

by positive mechanical means), rod dropout.  
for Pro- or cold water addition.  
event of Criterionr 34-Reactor Coolant Pressure 

alternate Boundary Rapid Propagation Failure Preven
o permit tion (Category A). The reactor coolant pres
otection sure boundary shall be designed to minimize 

the probability of rapidly propagating type 
.nctional failures. Consideration shall be given (a) to 
Category the notch-toughness properties of materials 
,ing pro- extending to the upper shelf of the Charpy 
n opera- transition curve, (b) to the state of stress of 

or loss materials under static and transient load
ings, (c) to the quality control specified for 

Fail-Sale materials and component fabrication to limit 
systems flaw sizes, and (d) to the provisions for con
state or trol over service temperature and Irradiation 

ple on a effects which may require operational 
dIscon- restrictions.  

gy (e.g.. Criterion 35-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
adverse Boundary Brittle Fracture Prevention (Cate

or cold, gory A). Under conditions where reactor cool
d. ant pressure boundary system components 

constructed of ferritic materials may be sub
jected to potential loadings, such as a re

eectzvily activity-induced loading. service tempera
idepend- tures shall be at least 1201 F. above the nil 
erably of ductility transition (NDT) temperature of 
ed. a the component material if the resulting 
town Ca- energy release is expected to" be absorbed by 
o of the plastic deformation or 60' F. above the NOT 
shall in- temperature of the component material if 
nd hold- the resulting energy release is expected to be 
standby absorbed within tile elastic strain energy 

ng those range.  
i.nclently Criterion 36-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
ble fuel Boundary Survcillance (Category A). Reactor 

coolant pressure boundary components slwll 
'n Cape- have provisions for Inspection, testing, and 
the reac- surveillance by appropriate means to assess 
II be ca- the structural and leakt-ght Integrity of the 
al under boundary components during their service 
d opera- lietime. For the reactor vessel, a material 
prevent surveillance program conforming w i t h 

e limits. ASTM-E-185-GG shall be provided.  
se maxi
atrol rod VII. EN'GNEsEs SAFETY FEATURES 
vided. Criterion 37-Engineered Safety Features 
n Cape- Basis for Design (Category A). Engineered 
the reac- safety features shall be provided in the fa
shall be tility to back up the safety provided by the 
core sub- core design, the reactor coolant pressure 
approprl- boundary, and their protection systems. As 

. a minimum, such engineered safety features



,hall bhC designed to cope with any size re
ictor coolant pressure boundary break up to 
•ad including the circumferential rupture of 

mny pipe in that boundary assuming unob
,tructed discharge from both ends.  

Criterion 3--Reliability and Testability of 
gr.oinecred Safety Features (Category A). All 

iiginc-red safety features shall be designed 
:o pro%-ide high functional reliability and 
ready testability. In determIning the suit
.bi•lty of a facility for a proposed site, the 

:iegree of reliance upon and acceptance of 

tUe inlherent and engineered safety afforded 
by the systems, Including eniganeered safety 
features w11 be Influenced by the known and 

ci-c de-monstrated performance capability and 

re"iabi; Ity of tile systems, and by the extent 
ao -which the opcrablllty of such systems can 

be tested and Inspected where appropriate 
during the life of the plant.  

Criterion 39-Emergency Power for Engi

necred Safety Features (Category A). Alter

nate power systems shall be provided and 

designed with adequate Independency, re

dundancy. capacity, and testability to permit 
the functioning required of the engineered 
safety features. As a minimum, the onsite 

power system and the offslte power system 
shall each, Independently, provide this ca

pacity assuming a failure of a single active 

component in each power system.  

Crite-rion .40-Missile Protection (Category 

A). Protection for engineered safety features 

shall be provided against dynamic effects and 

missiles that might result from plant equip

ment failures.  
Criterion 41-Eiiginetred Safety Features 

Perjormnance Capability (Category A). Engi

neered safety features such as emergency 

core cooling and containment heat removal 
systems shall provide sufficient pertormance 

capability to. accommodate partial loss of 
installed capacity and still fulfill the re

quired safety function. As a minimum, each 

engineered safety feature shall provide this 

required safety function assuming a failure 
of a single active component.  

Criterion 42-Enginecred Safety Features 

Components Capability (Category A). Engi

neered safety features shall be designed so 

that ,he capability of each component'and 
system. to perform its required function Is.  

not impaired by the effects of a loss-of-cool
ant accident.  

Criterion 43-Accident Aggravation Pre

vention (Category A). Engineered safety fea

tures shall be designed so that any action of 

the engineered safety features which might 
accentuate the adverse after-effects of the 

loss of normal cooling is avoided.  
Criterion 44-Emergency Core Cooling Sys

tems Capability (Category A). At least two 

emergency core cooling systems, preferably 

of different design. principles, each with a 

capability for accomplishing abundant emer

gency core coQltng, shall be provided. Each 

emergency core cooling system and the core 

shall be designed to prevent fuel and clad 

damage that would interfere with the emer

gency core cooling function and to limit the 

clad metal-water reaction to negligible 

amounts for all sizes of breaks In the reaOtor 
coolant pressure boundary, including the 
double-ended rupture of the largest pipe.  

The performance of each emergency core 

cooling system shall be evaluated conserva

tively In each area of uncertainty. The sys.  

tems shall not share active components and 

shall not share other features or components 

unless it can be demonstrated that (a) thi 

capability of the shared feature -or com.  

ponent to perform its required function car 

be readily ascertained during reactor opera

tion, (b) failure of the shared feature 0Y 

component does not Initiate a loss-of-coolan1 

accident, and (c) capability of the share( 

feature or component to perform its require( 

fuwncion Is not impaired by the effects of i 

loss-of-coolant accident and Is not lost dur
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ing the entire period this junction is re- b 

quired following the accident. r 
Criterion 45-I-nspection of Emergency le 

Core Cooling Systems (Category A). Design p 

provisions shall be made to facilitate physical .  

inspection of all critical parts of the emer- U 

gency core cooling systems, including reactor b 

vessel Internals and water injection nozzles. I 

Criterion 46-Testing of Emergency Core t 

Cooling Systems Componenits (Category A). 11 

Design provisions shall be made so that d 

active components of the emergency core 
cooling systems, such as pumps and valves, 
can be tested periodically for operability and 

required functional performance.  
Criterion 47-Testing o/ Emergency Core t 

Cooling Systems (Category A). A capability t 

shall be provided to test periodically the s 

delivery capability of the emergency core 
cooling systems at a location as close to the 
core as is practical.  

Criterion 48-Testing of Operationcl Sc

quence of Emergency Core Cooling Systems 

(Category A). A capability shall be prcvlded 
to test under condlelons as close to design 

as practical the full operational sequence 
that would bring the emergency core cooling 

systems into act•on, Including the transfer 
to alternate power sources.  

Criterion 49--Contcinment Design Basis 

(Category A). The containment structure.  
including access openings and penetrations.  

and any necessary containment heat removal 
systems shall be designed so that the con

tainment structure can accommodate with

out exceeding the design leakage rate the 

pressures and temperatures resulting from 

the largest credible energy release following 

a loss-of-coolant accident, including a con

siderable margin for effects from metal-water 

or other chemical reactions that could occur 
as a consequence of failure of emergency 
core cooling systems.  

Criterion 50--NDT Requirement for Con

tainment Material (Category A). Principal 
load carrying components of ferritic ma

terials exposed to the external environment 
shall be selected so that their temperatures 
under normal operating and testing condi

tions are not less than 30' F. above rnl duc
tility transition (NDT) temperature.  

Criterion 51-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary Outside Containment (Category 

A). If part of the reactor coolant pressure 

boundary is outside the containment, appro

priate features as necessary shall be provided 
to protect the health and safety of the public 

In case of an accidental rupture in that part.  

Determination of the appropriateness of fea
tures such as isolation valves and additional 

containment shall include consideration of 

the environmental and population conditions 
surrounding the site.  

Criterion 52-Containment Heat Removal 

Systems (Category A). Where active heat re

moval systems are needed under- accident 
conditions to prevent exceeding contain

ment design pressure, at least two systems, 

preferably of different principles, each with 

full capacity, shall be provided.  
Criterion 53-Containment Isolation 

Vallves (Category A). Penetrations that re

quire closure for the containment function 

shall be protected by redundant valving and 
associated apparatus.  

Criterion 54-Containment Leakage Rate 

Testing (Category A). Containment shall be 

designed so that an Integrated leakage rate 

Stesting can be conducted at design pressure 
after completion and installation of all pene

trations and the leakage rate measured over 

a sufficient period of time to verify Its con-.  

formiance with required performance.  
Criterion 55-Containment Periodic Leak

age Rate Testing (Category A). The contain

ment shall be designed so that Integrated 

I leakage rate testing can be done periodically 
I at design pressure during plant lifetime.  

a Criterion 56-Provisions for Testing of 

. Penetrations (Category A). Provisions shall
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e made for testing penetrations which have 
esilient seals or expansion bellows to permit 
aak tightness to be demonstrated at design 
ressure at any time.  

Criterion 57-Provisions for Testing of Iso,

ti•tn Valves (Category A). Capability shall 

e provided for testing functional operabil
-y of valves and associated apparatus essen

ial to the containment function for estab

Ishing that no failure has occurred and for 

leternuinLng that valve leakage does not 
xceed acceptable limits.  

Criterion 58-Inspection of Containment 
'ressure-Reduc'ng Systems (Category A).  

Design provisions shall be made to faciitave 

*he periodic physical Inspection of all impor

ant components of the containment pres

ure-reducing systems, such as, pumps, 
rakes, spray nozzles, torus, and sumps.  

Cr;!cr~on 59-Testing o/ Containment 
Pressure-Reducing Syseems Components 

(Category A). The containment pressure-re
ductug systems shall be designed so that 

active components, such as pumps and 

valves, can be tested periodically for oper

ab-ltty and required functional perform

ance.  
Criterion 60-Testing of Coantainmnent 

Spray Systems (Category A). A capability 

shall be provided to test periodically the 

delivery capability of the containment spray 

system at a position as close to the spray 
nozzles as Is practical.  

Criterion 61-Testing of Operational Se

quence of Containment Pressure-Reducing 
Systems (Category A). A capability shall be 

provided to test under conditions as close 

to the design as practical the full operational 

sequence that would bring the containment 
pressure-reducing systems Into action, in

cluding the transfer to alternate power 
sources.  

Criterion 62-Inspection of Air Cleanup 

Systems (Category A). Design provisions shall 

be made to facilitate physical inspection of 

all critical parts of containment air cleanup 
systems, such as, ducts, filters, fans, and 

dampers.  
Criterion 63-Testing of Air Cleanup Sys

tems Components (Category A). Design pro

visions shall be made so that active compo
nents of the air cleanup systems, such as 

fans and dampers, can be tested periodically 

for operability and required functional per

formance.  
Criterion 64-Testing of Air Cleanup Sys

tems. (Category A). A capability shall be 

provided for in situ periodic testing and 
surveillance of the air cleanup systems to 

ensure (a) filter bypass paths have not 

developed and (b) filter and trapping mate-.  

rials have not deteriorsted beyond acceptable 
limits.  

Criterion 65-Testing of Operational Se

quence of Air Cleanup Systems (Category A) t.  

A capability shall be provided to test under 

conditions as close to design as practical the 

full operational sequence that would bring 

the air cleanup systems into action, includ

Ing the transfer to alternate power sources 

and the design air flow delivery capability.  

VIII. FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

Criterion 66-Prevention of Fuel Storage 

Criticality (Category B). Criticality in new 

and spent fuel storage shall be prevented by 

physical systems or processes. Such means 

as geometrically safe configurations shall be 

emphasized over procedural controls.  
Criterion 67-Fuel and Waste Storage De

cay Hfeat (Category B). Reliable decay heat 

removal systems shall be designed to prevent 

damage tb the fuel in storage facilities that 

could result in radioactivity release to plant 

operating areas or the public environs.  
Criterion 68-Fuel and Waste Storage 

Radiation Shielding (Category B). Shielding 

for radiation protection shall be provided in 

the design of spent fuel and waste storage

VI 
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facilities as required to meet the require
mentt of 10 CFR 20.  

Criterion 69-Protcctiofl Against Radio

a.ctiv~ity Retlcae From Spent Fuel and Waste 

Storage (Category B). Contr, lntent of fuel 
and w.ste storage shall be provided if acci

dents could lead to releae of undue amounts 

of radioactlvity to the public environs.  

LX. PJLANT Err.LUCNTS 

Critcrfon 70--Control of Rc'cascs of Radio

activity to thLe E£nvironiriet (Category B).  

The facility design shall include those nmens 

neesssary to imLlntai. control over the plant 

radioactlve efluentts, whether gaseous, liquid, 

or solid. Appropriate holdup capacity shalL 

be provided for retention of gaseous, liquid, 

or solid effluents, particularly where unfa

vorable environmental conditions can be ex

pected to require operational ILimtatlons 

upon the releasce of radioactive effluents to 

the envirornmient. In all casez, the design for

radloaCtirity control shall be Stustifled (a) 
on the trimls of 10 CFM. 20 requIremerfts 

for norma,,l operat'-ons and for any trarnslent 

situation that might reasonably be antici

pated to occur anld (b) on the basis of 10 

CFR 103 do.tage level sraidaifnes for poten

tial reactor accidents of exceedingly low 

probabtity of occurrence except that. reduc

tion of the recommended dosage levels may 

be required where high populaton densities 

or very large cities can. be affected by the ra

dioactive effluents.  

(See. 161, 68 Stat. 948; 42 U.S.C. 2201) 

Dated at Washington, D.C., this 28th 

day of June 1967.  

For the Atomic Energy Commission.  

W. B. McCOOL, 

Secretary.  

iF.a. Doe. 67-7901; Filed, July 10, 1967; 
8:45 a.m.]
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 13 

Letter from William B. Cottrell, ORNL, to H. L.  
Price, AEC (September 6, 1967) and enclosed ORNL 

comments on proposed GDC.
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OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
- OPERATED BY 

"UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 
"NUCLEAR DIVISION 

"POST OFFICEý BOX Y 

OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE 37830 " 

September 6, 1967 T "-'i'", • 
• SEP 1,5 1967 

Mr. H. L. Price 
- IDirector of Regulation 
• -U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
S.Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Price: 

Subject: Review of USAEC "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant 
Construction Permits" Federal Register, July 3-, 1967 

The subject document has been reviewed by members of the staff of the 

Nuclear Safety Information Center. We realize and appreciate the great 
amount of work that your staff has done in bringing these criteria to 

their present form. We participated in the initial review of the criteria 

"when they were issued in November 1965 and we are pleased to have the oppor

tunity to review this later version. Our comments are enclosed in tvo parts: 

(i) general comments which apply to the entire set of criteria and (2)" 

* specific comments on the individual criteria and in a few cases on sections 
such as VII, Engineered Safety Features.  

With a few exceptions, the scope of the criteria seems broad enough and 

generaily well organized. We do have rather. extensive comments on those 

criteria which deal with protection systems. A difficult problem is thax of 

assessing reliability. The "single failure criterion" is an attempt to re

"lieve this situation, 'out its application is subjective and it has different 

meanings to different individuals. Another problem area is that of the use 

of the same instruments for both operating the plant and providing protection.  

We believe that such interdependence can only degrade the reliability and 

performance of the protection system. Problems such as these make the task 

of vriting criteria and standards quite difficult.  

Further, the absence of clear definitions of terms, which to many are 

rather loosely understood, could limit the effectiveness of the criteriaon-_,
We feel that there is a critical need for these definitions.  

SEPT ~1S 

SPA i
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Mr. H. L. Price -2- September 6, 1967

We again wish to commend you for the significant contribution represented 
by these criteria. If you have questions concerning our comments, we will be 
glad to discuss them with you.  

Sincerely yours, 

* *. Wn. B. Cottrell, Director .  
"Nuclear- Safety Information Center 

WBCo-JRBe:j 

Enclosure ...-

cc A. J. Pressesky



General Comments 

1. The ramifications of civil disobedience, riots, strikes, sabotage, and 
the like have not even been mentioned. With this vast potential risk 
in mind, should not the physical security of the plant be considered? 

2. Since these criteria will be used by many groups whose terminology is 
not always (or even usually) in agreement, a set. of definitions is 
badly needed. For example - what is a system, component, engineered 
safety feature, failure, redundancy, channel, surveillance, monitoring, 
malfdnction, protection system, loss of coolant accident, etc.? 

3. Since "single failure criteria" are to be ipjplied to systems other than 

those for control (for which criterion 21 is the definition), it is 
extremely important that they be clearly defined for all systems.  

&. Since the introduction uses the phrase "nuclear reactor plant" why is 

the phrase "reactor facility" used in the text of several of the cri
teria to mean the same thing?



Specific Comments 

-i 
J..  
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Title - General Design Criteria for Nuciear Power Plant Construction Permits 

The title is really not grammatically correct, since it infers that we 
are designing a "construction permit".  

Criterion 2 - Performance Standards 

1 1. Line 7: Delete "performance" since this could be construed as 
. applying to operating performance only.  

2. In regard to earthquakes the "appropriate margin for withstanding 
forces greater than those recorded • • ." has not been defined 

* here and furthermore it would be extremely difficult to do so at 
least with our-present understanding of earthquake phenomena.  
Therefore, the criterion should state what constitutes an ade
quate margin.  

Criterion 4 - Sharing of Systems 

We agree with criterion 4 as it applies to the nuclear reactor plant but 
it should be extended to apply to systems, sub-systems, and especially en
gineered safety features.  

Criterion 5 - Records Requirements 

": 1. Line 2: Should read, "Records of the design, fabrication, in

spection, testing and construction of . . -. " to be sufficiently 

inclusive. The performance of engineered safety features must 

be determined as a datum for evaluation of subsequent tests re

quired of the system. For example, criterion 46 states that 

"active components be periodically tested for required perfor
mance.  

2. Line 5: Change "its" to "his" to refer to the operator's 

* -• -control.  

* * Criterion 8 - Overall Power Coefficient 

For this entire criterion it might be better to say that "the reactor 
- shall be designed so that either the overall power coefficient in the 

power operating range shall not be positive or reliable controls which will 

eliminate or minimize the undesirable effects of a positive power coeffi

cient shall be provided, tested and proved effective."
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Criterion 10 - Containment 

We infer from subsequent criteria that the pro~ection" system is not con

sidered an engineered safety feature even though there are reactors that de

pend upon the protection systems to work in order not to overstress the con

tainment. -Thus, either "engineered safety features" should be defined to 

include the reactor protective system, i.e., scram functions, or this and 

other functions should be specifically mentioned. We prefer the former al

ternative.  

Criterion 11 - Control Room 

The aims of this criteriofi are certainly desirable but it is difficult 

if not impossible to prove the criterion has been met. However, some clari

fication is needed, for example, if a fire in a panel renders the controls 

of spme emergency system inoperable, the criterion can be interpreted to 

Mean that two separate control rooms are required. Is this the intent? 

Criterion 13- Fission Process Monitors and Controls 

1. Line 4: Delete "throughout core life and!' since it is redundant.  

2. The examples cited should either be deleted or augmented by a more 

comprehensive set including flux, hot spots, etc.  

Criteria lh and 15 - Core Protection Systems and Engineered Safety Features 

These criteria exemplify the fact that a more detailed definition of 

containment and engineered safety features needs to be included. One could 

define the engineered safety features as including scram system, core pro

tection system, etc., and then. eliminate Criterion 14.  

Suggested Criterion - Monitoring Engineered Safety Features 

We suggest that this criterion be inserted at this point: Instrumen'ta

tion shall be provided to monitor the performa.qce of engineered safety 

features during the course of the accident and to monitor the condition of 

the reactor itself under these conditions.  

Criterion 16 - Monitoring Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary 

This criterion defines the monitoring that is necessary to prove compliance 

with Criterion 9. (Similar proof is required by Criterion 36) In cases of 

this nature cross referencing of criteria should be made for the sake of 

clarity.
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Criterion 17 - Monitoring Radioactivity Releases 

This criterion was written to specify monitoring to meet the specifica

tions of Criterion 70, which should be cress referenced here.  

- Criterion 18 - Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage 

* Specification of criticality monitoring should be included in this cri

-. terion; for example, as by reference to 10 CFR, Part 70.34.  

Criterion 19 - Protection Systems Reliability 

. There is no guide for determining whether or not the functional reliabi

: lity and in-service testability is comensurate'with the safety functions 

" to be performed. Every designer could claim that his system met this cri

. teflon, and challenge a reviewer to show otherwise. Arguments about this 

criterion most likely will include comparisons to somewhat similar protection 

systems for somewhat similar nuclear power plants that have been reviewed 

and approved.  

This criterion is*of questionable value and we recommend its omission.  
SA 'set of rules for designing protection systems would be more useful than a 

general statement of desirable results.  

* . Criterion 20 - Protection Systems Redundancy and Independence 

-The criterion is not clear as to the extent of :the effects of a single 

* failure that need consideration. Apparently, considerations of effect are 

to be limited to a component or channel - resulting in a severe limitation 

in the value of this criterion. This is another example of a criterion where 

definitions are needed; for example, component, channel, and system need to 

be defined.  

Criterion 21 - Single Failure Definition 

A judgment of the extent of failures caused by a single event hinges on 

credibility. First, there is "the probability of the initiating event, then 

.. the probability of progressive failures. A single event of sufficient magni

tude will certainly prevent the functioning of the protection system. De

tailed guidelines for describing the required independence of redundant equip

ment are needed. Examples are spacing between cables carrying redundant sig

nals, methods of separating electronic. equipment handling redundant signals, 

methods of isolating redundant logic devices which. combine redundant signals, 

etc. Unless more detailed information is given as to what is to be considered 

credible, this criterion serves little purpose..



Criterion 22 -Separation of Protection. and Control Instrumentation Systems 

This criterion apparently recognizes the need for separating protective 

and control instrumentation but compromises, this objective with the qualifi

cations permitted. The net effect is to permit the intimate intermingling of 

the system that normally operates the'plant and the system that is intended 

to afford proteiction. We strongly recommend that no exceptions be permitted 

to the separation of these two systems as the only effective means.to, insure 

the vital integrity of the protection system.  

Both of these systems in the new and-larger reactors-are complex.. 
Despite 

the use of buffer amplifiers in attempting to isolate the effects of 
failures 

in the two systems, the systems are not independent -when the same signals are 

coupled into each. Additionally, the objectives of operation are not those 
of 

protection. When the two systems are intermingled, signal processing equip

merit-is invariably designed for operating the plant rather than for protection...  

Inadequate control demands that corrections must be made 
in the equipment to 

allow operation, buit inadequate protection equipment may 
be discovered only 

after their need during an accident. Mixing of the two systems as allowed 

by this criterioni diverts design attention from the requirements 
of protection 

to those of operation. Such mixing also increases the probability that pro

tection will be-lost as the result of a failure in the 
control system that.  

initiates the accident requiring protection.  

The basic .justification for independence of protection 
and operation 

* systems, in our opinion, is the relative ease with which the protection func

* _ tion can be assured with independence,i and the great difficulty of realizing 

such assura~nce with interdependence. We-believe it -is easler- to separate the 

* ~systems than to assure that their interactions are harml~ess. We believe it 

* i's easier to maintain independence than to insure, for the lifetime of the 

plant, that' deliberate changes or inadvertent alteration of the operation..

system will not adversely affect the protection function.  

The dismal list of accidents caused by design errors, and the much larger 

list,-of design errors caught before they caused accidents, lead us to believe 

* that design errors will continue to occur. We believe further that indepen

* dence of operation and. prote~ction is- one of the best defenses against the 

possibility'that a design error may cause an unprotected accident.  

It may be possible that for some combinations of protection and ope~ra

týion)ý instruments no conceivable failure of the operation 
function involved 

can result in a situation requiring action of the 
protection function involved.  

To the extent that this can be proved, both initially and throughout reactor 

lifetime, the particular interdependence could be acceptable. A hypothetical 

excample is the instrumentation used-to measure and control 
the pressure of a 

sealed containment enclosure. The-operation function is used principally to 

provide a pressure differential between the inside of the containment and 

the outside, and thus to provide a means for surveillance of the leakage rate.
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The prctection function might be to initiate reactor shutdown, emergency 

cooling, and isolation of process piping if a rise in containment pressure 

should indicate the presence of a serious leak of potentially radioactive 

fluids. It might be demonstrable that nO failure whatever of this instru

mentation could induce a substantial leak of radioactive fluid, in which 

case no real interdependence of operation system and protection system would 

in fact exist.  

The basis of the above example is the impossibility that failure of the 

operational function or equipment could ever, under any circumstances, lead 

to a-situation where the protection function would be needed. Therefore, 

sharing of equipment (common elements) between the, protection system and the 

operation system could not lead to interaction between the two systems. It 

is difficult to prove conclusively this lack of functional interaction. More 

difficult is the problem of ensuring that this lack of interaction can and 

will be maintained throughout the life of thee plant. Operators are not de

signers; operators in charge of the plant at-the end of its 4O-year life are 

not the ones who may have discussed protection problems with the designers 

at the beginning. Subtle considerations are apt to be forgotten or ignored.  

It is easy to forget that plant protection was originally based on the im

possibility that failure of certain operation instruments could result in a 

need for protection-system function.  

Criterion 24 - Emergency Power for Protection Systems 

Design requirements related to power supply include consideration of 

both Criteria 24 and 26. There is an. anomaly here in that Criterion 24 per

mits the protection system to requike power to provide protection, whereas 

Criterion 26 requires the system to fall into a safe. or tolerable state on 

loss of power. To the extent that Criterion 26-cart be met, alternate power 

sources become an economic or operational consideration rather than being 

needed for safety.  

Criterion 25 - Demonstration of Functional Operability of Protection Systems 

We agree with the intent of this criterion but suggest that the wording 

be changed to state ". . . demonstrate that no failure causing a reduction 

of redundancy . . . rather than ". . . demonstrate that no failure or loss 

ofredundancy ". Some systems may have extra elements whose failures 

do not reduce the redundancy claimed for the system.  

Criterion 26 - Protection Systems Fail-Safe Design 

This criterion places a requirement not only on the protection system 

but on the plant as well. For example, a plant design could be such that 

operation of the protection mechanism when not needed would .be highly un

desirable. (An- illustration is the closure of the steam stop valves in a
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BWR.) Criterion 26 requires the plant to be able to accept operation of the 

protection-system when not needed. We believe this is a good objective and 

we support this criterion.  

Section V - Reactivity Control 

I. The title-of this section should be "Reactivity Control for Reactor 
Shutdown".  

2." This group of criteria should distinquish more clearly between 
functions of reactivity control; namely, the dynamic reactivity 
reduction process and the static holddovwn functions. The first 
function must be performed at such times as in power transients 
and loss-of-coolant accidents with the objective of preventing 
exceeding "acceptable fuel damage limits" referred to in Criteria 
28 and 29. Margins expressed in terms of shutdown parameters 
are inappropriate and inadequate for the dynamic function.  

The reliability with which each function must be carried out 
depends upon the seriousness of the consequences of failure of 
that function.  

*Criterion 27 - Redunidancy of Reactivity Control 

This criterion is not clear. It does not state whether the two reacti

vity control systems (1) should both be capable of -both increasing and 

"decreasing reactivity for operation, or (2) should both be capable of fast 

shutdown, or (3) should one be for fast shutdown and one for holddown. We 

recommend that the word "shutdown" be substituted for "control" in this 

criterion. These systems should also meet the requirements of Criteria 28, 

29, 30, 31, and 32.  

Criteria 28, 29, and 30 taken together indicate that one of the shutdown 

systems is not required to cope with positive transients and is essentially 

a method of obtaining reactivity holddown capability. However, reactors 

* that must be shut down rapidly to allow the containment system to function 

need two separate and fast shutdown systems. A single fast or "primary" 

shutdown" system together with a "holddown", or slow, "secondary" shutdown 

system is not satisfactory in this case.  

Criterion 29 - Reactivity Shutdown Capability 

As stated in our comments on Criterion 27, some reactors require a shut

*". down to allow the containment to function. In such cases, this criterion 

A
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should require that two shutdown systems be applied. Each such system should 

'be capable of preventing an unacceptable situation%.  

This criterion carries a reference to shutdown margin that could well 

be made a separate criterion as the shutdown requirements are a function of 

the number of rods, reactor operating conditions and function desired (e.g., 

reduction of nuclear power level or holddown of the subcritical reactor).  

* Although we have not addressed ourselves to these conditions in detail, we 

believe that a margin, much greater than the worth of the most effective con

"trol rod is needed for reactors having many rods.  

Criterion 30 - Reactivity Holddown Capability 

In cases requiring the reactor to'be shut down in order to achieve con

tainment, two of these systems should be required. See comments on Criteria 

ST a~nd 29.  

Criterion 31 - Reactivity Control Systems Malfunction 

This criterion should be expanded to include all failures of the plant 

operating system that are capable of increasing reactivity. In particular 

this criterion should not be limited to the unplanned withdrawal of only 

one control rod since a failure of the control rod operating system may not 

• be restricted to the withdrawal of only one rod. All failures that may 

'1 affect the performance of the control rod operating system must be considered.  

*i Of a. more general nature, all failukes that can introduce reactivity in

creases must be considered. In addition to control rods, there are coolant 

temperature changes, and perhaps even void effects that need analysis.  

* Criterion 33 - Reactor 'Coolant Pressure Boundary Capability 

We agree with the intent of the criterion but it is not clear what is 

meant by "positive mechanical means" for preventing a rod. ejection. A defi

nition is needed.  

Section VII - Engineered Safety Features 

'With the exception of reactor shutdown systems, all other engineered 

safety features are discussed in this section. These are: emergency power 

..J system, emergency core cooling system; containment enclosure system, contain

lent piessure-reducing system (including containment heat removal), and air 

cleaning systems.  

For each of these systems, there should be criteria for design of the 

system -and their components aswell as criteria for testing and inspection.
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The objective of these criteria would be clearer if each system were treated 

in separate subsections and the criteria for each were set up in parallel 
form. Thus, there would be criteria for the inspection and testing of 
emergency power system (now covered in only Criterion 39) as well as the 
inspection and testing criteria for the other engineered safety features.  
Criterion 52, "Containment Heat Removal Systems," would be grouped with 
Criteria 58-61 with which it is generally associated. Such a rearrangement 
raises questions on. other points of apparent inconsistancy, e.g. ,-Criterion 

.60 is seen to be but a special case of Criterion 61, etc.  

Criterion 37 - Engineered Safety Features Basis for Design 

Again a definition of engineered safety features is necessary. For ex
ample, if the scram must work in order that the containment not be over
stressed, then the scram system must be considered part'of an engineered 
safety feature.  

Criterion 38 - Reliability and Testability of Engineered Safety Features 

We agree with this criterion. However, its title and inclusion in 
Section VII, both of which pertain only to engineered safety features, does 
not reflect its more general applications which include "inherent" as well 
as "engineered safety features". It would more appropriately be included in 
Section I.  

.Criterion 39 - Emergency Power for Engineered Safety Features 

A difficult point in the application of this criterion is that of re
dundancy in the offsite power system. For example, a plant failure that 
results in shutting off the electric generator driven by the reactor could 
produce the loss of all offsite power. The probability of this consequential 

loss of offsite power varies widely as a result of changes in the power 

system and of variations in. power system load. As a result of this wide 

variation in the reliability of off site power, we- recommend that this cri

terion require that redundant and independent onsite power system be re

quired such that onsite power alone be capable of supplying the needs of 

the engineered safety features after a failure of a single active component.  

in the onsite power system. We do not believe that the offsite power is 

.really independent of the power from a main generator operated from the 
reactor to be safeguarded.  

Criterion 40 - Missile Protection 

Analysis shall be made to show that fragments and components that could 

be ejected from highly pressurized system's rotating equipment would not
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impair the function of an engineered safety feature. Typical missiles re
quiring analyses are such items as primary system valves, flanges, instrumen
tation, etc. When rotating equipment is not completely contained&, such as 
in a concrete vault, a missile map should be provided for rotating equipment 
(e.g., main turbines, pumps, etc.) 

Criterion 41 - Engineered Safety Features Performance Capability 

We" agree with this criterion as far as it goes. In particular the de
tailed requirements for the emergency core cooling system as contained in 
Criterion 44 illustrate the desired amplification (but for that system only).  
Thus, it could be generalized and added to Criterion 41 as follows: "The 
performance of each engineered safety feature shall be evaluated conserva
tively in each area of uncertainty. The systems shall not share active 
components and shall not share other features 6r components unless it can 
be demonstrated that (a) the capability of the shared feature or component 
to .perform its required function can be readily ascertained during reactor 
operation, (b) failure of the shared feature or component does not initiate 
a loss-of-coolant accident, and (c) capability of the shared feature or 
component to perform its required function is not impaired by the effects 
of a loss-of-coolant accident and is not lost during the entire period 
this function is required following the accident." 

Critericon 42 - Engineered Safety Features Components Capability 

We see no need to limit this criterion to the loss-of-coolant accident 
and suggest that . . . "by the effects of' a loss-of-coolant accident" be 
changed to read "the effects of the accident for which the function is 
required." 

Criterion 43 - Accident Aggravation Prevention 

It is not obviou• what purpose this criterion is intended to serve. If 
something specific is in mind here it should be stated, i.e., are we. worried 
about the core becoming critical again, or inducing a thermal shock, etc.  

* Perhaps this-should not even appear here but be in the general discussion.  

Criterion 44 - Emergency Core Cooling Systeas Capability 

As noted in the discussion on Criterion 41, we would restrict this 
criterion to the first two sentences (having already included the remainder 
of this criterion as a general requirement in Criterion 41). However, as 
we interpret the intent of these sentences, each of the two emergency cooling 
systems should cover the whole range of pipe break conditions up to the
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maximum. To make this point clearer, it might be better to rephrase the 

second sentence defining the cooling system requirements as follows: "For 

each size break in the reactor coolant pressure boundary, including the 

double-ended rupture of the largest pipe, at least two emergency core 

cooling systems, preferably of different design principles and each with 

a capability for accomplishing abundant emergency core cooling, shall be 

provided." 

Criterion 48 - Testing of Operational Sequence of Emergency Core Cooling 
Systems 

We agree with the intent of this criterion and suggest that in addition 

to "the transfer to alternate power sources" the operation of the reactivity 

control system (which must shutdown the reactor and then provide holddown 

in the cold condition after the loss-of-coolant accident) should be mentioned.  

Criterion 49 - Containment Design Basis 

We agree with the intent of this criterion but feel that the following 

"need some elaboration: .  

Line 10: "Considerable Margin" should be defined in some manner.  

Line 13: What degree of failure of the'emetgency core cooling system 
is assumed? 

Criterion 50 - NDT Requirement for Cont'ainment Material 

This criteria needs further clarification. The temperature of the steel 

members in question under normal operating and testing conditions should be 

defined, i.e., the temperature of the component when the ambient temperature 

is at its lowest recorded (or perhaps expected) value. Furthermore, the 

requirement of NDT + 300 F has no meaning in the eyes of the stress analyst 

although it has found some usage. 'This temperature is half way between NDT 

and FTE and unless there is adequate justification of which we are .unaware, 

we recommend using NDT + 600 F which defines the transition, e.g., tempera

ture at which cracks won't propagate at stresses less than yield.  

Criterion 51 - Reactor Coolant Presdure Boundary Outside Containment 

The •intent of this criterion is not clear. It would appear that Criterion 

53 which requires redundant valving would also cover reactor containment 

coolant boundaries outside containment. If, however, it is intended to re

.quire extensions of the containment, it should be specifically stated. In

9



Sany event . . . delete appropriate" and "as necessary" in lines 4 and 5 

and the entire. last sentence which begins, "Determination of . • .". These 

words do not materially contribute to the sense of the statement of the 

* criterion and therefore should be omitted.  

Criteria 54, 55, and 56 - Containment Leakage Rate Testing, Containmeht 
Periodic Leakage Rate Testing, and Provisions 
for Testing of Penetrations 

Following the words "design pressure" it is suggested that "defined by 

Criterion 49" be inserted.

Criterion 56 

This criterion is not sufficiently inclusive. The types of penetrations 

which should be tested should NOT be limited to the two that are mentioned, but 

for instance should also include electrical penetrations and piping penetrations 

that do not require expansion joints. The penetration testing is usually

done at greater than design pressure.  

Criterion 66 - Prevention of Fuel Storage Criticality 

"We do not understand the implication of "or processes" at the end of 

the first sentence, nor do we believe that it is.practical to depend upon 

procedural controls to prevent accidental. criticality in storage facilities 

of power reactors. Hence, the last sentence of this criterion should be 

changed to read as follows: "Such means as geometrically safe configuations 

*. shall be Used to insure that criticality cannot occur.  

* Criterion 67 - Fuel and Waste Storage Decay Heat 

To the extent that removal of decay heat is a function necessary to 

prevent escape of fission products, decay heat removal systems should 

be designed to the same requirements for redundancy, inspectability, and 

testability as engineered safety features on reactors. This should include 

facilities for supplying additional coolant fluid in the event of accidental 

-loss.
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.Log CUNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545 

"ems ,July 
23, 1969 

Dr. Stephen H. Hanauer, Chairman 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
U. S. Atomic Energy Comnission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Dr. Hanauer: 

Enclosed are 18 copies of: 

1. .&_•eneral Desgin_-X.teriA for Nuclear Power Units" revision 

dated July 15, 1969, which reflects the .comments.made by 

the ACRS Subcommittee at our meeting July 9, 1969, and 

2. A "Comparison of Published Criteria (July 11, 1967) and 
Revised Criteria (July 15, 1969)." 

"Regarding the differences between the published and revised criteria, 

please note that the revised criteria: 

a. Reflect comments received from industry on the published 

criteria and developments that have occurred since their 

release. In addition, they reflect comments received 

from-the ACRS and the regulatory staff on interim drafts.  

b. Establish "minimum requirements" for water-cooled reactors, 

whereas the published criteria were "guidance" for all 
reactors.  

c. Are arranged in six sections, include definitions, and 

are not categorized (Category A or Category B).  

d. Do not include the term "engineered safety features." The 

requirements in the published criteria for "engineered 

safety features" have been incorporated in the revised 

criteria -by including the requirements in the criteria for 

individual systems.



July 23, 1969
Stephen H. Hanauer

e. Include criteria which do not have direct counterparts in 

the published criteria; these are located in the back of 

Enclosure 2.  

ACRS review is requested as soon as possible.  

Sincerely, 

Edson G. Case, Director 
Division of Reactor Standards

Enclosure: 
As stated

I/
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INTRODUCTION 

Pursuant to the provisions of § 50.34, applications for construction 

permits must include the principal design criteria for a proposed facility.  

These General Design Criteria establish minimum requirements for the 

principal design criteria for water-cooled nuclear power units similar in 

design and location to units previously approved for construction by the 

Commission. The General Design Criteria are also considered to be generally 

applicable to other types of nuclear power units and are intended to be 

used for guidance in establishing the principal design criteria for these 

units.  

The principal design criteria for a nuclear power unit establish 

necessary design, fabrication, construction, testing, and performance 

requirements for structures, systems, and components important to safety; 

that is, structures, systems, and components that prevent or mitigate the 

consequences or accidents which could cause undue risk to the health and 

safety of the public. There will be some nuclear power units for which 

these General Design Criteria are not sufficient for this purpose, and addi

tional criteria must be established in the interest of public safety. It 

is expected tba t additional or different criteria will be needed to take 

into account unusual sites and environmental conditions, and for water

cooled nuclear power units of advanced design. Also, there may be nuclear 

power units for which fulfillment of some of the General Design Criteria 

may not be necessary or appropriate. For units such as these, departures 

from the General Design Criteria must be identified and Justified.
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DEFINITIONS 

NUCLEAR POWER UNIT 

A nuclear power unit means a nuclear reactor and associated equipment 

necessary for electrical power generation and those structures, systems, 

and components required to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents 

which could cause undue risk to the health and safety of the public.  

REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY 

The reactor coolant pressure boundary means all those pressure

containing components, such as pressure vessels, piping, pumps, and valves, 

within the following systems or portions of systems of pressurized and 

boiling water-cooled nuclear power units: 

(a) The reactor coolant system. For a-nuclear power unit of 

the boiling water type, the reactor coolant system extends 

to and includes the outermost containment isolation valves " 

capable of external actuation in the main steam and feed

water lines, and the reactor safety and relief valves.  

(b) Portions of associated auxiliary systems connected to the 

reactor coolant system. For piping of these systems which 

penetrates primary reactor containment, the boundary extends 

to and includes the first containment isolation valve out

side the containment capable of external actuation. For 

piping of these systems which contains two valves both of 

which are normally closed during normal reactor operation, 

the boundary extends to and includes the second of these
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two valves (the second of which must be capable of external 

actuation), whether or not the system piping penetrates 

primary reactor containment.  

(c) Portions of the emergency core cooling system connected to 

the reactor coolant system. For piping of this system which 

penetrates primary reactor containment, the boundary extends to 

and includes the first containment isolation valve outside 

containment capable of external actuation. For piping of this 

system which does not penetrate primary reactor containment, 

the boundary extends to and includes the second of two valves 

normally closed during normal reactor operation.  

LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENTS 

Loss-of-coolant accidents mean those postulated accidents that result 

from the loss of reactor coolant at a rate in excess of the capability of 

the reactor coolant makeup system from any size break in the piping, pressure 

vessels, pumps, and valves connected to the reactor pressure vessel and 

within the reactor coolant pressure boundary, up to and including a break 

in these components equivalent in size to the double-ended rupture of the 

largest pipe of the reactor coolant system.  

SINGLE FAILURE 

A single failure means an occurrence which results in a loss of capa

bility of a structure, system, or component to perform its intended functions.  

Multiple failures resulting from a single occurrence are considered to be 

a single failure.
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CRITERION 62 - PREVENTION OF CRITICALITY IN FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING 

Criticality in the fuel storage and handling system shall be 

prevented by physical systems or processes, preferably by geometrically 

safe configurations.  

CRITERION 63 - MONITORING FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE 

Instrumentation shall be provided in fuel storage and radioactive 

waste systems and associated handling areas (1) to detect conditions 

that may result in loss of decay heat removal capability and excessive 

radiation levels and (2) to initiate appropriate safety actions.  

CRITERION 64 - MONITORING RADIOACTIVITY RELEASES 

Means shall be provided for monitoring the reactor containment 

atmosphere, spaces containing components for recirculation of lose-of

coolant accident fluids, effluent discharge paths and the unit environs 

for radioactivity that may be released from normal operations, from 

anticipated operational occurrences, and from postulated accidents.
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Memorandum from Edson G. Case, NRC, to Harold 
L. Price, et al., AEC, re: Revised General Design 

Criteria (October 12, 1970), and enclosed letter from 
Edward A. Wiggin, AIF, to Edson G. Case, NRC 

(October 6, 1970)



""• UNITED STATES 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545 
1 I -

OCT 12! 1970 " / 

karold L. Price, Director of Regulation 

Clifford K. Beck, Deputy Director of Regulation 

Marvin M. Mann, Assistant Director of Regulation for Reactors 

C. L. Henderson, Assistant Director of Regulation for Administration 

S. H. Hanauer, Technical Advisor to the Director of Regulation 

L. D. Low, Director, Division of Compliance 

P. A. Morris, Director, Division of Reactor Licensing 

REVISED GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA 

My memorandum of September 24, 1970, to Harold L. Price forwarded the 

latest revision of the General Design Criteria for your comments.  

Additions and changes to the June 4 version of the criteria were 

annotated.  

Enclosed is a letter and enclosures which provide the AIF comments of 

the June 4 version of the criteria. Please note that the major Forum 

comments are discussed in the third enclosure to its October 6 letter.  

The revised criteria forwarded by my memorandum of September 24 appear 

to satisfy all of these major comments.  

Please provide your comments on the revised criteria by Monday, October 19, 

so that review by the ACRS and final issuance of the criteria can be 

e)pedited.  

Edson G. Case, Director 
Division of Reactor Standards 

Enclosure: 
AIF Letter dated October 6, 1970, 

to Edson G. Case w/encls 
(except second enclosure) 

cc: G. A. Arlotto, DRS

--C1
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October 6, 1970 

Mr. Edson G. Case, Director 

Division )f Reactor Standards 

U.S. Ator."c Energy Commission 
Washingtoi, D. C. 20545 

Dear Ed: 

Th,: purpose of this letter and the enclosed material is to pro

vide you .fith a commentary, developed by an ad hoc group convened under 

the aegis of the Forum's Committee on Reactor Safety, on the AEC-pro

posed "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," as set forth 

in the AE: draft of June 4, 1970.  

Th s commentary has been developed by, and represents the con

sensus viz:w of, the following industry representatives, who have had 

an opportunity to participate either in redrafting and modifying the 

criteria or reviewing the same: 

Robert D. Allen (Chairman) - Bechtel Corp.  

Edwin A. Wiggin (Secretary) -Atomic Industrial Forum

Rennie Anderson - Combustion Engineering, Inc.  

William Bley - Stone & Webster Engineering Corp.  

Henry E. Bliss - Commonwealth Edison Co.  

A. Philip Bray - General Electric Co.  

Allan R. Collier - Westinghouse Electric Corp.  

Walter D. Gilbert - General Electric Co.  

Gilbert S. Keeley. - Consumers Power Co.  

Douglas V. Kelly - Pacific Gas & Electric Co.  

William J. L. Kennedy - Sto' e & Webster Engineering Corp.  

William Little - Babcock & Wilcox Co.  

Lawrence E. Minnick - Yankee Atomic Electric Co.  

James S. Moore - Westinghouse Electric Corp.  

John N. Noble - Stone7& Webster Engineering Corp.  

Harold Oslack - Ebasco Services, Inc.  

Warren H. Owen - Duke Power Co. Rec'd nff n;

Da�
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Mr. Edson G. Case -2- October 6, 1970 

Richard F. Ranellone - General Electric Co.  
William Smith - Babcock & Wilcox Co.  
James E. Tribble - Yankee Atomic Electric Co.  
Michael F. Valerino - Combustion Engineering, Inc.  
Robert E. Wascher - Babcock & Wilcox Co.  
John M. West - Combustion Engineering, Inc.  
Robert A. Witsemann - West-inghouse Electric Corp.  

Th! enclosed material, which in its entirety comprises our com
mentary, ncludes the following five items: 

I. A marked up version of the AEC draft of June 4 indica

ting the changes we believe should be incorporated 
prior to publication of the criteria.  

2. A retyped version of the AEC draft of June 4 incorpo
rating the changes referred to above.  

3. A discussion of the major changes recommended. Our 
consensus agreement with the criteria as modified is 
dependent upon their acceptance.  

4. An explanation of certain detailed changes which we 
believe to be both necessary and desirable if the 
criteria are Lo prove of maximum usefulness to the 
AEC and the industry. Omitted from this listing are 
minor changes, for the miost part self-explanatory, 
which have been Suggested in the inLerest of 
enhancing the clarity of certain criteria but which 

do not alter either their scope or intent.  

5. An excerpt which we believe should be incorporated in 
the Statement of Considerations at the time the 
criteria are published.  

We wish to emphasize the importance attached to the concerns under

lying the an.inr changes recommended. We very much hope that these con

cerns can be acconmodated by adoption of the recommended changes or in 

some othe: equaily satisfactory manner.  

Sui:ilission of this consensus co ni:enrary is not intended to pre

clude the subsequent submission of individual comments by those named 

above or ly other industry representatives, once the criteria have been 

published. Conversely, it is not expected that the group named above 

or the Forum Committee on Reactor Safety would wish to offer further
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Mr. Edsoio G. Case -3- October 6, 1970 

comments if the recommendations set forth in this commentary are adopted.  

P ease let us know if you desire further clarification of these 

comments. Also, should you wish further elaboration of the comments, we 

wouid be pleased to convene a representative group of those named above 

to meet v ith you and your associates.  

Wc appreciate the opportunity to comment on this important 

document.  

Sincerely, 

Edwin A. Wiggin 

EAW:erk 
Enc.
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IW.TRDUCTION 

Pursue.at to the provisions of 550.34, an application for a constrt,:tion 

0 
permit mus; include the principal design criteria for a proposed facility.  

These Geneial Design Criteria establish minimum requirements for the C 

.C prinelpal Lesign criteria for water-cooled nuclear power units similar in 

aesiv.n and Location to units for which construction permits have been issued 

'U• by the Coz.ission. The Ceneral Design Criteria are also cn..idered t b:e 

<ene+44-y ks-1iplab1 t. zch:er 9 pes of .. e-r p.asse , _AA -ae intended 
ULJ 

CL 
C to provide ruidance in establishing the principal design criteria for 

• - 0 .ypes of nuclear power V, o

S> such ocher/"-nits. .  

The pr ncipal design criteria for a nuclear power unit establtsh 

U._ necessary d, sigzn, fabrication, construction, testing, and performance 

i'-C 

- requirement: for structures, systems, and components important to safety; 
C) 

-=> thuat is, str-ctures, systems, and components that prevent or mitigate the 
0~) U 
C 

I .. consequences of accidents which could cause undue rink to the health and 

U •- safetv of thz public. There will be some water-cooled nuclear powv.r units U W 

for which tii-se CGenersl Design Criteria are not sufficient for this purpose.  

and addicion..l criteria must be identified and satisfied by the de.ign n the 

4ntecest of C.ublic safety. It is expected that additional or diff :rent criteria 
may 
to i be neei, d to take into account unusual sites and environment& I coat itions, 

rnd for water-cooied nuclear power units of advanced design./ AsklJ6he:e may 

t De wa&er-cooied nuclear power units for which fulfillment of some of the 

-.eneral Design Criteria may not be necessary or appropriate. For units such 

as these, depirtures from the General Design CrLteria must be identified and 

i.ustified.  
Insert (:)-see next page 

LTihe requiremeits of these General Design Criteria shall be supplemented or modifie( 

as necessary .o cope with the existence or consequences of a previously unidentif;( 
physical cond tion important to safety. The effective date for the application of 
;ndustry code and standards shall be as specified in Title 10 of the Code of 
Federal Regul, tions.



insert (i) 

The c3velopment of these General Design Criteria is not yet complete.  

For example, some of the definitions need further amplification. Also, 

certain of the specific design requirements for structures, systems, and 

components important to safety have not as yet been suitably defined so that 

they can bfe generalized as criteria. For these reasons it is expected that 

the criter a will be augmented and revised from time to time as important 

new or charged requirements such as these are identified and developed.



DEVIITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS

KutLEAR PtMI JMIT 

A nuclear power unit means a nuclear power reactor and associated equip

mant necessary for electrical .powbr generation and includes those scructures, 

syscems, and components required to prevent or mitigat- the consequences of 

.--cidenta % hicA could cause undue rink-to the he~iah-and safety of the public.  

LOSS-OF-COOlANE; ACCIDENTS 

Loss-of-coolant accidents mean those postulated accidents that result 

fro= the Loss of reactor coolan; at a rate in excess of the capability of 

system used for normal s 
the/reactor coc lant makeup, system- from any -se break/in the -ir-r---, ....-

i8l p!mtps ael. 40u140 to the r!eter pree-were 9--sand Whi:F.  

4repsr.t oa the reactor coolant pressure boundary, up to and including P 

break 4n -•hase -. annats equivalent in size to the double-ended rupture of 

the largest pi;e of the reactor coolant system. 1 

SiNGLE FAILURE 

A 9-ingle failure means an occurrence which results in the loss of cap&

bility of a co~ponent to perform ir& intended safety functlons. Mttltiple 

failures resulting from a single occurrence are considered to be a single 

fa.lure. Mechaiical and eleccrical systems are considered to be designed against 

an assumed sinpie failure if neither (1) a ainmle failure of any active component selected 

(assuming passie components function properly) nor (2) a single failure of ever 
S 

passive componea.t/(assumiaR active components function properly), results in a 

SFurther 
detai 5, relating to the type, size, and orientation of postulated breaks 

in specific crmponents of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are under 

development a-, a general design criterion.



loss oi tile capability of Whe MyAteM to pertorm its safecy functions. 2 h fsiL-

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -azzzýzAtt n u. ~aio~t. O 00CJO C1

3t.:.--2.&j, s-tress, - r.pe.....r.fa l rpRar. thiltv-.. or ghort-term use,

ANTI I PAT ED •JPLAT)IONAL UCCbR.RENCES

Ancicipited operational occurrences mean those conditions of normal oper

ation which ire expected to occur one or more times during the life of the nuclear 

power unit &nd include but are not limited to loss of power to the recirculation 

pumps, tripp-ng of the turbine generator set, isolation of the main condenser, 

and loss of .'ll offsite power.  

2 Single fai'ures of passive components in electrical systems should be assumed 

in designirg against a single failure. The conditions under which a single 

failure of ) passive component in a mechanical system should be considered in 

designing :le system against a single failure are under development as a general 

design criterion.

°

ki &1 --- ea-t



CRIIKIA 

1. OV.ALL RiQUIRkEMEN--S 

CRITLRIUN QUAITY STANIOADS AND RECOIWS 

Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be 

designed, Zabricaced, erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate 

vith the irportance of the safety functions to be performed. Where generally 
,if required by unusual design or site characteristics, 

recognized zodes and standards are used, they shall be identified and/evalu

ated to detrraine their applicability, adequacy, and sufficiency.ad ",Li1 "M.  

with sh- .uir.. af..-t, f-........:i. . A quality assurance program shall be 

established and implsmented in order to provide adequate assurance that these 

structures, svy•tems, and ccmponents will satiufactorily perform their safety 
, as defined in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, 

functions. Appropriate records/of the design, fabrication, erection, and 

teasting of structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be 

maintained bi4 or under the control of the nuclear pover unit licensee throughout 

tne life of -he unit.  

CRITERIUN 2 -- DESIGN .SASES FOK PROTECTIUN AGAINST.NATURAL PHkENOMEMA 

Structu;'es. systems, and componenct important to safety shall be designed 

to vithstand tne effect& of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, 

hurricanes, &iood. tsunami, and seiches without loss of capabilltv to perform 

their safety iunctions. The tesign bases for these structures, systems, and 

components snail reflect: (1) arppropriate consideration of the most severe 

oi the nature. phenomena that have been historically reported for the site 

arnd surrounci•g arza, (2) sufficiert margin for the limited accuracy,
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'uantity, und period of time in which the historical data hale been accumu

lated. (3) ap.propriate combinations of the effects of normal and accident 

conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena and (4) the importance 

of the' saficv functionn to be performed.  

CXRITERION FIRE PRO•TECTION 

Scructtires, systems, .nd components important to safety Rhali be dusignet 

and locatec to minimize, consistent with other safety requirements, the 

probshailtv and effect of fires and explosions. Noncombustible and heat 

resistant materials shall ne used wherever practical throughout the unit, 

,articularlv in locations such as the containment and control roow.. Fire 

detection aid fighting systems of appropriate capacity and capabiltty shall 

he provided and designed to minimize the adverse effects of fires in 

structures, systems, and components important to safety. Fire ftp iting 

systems shall be designed to assure that their rupture or inadvert-!nt 
safety 

operation dwes not significantly impair the/capability of these structu'es, 

systems, an i components.  

CRITERION 4 - LNVIKONMENTrk;. AND MISSILE DESIGN BASES 

Struct-ire.;, systems. nnd components important to safety shall be 

designed :o accormiodate *,4e effects of and to be compatible vith the 
and 

environment..- condttinns associated with normal operation, maintenance// testing, 

and postulated z:cidents. These structures, systems, and components shall be
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to the extent necessary 

approprlately protected/agkint dynamic effects, including the effects of missiles, 

pipe whipping, and discharging fluids, that may rasult from equipment failures 

the e-fects of events and conditions 

and frow4G4.W4ow outside the nuclear power unit.  

TCRI ete- 5r-.KTEC7I(1' A~git"ESiIi tN~M7Rijk 2iYiai 

_ _ _.._. s ,..zt~ ~ _..4effe •ta of Ldi-rt-- , _ 

CRITERION 6 - .i5ARINC OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS 

Structure3. sys•ems, and components important to safety shall not be 

shared between nuclear power units unless it is shown that their ability to 

perform their safety functions is not significantly impaired by the sharing.  

Ii. PROTECTION BY MULTIPLE FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS 

CRITERION 10 - REACTOR DESIGN 

"The react.Ir core and associAted coolant, control and protection systems 

shall be desigau'rd with app-eprI-___s wa._- to assure that specified acceptable 

damage 
fuel d-esf i 11.2its are not exceeded during all conditions of normal operation, 

including the .-!ffecca r,f aticipatst! operational occurrences.



CRILRION 11 - ALACTUR 1NtjLE'er1T PiOTiECTIOZ4 

rhe reactor core and associated coolant systeum shall be desi:-ned o 

that in tie power operating range the net ef fct of the prompt inh- rent 

nuclear feedback characteristics tends to compensate for a rapid 

increase i&n reactivitv.  

CONTROL 

CRIT.L:jjLi 1. - Ijt!'kt!SttOF REACTOR PUW0R OSEALLLATLULNS 

rhe reactor core and associated coolant, control, and protection 

svstems siall be designedi to assure that power oscillations which can result 

in conditions exceedizig-efi specified acceptable fuel design limits are not 
control led.  

possible jr can be reliably and readily detected and 

CRITkRION 13 - !{LACTOR INST.•U.MEATION AND CONTROL 

lnst-.-unentation and control shall be provided to monitor and to maintain 

variables within prescribed operating ranges, including those variables 

and syste.ýs which can affect the fission process and the integrity of tre 

reactor care.  

LRIT'AUEON I4 - :EkACTOR COUL"A 1;1ESSURK BUUNDARY 

uiie reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed, fabricatect, 

erected, ,.jed cested sO JS to have an extremely low probability of abnotmal 

leakage, cf rapidly pron'agating failure, and of gross rupture.



Ci017RION 15 - REAM'L)U CUOLANI' SYSTM DESI;GN 

The reactor coolant systom and asRociated au~tliaryi control, and 

protection systems shall be designed •w.+ s eien. worst to assAre that 

the design conditions of vtie reactor coolant pressure boundary are not 

exceeded during all conditions of normal operation, including anticipat.d 

operational ozcurrences.  

LRITEKIoN ib - CONTAINI'NT v-SiG, 

Reactor :ontainment a 1 td associated systems shall be provided ;o es';ablish 

an easentiall' leaktight barrier against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity 

to the enviro.-ment and to assure that the containment design conditions important 

to safety are not exceeded for as long as postulated accident conditions require.  

CRITERION 17 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

An onsitc electrical power system and an offsite electrical p,.wer i.ystem 

shall b_- prov-dcd to permit functioning of structures, systems. anl components 

The onsite and offsite power systems shall each 

important. to ,.afety .... 'Ate •i.._.. .t for e elk sb.  

-tv provide suoificient capacity and capability to assure that (1) s *ecified 

damage 
acceprable Iutl ut e-igo 1tinits and design -condLtions of the reactor coolsrit 

tsste bottucary are not exceedel as a result-of anticipated oper. tional 

xccurLenc&s ard (2) rhe core is cool.±d and containment integrity aid otI-r 

vital functLion. are maintained in the event of postulated accidenta.



Element of system important td safety 

;the onsite electrical power!s-' -rCw , in.luding th- b-tF-4--ri--, ind 

the ansite L ecics! ciiL .... i. s -- shall have sufficient independence, 

redundancy. and testability to perform their safety functions assuming a 

single failu..e.  

Electrical power from the transmission network to the switchyard shall be supplie, 

by two transmissicn lines designed and located so as to suitably minimize the likelihood of 
at -e ai e: V.z fx .. tile t ,&s..L..'.,4.. 4L @-. i -h 

their simultaneous failure under operating, accident and expected environmental conditions.  
Y63rC4. MW rEW Phy;tee1i-0~i~ elLcti.r:s from th.h swiriskya*4 se the 

Two Pphysicall independent circuits from the switchyard to the onsite electrical distributi 

~ iG~ldin tIb-..tian ysap iýllbi psiav:L404 Each of these , 

,n 

-ircuits shall be designed to be available in sufficient time following a t 
U, 

loss of e4lee-tzies! poe-... fr-am a311 ewher- altcirzzting cucx-t anitrce- I4weijiA~ing 

power in the absence of a loss-of-coolant accident, 

all /onsite electrical/sources/ to assure/that specified acceptable fuel desin 

limits and deiign conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are -0 

Assuming a ibss-of-coolant accident, Ifrom the switchyard to the onsite electrical ' 
not exceeded./ 0ne of the&.e- circuits Ahell be desgned to be available < 

in suffiqien': time a 
ifi t--I E -z-. 4 1- 9. L• a l•• • an .t e: nt to assure that core co (-ling, a" 

important to safety 

containment i-tegrity, and other f functions/are maintained.  
-.I 

Provisjot ~shahll be included to minimize the probability of losing 
from the offsite electrical power system sources 0 

eleccrical pa-. er/ vin any oi ei rernaining cr.-'1ts as a result of, or W, 

coisacident w±-;t,. tuie loas of power genaerated by the nuclear power unit, 

the~ .i'u.. o.f wer t-' m tit ...- -i3Zaie %etwea, ort' O o~f p0'"- U, 

3-

a# 

it-am toff s eoi e elc tric o w

.



c:i1ThK1UN D~i INSP'LCTION V4D CLSTING OJF ELEOT ICAL WUE SYSTEMS 
important to 

vlectric,.l power !vstte1RS/re--ir'e"• -&- safety shall he desLgne.l to permit 

periodic inspcction and testing of important aread and features, s tch awS 

wirin4, insui. Lion, connections, and switchboards, to assess the c ,tin, Ltv 

of We svsysnim and the condrtion of their components. The systems shall be 

designled with a capability to test periodically (1) tWie operability and 

lunctional performance of tWie active components of the systems, suAh as onsite 

emergency 
/power sourccs, relays, switches, and buses, and (2) the operability of the 

although not necessarily while the plant i 

systems as a w..-ole and, under conditions as close to design as practical" the 

tull operational sequence Qiiat brings the systems intc operation, including 10 

initiation logic required CD 

operation ot tie/krot---i-i -:-] . and the/transfer cf power amon the nuclear 
emergency 

power unit. thi offsite power system, and the onsite/power system.  

CR{ITERAION 19 - COTrROL ROOU 

A control room shall be provided from which actions can be taken to 

operate the nu.:lear power unit safely under normal conditions and o 

maintain it in a safe condition under accident conditions, includiig 

ioss-of-coonarn accidents. Adequate radiation protection shall be prov4 ded to 

permit access , nd occuparicv of the control room under accident coPRitio is without 

persoqnel r.celving radLation exposures In excess of 5 rem whole body, or 

its equivalent to any part of tihe body, for the duration of the accident.

3
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Equipment at appropriate locations outside the control room shall be 

provided (1) with a design capability for prompt hot shutdown of the 

reactor, incluling necessarv instrumentStion and controls to maintain the 

u~it in a safe condition during hot shutdown, and (2) with a potential 

capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor through the use of 

suitable ame.rgincy procedures.  

Ill. PROTECTION AiD REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

CRITERION ZO - PROTECTION SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

The protection system shall be designed (1) to initiate automatically 

the operation ,of appropriate systems including the reactivity control systms, to 

damage 

assure that spe.cified acceptable fuel/deelR--limits are not exceeded as a 

result of anticipated operational occurrences and (2) to sense accident 

conditions and to initiate the operation of systems and components important 

to safety. The protection and reactivity control systems shall be designed to assure 

an extremely h gh probability of accomplishing their safety functions in the event of 

anticipated opcrational occurrences.  

CRITERION 21 - PROTECTION SYSTEM RELIABILITY AND TESTABILITY 

The protection aystem shall be designed for high functional reliability 

and inservice resGAbility cormensurate with the safety functions to be 

nerfan-ed. Redundancy and independence designed into the protection 

system shall ot sufficient to assure that (1) no single failure results 

in loss of the •?rotection function and (2) removal from service of any 

component or channel does not result in loss of the required minimu 

redundancy unle3s the acceptable reliability of operation of the protection 

system can be othervise demonstrated. The protection system shall be designed 

to permit periol'ic teqtirg of its functional. performance wheat the reactor is 

in operation, Ii.cluding a capability to test channels independently to determine 

failuresand losia s of redundancy that may have occurre4.
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CRITERION 22 - 'ROTECTION SYSTEM 'INDEPENDENCE 

The protec~ion system shall be designed to Assure that the effects of 

natural phenoime.a, and of normal operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated 

accident condit~ons on redundant~channels do not result in lose of the protection 

f-.nction, or shtl be demonstrated to be acceptable on som other defined 

basis. Design zechniques. such as functional diversity or diversity in 

component desig-i and principles 6f operation, shall be used to the extent 

practical to prs.vent loss of the protection fimction.in the even. a 

iyutcatic ~..J... nei.rccte ffailuree of reduadngt *elongate

CRITERION 23 - ?ROTECTION SYSTEM FAILURE MODES 

The protection system shall be designed to fail into a safe state 

Or into a scatt demonstrated to be acceptable on some other defined basis 

if conditions tuch as disconnection of the system, loss of energy (e.g., 

electric power, instrument air), or postulated adverse envirouseniB (&.-I., 

extram heat or cold, fire, pressure, steam, water, and radiation) are 

experienced.  

CRITERION 24 - SEPARATION OF PROTECTION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 

The protection system shall be separated from control systems to the 

extent that far.lure of any single control system component or channel, 

or failure or r-emoval from service of any single protection system component 

or channel which is co~on to the control and protection systems leaves intact 

a system saris.ying all reliability, redundancy, and ir.dependence requirements

i
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of thie prot~tctiOn System. Interconniectionl of the protection and control 
syszems 

shall be lir.ited go as co absuke that safety is not significantly impaired.  

~4e*4tý egit rze Peosibi.it -Sy ZytZewtie, nenrandoil, 1ý806-zurr.tfilra 

COM40 3 3 L v*u LUI3A&PUACI chaznes or & .f--ns ; ~ we I~ Ok ener.. .t;1 

CRITERIO~N :5- PKlThITloN S11%TEM1 RLQU IRU!ILNTS FOR REACTIVITY CON~TROL 

'lALFUNCTI ONS specified 

The pro-.ec t.ion By.-Iten; nial be designed to assure that/acceptable f uel 

design' liniic.- are not e!xcee'ded for any single malfunction of the reactivity 

cZontrol svstt~ms guch as a~ccidental Withdrawal (not eject ion or dropout) of 

control rod5 or unplanned dilution of soluble poison.  

~l:TERIUN 26 - itLACTIVITY CONTRLOL SYSTEm RL)JLN3)ANCY A.;D~ CAI'ABILIT' 

Two inde .endent roeactivitv control system:;, 
pt4-eere!l4'fof dil f ceflt 

shall be provided.  

aesij;ii princi--e±.Ad pzf-1l i..l.i. k ,..,-.tt.. --,..i.S for~** 

'n4&iatikft io~ V R;--l F oJS. :-- ili- be. p~rz'. -iJ. SY9EI She ~ z ... ll -he- elte 

c-p 4 44alt .. zLLO tlriy tit;c Qskfre C..o.tttt ies ircmwi.4AC fr ir Prlafnned 

t: r.Aij pq3i:r C4.ibj,zA hunoC er it4Ll azez hrbz-t I ee Fz:.~l f.&e 

~ **0jir l~teo el--eodt-. tWn of the sy-;tems shaii be capable of 

-e!.iabl> conzr illiný rea.:Lt;Ltv ciiznges to assure that under conditions of
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normal operai.±ins. including &aticipated operational occurrences, and with 
failure of t;'e highest worth rod to insert, 

/apprbt0 UA-Rgi fai R ;.i 0 -. a st.ac , specified acceptable 
damage I 

fuel/desfgn i mits are no.t etceeded. One of the systems shall be capable 

of holding tte reactor core subcritical unde~r cold conditions.  

CRITERION 27 - COMBINED REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS CAPABILITY 

The reactivity control systems shall be designed to have a combined 

capability in. conjunction with the emergency core cooling system, of reliably 

controlling raactivity changes to assure that under postulated accident 

conditions ani with a-reorid-vte gin for e.tu.k.r.. s the capability to 

cool the core is maintained , including consideration of any rods failing to insert 
as a consequeice of the accident.  

CRITERION 28 - REACTIVITY LIMITS 

The reaczivlty control system shall be designed with approprLate 

limits on the potential amount and rate of reactivity increase to assure 

that the effects of postulated reactivity accidents can neither (1) result 

in damage to ,he reactor coolant pressure boundary greater than limited 

local yieldtng nor (2) sufficiently disturb the core, its support structures, 

or other reactor pressure vessel internals to impair significantly the 

capability to cool the core. These postulated reactivity accidents shall 

include consiceration of rod election (unless prevented by positive means), 

rod dropout. stea line rupture, changes in reactor coolant temperature and pressure, 

and cold water addition.
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Gai~hatOu 29 - Fiterentemi AmaIUm mmttICPAen opeL4tI3NA eeetw&NeiU 

Th loatcta, nd react...iw coa.) o system *3.UE aii bea J ~i~amd to assuWl 

amL r-xtLcWtly higir probubtitey: 3f# .OplOhLVg hei *'ty Ffalton 40 rCia 

event of seti-ipe.ted opetat~ioal A048 ahz~.icu ~ noh:l& refl...t 

~ ~ ~L *-.e-r.4a, kr-r-ntx S&Il3--aooa of Weriin5udaa -- te b 

IV. FLUID SYSTDIS 

CRITERION 30 - QUALIn OF REACTOR COOLAkNT PRESSURE BOUNDARY 

Components vhich are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall 

in accordance with applicable industry codes.  
be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested/to the highest . ua&I. . a....r.d..  

-peeel. Means shall be provided for detecting and, to the extent practical, 

identifying the location of the source of reactor coolant leakage.  

CRITERION 31 - FRACTURE PREVENTION OF REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOU.JDARY 

"The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed wi.,, ...........  
stressed 

S~g~t-to asisure that under /operating, maintenance, testing, and pistulated 

accident conditions (1) the boundary behaves in a nonbrittle manner and 

(Z) the probability of rapidly propagating fracture is minimized. The design 

s'all reflect consideration of service temperatures and other conditions 

of the boundarf material under operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated 

accident conditions and the uncertainties in determining (1) material properties, 

(2) the effects of irradiation on material properties, (3) residual, steady

state and trangient stresses, and (4) size of flaws.
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CRITERION 32 - INiSPECTION OF REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY COWGPONENTS 

SComponents which are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall 
"in accordance with applicable industry codes 

"be designed tc perm.t/(l) periodic inspection and testing of Important areas 

and features Lo assess their structural and leaktight integrity, and (2) an 

approptiate materia1 surveillance program for the reactor pressure vessel.  

CRITERION 33 - REACTOR COOLANT MAKEUP 

A system to supply reactor coolant makeup for protection against small 

breaks in thf reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be provided. Te system 

safety funct-.on shall be to assure that specified acceptable fuel design limits 

are not exceaded as a result of reactor coolant lose due to leakage from the 

reactor coolant pressure boundary and rupture of small piping or other small 

components which are part of the boundary. The system shall be designed to 

assure that for onsite and for offaite electrical pawer system operation the 

system safeýy function can be accomplished using the piping, pumps, and 

valves used to maintain coolant inventory during normal reactor operation.  

CRITERION 34 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL 

A system to re, ve residual heat shall be provided. The system safety 

function sLall be to transfer fission product decay heat and other residual 

heat from zhe reactor core at a rate such that specified acceptable fuel 

design limits and the design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure 

boundary are not exceeded.
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Suitable redundancv in components and features,/tnterconnections, and 

leak detection and isolation capabilities shall be provide to assure that 

either or 
for/onsite/a*-4..4.offsite electrical power system operation the ,.ysten 

safety function can be accomplished assuming a single failure.  

CR1"LjlION 35 - EMERGL.N:Y c(JiZL COULING 

A systeM to provide abundant emergency core cooling shall be provided.  

!he system safety funcrion shall be to transfer heat from the reactor core 

a 
"following/aw--losa-of-coolaht accident at a race such that (I) furl and 

clad damage tiic could interfere with continued effecrtive core coling is 

prevented and (2) clad metal-water reaction is limitel to negligible 

amounts. ZU& peF!ar-mazpila~ 61f ike eyrzen sh-all be ev'3liio3ted Z~U!t'O 

suitable 
Suitable reJundancv in components and feacures./interconnections, and 

leak detectioi. isolation, and containment capabilities shall be rovided 
either or 

to assure tite: for bnsite /fndFer offsite electrical power system operation 

the system safetv function can be accomplished assuming a single failure.  

AND PRESSURE TESTING 
"'Ki _L.:. 3b L:.jI'r._CT".N/ F LI•IkERLNCY LOR- COJLLNGSYS i u'ki..;. ;'rp 

T 

-,- o fhe emesrgencv core cooling .syste .qhall be des 4ned 
components 

to pe'rmit per-odic insvct Lon and appropriate oressure testing of imporzant/ 

areas. and• fe r-= r s t.a i an •i re _itt ... th re co....te I.- , -- e r 

'nc •- .o. .. -ad p'-I+-, to assure their structural and leaktight 
as a measure of 

integrity/and Lae full design capability of the system.
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CRITERION 3? - TESTING OF EIERGENCY CORE CUOLIAG StSTEM 

The emergency core cooling system shall be designed to perfi; periodic 
which will provide a measure 

functional testing/of Ul) the operability and petfotmance of the ;-ctive 
to the extent practical, 

components of the system, -z"-1 .... = P- v- Wo•, and (2)/the o erabiLitv 

of the svsten as a whole, -.... -aie . -an cle.se to 4sgn.. --j

prKa-C21. L. e full operational sequence that brings the system into 
initiation logic 

operation. L-cluding optration of the *---te--io, ---y.. ~ z, the tran:-fer between 

normal and eaergency power sources, and operation of the associated cooling 

water system.  

CkITERION 31 - CO)rAINU.%N" hLEAT REMOVAL 

A systeu. to remove heat from the reactor containment shall be provided.  

The system safety function shall be to reduce,. wp4ly. consistent with the 

functioning of other associated systems, the containment pressure and 
a acceptable 

temperature fallowing/n"tp-loss-of-coolant accident and maintain them at/+Ow

levels.  

suitable 
Suitable redundancy in components and features/interconnect~ons, and 

leak detectio:a, isolation, and containment capabilities shall be ,-rovid.3d 
either or 

to assure rta_ ior/onsite ;-h& -fm offsite electrical power system operation 

the system sa.etv function can be accomplished assuming a single failure.
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AND PRESSURE TESTING 
i:aI'IK1t ON 39 - INSPLCTIOU/UF COW'FAINMHIAI"lAT R4MOVAL SYSTEM"•IeNtMt I,'_• 

T - , insofar as practical, 

compon•,.i. of the containment heat removal iystem shall be drsigned/to 
components 

permit periodic inspection and appropriate pressure testing of important/•car---

&Q,4 fs~wr'~ 8ka~i; a: *e tr ..- e,-r ...ra.y no.es, ad piipi*et to assure 
as a measure of 

their struct iral and leaktight integriry/*nd- the full design capability of 

the system.  

CRITLRION 4.1 - TESTING OF CONTAINMENT HEAr REItOVAL SYSTEM 

The con::ainment heat removal system shall be designed to perlTLt 

which will provide a measure 

periodic functional testing/of (1) the operability and performance- of 
to the extent practical 

the active ,e4mponents of the system. z-eee as ....-... .. ... and (2)/the 

operability L-f the system as a whole, and, under conditions as close 

to the desigi -s practi•_" the full operational sequence that brings 
initiation logic 

the system ii to operation, including operation of the AIL tez-=y--- the 

transfer betueen normal and emergency pover sources, and operation of the 

associateil ,c-oling water system.  

CONTROL OF 

CRlTERION 41 -/CONAIN~iNT ATr.1OSHLKE -Ct?.*Mt'

Systems to control fission products. hydrogen, oxvgen, and other 

substances ilLi.h may be released into the reactor containment sha] L be 

limit 

provided as neces.arv to/ý,edee consistent with the iunctlnilng c f oth..r 

release 

associated systems, thle and 4t.".•-a-•ii of fission products 

such that acceptable limits are not exceeded, 

-*eleaed to tie environmcnt tollowing rpostulated accidenits,/and to control 

tfte concentrazion of hydrogen or oxygen and other substances in the contain

nent atmosphere following postulated accidents to assure that cont tinment 

integrity is zaintained.



S 
Saeh-wyt • .[sll ;v. Vuitable redundancy in components and features, 

suitable shall be provided 
/interconnect-.ons, and leak ditection and isolation capabilities/to assure 

either or 
that for/ons-te/*n4-46e offaite electrical power system operation its safety 

function can be accomplished assuming a single failure.  

AND PRESSURE TESTING 
CRITERION 42 - INSPECTION/OF CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE CLEANUP SYSTEMS CONTS 

.T 

-Geapep --. fe4 ithe containment atmosphere cleanup systems shall be 
insofar as ýractical, 

designed/to p'ermit periodic Inspection and appropriate preHsure t.,sting of 
con ponents 

important _ .An d ._-.=_c ON ar . ._ ....... ...... , .....t , a r -p , to 
as a measure of 

assure their structural and leaktlght integrity/a&" the full design capability 

of the systems.  

CRITERION 43 - TESTING OF CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE CLEANUP SYSTEMS 

The containment atmosphere cleanup systems shall be designed to p-rmit 
which will provide a measure 

periodic funczional testing/of (1) the operability and perforamnc- of the 

active compon.-ants of the systems ....u-:1 a _ .FFr, .fil.er, d•m.per, p.e 
to :he extent practical, 

emd ..4 and (2)/the operability of the systems as a whole -nd, ande

c..dit...... _&-cis.e to desin -t.o •es -l, the full operational iequence 
initiation logic, 

that brings tie systema into operation, Including operation of the/prosutie 

-syeem the transfer between normal and emergency power sources, and operation 

of associated systems.



CRITERION 4'. - COOLING WATER 

A system to transfer heat from structures. systems, and components 

important u-. safety, to an, ultimate beat sink shall be provided. The system 

safety function shall be to transfer the combined heat load of these structures, 
or 

systems, anc components under normal operating/4wd accident conditions.  

suitable 
Suitable redundancy in components and fe&tures,/Interconnections, and 

leak detectiou and isolation capabilities shall be provided to ss.ure that 
either o0 

for/onrite/-a -fEt offsite electrical power sy.-tem. operation the system safety 

function can be accomplished assuming a single failur':.  

AND PRESSURE TESTING 
CRIT'KION 45 - INSPFCTIOW OF COOLING WAKLt SYS'fDI CT 

T insofar as practical 
Cmn1pami•ets--f %he cooling vater system shall be designed/ to permit 

components 
periodic inspectico and appropriate pressure testing of Important/fame

and fears .. ,- ksmelt ....at .e.hanes and pi"pi-- , to assure their atruc-:ural 

and leaktight integrity and the full design capability of the systam.  

CRITELION 46 - TESTING OF COOLING WATER SYSTEM 

'The coolLng water system shall be designed. to permit periodic func:.Lonal 
which wil provide a measure 

testing/of (1) the operability and performance of the active coupcaents 
to the extent practical 

of the system, stsh as p--ps and v-_ :-- and (2)/the operability of the 

system as a waole, and, ande. ean.Jaikens~ as 0lo6- go Agmiga s -apga 4

the full opertional sequence that brings the system into operatio for 

reactor shutdcwn and -ft loss-of-coolant accidents, including oper ttion of 
initiatior logic 

the/pF ±n....syst•a and the transfer between normal and emergency po6e r sour,:ea.

I



V. REACTOR CONTA1IM2ýE

CRITERION 5U - t.ONTALIW*ENT DE;SIGN BASIS 

The reactor containment structure, includ:ing access GPeningX.  

penetrations. and the containment heat removal systefa shall be designed so 

cz.:t the 'con .ainmernt statc n d*.9 ika LrzevAl couP&C.......ca can accomixdaces, 
all owa bl1e 

vichout eAcec.-dizig the/deefaga leakage rate,am~n. with AMf464ct-m: ~riftn.R the 
a 

calculaced p:-essure and temperature conditions resulting fromn/awy 
The design 

loss-of -cool, czt accident. /;h~e- a.6aa shall reflect cionsideratlar of (1) the 

effects of poitential energy sources which have not been incLuded u the 

determinatio;.i of the peak. conditions, te.. ~ nrgy !68 sa t3 f pzteaes-Ga aad 

degraded .. ev-gec care.. coiiz L.. w f io a,~ (Z) the limited experience 

and experine'itai da.ta available for defining accident phenouena and containment 

responses. ai (3U) the conservatism of the calculational inodel and inpiut 

parameters.  

CRITFAICHN 51: - FRACTURE PREVE."MNTO OF CO1bTAINMENfr PRESSURE flOUNDA'iY 

The rcaztor concaiamaat boundary shall be desigire4 fth. eaffieien 

v~g4i to asaure that under operating, maintenance, testing. arnd ýostulated 

accident coniitiona (1) its ferritic materials behave in a nonbrittle. manner 

and (2) the probability of rapidly propagating fracture Is minimized. The



design s•alil reflec•C consideratiLon of service temperatures and otner 

conditions o:;- tche containment boundary material during operation, maintenance, 

testing, and postulated dccident conditions, and the uncertainties in deter

mining (1) m:.terLal propercies, (2) residual steady-state and transient stresses, 

an (3) size of flaws..  

•l~kR:ION 52 - CA2ABILl1Y FUK CON•AINMENT LEA.AGE RATE TESTI'NG 

The re.i tor containment and other equipment which may f*L7 be 

subjecced to containment test conditions shall be designed so that periodic 

pressures up to and, If necessary, Including the 

:nOLt.grated ita.kage rate testing can be conducted at Atýi.t dc'%ign 

CUtMION 53 - PROVISIONS FCR CONTAINPENT TESTISC AiD INSPECTION 
insofar as practical Ivisual 

The reac tor containment shall be designed to perirlt/(l)/ilspe-tion 

of all ise•-..•n =:*s, s--z-. an penetrations, (2) an appropriate 
at containment design pressure 

materials surveillance program, and (3) periodic testing/of the 

leaktigihnesL of penetrations which have resilient seals and expan lon.  

iNSERT (,Z- see next page 

*iIITERION 54 - PIPIG SYSTEMIS PENETR~ATING O~ANE 

stems penetrating primary reactor containment be 

provided witl- I detection, isolation, and conta t capabilities 

having radunc=ancy, rel ity, and perf nce capabilities vhich reflezt 

the immcrtance to safety of is ng these piping aystes. Such piping 

systems shai be des ed with a capabil to test periodically the 

aper bile the isolation valves and paratus and to 

.;(e rmi e i f valve leakage is w~ithin .acceptable L~imits.



%. INSERT (2)

CRITERION 54 PROVISIONS FOR CONTAINMENT ISOLATION 

Piping whiich penetrates the containment must be provided with two 

,solation bar.-iers; one barrier must be located outside the containment 

and one must be inside the containment, unless it can be demonstrated that 

the design is acceptable on some other defined basis.  

The definition of an isolation barrier is either a suitably designed 

closed system trip valve,'check valve or a manually closed valve under 

administrativw! control.  

Using ths definition four general classifications are derived: 

I. Two c osed systems - one inside, one outside, no isolation valves 

requi-ed.  
2. No closed systems - one valve inside and one valve outside required.  

3. Closez! system inside - no valve inside, valve required outside.  
4. Closed system outside - no valve outside, valve required inside.  

NOTE 1: The same criteria apply to lines which are used after an accident 

excep, that manual isolation is acceptable and in the case of 

instr:jment lines, a check valve or manual valve inside or outside 
contanment is acceptable.  

NOTE 2: An isilation valve outside containment shall be located as close to 

to th;: containment as practical and upon loss of actuating power the 

automctic isolation valves shall be designed to take the position that 

provi:ies greater safety.



CR'1 2UN 55 - RLACTOR COOLAINT PKLESSURE BOUNDARY, PENETRATING CONTAINE,\-T 

' ch lire Wihich is part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary 

and whic. perietrates primary reactor containmuent shall be provided th one 

automatic Iclacion valve jm-;Ide and ones automatic isolation va ,othar that 

a sihsple" chek valve, ,.tjtide of containment, unless it can de. onsti 3ted 

tivat tie dLk.gn acctptaole on some oLder defined basis The valve outside 

of contailn:n •x shal b, located as close to contaitme as practical and upon 

Loss of actudting powe. Litc eautomatic isolation va es shall be dc.signed to 

take the po0stion that P vides greater safety 

Other a-.3propriate requir',ts to 'i mize the probability o 

consequences of an accidental r ture these lines or of lines onnec ted 

to them shalt. be provided as neces ry to assure adequate safety. Detc 

mination ot the appropriateness f th se requirements. such as hi ner 

quality in design, fabricati n, and test g. additional provision. for 

inservice inspection, pr ection against mae severe natural phen. coeza, 

and additiorial isolat iti valves and containme , shall include cc aidex ition 

of the population ensity. use characteristics, d physical characteristics 

of the siet en roas.  

CRITEK10N t-CONIAINM4Žl uRLSSU~KEU.2NDAKY ISOLATION LVES 

L ch line which connects directly to the containment tmosph, re 

au/penetrattes primary reactor containment shall be provided ith one



omatic isclation valve inside and one automatic isolation valve, other an 

a si.~p chec-k valve, outside of containment, unless it can b de trated 

rnat the des' is acceptable on some other defined basis. e valve ictside 

of containmeit shall e located as close to cOntAiwme as practiý.a1 and upon 

loss of actuzting power the utomatic isolation aIves shall be deasigned to 

ctake he positioa that provides n ter a ety.  

CKITa1RIN ..:'7 -CLL)S~IWSYSTk2iS I-' TIuN VAL 

n ach line which pene ates primary reactor con inmet and V; neither 

part of the oeacto oolant pressure boundary nor connecta direc.ly 
to 

the contai -- atmosphere shall have at least one isolation val other than 

a simp chec~k valve. This valve shall be outside of containment and S 1 be 

kcated as c..ose to containment as practical.  

V1. FUEL AND RADIOACTIVITY CONTROL 

CRITERION 60 - CONTROL OF RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS TO Tlj 

ENVI&hONMENT 

The nuc.;.ear power unit design shall include means. to ~mlatratat saftabl.  

the handling and release of 

control 4vver radioactive materials in gaseous 
and liquid off luents and 

in solid Was Lea produced durin nomlratroeration. including 

wthin acceptable'limits, 

anticipated operational occuriences./ Sufficient holdup capacity shall 

be provided -.or retention of taseous and liquid effluents containing



~-1.,r

radioactive materials, particulariv where unfavorable site environmental 
cndit~ont can oe execte . se unusual overational limitations 

u.pon their reiease ta the environment.  

RADIOACTIVE WASTE SYSTEMS 'Ril 10 N UI - U.L • . S i,.t.CAi;:-. A-iJ _ ..U L1. 04i i i iO 

The fuel ý,tordg.. ind .i.ndiing and radioactive waste systerks ....- o•',

t ., U4.7 d:ia . shall b-e designed to asau-e adequate 

satetv undtr aormal anm. po:-tLu1a&ed accident conditions. These systems shall 
provided witf

be/des-gned (.) with a capability to permit inspettion and testing of 4mpeatan.  
important to safety 

av..id t.....i...z f " L components/at l...... ....... (2) with suitable 

t-nielding for radiation protection, (3) .-wU appropriate . confine
and 

mentj and filtering systems. (4)• -i- a residual heat removal cap bilit:' having 

reliability ar~d testability that reflects the importance to safetr- of 
designed 

decay heat anc other residual heat removal, and/+-+-to prevent salniftcant 

reduction in fuel storage coolant inventory under accident conditions.  

CRITERION 62 - PREVENTION OF CRITICALITY IN FUEL STORAGE AND HAND ING 

Criticality in the fuel storage and handling system shall be 

prevented by physical systems or processes, pxeferably by use of 

geometrically safe configurations.



Y .

CRITERION 63 - .IONITORING, FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE 

Instrumentat ion 

/Ar.!-vq-:t =shall be provided in fuel storage and radioactive 
and alarm any 

W.?.:c s.:;=,s a:,o as-iac tjae. handling areas E+- to detect/conditilnP 

Lt =A" resulL in -,q'. -, residual heat removal capability and eicessive 

rsuiat~on leve~s.=% "", te- inet! ate- p;o:.ps• a4 &,a.. .-t 

CUTFRO,�? #4- 0NTToý,IL-G RAWDIACTIVITY RELEASES 

M'eans %haAl be provided for monitoring the reactor containment 

at.mosphere. spaces zontaining components for recirculation of los,:-of

Cr).')ant accideit flulds, effluent diLcharge paths, and the plant .nvirons 

ror radioactivity that may be released from nomal operations. irncludilng 

aiticipated operational occurrences, and from postulated accidents.  

(Sec. 161, 68 Stat. 948; 42 U.S.C.2201) 

Dated at 
this 

day of 1970.  

For the Atomic Energy Com.ss0on 

W. B. McCool 
Secretary
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A Discussion of Major Changes Recommended 

Thera are a number of criteria which as drafted cannot be accepted 
by the indistry for one or more of the following reasons: (1) it rep
resents an unnecessary and unjustified escalation of licensing require
ments, (2) there is no clear or common understanding on the part of the 
AEC and the licensee as to what it would take to meet the requirement, and 
(3) it is aremature to attempt to incorporate the requirement into general 
design criteria inasmuch as the technical rationale for the requirement 
has not been fully developed.  

L~ss-of-Cc.3lant Accident 

The definition of the loss-of-coolant accident as set forth in the 
AEC draft of June 4 clearly represents an escalation of licensing require
ments inasnuch as it refers to "any size break" in the "pressure vessels, 
pumps, and valves connected to the reactor pressure vessel" as well as to 
a break ir the piping. These additional breaks should not be postulated by 
license reviewers and certainly should not be incorporated into general 
design criteria in the absence of a realistic technical rationale, the 
basis for which can be developed only through further study. That study is 
now being indertaken by an ACRS subcommittee and by an ad hoc Forum group.  

Single Failure 

As tne definition of "single failure" appears in the AEC draft of 
June 4, it postulates the failure of passive components in both mechanical 
and electrical systems. Although current licensing review practice 
assumes the failure of passive components in electrical systems, the 
extension of the general concept to mechanical systems represents an 
escalation of licensing requirements for which no technical rationale has 
been developed. Further, the definition leaves open ended the number and 
type of mechanical systems to which it could be applied. Indeed, an 
undisciplined application of the definition would presumably lead to 
postulating such failures as to make itiimpossible to design operable 
systems. Clearly, a single failure concept which would permit the 
indiscriminate application of postulated failures of passive components in 
mechanical systems should not be Incorporated into general design criteria.  

Industrial Sabotage 

The AEC. draft of June 4 includes as Criterion 5 "Protection Against 
Industrial Sabotage" which reads" "Structures, systems, and components 
important to safety shalI be physically protected to minimize, consistent 
with other safety requirements, the probability and effects of industrial 
sabotage." 

Policy considerations involved in the proposed requirement are of 
such significance that a direct discussion of top utility management 
personnel with members of the Commission would appear to be prerequisite



tu resoiution of' ne issues that would be raised in implementing the pro
posed criterion, 

Transmission of Offsite Electrical Power 

Criterion 17, "Electrical Power Systems,"' as it appears in the.  
June 4 draft, includes the requirement: "Two physically independent 
transmission lines, each with the capability of supplying electrical 
power frox the transmission network to the switchyard, and two physically 
independent circuits from the switchyard to the onsite electrical dis
tribution system shall be provided." 

A literal interpretation of this requirement would call for two 
transmission lines mounted on different sets of towers located on 
different rights-of-way. Not only is this an unwarranted escalation of 
licensing -equirements, but for many sites the requirement would neither 
be desirable nor possible to meet. Further, such a requirement would be 
contradictory in many instances with requirements being imposed on 
licensees by environmental cohsiderations.  

License applicants should be permitted the option of satisfying the 
integrity 3f emergency offsite electrical power service by means other 
than would be permitted by the criterion as now drafted.  

Systematic, Nonrandom, Concurrent Failures of Redundant Elements 

Criteria 22, 24 and 29, as set forth in the AEC draft of June 4, 
all deal with protection and reactivity control systems and all postulate 
"systematic, nonrandom, concurrent failures of redundant elements." This 
postulated failure mode is not acceptable to the industry for the follow
ing reasons: (1) there is no indication of what requirements are involved, 
(2) it would provide a "hunting license" for an undisciplined imposition 
of requirenents, (3) there is no logical basis for limiting the concept 
to protection and reactivity control systems, and (4) the reactor systems 
suppliers are only now in the early stages of studies which the AEC 
regulatory staff has asked them to undertake in this area.  

Until such time as the requirements which would be imposed by this 
postulated failure mode can be clearly defined and supported by sound 
technical -ationale, they should not be incorporated into general design 
criteria.  

Containment Isolation 

Criterion 54 through Criterion 57, as set forth in the AEC draft of 
June 4, provide a number of requirements dealing with containment isola
tion. As Jrafted, some of these requirements are difficult to Interpret 
and appear to represent an escalation of current licensing practice. In
formal diszussions with the AEC regulatory staff have not proved successful 
in developing a mutually satisfactory format for these criteria.

- 2 -
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 16 

Final Rule, General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plants, 36 Fed. Reg. 3,255 

(February 20, 1971)



I
, Act of February 2. 1003. as amended the 
* Act of March 3, 1905. as amended, 

the Act of September 6. 1961. and the 
Act Of July 2. 1962 '21 U.S.C. 111-113, 
114a. 115. 117. 120. 121. 123-126. 134b.  
1341'. Part 76. Title 9. Code of Federal 
Rfe.tulations. restricting the interstate 
~inovement of swine and certain products 

13ccause of hog cholera and other com
municable swine diseases, is hereby 
amended in the following respects: 

In 1 76.2. the reference to the State of 
Ohio in tihe introductory portion of para
graph e•. and paragraph (e 19 1 relatin..  
to tile State of Ohio are deleted.  

SSecs. 4-7. 2.3 St.a.t. 32. as nniided. secs. 1.  
2. 32 Siat. 791-792, na amentled. 6ecs. 1-4.  

".13 Stat. 12C4, 12G5, ns amended. wec. 1. 75 

.t,,t. 4111. sees. 3 and 11. 76 Siat. 1:30. 132: 21 

U.S.C. ill. 112. 113. 114v. Ilr. 117. 120. 121.  

123-12G. 1311,. 134f: 29 F.R. 1G210. is 
*,i:.ntleuld.1 

E cr'th'c dat'. Tile foregoinlt atnend

ment slmll bccomne effective upon i.isu
:111Ce.  

"The ame,(itlient exclud,:s a portion of 
Clinton County. Ohio. from the arcas 
quarantined because of hlog cholera.  
Therefore. the restrictions pertaining to 
tile interstate movement of swine and 
swine products from or through qu:lrflan
tinled areas as contained in 9 CFR Part 
7;. as amended. will not apply to the 
excluded area. but will continue to al)pily 
to tile quarantined areas described in 
S76.2,1'. Further. tile restrictionls per
tailintg to the interstate movemlellt of 
.•wine aand mvine products from n1o0n
quarantined areas contained in said Part 
76 will. anply to tile excluded area. No 
arcas In Olhio remain under the quar

ntltlllc.  
The amendment, relieves certain 

l'crtrictions presently. imposed but no 
longer deemed necessary to pl'evenlt the 
,.pread of hog chlolera and must be made 
effective immnediately to be of tiaxinmum 
benefit to affected persons. It does not 
al)pear that public participation in tiffs 
rule making proceeding would make ad
ctftionat information available to this 
Department. Accordingly. tinder tile 
administrative procedure p;.'ovisions in 
5 U.S.C. 553, it is founu upon good cause 
that notice and other public procedltlre 
with respect to tile anendnient, are im
practicable and unnecessary. and good 
cause is found for making it effective les 
than 30 days after publication in the 
P1EDErAL REGISTIZ.  

Dane at Washington. D.C.. thus 1Gih1 
dt:y of February 1971.  

.'. J. 'Aumii.nr.  

Acting Arimin,•krator, 
A .tricrroturat Rcsearch Scrrlct'.  

;i'lt Doc.71-2380 Filed 2.19 71:8:49) anil 

1Dlcket. No. 71-5201 

PART 76-HOG CHOLERA AND 
OTHER COMMUNICABLE SWINE 
DISEASES 

Areas Quarantined 

Pursuant to provisions of the Act of 
May 29, 1884, as amended, the Act of

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

February 2. 1903, as amended, the Act 
of March 3. 1905, as amended, the Act of 
September 6, 1961. and the Act of July 2, 
1962 (21 U.S.C. 111-113, 114g, 115, 117, 
120. 121, 123-126. 134b. 134f), Part 76, 
Title 9. Code of Fcederal Regulations, re
stricting the Interstate movement of 
swine and certain products because of 
hog cholera and other communicable 
swine diseases., is hereby amended in the 
fullowin," respects, 

In i 76.2. in parai!raph se', 13) relat
Ing to the State of Texas, subdivision 
,xvit relatin" to Smith County is deleted.  
and new subdivisions (xxili an'wl xx~ii' 
relating to Bexar County are added to 
read: 

,13' Texas.  
,xxii That. portion of Dexar County 

bounded by a line beginnim: at the junc
tion of Interstate Highway 410 and 
Farm-to-Market Road 78: thence, follow
int: Farm-to-Market Road 78 in a north
ca.sterly direction to Farm-to-Market 
Road 1518: thence. following Farm-to
Market Road 1518 in a southeasterly and 
then southwesterly direction to U.S.  
Highway 87; thence, following U.S. Iigh
way 87 in a northwesterly direction to 
Interstate Highway 410: thence, follow
inp Interstate Highway 410 in a north
westerly direction to its Junction with 
Farm-to-Market Road 78.  

txxiiiI That portion of Bexar County 
bounded by a line beginning at tile junc
tion of the IBexar-Medina County line 
and State Highway 16: thence, following 
Stalte Highway 16 in a southeasterly di
rection to Farm-to-Market. Road 471: 
thence. following Farnm-to-Market Road 
471 in a southiwesterly and then north
wester:y direction to Farm-to-Market 
Road 1957; thence, following Farm-to
Market Road 1957 in a southeasterly and 
then southl-esterly, direction to the 
Bexar-Medina County line: thence, fol
lowing the Bexar-Medina County line in 
a northerly direction to its junction with 
State.Higllway 1G.  
,See.s. 4-7. 23 Stat. 32. as nmnMndrd. soec. 1. 2.  
32 Siat. 791-7f2. as amencted. sees. 1-4. 33 
Stat. 1264. 1205. as amended. see. 1. 75 Stat.  
4al. sees. 3 and It. 76 Snte. 130. ]12: 21 U.S.C.  
III. 112. 113. 114g. 115. 1T1. 120. )21. 123-1213.  
1341). 13.1!: 29 Ft. 16210. as anet: !edl) 

Effccfire date. The foregoina amend
nments slall become effective itpon issu
antce.  

Tile amendments quarantine portions 
of ie'xar County, Tcx.. because of the 
ex-itencc of hog cholera. This action is 
cidteened nc'essary to prevent further 
:pread of the disease. The restrictions 
pertaining to the interstate movement of 
sw'ine fand swine product, from or 
throU::lh-qnnartantincd areas as contained 
in .) CFR Part 76. as ameinded, will apply 
to the quarantined portions of SLuChI 
county.  

The amendments also exelde a p1or
tion of Smith County. Tex.. from tile 
areas quarantined because of hog cholera.  
No areas in Smith County. Tex.. remain 
under the quarantine. Therefore. the re
strictions pertaining to the interstate 
movement of swine and swine products 
from or through quarantined areas as

3'255

contained In 9 CFR Part 70. as amended.  
will not comply to the excluded area. but.  
will continue to apply to the quarantined 
areas described In 0 76.2te). Further. the 
restrictions pertaining to the interstate 
movement of swine and swine products 
from nonquarantined areas contained in 
said Part 76 will apply to tile area ex
cluded from quarantine.  

Insofar as the amendmellts Impose cer
t:ain further restrictions necessary to 
prevent. the Interstate spread of hoit 
cholera, they must be made effective imi
nediately to accomplish their purpose in 
the pub!ic Intcrest. Insofar as they re
lieve rcstrJctions. they should be made 
effective promptly In order to be of max
imum beneft to affected persons.  

Accordingly. .mder the administrative 
procedure provisions In 5 U.S.C. 551. it 
is round upon good cause that notice and 
Diller public procedure with respvct to 
the amendments are impracticahie. un
necessary. and contrary to th2 public 
interest, and good cause is found for 
making thcm effective less than 30 days 
after publication in the FEDER.AL 
REGISTER.  

Done at Washington. D.C.. this Mith 
day of February 1971.  

1. J. MuuT1ra,.  
Aetin.7 Admin ist rator.  

Agricultural Rcsearch Serrice.  
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Title I 0-ATOMIC ENERGY 
Chapter [-Atomic Energy 

Commission 

PART 50-LICENSING OF PRODUC
TION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES 

General Design CrIteria for Nuclear 
Power Plants 

The Atomic Energy Commirssinn has 
adopted an amendment to its regulations.  
10 CFR Part 50, "Licensing of Prod'ic
tion and Utilization Facilities." whichl 
adds an Appendix A. "General Desi:'n 
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant,;." 

Section 50.34a), of Part 50 requires 
that each application for a construction 
permit include the preliminary design 
of thle facility. The following information 
is sprcifled for inclusion as part of lth 
preliminary design of the facility: 

1iD Tile principal design criteria for 
the facility 

tii The design bases rnd the reillvion 
of tile desigan bases to the princiinil de
sign criteria 

iiii) Information relative to inatori
als of construction. general a rr 5i1-"oen lt.  
and tile approximate dimensions, sum
cient to provide reasonable assuiance 
that tile final design will conformt to tilt, 
desictn bases with adequate inmorin for 
safety.  
The "General Design Critcria for Nuclea'r 
Power Plants' added as Appendix A to 
Part 50 establish the minimum require
ments for the principal design criteria 
for water-cooled nuclear power pllant,; 
sitnilar in dc:i';n and location to lant •
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for which construction permits have 
been issued by the Commission. They also 
provide guIdance in establishing the 
principal design criteria for other types 
of nuclear power plants. Principal de
sign criteria established by an applicant 
and accepted by the Commission will be 
incorporated by reference in tile con
struction permit. In considering the is
suance of an operating license under 
Part 50, thle Commission will require as
surance t.hat these criteria have been 
satisfied in the detailed design and con
struction of the facility and that any 
changes in stich criteria are justified.  

A proposed Appendix A. "General Dc
sign Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant 
Construction Permits" to 10 CFR Patrt 
50 was published in the FrontsL Rr.cSTrst 
(32 F.R. 10213) on July 11. 1967. The 
comments and suggestions received in 
response to the notice of proposed rule 
making and subsequent developments in 
the technology and in the licensing proc
eszs have been considered in developing 
thie revised criteria which follow.  

The revised criteria establish ininimuni 
requirements for water-cooled nuclear 
power plants similar in design and loca
tion to plants for which constructioit 
"permits have been issued by the Cominis
sion, whereas thb ncreviously proposed 
criteria would have provided guidance 
for applicants for construction pernits 
for all types of nuclear power plants. The 
rev:.sed criteria have been reduced to 55 
in number. include definitions of iii
portant termns. and have been rearranged 
to increase their usefulne•s in the li
censing process. Additional criteria de
scribing specific rcquirements on matters 
covered in more general terms in the 
previously proposed criteria have been 
added to the criteria. The Categories A 
and B i*sed to characterize the amount of 
information needed in Safety Analysis 
Reports concerning each criterion have 
been deleted since additional guidance 
on the amount and detail of information 
required to be submitted by applicants 
for facility licenses at the construction 
permit stage is now included in 1 50.34 
of Part 50. The term "engineered safety 
features" has been eliminated from the 
revised criteria and the requirements 
for "engineered safety features" incor
porlatcd in the criteria for individual 
s.stellns.  

Further revisions of these General 
Design Criteria are to be expected. In the 
course ef the development of the revised 
criteria, important safety considerations 
were identified. but specific requirements 
related to some of these considerations 
have not as yet been sufficiently de
veloped and uniformly applied In the 
licensiný process to warrant their in
c6asion in the criteria at this time. Their 
omission does not relieve any applicant 
from considering these matters in the 
design of a specific facility and satisfy
ing the necessary safety requirements.  
These matters include: 

(i• Consideration of the need to desi-n 
against single failures of passive com
ponents in fluid systems important to 
safety.

tii- Consideration of redundancy and 
diversity requirements for fluid systems 
important to safety. A "system" could 
consist of a number of subsystems cach 
of which is separately capable of per
forming the specified system safety func
tion. The minimum acceptable redun
dancy and diversity of subsystems and 
components within a subsystem and the 
required interconnection and independ
ence of the subsystems have not yet 
been developed or defined.  

liiii, Consideration of the type. size.  

and orientation of possible breaks in thp 
components of the reactor coolant pres
sure boundary in determinina design r(c
quirements to suitably protect against 
posiulated loss of coolant accidents.  

0iv) Consideration of tile possibility of 
systelnatic. nonrandom. concurrent fail
ures of redundant elements in the desi-,n 
of the protection systems and reactivity 
control systems.  

In addition. the Commission is giving 
consideration to the need for develop
ment of criteria relating to protection 
against industrial sabotage and protec
tion against common mode failures in 
s.ytems. otlier than the protection and 
reactivity control systems, that are im

l)ortant to safety and have extremely 
high reliability requirements.  

It is expected that these criteria will 
be au;niented or changed when specific 
requirements related to these and other 
considcrations are suitably identified and 
developed.  

Pur:uant to the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954. as-i amended. and sections 552 and 
553 of title 5 of the United States Code.  
the following amendment to 10 CFR Part 
50 is p'iblished as a document subject to 
codificai.on to be effective 90 days after 

plublicaitiOnl in the FP.0rm. REGISTER. The 
Commission invites all interested per
sons who desire to submit written corn
ments or suggestions in connection with 
tele anendment to scnd them to the 
Secretary. U.S. Atomic Energy Commis
sion. Washington. D.C. 20545. Attention: 
Chief. Public Proceedings Branch. within 
45 days after publication of this notice 
in the FEDERAL Rmo][STER. Such submis
sions wtill be given consideration with the 
view to possible further amendments.  
Copies of commentL may be examined in 
the Commission's Public Document Room 
at 1717 H Street NW.. Washington. DC.  

I. Section 50.341a, )t) tis 1 ailncnded 
to read a, follows: 

q 30.3 $ Conlent' of auplpriuioni. tE'Eh
Itu ial ieful•lrnu liom .  

(a, Prelimilncatl saetly analy.sis telort.  
Each application for a construction per
mit shall include a preliminary safety 
analy.is report. The minimum Informa
tion to be included shall consist of the 
following: 

'3, The preliminary design of the fa
cility including: 

ii) The principal design criteria for 
the facility. Appendix A, General Design 

SGeneral design criteria for chemical proc
e.ming :acildtics -re being developed.

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants., eC.ab
lishes minimum requirements for the 
principal design criteria for water-cooled 
nuclear power plants similar in designi 
and location to planLS for which con
structioti permits have previously been 
issued by the Commission and provide:s 
guidance to applicants for construction 
permits inl estRbllishing principal design 
criteria tar other types of nuclear power 
ullits: 

2. A n ew Appendix A is added to rcad 
as follous: 

AvPrr::otx A-GENERAL DEsIGN CRITEitTA Vor 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

Table of Con trents 

INTRODUCTION 

Nucte:tr Power Unit.  
tx.ý.•4 of Coolanti AccideCts.  

SinlIc Pailtire.  
Aui Icipa) ed Operationtal OcecurrenceC.  

CdRITEPIAq 

1. 0" crua RcrflirCmftCf3., Nu berr 

Quality Standards and Records ------- I 
Design Bmaes for Prott'ctiofl Against 

Natural Phenomena ---------------
Fire Protection ------------------- 3 
Environmental and Missile Desg:i 

Baes ---------------------------- 4 
Sharing of Structures. Systems, and 

Conapoliclits ---------------------- 5 

TI. Protection b', m.lnlrplC Fission Prod
tic! flerr;.rT: 

Reactor Design ----------------------- I 

Reactor Inhlerent Protection ----------. I 

Suppresston of Rea.%ctor Power 05cilla
tls . .---------------------------- 12 

Tnstrumenitattlol and Control --------- 1: 

Reactor Coolatit Pressure Boundary.-- 14 

Reactor 4oolant System Design ------- 15 
Containment Design ------------------ 16 
Electrical Power Systeuls .------------ 17 
Inspection and Testing of Electrical 

Power Systems -------------------- 18 

Control noom ----------------------- 19 

I11. P;ofcrtiun aend I¢tctirity Control 

Protcction System FuLnctions --------- 20 

Prntection System Rcliabiinty and Test
ability.--------------------------- 21 

Protection System IndepCuidenee-.. 22 

Protectionu System Failure Modes-.. 23 
p~nratlon of Protection and Control 

-24tems 
-------------------------- 24 

Protcctioni S-stem Rlequlrements for 
Reactivity Control MalfInctions-.- 25 

Reell rvity Control System Redttindancy 
and Capability --------------------- 26 

Combined Reactivity Control Systems 
Capnbility ------------------------ 2"1 

RenctivIty Limit•% -------------------- : 

Pro!rction Against Anticipated Oper

ational Occturreu-c - -............... 2 

IV. Fluid Sy.Fscms: 

Qnuality of Reactor Coolanut Precoture 

Boundary ----------------------- t :h 

Fracture Prevention of Reactor Cool
ant Pressure Boundary ------------- 31 

Inspection of React'r Coolant Pressure 
* Boundary ------------------------ 32 

Reaclor Coolant Makeup -------------. 3 
Residual Heat removal -------------- 34 

Emergency Care Cooliur ------------- 15 

Insvpection of Emergency Core Cooling 
Svs.•i er't --------------------------- 36 

Teslting of Emergency Core Cooling 
S:,tcni -------------------------- 37
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N Fa~syd ,ti'i,'s-Conrtiniicd Nal i bcr 
'.nit' .itll~ttt~ . ilent rfemoval .......... 38 

t..tirt~thn of Contalilment Heat RC
SSyltn .--------------------- 39 

"I .'-t g of Conltalimentn Heat Removal 
ten------------------------- 40 

t,'i•'uiinteni.t At1tospllere Clealtil... 41.  
l:1..ije.cioll of Coniailnmelnt Attlnos

:hl're Civntlup Systems ------------ 42 
r.-: :ii cf Conltannietile Atmosphere 

t" Sstltlmp S ---s----------------- 4.1 

",, •Wate r----------------------- 4t 

1:," lc:'iolin Of Coulimtg Water S.y.ten.. 45 
" .�".ig of Cooling W ater Systteni. . 4.. l; 

V. !. 1;'ltlor CotItt trolll'nt: 
t.'n.-taltidlrtint Dl'slgiil Its'i..:............Si 

-ra-titr.' Pre'ertt inn c.1 Coollualt., lnlit 
Pre '.sore 'ou iiidart'----------------

t'npability for Contailli.ln. kane 
itaie Teting -..................  

1,rovislol•S for CotlaititneltI l In'FpCct ill 
:w nd Test I ng------------------------: 

.!','•tenls Peticti-ltlnl C03;tatilin len .... 54 

te.*actor Coolant Pressur' Biloundary 
Pelietrathin Conltainmelmt ------------ 5 

TPr!lary Containment 1s-ol,'tlu n ...... 56I 
l':osed Systems Isolation Valhve .. .. 

Vfur;,! arnd Radfofewitilry Cir:'o?" 

't0,troi of Releases of Rad:ha~ct:ve ',I
enrials to the EnIvironlint -------.. .- 60 

l';el S•iO: a3g arid Hlandling aitmt Radii
activity Cottrol ------------------ 1 

Prevelttoni of Criticality ill Fuiet S;,r
ace arid laldlin•7-: -------------- G2-

.onitoriilg FPtel and W'raste Storage.. #-3 
.I.;nth:'ritg Radioactivity Tleleise" G - 04 

I NTRODUCIO• •lN" 

Pur-uiatnl io tite provisions of "50:14. a:t 
,pp!:catl.t1 for a comuitrticiloli permit .lth.! 

::uct.tlle the principal ciesign crlte."la for a 
Vnp~opocd fairtlv. The prtrclpal des.gitl1 cri

:cr:a rstablb.iih the nice.sary desigln. faIbrica
':,:n. cott:rucIio11, le',ting. arid perf'rnuntlce 
rr-,ti:ire"ilen!s for slratetltrei. syst:em's. and 
rl.lini l leltts lrnportant to safetly: lint i-.  

,:.-:."'ires, ys'cm.s. and cninpo netlts ltla: 
pr;ov'tIe reasonable ansuirance thlan the facility 

i - iC h pen tirt-d Witv Ihii lt till ihlt ritk tio ' ie 

ait.tl;!1h ind safety of the prilile.  
'"e Gelieral Design Criteria e.tablish 

Iiilnitlni reclilremenls fnr the prltncipal 
*,htiL'd, criteria for water-cooled inuclear 
power plantlis similar In deslian ano locatlot 
-a plants for which coist rtict lot! permits fhave 
1".':1 is,•ti4' I)v tihe Cominni ssion. The General 

.,..-:gt Criteria are also colsidereil to lic gein
rr.rivy applicahe to other types of itnitlear 
*n.'l(r unilts an:d are Intended to provide 

5': idathlce In ea•!atilishing tile priticlpat de

,•t:t criteria for stilia oilher tuiiui,.  
The drevelopmeint of these Genernl Desirn 

Cr.teria Is tiot yet complete. For eatmpile.  
'tile nf the definiltions need fitrtl1er amnpil

l:ratioul. Also. soma of the speceilic design re
urtnllr-n:et'.ts for strutctures. systeins. and orm

pnhe:lts Imuportanl to safety have tint as yet 
t'wen sitably defined. "Treir ontissioln does 

!' relleee ally Ailpplicant from Cdnsitderrntlg 
* :;.'e n-att ers inl tile de"g41 of Ia specific facili

antd Eat.isfyilng the necessary salety re
:.;renient s. There tnri ters Inteltile: 

I i Coi•siderni lon of the nieed Io ciesitln 

.;.a•lt. -.uitple falutlres of pa.ssive colnliloneIltI
int flnid syst.e1siS Importaalit il saIfety. iSre 
D•.i tilt rioi of S iligie railutre.| 

'21 Cuilideratllon of redttinalsicv nlod di
,-'r•i v req liiirenltel It folr dlliild 5',-.1 ('irS imllipcr 

ant : safety. A "'vsten'" could consist of 
:& tisitler of suibsysteints each of which Is 

"-'oparately capalcle of performntig the spedl
nei sv.,tetin saietv funiction. Tile ininilunvin 
:trceptable redrldaltlcy alid diversity of sutb

-.'t teins amid componensts withlnl a stubsystem.  
;t'id the requircd Interconliection and intle
lieiedeitce of the suibs•stemns hlave lint yet 
been developed or derined. fSee Criteria 34.  

:31. :ifl.41. and 44.)
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031 Consideration of the type. size. and 
orientation of possible breaks In ccmponcnts 
tit the reactor coolant pressuire boundary in 
determinling design requirement, to suitably 
protect against postulated loss-of-coolatit 
acecidents. tSce Deflniston of Loss of Coolant 
Accidents.) 

14] Cositderatlon of the possibility of sys
tenlalic. nonruildoln, concltreeati. failures of 
redundant eicments in the designl of protec
tion .systems fild reactivity control ssste.ts.  
*ce Cerituria 22. 24, 20. And 29.) 

it i., expected that the criteria iill be 
aiglmlnted aind changed from llitle to time 
a. iitpuroantl new reqtlircinentls for ille.-e antd 
il her features are developed.  

There will be some water-eroded ntelear 
pwer plants for which the General Desitin 
Criteria are not snteleniit nnd for which 
addltionial criteria must be identified and sat
:s.lied itt the interest of public satety. In par
tIeular. it Is expected that Additional or dif
ferent rriteria will be neetedl to take into 
ac..Oltit unustal sites and environmental 
cotitih-on•. and for water-coo•ed nuclear 
piower ituns or advanced del-ign. Also. there 
mnay be water-cooled nticlear power 1tlnits for 
which fulfillment of some of the General 
D¢-sigi Criteria may not be necessary or ap
propriate. For plants suell As the'e, depar
tires froln the General Design Criteria utist 

Ise identflied and justilied.  

Dor:Ni.TIOaS AtSO EXPLANAhTiONS 

.Y.,w'eanr power unit. A ntuclear plower uwit 
means A, nuclear power reactor and associ.  
.ied equipment necessary for electricail power 
gercration and includes those structures.  
.v'.tems. anid components required to provide 
-:,.:oinable assurunce tWe facility ean he oper
ated without unduc risk to the health and 
saft"ty of the pnblic.  

Loms Of coolant accef ,ts. L.oss of er.iolant 
naciciemtts meatn those postulated accidents 
hliat result from the loss of reamtor colant 

a: a rate in exce.s of tile c:ap:ability of tile 
reaclor coolant mnkettp system iroo libreaks 
i:t the reactor coelliant pressure Volodnary. ul) 
to itrid Inctidctitg a break equiv1lemnl In size 
tio the double-ended rupture of the largest 
lIjlle of the reactor coolant sy.t-cn.

Singolc laitire. A .ingle f-iltre means an 
os'oeirreiice which restdts ill tile ltoss or 
enpabtlity of a component to perform it 
ilitended safety funetions. Mliultiple falutires 
re.:tilnlg front a single catnirrentic ire coat.  

c.:dvred to be a single failure. Fluid and 
e!eC Ireal systems are considered to be de
.st.ned against anl assUmed sigile failure if 
tiitlh•-r 41) A, single failItre of any active 
co(lrnpoi(ett (as.uming pa.sive components 
filoction llroperly) nor 12t, it singll falhlre 
i' a prassive compolnent (lifrstinliig allive 
conitpotenis ftunction properlyt. restiltlS in in 
Iloss of the capibility of the system to per
:,orn it-s safety functions., 

Air 1 iipasied operational orrirrre•s. Antle
ipirted operational occurrences nrean those 
C-indittolls of nornial: operation which are 
el.•ctrted to occur one or more tiies crlnritg 
thie hic of the nuclear power unit andi icleude 
b)ltt are not limited to lOIs of power to all 
reciretilation puttps, tripping of tile I urbille 
gric.,rat.or sei. isolation oif eise nailti cin
dlenser. andlots -"il all of.site pmr'ýer.  

Further details relating to i lie type. File.  
antd orientation of posttilatled breaks in spe
emlic compolnenlts of the reactor coolant prcs.
stare InIndclarty are tinder development.  

- Single failutrcs of pauqsive compotienriS Ill 
electrical s*,'stems shlotld Ie assuimed In 
flesigning against a single failure. The coln
clitinnis tinder which a single failure of a 
passive component in a fluid system should 
be considered In desigrantir tile system Against 
a 1ingle failure are under developiiienmt.

:1.-.'7

cRrr1alA 

1. Overall Requirec 'nilIs 

C i¢irrion I--Qulalfty stanrdards arid rrorfd'.  
Stncltures. systems, and compllncilis lIt
portant to safety shall be designed. f;ilri

cated. erected, and tested to qcimulty stand
Arda, comtmensurate with the lmporinnee at 
I le safety fnections to be performed. Where 
geinerally recognized codes atid staltid.1ards ;ire 
tietd, they shrall be Identified aitd ev:ihit cd 
in determine their applicabi lity. tidei|nt'.  
anld millirtency and ilhnil be mtlipplemnetl .it ,r 

imodified m necessaery in) ssttre a qwi:ity 

lprodtrt In keeping with the reiuiiredl ar'iv 
Imintelon. A quality issisr.ance proe.raltt hil' 
he est t.ihi.,lied anntl Inplemiented lit o'rdter ar, 

provide aieclittte assuranee that ilie•- rt% ru
itireR. systems. and componeentt wii;l sau:tý
fnetorily performn their safely vItmirti•i'..  
Appropriate records of the desigit. failroa
it-lt. erection, anid testing of tairitiirer. sv.

tents, and components ilmporl:tit to .wil eviv 
shlall be m-alintained lvy or itolcer rhie er:it r''l 
oi the nuclear power untit licetisec 1trin. iit 

the life of tile unit.  

Critcriot? 2-D.eign baect .or hrte'Irijr 
0n0.11.t sr. liral phelnotnr'li. Struitire'. ,' 
tens., and components Importalit Itn .afe'y 
MIall be designed to withstand %ite Oerets If 

naturlral phenomena sutch as earil Ilittike 
,tirrialoen. hurricanes. flood.t. i 'uti1i:ini nitid 

st,fches wltlhotut loss of capabllity tn perforni 

their safety functions. The design ibases rir 
the..e slrilcturev. systems, and t oliitelt: 

shall rellect: (1) Appropriate conisider.niitti 
of the most sev-ere of the natural lilhienoneit., 
that have been historically reported for tli.

sile and sutrroundilng area. wvlth s.tflfileni" 
margin for thle limited aecuracy. ilt:iltltty.  
anid period of time In which thle hintorh.i: 
duta have heen accumialated, 121 :appropriu.' 
cottimWinf th) ions of tile elfects ief tlw':nmaI aliltl 
accidentt Conditions with tihe crerts n. :I,.  
nattiral phenomenas anti i0 th i' Littpot-t.ii'"e 
of 'he safety functions to be pcer-nried.  

!'fron3--1ire Plrotectionl. Strtieii-re•.  
sy-ielrs. and components linportaoli t--li!)" 

.,hillb hc designed And locateld to mini zel'/C.  
consistent with other safety recl1irerients.  
thle probability and effect oi fires And i,,

liJ)oimins. Nn'nrombtlrtib!e And heb t re-.istl! 
ina'ersin Fhall be used wherever prnatical 
tliroighoit the tmIt. parlicilnrly in loca
tions such as the coltainment ant d r.luintrol 
room. Fire detection and flglhiin_- syVietn' 
of nppropriate oapacity and capaThility slhll 

be provided and designted to miilltni:,- the ad

• er.-e effectl of tires ott strtiicttres. sy.:ýtelit.  
And components Important to snfe:y. Fire

lh-hiltinc sy.stellms ehnll be desigtned to n.asure 
Ithet. their rupture or inadvertent ,o-ra:*ant 
dtsl% niot significantly Impair the qaftii v calpa

blWllr Of theise struettires. sYFtel'i•. itlio 

cotpltonent is.  

Criffrfon 4--n irontv'ntirl rindl i'i..,'' 
.sign bases. Strutct.ures. systems. :im4l c•,:n

puneit?% implirt1.'ll to safet.y shlll he d'?.i*ctil 
to accommodate the eliect" Of and Il hie -•in
patible witli the envrionnmeita I a itlll| "liDii 
associated wvith normal operalioii. niliti,'
itance., testing, and postulated aecifteti',. lit
citidlita loss-of-coolant accldertli Ttsit,' 
strtlctirres. sy.tems. and components stiail ble 
:ipproprintely protected aganIst dlvniii ii- if

Ime¢s. Incltuding the effects of ni-i'ilem;. pipe4 
u.-. )hipit. and discharging flth ds. tlii;t ma1;uy 

res•lit from equipment falitres and fi'-w 

evenl:s n•.d co:'di.ions outsie hie :t:h eae:r 

liI'STw ull!,l.  

Criterion 5-S-h arisea t firlet 'rsi's. t-, r': 

arid cornpOilel f.. Strtucttlres. s:.'stciins. :iiid 

comnponients. Importan1t to Fafety Khall int, lie 

sitared between. nuclcar power nilts titnie,.  

it Is shown that their ability to perwin I heir 

safety functIons Is not siglillicamtly lilt

pnired by tile sharilig.
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3.)2-a.1;|, 

. p...r.v il 'by Multiple Fisslon Product 
Barriers 

(' ,';.,'rl 10-fl actor design. Tile reactor 

core and associlted coolant. control, nnd 

1,,lteoilfl systems shall he designed with 

1)pr1.priate margin to a.sssure that specified 
:-Cclai)le fucl designl linlits are not cX

tei-dt.d citring any condltldon of normal op

era' on. illCluding the elTeCS Of anticipated 

(,'pratit innl occurrences.  
Citeritof Ii-frcaetor inherent protectlon.  

The re.ictor core and associated coolant sys

ltn,; .ihall he designed so thnt. in thle power 

tlpvreitim, range the net effcct, of tile prompt, 

itlitort'l nlclCear fccdtxick cliarnctertstics 

Itii ls to vtrnllenSate for a rapid increase In 

recaclivity.  
corac'uOHt 1•2-.SupprC5.i'ilfo of reactor powtr 

(.,i.,jn.j; a. The reactor core *and associated 

coolai. control, and protection systems ýshalt 

he dce•i•ned to assure that power oscillations 

which call result In conditiolns cxcecdln,.t 

zpecifled acceptable fuel design limitls are 

.not possible or can be reliably and readily 

c-:;c~'(d and suppresscd.  

CriteriOnl 13-n1ItrirltcttatiOn and ronlrol.  

1sSLrtnient.aition 'Ind control shall be pro

vided to monitor v.ariahies and systems over 

their anticipated range for norumal operation 

and :ci cvIdent conditions, and to nmallinan 

them within, prescribed operating ranges.  

Ilnclticlil•g those v:ariables and svstelis whilich 

C:ln a:lect the lission process. the integrity of 

lic, reactor core. the re:%ctor coolant pressutre 

botund¢l;ary. and the Contallillent anid its 

a.sýoci;a•iel systcmlS.  
C'*i i'rriil 14•-1Cactor coolant prcI:s'trr 

hoilatu'ior. T[lhe reactor coolant pressure 

I)Iond0ary shall be designed, fabricated.  

erected, and tested so a.% to have an extrenliely 

low probability of abnormal leakage. of 

rapidly propagating failutre, and of gross 

rtiptirre.  
Crit'rion 15Brlactor coolant system d(

s!.'a. The reactor coolant system and a.sso

ciated a.uxiliary. control, and protection sys

- terns shall be designed with sufficient margint 

to assure that the design conditions of tile 

reactor coolant pressure boundary are not Sexceedled 
during any condition of normial 

operation, including anticipated operational 

occtirrelces.  Criterion IC-Containincrt dr~qn. Maec

tor contaitinmelnt and associated systems shalll 

be provided to establish an essentially leak

tight barrier against the uncontrolled re

lease of radioactivity to the environment and 

to asnsure that the containment design con

ditions important to safety are not ex

cceded for as long as postulated accident 
cOniditidis reqtire.  

Criterion 7-EleCtrifcal power systeims. An 

onsi!e electrical power system and an offstLe 

clectrical power system shall be provided 
to perm-l funct~oning of structtures, sys

teals. ntt- coinponents important to safety.  

Tile 'ýafcty iunction for each system (assunt

ing the other system is not lunctloning) 
shall be to provide sufficlent capacity and 

capability to assure that (1) specified ac

eClptable fuel deslgrc limits and de-ign ;oin

ditlotis of the reactor coolant pressure bound

arv are not exceeded as A result of antic

ij)Mted operational occurrences and (2) the 

core i.s cooled and contailment Integrity and 
otlier vital functions are maintained in the 
event of postulated accidents.  

"The onaite electrical power sources, Inclod.  

ill the batteries, and tile onsite electrical 

(!nttvil ion system, shall have sufficient in.  

tdependence, redundancy, and testability tc 

perforin their safety functions assulmnilg 
slngle failitre.  

Electrical power from the transmislion net.  

work to the switchyard shall be supplied b3 

two physically independent transmisslior 
Ihes allot necessarily on separate rights o: 

wYy. dekigned and located so as to sultabl3
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mlnimize the likelihood of their simultaneous a 

failure under operating and postulated acci

dent. and environmental Conditlons. Two i 
physically independenit circuits from the c 

switchyard to the onslte electrical dlstribu- q 

tion syst~em shall be provided. Each of these c 

circuits slhall be designed to be available in 

sufllcicint tine following a loss of nil onslte 

alternatiing current power sources and the 

otlier olslt eclectrical power circutit. to assure 

that specilied acceptable fuel design limits 

and design conditions of the reactor coolant 

pressure boundary are not exceeded. Onie of 

these Circrits shall be deslgiied to be aval.t 

illC witLilin a few seconds followinig a 1o"

of-coolant accident to njssure that core Cool

ing. cr,,ntaitniient integrity. and oliher vital 
safety f~inctlosti are inaintained.  

Provisions shall be inclutded to minimize 

the probability of losing electrical power 
from any of the remaining sources as a result 

of. or coincidlent with. the loss of power gen

orated by thle nluclear power unit. the loss of 
power frrom the traiis1nisllion network, or the 

loss of power froml tile onsite electrical power 
solirceC.  

Criterion 18-Inlspertion and festing of 

etectrical poier systems. Electrical power sys

tems imporlant to snfeLy shall be designed 
to permit periodic inspection and testing of 

Important areas and features, such as wiring, 

Insulation. c.annections. arid switchboards.  
to assess the contlniiity of the systems and 

tle condition of their etompolnents. Tile sys

tells shall be designed with a capability to 

test periodically (I) tile operability and 

ftunctional performince of the components 
of the syitc1ils. such as onsite power sources, 

relays, switches, and lauses. and (2) the op.  

erability of the systems as a whole and. under 
conditions as close to desigil as practical, tile 

ftill operation sequence that brings the sys

tenmx Into operation. Incliuding operation of 

applicable portions of the protection system, 

and the transfer of power among tile nuclear 

power unit. the offslte power system. and tile 
onsite power system.  

CritCriOn 19-Coietroe rooan. A control room 

shall be provided from which actions can be 

taken to operate the nuclear power unit 

safely under normal conditions and to main

tails it in a safe condItiloi under accident 

conditlions, including loss-of-coolaut accl
dents. Adequate radlatton protection shall be 

provided to permit ccess and occupancy of 

thle control room under accident conditions 
withoutt personnel receiving radiation ex

posures in excess of 5 rein whole body. or 
its equivaletlit to any part of the body, for 
the durat ,11 of the accident.  

Equipment at appropriate locatlons out

side the control room shall be provided (1) 

with a ffesigii capability for prompt hot shut

clown of tile reactor, Includilng necessary 

Instrumentation and controls to maintain 

the unit ill a safe condition during hot shut

down. and (21 with a potential capability 
for subsetluuent cold slhutdown of the reactor 

through the use of suitablle procedures.  

ill. Protec'ion and rraclirity Control 
S stfc .lls 

" Criterion 20 --Piote .tioon sy.st lt a fuu ctions.  

" The protection system shall be designed (1) 

to initiate automntically the operation of 

appropriate systems including the reactivity 

control systems, to assure that specified ace 
ceptable fuel design llnm:ts are not exceeded 

- as a result. of anticipated operational oc

Icurroiices and (2) to sensei accident condl
tions aind to initiate the operation of systems 

and components importait to safety.  

Criterion 21-Prot•etion system reliability 

and fcstability. The protection system shall 

. be designed for high functional reliability 

r and inservice testability commensurate with 

Stile safety functions to be performed. Re

I dundancy and Independence designed into 

r tile protection system shall be sufiiclent to

ssure that (l' no single faillure results In oss of the protection function and (21 re
noval from service of any component or 
hlinnel does not result In loss of the re

luIred minimum redurndancy unless the ac
eptable reliability of operation of the 
)rotecrIon system can be otherwiso delmon
trited. The protection avystemn shall be de
signed to permit periodic testing of Its func
tiOlnllg when the reactor Is In operation.  
neluding a capability to test channels in
lependeently to determine failures and losse:s 

of redundtancy that may have occurred.  
Criterion 22z Protcrtion system Indcpcnd

Clare. The prolectloln system shall be de
signed to assure that the effects of nattirsi 
phenomena. and of normal operating, mnin
tenance, testing, and postutlated accident 
conditions on redundant clhannels do not 
result In loss of the protection futnctlon. or 
shdall be denionst.rated to be acceptable onl 
some other deinted basis. Design techniqluez, 
such as functiolil diversity or diversity lit 
component design mad principles of opera
tion, shall be used to tile extent practical Zo 

prevent loss of the protection fune Ion.  
Criterion 23-Profection systcmt fuihlrc 

vlodc.,. The protection systenm shall be de.  
signed to fall into a safe state or into a slate 
demonstrated tobe acceptable on some other 

defiled basis If conditions such as discon

nection of the syatemn. loss of energy le.g..  
electric power. ins$trument air), or postulatCd 
adverse environments (e.g., extreme hleat or 
cold. fire. pressure, steam, water. and radia
tion) are experienced.  

Criterion 24-Scliaration of protection and 
eo elfot .xy.tents. The prutecLion system shall 
be separated from control sysemns to thle ex

teut that failure of anly single control system 
compnolent or channel, or failuro or removal 

from service of any single prolection system 
component or channel which Is comnlon to 

the conltrnl and protection systems leaves in

lact a system satisfying nll reliabllity, re

cltudancy. and indepenldenee requirements 
of the protecLion system. IntcrConllclcIIntl of 
the protection alid control &ystetns shall be 
limited so as to assure that safety Is not Mig
sailcantly impaired.  

SCritCrioln 25-ProtietiOnl sy.stei reqluire
rnect.q for rcactiz-fty control inalfunction.z.  
Tile protection systemn shall be designed to 

:issure that specified acceptable fuc. d'sign 
limits are not. exceeded for any single na;:
lunctioln of the reactivity control ',5tel,5 
such as accidental withdrawal (not ejection 
or dropotut) of control rods or tulrpt)anlied 
dilutiont of soluble poison.  

Criterion 2G-Rcaetirity control siy.ls:it re

ditndanep and capability. Two Independent 
reactivIty control systemns of dtffereilt design 
principles and preferably including a positive 
mechanical means for Ituterling control rods.  
shall be provided. Each system slhall have I lie 
capability to control the rate of reactivity 
chanSges resulting from planned, noirlntl 
power chianges (including xenon lbtarnout; t~o 
assure acceptable fuel design limits are not 
exceeded. One of the systems shall be caps
lai of reliably controlling reactivity clhaiiges 
to assure t:sat untder conditions of normal 

operations. including anticipated operational 
occurrences, and with appropriate marcin 

for msalftunctions such a- stuck rods. spedl
fled acceptable fuiel design limits are not ex

ceeded. One Of the systems shall be cnp:lble 
of holding thle reactor core subcritical under 

cold conditions.  
Critfrfolt 27-Combined reartir~it! conitro 

syst ems capability. The reactivity control 

systems shall be designed to have a combined 
capability. In conj*.lnction with poison addU
tiots by the emergency core cooling system, 
of reliably controlling reactivity changes to 
assure that under postulated accident coal

dltions and with appropriate margin for 
stuck rods the capability to cool the core is 

mnaintailned.
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Crit'rion 28-RenCtirily limfis. The re

5, tivity control systnes shall be designed 

With appropriate limits on the potential 

:,.otlint and rate of reactivity Increase to as

hire that, the effects of postulated reactivity 

. etlentS Cail ]icither I I I resuit in damage to 

tihe' reactor coolant pressure boundary greater 

1ha:1 lilill ed local yielding nor (2) s£1llf

cithl iy (disturb the co2r. Its support struec

tttres or other reactor pressure vessel Inter

nnls :-, imnpair significantly the capability to 

e:,,l tie core. These postulated reactivity 

:;iCcilnlts shall inelude considcratlon of rnd 

,,ccjt ioni titlets prevented by posLitive 

ntea..In), rod dropout, stlean line rtipture.  
cht nges in reactor coolant temperature and 

prt.:Stlr,. and cald water addith•ni.  
Crilrrion 29-ProtcClion ognist uf tilici

pitlld operationlt occurrcrnC.l. The protec

tion and reactivity control systenis shall be 

desiencti to assure An exlreniely high prob

ahilit'y or accomplishiing their safety lilaut
t!ojs it, the event of anticipated operatioital 

oce,:rrences.  
IV. Flu" .zOytfciis 

Cm iferiod 3O-Qi•aitill; o/ rcot'tor etrolllit 

prcsi. •rc bOsiildary. Cnlolmtpoens whichi are 

part rtf the reactor coolanti pressure botildiry 

shall Ibe de.signed, fabricated. erected, and 

tested to the highest, quality standards prac

tical. ains shall he provided for detecting 

anid. to the ex~cnt practical. Identifying tile 

hoc':tion of the source of reactor coolatl 
leakit~c.  

Cr~ter;tilt ,31--Fra'L tirr preveintiont of rc

ctFor eoolant prr,esisre boutdanry. The reactor 

ctViitlit pres=sure bouiud:iry shall be designed 

with suiflicieit niargin to assure that when 

at res.ed tinder operal ing. maintenance. test

iit. and postulated Accident conditions {I) 

tin' ljoitndi:ry ibehaves in a noribrit It'e inainor 

aid 121 the probability of rapidly propa

ga':llg fractire is imininm•zed. The design 

.lt:il reflect c'"lsideratioi1 of service tempera

tires and oilier condilitnis of the botindoiry 

ni:'erial tinder o'perating. niaintellince. test,

Ilns. and pnotuatied accidelt c.,tdil Inits and 

t"l. ntnrert.'tlti.ies in determlining (I) mat'

rial properties, (2) the effects of Irradiation 

on material propertics. 031 residual, steady

st.,'c atld tr:ti.sie't ,tresses. and (4) size of 

illws.  
c'.,rerifl .2-,iiutir'io,, of reactor cooleatt 

pi',surc boulnda'ry. Comlponents which Art 

patr of the reactor cOolIain pressure hiolidary 

S11:tll Ie le,.:g:edl lo permit Iil periotdc in

sprctilon Ind its, ing of important nrcas and 

featttres if namsess htheir struclucal and lcnk

ti-"ht integrily. nnd f2) aii appropriate mate

rial surveillance program for the reactor 

prc..stire vessel.  
Criterion 3.3-RC clor roOllant leCktrip. A 

",t'em to supply re ictor coolant inakeutp for 

,,..,tection against sniall breaks in the re

t..or coolant pressnire boundary shall be 

provided. The system safety functlon shall 
be to assnre that specified acceptable fuel 

design limits are not exceeded as a result of 

reactor coolant loss dite to leaknge from tlie 

reactor coolant pressure boundary and rtip

ture of sntall piping or other small compo
nents which are part of the boundary. Tile 
sv.tens shall be designed to ansutre that for 

oiin.Ite electrical power system npe:'at!oli 

itsinling oirsite power Is iot available] and 

for tffsite electrical power s,'teitn opercit Inn 
im.stinting ondie power is riot avalanhlei the 

sysll•tn safety futilc?1irn ann tie accomnplished 

lsil:t tihe piplain, pnmps. and valves utecd tc 

maintain coolant, Inventory difring nnrinAl 

re-ucor operatholn.  
('"itcrion 3.1-rZesid ail hieit rcitotrtl. A sys

I.:1n to rerhove resithil hleat .r)iall be pro.  

, tied. Tile svsi,'ni safetv ftmictlol shlnl Ili 
1,, tr.ansfer lis.,ion p-ochtet decay heat ant 

iht t.ri resh:lttai heat frolo the reactor core na 

a ra'e s:!ch l.nat specified Acceptable filel 

- .t.*:ll 1i1t1ti and tile deiignt conlditionls o!
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the reactor coolant pressore boundary are 
not exceeded. c 

Suitable redundancy In components and a' 
features, and suttable lnterconnectlons, leak 
detection, and Isolation capabilitles shall be 
provided to assure that, for ,. .lte electrical 
power system operation (assuming oftslite 
power is not available) and for offslte clec
trical power system operation tassuminig on
site power Is not availablel the system safety 
ftunctilol can be accomplished. astiuming a 
single failure.  

Crifcrion 35 .Eirrgfen!I vorc reooting. A 
system to provide abundantt emergency 
core cooling shall be provided. The sysiein 
safetv function shall be to tr.ln.,fcr heit 
front'tire reactor core followitig .aliy lO.-i of 
coolant accident at a rate such that 1i) fuel 
And clad damage thlt cotuld interfere with 
continued eltective core coiltng is prevented 
and 12) clad metal-water reaction is linitmli 
to n,=glilgible amounits.  

Stitable redundancy in components and 
feattures. anad suiltaible In erconneetions. leak 
detection. Isola tion. and containtmeint cnapa
bilitics shall be provided to Assure that for 
Onisite elcctrlcal power system operation 4as
s.inini ollsite power Is not available) afil 
for oitsite electrical power system operation 
(a;sntinfing onsite power Is not a%,alablci the 
sy.tlem safety function can be accomplished, 
awssurning a single failire.  

Criterion 36-Inspection of emergency 
core. cnoling spsteft. The emergency core 

cooling system shall be designed to permitt 
periodic Inspection of important compo
nents. such as spray rings in the reactor 

pressure vessel., waler Injection nozzles. and 
filping. to assure the integrity and capability "of the system.  

Crilerion 37-Tesfing of enicrgca4%y core 
r cooling system. The emergency core cooling 

system shall be designed to permit nppro

* p'riae per. d.c presture and functional test
"lng• to nsstmre (Ii the structural and leak
E tight Integrity of Its components. M2) the 
operability and performance of the active 
ef¢,nponents of tlr system, and (3) the oper
abiliiy of the .istern, as a whole and. under 

* c:,nditions as Clo.e to desigln as practical, the 
-prforalnnce o. the full operational sequeniei 
th.!t bringls tihe system into operation, in
hcluding operatton of applicable portlotns of 

the protection system. the transfer between 
norniml and emergency power sources, aind 
t' tiCe operaLion of tme associated cooling water 

" sy .-: e: m.  
Crilcrion 38-Confail•lient heat rcmior't.  

"A system to remove heat from tire reactor 
COtlLainmetit shall le provided. Tihe system 

* s.-fety function shall be to reduce rapidly, 
C.01sistent with tile funetloning of other 
associated systems. the containment pres
sure and temperature following any loss-of.  
"coolant accident and maintailn tlem at; 
acceptably low levels.  

Suitable redundancy In components and 
feartures, and suitalale inltrconnetions. leak 
dcotection, Isolation. and containment cara
bllitles shall be provided to assure that for 
onsite elcctr!cal power system operation (as

- suming off.;Ite power is not Available) And 
for offsiti electrical power system operation 

r (;tsiuiLii oilto power is not availablel the 
_-'.stcin safety function can be acconilplha1ei.  
nasiiiiling a single faultr.  

Crfirrion 39-Iispcrtion o/ conteirinteCtn 
henIat r,'noral ta.lstem. Tihe contalinmnit he:it 
removol system shall be designed to permit 
periodic inspection of importanit componenlts.  
st•hlt as I lie leoins. sunips. spray nozzles, antI 
piping to assntre the lntegrity and capal)lliLy 
oif the systenm.  

Criterion 40fTosting of containinent heat 
rrnt'Iorial ,itin/.t'il. The containment heat re

I mot-al sý.;tcam shall be Jesigited to pernilt 
nppropriate periodlc pressure and ftincilonal 

I testing to assure i1) the structural and 
r leaktight Integrity of Its components, t2)

,he operability and performance of the active 
omponenits of the system, and !31 the oper
ilility of the system as a whole. and, under 

conditions As close to the design as practeal.  
the performance of the full operational se

quetce that brings the system into opera
tion. Including operation of applicable pot
tdiols of the protection system. the tr.ansfcr 

between normnal and emergency power 

sotrces, and the operation of the a.ociitt' 
cooling w.ater .ystem.  

Criterion 41--.Containment atnlil'•~err, 
elmrntinp. Systems to control fission prollcts.  

hydrnoen. oxvten, and other ibttjlir'ei 

whiclh may lbe rele.,ed into the reactor cmn

tallnmenfl shull be provided a.s ncce:ss;ry to 

reductc, e:t.n:t .ict- with the Ifn• tloning of 

ot1her asn;oclated systems, the concentrat'ln 

tind (ln;litv tif fis.-ion products released to 

th', elivironlnen: following poi-tuilted acci

4.cli.n. ht to c.lntrol the concentratlon of 

hydrrc-evn or oxy"een mid oither .:ubstances in 

the containnlent atmosphere foltowilg pos

tulated accidents to a-sure that contmauticitn 
integrity In maintained.  

Fnacl system shall have htliiable reditl

dancy in c"•fnlitni.s and featurc:;. and suit
nAlc linterconncctinns. leak (ietectionl. sola

tliOn. and eontaillnent capabilities to Assure 

that for onslte electrical power system oper

atlon lassuming offslte power is not avail

attet anAd for offsite electrical power systemn 

optratlon (assuming onsite power Is not 

available) Its Faftty function can be accom

plsllhed. assuming a single failure.  

Criterion 42.---nispcrfion of contli n,.net 

alylno.ieCrC r1ranltip s!.stctin3. The contain

ment atmosphere cleanup systeis shall be 

designed to permit periodic inspection of lii

port'-tft components. such as fitter frames.  

ducts, and plplig to tasure the Integrity And(1 

cnapblItlty of the systems.  

Criterion 4.-ToStfriq of confainniii t et

mnosp~isre elenlelp s •sttms. 'he contrlnment 
ntnios.piere cletnup systems shnal be designed 

to permit Appropriate periodic pres.sure and 

funleihi'al ter*I ng ton assure (I1 the strue

tiral and leaktlelit lnite.:rtty of its coripto

nntls. (2) tlie operab;l:ty and rerforlivnice 

of the active compnnents of the systems siich 

as fans. filters, dampers, pumps. aid valves 

And (3) the operability of the systenis as a 

while anid, tinder conditions as clodo to dile 

sign.p As practical. the performance of the full 

oper:atlonal sequence that brings "the itys

tems Into operation. liclindiiig operation of 

applicable portions of the protection sys

tem. the transfer between normal and enter

gency power nrtirces, and the operation of 
ascati st e li systlems.  

Critcriont 44-Cooling wafer. A system to 

transfer heal. front structures. systems, and 

components Important to safety. to an nltl

mate heat sink shall be provided. 77he system 

sitfety function shall be to transfer the comn

blned heat. load of these structures. systems.  

nnd components under normal operating and 

accident conditions.  

Suitable redund:'ney In compionents and 

features, and sutlable Interconneictios, leak 

dctectlin. and Isolation capablllties shall 

be provides to assure that for onsite elect ri

cal power system operatior lassuming off

site power is not available) and for offsile 

electrical power system operatioil I nssutniltt 

oniltc power Is not available) the s.i1iciii 

safety fulnctiotn can be acconmpliich.ed, -

slimilg a shictle failure.  

CrtiCr'.it 45.-Insprection of croelnq i.-cer 

.qitnt'lfi. 'Khe cooling water sy.tem %haill te tie.  

silgned to permit periodic Inspection of in)

'sortanit conpomleunits. such as heat exehatteers 
and pitpitoi. to assurc the lIntegrity and Ca

paliltty of thle vsviin.  

Criterion 4G -T7sting of eooling in.. ': Y

teltl. The eoolin-, water systemi ,hall :)(. rie

signed to permit appropriate pIeriodlc pre:,

sure AndI funetional te.-tling to ass1nre ( I the
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sstructntirl and le 1:tigit Integrity of its conm- tal 

ponents. M2 the ofic-t,bility antid the perforni- ci: 

a!Iec of tile active componetifts of the .svsteln. ac 

,%ld 13) the operability of the System as Z 

whiolc and. tinder conditions -is close to de- sic 

sign us practical. the performance of thle full OU 

opterat ital sequence that brings thle systeml 

into operation for reactor shutdown and for at 

Viss-oi-coolttint accidents. itichuding opera- cc, 

iOtn or appittcabl port(Ions Of the protetwlni 

c-v:-tcst and the trancsfer bet ween norntat and S-i 

cninwrgrtcy power sources.sI 

V. Reactor Conta"I'ttnClitn 

TLC,, react or ckcnt.,tinclhc't. structtttC. Includi- a 

m4 ncrcss openttfl!. jpp e~r:LItCt.'3 and the r 

cni'iilzitniet heat rorronvnl sy-yr. e shall beC ) 

dclci-c:irtl s.) that1.11he cocita"VUilicil stra^1.11rC .1

anti 1,.s internal ennipanrtniprcs cann:cni 

icitili! . Wilhtiont enreditinc tl:hoCt~ lo:ck

:iee rae anld, withi e'.-!itCirtt tntrgif.' tile 

cclvcilinted 1 :e~sstirc and I ecfporal.ire. c"..,i 

tiolistrestlting rma, vl~~.~ciln : 

cideut. This cniarfzin .1hall reflect cc-i.ccdtlCr

h lo (ýf III the eflerts cf l1 .or-n,.iat cicr~y 

i:ccroe.; whir't lave not heen lnclttcide In 1hc 

deieCniinatioht of thie peak c~.snliti ios. sitth 
:5 tirgyInsteam cenernltors and energy 

froin xinctn.w'.ter and nthter ethcm~c:l reac

t iont that Inaw., res'tlt fr~om dietrattctt :crit-r 

retireF Core coalifle !uncticlw :.f t' the ilint'I

ittti cperieflce an`tI cxnerittiilV'.1Ol cat ar.mil

as'tC for doflitifln accident? r!-nnirttttTand 
rcr' iciiitrcponser. -and 131 thle coil

si-rvitisrn of tile Maci~t~t. iode antid 

"i"Crt. no 51-Frarir ace c-vr~tinf of -nlt

taitivr'1Ct Cprc5xitrt- r!n'r1,,rtit. The reactor 

tifIMCin'- nIlaramini to a- re that uidOc- oper

atici. 11aint1.1011anCfe. tc-tti't-. and ponstutln..d 

aidLCOnclItItiS3 f I) Its ferrltiC mt,~l 

beltave In t a nntihrivl C manner and t21 the 

proba!iJttty of rapidly propagatting fraCtlTO 

!s =iimi7-ed. The desteti shall reflect conl

sidentitol of servIce temnperatuire., anid other 

conctctiotis at the containment bounodary ma

t criii during operatiion. mainteflat-e. te--, 

ill!!. AIdt postulated necident conditions. n0ie 

l! ,e lctirertal titles InI determinling (Ii zIt tv' 

rial properties . (2) residual. steady-state. auct 

t~rtitietit stresses. and 13) .12(l of flaws

Ctit crfo 52-Capa~ift! for contlitini cclf 

Ieaka ae ;a cIC test ~ing. The react or Colltta imitinri 

acnd other equipment. which maty l1w sub~ec'ed 

to coniaifiment test conditions MhIMt be de

:iriede so that poriodic inet-crate~d Icaknce 

taetestintg can ne condi,:rted at contain

Crif criflS 53-Prry-ti('fls for cl i iitf 

f-r- 1ci an ni nsp~ection.- Thle reactor conftain.  

3110ct shrill lie deslened to permit it) inspeC

t Ion 01 all Important areas, such as penetra

lions. 12) an1 appropriate surveillance pro

rrant. acid (3) periodic testing at contain

nientc design prcessure of the lelkti.0htless of 

1 ,t-ltiCratioits whiich have resilient seals and 

ex-p-oisioi bellows.  

coninli infli . Filling systems penct-rnting 

prnixrsyV reactor containlmenlt shall be pro.  

vided with teal: detýctfin. Isolati~n, and con.

ki suittatt. Capabilities having. reduntdancy. re

liability nv aid pertfirniatiCe capabliltities %%,]icit 

reflect. tile Importwifce to safety of I.solatiiig 

thes~e piping systeins. Stich pipiing systems 

shall "e desietiold withi a capablility to test 

pertodically the oporability of the Isolationl 

v~illvC acid as;oclatcd apparatus and to deter

itine If valvc lcaknage is wititili acceptablel 

Criteritun 55-Recuttot coolant presstifc 

brcwrtcclar! peciitratinfg containvrneitf. Each 

hIl hat OwIs part of th e reactor coolant pres

sure boundary and thiat peltetrates primary 

reac;oC contaitnmenit shall be provided with 

cocctwiinmeit, Isolation valves w, follows. uni 

l.it1 can he demonstrated that the con-

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

va-tiiet Isolation provisions foi a specific to 

:ss of line--. such a-, Instrument lines. are ina 

ceplahie on sonic other definied basis; alt 

It) One locked closed Isolatilon valve hIl- ciii 

tic and cite locked closed Isolatioin valve ch' 

toide contnalutntetl or Su 

,-) ocie atitomatIC isolationl valve Itnside Vot 

Id one locked closed Isolationt valve outside co 

,tiniantinett or Ian 

M3 One lockced closed vnioaticii valve lii- cu 

d~e acid one automatic Isolation valve out. its 

de containmienit. A rlmplcl check valve may Ile 

ot he usedc ru; the automiatic Isolaititon valve 

utltidcenniaillimenut or al 

(4) OttO autumnatic isoahohin valve tinside at 

cct wuci auitomatic IsolSiloin valve outside rae 

untnintinent. A qrim)le choeck valve may tiot c-i 

c it~cd as the inuottiatic Isolatitit valve out- 11 

.dc contniinen'fi. dl 

4Otatnn valves outlAde Containimenit shall he ' 

iccated I- cl--e to cocantatmeru, as practical i 

ttd iipoit loss of actitatint- power. atutonititto 

.,olhoti vailves sltalt be drs~ctiid tn lakte the P) 

.utl:i tt provides; ereattrr safety. i 

Other approprIate requicownt- to milnI

tinte tile ptrobaialiity or conseltiencrs of an l 

accidental ritticire v: iltese title.; or of lines I 

:oniiectied to themn shalt be provided as 

lece.ssary to uicsure adequate safely. Deter

ttittltticci of the apprrcprintettess of tlira c
ccflitivotiioit~s. Fucl as bifthor quality In c 

tesitta. falbricrittanf. and tesciott. additional 

provisions for in-ýervice inspcction. prote- I 
liotn atai not niore severe itatur.th plienometia., 

amid aicldittonal Isolationi valv-es anti contain

meitt. shall Iticlude conreiderati on of the pop- I 

titlnatit cleisity. use characrteris*les. and ' 

nhvslcal etiaratctristics of thle site entvironis 

tion. E~ach line that conltecc5 directly to the 

conttt.nmet~C a'niosfihrr, ond pe netrates 

primtarv reactor conttaintment shialt be pro

%-.deci with convtit-mhtnt. is~toano valves; as 

1,,Ilow%. untless It can be ctcitiiqti~rated thtat 

tme ront-~tinvtent icltotprovisions for a 

5ýpmf~ilc clas's of lines. such ai Instrutment.  

1*Ituie. rare accept5a5lC oil some otherc dennetd 
b~asis: 

Wt One locked elat)ed Isolat.'on valve In

side ,:ict one locked vItc.z'd tsolatioii val**e 

ott 'i'Id cotttainnienn' or 

121 One acttornuaic Isolalioti valre InsdirI 

aclid one loclmO'I elated isolation valve outt

ldiC cointaltifli.'t: or 
MS One locked closed Isolation valv-e in

side and one altitoiltic IC solationt valve out

side contaiinmenlt. A simiple hell,;? valve Mtay 

not be used as the autoilnttic IsoItliot valve 

out sicLd rntalnmtcnimet: or 
(41 One automatIC Isolation valv-e ins~dC 

and oltO automatic Isolationi valke outtiede 

contaitnment. A simple checkd valve may not 

be tsed as the autiomaitic Isolation valve cut

side conitauinment.  

isolation i-atlves oumtside contattinment shalt 

be located a~s close to the conta~inimlent as 

practical atid uponit lss of acttuatting power.  
automati!C isolnalt.o valves shall be dec-lried 

to take the poslt~ot thtat provides greater 

ruh.E:clt Hue that peiit-raitC5 primairy re

actor cozttaiihimeit aiid is necither part of tile 

reactoir coolatnt pressure boundary nor con

nected directly to the contauinmtenit atmos

pitere Shtall have ait least one Containmtenit

Isolatlion valve which &hall be either auto

nmatic. or locked closed, or capable of remote 

muanuail operaitioni. This valve shall lie out

sideC contatinment and located as close to the 

con tainnitent as practical. A slinple check 

valve may notý be used its tlte Alutoma~tic 

Isolationl valve.  

Vt'. Fuel and Radioaftirify Control 

Criterionl GO-ContrCol of -elcacsC of radio

ioctiti tinatcrials to VICecnrirontifLt. The nu.

clear power unit design shall Include means
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con'rul suitably the release of radioactive 
,erials In gaseous and liquid effluents 

(I to handle radioactive solid wastes pro.  

ccci during normal reactor operation, inl

idzing anticipated operAtilotil occurrenlces.  
Mlcient holdup capacity shialt be provcided 

rrecleitiOlli Of gaseous and liquid ellluentA 

lit-ining radloactive materials. paruccc

rty where utnfavorable site enivironmntil"M 
nciitions carn be exliected to InnatOe lii

Inai operationial lilnlitatlillts uponl thc re

n-c of suich eilliCntit to tile clivirninlicilt.  
Cc~ii.1iolt 61 -Fule storagec eand 1' andlirc' 

idrudionccitriti con trot. Tile flick stoirat'
Ici .,Itclittg. radioactive waste. anti other 

stOpls whihel ma.y colntain raditlactivity 
ialt he designe~d ito assure adequiate L-tfctv 
ndor miin~land p[cs~tutla ect acident run

d~ulls. The-Se 1,Yst lc"I sicatll be dec-:gtcd II 

ith a capability to jertinit inspect ion and 
*stitcag (,f rnncptjicetIts inttriparttl to Safety.  

2 ,1 w i .I s usictl ab le s hc i elhd ino g f or ra d sta ant 

rteti-cuolt. 1:1 tintn aot it:e con:.1"l-: 

4 P wi: h a re-hIidul licct. reno at Wt l bahilcic 
avillo rini ahi v anid !us hi o re

Iee's the I ntp~rta iice to qs.IffetY clec "iY c-I t 
.nd atoler r-~tduntl heat retnota.*l. anid 151 

n preven't Stlttiiiit-Ott recduct ion in lintt 

:ora~tc coccttit lctve*.Cury und..r arc::de::t 
-ondit culv.  

Crce'r011 6..trrf.olif "tiih! i 

une ttoranc rand hiandtitiic. Crlt.'calitY In thec 

ici-i ston:ige aito. I):"'(; ,ill', _ýnc-:.ni shall b~e 

irevotited by pliy-4,cal sm-sicinis or prroceza-iso.  
ire fera b ly b v I .Ie o f *g eo m etri va ll:. Fa ', 
otifieTatlm lot%:,.  
Criteri ont 0 - oitoit f utin and Trrat'i 

foragpr. Apprropriate sy'.;*ms shall be pro
vicled in fuel storagr amid rael,,active lv:,,V' 
:ic-tets and as-o~tdladit arcrasci 

Lodeterct coniditioiIs tha't many reichit It, I.'-A 

of residutal lIn-t rrcncval re:nIXIStlty 111 cs
crssove radiation levesr-id (n- 21 to Initiate 
apprnpnirate sarety act bits.  

CrjterInf G6t.iotitOn-ir7 radlnar!4i'ft!/ rr

?ac-Means shall be iprre.-Idcd for mactiter
Ing~ thle reactor conti -- 4telit atnic~phert-.  
I-paees containiitgf eomolfl ntetlt fur ri-ciretila
tion or lesftO ! it a r 'dc l "t flccid. . e 'f:t
emit. dieh r plits. n111( thle pattnt environs 

p~.-r rwval:.caIit itvii 111:11, 11a1v hi- rec~cised front 

n or m acl Ol t-1 n ' r - Itt l i n;:: ; n - ::t ' 

oeainloecitr-ettet-'. atnd f~r.-n pto. ttt!:i'ed 
aeccidentis.  

(SeOs. 101. tR2. Ga C1a. 48. P51 4 2 U SC.  

()I1. L232)2 
Datectj It IV.sI-flihi-lon DC.. thi~s 10111 

day of Febrttary 107 1.  

ror the Atomic FEncrn~y CoImm'ssionI.  

WV. 13. Me-fCOOL..  

Secretary ol the CocnytltySiO?l.  

IVP. Dtic.71 2370 Flied 2-19--71:8:48 ani 

Title 14-AERONAUTICS AND 
SPACE 

Chapter I-Federal Aviation Adminis

tration, Department of Transpertation 

(Dockcet No. 71-EA-hL3: Arnnt. 3D-1 13551 

PART 39-AIRWORTHINESS 
DIRECTIVES 

Americun Aviation Corp.  

The Federal Aviation Administration N 

amending j 39.13 of Part 39 of the Fcd

eral Aviation Regulation-s so as to issue 

an airworthiness directive at icib~l~ ll) to
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CONTENTION TC-2: 'EXHIBIT 17 

Letter from Donna B. Alexander, CP&L, to U.S.  
NRC (October 15, 199), enclosing letter from Scott 
H. Pellet, Holtec International, to Steven Edwards, 

CP&L (October 11, 1999)
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W&A' OCT 15 1999

comraw Poa & ught Coman SERAL: MNP-99-156 
Hams Nudeor Planr 
PO Bo[ 165 
No till NC 27562 

United States Nuclear Regulatoly CoMmissiOn 

ATrINTON: Documcnt Control Desk 

Washington, DC 20555 

SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

DOCKEr NO. 50-4Mi ENSE NO. NPF-63 

SUPP"EMENrrAL INFORMATION REGARDING THE 

LICNSE ANM40DMINT REQUEST TO PLACE HN 

SPENT FUEL POOLS "C' AND 1D' IN SERVICIE 

Dcar Sit or Madam: 

Enclosure a or the HNP license amendment request (ra. SERIAL. lJIN-98-188, daled December 

23, 1998) provided a detai-led Alhemative Plan ror dt onmraing complanco wit ASME 130ier 

& Priessure Vessel Code requiremntans for spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system piping in 

accordance with 10 CFK 50.55a(a)(3)(X). By latter dwAko March 24,1999, te NRC issued a 

"pequst for additional information (RAI) related to fte Harrs Nuciemt Plant (HMN license 

arnu-dbcien requcsE to place spont fuel pools C and D in =evice- 'Thc March 24, 1999 RAT 

included it request to identify each or the embedded field welds withitt the scope of tho 

Alrenlative Plan. The 1UNP response (ref. SRIAL: HNP-9969, dwed Apil 30,1999) 

provided a field weld matrix which identified the field welds to be inspeotd by using a high 

resolution rmnote video cwnrar. The sample 4ia= was selected based on a feasibility walkdown, 

with rho camera vendor. CF'&L has continued, however, to invesfigate alternativc inspecuion 

methods with other vendors. Through these cfforts with another vendor. CI'&L has successfully 

Meformed a remot, camer- inspection of all 15 .b.d..d fild welds .uded within the scope 

oftlhe Altermaive Plan. In the course of the iispection, two field welds (2-SP-.-. W-3 and 2-S3

I -r-W-6) which were aot 46zbedded in concretc, but within the scope of the Alternvatv Pian, 

werc cut out to facilitat removal of piping To provide access for the camera Lnspecions. An 

updlated field weld matrix will be provided to reflect the wrnoval of these two welds and the 

inspection of all 15 embedded field welds.  

In addition, by letter dated April 29, 1999, te NRC issued an RAI related to the criticality 

control provisions in the HNP license nadmnenmat ques. Tuan I of this RAT requested 

information regrding a postulated fresh fuel assembly ._sloading event. As a supplment to our 

June 14, 1999 responso Wref. SERIAL: IINp-99-094) w requested htem I of-the RAI we had our 

vendor, Holicc International, pcrfomm additional fuel assembly misO3dilng analyses. The results 

of these analyses arc included u an lnclosust to this lemttr. These analyses demonsii•te That 

criticality will not occur as a result of the postulated misloading of a fresh fuel assembly in the 

spi it fuel storage racUs for HNP pools C and 1).

5413 Sh•aron Htrns R0od NOW 1ill NC
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DOCi~rfefl Control D)Csk 
SEIA iHNP-9-1 56 
Page 2 

This inforinadO0iol)sProvided as 2 iuPPICmCi1L to ouFr.)eCemr&bcr 23. 1998 lcense arnendmmn 

requcst and does not chainge ONr initiAl dcemirrliatioll that the proposed license minedMeril 

repr~mflL a nlo signflicati~ hazarcb cOflsldCE.tion 

Pleabe refer any qucstjous rggardlitg the cnclosed. inflormation to Mr. ScEve Edwmrds at (91~9) 

362-2498.  
Siwxvrly, 

Domia B. Alexander 
Manager, Ragazlarory Arfairs 
Haii s Nuclear Plant 

YKWSikws 

EncloswIr: 

C: (all w/ Enclosure) 

Mr. 5. B. Brady. NRC Senior Rcsidmt LIflPeCC~r 
Wr MCI Fly, N.C. DEHRM 

Mr. R. L. Laufer. NRC Projec 14029cr 

Mr. L- A. ftyes, NRC RegionAl AdiuinisrtMOr - ROi~gOn H
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T-334 P-06/06 F-643

HOI&K Cenltcr, 555 LnitlnOf Drive 'ASi, Marilton, NJ 08053 

- - Telephone (609) 797-0900 

HO0L T EC rax (609) 797-0909 

INTERNATIONAL 

October 111 1999 

*~(.:Steven Edwards 
Mnmager of Projects 
carolina Power & Lizht CompanY 
itarris Nudle" Plant 
P.O. B~ox 165 
M'w 11111 NC 27562 

F-efcroaccs: Holrce Projec-t 70324 
CP&L ConI)rctXA7000024 

Sizbjceel: Additional Criticality Analysis Rcsulcs 

Dcar Mr. E~dward% 

Per .your request, and in suppontofmth recent NRC RAUs pertaining to the Criticality evahlations 

0pcfmd for fuel-storage in pools C and 1), we higve performed additional analysces 

W~A #1 from the NRC Sutad that an evaluation of a Wue assembly misloading event should be 

analyzed. 1101tec5 previous response drew upo earlier spent fuel rack evaluations andi stated 

tha the k,1rwould reman below 0.95 with a minimum of 400 ppm soluble baron in tibs pool.  

hs a siupplemuent to this resporse. Holtec butcrnatiofal has performed additional analyses for Thu 

Iaulis Spent Fuel Pools C and D) to determine the unount of soluble boron requi"u to maintain 

k11fbalow 0U9 with a misloaded fresh PWR fuel assswbly- The results of this analysis are 

Swummaized herm.  

'rho jnadvertefl Mtisoding of a fireh PWR fuel assembly into Hard* Pools C aud 1) was 

analyzed tusing MCNP4A and CASMO-3. A deltasmciu for fto misloading event. was calculated 

wrn MCI'W and this delta-ks~r was applied to the maximum lqiu in The liccusiag agncudmcaT, 

report (LAIL) to determittw the maxmumf kipr under doe risloading scenario. This accident 

sccnanal consisted of a single 5 wt.% 23U1 PWR firsh tiud assembly misloaded into the PWRL 

mcack surrounded by fuiel of niaximumt tcactivity as determined by Othc bunrnup and oudcluncat 

aurve in the LAIL. The kifr for the PWR racks with the mislooded fresh assembly, witbout raýking 

=rdit for MQubIC Woon, was determined to be 0.9916 with a 950/o/95% confidecec level.
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I Io1tec Cenia. 555 Liraln Drive Wesr, Matron, N 08053 

H 0 L T E C Tephon (609) 797-09 
I N E RN A 10 A LFax (6091 797-0900q 

INTERNATIONAL 7700 

Mr. Stcvcn Edwards 
Carolina Power & Light Company 
Page 2 

A accond scnaria was also analyzed i4 which the fresh S wL% 23U pWR fuel assembly was 
placed in a PWR storage cell adjacent to the BWR stoaoe racks. The PWR and BWR racks were 
filled with fuel of maximum permissible reactivity. The kmf for this scenuaio with the mnisloadcd 
fresh 5 wt% UJ PWR fue&1 assembly. without (akdng credit for soluble boron, was 0.9932 with a 
95%1/95% confidunca level.  

These results cluarly demonstrate that the spent fuel pool will reain subcritical even with a 
fresh 5 wt.% 23SU PWR Irbel assembly misloadod in The PWR racks.  

The April 1978 NRC lettcr to All Power Reactor Licensees states that "The double contingency 
principle ofANS1 N-16.1-1975 shall be applied. It shall require two unhlkely, independent.  
concurret events to produce a criticality aecidenLt" Consistent with this approach. credit for 
soluble boron, which is normally in the spont ucl pool, was taken when the misloadcd flesh 5 
*L.% "1 PWR fuel was analyzed. It was dcrmincd ewt the maximum kw for fte misloading 
accident is 0.9352 with 400 ppm soluble boron ian the spnt fuel pool water. Therefom, th 
minmum amount of soluble boron rcquired to maintain 1Ki lass than the regulatory limiL of 0.95 
under all postulated abnormal and accident conditions is 400 ppm.  

Additional calculations were also performed to determine thO Irk for f ahe misloading accident 
with 1000 and 2000 ppm soluble boron in the spent fuel pool water. The maximum kir was 
calculated to bo 0.8671 and 0.7783 for UhC 1000 and 2000 ppm respectively. Thces results 
dcmonstrac that. there is considcrabla un-credited maargin in the criticality analysis of Harris 
Spent Fuel Pools C and D.  

If you have any questions'please feel free to conlact mr.  

Sincertly, 

Scott H. Pellet 
Project Manager 

cc: Holtec Engineering File 80964 
MIoT= Contracts Milc

Documecnt ID: 80964SP I

S. ... . .. J .. . ...
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

June 25, 1999 

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 99-21: RECENT PLANT EVENTS CAUSED BY HUMAN 

PERFORMANCE ERRORS 

Addressees 

All holders of licenses for nuclear power, test, and research reactors.  

Purpose 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this information notice to ale 

addressees to a recently apparent increase in human performance weaknesses that have 

resulted in plant transients. It is expected that recipients will review the informat 

applicability to their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate, to prevent a s 

occurrence. However, suggestions contained in this information notice are not NRC 

requirements; therefore, no specific action or written response to this notice is requ 

Description of Circumstances 

Salem Unit 1 

At 1:38 a.m. on February 28, 1999, the Salem Unit 1 reactor automatically shut down be 

of a low bearing oil pressure turbine trip. The unit was operating at 60-percent powe 

the shutdown and was being maintained at this power to allow troubleshooting to be per 

on a main feedwater pump. Preparations were also being made to allow maintenance to r 

a leaking main turbine lube oil cooler. One of the two oil coolers had developed a le 

previous shift, and the operators were adjusting the position of a cooler isolation va 

attempt to more tightly close the valve.  

While adjusting the isolation valve, the operators inadvertently positioned the valve 

seat, allowing oil from the in-service cooler to enter the partially drained out-of-se 

This diverted flow caused a momentary drop in the turbine bearing oil pressure and res 

the automatic main turbine trip and subsequent reactor trip.  

The cause of the transient has been attributed to misoperation of the cooler isolation 

The valve used to swap the main turbine lube oil coolers is a Schutte & Koerting six-w 

isolation valve. This type of valve is only used for the main turbine lube oil cooler 

Units 1 and 2, and the valve is operated very infrequently. The operators did not kno 

attempts to more tightly close the valve would result in moving the valve off its clos 

9906280086 
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The operators responded to the automatic shutdown as directed by the plant's emergency 

operating procedures and the unit was stabilized in a shutdown condition.  

Diablo Canyon Unit 1 

At 5:06 p.m. on February 25, 1999, the Unit 1 annunciator alarmed in the control room 

"Spent Fuel Pool Level/Temperature." Operators verified the alarm by checking the pla 

computer, which indicated an elevated temperature of 125 degrees F in the spent fuel p

3/17/00 12:54 PMI oF 4
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The shift foreman dispatched a nuclear operator to the spent fuel pool area. The nucl 
operator noted that the local spent fuel pool temperature gauge indicated 126 degrees 
nuclear operator subsequently found that spent fuel pool pump 1-2 was not operating as 
expected and restarted the pump at the direction of the shift foreman.  

The licensee's investigation into the event revealed that operator logs prepared earli 
February 25, 1999, had verified that the spent fuel pool pump 1-2 was operating as req 
and that spent fuel pool temperature was 100 degrees F. Further investigation reveale 
during the day, relay CIAX-H was replaced. This relay was associated with the contain 
Phase A isolation signal. The control circuit associated with the CIAX relay trips th 
pool cooling pumps during an accident scenario to prevent overloading of the emergency 
generators. The relay had been replaced at approximately 1 p.m., and as a result, spe 
pool cooling had been lost for approximately 4 hours before the high level/temperature 
was received in the control room. Licensee engineers determined that the spent fuel p 
heatup rate was approximately 8 degrees F per hour and would have resulted in spent fu 
boiling after approximately 16 hours.  

A review of the work order associated with the relay replacement revealed that the cle 
associated with the procedure did not contain any precautions or limitations to notify 
operators of the trip of the spent fuel pool cooling pump as a result of removal of th 
The pre-job briefing apparently did not identify the condition, nor were the operators 
electricians who performed the relay replacement aware of the resultant condition of t 
spent fuel pool cooling pumps.  

A second factor that appears to have contributed to the duration of the event was a la 
controls or indications in the control room of the status of the spent fuel pool cooli 
temperature of the spent fuel pool, or the level of the spent fuel pool, other than t 
aforementioned level/temperature alarm. These indications and controls were available 
in the spent fuel pool area but, as directed by plant procedures, were required to be 
and logged only once every 12 hours during operator rounds.  

Vogtle Unit 2 

At 2:07 a.m. on March 2, 1999, operators manually shut down the Unit 2 reactor from 
100-percent power because of an observed low water level in the #3 steam generator and 

IN 99-21 
June 25, 1999 
Page 3 of 5 

concurrent alarm of the "Steam Flow/Feed Flow Mismatch" annunciator. The cause of the 
decrease was due to the unexpected closing of the Unit 2 loop 3 main feedwater isolati 
The loop 3 main feedwater isolation valve closed because plant equipment operators 
mistakenly pulled the control power fuses to the Unit 2 isolation valve while hanging 
clearance tag on the Unit 1 isolation valve.  

Following the event, the licensee initiated a root cause analysis to determine the cau 
operator performance errors and determined that multiple factors contributed to the ev 
as failure to implement self-checking using the dual concurrent verification (i.e., bo 
were present, performed the function, and verified the correctness of the actions); la 
feedback between the operators regarding the complete component identification tag num 
including unit designation; and work schedule factors (one of the operators was workin 
sixth 12-hour shift of nine scheduled consecutive twelve hour shifts).  

San Onofre Unit 2

3/17/00 12:54 PM2 of 4
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At 9:59 a.m. on February 1, 1999, a loss of shutdown cooling occurred at San Onofre Un 

The unit was in mode 6 and refueling was in progress. Before the event occurred, the 

4.16-kV vital bus 2A04 was being fed from the offsite transmission system by the unit 

transformer. Train A bus 2A04 was the protected supply to the operating shutdown cool 

pump and to the containment spray pump which was providing spent fuel pool cooling.  

At the time of the event, the licensee was implementing a clearance order to facilitat 

maintenance on the reserve auxiliary transformer, which was an alternate power supply 

Train A 4.1-kV bus 2A04. The clearance called for racking out the already opened Trai 

4.16-kV breaker to the reserve auxiliary transformer. In preparation for the activiti 

reserve auxiliary transformer was disconnected from the switchyard and all three groun 

disconnect switches on the primary side of the transformer (220-kV side) were closed.  

Subsequently, while attempting to rack out the breaker, electricians performing the wo 

that the breaker was stuck and would not disengage.  

Licensee personnel involved with the evolution discussed the matter and incorrectly co 

that discharging the closing springs would prevent the breaker from inadvertently clos 

attempting to again rack out the breaker. The operators and electricians involved in 

believed that pushing a lever that discharges the closing springs would not cause the 

close. They based this belief on previous experience with using this button while the 

was in the racked-out position and not having the breaker close as a result. However, 

electricians performed the action on the racked-in breaker, the breaker did close. Th 

in the grounded high side of the reserve auxiliary transformer becoming a near-infinit 

the low side, which was being supplied by Bus 2A04 through the now closed breaker. Th 

created an undervoltage condition on Bus 2A04. All of the supply breakers for the aff 

tripped open, except for the breaker to the reserve transformer which was in an off no 

configuration due to the actions of the electricians.  

IN 99-21 
June 25, 1999 
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The standby emergency diesel generator automatically started but did not close onto th 

affected bus because of a protective relay lockout that prevented more than one feed t 

at any one time. The standby emergency diesel generator was not designed to be capabl 
maintaining bus voltage under these circumstances. As a result, the affected bus deen 

thereby causing a loss of the shutdown cooling and spent fuel pool cooling functions 
approximately 26 minutes.  

Following the event, the licensee initiated an investigation and determined that the p 

directing the grounding of the high side of the reserve auxiliary breaker before racki 

4.16-kV breakers was inadequate in that the order of the activities should have been r 

Additionally, it was determined that although the plant personnel and management invol 

recognized the potential for serious consequences if the breaker inadvertently closed, 
planning and control of the evolution did not adequately reflect the increase in risk 
with these activities.  

Discussion 

The NRC has noticed an apparent increase in human performance related events that have 
resulted in plant transients. The four examples described above represent a sample of 
recent events in which human performance played a key role, and each highlights the no 
challenges that human performance weaknesses may present to plant operation. The 
importance of human error in determining risk from nuclear power plants is well known 
discussed in NUREG/CR-5319, "Risk Sensitivity to Human Error", April 1989. NUREG/CR-5
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"Risk Sensitivity to Human Error in the LaSalle PRA", March 1990, presents detailed ri 
sensitivity studies involving human performance that had previously shown notable sens 
risk to changes in human error probabilities. In light of these findings, there appea 
large risk incentive to ensuring that human performance does not degrade below the 
performance level assumed in the plant-specific probabilistic risk assessments and rem 
consistent with licensee management expectations.  

IN 99-21 
June 25, 1999 
Page 5 of 5 

This information notice requires no specific action or written response. However, rec 
reminded that they are required by 10 CFR 50.65 to take industry-wide operating experi 
(including information presented in NRC information notices) into consideration, when 
when setting goals and performing periodic evaluations. If you have any questions abo 
information in this notice, please contact one of the technical contacts listed below 
appropriate Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) project manager.

/s/ld by J..E. Lyons 
for Ledyard B. Marsh, Chief 

Events Assessment, Generic
and Non-Power Reactors Branch 

Division of Regulatory Improvement Programs 
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Technical contacts: Greg S. Galletti, NRR
301-415-1831

E-mail: gsg@nrc.gov

Nick Fields, NRR 
301-415-1173 
E-mail: enf@nrc.gov

Attachments: List of Recently Issued NRC Information Notices
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Date: 3/17/00 1:07 PM 
Sender: DaveL 
To: nancyburtonesq@hotmail.com 

irss@igc.apc.org 
Priority: Normal 
Subject: Millstone Documents 
Hello Nancy and Gordon: 

I spent several hours the past three days reviewing our files and collecting documents for use in the 
Millstone 3 spent fuel pool case. The attached listing covers the documents I may use to support 
Contentions 4, 5, and 6. I am mailing copies of every document on this listing to both of you.  

We should list these documents in our discovery response.  

I'll try to come up with a list of waht we should ask for in our discovery request.  

Thanks, 

Dave Lochbaum 
Nuclear Safety Engineer 
Union of Concerned Scientists 
1616 P Street NW Suite 310 
Washington, DC 20036 
(202) 332-0900 
(202) 332-0905 fax 
website: www.ucsusa.org 

Millstone 3 Discovery 
Documents.doc
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

September 3, 1997 

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 97-68: LOSS OF CONTROL OF DIVER IN A SPENT FUEL 
STORAGE POOL 

Addressees 

Holders of a facility license or construction permit issued for a power reactor 
pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50.  

Purpose 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this information notice 
to inform addressees of inadequacies in licensee control of work in a spent fuel 
storage pool at a power reactor facility which resulted in a diver getting close 
to very high radiation fields emanating from recently discharged spent fuel. It 
is expected that recipients will review the information in this notice for 
applicability to their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate, to avoid 
similar problems. However, suggestions contained in this information notice are 
not NRC requirements; therefore, no specific action or written response is 
required.  

Description of Circumstances 

On April 3, 1997, the Calvert Cliffs Unit 2 facility, owned and operated by 
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (the licensee), was in Mode 6 with reactor 
defueling on hold because of a malfunction of the Unit 2 fuel transfer system.  
The fourth in a series of diving activities to effect repairs to the fuel 
transfer system was conducted in the spent fuel pool. Previous dives had been 
made in the refueling cavity to repair the system. The diver entered the spent 
fuel pool at about 9:00 a.m. to commence work on an upender limit switch at the 
south end of the fuel transfer area, the only surveyed and authorized work area.  
The fuel transfer area runs the length of the west side of the Unit 2 spent fuel 
pool. No wall or shield (other than the pool water) separates the area from the 
fuel storage racks on the east side.  

As with the previous dives, normal diving controls were specified by a licensee
approved procedure and a job-specific radiation work permit. Multiple 
thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLDs) were attached to the diver's wrists, head, 
chest, back, and thighs and feet. Monitoring of the diverts dose was provided 
in real time with teledosimetry devices attached to his wrists, thighs (above 
knee), chest, and back. The diver was also provided with two radiation detector 
probes attached to a shaft approximately 76 cm (30 in) long for the purpose of 
surveying his immediate vicinity. Each teledosimetry device was set to alarm at 
the surface monitoring station on detecting an integrated dose of 1.0 mSv (100 
mrem) or a dose rate of 8.95 mSv/hr (895 mrem/hr) . Radiation protection (RP) 
technicians continuously 

9709020059 IN 97
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monitored the instrument readouts, and relayed the information through an 
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intercom to the diver who had no local indication of monitor readings or 
alarms. Unlike previous dives into the refueling cavity which employed 
underwater closed-circuit television (video) to visually monitor the diver, a 
technician at the pool surface was assigned to observe the diver through a 
floating window box during the fourth dive.  

Following the repair of the limit switch, the diver asked for some materials 
that he needed to complete the work. While he was waiting for the materials 
to be lowered, the diver told the support team that he wanted to inspect a 
kink in the upender cable. He was referring to a cable kink at the north end 
of the pool. However, the RP technicians assumed that the diver was referring 
to the cable in the authorized work area. Accordingly, the health physicist 

(HP) technician approved the request, and the diver headed toward the north 
end of the pool. At the north edge of the authorized work zone, the diver 
inflated his diving suit, ascended and hovered above the pool floor to inspect 
cabling. He then vented his suit, descended to the pool floor and continued 
toward the north leaving the authorized area. The observer at the surface did 
not detect the diverks unauthorized entry into the north end of the fuel 
transfer area because the vented air bubbles ascending through the pool water 
obscured his view of the diver. The observer subsequently was distracted with 
other duties and never regained visual contact with diver. Therefore, the 
dive tender continued to provide cable and breathing air line to the diver 
unchallenged.  

Near the north end of the transfer system, the diver stopped to survey a pipe 
on the west wall of the pool that he did not recognize. During the survey, 
the monitors on the diver's right and left wrists alarmed and increased to 90 
mGy/hr (9 rad/hr) and 23 mGy/hr (2.3 rad/hr) respectively. The RP technicians 
instructed the diver to retreat to a lower dose area. The RP technician was 
not aware that the diver had actually encountered the radiation field from 
recently off-loaded spent fuel located in the racks on the east side of the 
transfer area. Still believing that the diver was at the south end of the 
pool, the RP technician instructed the diver to survey the area to locate the 
source of the unexpected radiation. When the survey meter readout increased 
to 30 mSv/hr (3 rem/hr), the dive was suspended. Only after the diver 
surfaced, did the RP personnel realize that the diver had actually been in the 
north end of the pool. The subsequent assessment of the event revealed that 
the diver crossed about 4.6 meters (15 feet) of unsurveyed fuel transfer area 
floor and came within a few feet of radiation dose rates ranging from 120 to 
200 Gy/hr (12,000 to 20,000 rad/hr).  

The diver's TLDs were subsequently processed, but not before he was allowed to 
re-enter the radiation control area (RCA) to support another diving operation 
as a standby safety diver. The licensee allowed the re-entry to the RCA prior 
to dosimetry processing based on a preliminary assessment that the teledosime
try readings indicated that the diver received no significant radiation 
exposure.  

Following TLD processing, the licensee calculated a maximum dose to the 
extremities (right knuckles) of 8.85 mSv (885 mrem) based on a wrist TLD badge 
shallow dose equivalent result of 4.24 mSv (424 mrem). The licensee also 
calculated a dose of 2.7 mSv (270 mrem) to the highest exposed portion of the 
whole body (arm above the elbow) as compared to a 
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maximum TLD reading on the head of 1.37 mSv (137 mrem). The maximum dose to 
the lower extremity (ankle) was 0.021 mSv (21 mrem) shallow dose equivalent.
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Discussion 

The NRC has noted several deficiencies in the preplanning and controls 
implemented to support the April 3, 1997, diving operations at Calvert Cliffs.  
These include: 

1. The scope of work was not clearly understood by all parties involved.  

During the formal pre-job briefing, on the morning of the dive, it 
was noted that the scope of work included an inspection of the 
cable kink at the north end of the transfer mechanism ]if radio
logical conditions permitted.p The RP personnel in attendance 
were not sure if the radiation survey made to support the dive 
covered the north end of the pool. After the briefing, the RP 
supervisor determined that the survey was limited to the south end 
of the fuel transfer area and informed the dive engineering 
support personnel that work in the north of the pool was not 
authorized. No one gave this information to the diver or the dive 
tender.  

2. The diver was given inadequate instructions about the location and 
magnitude of the radiation sources accessible to him.  

A second communications failure took place at the dive site when 
the RP technician briefed the diver on the radiation levels in the 
work area. A map indicating the results of the radiation survey 
was shown to the diver. However, this map was an enlarged view of 
the south end of the transfer area. Due to a lack of perspective, 
the diver believed he was being shown the radiation levels in the 
entire pool. This mis-communication reinforced the diver's 
incorrect understanding of the scope of the authorized work.  

3. Positive control over the diver in the pool was inadequate.  

Guidance on effective access control over divers in the spent fuel 
pool is given in Regulatory Guide (RG) 8.38, "Control of Access to 
High and Very High Radiation Areas in Nuclear Power Plants," and 
in such industry standards as the Electric Power Research Insti
tute's (EPRI's) "Underwater Maintenance Guide" (EPRI NP-7088-R2).  
Appendix A to RG 8.38 discusses six areas of concern where control 
needs to be exercised over diving operations. This list is a 
compilation of the result of lessons learned from previous diving 
events at nuclear power plants. The licensee failed to implement 
effective controls in five of these six areas.  

At the time visual contact with the diver was lost, the licensee 
had, in effect, lost control of the dive. As stated in Section 
1.5.4 of the EPRI guide, visual contact should be maintained 
throughout the entire dive to be sure of the 
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diver's location and proximity to all known underwater radiation 
sources. The licensee failed to recognize the significance of 
maintaining visual contact with the diver. The inattentiveness 
and lack of a questioning attitude by the dive support personnel 
contributed significantly to the loss of control.  

The licensee's investigation of this event determined that several 
of the people involved did not clearly understand the scope of 
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their responsibilities for the planning and conduct of the diving 
operation. One of the root causes identified was the practice at 
Calvert Cliffs of providing management expectations on how a task 

is to be performed in documents other than the formal job proce
dure. For example, the licensee found that the individual 
assigned to observe the diver did not understand that he was to 
continuously observe the diver and thought that this task was 
optional since it was not stated in the procedure. The require

ment to maintain visual contact with the diver was in an RP Job 
Coverage Standard instead of in a formal procedure. The licensee 
is revising plant procedures so that they will contain all criti
cal.steps needed to exercise adequate controls over on-site work.  

4. Licensee failed to adequately evaluate the diverýs exposure status 
before authorizing additional work in the RCA.  

Given the complexity of the diving environment, the licensee's 
assessment of the diverks dose based on the teledosimetry readings 
was not sufficiently comprehensive. Teledosimetry located on the 
diverts thigh is not adequate to determine whether an overexposure 
to the diver's extremity occurred during this event. The diver 
could have received a high dose to his feet while walking across 
the unsurveyed section of the pool floor without exceeding the 
alarm setpoint on the thigh monitors because of the shielding 
provided by the pool water. In addition, the estimate of the 
whole body dose did not consider the possibility of exposure to 
neutron radiation since the detectors were not sensitive to 
neutrons. Subcritical spent fuel is a significant neutron source 
due to alpha-n reactions and spontaneous fission of curium in the 

fuel. In response to the NRC inspectorl s questions, the licensee 
subsequently determined that the diver would have to be within 0.6 

meters (2 feet) of the fuel for neutrons to be a factor. The TLD 

readings verified that the diver received no measurable neutron 
dose.  

Although it appears that the radiation doses received by the diver did not 
exceed the dose limits given in 10 CFR Part 20, the breakdowns noted above 

resulted in the diver being able to gain access to a very high radiation area 

contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1602. During normal operations 
spent fuel pools are neither high nor very high radiation areas since the 
radioactive sources in them are usually covered by at least 3.3 meters (10 

feet) of water and are thus considered inaccessible to personnel (see Regula
tory Position 4.2 in RG 8.38). However, consistent with Regulatory Position 
1.5 in RG 8.38, once an inaccessible area is made accessible, in this case by 
conducting diving operations, the applicable controls for a high or very high 
radiation area must be provided. This includes the access control 
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requirements of 10 CFR 20.1601 and 20.1602 as well as appropriate posting at 
the entrance to the area consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1902.  

The combination of an extremely intense radiation source and the very steep 
dose gradients that can be encountered as a diver moves through his shielding 
(water), make diving in areas where irradiated fuel can be accessed a uniquely 
hazardous operation. Had the circumstances of this event been only slightly 
altered, the diver could have been exposed to much higher dose rates. Even 
with continuous teledosimetry monitoring, it is possible for a diver to 

inadvertently enter a radiation field and receive a serious radiation dose, in 
a matter of seconds. Establishing and maintaining proper effective controls
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is critical to worker safety.  

Related NRC Communications and Correspondence 

The following related communications and correspondence are noted: 

- NRC Information Notice 82-31, "Overexposure of Diver During Work in Fuel 
Storage Pool," July 28, 1982 

- NRC Information Notice 84-61, "Overexposure of Diver in Pressurized 
Water Reactor (PWR) Refueling Cavity," August 8, 1984 

- NRC Regulatory Guide 8.38, "Control of Access to High and Very High 
Radiation Areas in Nuclear Power Plants," June 1993, Appendix A, 
"Procedure for Diving Operations in High and Very High Radiation Areas" 

- NRC Inspection Reports 50-317/97-02 and 50-318/97-02, May 29, 1997 

- NRC Enforcement Action EA97-192 dated August 11, 1997 

This information notice does not require any specific action or written 
response. If you have any questions about the information in this notice, 
please contact one of the technical contacts listed below.  

signed by 

Jack W. Roe, Acting Director 
Division of Reactor Program Management 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Technical contacts: Ronald L. Nimitz, RI John R. White, RI 
(610) 337-5267 (610) 337-5114 
E-mail: rln@nrc.gov Email: jrw@brc.gov 

Roger L. Pedersen, NRR 
301-415-3162 
E-mail: rlp@nrc.gov 

Attachment: List of Recently Issued NRC Information Notices
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Office of Public Affairs 

Washington, DC 20555 
Phone 301-415-8200 Fax 301-415-2234 

Internet:opa@nrc.gov 

No. 96-74 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
(Wednesday, May 22, 1996) 

NRC STAFF COMPLETES SURVEY OF REFUELING PRACTICES 
AT NATION'S NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

A Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff survey has found that most of the 110 nucle 

power plants in the nation are conducting refueling practices consistent with their li 

requirements.  

The survey further found, however, that 15 nuclear power plants at nine sites may 

have acted consistent with license commitments when they moved all the fuel from the r 

the spent fuel storage pool during refueling, rather than a partial offload. Since th 

completed, utilities which operate these plants have either updated their license docu 

reflect the refueling practices or have firm commitments to NRC that such action will 

completed before the next refueling outage.  

Unloading the full reactor core during refueling is practiced by the majority of 

power plant licensees. NRC considers the practice one which can be beneficial to safe 

particularly in reducing the hazard to workers who perform maintenance in or around th 

vessel during outages. The agency's concern is that, before it is used, the practice 

analyzed and documented.  

NRC staff conducted this survey as part of a wider project to measure the extent 

problems encountered at the Millstone Unit 1 plant in Connecticut exist at other facil 

A copy of the survey report is attached.  

Attachment: 
As stated 

May 21, 1996 

MEMORANDUM TO: Chairman Jackson 
Commissioner Rogers 
Commissioner Dicus 

FROM: James M. Taylor 
Executive Director for Operations 

SUBJECT: REPORT ON SURVEY OF REFUELING PRACTICES 

In my memorandum to Chairman Jackson dated December 28, 1995, I committed the staff to
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Survey of Refueling Practices at Nation's Nuclear Power Plants

activities that would measure the extent to which problems encountered at Millstone Un 

compliance with the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) existed at other facilities.  
which is the focus of the attached report, compared current refueling practices agains 

(drawn from the FSAR, Technical Specifications, license amendments and other docketed 
decay heat removal from spent fuel pools for all operating reactors. The second activ 

licensee compliance with other aspects of the facility description contained in the FS 

inspection guidance. The results of this latter activity will be presented separately 

The staff's goal was to complete the spent fuel pool related survey for those plants w 

before refueling and no later than May 1996 for all other facilities. Although there 

that had started refueling before the staff's review, the review results from these pl 
with the comments and findings noted herein for other plants.  

As described in the attached report, the staff has completed its review of core offloa 
operating reactor. Based on the survey, the staff has concluded that plants have spen 

systems and backup cooling capability that the NRC staff had reviewed and approved. S 
and licensee operating practices were found to be adequate in assuring protection for 
safety. It is noted that margins of safety, although adequate, and the clarity of req 
plant to plant. In addition, the staff concludes that, based on the information colle 
the specific licensee actions taken and commitments made during the course of this rev 
practices are currently consistent with the spent fuel pool decay heat removal licensi 
plants or will be prior to the next refueling outage. However, during the course of t 
determined that nine sites (fifteen units) needed to modify their licensing bases or p 
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59 or 10 CFR 50-.90, to ensure that their reload practices were i 
their licensing basis. This is an indication that, similar to Millstone, Unit 1, a nu 
appear to have previously performed full core offloads inconsistent with their licensi 

To gain additional perspective on these nine sites, the staff is examining the results 
scope FSAR compliance regional inspection activities to see if these sites show eviden 
programmatic FSAR non-compliance problems. The broad base FSAR compliance review at a 
comparison of existing FSAR compliance data for the nine sites documented in the attac 
report is ongoing. The results of these activities will be presented separately.  

Due to previously identified concerns regarding FSAR compliance at the Millstone and H 
staff has issued letters pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f) to Northeast Utilities regarding 
FSAR for those plants. The problems identified to date at the shutdown Millstone Unit 
broader in scope and more serious in nature than the core offload compliance discrepan 
attached report. The staff has not identified any concerns at Haddam Neck regarding c 
core offload and spent fuel pool decay heat removal licensing basis as a result of its 
survey. However, through the 10 CFR 50.54(f) request mentioned above, the staff is se 
which is broader in scope than the spent fuel pool survey and the resulting informatio 
alter our current findings on Haddam Neck.  

In addition to the nine plants mentioned above, the staff noted that the FSARs for ten 
units) did not reflect the most recent licensing basis information as required by 10 C 
since the affected information was already captured elsewhere in the licensing basis 
submittals and staff safety evaluations), the staff considers the non-timely updating 
indication of administrative program failures to maintain plant documentation. Such a 
failures could have safety significance if they were widespread and resulted in violat 
requirements such as 10 CFR 50.59.  

The staff is taking steps to ensure that the details of the staff findings for these p 
in inspection reports. It is expected that the characterization of the report finding 
plants may be revised as the staff completes the detailed documentation activity. Th 
documentation of spent fuel pool survey discrepancies in plant-specific inspection rep 
Concurrently, the staff is developing enforcement guidance to address the instances of 
the FSAR identified in the spent fuel pool survey and the broader FSAR compliance revi 
any enforcement guidance to the findings of potential non-compliance identified throug 
would follow accordingly.  

In addition to the compliance issues identified, the staff will review the data collec
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survey and will identify specific plant design features and operating practices which 

safety enhancements using the backfit process (10 CFR 50.109). An example of potentia 

design enhancement is spent fuel pool instrumentation. The staff will develop its pla 

backfit activities or generic improvements in the regulation of spent fuel pool decay 

After addressing the compliance issues and potential safety enhancements, the staff wi 

improve the clarity and consistency of our spent fuel pool requirements. One approach 

consideration is to include spent fuel pool design and operational issues in the shutd 

activity which is already well underway.  

This will be made publicly available in five working days from the date of this memo.  

Attachment: Refueling Practice Survey: Final Report 

cc: SECY 
OGC 
OCA 

REFUELING PRACTICE SURVEY: FINAL REPORT 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In July 1995, Northeast Utilities submitted a proposed license amendment for Millstone 

that the staff approve a full core offload as a normal refueling practice, approve cer 

analyzing decay heat removal, and approve certain new technical specification (TS) req 

1995, a petition was filed, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206 which sought, among other things, 

Millstone 1 license amendment request. The staff conducted an extensive review of the 

and the issues raised in the 2.206 petition. To address the amendment request and the 

examined a number of design issues, operating and administrative procedural issues, an 

issues.  

One of the fundamental issues in both proceedings concerned the operational limits on 

as documented in the Millstone 1 licensing basis. The Millstone 1 spent fuel pool coo 

designed to remove heat from the spent fuel pool, and the system design capabilities a 

various licensing documents. During the review, the staff became concerned about whet 

practice of conducting full core offloads was consistent with the licensing basis of t 

decay heat removal systems. The staff was concerned that routine refueling offload pr 

been consistent with licensing basis assumptions regarding routine or normal operation 

Through the fall of 1995, the staff became aware of several discrepancies between the 

pool licensing basis and the refueling practices at other nuclear plants. The staff i 

Notice 95-54, "Decay Heat Management Practices During Refueling Outages," dated Decemb 

the industry of the discrepancies observed at Millstone 1 and the other facilities. B 

ongoing "Task Action Plan for Spent Fuel Storage Pool Safety," which is intended to ad 

concerns, and the continued confidence of the staff in the substantial, though variabl 

provided by the design of existing spent fuel pools and their associated support syste 

consider immediate regulatory actions appropriate to address the observed licensing ba 

On December 28, 1995, the staff forwarded a memorandum to the NRC Chairman on the less 

Millstone 1 review. In this memorandum, the staff committed to review the refueling p 

operating reactors against the current spent fuel pool decay heat removal licensing ba 

the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and other documents) for those facilities. Th 

review each operating plant before the next scheduled refueling outage, but no later t 

plants. Although there were several plants that had started refueling before the staf 

results from these plants were consistent with the comments and findings noted herein 

To meet the spent fuel pool survey commitments described in the December 28, 1995, mem 

developed a program to evaluate each operating reactor's refueling practices relative 

current spent fuel pool decay heat removal licensing basis. Table 1 lists the plants 

the survey as well as the routine offload practice at that plant.
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2.1 Licensing Basis Review 

To determine the licensing basis, the staff reviewed relevant licensing documents that 

capability to remove decay heat from the spent fuel pool including: 

- relevant Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) sections 

- relevant Technical Specifications 

- documentation associated with license amendments related to the spent fuel pool 

this are amendments that increase the licensed storage capacity of the spent fuel 

amendments), amendments that increase a reactor's licensed thermal power ("power 

amendments), and amendments that increase the licensed enrichment or energy produ 

("burnup") of fuel.) 

- other docketed correspondence addressing spent fuel pool decay heat removal capab 

further defined the systems or practices 

The staff focussed on certain specific areas in determining the licensing requirements 

- descriptive phrases that imply the frequency of certain offload sequences (e.g., 

emergency) 

- configuration of spent fuel pool cooling systems assumed to be operating in the d 

(e.g., single failure considerations, backup systems) 

- assumptions that affected spent fuel pool heat load (e.g., delay time and operati 

- plant specific spent fuel pool temperature limits and the bases for those limits.  

The staff observed that the licensing basis for spent fuel pool decay heat removal var 

This variation in licensing bases stems from differences in spent fuel decay heat remo 

accepted by the staff, from differences in the level of detail provided in the licensi 

evolving NRC review criteria. As a result, the margin of safety with respect to syste 

reliability differs from plant to plant.  

2.2 Operating Practice Review 

To determine the operating practices of each operating reactor during refueling, the s 

site or the utility corporate office and reviewed plant specific operating procedures, 

controls and engineering analyses. The staff compared the operating practices with th 

developed for each operating reactor to identify discrepancies with the design basis a 

spent fuel pool cooling system.  

As part of the survey, the staff also gathered detailed design information on the spen 

facilities at all operating reactors. This information will be used in developing pla 

the staff's "Task Action Plan for Spent Fuel Storage Pool Safety." 

3.0 COMMENTS AND FINDINGS 

Operating Practice Reviews 

Except as noted in the attached Tables 2 and 3, the staff found that for most plants, 

were consistent with the licensing basis and the FSAR reflected most recent changes to 

Also, applicable procedures and administrative controls were found to be adequate. Th 

however, that many plants were considering or processing changes to the FSAR to correc 

inconsistencies and were enhancing applicable procedures to better control outage oper 

However refueling practices at several plants were potentially in conflict with that p 
decay heat removal licensing basis. Plants that the staff concluded were in this cond 

Table 2. In some cases, the licensee had independently recognized the discrepancy and
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the plant's spent fuel pool decay heat removal design basis or the plant's refueling p 

cases, the staff promptly informed the licensee about its understanding of both the pl 

and the plant's operating practices and identified the discrepancies between the two.  

affected licensees took action or committed to take action to reconcile refueling offl 

licensing requirements before the next core offload activity took place.  

Because these plants may have operated outside their licensing basis during previous r 

staff will document the detailed findings for these facilities in appropriate inspecti 

take appropriate regulatory action.  

Periodic FSAR Updates 

Some plant-specific FSARs did not reflect information associated with spent fuel pool 

from applicable license amendments. An NRC regulation, specifically 10 CFR 50.71(e), 

be periodically updated to reflect such information. Plants where this discrepancy wa 

in Table 3 although such plants may be within the update periodicity provided in 10 CF 

may not be in violation of 10 CFR 50.71(e). The staff will document the detailed find 

facilities in appropriate inspection reports and will take appropriate regulatory acti 

Control of Design Basis Assumptions 

At a number of plants, the staff identified weaknesses in the procedural control of de 

assumptions. An example of this includes weak procedure control of in-vessel decay ti 

transfer. In some cases, licensees upgraded procedures to directly implement the desi 

in other cases the licensee revised existing procedures and performed engineering anal 

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59, as necessary, to ensure the planned activities would not exc 

assumptions. In addition, some plants perform outage-specific analyses as a matter of 

plants performed (or plan to perform) such analyses in response to the staff's survey.  

Other Observations 

A number of facilities were found to remove spent fuel pool cooling systems and/or sup 

service for maintenance during refueling outages. While the staff did not identify a 

of potential non-compliance in this regard, the staff will consider the appropriate le 

controls during refueling outages as part of the Task Action Plan on Spent Fuel Storag 

an issue may be appropriately addressed within the context of shutdown risk rulemaking 

Also, a number of facilities had installed significant additional spent fuel pool deca 

capability pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59 (Table 4). For example, one plant installed a two 

decay heat removal system such that either train could reject the heat associated with 

offload. The system was installed to facilitate performance of full core offloads whi 

simultaneous maintenance of RHR systems which might otherwise be needed for spent fuel 

The staff reviewed the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations for several of these modifications and 

In general, it is expected that this kind of modification could be performed under 50.  

approval. However, plant specific circumstances may require a license amendment.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

During the course of the survey, the staff evaluated the compliance of refueling opera 

operating reactor with respect to that plant's spent fuel decay heat removal licensing 

concludes that, based on the information collected and reviewed and the specific licen 

commitments made during the course of this review, refueling operating practices are c 

with the spent fuel pool decay heat removal licensing basis for all plants or will be 

refueling outage. However, the survey determined that nine sites (fifteen units) nee 

licensing bases or plant practices, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59 or 10 CFR 50.90, during t 

review to ensure that their reload practices were in compliance with their licensing b 

indication that some of these plants may have previously performed core offloads incon 

licensing basis. In addition, the staff noted that the Final Safety Analysis Reports 

(eighteen units) did not reflect the most recent licensing basis information.
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The staff is taking steps to ensure that the details of the staff findings for these p 

in inspection reports. It is expected that the characterization of the report finding 

plants may be revised as the staff completes the detailed documentation activity. Th 

documentation of spent fuel pool survey discrepancies in plant-specific inspection rep 

Concurrently, the staff is developing enforcement guidance to address the instances of 

the FSAR. Application and implementation of any enforcement activities to the finding 

The staff did not identify any safety issues regarding spent fuel pool decay heat remo 

practices that have not been captured for resolution as part of the staff's "Task Acti 

Storage Pool Safety." As part of the action plan, the staff concluded that the existi 

operation of spent fuel pool systems do not pose an undue risk to public health and sa 

variation in spent fuel pool cooling system design bases accepted by the staff in the 

concluded that compliance with design limits does not reflect a consistent margin of s 

this conclusion and other technical concerns, the staff is examining spent fuel pool d 

identify safety enhancements through the implementation of the staff's action plan for 

pool safety.  

During the course of the survey, the staff also collected detailed design information 

systems for all operating reactors. This information will be used in developing plans 

staff's "Task Action Plan for Spent Fuel Storage Pool Safety." Plans for resolving ac 

well as separate plans to address the license compliance issues described in this repo 

by June 28, 1996.  

Table 1: Routine Offload Practices

PLANT

ANO-1 
ANO-2 
Big Rock Point 
Beaver Valley 1,2 
Braidwood 1,2 
Browns Ferry 1,2,3 
Brunswick 1,2 
Byron 1,2 
Callaway 
Calvert Cliffs 1,2 
Catawba 1,2 
Clinton 
Comanche Peak 1,2 
D.C. Cook 1,2 
Cooper 
Crystal River 
Davis Besse 
Diablo Canyon 1,2 
Dresden 2,3 
Duane Arnold 
Farley 1,2 
Fermi 2 
Fitzpatrick 
Fort Calhoun 
Ginna 
Grand Gulf 
Haddam Neck 
Harris 
Hatch 1,2 
Hope Creek 
Indian Point 2 
Indian Point 3 
Kewaunee

OFFLOAD METHOD 

Full Core 
Full Core 

Full Core 
Full Core 

Full Core 
Full Core 
Full Core 
Full Core 
Full Core 
Partial Core 

Full Core 
Partial Core 

Full Core 
Full Core 
Full Core 
Full Core 

Full Core 
Full Core 
Full Core 

Full Core 
Full Core 

Full Core 
Full Core 

Full Core 
Full Core 
Partial Core 
Full Core 

Full Core 
Full Core 

Partial Core 
Full Core 
Full Core 
Partial Core
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LaSalle 1,2 Full Core 

Limerick 1,2 Partial Core 

Maine Yankee Full Core 

McGuire 1,2 Full Core 

Millstone 1 Full Core 

Millstone 2 Partial Core 

Millstone 3 Full Core 

Monticello Partial Core 

Nine Mile Point 1,2 Partial Core 

North Anna 1,2 Full Core 

Oconee 1,2,3 Full Core 

Oyster Creek Partial Core 

Palisades Partial Core 

Palo Verde 1,2,3 Full Core 

PLANT OFFLOAD METHOD 

Peach Bottom 2,3 Partial Core 

Perry Partial Core 

Pilgrim Partial Core 

Point Beach 1,2 Full Core 

Prairie Island 1,2 Partial Core 

Quad Cities 1,2 Full Core 

River Bend Partial Core 

Robinson Full Core 

Salem 1,2 Full Core 

San Onofre 2,3 Full Core 

Seabrook Full Core 

Sequoyah 1,2 Full Core 

South Texas 1,2 Full Core 

St. Lucie 1,2 Partial Core 

Summer Full Core 

Surry 1,2 Full Core 

Susquehanna 1,2 Partial Core 

TMI-I Partial Core 

Turkey Point 3,4 Full Core 

Vermont Yankee Partial Core 

Vogtle 1,2 Full Core 

Waterford Partial Core 

Watts Bar Full Core 

WNP-2 Partial Core 

Wolf Creek Full Core 

Zion 1,2 Full Core 

Table 2: Past Offloads in Potential Non-Compliance with Current Licensing Basis 

Cooper 
McGuire 1,2 
Millstone 1 
North Anna 1,2 
Oconee 1,2,3 
South Texas 1,2 
Summer 
Turkey Point 3,4 
Vogtle 1 

Table 3: FSAR Update Needed to Achievew Consistence Within Licensing Basis
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Browns Ferry 1,2,3 
Crystal River 
Fermi 2 
Kewaunee 
LaSalle 1,2 
Millstone 1,2,3 
Salem 1,2 
Sequoyah 1,2 
Vermont Yankee 
Zion 1,2 

Table 4: significant Plant Modifications Under 50.59 

Brunswick 1,2 
FitzPatrick 
Hatch 1,2 
Seabrook 
Susquehanna 1,2 

Return to NRC News Release Listing.  

Return to Office of Public Affairs Page 

Send Questions or Comments to opa~nrc.gov
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 

April 22, 1992 

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 92-21, SUPPLEMENT 1: SPENT FUEL POOL REACTIVITY 
CALCULATIONS 

Addressees 

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power 
reactors.  

Purpose 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this supplemental 
information notice to update information initially supplied by ABB 
Combustion Engineering (CE) and incorporated in Information Notice (IN) 
92-21. It is expected that recipients will review the information for 
applicability to their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate, to 
avoid similar problems. However, suggestions contained in this information 
notice are not NRC requirements; therefore, no specific action or written 
response is required.  

Description of Circumstances 

IN 92-21 described errors which were discovered in reactivity calculations 
for spent fuel pools. Initially, CE attributed one of the errors in their 
calculations for the Millstone, Unit 2, spent fuel pool to using the 
transport cross section as an approximation for the total cross section in a 
region containing a strong neutron absorber (Boraflex). CE has recently 
informed the NRC that, upon further investigation, they believe that this 
approximation had little effect on calculated reactivity. CE now attributes 
the error to incorrect treatment of the self-shielding effect in Boraflex 
for the epithermal energy group. Revised calculations have shown that the 
absorption cross section in Boraflex for the epithermal energy group is 
significantly self-shielded; however, this was not accounted for in the 
original calculations. This oversight resulted in overestimating neutron 
absorption and a corresponding lower calculated keff in that region. The 
remainder of the discrepancy is still attributed to the inaccurate geometric 
buckling term used, as discussed in IN 92-21.  

Discussion 

Criticality calculational methodologies are benchmarked against criticality 
experiments which include neutron absorbers; however, the negative 
reactivity worth of the neutron absorber is usually low compared to that 
utilized in an 

9204160193 

IN 92-21, Supplement I 
April 22, 1992
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actual spent fuel pool storage rack (approximately 2 percent versus 20 
percent). Modest errors in calculated absorber worth in these criticality 
experiments would result in relatively small errors in total reactivity.  
However, similar errors when applied to the much higher absorber worth in 
actual spent fuel pool storage racks may result in significantly larger 
errors in total reactivity.  

This information notice requires no specific action or written response. If 
you have any questions about the information in this notice, please contact 
one of the technical contacts listed below or the appropriate Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) project manager.  

Charles E. Rossi, Director 
Division of Operational Events Assessment 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Technical contacts: Jack Ramsey, NRR 
(301) 504-1167 

Larry Kopp, NRR 

(301) 504-2879 

Attachment: List of Recently Issued NRC Information Notices
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

December 1, 1995 

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 95-54: DECAY HEAT MANAGEMENT PRACTICES DURING 

REFUELING OUTAGES 

Addressees 

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power 

reactors.  

Purpose 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this information 

notice to alert addressees to recent NRC assessments of licensee control of 

refueling operations and the methods for removing decay heat produced from the 

irradiated fuel stored in the spent fuel pool. It is expected that recipients 

will review the information for applicability to their facilities and consider 

actions, as appropriate, to avoid similar problems. However, suggestions 

contained in this information notice are not NRC requirements; therefore, no 

specific action or written response is required.  

Background 

The staff recently reviewed a design change and associated procedural controls 

regarding spent fuel pool decay heat removal systems at Millstone Nuclear 

Power Station, Unit 1, and full-core offloading controls at Cooper Nuclear 

Station. The staff evaluated overall controls on irradiated fuel movement and 

the control of irradiated fuel decay heat removal during refueling operations, 

including adequate adherence to final safety analysis report commitments, 

implementation of procedures, procedural adequacy, and effectiveness of 

training.  

Description of Circumstances 

Millstone Unit 1 

On October 18, 1993, the licensee for Millstone Unit 1 submitted Licensee 

Event Report (LER) 93-11, in which it reported that it had determined through 

engineering analysis that conditions may have existed during which the spent 

fuel pool cooling system may have been incapable of maintaining spent fuel 

pool temperature below the licensee's criteria of 66oC [150oF] design limit 

for continued operation. Specifically, the LER stated that (1) the licensee 

had made inappropriate assumptions in the analysis performed in support of a 

1988 spent fuel pool re-rack project, (2) the "normal" refueling sequence 

described in the Millstone Unit 1 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report assumed 

offload of only one third of a core, (3) a full-core offload considered in the 

safety analysis report as an "emergency" (or abnormal discharge) offload was 

normally performed at Millstone Unit 1, and (4) under certain circumstances 

9511290233 IN 95-54 
December 1, 1995 
Page 2 of 4 
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Millstone Unit 1 may have operated outside its design basis for the spent fuel 

pool.  

The licensee recently implemented a modification to the shutdown cooling 

system to provide additional spent fuel pool decay heat removal capability.  

In a July 28, 1995 submittal, the licensee stated that the modification would 

enable Millstone Unit 1 to perform a full core discharge as a normal offload 

practice. Coincident with the development of the modification, the licensee 

proposed a license amendment to impose technical specification controls on 

shutdown cooling system operability, spent fuel pool temperature and decay 

time prior to beginning offload activities. In response to staff questions, 

the licensee stated it had concluded during a review pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59, 

that the proposed modification did not represent an unreviewed safety question 

and as such did not require prior NRC approval, and that the license amendment 

was not required but was being submitted to remove ambiguity regarding the 

full core offload refueling practice.  

During its review of the procedural controls for the shutdown cooling-spent 

fuel pool cooling cross-connect, the staff found that the administrative 

procedures for the cross-connect, including controls for the cross-connect 

valves and the spent fuel pool-reactor vessel weir gate were not sufficiently 

explicit. The licensee addressed these concerns. Because the requested 

specifications did not meet the criteria of 10 CFR 50.36 for inclusion as 

limiting conditions of operation in the technical specifications, the staff 

issued a license condition. The license condition specifies that refueling 

operations that include full core offload be conducted in accordance with the 

revised controls proposed by the licensee.  

Cooper Nuclear Station 

On October 20, 1995, the operators of the Cooper nuclear station halted 

movement of fuel from the reactor vessel to the spent fuel pool to perform a 

review of the design and licensing basis and administrative controls 

associated with the removal of decay heat from the spent fuel pool. The 

licensee concluded that no licensing restrictions regarding the practice of 

conducting a full-core offload existed with regard to decay heat removal. The 

licensee further concluded that the installed spent fuel pool cooling system 

and backup fuel pool cooling inter-tie from the residual heat removal system 

had sufficient capacity to remove the decay heat from the irradiated spent 

fuel and reactor cavity for postulated heat loads up to and including those 

associated with a full-core offload.  

However, the licensee acknowledged that the description of the spent fuel pool 

cooling system in the Cooper Updated Safety Analysis Report was confusing and 

ambiguous. Consequently, the licensee proposed revisions to that document to 

clarify ambiguous language and performed a 10 CFR 50.59 analysis, which 

documented the evaluation of the plant's licensing basis for the design and 

operation of the spent fuel pool cooling system. Upon approval of the changes 

by the Station Operations Review Committee, the licensee updated its refueling 

procedures to be consistent with the revised safety analysis report, and 

proceeded with the full-core offload.  
IN 95-54 
December 1, 1995 
Page 3 of 4 

Discussion 

The functional capability to protect irradiated fuel from damage due to 

inadequate decay heat removal is an important safety attribute. Maintaining 
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spent fuel pool water temperature below boiling temperature provides adequate 

cooling for stored irradiated fuel. However, prolonged operation at elevated 

spent fuel pool temperatures may impair the capability of the purification 

system to remove contaminants from the spent fuel pool coolant and increase 

the rate of heat addition to the fuel storage area atmosphere to a value above 

that assumed in the ventilation system design. In addition, high spent fuel 

pool temperatures may exceed the temperature used for thermal stress 

computation in the structural analysis of the spent fuel pool liner and the 

spent fuel pool structure itself.  

Shutdown cooling systems, which are aligned to directly cool the reactor 

vessel or reactor coolant system, are designed to. remove the residual and 

decay heat associated with the irradiated fuel in the reactor vessel in order 

to bring the reactor coolant system to the cold shutdown condition. Licensees 

typically have procedures to maintain the removal of decay heat from the 

vessel at all times while irradiated fuel is in the reactor vessel.  

Similarly, systems are also installed in nuclear power plants to remove from 

the spent fuel pool, decay heat generated by the stored irradiated fuel.  

However, these spent fuel pool cooling systems are designed with a lower heat 

removal capacity relative to the shutdown cooling system based on the decrease 

in decay heat generation within the irradiated fuel as the time after reactor 

shutdown increases. At some facilities, including most boiling water reactors 

and some pressurized water reactors, the spent fuel pool cooling system is not 

designed to remove the decay heat associated with a full core immediately 

after shutdown and still maintain a bulk spent fuel pool temperature below 

design-basis limits. However, these facilities are designed with backup spent 

fuel pool cooling systems, which are generally alternative operating modes of 

the residual heat removal or shutdown cooling systems, that supplement the 

spent fuel pool cooling system during periods shortly after reactor shutdown 

when the decay heat load of a full core may exceed the heat removal capacity 

of the normal spent fuel pool cooling system.  

The capability of spent fuel pool cooling systems and backup spent fuel decay 

heat removal systems.is described in the Final Safety Analysis Report, as 

updated for nuclear power plants. The decay heat load scenarios used to 

evaluate the adequacy of system heat rejection capability may be based on a 

series of core offloads and an associated decay time. These scenarios may be 

described as "normal" or "abnormal" maximum heat loads for this purpose, which 

is consistent with the NRC staff guidance for the review of spent fuel pool 

cooling system design contained in Section 9.1.3 of the Standard Review Plan 
(NUREG- 0800).  

Recent licensee reviews of refueling outage practices at Millstone Unit 1 and 

Cooper found that the system design bases specified in Final Safety Analysis 

Reports, as related to core offload practices, were ambiguous. Administrative 
controls on refueling outage plans and practices were inconsistent in regard 

December 1, 1995 
Page 4 of 4 

to ensuring that temperature commitments for the spent fuel pool were 
maintained through all phases of refueling operation. Both licensees, after 

clarifying and improving the design bases and administrative controls related 

to refueling outages, determined that a routine practice of performing full 
core offloads was acceptable.  

The NRC has issued two information notices to alert licensees to potential 
risks associated with a loss of spent fuel pool cooling. NRC Information 

Notice 93-83, "Potential Loss of Spent Fuel Pool Cooling After a Loss-of

Coolant Accident," was issued October 7, 1993, and described concerns found at
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Susquehanna Steam Electric Station. NRC Information Notice 93-83, 
Supplement 1, was issued August 8, 1995, to inform licensees of the results of 
the NRC review of the concerns at Susquehanna.  

The events described in this and previous information notices, and the plant 
reviews discussed above, illustrate the importance of: 

assuring that planned core offload evolutions, including refueling 
practices and irradiated decay heat removal, are consistent with the 
licensing basis, including the Final Safety Analysis Report, technical 
specifications, and license conditions; 

assuring that changes are evaluated through the application of the 
provisions of 10 CFR Part 50.59, as appropriate; and 

assuring that all relevant procedures associated with core offloads have 
been appropriately reviewed.  

The staff is continuing to review this matter with respect to the need to 

issue additional generic communications.  

This information notice requires no specific action or written response. If 

you have any questions about the information in this notice, please contact 
one of the technical contacts listed below or the appropriate Office of 

Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) project manager.  

/s/'d by DMCrutchfield 

Dennis M. Crutchfield, Director 
Division of Reactor Program Management 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Technical contacts: Joseph W. Shea, NRR Steven R. Jones, NRR 

(301) 415-1428 (301) 415-2833 

David L. Skeen, NRR 
(301) 415-1174
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September 30, 1996 

EA 96-202 

Guy R. Horn, Vice President - Nuclear 
Nebraska Public Power District 
1414 15th Street 
Columbus, Nebraska 68601 

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION 
(NRC Inspection Report 50-298/95-18 and Investigation Case No. 4-96-002) 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

This refers to the matters discussed at the predecisional enforcement conference conducted on August 5, 
1996, at the NRC's office in Arlington, Texas. As indicated in our letter dated June 27, 1996, the 
conference was conducted to discuss apparent violations related to a control rod mispositioning event that 
occurred on January 7, 1996, at the Cooper Nuclear Station (CNS). A summary of the predecisional 
enforcement conference, including the information presented by the Nebraska Public Power District 
(NPPD) at the conference, was issued on August 7, 1996. Subsequent to the conference with NPPD, the 
NRC also conducted individual conferences with two former CNS licensed operators who were involved in 
the rod mispositioning event.  

Based on the information developed during the inspection and investigation, a review of N-PPD's 
investigation of this matter, and the information obtained from the conferences, the NRC has determined 
that violations of NRC requirements occurred. These violations are cited in the enclosed Notice of 
Violation (Notice). Each involves a failure by licensed operating personnel to follow procedural 
requirements, including: 1) a failure to insert control rods in the proper sequence following a loss of a 
reactor recirculation pump; 2) a failure to notify shift supervision of an unexpected situation, i.e., a 
mispositioned control rod, for approximately 20 minutes; and 3) a failure to obtain the concurrence of the 
shift supervisor and reactor engineer in developing a recovery plan for a mispositioned control rod.  

This event began when the involved operators, after being directed to insert control rods in reverse 
sequence following a reactor recirculation pump trip, mistakenly inserted control rods on the wrong page 
of the control rod sequence book. The operators recognized their mistake but continued inserting control 
rods without notifying shift supervisory personnel of their error and without seeking concurrence in a 
recovery plan. This event was investigated by NPPD and resulted in NPPD terminating the involved 
licensed operators.  

The NRC agrees with NPPD's expectation that the operators should have promptly informed shift 
supervisory personnel of their mistake and the abnormal conditions that developed. The information 
.available to the NRC, however, does not support a conclusion that they intentionally violated any CNS.  
procedural requirements. Although their actions violated CNS procedures and NPPD management 
expectations, the operators appear to have been focused on inserting control rods to avoid exceeding plant 
administrative limits and an automatic plant trip. And, while they should have been mindful of the 
procedural requirements, they were not. The facts that they maintained accurate logs and informed the 
reactor engineer of the mistake when he approached the panel do not suggest a deliberate intent to cover up 
their mistake or violate procedures.  

The NRC recognizes that the actions taken by the involved operators did not place the plant in an unsafe 
condition. Nonetheless, there is regulatory significance to licensed operators not recognizing their
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obligation to obtain shift supervisor and reactor engineer concurrence before proceeding to insert control 
rods in this situation. The NRC also attaches regulatory significance. to the fact that the control room 
supervisor, despite being aware that the operators were inserting rods on the Emergency Control Rod 
Movement sheet, an unusual situation, did not take action to determine what was occurring and to 

understand the situation. As noted in NPPD's investigation of this matter, the control room supervisor's 

attention appears to have been focused heavily on balance-of-plant activities. While the NRC does not 

conclude that the control room supervisor's actions violated the Conduct of Operations procedures, an 
apparent violation discussed at the conference, this remains a concern. Finally, the NRC notes that NPPD's 
investigation team found inconsistent crew members' knowledge of the requirements of CNS procedure 
10.13, "Control Rod Sequence and Movement Control," which calls into question the adequacy of CNS's 
training on the specific requirements of this procedure.  

Based on the regulatory significance of these violations, they have been categorized in the aggregate in 
accordance with the "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions" 
(Enforcement Policy), NUREG-1600, as a Severity Level III problem. In accordance with the Enforcement 
Policy, a civil penalty, with a base value of $50,000, is considered for a Severity Level III problem.  
Because your facility has been the subject of escalated enforcement actions within the 2 years preceding 
the identification of this problem, the NRC considered whether credit Was warranted for Identification 
and Corrective Action in accordance with the civil penalty assessment process in Section VI.B.2 of the 
Enforcement Policy.  

These violations were identified as a result of the involved operators informing NPPD managers of their 
mistake, and NPPD's follow-up investigation into this matter. Thus, credit for identification is warranted.  
The NRC also has determined that NPPD is deserving of credit for its corrective actions, which consisted 
of: immediate actions to assure the safety of the facility and assure that thermal limits had not been 
exceeded; meetings with all operating crews to discuss issues arising from this event; initiation of an 
independent review team investigation; disciplinary action against the involved operators; clarification and 
revisions to procedures and Ops Instructions; and assessment of the environment for reporting errors.  

Therefore, to encourage prompt identification and comprehensive correction of violations, I have been 
authorized, after consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement, not to propose a civil penalty in 
this case. However, significant violations in the future could result in a civil penalty.  

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions specified in the enclosed 
Notice when preparing your response. The NRC will use your response, in part, to determine whether 
further enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with regulatory requirements.  

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its enclosure, and 
your response will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR).  

Sincerely, 

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY 

L.J. Callan 
Regional Administrator 

Docket No. 50-298 
License No.: DPR-46 

Enclosure: Notice of Violation
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cc w/Enclosure: 
John R. McPhail, General Counsel 
Nebraska Public Power District 
P.O. Box 499 
Columbus, Nebraska 68602-0499 

John Mueller, Site Manager 
Nebraska Public Power District 
P.O. Box 98 
Brownville, Nebraska 68321 

Robert C. Godley, Nuclear Licensing & Safety Manager 
Nebraska Public Power District 
P.O. Box 98 
Brownville, Nebraska 68321 

R. J. Singer, Manager-Nuclear 
Midwest Power 
907 Walnut Street 
P.O. Box 657 
Des Moines, Iowa 50303 

Mr. Ron Stoddard 
Lincoln Electric System 
11 th and 0 Streets 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508 

Randolph Wood, Director 
Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality 
P.O. Box 98922 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509-8922 

Chairman 
Nemaha County Board of Commissioners 
Nemaha County Courthouse 
1824 N Street 
Auburn, Nebraska 68305 

Cheryl Rogers, LLRW Program Manager 
Environmental Protection Section 
Nebraska Department of Health 
301 Centennial Mall, South 
P.O. Box 95007 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509-5007 

Dr. Mark B. Horton, M.S.P.H.  
Director 
Nebraska Department of Health 
P.O. Box 950070 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509-5007
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R. A. Kucera, Department Director 
of Intergovernmental Cooperation 
Department of Natural Resources 
P.O. Box 176 
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102 

Kansas Radiation Control Program Director 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

Nebraska Public Power District Docket No. 50-298 
Cooper Nuclear Station License No. DPR-46 

EA 96-202 

During an NRC investigation concluded on May 8, 1996, violations of NRC requirements were identified.  
In accordance with the "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 
NUREG- 1600, the violations are listed below: 

A. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," requires, 
in part, that, "Activities affecting quality shall be... accomplished in accordance with these 
instructions, procedures, and drawings." 

Step 8.2.6 5 of Cooper Nuclear Station Operations Manual, "Conduct of Operations Procedure 
2.0.3," Revision 20, dated August 21, 1995, states, "Operators should notify the control room 
supervisor and shift supervisor of any unexpected situations encountered in monitoring the 
main control boards." 

Contrary to the above, on January 7, 1996, operators did not notify the control room 
supervisor and shift supervisor of a mispositioned control rod, an unexpected situation 
encountered in monitoring the main control boards, until approximately 20 minutes after 
discovery. (01013) 

B. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," requires, 
in part, that, "Activities affecting quality shall be. . . accomplished in accordance with these 
instructions, procedures, and drawings." 

Step 8.1.5 of Cooper Nuclear Station Operations Manual, Nuclear Performance Procedure 
10.13, "Control Rod Sequence and Movement Control," Revision 26, dated December 24, 
1995, requires that operators, ". . . not deviate from the sequence unless approved by a reactor 
engineer (or shift supervisor in an emergency) or per a SORC approved procedure." 

Contrary to the above, on January 7, 1996, operators deviated from the approved sequence 
when operators inserted control rods starting with the incorrect page of the control rod 
sequence book without the express permission of a reactor engineer or the shift supervisor, or 
a SORC approved procedure. (01023) 

C. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," requires, 
in part, that, "Activities affecting quality shall be. . . accomplished in accordance with these 
instructions, procedures, and drawings." 

Step 8.4.4 of Cooper Nuclear Station Operations Manual, Nuclear Performance Procedure

3/17/00 12:43 PM
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10.13, "Control Rod Sequence and Movement Control," Revision 26, dated December 24, 

1995, requires that operators, "With concurrence of the shift supervisor and reactor engineer, 
implement a recovery plan ....." when recovering from mispositioned control rods.  

Contrary to the above, on January 7, 1996, operators failed to properly implement this 
procedure when the control room operators took actions to recover from mispositioned control 

rods using their own judgement rather than a recovery plan which had been concurred in by 
the shift supervisor and the reactor engineer. (01033) 

These violations represent a Severity Level III problem (Supplement I).  

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.20 1, Nebraska Public Power District is hereby required to submit a 
written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control 

Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region IV, 611 Ryan Plaza 

Drive, Suite 400, Arlington, Texas 76011, and a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector at the facility that is 

the subject of this Notice, within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation 
(Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a "Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for 

each violation: (1) the reason for the violation, or, if contested, the basis for disputing the violation, (2) the 

corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will be taken to 

avoid further violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. Your response may 

reference or include previous docketed correspondence, if the correspondence adequately addresses the 
required response. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an order or a 
Demand for Information may be issued as to why the license should not be modified, suspended, or 
revoked, or why such other action as may be proper should not be taken. Where good cause is shown, 
consideration will be given to extending the response time.  

Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath 
or affirmation.  

Because your response will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR), to the extent possible, it 
should not include any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards information so that it can be placed in 
the PDR without redaction. If personal privacy or proprietary information is necessary to provide an 
acceptable response, then please provide a bracketed copy of your response that identifies the information 
that should be protected and a redacted copy of your response that deletes such information. If you request 
withholding of such material, you must specifically identify the portions of your response that you seek to 
have withheld and provide in detail the bases for your claim of withholding (e.g., explain why the 
disclosure of information will create an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or provide the 
information required by 10 CFR 2.790(b) to support a request for withholding confidential commercial or 
financial information). If safeguards information is necessary to provide an acceptable response, please 
provide the level of protection described in 10 CFR 73.21.  

Dated at Arlington, Texas 
this 30th day of September 1996
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 

May 5, 1988 

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE NO. 88-20: UNAUTHORIZED INDIVIDUALS MANIPULATING 
CONTROLS AND PERFORMING CONTROL ROOM 

ACTIVITIES 

Addressees: 

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power, 

test and research reactors, and all licensed operators.  

Purpose: 

This information notice is being provided to alert addressees to potential 

problems resulting from unauthorized persons manipulating controls and per

forming control room activities. It is expected that recipients will review 

the information for applicability to their facilities and consider actions, as 

appropriate, to avoid similar problems. However, no specific action or 

written response is required.  

Description of Circumstances: 

On September 13, 1987, with Turkey Point Unit 3 at 30% power, a non-licensed 

individual (who was not enrolled in an operator training program) under the 

direct supervision of a licensed operator turned the reactor control make-up 

switch to "start" on two occasions in close succession. At the time of the 

event, a 30% power flux map was in progress. Negative reactivity was being 

added to the reactor because of xenon buildup. To minimize flux distortion, 

control rod motion was being minimized, and the negative reactivity insertion 

from the xenon buildup was being countered by lowering the boron concentration 

in the RCS (dilution). The dilution was being performed by periodically 

adding preset quantities of non-borated water to the RCS. The licensed 

operator preset the non-borated water quantity to 30 gallons, then permitted 

the non-licensed individual to turn the reactor control make-up switch to the 

"start" position. The system response to the 30-gallon dilution was not 

sufficient, and the above evolution was repeated, with the non-borated water 

quantity preset by the licensed operator at 20 gallons. The licensed operator 

directly supervised both dilutions. This event is discussed further in 

Licensee Event Report (LER) 250/87-024 (Voluntary Report).  

8804290106 
IN 88-20 
May 5, 1988 
Page 2 of 3
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The NRC resident inspectors at Braidwood were informed of a similar event by 

that facility's licensee. An individual licensed at another facility (but not 

enrolled in an operator training program) was temporarily contracted to 

Braidwood as an equipment attendant. On September 20, 1987, this individual 

was allowed to manipulate the controls on the Unit 1 reactor for a dilution of 

the RCS and for a control rod movement.  

No serious consequences occurred from either of these events. However, these 

incidents are contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(i) and 10 CFR 55.3 

because these actions directly affected the reactivity and power of the re

actor, and the individuals performing the actions did not meet the exemption 

requirements of 10 CFR 55.13. (10 CFR 55.13 allows an individual, under the 

direction and in the presence of a licensed operator, to manipulate the 

controls of a facility as a part of the individual's training in a facility 

licensee's training program.) Because neither individual was enrolled in an 

approved operator training program, the exemption requirements of 10 CFR 55.13 

were not satisfied.  

Discussion: 

The events discussed above are contrary to 10 CFR Parts 50 and 55. Addressees 

may wish to ensure that they are familiar with these requirements. In addi

tion, the requirements of 10 CFR Part 55 were revised in 1987 and made effec

tive on May 26, 1987. These revisions, as well as other relevant information, 
are discussed in NUREG-1262, "Answers to Questions at Public Meetings 
Regarding Implementation of Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 55 on 

Operators' Licenses," published in November 1987.* A copy of this document 
was provided to all power and non-power reactor licensees and applicants for 
licenses by Generic Letter 87-16. Addressees who have not already done so may 

wish to obtain and review a copy of NUREG-1262 to ensure that they are 
familiar with the revisions made to 10 CFR Part 55.  

The NRC has required individuals licensed at near-term operating license 
(NTOL) facilities to obtain operational experience at like facilities through 
cooperative arrangements. Nothing in this information notice is intended to 
preclude such arrangements.  

*A copy of NUREG-1262 can be ordered by writing to the Superintendent of 

Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Post Office Box 37082, 
Washington, D.C. 20013-7082, or by calling (202) 275-2060.  

IN 88-20 

May 5, 1988 
Page 3 of 3 

No specific action or written response is required by this information notice.  
If you have any questions about this matter, please contact the technical 
contact listed below or the Regional Administrator of the appropriate regional 
office.  

Charles E. Rossi, Director 
Division of Operational Events Assessment 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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Technical Contact: John N. Hannon, NRR 
(301) 492-1031

Attachment: List of Recently Issued NRC Information Notices 
Attachment 
IN 88-20 
May 5, 1988 

Page 1 of 1

LIST OF RECENTLY ISSUED 
NRC INFORMATION NOTICES

Information 
Notice No. Subject

Date of 

-Issuance Issued to

Questionable Certification 
of Class 1E Components 

Malfunction of Lockbox on 
Radiography Device

4/26/88 

4/25/88

Summary of Responses to NRC 4/22/88 
Bulletin 87-01, "Thinning of 
Pipe Walls in Nuclear Power 
Plants"

88-19 

88-18 

88-17 

88-16 

88-15 

88-14 

88-13

4/22/88 

4/18/88 

4/18/88 

4/18/88

All holders of OLs 
or CPs for nuclear 
power reactors.  

All NRC licensees 
authorized to 
manufacture, 
distribute, and/or 
operate radio
graphic exposure 
devices.  

All holders of OLs 
or CPs for nuclear 
power reactors.  

Radioactive waste 
collection and 
service company 
licensees handling 
prepackaged waste, 
and licensees 
operating 
low-level waste 
disposal 
facilities.  

Medical, Academic, 
and Commercial 
licensees who 
possess 
radioactive 
iodine.  

All holders of OLs 
or CPs for nuclear 
power reactors.  

All holders of OLs 
or CPs for nuclear 
power reactors.

""4 •/17/1)() 1V)'7 P A

Identifying Waste Generators 
in Shipments of Low-Level 
Waste to Land Disposal 
Facilities 

Availability of U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration 
(FDA)-Approved Potassium 
Iodide for Use in Emergencies 
Involving Radioactive Iodine 

Potential Problems with 
Electrical Relays 

Water Hammer and Possible 
Piping Damage Caused by 
Misapplication of Kerotest 
Packless Metal Diaphragm 
Globe Valves

I nfAz
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OL = Operating License 
CP = Construction Permit
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 

November 4, 1992 

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 92-73: REMOVAL OF A FUEL ELEMENT FROM A RESEARCH 
REACTOR CORE WHILE CRITICAL 

Addressees 

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power 
reactors.  

Purpose 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this information 
notice to alert licensees to a recent event in which licensed operators at a 
research reactor inadvertently removed a fuel element from a reactor core that 
was critical. It is expected that recipients will review the information for 
applicability to their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate, to 
avoid similar problems. However, suggestions contained in this information 
notice are not NRC requirements; therefore, no specific action or written 
response is required.  

Description of Circumstances 

On June 8, 1992, at the University of Michigan's (the licensee's) Ford 
research nuclear reactor facility the Assistant Reactor Manager for Operations 
(ARM) and two other senior reactor operators (SROs) were conducting tests to 
measure changes in core reactivity. In each test, the operators would perform 
the following: move the fuel, bring the reactor to low power, collect data, 
and shut down the reactor. After collecting data following the third fuel 
movement, and with the reactor still critical at low power (8 kW), the ARM 
directed the two SROs to move the fuel a fourth time. The SRO acting as the 
control room operator then informed the ARM that the 2-hour control room log 
readings were due. The ARM then gave the SROs instructions on what to do 
while he obtained the log readings. The ARM subsequently told the NRC that he 
instructed the SROs to prepare for the fourth move; however, the SROs believed 
that they had clear direction to move fuel. The SROs then began moving the 
fuel. While one SRO monitored the test, the other latched a fuel element with 
the fuel handling tool, and then removed the fuel element. The research 
reactor immediately went subcritical and the control rod's servo-mechanism 
switched out of automatic control. At that time, another SRO not directly 
involved in the fuel movement, but recognizing what had happened, entered the 
control room and manually inserted the shim rods and control rod. The 
equipment performed as designed and the reactor remained in a safe condition.  

9210290204 

IN 92-73 
November 4, 1992 
Page 2 of 3
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Discussion 

As discussed in NRC's Augmented Inspection Team (AIT} Report No. 50-002/92001, 
dated July 9, 1992, and associated correspondence, several factors led to this 
event.  

1. There was frequent informal turnover of control room responsibilities 
between the ARM and the control room operator during the fuel movements.  
Who was to have overall control of the reactor between the third and 
fourth fuel movements was not clearly established.  

2. The ARM and the other two SROs moving the fuel did not communicate well.  
For example, both SROs believed that they had clear instructions to move 
the fuel, while the ARM believed that he only instructed them to prepare 
to move fuel. An intercom system between the control room and the fuel 
handling bridge was not used until the fuel element was being moved.  

3. Relying on their experience and the routine nature of the fuel moves, 
the SROs did not use or review the procedures that applied to moving 
fuel either before or during the actions to move the fuel.  

4. An excessive work load may have contributed to the event. For example, 
the NRC inspectors found that, after correcting a previous problem with 
the control and shim rod magnets, the SRO's had only four hours during 
their normal shift schedule to complete the planned fuel moves. This 
was said to create a rushed atmosphere for the test activities.  

In moving the fuel element while the reactor was critical, the two SROs 
handling the fuel indicated that they did not clearly know the condition of 
the reactor when they removed the fuel element. The ARM did not maintain 
adequate control over the entire test activity. The distraction of completing 
the control room log contributed to poor communications with the other SROs.  

The licensee has modified its procedures and will install illuminated 
indicators on the rod drive housing located on the bridge. The indicators 
will be illuminated only when the rods are fully inserted. These changes to 
the procedures and equipment will give more positive communication, enable 
operators to better control fuel changes, and visually indicate the status of 
the control rods.  

This event is an example where licensed operators at a research reactor became 
so involved in tasks that they failed to maintain adequate control of the 
reactor. The operators did not maintain current knowledge of the condition of 
the reactor and therefore were not cognizant of the effect that their actions 
would have on that condition.  

IN 92-73 
November 4, 1992 
Page 3 of 3 

This information notice requires no specific action or written response. If 
you have any questions about this matter, please contact the technical contact 
listed below or the appropriate Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) project 
manager.
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ORIGINAL SIGNED BY 

Brian K. Grimes, Director 
Division of Operating Reactor Support 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical contact: 

Project Manager:

Charles Cox, RIII 
(708) 790-5298 

Theodore S. Michaels, NRR 
(301) 504-1102

Attachment: List of Recently Issued NRC Information Notices
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SSINS NO.: 6835 
IN 85-12 

UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 

February 11, 1985 

IE INFORMATION NOTICE NO. 85-12: RECENT FUEL HANDLING EVENTS 

Addressees: 

All nuclear power reactor facilities holding an operating license (OL) or 

construction permit (CP).  

Purpose: 

This information notice is provided as a notification of potentially signif

icant problems pertaining to recent fuel handling events. This notice 

supplements Information Notice 80-01, which discussed similar events. It is 

expected that recipients will review the information for applicability to 

their facilities and consider actions, if appropriate, to preclude similar 

problems from occurring at their facilities. However, suggestions contained 

in this information notice do not constitute NRC requirements; therefore, no 

specific action or written response is required.  

Description of Circumstances: 

Two events have occurred recently at nuclear power plants in which fuel was 

dropped because of failures or deficiencies in hoist equipment. More details 

are provided in Attachment 1.  

(1) At Hatch 1 on October 6, 1984, a spent fuel bundle was dropped into its 

storage cell because of a possible inadvertent actuation of the fuel 

grapple hook position switch. The switch cover was missing.  

(2) At Millstone 2 on November 8, 1984, a fuel pin dropped in the spent 

fuel pool during fuel assembly reconstitution because the gripping 

collet fingers slipped.  

Several additional events have occurred that are noteworthy because they 

involve deficiencies or maloperation of fuel handling equipment or proce

dures. These are briefly summarized below; more detailed information is 

given in Attachment 1.  

(1) At Monticello on November 29, 1984, a spent fuel bundle handle was 

deformed during transportation because of inadequate cask loading 

procedures.  

(2) At Palisades on April 4, 1984, a new fuel bundle was stuck in the 

refueling machine because of inadequate spreader bar air supply 

pressure.  

8502060440 
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(3) At Turkey Point 4 on April 5, 1983, a spent fuel assembly dropped back 

into its storage cell when the hoist limit switches failed to prevent 

upward movement of the assembly. This event also involved a procedural 

inadequacy concerning these limit switches.  

(4) A second event at Turkey Point 4 on April 17, 1983, resulted in an 

improperly loaded (leaning) fuel assembly.  

(5) At Cook 1 on June 19, 1981, a fuel assembly was damaged in a collision 

with a shield wall because an entangled air hose had tripped a limit 
switch.  

(6) Also at Cook 1 on August 4, 1982, a fuel assembly was cocked and lodged 
in the manipulator bridge mast because the fuel handling procedures 
were not properly followed.  

Discussion: 

This information notice briefly describes several events involving failures 
or deficiencies in fuel handling equipment or procedures. In addition, 
Information Notice 80-01 discusses two similar events at Pilgrim. In one, a 
spent fuel assembly was inadvertently raised high enough in the fuel pool to 

activate area radiation alarms because the lifting hook was caught between 
the lifting bail and the assembly channel. In the other, a new fuel assembly 
dropped onto the top of the storage fuel racks when the auxiliary hook 

latching device failed to hold the lifting bail when the assembly struck the 

top edge of the racks. The radiological consequences of these events were 

minimal. Nevertheless, the events are considered significant, in that they 
could have compromised plant safety and could have been prevented. Licensees 
may wish to review their procedures in view of these events.  

No specific action or written response is required by this information 
notice. If you have any questions about this matter, please contact the 
Regional Administrator of the appropriate NRC regional office or this 
office.  

Edward L. Jordan, Director 
Division of Emergency Preparedness 

and Engineering Response 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 

Technical Contact: C. V. Hodge, IE 
(301) 492-7275 

Attachments: 
1. Description of Recent Fuel Handling Events 
2. List of Recently Issued IE Information Notices 

Attachment 1 
IN 85-12 
February 12, 1985 
Page 1 of 3 

Description of Recent Fuel Handling Events
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Hatch 1 

This event involved a possible inadvertent actuation of the fuel grapple 

hook position switch. On October 6, 1984, with core unloading in progress, a 

spent fuel bundle was inadvertently dropped into its storage rack cell (a 

distance of about 12 feet), slightly deforming and scratching the bundle and 

rack. Before the event, no trouble had been experienced in grappling 

bundles. When the bridge operator lowered the affected bundle and detected 

contact of the bundle with the rack, he stopped to align the bundle with its 

storage cell; then the bundle dropped. The licensee declared an unusual 

event and terminated it on confirming that no fission gases had been 

released.  

Grapple tests and operator interviews indicated that the operator actions 

required to position or rotate the fuel bundle could have resulted in 

inadvertently operating the fuel grapple hook position actuation switch.  

General Electric Service Information Letter (SIL) No. 298, dated August 

1979, describes the potential for inadvertent switch operation in 

conjunction with a slack grapple hoist cable before the operator has 
verified that the fuel bundle is properly seated. General Electric 

recommends that the owners of BWRs 1 through 4 install a commercially 

available snap cover over the switch. The licensee had installed the switch 

coVers on the refueling platforms of Units 1 and 2; however, between 1979 

and the present, the covers had been removed. The licensee originally used 

an epoxy-type adhesive to secure the covers, but now has bolted them into 

place.  

Millstone 2 

This event involved mechanical slipping of the fuel holding mechanism. On 

November 8, 1984, during fuel assembly reconstitution in the spent fuel 

pool, a single spent fuel pin was dropped during eddy current testing for 

cladding defects, The pin was gripped by collet fingers inside a long 

cylindrical probe. Evidently these fingers slipped, possibly because of a 

weld repair at the top of the pin. The fingers were adjusted to provide a 

more positive grip. Although this pin was retrieved, inspected, and showed 

no defects, it was replaced in its position in the fuel assembly by a 

stainless steel spacer. The licensee instituted an additional check for 

proper gripping of each fuel pin and completed the fuel assembly 
reconstitution.  

Monticello 

This event illustrates the need for an explicit checkpoint in the fuel cask 

loading procedure. On November 29, 1984, the handle on a spent fuel bundle 

was found deformed when it was off-loaded from a transportation cask to a 

storage rack at the GE Morris spent fuel storage facility. The bundle had 

not been seated properly in the cask because horizontal tabs at the top of 

the bundle had not been aligned properly with the cask, preventing the 

bundle from being fully inserted. No radiological effects were caused, but 

the event is significant because the fuel loading procedures were not 

carefully followed.  

Attachment 1 
IN 85-12 
February 12, 1985 
Page 2 of 3 
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Surveillance was conducted for this loading of the cask, but there was not 

an explicit check for proper seating of the bundles before the cask cover 

was bolted in place. The licensee's corrective action is to institute such 

an explicit check in the fuel loading procedures.  

Palisades 

This event involved inoperability of the fuel hoist mechanism. On April 4, 

1984, while reloading the core, a new fuel bundle stuck in the refueling 

machine. A combination of low spreader bar air supply pressure (40 psi vs 

normal 50 psi) and air leakage from the spreader bar retraction hose fitting 

resulted in the spreader bar extending downward one inch below the hoist 

bottom. An interlock for the extended spreader bar prevented movement of the 

bridge trolley. After evaluating the situation, the licensee increased the 

air supply pressure and inserted the bundle into the core. The licensee then 

completed core reload without further problem.  

Turkey Point 4 

This event involved a malfunction of the limit switches on the spent fuel 

pit' hoist and disclosed a-procedural inadequacy. On April 5, 1983, during 

refueling after a six month outage for steam generator repair, partially 

burned fuel assembly X-13 was being lifted from its storage rack. The limit 

switches failed to stop the upward movement of X-13, resulting in parting of 

the hoisting cable and causing the assembly to drop back into its rack.  

The crane design provides two different limit switches to restrict upper 

motion: a power circuit limit switch and a geared limit switch. About three 

weeks before actual fuel movement, testing indicated the switches would 

work, but the investigation after the event revealed that a linkage in the 

power limit switch was unhooked, which disabled the trip feature, and the 

geared limit switch was out of adjustment. Had the licensee tested the upper 

limit switch under no load at the beginning of each shift,as required by 

OSHA regu-lations [29 CFR 1910.179(n) (4)] or recommended by industry 

guidance (ANSI B30.2-1976, "Overhead and Gantry Cranes"), this event could 

have been prevented.  

The procedural inadequacy was the incorrect designation of the limit 

switches. The spent fuel pit crane test procedure indicated that the power 

circuit switch backed up the geared switch; the operating procedure for that 

crane incorrectly indicated the opposite. The operating procedure also 

contradicted the prohibition stated in both procedures against using the two 

switches as normal stopping devices.  

A second event occurred shortly afterward in which improper placement of a 

fuel assembly into the core was not readily detected. Because of the X-13 

drop, it was necessary to reconfigure the core loading sequence. Because 

only the central area was to be reconfigured, the approved fuel loading 

sequence started with assemblies on the core perimeter and spiraled inward.  

This sequence only provided one or two adjacent surfaces (fuel or baffle 

plate), instead of the usual four, to guide an assembly being inserted.  

Attachment 1 
IN 85-12 
February 12, 1985 
Page 3 of 3 

On April 17, 1983, a small maladjustment of the fuel handling bridge 

position (less than an inch deviation) coupled with a slight bow in 
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A. 1 Reactivity Management 

Zion Technical Specification 6.2, Procedures and Programs,. requires, in part, that "[w]ritten procedures 

including applicable checkoff lists covering items listed below shall be prepared, implemented, and 

maintained: a.) The applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A, of Regulatory Guide 1.33, 
Revision 2, February 1978." 

Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2 dated February 1978, recommends that written 

procedures should cover activities associated with "Authorities and Responsibilities for Safe Operation," 

(paragraph 1.b) and "General Plant Operating Procedures," (paragraph 2) activities associated with all 

modes of operation.  

a. General Operating Procedure (GOP) 4, "Plant Shutdown and Cooldown," Revision 13, 
partially implements paragraph 2 of Appendix A to Regulatory Guide 1.33. In Mode 2 with 

the reactor critical, step 5.21 .f, states, Hold "#363, ROD MOTION CONTROL" switch IN to 

minimize dumping steam and establish power at or less than the point of adding heat." (2.5 x 

1OE-2% intermediate range (IR) or 0.025 percent power).  

Contrary to the above, on February 21 1997, with the reactor critical in Mode 2, 
the primary Nuclear Station Operator (NSO) manipulated the control rods, but did 
not accomplish this activity in accordance with GOP-4, step 5.2 1.f. Specifically, 
the primary NSO did not establish power at or less than the point of adding heat in 
accordance with GOP-4, step 5.21 .f, but made the reactor sub-critical, i.e., entered 
Mode 3 (01013) 

b. Zion Administrative Procedure (ZAP) 300-01 B, "Reactivity Management 
Guidelines," Revision 1, partially implements paragraph 1 .b of Appendix A to 
Regulatory Guide 1.33. Section G.2.c.1, states that strict reactivity controls are 
required to minimize the potential for core damage, and that all plant personnel, 
particularly operators, must stop and question unexpected situations involving 
reactivity, criticality, power level, or core anomalies.  

Contrary to the above, on February 21, 1997, the primary Nuclear Station 
Operator failed to implement strict reactivity controls when he did not stop and 
question unexpected changes in reactivity, criticality, and power level. The 
primary Nuclear Station Operator made the reactor substantially sub-critical (non

power) and, instead of stopping and evaluating the unexpected change in 
reactivity and criticality, he attempted to return the reactor to the point of adding 

heat (0.025 percent power) by continuously withdrawing control rods. (01023) 

c. ZAP 300-01B, "Reactivity Management Guidelines," Revision 1, partially 
implements paragraph L.b of Appendix A to Regulatory Guide 1.33. Section 
G.l. 1, states the Qualified Nuclear Engineer's (QNE) responsibility to implement 
the reactivity management policy by providing technical advice on reactivity 
related matters.  

Contrary to the above, on February 21, 1997, the QNE failed to provide technical 

advice on reactivity related matters to either the primary Nuclear Station Operator 

or the Shift Supervisor concerning the excessive control rod manipulations and 

resultant reactivity changes. Specifically, the QNE observed the Nuclear Station 
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Operator (NSO) take the reactor subcritical and then observed the NSO 
inappropriately add positive reactivity by withdrawing control rods in an 
unauthorized manner in an attempt to reachieve criticality. Instead of promptly 

addressing the inappropriateness of the NSO's actions, the QNE, by his inaction, 
allowed the unauthorized control rod withdrawal to continue and left the control 
room to discuss the matter with the Lead Nuclear Engineer. (01033) 

A.2 Command, Control, and Communication 

Zion Technical Specification 6.2, Procedures and Programs. requires that "[w]ritten procedures including 

applicable checkoff lists covering items listed below shall be prepared, implemented, and maintained: a.) 

The applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A, of Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, February 

1978." 

Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2 dated February 1978, states in paragraph 1 .b, that 

written procedures should cover activities associated with "Authorities and Responsibilities for Safe 

Operation." 

a. ZAP 300-01, "Conduct of Operations," Revision 3, partially implements paragraph 1.b of 

Appendix A to Regulatory Guide 1.33. Section VI.A, states, in part, that all operations 

personnel from the Operations Manager to the Nuclear Station Operator share the 

responsibility for the reactor core. The Nuclear Station Operator, Unit Supervisor and station 

Reactor Engineer have a greater responsibility, and share this ownership on a continuous basis.  

Section VI.A further states, in part, that: (1) Operations personnel SHALL be attentive to the 

condition of the plant at all times and (4) the Unit Supervisor and Shift Engineer should NOT 

become so involved in any single operation that distracts them from the overall perspective of 

plant operations.  

Contrary to the above, on February 21, 1997, while the licensee was performing a 

Unit 1 shutdown, the Shift Engineer and the Unit Supervisor were so focused on 

containment spray pump restoration activities that they failed to be attentive to the 

fact that the Nuclear Station Operator had made the reactor substantially 
subcritical and was withdrawing control rods, in an attempt to return the reactor to 

criticality. (01043) 

b. ZAP 300-01, "Conduct of Operations," Revision 3 partially implements 
paragraph 1 .b of Appendix A to Regulatory Guide 1.33. Attachment A, Section 

VI.A.3, requires that a briefing be conducted prior to the conduct of an 
infrequently performed evolution.  

ZAP 300-01, "Conduct of Operations," Revision 3, Section IV.G.2 defines 
infrequently performed evolutions as evolutions whereby the performance 
frequency is greater than annually AND the evolution requires the coordination of 

two or more departments, OR three or more individuals, AND has the potential to 

adversely affect reactivity control, OR core cooling.  

Contrary to the above, on February 21, 1997, the licensee failed to perform a 
briefing prior to conducting an activity to maintain the reactor at the point of 
adding heat (2.5 x IOE-2% IR), which was an infrequently performed evolution in 

that it had not been performed in more than a year, required the coordination of 

three individuals, and had the potential to adversely affect reactivity control.  
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(01053) 

c. ZAP 300-01, "Conduct of Operations," Revision 3 partially implements 
paragraph 1.b of Appendix A to Regulatory Guide 1.33. Section IX.E.3, requires 
the individual who is to perform the activity to be responsible for adequately 
reviewing the procedure and fully understanding assigned responsibilities, and 

cognizant of all the limitations, precautions, and requirements.  

Contrary to the above, on February 21, 1997, the primary Nuclear Station 
Operator and Unit Supervisor, failed to adequately review GOP-4, "Plant 

Shutdown and Cooldown," prior to performing the Unit 1 shutdown and failed to 

understand their assigned responsibilities as evidenced by the actions of the NSO 

in driving in control rods until the point of adding heat as measured on the 
intermediate range monitors. In doing so, the NSO failed to account for the time 

delay associated with the addition of substantial negative reactivity and as a result 

inadvertently made the reactor subcritical. The inadequate review and failure to 

understand assigned responsibilities was further demonstrated by the Nuclear 
Station Operator's actions in subsequently withdrawing control rods once he 
recognized that he had made the reactor subcritical. (01063) 

d. ZAP 300-01A, "Control Room Access and Conduct," Revision 4 partially 
implements paragraph L.b of Appendix A to Regulatory Guide 1.33. Section 
VIII.A.2, requires that Control Room business SHALL be conducted at a location 
and in such a manner that neither on-shift licensed personnel attentiveness nor the 
professional atmosphere is compromised.  

Contrary to the above, on February 21, 1997, the presence of an excessive number 
of individuals in the control room -- 39 people were in the control room envelope, 
with 15 people in the immediate vicinity of the primary Nuclear Station Operator 
and Unit Supervisor -- caused a loud and disruptive environment. The high 
ambient noise level due to the large number of individuals present made 
communications between operators and operations supervision difficult. This 
created a control room environment that was not conducive to conducting a 
controlled and orderly shutdown. As a result, licensed personnel attentiveness and 
the professional atmosphere of the control room were compromised. (01073) 

e. ZAP 300-09, "Station Operational Communications," Revision 3 partially 
implements paragraph 1.b of Appendix A to Regulatory Guide 1.33. Section 
VII.A.3., requires, in part, that if the receiver does not understand an operational 
communication, then the receiver shall promptly inform the sender and ask the 
sender to repeat or rephrase the message.  

Contrary to the above, on February 21, 1997, the primary Nuclear Station 
Operator (the receiver) failed to promptly inform the Unit Supervisor (the sender) 

that he did not understand the communication concerning establishing power at 

the point of adding heat and ask the Unit Supervisor (the sender) to repeat or 
rephrase his message. The Nuclear Station Operator did ask the Unit supervisor if 

he wanted him (the Nuclear Station Operator) to drive rods in, indicating he did 
not understand the instruction, and instead of explaining or rephrasing, the Unit 
supervisor simply reread the step aloud. (01083) 
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These violations represent a Severity Level III problem (Supplement I) - $110,000 

B. Corrective Actions -- Reactivity Management Event 

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Actions," requires, in 

part, that measures be established to assure that conditions adverse to quality are 

promptly corrected, and in the case of significant conditions adverse to quality, 

that measures be established to assure that the cause of the condition is 

determined and corrective actions taken to preclude recurrence.  

1. Contrary to the above, as of February 21, 1997, following the identification by 

the licensee of an adverse trend in reactivity management activities, which was 

documented in an internal Zion Station memorandum, "ZNG:96-002" dated 

February 12, 1996, and which constituted a significant condition adverse to 

quality, corrective actions were not prompt and commensurate with the safety 

significance of the issue and failed to preclude recurrence of a reactivity 

management event on February 21, 1997. (02013) 

2. Contrary to the above, as of February 21, 1997, following issuance of a Notice 

of Violation (50-304/96005-03) on April 8, 1996, that identified an inadvertent 

mode change -- a significant condition adverse to quality that was caused by poor 

communications, weak command and control, and poor reactivity management -

corrective actions taken to preclude recurrence were not adequate as demonstrated 

by the February 21, 1997, actions of the Unit 1 operating crew, where failures in 

communications, command and control, and reactivity management directly 

caused an unauthorized and uncontrolled positive reactivity addition.(02023) 

3. Contrary to the above, as of February 21, 1997, following a command and 

control, communication and reactivity management problem during the Unit 1 

startup on September 16, 1996, which was a significant condition adverse to 

quality, corrective actions taken to preclude recurrence were not effective as 

demonstrated by the February 21, 1997, reactivity management event. The 

problem that occurred on September 16, 1996 was the subject of a Notice of 

Violation (50-295/96014-02) issued on January 28, 1997. (02033) 

These violations represent a Severity Level III problem (Supplement I) - $110,000 

C. Corrective Actions -- Reactor Voiding Event 

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Actions," requires, in 

part, that measures be established to assure that conditions adverse to quality are 

promptly identified and corrected, and in the case of significant conditions 
adverse to quality, that measures be established to assure that the cause of the 

condition is determined and corrective actions taken to preclude recurrence.  

Contrary to the above, from September 2, 1996, through March 8, 1997 the 

licensee failed to take prompt corrective actions commensurate with the 
undetected accumulation of gas in the reactor vessel head which displaced reactor 

coolant and threatened the ability to maintain decay heat removal. Engineering 
and Operations personnel had determined the corrective actions necessary to 

preclude recurrence but failed to revise appropriate operations procedures prior to
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the recurrence of the event on March 8, 1997, in both Units 1 and 2. (03013) 

This is a Severity Level III Violation (Supplement I) - $110,000 

II. Violations Not Assessed a Civil Penalty 

A. Failure to Comply With a Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 

Technical Specification (TS) 3.1. "Reactor Protection Instrumentation and Logic," requires, that with the 

minimum number of operable channels below the limits specified by Table 3.1-1, "Reactor Protection 

Systems - Limiting Operation Conditions and Setpoints," plant operation shall be as specified in Column 5 

of Table 3.1-1. Table 3.1-1 specifies that if there are less than a minimum of two operable channels per 

loop of Low Primary Coolant Flow, maintain Hot Shutdown and, if the minimum conditions are not met 

within 24 hours, the unit shall be in the Cold Shutdown condition within an additional 24 hours.  

Contrary to the above, on February 24, 1997, the licensee failed to comply with the Limiting Condition for 

Operation of TS 3.1 when Unit 1 was not placed in cold shutdown conditions within 48 hours of rendering 

all three-reactor coolant system loop "A" flow instrumentation channels inoperable. (04014) 

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement I) 

B. Undetected Displacement of Reactor Coolant 

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," requires, in part, that 

activities affecting quality be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures, or drawings, of a type 

appropriate to the circumstances and be accomplished in accordance with these instructions, procedures, or 

drawings.  

Contrary to the above, as of March 8, 1997, procedures for activities affecting quality, extended operation 

in cold shutdown, were not appropriate to the circumstances. Specifically, no operating procedures were 

prescribed which included measures to diagnose or prevent the displacement of reactor coolant from the 

reactor vessel caused by the undetected accumulation of nitrogen gas in the reactor coolant system. (05014) 

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement I) 

C. Failure to Report the Accumulation of Gas in the Reactor Coolant System 

10 CFR Part 50.72(b)(2)(iii)(B) requires that the licensee shall notify the NRC as soon as practical, and in 

all cases within four hours, of any event or condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of the 

safety function of structures or systems that are needed to remove residual heat.  

10 CFR Part 50.73(a)(2)(v)(B) requires that the licensee shall submit a Licensee Event Report within 30 

days after the discovery of the event, for any event or condition that alone could have prevented the 

fulfillment of the safety function of structures or systems that are needed to remove residual heat.  

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not notify the NRC within four-hours and did not submit to the 

NRC a Licensee Event Report within 30 days after discovery that nitrogen gas had accumulated in the 

reactor vessel head on both Unit 1 and Unit 2 on March 8, 1997. This condition (nitrogen gas accumulation 

in the reactor coolant system) alone could have caused the loss of both trains of shutdown cooling prior to 

the nitrogen gas bubble reaching the size where pressurizer level would have provided direct indication of 

reactor vessel water level and, therefore, could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety function of a
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system needed to remove residual heat. Additionally, the nitrogen gas in the reactor coolant system could 

have accumulated in the steam generators which would have resulted in the obstruction of natural 

circulation cooling. This condition also could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety function of a 

system needed to remove residual heat. (06014) 

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement I) 

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Commonwealth Edison Company (the Licensee) is hereby 

required to submit a written statement or explanation to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of 

Civil Penalties (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a "Reply to a Notice of Violation" and 

should include for each alleged violation: (1) admission or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons 

for the violation if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have been taken 

and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the 

date when full compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified 

in this Notice, an order or a Demand for Information may be issued as to why the license should not be 

modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be proper should not be taken.  

Consideration may be given to extending the response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of 

Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.  

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR 2.20 1, the Licensee may 

pay the civil penalties by letter addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, with a check, draft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of the United 

States in the amount of the civil penalties proposed above, or the cumulative amount of the civil penalties 

if more than one civil penalty is proposed, or may protest imposition of the civil penalties in whole or in 

part, by a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time specified, an order imposing the civil 

penalties will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 

protesting the civil penalties, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an "Answer to a 

Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violation(s) listed in this Notice, in whole or in part, 
(2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why 

the penalties should not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil penalties, in whole or in part, such 

answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalties.  

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalties, the factors addressed in Section VI.B.2 of the 
Enforcement Policy should be addressed. Any written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be 

set forth separately from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may 

incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing page and paragraph numbers) 
to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, 
regarding the procedure for imposing a civil penalties.  

Upon failure to pay any civil penalties due which subsequently has been determined in accordance with the 

applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the 
penalties unless compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section 
234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.  

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of civil penalties, and Answer 
to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to: Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional 

Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region III and a copy to the NRC Resident 
Inspector at the Zion facility.
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Because your response will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR), to the extent possible, it 

should not include any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards information so that it can be placed in 

the PDR without redaction. If personal privacy or proprietary information is necessary to provide an 

acceptable response, then please provide a bracketed copy of your response that identifies the information 

that should be protected and a redacted copy of your response that deletes such information. If you request 

withholding of such material, you must specifically identify the portions of your response that you seek to 

have withheld and provide in detail the bases for your claim of withholding (e.g., explain why the 

disclosure of information will create an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or provide the 

information required by 10 CFR 2.790(b) to support a request for withholding confidential commercial or 

financial information). If safeguards information is necessary to provide an acceptable response, please 

provide the level of protection described in 10 CFR 73.21.  

Dated at Lisle, Illinois 
this 2nd day of September 1997
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 

February 22, 1994 

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 94-13: UNANTICIPATED AND UNINTENDED MOVEMENT OF FUEL 
ASSEMBLIES AND OTHER COMPONENTS DUE TO 
IMPROPER OPERATION OF REFUELING EQUIPMENT 

Addressees 

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power 

reactors.  

Purpose 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this information 

notice to alert addressees to potential problems resulting from inadequate 

oversight of refueling operations and inadequate performance on the part of 

refueling personnel. It is expected that recipients will review the 

information for applicability to their facilities and consider actions, as 

appropriate, to avoid similar problems. However, suggestions contained in 

this information notice are not NRC requirements; therefore, no specific 
action or written response is required.  

Description of Circumstances 

Vermont Yankee Events 

The Vermont Yankee facility was in a refueling outage with fuel movement in 

progress on September 3, 1993, when an irradiated fuel assembly became 

detached from the grapple after being lifted out of its position in the 

reactor core. The assembly fell approximately 2.4 m [8 ft] back into its 
original location in the reactor core. The licensee suspended fuel handling 

and investigated the event. The licensee determined that the grapple had not 

properly engaged the lifting bail on the fuel assembly and that the personnel 

performing the fuel handling activities had failed to verify proper grapple 

engagement. After completing the investigation and taking corrective actions, 

the licensee resumed fuel handling activities on.September 7, 1993.  

On September 9, 1993, a fuel assembly that was being moved to a fuel sipping 

can was inadvertently lowered, instead of raised, striking another core 

component. The potentially damaged fuel assembly was then moved to the fuel 

sipping can and the licensee again suspended fuel handling activities. The 

NRC dispatched an augmented inspection team (AIT) on September 9, 1993, to 

investigate the fuel handling incidents.  

The AIT documented its findings in NRC Inspection Report 50-271/93-81, issued 

October 21, 1993. The AIT concluded that mistakes made by refueling personnel 
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were the immediate causes of both events. In addition, weaknesses in the 
human factors aspects of the controls for the fuel handling equipment 
contributed to the event in which a fuel assembly was lowered rather than 
raised. The controls for the fuel handling equipment had been modified 
shortly before this event occurred. The team concluded that the root cause of 
the events was a significant weakness in management oversight of fuel handling 
activities. Weak management oversight had allowed many of the measures 
intended to prevent a fuel handling accident to be neglected. The AIT found 
that (1) design changes were not transmitted to allow timely and accurate 
training on modifications to the refueling bridge, (2) procedures were not 
always used and, when they were used, they were not always adhered to, and 
(3) supervisors did not ensure that procedures were followed. In addition, 
the AIT found that training was not effective in that operators were not aware 
of certain key procedure steps in most instances. Specifically, the personnel 
monitoring the fuel handling activities were not aware of the requirement to 
visually verify grapple closure when engaging and lifting fuel assemblies.  
The AIT found that management did not communicate expectations and provide 
proper oversight of fuel handling activities.  

Peach Bottom Events 

With Unit 3 shut down for refueling on September 23, 1993, a fuel assembly 
could not be fully inserted into its spent fuel rack cell. It was thought 
that the fuel assembly had swelled due to irradiation in the core, and the 
fuel assembly was successfully placed in a different cell. It was further 
postulated that there might be some debris in the cell, and that the cell 
should be checked at some future date. On September 24, 1993, another fuel 
assembly became stuck in its spent fuel rack cell. The licensee evaluated the 
material condition of the fuel assembly, calculated an allowable lifting 
force, and conferred with the fuel vendor. The licensee increased the load 
limit of the refueling hoist and the fuel assembly was freed from the rack 
with no damage to the fuel assembly. Subsequent examinations revealed that 
sections of local power range monitor instrument strings that had previously 
been cut up were in the bottoms of three cells in the rack, including the two 
cells with which difficulties were experienced. The licensee believes that 
the debris may have fallen into the cells during a fuel pool cleanup effort 
conducted during the previous summer.  

The licensee is currently investigating why the debris was in the spent fuel 
pool and why the refueling personnel did not ensure that the spent fuel rack 
cells did not contain any debris prior to inserting the fuel assemblies.  

Susquehanna Events 

The Susquehanna Steam Electric Station Unit 1 was shut down with defueling in 
progress on October 6, 1993, when the personnel performing the fuel handling 
activities removed an incorrect fuel assembly from a peripheral location in 
the core. The personnel involved realized they had removed the wrong assembly 
and they inappropriately decided to return the assembly to its prior position 
in the core. The appropriate action, per licensee procedures, would have been 
to place the bundle in the spent fuel pool and secure fuel handling activities 
until the cause of the error was determined and corrected.  
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On October 26, 1993, while lowering a fuel assembly into the core during 
refueling, an unexpected drop of 25 to 38 cm [10 to 15 in] of one of the 
sections of the fuel handling mast occurred. The fuel assembly was not 
released and it did not strike the vessel internals. Subsequent testing 
reproduced mechanical binding of the mast, and a bend in the mast was 
observed. The binding temporarily restrained one section of the mast while a 
lower section extended. Eventually weight or motion caused the bound section 
to release and drop down a limited distance. The licensee subsequently 
determined that the mast had been bent by an impact with the flange protector 
for the reactor vessel while traversing through the "cattle chute" between the 
core and fuel pool, because the mast was not raised high enough. The Unit 2 
refueling bridge was transferred to Unit 1 and, after satisfactory completion 
of surveillance testing, refueling was resumed.  

On October 27, 1993, while transferring a double blade guide to the spent fuel 
pool, the blade guide hit the side of the reactor vessel because it was not 
raised high enough to clear the vessel. The licensee suspended refueling 
activities, revised the associated procedure, and inspected the mast. The 
core reload was resumed after surveillances on the fuel handling equipment 
were successfully conducted. On October 28, 1993, while attempting to grapple 
a new fuel assembly in the fuel pool, the personnel performing the fuel 
handling activities heard two loud bangs and observed bubbles in the pool for 
5 to 10 seconds. Subsequent inspection revealed that one section of the mast 
from Unit 2 was bent. The licensee believes that the mast was weakened by the 
impact with the reactor vessel that occurred during the October 27 event.  

On October 29, 1993, the NRC dispatched an AIT to the site to review the 
events. The AIT documented its findings in Inspection Report 50-387/93-80, 
issued on December 21, 1993. The AIT concluded that facility management did 
not maintain proper oversight of refuel floor activities and that inadequate 
corrective actions were implemented in the past for problems with the fuel 
handling equipment. The AIT also concluded that the licensee fuel handling 
procedures were adequate for the proper completion of the fuel handling 
activities, although certain improvements could be made to increase the 
awareness of the operators concerning potential problems.  

Nine Mile Point Event 

Nine Mile Point Unit 2 was shut down with refueling in progress on 
November 1, 1993, when a blade guide was moved from the core into the spent 
fuel pool. The contractor refueling operator disengaged the grapple and 
observed the correct light indication on the bridge. There was no procedural 
requirement to visually verify disengagement or for the Senior Reactor 
Operator Limited to Fuel Handling (LSRO) or the spotter to verify 
disengagement. The refueling operator noticed increased drag after the 
refueling bridge crane had been moved approximately 23 cm [9 in] toward the 
next location. At that time, licensee personnel determined that the blade 
guide was still engaged on the grapple. The bridge was returned to its 
previous position, the blade guide was lowered and disengaged (positive 
verification was obtained this time), and the operator proceeded to move the 
next component, which was a fuel assembly. While lowering that fuel assembly 
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into the core, the refueling operator noticed that the mast was binding. At
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this point, the LSRO became involved and directed that the fuel assembly be 
returned to the fuel pool. While lowering the fuel assembly into the rack in 
the fuel pool, the inner section of the mast dropped between 61 and 76 cm [24 
and 30 in]. However, the fuel assembly was not released. After the fuel 
assembly was lowered, the grapple was disengaged and the LSRO halted further 
fuel movement. The licensee subsequently determined that the mast was bent 
and that the blade guide was not damaged. After the licensee reviewed the 
event, modified the procedure, and repaired the fuel handling equipment, fuel 
movements were resumed on November 4, 1993.  

The licensee determined that there were several personnel performance issues 
that needed to be addressed. The refueling operator had been trained to 
verify disengagement after releasing each component, although the procedure 
only required verification of ungrappling when handling fuel assemblies.  
Disengagement was to be verified by raising and rotating the mast. The 
refueling operator did not verify disengagement after releasing the blade 
guide. In addition, the refueling operator did not notify the LSRO of the 
unanticipated equipment response (remaining connected to the blade guide while 
traversing the bridge). Also contributing to the event was the fact that the 
LSRO was observing a refueling bridge trolley bearing about which he was 
concerned, rather than the handling of the blade guide. Licensee review 
determined that management expectations regarding the supervision of refueling 
activities had not been clearly expressed to the LSROs.  

Discussion 

Refueling activities are safety-significant operations that are not conducted 
on a routine basis. In addition, fuel handling activities are often performed 
by contractor personnel under the supervision of licensee personnel. As a 
result, fuel handling personnel may not be familiar with the fuel handling 
equipment or may feel that their experience in fuel handling operations 
permits them to ignore some requirements for procedural use and adherence.  
Either of these situations could require increased management attention and 
oversight by the licensee to ensure proper and safe performance of fuel 
handling activities.  

Appendix B to Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations 
(10 CFR 50) requires licensees to have appropriate procedures to control 
activities affecting quality (such as the actions to be taken during operation 
of refueling equipment), and that the procedures are used and followed. In 
addition, 10 CFR 50.120 requires licensees to implement a training program for 
various categories of nuclear power plant personnel to ensure that those 
personnel have the necessary knowledge, skills, and abilities to perform their 
assigned jobs competently. This rule applies to the personnel (including 
contractors) who operate or supervise the operation of the refueling 
equipment. The cases discussed in this notice include situations in which the 
licensees failed to conduct appropriate training in the use of their refueling 
equipment, particularly with respect to design modifications made to the 
controls for the fuel mast. These events also demonstrated that the fuel 
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handling personnel involved in certain instances were variously not aware that 
management expected them to identify deviations from expected results, cease 
operations when an unexpected or abnormal condition is encountered, and notify 
operations and/or plant management of unexpected or abnormal conditions.
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This information notice requires no specific action or written response. If 
you have any questions about the information in this notice, please contact 
one of the technical contacts listed bel1w, ot the appropriate Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) project manager.  

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY 

Brian K. Grimes, Director 
Division of Operating Reactor Support 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical contacts: P. L. Eng, NRR 
(301) 504-1837 

J. R. White, RI 
(215) 337-5114

E. M. Kelly, RI 
(215) 337-5183 

L. E. Nicholson, RI 
(215) 337-5128

Attachment: 
List of Recently Issued NRC Information Notices
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

October 14, 1994 

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 94-75: MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY 

Addressees 

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for pressurized

water reactors (PWRs).  

Purpose 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this information 

notice to alert addressees to potentially non-conservative initial conditions 

that were used in the analysis of some design-basis transients. As a result, 

some plant technical specifications for minimum temperature for criticality 

may not be adequately conservative. It is expected that recipients will 

review the information for applicability to their facilities and consider 

actions, as appropriate, to avoid similar problems. However, suggestions 

contained in this information notice are not NRC requirements; therefore, no 

specific action or written response is required.  

Description of Circumstances 

Commonwealth Edison Company (Zion Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2) and New York 

Power Authority (Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant Unit 3) have informed the 

NRC that their technical specifications for minimum temperature for 

criticality were not supported by the safety analyses for their plants. The 

licensing analysis performed by Westinghouse for Zion assumed a nominal hot

zero-power (no-load) operating temperature of 286 oC [547 oF], but Zion's 

technical specifications allow criticality if the average reactor coolant 

system temperature is greater then 260 oC [500 oF]. The safety analysis for 
Indian Point 3 was also performed at 286 oC [547 oF], but its technical 
specifications allow criticality at 232 oC [450 oF], a limit which was set by 
reactor vessel material considerations. A review of Indian Point records 
indicated that the reactor was brought critical below 286 oC [547 oF] several 
times in the early life of plant operations (before 1988). The lowest 
temperature during these instances was 272 oC [521 oF].  

After discovering a potential to operate the plant in a region outside that 

analyzed, both licensees instituted administrative controls to ensure that the 
minimum temperatures for criticality are bound by the safety analyses 
performed for their plants. In addition, both licensees submitted license 
amendments to NRC to revise the minimum temperature for criticality.  

Further details concerning these events are in a 10 CFR Part 21 report to NRC 
prepared for the Zion plant, dated March 18, 1993, and in Indian Point 3 
Licensee Event Report 93-046-00, dated December 1, 1993.  

9410070143 IN 94-75 
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Discussion
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For transient analysis performed for hot-zero-power cases, small changes 

(e.g., 3 oC [6 oF]) in initial conditions such as allowed by standard 
technical specifications would have a negligible impact on analysis results.  
However, if PWRs are allowed to achieve criticality significantly below the 

temperature that was previously analyzed at hot-zero-power, the following 
safety concerns would be raised: 

(1) The transient analyses, such as "rod withdrawal from subcritical," "rod 
ejection," "zero power feedwater malfunction," and "boron dilution 
event" documented in the Final Safety Analysis Report, might not have 
been analyzed at temperatures below hot-zero-power and could be non
conservative. This could cause the analyses results with small margins 
to violate specified fuel design limits (i.e., centerline fuel melt or 
departure from nucleate boiling) for one or more of these postulated 
transients.  

(2) The response of the power range ex-core nuclear instrumentation may be 
adversely effected by the increased density of the reactor coolant at 
lower temperatures. This could result in a higher power being reached 
before a power range reactor trip occurs which might violate specified 
fuel design limits for transients that rely on this trip.  

(3) The moderator temperature coefficient will become more positive, perhaps 
causing a violation of existing technical specifications. Higher values 
of moderator temperature coefficient could exceed those used in some of 
the transient safety analyses. A more positive moderator temperature 
coefficient at power would result in reactivity insertion that could 
increase the consequences of an anticipated-transient-without-scram 
event.  

New analyses may justify criticality at somewhat lower temperatures. For 
example, Commonwealth Edison Company performed the necessary safety analyses 
for the Zion station and the staff approved a technical specification 
amendment to change the minimum temperature for criticality to 277 oC 
[530 oF].  

This information notice requires no specific action or written response. If 
you have any questions about the information in this notice, please contact 
the technical contact listed below or the appropriate Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation (NRR) project manager.  

original signed by 

Brian K. Grimes, Director 
Division of Project Support 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Technical contact: George A. Schwenk, NRR 
(301) 504-2814 

Attachment: List of Recently Issued NRC Information Notices
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 

May 9, 1988 

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE NO. 88-21: INADVERTENT CRITICALITY EVENTS AT 
OSKARSHAMN AND AT U.S. NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS 

Addressees: 

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power 
reactors.  

Purpose: 

This information notice is being provided to alert addressees to undesirable 
procedural practices that could lead to inadvertent criticality events in 
nuclear power plants. It is expected that recipients will review the infor
mation for applicability to their facilities and consider actions, as appro
priate, to avoid similar problems. However, suggestions contained in this 
information notice do not constitute NRC requirements; therefore, no specific 
action or written response is required.  

Description of Circumstances: 

On July 30, 1987, an unplanned criticality event occurred at Oskarshamn Unit 
3, a boiling water reactor (BWR) in Sweden, during routine control rod 
shutdown margin testing. A night shift team, consisting of a shift 
supervisor, a physicist, and an operator, had decided to proceed with shutdown 
margin testing, even though they knew that the fast-acting hydraulic scram 
system was inoperable. A slower acting electric rod insertion system and the 
boron injection system remained operational.  

Upon partial withdrawal of the first control rod, the core unexpectedly went 
critical. Although the flux rise was indicated on the instrument panels, the 
team was not immediately aware that the reactor was critical. However, the 
control logic for the electric system was initiated by the high flux signal, 
blocking further withdrawal and reinserting the control rod.  

The team then reset the electric control system and continued the test on a 
second control rod without further incident. The night shift was in the 
process of testing a third control rod when they were relieved by the day 
shift. The night shift apparently failed to inform the day shift of the 

8805030055 
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iroperable fast-acting hydraulic scram system. The day shift had completed 
testing the third rod and had started testing the fourth rod when they dis

covered that the hydraulic scram was inoperable. They then stopped further 

testing and reported the situation to their supervisors.  

Several unplanned criticality events have occurred at nuclear power plants in 

the United States, although none have been reported in which the crew deliber

ately withdrew rods with an inoperable scram system.  

On November 7, 1973, an inadvertent criticality event occurred at the Vermont 
Yankee nuclear power plant when an operator withdrew a control rod with the 

adjacent rod already in the fully withdrawn position. At the time of the 

event, the reactor was shut down with the reactor vessel and primary contain

ment heads removed, and the refueling cavity above the reactor vessel flooded.  

Control rod friction tests and core verification procedures were in progress 

simultaneously. To allow traversing of the television camera mounted on the 

fuel grapple while rods were being withdrawn for the friction tests, the 
operators used jumpers to defeat the refueling interlock of the manual control 
system for the control rods. Contrary to the normal refueling condition, this 
action permitted the withdrawal of more than one rod at a time.  

As the rod testing progressed, the rod in position 30-23 was inadvertently 
left in the fully withdrawn position. Meanwhile, the core verification pro

cedure was completed, but the interlock jumpers were not immediately removed.  

The reactor operator conducting the rod testing failed to observe that rod 
30-23 was still withdrawn and withdrew an adjacent rod in position 26-23. At 
about rod notch position 16, the reactor went critical. Somewhere between 
notch positions 20 and 26, the operator saw the power rising on the nuclear 
instruments and attempted to insert the rod. However, a full scram was 
initiated by the high-high flux signals on the intermediate-range monitors.  

Because the scram system remained operational and terminated the power rise, 
the event did not cause any serious consequences. The dosimeter readings of 
the personnel working on the refueling floor were normal. Five fuel 
assemblies in the affected area were removed for inspection and testing, and 
no damage was found.  

On November 12, 1976, an inadvertent criticality event occurred at Millstone 
Unit 1 when an operator withdrew the wrong control rod during a shutdown 
margin test on a partially loaded core. The operator was supposed to withdraw 
two diagonally adjacent control rods, in positions 46-23 and 42-19, as part of 
a shutdown margin test during a core-loading procedure. The operator had 
positioned rod 46-23 at notch 10, but then erroneously selected the rod at 
position 46-19, which was directly adjacent to the first rod, and withdrew it 
to notch 10 also. He then continued to withdraw rod 46-23 in steps. When rod 
46-23 was 
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withdrawn from notch 14 to notch 16, the reactor went critical and scrammed a 
few seconds later. A few minutes later, the operator made the same error, 
withdrawing both rods 46-23 and 46-19 to notch 10 and then attempted to 
withdraw rod 46-23 further. This time the operator saw that the startup-range 
monitor was increasing and inserted the rods before another scram occurred.  

Once again, the presence of an operational scram system prevented any serious 
consequences from this event. Personnel exposures were normal. The four fuel 
bundles surrounding rod 46-23 were removed, partially disassembled, and 
examined. No damage was found.
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Discussion: 

These events highlight the importance of maintaining an operable fast-acting 
scram capability whenever any coupled control rods are withdrawn from a 
reactor core. Licensees are encouraged to review their procedures and 
training programs to ensure there is no ambiguity on this point.  

These events also highlight the importance, during control rod manipulations, 
of following procedures and staying alert to the relevant instrumentation, 
even when the reactor is not expected to become critical. In each of the 
three cases described, procedures were violated. At Oskarshamn, withdrawing 
control rods with the fast-acting scram inoperable was a violation of the 
plant procedures. At Vermont Yankee, the "Lifted Lead Log" procedure that was 
required to be used for jumper installation was not adhered to. The jumper 
installation was not recorded in the general plant log and consequently 
operating personnel were not adequately informed of the jumpered interlock 
status. In addition, the jumpers were not removed immediately after core 
verification. At Millstone, the operator who was performing the shutdown 
margin test reselected the incorrect control rod and tried to withdraw it a 
second time without determining the cause of the initial reactor scram.  

In each of the three cases, the operators failed to observe indications on the 
instruments that could have prevented or mitigated the event. At Oskarshamn, 
when the core unexpectedly went critical, the flux rise was indicated on the 
instrument panels. However, the operators were not immediately aware that the 
reactor was critical. At Vermont Yankee, the operator failed to observe that 
rod 30-23 was mistakenly left in the withdrawn position, though it was later 
proved that the rod's digital position display was functioning properly. At 
Millstone, the operator observed that the startup-range monitor was increasing 
during the second erroneous rod withdrawal and managed to prevent a second 
reactor trip. If the operator had observed that the startup-range monitor was 
increasing the first time, both the initial criticality and the subsequent 
repetition of the error might have been prevented.  

IN 88-21 
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No specific action or written response is required by this information notice.  
If you have any questions about this matter, please contact the technical 
contacts listed below or the Regional Administrator of the appropriate 
regional office.  

Charles E. Rossi, Director 
Division of Operational Events Assessment 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Technical Contacts: Robert J. Giardina, NRR 
(301) 492-1188 

Donald C. Kirkpatrick, NRR 
(301) 492-1152 

Attachment: List of Recently Issued NRC Information Notices
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Attachment 
IN 88-21 
May 9, 1988 
Page 1 of 1

LIST OF RECENTLY ISSUED 
NRC INFORMATION NOTICES

Information 
Notice No. Subject

Date of 
___________________Issuance____ Issued to

88-20 

88-19 

88-18 

88-17 

88-16 

88-15 

88-14

Unauthorized Individuals 
Manipulating Controls and 
Performing Control Room 
Activities 

Questionable Certification 
of Class 1E Components 

Malfunction of Lockbox on 
Radiography Device 

Summary of Responses to NRC 
Bulletin 87-01, "Thinning of 
Pipe Walls in Nuclear Power 
Plants" 

Identifying Waste Generators 
in Shipments of Low-Level 
Waste to Land Disposal 
Facilities 

Availability of U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration 
(FDA)-Approved Potassium 
Iodide for Use in Emergencies 
Involving Radioactive Iodine 

Potential Problems with 
Electrical Relays

5/5/88 

4/26/88 

4/25/88 

4/22/88 

4/22/88 

4/18/88 

4/18/88

OL = Operating License 
CP = Construction Permit

4 of 4

All holders of OLs 
or CPs for nuclear 
power, test and 
research reactors, 
and all licensed 
operators.  

All holders of OLs 
or CPs for nuclear 
power reactors.  

All NRC licensees 
authorized to 
manufacture, 
distribute, and/or 
operate radio
graphic exposure 
devices.  

All holders of OLs 
or CPs for nuclear 
power reactors.  

Radioactive waste 
collection and 
service company 
licensees handling 
prepackaged waste, 
and licensees 
operating 
low-level waste 
disposal 
facilities.  

Medical, Academic, 
and Commercial 
licensees who 
possess 
radioactive 
iodine.  

All holders of OLs 
or CPs for nuclear 
power reactors.
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Reactor Operations Analysis Branch 
Division of Safety Programs 
Office for Anal'sis and Evaluation 

of Operational Data 

FROM: Sanford L Israel 
Reactor Systems Section W and B&W 
Reactor Operations Analysis Branch 
Division of Safety Programs 
Office fc. Analysis and Evaluation 

of Operational Data 

SUI3JE('I': REVI-.W OF MISPOSITIONED) EQUIPMEN'IT 

Enclosed for your information and use is a technical review report on mispositioned 
equipment. The safety importance of this issue is the unavailability of safety-related 
equipment when needed to mitigate an accident. This study examined over 190 
mispositioned equipment events for the period 1990 to 1993. Most of the events 
concerned mispositioned valves and about 15 percent of them involved multiple 
components. T"he personnel errors associated with these situations varied widely from 
improvisation in the abscnce of adequate procedures to apparent false sign-off on check 
lists. About half of the events were cited in NRC inspection reports and about one-third 
were identified as violations. Some of the violations had fines from S25,000 to $ 150,00).  

Regulatory Guide 1.47 addresses automatic status indication for safety systems and TMI 
Action Plan Item I.C.6 addresses independent verification of alignment when returning a 
systu.,n from maintenance or testing. This guidance appears adequate to address the 
issuC, but its implementation is deficient from time to time. A rough analysis of the 
human error probabilities and the potential system unavailabilities associated with the 
data indicates that the safety impact is below what was previously analyzed .n 
probabilistic risk assessments. In addition, the NRC inspectors monitor configuration 
control at the plants using inspection modules and are accustomed to citing violations.  
Consequently, no new initiatives appear to be warranted at this time.  

Or;ginal signed by 
Sanford L Israel 
Reactor Systems Section W and B&W\V 
Reactor Operations Analysis Branch 
Division of Safety Programs 
Office for Analysis and Evaluation 

of Operational Data 

Enclosure: As stated 
cc w/Cnclosure: See attached list -

Distribution: See attached list 
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TECHNICAl. REVIEW REPORT 

REVIEW OF MISPOSITIONED EQUIPMENT EVENTS 

MAY 1994

Prepared by: 
Sanford Israel

Reactor Operations Analysis Branch 
Division of Safety Programs 

Otrice for Analysis and Evaluation 
of Operational Data
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SLM.MARY

(h'er 1.90 nlspo.,itioning events %,rc ,C()CWCd :r thc pernotd i'u() 'o "Jq3. Moi't ,0 o 

event 1,, in,,ved mispoitioned valves and about 15 percent :n-loed m:,positiorinr, 

multiple i.ompipients. The personnel errors associated Aith these events cover a ,i(ýc 

range of lapses. The independent verification process meant to catch rnispositioned 

equipment is not always successful. The licensees generaiiy discipline or coursel ,he 

personnel involved in the error rather than make tangible plant modifications such a., 

',tatus alarms and position markers. [he overall safety impact of these deficiencies 

appears to be small.  

INTRODUCTION 

..\n Enforcement Action (EA) (S100.(X)0 fine) for mnispositioned root valves at Catawba 

in 1990 prompted this review of mispositioned equipment caused by personnel errors.  

Restoration errors occur following maintenance. surveillance, and refueling outages. '1he 

Catawba event happened during a reactor vessel refill evolution that involvtd isolated 

pressure sensors that simultaneously defeated overpressure protection actuation and 

reactor vessel pressure readout in the control room (CR) and resulted in an unnot:ced 

plant pressu"ization. Similarly, closed valves in the emergency feedwater s-.stem 

contributed to the initiation of the Three Mile Island (T'MI) accide... Subsequent to 

that accident, the NRC issued Bulletin 79-06 which in part required verification of :i.e 

Operability of all safety-related systems when they are returned to service foilo, 1:W 

maintenance or testing. TMI Action Plan, Item I.C.6 (NUREG-0737). required 

verification of system configuration when returning from maintenance and testing.  

Information Notice (IN) 84-51 provided additional amplification on independent 

verification and summarized sever_! mispositioned equipment events 'bserved aft: the 

TMI accident.  

The NRC has a long standing concern about mispositioned equipment going back t.  

Criterion XIV, "Inspection. Test, and Operating Status," of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R and 

Regulatory Guide 1.47, "Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power 

Plant Safety Systems." This guidance calls for automatic indication in the CR of 

inoperable trains of safety systems. In addition to the above verification requirements, 

the NRC required post-maintenance testing in Generic Letter (GL) 83-28, "Required 

Actions Based on Generic Implications of Salem ATWS Event" which was issued in 

response to the Salem AT-S event. Post-maintenance testing may capture some of the 

mispositioned equipment situations, but it may also be the source of mispositieo'rng 

equipment (inadequate system restoration following the test). The NRC Inspection 

Manual has modules that include monitoring independent verification of system status 

and operability testing of equipment being returned to service.  

"The industry has produced more than 10 studies on mispositioned equipment: the ,.ost 

recent was issued in 1992. "These reports provide suggestions for remedial actions based 

on licensee corrective actions. In 1986. AEOD issued a technical review report 

(AEOD/T612) on this subject.
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.. \ program vwii he de�~oelopd that %ill clearly hIenlit 1.1StrumCn ,hts w 

(Cmtroi Room thi.! ;ire either iut o.f service or known to be out of calihram::o:.  

River Bend - IR 458/93-2) - Flie inspectors noted sc.eral situations re!ated to , 
,n me a I~he following arc excerpts frcm the rcp (rt: 

lhe !:,Npecor, ,nhscr'ed portiors (I a high pressure core spray (HPCS) valve and 
pkimp test. Se,,eral steps during the restoration of the HPCS system required an 

indepcndent verification of the proper valve alignment. During one such 
verificatimn, the oplrator performing the procedure handed the verifier the 

procedure, pointed to the valve switches to be verified, and requested that he 
perform an independent verification of these valves. The first performer did not 

appear to realize that he could have defeated the independence of the verifier by 
pointlng out the specific valve switches to be verified.  

ihe licen.ee's administrative procedure ADM-0(22 states, "Independent 
verification is intended to mean a second check of the position or stazus of a 
component or system. The independent verification will be performed separate!.., 
",..thout visual o)r audible contact with the first performer." 

IN another imstarvte, the licensve noted that a test fixture on a source rangc 
Monitor remained installed for four months since the previous test. A revielw of 

rhe previous test document indicated that the removal of the test fixture had beer.  
,'igned off hy an independent verifier.  

'he c,.)rrective actions included: 

Modifications of procedures by re .oving unnecessary verifications, in

process verifications were clearly identified as requiring completion before 
proceeding. and restoration verifications were in a separate section at the 
end of the procedure. A human performance engineer was designated to 
set up a consistent and effective independent verification program.  
Operations and maintenance departments would be provided instructions 
on independent verification that would be unique to their respective 
disciplines. Plant management would hold ;idividual verifiers personally 
accountable for their actions.  

Indian Point 3 - IR 286/91-14 - During a walkdown, an NRC resident inspector noted a 

boron injection valve fully open (according to the local stem indicator) while tagged in a 

shu' position under an operating order providing reactor coolant system (RCS) 

protection during mid-loop operations. The valve was presumably set at a throttled 
position one month earlier. The licensee never determined how the valve became 
hackseated in the full open position.  

It was surmised that the reactor operator who was supposed to close the valve for mjd

loop operation never moved the valve off of its backseat. Based on a similar "ncident, 

•he licensee concluded that the reactor operator turned the handwheel only enough turn.,
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!he :m.pcctors did not identify whv the valcs were )pen. T-he doc'j•nCntation associa:ed 
.h the testing indicated that the testing wa., conplete and the independent verificatmn 

,.cp W,' he restoration process...hich required the ,al,.cs to be shut. had been compuete 

.- cr; )hrcuvh reioUls steps of the rcstoration ec(tiera had not been petortcd.  

".\ :eI iCA 4 the '.atch station turnover sheets in the CR contained a note that the valves, 

,,heorld he clwed fo'll'.ing recharging of the nitrogen cylinders. The inspector noted 

.lthough the operations department administrative procedures ailow procedure steps t, 

he pcrtform( J out of sequence with the unit/shift supervisor approval, and the entry on 

:,e unit supervisor's turnover sheet satisfies the intent of the administrative procedures 

:evarding control of components manipulated outside of prescriptive procedures. the lack 

of a unit log entry indicating the manipulation of major components and the lack of 

a,.wareness b, the reactor operator of the valves' positions and purpose was identified b,, 

the inspectcrs to the licensee as a poor operating practice.  

A-fter soliciting suggestions from the operating stalf. the licensee instituted a valve 

manipulation log sheet to record the manipulations of any valve performed without 

,specific procedural control.  

)IS(CISSION 

li a C kv ý grl n 

Fhe reqiuirementý, kor configura.ion control arise from the regulations in 10 CFR 50.  

..\ppendix B and 10 CFR 50-55a which embraces IEEE Standard 279-1971. Regulator, 

Guide 1.47 expands on IEE.E Standard 279 by defining an acceptable method for 

.... pI .emnting this requirement with respect to indicating the bypass or inoperable status, 

of portions of the protection system, systems actuated or controlled by the protection 

,,,-,;tem, and auxiliar. or supporting systen" 

1. Administrative procedures should be supplemented by a system that 

automatically indicates at the system level the bypass or the deliberately induced 

inoperability of the protection sy tem and the systems actuated or controll,:d by 

the protection system.  

2. The indicating system of one above should also be activated automatically by 

the bypassing or deliberately induced inoperability of any auxiliary or supporting 

system that effectively renders inoperable the protection system and the systems 

actuated or controlled by the protection system.  

3. Automatic indication in accordance with I and 2 above should be provided in 

the CR for each bypass or deliberately induced inoperable status.  

"rhis guidance was to be implemented, where practical. recognizing all the possible 

means bv which safety related systems could be completely or partially rendered 

fnoperable.
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SUMMARY

()ver 1Q' mispesitioning events were revie.ed for the period 1990 to 19Q3. Mo-, ,! :nc 
events rrl.O:,ved mispo:itH()fned valves and about 15' ,crcent involved mispositiorCing 
multiple componcrts. The personnel errors associ.icd with these events cover a wide 

range of lapses. Thlie independent verification procc,, meant to catch mispositioned 
equipment is not always successful. The licensees gen, .. ,iy discipline or counsel the 

)ersonne, involved in the error rather than make tangbhie piant mC'Jifications such a.  

status alarms and position markers. The overall -...fetv impact of these deficiencies 
appears to be small.  

INTRODUCTION 

An Enforcement Action (EA) (S100.0()0 fine) for mispositioned root valves at Cata,,ba 

Mn 1990 prompted this-review of mispositioned equipment caused by person.iel errors.  

Restoration errors occur following maintenance, surveillance, and refueling outages. Th,..  

Caza,vba event happened during a reactor vessel refill evolution that involved isolated 

p)resure sensors that simultaneously defeated overpressure protection actuation and 
reactor vessel pressure readout in the control room (CR) and resulted in an unnoticed 

pinz pressurization. Similarly, closed valves in the emergency feedwater system 
cM1nnributed to the initiation of the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident. Subsequent to 

that accident, the NRC issued Bulletin 79-06 which in part required verification of the 
op:erability of all safety-related systems when they are returned to service following 

!::aintenance or testing. .MI Action Plan, Item I.C.6 (NUREG-0737), required 

verification of system configuration when returning from maintenance and testing.  

Information Notice (IN) 84-51 provided additional amplification on independent 

verification and summarized several mispositioned equipment events observed after :h:e 
IMI accident.  

The NRC has a long standing concern about mispositioned equipment going back to 

Criterion XIV, "Inspection, Test, and Operating Status," of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B and 

Regulatory Guide 1.47, "Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Pov-er 

Plant Safety Systemrs." This guidance calls for automatic indication in the CR of 

,noperable trains of safety systems. In addition to the above verification requiremems.  

the NRC required post-maintenance testing in Generic Letter (GL) 83-28, "Required 

Actions Based on Generic Implications of Salem ATWS Event" which was issued in 

response to the Salem ATWS event. Post-maintenance testing may capture some of the 

mispositioned equipment situations, but it may also be the source of mispositioning 

equipment (inadequate system restoration following the test). The NRC Inspection 

Manual has modules that include monitoring independent verification of system -tatus 

and operability testing of equipment being returned to service.  

lThe industry has produced more than 10 studies on mispositioned equipment: the most 

recent was issued in 1992. These reports provide suggestions for remedial actions ba.ed 

on licensee corrective actions. In 1986, AEOD issued a technical review report 

(AEOD/T612) on this subject.
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E.S-CRIPI'ON OF EVENTS

(Oer 190 licensee event reports L.ER,,) and inspection reports (IRs) involving 

mispositioned equipment were collected for the period 1990 through 1993. Summaries 

of these ;ituations are presented in the Appendix. The reports are about evenly divided 

between LERs and IRs. Violations were reported in about one-third of the references 

and eight licensees were fined S25)(0X) to S150.JX) for infractions related to 

mispositioned equipment.  

"The number of events reviewed in this study does not reflect the frequency of this 

problem. Note that only half of the events were reported in LERs. while the others 

were uncovered by the NRC inspectors. One licensee indicated that he recorded 10 

times more mispositioned equipment events than were reported in LERs. Since these 

additional events did not meet the reporting threshold, they may have less safety 
-sgnificance. However, the high incidence may be indicative of the general issue of 

configuration control.  

Several of the more illuminating events are described below: 

Catawba - Special Report (DPC'. -4/2"690) - On March 20. 1990. the plant was in 

Operating Mode 5 performing a pressure vessel fill and vent evolution. The operators at 

the controls were unaware of the primary system pressure increase because the root 

valves for system pressure transmitters were valved out by instrumentation and electrical 

(I&E) personnel on February 7. 1990, for previously scheduled maintenance on 

compression fittings. This maintenance work was completed on February 21, 1990.  

These pressure transmitters not only provided indication in the CR, they also actuated 

the power operated relief valves (PORVs) as part of the low temperature overprotection 

system (LTOP). The pressure increase occurred when the head vents were isolated 

while the charging system continued to add fluid to the primary system. Relief valves in 

the residual heat removal (RHR) suction lines relieved the charging flow so the 

repressurization stayed within acceptable limits.  

.A.s noted in a human factors review of the Catawba event in Ref. 1. "No permanent 

record or tag-out of the inoperability of these three pressure instruments is made in the 

CR, (i.e., no out-of-service tag is hung on the indicators). The I&E group is considered 

to have operational responsibility for instruments..." The licensee's corrective actions to 

avoid further violations (Ref. 2) were: 

The program to assure equipment operability during mode and condition changes 

was more fully described in station procedures. Procedure sign-offs for other 

groups are being incorporated into the controlling procedures for identified 

condition changes.  

The outage schedule will provide logic for scheduling of Technical Specification 

plant conditions as identified.



A program will be developed that will clearly identify instruments within the 
Control Room that are either out of service or known to be out of ca!ibration.  

River Bend - IR 458/93-20 - The inspectors noted several situations related to system 

,alignment. The following are excerpts from the report: 

The inspectors observed portions of a high pressure core spray (HPCS) valve and 
pump test. Several steps during the restoration of the HPCS system required an 

independent verification of the proper valve alignment. During one such 

verification, the operator performing the procedure handed the verifier the 

procedure. pointed to the valve switches to be verified, and requested that he 

perform an independent verification of these valves. The first performer did not 

appear to realize that he could have defeated the independence of the verifier by 
pointing out the specific valve switches to be verified.  

The licensee's administrative procedure ADM-0022 states, "Independent 
verification is intended to mean a second check of the position or status of a 
component or system. The independent verification will be performed separately 
without visual or audible contact with the first performer." 

In another instance, the licensee noted that a test fixture on a source range 
monitor remained installed for four months since the previous test. A review of 
the previous test document indicated that the removal of the test fixture had been 
signed off by an independent verifier.  

The corrective actions included:, 

Modifications of procedures by removing unnecessary verifications, in
process verifications were clearly identified as requiring completion before 
proceeding, and restoration verifications were in a separate section at the 
end of the procedure. A human performance engineer was designated to 
set up a consistent and effective independent verification program.  
Operations and maintenance departments would be provided instructions 
on independent verification that would be unique to their respective 
disciplines. Plant management would hold individual verifiers personally 
accountable for their actions.  

Indian Point 3 - IR 286/91-14 - During a walkdown.. an NRC resident inspector noted a 

boron injection valve fully open (according to the local stem indicator) while tagged in a 

shut position under an operating order providing reactor coolant system (RCS) 

protection during mid-loop operations. The valve was presumably set at a throttled 

position one month earlier. The licensee never determined how the valve became 

backseated in the full open position.  

It was sur:-ised that the reactor operator who was supposed to close the valve for mid

loop operation never moved the valve off of its backseat. Based on a similar incident.  

the licensee concluded that the reactor operator turned the handwheel only enough turns
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1-2/3) in order for the clutch keys on the clutch sleeve to mate with the lugs on the 
bottom of the handwheei thus allowing the resistance of the backseat to be felt. The 

operationrs personnel did not trust the local valve stem indication because a temporary 

procedure change had deleted reference to the stem indicator because it was considered 

unreliable.  

The corrective actions included: 

The training department would stress the importance of evaluating a situation 

when plant indication contradicts the expected plant conditions. The valves were 

modified with permanent reliable position indicators. The long disconnected 

motor operators on the valves were removed and replaced with manual operators.  

Summer - IR 395/90-18 - An auxiliary operator discovered the motor of a component 

cooling water pump to be hotter than normal. Investigation revealed that a chiller water 

outlet valve was closed instead of open and a crossconnect valve was open instead of 

closed. The valves were apparently mispositioned about a week earlier during a train 

swap-over evolution. The sign off sheets on the swap-over of the outlet valve were 

signed off by two auxiliary operators. The crossconnect valve should not have been 

disturbed by the evolution. The valv-s were separated by 15 feet, easily identifiable, and 

located above each motor.  

Turkey Point - IR 250/93-22 - Prior to a maintenance activity, the NRC inspector 

reviewed the clearance and determined that the tags were clearly printed and positioned.  

During a follow-up inspection after the system was restored, the inspector identified a 

mispositioned valve that was locked open instead of closed. The clearance 

documentation indicated that the valve was locked closed by one operator and verified 

closed by another operator 17 minutes later. The two individuals involved were an 

experienced non-licensed auxiliary, nuclear plant operator and an experienced senior 

reactor operator (SRO) who was nuclear watch engineer. Both individuals were 

disciplined.  

Braidwood - IR 456/91-24 - An operator attempted to change out a seal filter on Unit 2.  

but instead the filter was partially ejected from the housing and contaminated water 

spilled. The investigation revealed that- earlier, the technician and independent verifier 

had entered the valve room for Unit I to isolate the filter. The inspector noted that the 

out-of-service restoration required several sets of anti-contamination clothing to complete 

the task- Subsequently. the licensee determined that the independent verifier had not 

taken an adequate number of sets and concluded that the verifier attempted to verify the 

valve positions associated with the event from beyond the radiological barrier.  

The licensee installed more visible valve tags, disciplined the individuals involved, and 

remarked the valve rooms to clearly indicate the contaminated valve's respective unit.  

Comanche Peak 2 - IR 445/93-26 - While performing a control board walkdown 

following testing of feedwater isolation vaves, the inspectors observed that all four valves 

were opened. A review of the unit log and questioning the operator at the controls by
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the inspectors did not identify why the valves were open. The documentation associated 

with the testing indicated that the testing was complete and the independent verification 

step of the restoration process, which required the valves to be shut, had been completed 

even though previous steps of the restoration section had not been performed.  

A review of the watch station turnover sheets in the CR contained a note that the valves 

should be closed following recharging of the nitrogen cylinders. The inspector noted 

"Although the operations department administrative procedures allow procedure steps to 

be performed out of sequence with the unit/shift supervisor approval, and the entry on 

the unit supervisor's turnover sheet satisfies the intent of the administrative procedures 

regarding control of components manipulated outside of prescriptive procedures, the lack 

of a unit log entry indicating the manipulation of major components and the lack of 

awareness by the reactor operator of the valves' positions and purpose was identified by 

the inspectors to the licensee as a poor operating practice." 

After soliciting suggestions from the operating staff, the licensee instituted a valve 

manipulation log sheet to record the manipulations of any valve performed without 

specific procedural control.  

DISCUSSION 

Backsround 

Tihe requirements for configuration control arise from the regulations in 10 CFR 50.  

Appendix B and 10 CFR 50.55a which embraces IEEE Standard 279-1971. Regulatory 

Guide 1.47 expands on IEEE Standard 279 by defining an acceptable method for 

implementing this requirement with respect to indicating the bypass or inoperable status 

of portions of the protection system, systems actuated or controlled by the prc ection 

system, and auxiliary or supporting systems: 

1. Administrative procedures should be supplemented by a system that 

automatically indicates at the system level the bypass or the deliberately induced 

inoperability of the protection system and the systems actuated or controlled by 

the protection system.  

2. The indicating system of one above should also be activated automatically by 

the bypassing or deliberately induced inoperability of any auxiliary or supporting 

system that effectively renders inoperable the protection system and the systems 

actuated or controlled by the protection system.  

3. Automatic indication in accordance with I and 2 above should be provided in 

the CR for each bypass or deliberately induced inoperable status.  

This guidance was to be implemented, where practical. recog.aizing all the possible 

means by which safety related systems could be completely or partially rendered 

inoperable.



The scope and depth of the implemen'ation of this guidance varies among the plants. At 
some plants, all the components in -he support systems are included in the safety system 

status in.dication; at others, status :ndication includes only limited frontline comDonents.  

The Three Mile Island accident wt.! initiated because discharge valves on the auxiliary 

feedwater system were incorrectly closed. Immediately following the accident, the NRC 

issued Bulletin 79-06 which required, in part, that procedures be reviewed to assure that 

valves remain positioned in a manner to ensure the proper operation of engineered 

safety features and that they are returned to their correct positions following necessary 

manipulations. Further, procedures were to be reviewed and modified to ensure 

verification of the operability of all safety related systems when they are returned to 

service following maintenance or testing.  

About I year later, this bulletin was followed by TMI Action Plan Item, I.C.6, which 

require-c n part that procedures be reviewed and revised to assure that for the return-to

service of equipment important to safety, a second qualified operator should verify 

proper system alignment unless functional testing can be performed without 

compromising plant safety, and can prove that all equipment, valves, and switches 

involved in the activity are correctly aligned.  

In a related circumstance, the Salem ATWS event in 1983 precipitated GL 83-28 which 

required. in part, that licensees review procedures to assure that post-maintenance 
operability testing of all safety related equipment is required to be conducted and that 

the testing demonstrates that the equipment is capable of performing its safety functions 

before being returned to service.  

in 1984, the NRC issued IN 84-51, "Independent Verification," because of continuing 

mispositioned equipment events. Three observations were made in this IN: 

"Functional tests used in lieu of independent verification, should be examined to 

ensure they test the entire portion of the system affected by the previous actions.  

For example, performing a normal surveillance by running a pump on 

recirculation may not verify correct alignment of all valves in the system.  

Independent verification should be independent with resoect to personnel, i.e., 

two appropriately qualified individuals, operating independently, should verify that 

equipment his been properly returned to service. Both verifications are to be 

implemented by procedure and documented by the initials or signature of the two 

individuals performing the alignment and verification.  

In certain instances it may be possible to accomplish one verification from 

observing CR instruments, annunciators, valve position indicators, etc. This is 

acceptable as long as the CR indication is a positive one and is directly observed 
and documented." 

Thus, on numerous occasions the NRC has clearly enunciated a concern about 

restoration of system function following equipment manipulations. This concern is
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further reenforced by the use of inspection modules to monitor the licensee's tag-out 

process, independent verification of equipment status, and operability testing when 

returning equipment to service.  

Based on discussions with several licensees, there appears to be a general form. : for 
administrative controls of equipment status. Standard check lists and independe:-" 
verification are used at each plant to assure that safety systems are operable -- ii 

changing operating modes during a return to power. These check lists and verification 

processes vary from plant to plant and new items are added when omissions are 
discovered. The verifier may be someone who accompanies the restorer or someone 
truly independent who walks down the system with a check list after it is restored.  

Administrative controls for taking systems out of service and restoring them following 
maintenance or testing are more variable depending on the equipment in question. The 
most stringent controls appear. to be applied .to work orders for mechanical components 
such as pumps, valves, and piping. There is a detailed tagging process that includes 
detailed procedures identifying specific boundary components that will be manipulated, 
maintenance or test procedures that identify specific components that will be 
manipulated within the service boundary, a dedicated reactor operator in the CR who 
orocesses these work orders to assure the specified component lists are complete, 
approval by the shift supervisor of the work package, and independent verification that 
the specified components have been restored.  

Generally, there is no tagging process for work orders on electronic components, 
although there miy be status indication in the CR. The instrumentation and control 
(I&C) personnel do not have detailed procedures with check-off lists identifying 
manipulated components. There is no CR review similar to that imposed on 
maintenance activities and the "independent verifier" accompanies the technician during 

his activities. The argument for this approach is that the I&C perform troubleshooting 
which can not be easily prescribed beforehand so they are given latitude in their 
activities. The second person (verifier) is supposed to assure that all the various 
reconnections and root valve manipulations are performed based on his continuous 
observation of the technician's activities.  

Chemistry personnel have similar latitude in their actions and may not have a second 
verifier in tow. The procedures may be more specific regarding opening and closing 

valves in sample lines. In one instance, a technician forgot to close a redundant 
sampling valve in an evolution that he had previously performed over 50 times.  

Evaluation of Operational Data 

Examination of the events in the appendix indicates that most involved mispositioned 
valves with mispositioned switches a distant second. Mispositioned drain plugs, circuit 

breakers, fire barriers, dampers, and sensors accounted for less than 10 percent of the

events. Only 15% of the events involved multiple components. The occurrence of these 

eventrs does not appear to be changing significantly over the past 4 years.
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The reasons for the mispositioned equipment cover a wide range of hum.an foibles. A 

samp!ing of the erTOrs noted in the events includes: 

"The procedures were incomplete so the technician improvised.  

The independent verifier would have to change in and out of anti-contamination 

gear several times to perform check-off function. A suit count indicated that he 

didn't bother and checked off valve positions anyway.  

Shift supervisor permitted impromptu change in evolution that he noted in his 

blackbook, but he didn't inform the rest of the CR staff who were following 

formal equipment control documents.  

Test procedure was aborted in the middle and the equipment was never properly 

restored.  

Independent verifier accompanied the technician who indicated the steps and 

equipment he was to sign-off on.  

Equipment left in wrong position even though there was a sign-off by an 

independent verifier.  

No procedure used in evolution, so the technician incorrectly improvised based on 

his knowledge.  

Technician rotated manual valve 1-2/3 turns and felt resistance that he incorrectly 

interpreted as a closed valve.  

Deleted valve position markers from procedures.  

Technician aware that another test was to be performed with some of the 

equipment so he abandoned the current Lest procedure before the equipment was 

restored.  

Tag-out sheet used incorrect valve names but correct valve numbers. The 

technician focused on the valve name, not the number.  

Many valves had missing name tags, and the licensee delayed replacing th-m.  

Duct tape was not removed from the exhaust ports of several air operated valves 

even though action was specified in procedures. When installed, the exhaust port 

was not readily visible and the tape was the same color as the valve.  

.Al four AFW flow control valves were in wrong position for four days, 11 shift 

turnovers. It was surmised that everybody thought the positions were correct 

because they were all the same.
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Freeplay in handwheel on a butterfly valve negated the use of the number of 
turns as a basis for maintaining correct valve throttle position.  

Deficient independent verification is a concern as noted in five of the examples discussed 
above. At River Bend, independent verification was defeated when the technician who 
aligned the system prompted the "independent" verifier to sign-off a specific action. It 
appears that the "independent" verifiers falsely signed-off at Summer, Turkey Point, 
Braidwood, and Comanche Peak. At Turkey Point, the -independent" verification was 
performed presumably 17 minutes later by an experienced SRO after the valve was 
restored. The root causes of these types of human failures are usually not determined.  
but probably range from deliberate (we are in a hurry to get the plant started) to 
boredom (I have done this many times before) to lazy (I don't want to suit up to check 
the valve position) because the equipment are normally found in their correct positions.  

Lack of control of I&C activities is another problem area as noted above. At Catawba, 
the I&C pe:-onnet left the root valves closed on redundant pressure instruments. Other 
examples can be found in the Appendix. One licensee indicated that 50 percent of the 
mispositioned equipment events were caused by I&C personnel, though this large 
fraction was not indicated by the events in the Appendix.  

Events at Summer and Braidwood above involved wrong component or wrong unit. In 
both cases the verifier signed-off the check list. At Comanche Peak, informal approvals 
by the shift supervisor left the operator at the controls out of the communications loop 
which contributed to a mispositioned valve. At Indian Point, the operators ignored a 
valve stem indication and incorrectly judged resistance to manual movement to mean a 
closed valve. Technicians improvised in the absence of specific directions, sometimes 
they improvise in spite of having directions available.  

The licensee corrective actions varied from soft: 

Operations senior management formally established a policy for restoration of 
equipment to operable status; the licensee held shift briefings to stress the 
importance of self-checking and independent verification; disciplinary actions 
against personnel directly involved; more control of contractor personnel; 
verbatim compliance with procedures was reemphasized; management suspended 
all work and held meetings with all personnel stressing their expectation regarding 
procedural compliance. If the procedure can not be performed as written, 
personnel were to stop and have the procedure changed. Steps are to be 
performed in sequence (a change from previous policy); 

to semi-soft: 

The surveillance test procedure was modified to require a second verification that 
a component out of service is being cleared; independent verification procedure 
was modified to include safety related manual valves; requirement not to sign 
clearance tags until component is actually observed in proper po.,:i;on and the 
tags were modified to include a space for the independent verifier's signature;
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to hard:

Marking rings have been installed on all emergency core cooling system (ECCS) 

throttle valves; developed a device to fix dampers in position and indicate if their 

position has changed from previous check; Enhancements have been made to 

local valve position indication; valves were painted purple to identify them as 

potential release paths; put covers over Ewitches; added a redundant alarm 

independent of switch position; alarm annunciation installed.  

This same range of corrective actions was identified in industry reports on mispositioned 

equipment.  

A frequent licensee correction is to reiterate self verification or STAR - Stop. Think, 

Act, Review This is an important consideration, but does not comply with regulatory 

expectations of "independent" verification or automatic status indication. Discussions 

with licensees indicate that the shift supervisor determines how verification is to be 

accomplished. If time is not critical, then a second individual may be sent out after 

completion of the equipment alignment to verify its status using check lists. If time is 

money, then the verifier will accompany the equipment restorer. As noted above, I&C 

act:ons do not appear to have separate "independent" verifiers as a rule.  

In several instances, the iicensee implemented corrective actions relevant to regulatory 

expectations. They installed marking rings so that correct throttle positions could be 

ascertained easily and they installed alarms in the CR for easy operator recognition that 

safety equipment is not available. A palpable action to correct mispositioned equipment 

deficiencies instead of a management/procedure modification was not a major resolution 

:',r most o' these events.  

The importance of this issue is that mispositioned equipment may leave a safety system 

unavailable to mitigate an accident for which it was designed. This is especially a 

concern if both trains are affected.  

About 200 rnispositioned equipment events were collected for a four year period in this 

study. Discussions with a licensee indicate that the actual number could be ten times 

larger (equivalent to 2000) because most events involve only a single train aAd therefore 

do not exceed the reporting threshold. A rough estimate of the number of opportunities 

to misposition equipment at all plants (100) in four years is 4x10(6) based on an assumed 

10,000 opportunities per plant-year. Thus, an estimated probability of mispositioning a 

single component is 5x10(-4 ) to 5x(10-5). This estimate, even considering uncertainties, 

is below the estimate of human error prob:!bilities of 10(-3) to 0.5 calculated for 

mispositoned equipment in Ref. 3.  

Similarly, about 30 events involved multiple components. Using this number as a first 

approximation of common-mode failure of a system caused by mispositioned equipment.
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an estimate of the probability of system loss by this mechanism is 8xl0(-6). Two train 
system unavailabilities estimated in plant PRAs range from 10(-2) to I0(-3) and 10(-3) t,) 
(10-5) for three train systems (Ref. 4). Thus, the estimated contribution of mispositioned 
equipment to system unavailability is not a major contributor on an industry wide basis.  

FINDINGS 

I. Mispositioned equipment continues to cur despite NRC and industry actions.  
Regulatory guide 1.47 and TMI Action Plan Item I.C.6 impose specific 
expectations regarding means to minimize these occurrences. The industry has 
issued over ten reports on the topic. The NRC inspectors have cited numerous 
violations for mispositioned equipment.  

2. The personnel errors leading to mispositioned equipment vary widely. There 
appears to be a breakdown in the independent verification process which is 
supposed to provide regulatory assurance that the safety systems are properly 
aligned.  

T"Ihe licensee corrective actions generally do not include tangible modifications 
such as status alarms and position markers, but rather, they lean toward employee 
discipline and counse!ing.  

4. Mispositioned equipment appears to be a small contributor to system 
unavailability on an industry wide basis.  

CONCLUSIONS 

No new initiatives are warranted at this time. The safety impact of mispositioned 
equipment is small and existing regulatory guidance addresses the issue adequately. In 
addition, the NRC inspectors monitor configuration control at the plants through 
inspection modules and are accustomed to writing citations for observed infractions.
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.%PPENDIX

SUMMARIES OF .MISIOSITIONED EQUIPMENT EVENTS 

Catawba - IR 413/93-34 - Mode change made with manual valves closed on :.urbine 

driven auxiliary feedwater pump (TDAFWP). Informal implementation of the removal 

and restoration process and a misinterpretation of the technical specifications (TS) 

contributed to this deficiency. Licensee cited for violation.  

Salem - IR 311/93-23 - Two instances of improper valve restorations were noted in the 

IR. These incidents resulted in unexpected fluid discharges. $50,000 fine.  

Turkey Point - IR 250/93-26 - Five chemical and volume control (CVCS) valves were 

found closed after they had been independently verified to be open. The two operators 

involved stated that they had performed the valve alignment together rather than 

separately as required by the licensee procedures and training. According to the IR, the 

lack of independent verification did not violate NRC requirements.  

North Anna - IR 338/93-27 - Violation for incorrectly opened diesel generator (DG) 

breaker after a test by putting switch in pull to lock position.  

Browns Ferry - IR 260/93-12 - Violation for five instances with hold order tags not in 

place with clearances still active and two hold order tags did not correctly specify 

component position on the sheet.  

Millstone - IR 336/93-28; 93-03 - Violation for incorrectly throttled high pressure safety 

injection (HPSI) valves.  

Zion - LER 295/93-08 - A motor operated valve was incorrectly logged back in-service 

following surveillance activity. There were two previous LERs - 92-23 and 89-06 - which 

concerned switches that were mispositioned and not identified during control board 

walkdowns.  

Dresden - IR 237/93-27 - A non-cited violation concerned inadequate restoration after a 

surveillance.  

Quad Cities - LER 254/93-17 - A systems engineer initiated draining exhaust pots in 

high pressure coolant injection lines prior to testing and failed to have valves restored to 

operable positions following the test. There were two previous LERs - 92-01 and 92-24 

that were concerned with valve misposition.  

Diablo Canyon - LER 323/93-02 - Maintenance personnel disabled a second damper in a 

ventilation system while performing preventive maintenance. There was one previous 

LER - 92-1 I.  

San Onofre - LER 361/93-05 - A management walkdown discovered bolts missing or 

broken on tornado blowout panels on 7/15/92. Panels were restored on 9/30/92.
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Sequoyah - LER 278/93-02 - Rou'ine containment integrity surveillance identified five.  
1/2 inch, drain valves un.secured and two open one-turn.  

Pilgrim - LER 293/93-20 - Two ATWS pressure transmitters valved out for 3 hours.  
The valves were closed during a backfilling procedure which was unclear about which of 
the two valves in series to close. As a result, the I&C personnel left the valve closest to 
the instrumznrt rack closed.  

Grand Gulf- IR 416/93-i1 - Licensee cited for operator failure to follow procedure 
which resulted in an individual control rod scram from the wrong position. This was the 
third rod mispositioning in four months.  

River Bend - IR 458/93-20 - The licensee was cited for two examples of possible flaws in 
their independent verification program. There was an inappropriate communication 
between the performer of system restoration and the independent verifier.  

Haddam Neck - LER 213/93-12 - I&C personnel discovered all four steam line flow 
transmitters isolated and an equalizer valve open while in Mode 3.  

Robinson - LER 261/93-06 - The licensee discovered an air return damper 
inappropriately blocked open with a wooden wedge.  

ANO I - IR 313/93-06 - The licensee was cited because of a mispositioned locked 
throttle valve in the AFW bearing cooling return line. The licensee identified several 
other cases of mispositioned valves.  

Prairie Island - IR 282/93-10 - A non-cited violation was noted for failure to perform 
independent verification of equipment control tags used for configuration control during 
maintenance activities.  

Dresden - LER 249/93-09 - The licensee discovered an isolation valve for a pressure 
switch closed during a calibration test. Two previous root valve mispositionings were 
noted in LERs - 93-90 and 92-28.  

Quad Cities - LER 254/93-07 - During planned bus manipulations, power was removed 
from the sample pump for the toxic gas analyzer and wasn't discovered for 7 hours after 
completion of the bus manipulations.  

Waterford - IR 382/93-19 - During the inspection, one violation was noted regarding the 
failure to adequately implement a plant status control requirement for a locked valve.  

Palisades - IR 255/93-12 - Non-cited viola'ton was noted pertaining to the restoration of 
a hydrogen recombiner following maintenance. There was a failure to execute a 
restoration switching and tagging order.  

Wolf Creek - IR 482/93-14 - A mispositioned valve that rendered a hydrogen analyzer 
inoperable resulted in a non-cited violation involving an inadequate procedure.
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Three Mile Island - IR 289/93-13 - Valve mispOSitioning event discovered.  

(;rand Gulf- IR 416/93-07 - Non-cited violation involved mispositioned valves in the 

RHR system.  

ANO I LER 308/93-01 - Original installation of reactor vessel level system probes had 

miswired sensors whose polarity was reversed. Correction was made at instrument panel.  

Subsequent sensor replacement with correct polarity did not correct polarity adjustment 

at instrument panel. Error undetected for 6 months.  

Limerick - IR 352/93-09 -Mispositioned valves found during essential service water 
lineup verification.  

Vogtle - LER 425/93-02 - Discovered that interlock for containment building personnel 

airlock door was defeated.  

Cooper - LER 298/93-06 - Two fire barrier doors in reac,-. building (RB) found open 
and obstructed with no fire watch assigned.  

Braidwood - LER 457/93-01/06 - Head vent inappropriately isolated during RCS 

draindown - resulted in holding up the water level and providing incorrect level 

indication. One previous related LER - 92-42.  

Peach Bottom - [.ER 278/93-03 - T"he head vent valves closed because the instrument air 

supply valves were closed. The problem was attributed to the operator not fully moving 
instrument air switch to automatic.  

Brunswick - LER 324/93-04 - RHR system isolated when an incorrect fuse was removed 

from back panel. Caused by incorrect labeling.  

Vogtle - LER 424/93-01 - Valving error caused the opposite train to be removed from 
servi ce.  

Millstone - LER 336/93-03 - Licensee discovered mispositioned HPSI valve. Previous 

LER - 92-04 - had problem with the same system.  

Braidwood - IR 456/92-25 - Violation for not implementing corrective action from LER 

456/90-14 concerning deferred restoration of equipment.  

Summer - IR 395/93-03 - A non-cited violation identified a mispositioned switch on the 

local control pane! for the containment hydrogen analyzer.  

Crystal River - IR 302/92-30 - A mispositioned valve was noted in the spent fuel cooling 
system.
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Oconee - IR 269/93-03 - Violations: Unit I not maintained in accordance with refueling 

nrocedure and in Unit 3, valves not placed in -auto" after restarting main feedwater 

system.  

LaSalle - LER 373/93-02 - Safety relief valve (SRV) stuck open because of duct tape 

over actuators air valve manifold exhaust por. Other SRVs also had tape on their 

exhaust ports.  

Caliaway - IR 483/92-15 - Improper tagging of valve.  

Sequoyah - IR 327/92-36 - Violation (EN-93-020) involved inadequate procedures and 

failing to follow procedures which resulted in mispositioning throttle valves. $50,000 

fine.  

Peach Bottom - LER 277/92-26 - Outside Appendix R because an emergency service 

water sluice gate power feed was in the "on" position.  

Zion - LER 295/92-23 - Operator discovered that defeat switches were not returned to 

normal following an abnormal operating procedure action- Previous LER - 89-06 

involved :he same switches.  

Wolf Creek - IR 482/92-30 - S50,000 fine for mispositioned locked throttle valve in 

essential serice water system (SWS).  

Three Mile Island - IR 289/92-20 - Atmospheric monitor not returned to service 

follo.ing surveillance and diesel inoperable for 1 month because of a mispositioned 

cooling water valve.  

Crystal River - IR 302/92-27 - Violation for not following procedures which resulted in 

misalignment of a valve.  

Calvert Cliffs - IR 317/92-27 - Violation for the isolation of the common miniflow line 

for all ECCS.  

Perry - LER 440/92-23 - Discovered mispositioned instrument isolation valve for 

pressure transmitter.  

Turkey Point - LER 250/92-12 - Discovered airlock vent valve open. Caused by 

incorrect indication.  

San Onofre - LER 361/92-09 - Discovered emergency seal water isolation valve closed 

"for salt water cooling pump.  

Zion - LER 295/92-20 - AFW discharge valve locked closed. Pre'vious event noted in a 

DVR in 1990.  

Perry - LER 440/92-19 - Valve positioning error disabled both SLCS trains.
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Quad Cities - LER 254/92-24 - Drywell ,ent valve closed because air supply valve closed 

during scaffold construction. Occurred in spite of extensive prejob briefing of contractor 

personnel about air valves in the vicinity of the work area.  

Davis Besse - LER 346/92-08 - Equalizing valve for pressure switch found open and 

inoperable.  

Bruns-wck - LER 325/92-25 - Discovered that effluent sampling system not in service 

when reactor building ventilation started.  

Oconee - LER 269/92-13 - Containment isolation valve found open.  

Diablo Canyon - IR 275/92-22 - Identified three instances of mispositioned equipment.  

Catawba - IR 413/92-22 - Violation for valve misalignments in CVCS, ECCS, and steam 

generator (SG) blowdown line. One deficiency was the operators incorrectly assumed 

that alignment was returned by fill and vent procedure. In another instance, the 

operators failed to close valves within block tag-out. These errors resulted in fluid 

discharge. The cause of the misalignment of the SG blowdown valves was not 

determined.  

Hatch - LER 386/92-14 - Personnel error resulted in mispositioned valve.  

Millstone - IR 423/92-16 - Increase in the number of mispositioned safety-related valves 

because of procedural inadequacies and personnel errors.  

St. Lucie - IR 335/92-11 - Violation noted because of maintenance personnel not 

restoring peripheral services following equipment modification.  

Bruns-"ick - LER 325/92-22 - Main steam line drain valve open while clearance tag 

indicates it is closed.  

South Texas - LER 408/92-06 - All four AFW control valves closed after recovering 

from reactor trip.  

Hatch - LER 321/92-11 - Control switch found in open position rendering excessive flow 

check valve inoperable.  

Millstone - LER 423/92-08 - Plant personnel discovered that eight valves not included in 

service water system TS valve lineup.  

Comanche Peak - LER 445/91-10 - AFWV recirculation test line had isolation valve 1/4 

turn open even though independently verified after test 14 days earlier.  

Millstone - LER 423/92-04 - CR pressurization bottles were found isolated by two 

manual valves.
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Millstone - LER 336/92-04 - HPSI train header valve discovered closed while in Mode 3.  

Oconee - LER 287/91-09 - Containment integrity valve found mispositioned during 

forced outage. Could have been open for 8 months.  

Comanche Peak - LER 445/91-30 - Entered Mode 3 with two .-mispositioned ECCS 

valves.  

Perry - LER 440/91-24 - Discovered keepfill pressure below limit because of 

mispositioned valve.  
Comanche Peak - LER 445/91-29 - Handswitch positions for steam supply valves left in 

pull to lock after entering Mode 3 thus defeating TDAFWP.  

WNP2 - LER 397/91-34 - RHR system differential pressure switch found isolated.  

Catawba - LER 413/91-20 *- Discovered breaker open for one train of the CR ventilation 

and chilled water system.  

McGuire - LER 369/91-14 - Air handling unit outlet control found in the closed position.  

Millstone - IR 336/91-28 - Weakness in the tag-out restoration process was noted in the 

IR.  

Palo Verde - LER 530/91-11 - Equalizing valve on AFW flow transmitter found open.  

The licensee acknowledged other mispositioned valve events.  

Limerick - LER 353/91-12 - Two floor drain plugs needed for RB integrity were 
removed by maintenance personnel.  

Nine Mile Point - LER 410/91-16 - Mispositioned valves identified.  

North Anna - IR 338/91-16 - Non-cited violation because a technician failed to close a 

valve after taking a sample of the demineralizer. The independent verification did not 

occur.  

Millstone - LER 423/91-21 - ContL.'nment isolation valve found mispositioned.  

Brow'as Ferry - IR 259/91-24 - Adjacent and different sized fuses were reinstalled in the 

wrong locations during an equipment restoration evolution. Procedures were not 

followed.  

Indian Point - IR 286/91-14 - Violation cited because personnel failed to close a valve 

during a maintenance evolution and, despite its position indicator showing the valve full 

open, proceeded to tag it as shut.
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Sequoyah - LER 327/91-17 - Containment radiation monitor (RM) inoperabe because 
inlet valve closed.  

Sequoyah - LER 328/91-03 - Breaker for operator for cold leg accumulator incorrectly 
locked in closed position.  

Callaway - IR 483/91-13 and LER 483/91-03 - Violation for inadequate surveillance of 
position of throttle valve in the SI system.  

Vogile - LER 425/91-08 - SI pump tagged out for maintenance. Caused by procedure 

inadequacy.  

Peach Bottom - LER 277/91-20 - Two diesels discovered inoperable because of a 

mispositioned fuel oil valve.  

Prairie Island - LER 212/91-06 - RM switch in the reset position instead of the operate 
position.  

McGuire - LER 370/91-02 - TDAFWP inopeaole because of a mispositioned sliding 

link on a pressure switch. I&E error.  

Salem - IR 272/91-09 - Violation for not releasing tag for ECCS pump and not 

repositioning suction valve per tagging release work sheet and work order for tagging not 
signed-off.  

Catawba - Special Report 4/22/91 - Diesel didn't reach speed because of mispositioned 
fuel oil strainer.  

Catawba - IR 413/91-11 - Violation because personnel failed to complete assignment of 
sequence numbers for restoration of generator tag-out equipment.  

Seabrook - LER 443/91-03 - Unlocked instrument root isolation valves eventually 

mnispositioned because of inadequate procedure.  

Surry - LER 280/91-04 - Fuel oil transfer pump erroneously tagged-out and secured 
making one of the diesels inoperable.  

Catawba - LER 413/91-02 - One train of low pressure safety injection inoperable during 
power escalation because of closed suction valve.  

Sun-y - LER 280/90-19 - All six main feedwater flow transmitters found isolated, 
equalized and drained.  

Millstone - LER 336/90-22 - Service water, cross-tie header valve found open. $37,500 
fine.
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Perry - LER 440/90-39 - Both loops of containment spray mode of the RHR system 

inoperable because of a mispositioned valve. Procedure problem.  

Perry - LER 440/90-38 - CR RM isolated for more than 7 days.  

San Onorre - EA 90-115 - S150,00) fine for n-AFW inoperable for 55 days.  

Perry - LER 440/90-34 - Mispositioned equalizing valve on RV water level 

instrumentation.  

San Onorre - IR 361/90-37 - Violation for leaving sump valve open 4 days.  

Catawba - IR 413/90-29 - Violation for not following a procedure that resulted in a 

mispositioned valve and the spray-down of a pump room.  

Fermi - IR 341/90-13 - Violation for HPSI suoction valve mispositioned for 19 hours after 

surveillance test.  

Prairie Island - LER 282/90-13 - Inadvertent mispositioning of Ii heater controls.  

Hatch - IR 321/90--15 - Violation for mispositioned valves in the core spray system.  

Harris - IR 400/90-14 - Violation because essentiJ chiller was inoperable due to a 

mispositioned valve.  

Robinson - LER 261/90- 11 - Fire damper found in the open position instead of closed.  

This is the only damper that must be closed to be operable.  

Maine Yankee - LER 309/90-05 - "Summer Control Switch" in the wrong position which 

impacted calorimetric calculations.  

Summer - IR 305/90-18 - Violation for two chiller system valves mispositioned and two 

operators failed to verify correct positions which resulted in overheating of component 

cooling water pump motor.  

Zion - LER 295/90-13 - Discovered both primary and emergency water makeup lines 

isolated seal water tank. Procedural deficiency.  

Pale Verde - IR 528/90-20 - Violations for not following procedures for maintaining a 

locked open valve for an atmospheric dump valve and incorrectly opening a valve which 

overpressurized the postaccident sampling system.  

Turkey Point - IR 250/90-14 - Violation for changing modes with no reactor vessel le-el 

instrumentation system operable and one ECCS flow path unavailable. Also noted a 

containment isolation valve pinned open instead of closed.  

St. Lucie - IR 389/90-09 - Violation concerning the control of plant work order tags.  
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Mill5tone - LER 423/90-17 - Accumulator isolated unknowingly for 4 hours because 
perator failed to reopen a valve following a fill operation.  

Salem - LER 311/90-24 - Radwaste effluent line monitor left isolated by chemistrv 
pCsonnCel.  

Peach Bottom - LER 277/90-12 - Valves left closed after removal of blocking permit.  

Calvert Cliffs - LER 317/89-19 - HiPSI discharge header valves not locked shut per 
LTOP requirements.  

Harris - LER 400/90-13 - Misaligned valve caused unplanned release from waste gas 
system.  

South Texas LER 498/90-07 - All three trains of containment ventilation isolation in 
test mode and incapable of actuation for 35 minutes while fuel movement occurring.  

Hatch - LER 321/90-08 - Two RV head vent valves found closed.  

Seabrook - LER 443/90-12 - Numerous instrumentation valves found mispositioned.  

Palisades - LER 255/90-05 - AFW inoperable because ba:kup nitrogen bottles isolated.  

Sequoyah - LER 327/90-04 - Handswitch controlling -. earn supply to AFW pump in 
manu al.  

Trojan - IR 344/90-02 - Temporary modification tags still in place 5 months after 
c oseout.  

Trojan - LER 344/90-29 - Control switches for HPSI found in pull-to-lock position.  

Salem - IR 272/92-01 - RCP seal return RV had an unauthorized gagging device 
inistalled.  

Catawba - LER 414/90-09 - "Audible rate multiplier" switch found in "off" position 
during refueling.  

Indian Point - IR 247/92-07 - Violation for numerous errors found during a walk-d<own 
of a diesel using licensee's check-off list. Both missing valves and mispositioned valves.  

Indian Point - LER 286/93-17 - Three-way valve on gas sampling monitor out of 
position for I month.  

Indian Point - LER 286/93-42 - SWS in configuration not controlled by plant 
procedures.  

Oconee - LER 270/93-06 - Containment isolation valve mispositioned.  
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Harris - LER 400/92-06 - Excess flow check valves were mispositioned for 5 years.  

Perrm - LER 440/92-08 - Discovered that outboard containment isolation valve on RHR 

system was oper. and deenergized for 5 hours in Mode 5. Opened as part of a tag 

restoration evolution.  

Catawba - IR 314/90-09 - Violation for leaving block valves closed 3 days on SG POR Vs 

and leaving containment valve seal water system isolated.  

Catawba - IR 413/90-10 - S100,000 fine for leaving pressure instrumentation isolated 

(root valves) when refilling plant.  

Clinton - LER 461/90-11 - SW was isolated/ .',. 'oth diesels. Operators relied on 

counting turns on the manual valve, but Frecel:3y in handwheel defeated action.  

Zion - ENS 17756 - Mechanic incorrectly turns off dc power swi':h on diesel during 

walkdown in preparation for maintenance.  

Turkey Point - IR 250/93-22 - Non-citec viclation of a rnispositioned fire water system 

valve that was not restored properly by tag-out routine even though there was 

independent verification.  

Nine Mile Point - LER 220/92--05 - Gate to screenhouse forebay was inappropriately 

Liosed resulting in net positive suction head problems for SW pumps.  

Dresden - LER 249/92-22 - Drained condensate line on isolation condenser degraded 
performance cf .,ystem because it allowed the condenser to be bypassed.  

Quad Cities - I.ER 254/93-04 - Drain plugs not installed during removal of floor drain 

isolation valve-.  

Point Beach - LER 266/91-07 - Fire barriers had holes without compensating fire watch.  

Limerick - LER 352/91-16 - Changed modes with reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) 

inoperable.  

Limerick - LER 352/91-17 - Fuse was not replaced after performing maintenance on a 

safeguard transformer and was not discovered for 2 years.  

LaSalle - LER 374/91-01 - Open penetration in TS related fire wall without 

compensating fire watch.  

Salem - LER 311/93-01 - Underfrequency protection inoperable because of 

mispositioned test switch.  

Sequoyah - LR 327/92-17 - Violation for entering Mode 4 with inoperable containment 

spray system.



South Texas - IR 49$/92-_j*8 - Violation for four circuit breakers not tagged.  

McGuire - IR 369/92-I10 - Non-cited violation regarding a containment pressure 
,ran.mnitter valved out because of failure to follow procedures.  

North Anna - IR 338/92-03 Violation for not having emergency diesel generator bvpa,, 
valve opened and Locked during operating procedure.  

Perry - IR 440/02-02 - Operators failed to implement written instruction resulting in 
valve lineup error which caused loss of instrument air to main steam isolation valves 
(MSIVs).  

Oconee - IR 269/91-35 - Violation for misconfigured valves affecting containment 
isolation and an inadvertent boron dilution of a storage tank over several days.  

Catawba - IR 413/91-27 - Violation for three configuration cont 4l problems.  

Comanche Peak - IR 445/91-62 - Two violations were noted for improper system 
alignments entering Mode 3.  

Braidwood - IR 456/91-24 - Violation for the failure of an independent verifier to note 
.hat a seal injection filter was not properly isolated.  

Haddam Neck - IR 213/91-25 - Violation for fuel movement without sufficient 
containrment closure.  

ANO - IR 313/91-30 - Violation for inadvertently disabling FIPSI train.  

Byron - IR 454/91-27 - Violation for entering Mode 4 with both trains of containmncat 
spray inoperable.  

Palisades - IR 255/91-18 - Violation for having pressure switch inoperable for 2 weeks.  

Farley - IR 348/91-19 - Violation for both air start headers inoperable on one diesel.  

Millstone - IR 245/91-16 - Violation for charging header isolation valve to CR hydraulic 
unit being mispositioned.  

Wolf Creek - IR 482/91-30 - Violation for inoperable RM in containment blowdown 
path.  

Milistone - IR 423/91-16 - Violation for working outside of workscope and rendering 
PORV inoperable.  

Seabrook - IR 443/91-29 - Violation for leaving demineralized water line unisolated 
following restoration of system.
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Rarle• - k 34? 1-i - - S2-2)'J ri(.X for leavin g recirc,.i;ation hjp ass v aI,-C open n t.-A , 

"rain.  

Palisades - I1 255,'911-17 - \iolakmon for failure to return containment spray pumps to 

,, C"iCe priCor to Ccriticality.  

Zion I1R 2'J5. 1-5 -1 VIOiatIon for entering Mode 3 with an AFW pump inoperable for 
"2 d a,, .  

South Texas - IR 489/91-11 - Violation for finding a number of plant valves with 

handwheels locked.  

()cnnee - IR 2,7/91-09 - Violation for leaving certain valves open when start up initiated.  

Riher [tend -L ItR 458/92-27 - RCIC not placed in standby prior to changing modes.  

Hatch - IR 321/92-12 - Excess flow check valve inoperable and bypassed for 18 hours.  

limerick - I.-R Q2-)7 - Reactor enclosure isolation valves reset switches not returned zo 

"Turkev Point - IR 250/92-10 - A turbine operator replaced back-up nitrogen bottles for 

.MSI\'s and failed to realign the valves properly to two MSIVs.  

Indian Point - IR 2S61/91-2o - Violation for automatic voltage control being out of 

p)oSItion on DG.  

Millstone - LER 4231/91-25 - Failed to deenergize solid state protection input relays for 

cold overpressure protection.  

Sequoyah - IR 327/93-09 - Seven safety-related valves mispositioned.  

St. Lucie - IR 389/93-05 - Safety injection tank isolation valve left open following test in 

Mode 5.  

Nine Mile Point - LER 220/93-04 - Selector switch for two monitoring systems placed in 

a position that interrupted auxiliary systems.  

Indian Point - LER 286/93-12 - A penetration supply line left disconnected following an 

integrated leak rate test.  

Wolf Creek - LER 482/93-10 - Entered Mode 4 with switches for motor drive auxiliary 

feedwater punys in pull to lock. S50,000 fine.  

Diablo Canyon - LER 275/92-30 - Valves not sealed open due to personnel error.
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Summer - IR 395/90-21 - Violation for not taking adequa:e correctvc action for 
;t;•p•,sitjncd valve events.  

South 'rexas - EA 90-138 . Violation for mispo•l,,oried AFW recirculation valve.  

Peach Bottom - LER 277/93 07 - Purge valve mispositioned thus defeating RM in dr,, 

well.  

River Bend - LER 458/92-18 - System pressurized with automatic depressurization 

system train isolated because of closed root valve.  

St. Lucie - LER 389/91-03 - Mispositioned component coohi,;, water valve disabled heat 

exchanger.  

Oconee - IR 269/92-24 - Mispositioned valve in low pressure service water system on 
tinit 3.  

Comanche Peak - IR 445/93-26 - All four feedwater isolation valves found open after a 
\Urvei!lance test and r-storation signed off that they we."e closed.  

Comanche Peak - IR 4461/Q-201 - Violation for not correc;:ng mispositioned valve 

Salem - I ER 272/92-18 - Containment spray system valves found closed during plant 
art - t- p.  

Turkey Point - IR 250/92-34 - Letdown heat exchanger vent valve open and uncapped.



OE 2473 I HECKMAN 16-MAR-88 16:37 PENNSYLVANIA POWER (PPL) 
Subject: Drained Water From Spent Fuel Pools 

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 
DATE 9/12/87 
NSSS/AE GE BWR/BECHTEL 
RATING 1085 MWE 
DATE OF COMMERCIAL OPERATION UNIT 1, 6/8/83 

EVENT DESCRIPTION: 

Approximately 11,000 gallons of water were inadvertently 
drained from the Unit 1 and 2 spent fuel pools through 
a mispositioned valve. The Unit 1 third refueling 
outage had just begun. Prior to the outage, the gates 
between the Unit 1 and Unit 2 spent fuel pools and the 
spent fuel cask storage pit had been removed. The cask 
storage pit and each fuel pool are separate pools but 
are cross-connected when the fuel pool gates are removed.  
Before flooding the Unit 1 reactor cavity to support fuel 
movements, a leak test was conducted on the reactor 
cavity seals. Following completion of the leak test, 
maintenance personnel restored the valve lineup in 
accordance with the test procedure. The test procedures 
restoration valve lineup directed the maintenance procedure 
assumed the gates between the fuel pools and cask storage 
pit were installed and the storage pit drained. The valve 
was opened. The allowed operators were alerted to the 
problem when low surge tank levels were received on the 
fuel pool cooling system. The mispositioned valve was 
closed and the loss of water was stopped.  

COMMENTS: 

The spent fuel pools were designed to prevent inadvertant 
draining. However, when the fuel pool(s) are cross-connected 
to the cask storage pit, the potential for draining the 
fuel pool(s) exist. To minimize this potential, plant policy 
and procedures have been revised to minimize the length 
of time the fuel pool gates are removed. Additional controls 
have been instituted in the operating procedures to either lock 
or tag cask storage pit valves to more effectively control their 
status. The maintenance procedure has been revised to perform 
valve lineups depending on the status of the gates.

Information Contact: Pat Taylor (717) 542-3188
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September 4, 1987 

NE-87-L-915

r�P 2
TO: 

FROM:

D. B. Miller 

R. L. McGuinness 
(Ext. 3297)

SUBJECT: Reportability of Spent Fuel Pool Cooling 

The Regulatory Compliance Section of Generation Facilities Licensing has 

investigated(l) the potential reportability of the Haddam Neck Spent Fuel Pool 

Cooling event of August 14, 1987. Based on this investigation I have concluded 
that the event is not required to be reported as prompt report nor a 30-day LER, 
but should never-the-less be reported as a voluntary 30-day LER, designated as 
"Other" in the LER Reporting form and specifically identified as a voluntary 
report in the text.

(1) The investigation included a review of:

o IOCFR50, Appendix A, GDC-34 and GDC-61 
"o IOCFR50.72 and 50.73 
"o The actual event where the non-vital power supply waa temporarily lost 
"o The cooling system design (P & ID).  
"o The operator and management actions as discussed with your Staff 

Assistant, August 25, 1987.  
"o NUREG 1022 and Supplements I and 2, "License Event Report System" 
"o Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800), Section 9.1.3, "Spent Fuel Pool 

Cooling .... ".  
"o Haddam Neck FSAR, Section 9.1, "Fuel Storage and Handling".  
"o Haddam Neck Technical Specifications 
"o NU le- t NRC, providing the Safety Assessment Report for SEP Topic 

IX-12- VStorage", dated August 31, 1981.  
"o NRC t to NU, providing the final evaluation of SEP Topic IX-l, "Fuel 

Stora ',ated March 1, 1982.  
"o Discussions held with Andra Asars and Tom Shedlosky (of NRC, Region I, 

August 31, 1987).  
"o Discussions held with Wayne D. Lanning, Branch Chief of the Events 

Assessment Branch of NRR, August 31, 1987.  
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Several of the important factors supporting this conclusion derive from my 
discussion with Wayne Lanning, Chief of the NRC Events Assessment Branch on 
August 31, -1987. Wayne was very familiar with the event and felt it was 
reportable before I talked with him. During our discussion I pointed out that 
NRC guidance provided in NUREG-1022, Supplement 1, page 10, allows that 
"reasonable operator actions to correct minor problems may be considered." The 
fact that the Haddam Neck operator could have taken reasonable action to 
restore the non-vital power supply in a matter of minutes, but instead chose an 
even more reasonable approach of involving management, since he had so much 
time available, is a direct application of the NRC guidance. Wayne agreed with 
this point.  

Wayne also agreed that the classic definition of "operability" does not apply to 
the safety function provided by the spent fuel pool cooling system since the 
"operation" of it is not required by a Technical Specification. Thus, engineering 
judgement is reasonable in concluding the operator actions mitigated the 
significance of this event.  

Reporting this as a voluntary LER would result in all of the same information 
submitted to the NRC with the only difference being the designation of the LER 
category. A voluntary LER is crediteti by the NRC in SALP performance 
according to Wayne Lanning. He felt strongly that a voluntary LER is needed 
versus an "information letter", and in conclusion, that a voluntary LER is 
appropriate versus a "required LER".  

cc: P. M. Kacich 
P. A. Blasioli 
G. P. van Noordennen 
3. M. Powers 
T. 3. Dente 
3. G. Resetar 
B. M. Pinkowitz 
M. Bigiarelli 
3. L. Majewski 
GFL Memo File



*CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

HADOAM NECK PLANT 

RR#1 * BOX 127E * EAST HAMPTON. CONN. 06424 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission September 11, 1987 

Document Control Desk Re: 10CFR50.73 

Washington, D. C. 20555 

Reference: Facility Operating License No. DPR-61 
Docket No. 50-213 
Reportable Occurrence LER 50-213/87-015-00 

Gentlemen: 

This letter forwards Licensee Event Report 87-015-00, required to be submitted 

pursuant to the requirements of Connecticut Yankee Technical Specifications.  

Due to problems experienced on the initial classification of this event, no 

prompt report was made pursuant to the requirements of 10CFR5O.72. Subsequent 

discussions with NRC staff have resulted in classification of this event as 

reportable per 1OCFR50.73(a)(2)(v)(B), even though the licensee considers the 

premise that this event alone could have resulted in the complete loss of decay 

heat removal capability to be inconsistent with the design basis of the system.  

Technical details are included in the report. The licensee feels that this 

event warrants reporting even though the exact classification is unclear and 

will continue to report simil r events in the future.  

Very truly yours, / T/ - [ , 0 ( 6Sr/i¾&4: I 

Miller, Jr. SAFC 
Station Superintendent cob .•.  

DBM:JJL/dfv 

Attachment: LER 87-015-00 

cc: W. T. Russell, Regional Administrator, Region I 
J. T. Shedlosky, Senior Resident Inspector, Haddam Neck
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Operators recognized the loss of spent fuel pit cooling, and the fact that 
adequate time was available to restore power to the system using a properly 
reviewed and approved jumper control sheet. The jumper control sheet was 
approved by the Plant Operations Review Committee and spent fuel pit cooling was 
restored at 1545 hours. The loss of cooling existed for 80 minutes and resulted 
in an increase in spent fuel pit temperature of 6 degrees fahrenheit. No 
temperature limits were exceeded.  

The cause of the event was personnel error. Corrective measures include better 
training, and increased supervisory involvement. Problems experienced with the 
General Electric HEA relays involved in this event are currently under 
evaluation and the results will be forwarded in a supplemental report.  

This event has been classified as reportable under 1OCFR50.73(a)(2)(v)(B) with 
the assistance of NRC staff.

NRC Fft 396 
19431
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BACKGROUND 

I) Spent Fuel Pit Cooling Design 

The original design basis for the spent fuel pit cooling loop was to provide the 
ability to remove the residual heat produced by 40 percent of a 1473 MWth 
reactor core (1/3 core offload), 150 hours after reactor shutdown, while 
maintaining the pit water temperature at or below 116 degrees fahrenheit with 80 
degree fahrenheit river water. The design Westinghouse used to meet this basis 
included one 40 horsepower 610 gpm single stage centrifugal pump (P-21-1A) 
supplying flow to a shell and tube type heat exchanger (E-IO-1A) with a 1,620 
square foot surface area sized to transfer 5.43 E6 BTU per hour under design 
conditions. The design addressed loss of spent fuel pit cooling pump by stating 
that a portable sump pump could be used temporarily if necessary.  

In 1976 the second pump (P-21-1B) and heat exchanger (E-10-1B) were added to 
increase the heat removal capacity of the system under Plant Design Change 
Request 212 "Connecticut Yankee Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System Modification".  
The second pump and heat exchanger were sized to provide cooling (2.0 E7 BTU per 
hour) adequate to maintain spent fuel pit temperature at or below 140 degrees 
fahrenheit with 85 degree fahrenheit river water after a full core offload at 150 
hours after shutdown. The design addressed a loss of power to both spent fuel 
pit cooling pumps by stating that either pump could manually be powered from 
either emergency diesel generator (EG2A or EG2B).  

II) Haddam Neck Electrical Distribution 

The Haddam Neck electrical distribution is illustrated on Figure 1. This figure 
shows that the spent fuel pit cooling pumps, P-21-1A and P-21-1B, are powered 
through Motor Control Center 2 (MCC-2) from 480 volt buses 4 and 5 respectively.  
It is important to note that both P-21-1A and P-21-1B normally receive emergency 
power from the same source, EG2A.  

The undervoltage protection scheme for emergency 4160 volt bus 8 is as follows.  
An undervoltage condition on bus 8 causes breakers 8T2, 2T8, and 4841 to trip 
and lockout, thus isolating the normal 4160 volt power source (bus 1-2) from the 
emergency source (bus 8). Breaker 4T5 closes to connect bus 4 to the emergency 
power supply. EG2A then starts and when it is ready, its output breaker closes, 
supplying power to buses 4, 5, and 8.  

Prior to this event, EG2A and bus 8 had been removed from service for outage 
related work. Bus 4 was receiving 480 volt power from its normal source, bus 
1-2, and it was supplying power to bus 5 through the 4T5 breaker.

NRC PORM 3"A
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At the start of this event, ultrasonic inspection of spent fuel assemblies was 
in progress. The full core had been offloaded to the spent fuel pit in support 
of this inspection. For a fuel assembly to undergo this inspection, it must be 
suspended from the spent fuel building crane. This crane is powered from MCC-2.  
At the time of initiation of this event, 1415 hrs on August 14, 1987, an 
assembly was suspended from the crane. In this position, the activated region 
of the suspended fuel assembly was below the lowest penetration (spent fuel'pit 
pump suction) in the spent fuel pit, and covered by approximately 8 feet of 
water.  

EVENT DESCRIPTION 

On August 14, 1987, the plant was shutdown in mode 6. Problems had been 
experienced with mechanical binding of the bus 8 undervoltage relay 27Y1-8 (EIIS 
System Code: EC; Component Code: 27). A work order was generated to trouble 
shoot and replace the 27Y1-8 relay. This work order was reviewed and approved 
in accordance with station procedures.* 

In conjunction with removing bus 8 from service, its undervoltage protection 
scheme (discussed in BACKGROUND) had been disabled by opening the 125 volt 
direct current (DC) control power breaker in the EG2A auxiliary board. It was, 
however, still possible to initiate the undervoltage scheme by manually 
tripping the 27Y1-8 relay. The maintenance electrician working on the 27Y1-8 
relay was not aware of this fact, and at 1425 hours pushed the manual trip latch 
mechanism. This action initiated the bus 8 undervoltage scheme and resulted in 
complete loss of buses 4 and 5 since bus 8 was out of service.  

The electrician immediately notifiea the Supervising Control Operator (SCO) that 
he had manually tripped the 27YI-8 relay. The SCO, in-turn, recognized that a 
partial loss of 480 volt power had occurred. He attempted to restore power by: 
resetting the 27Y1-8 relay, resetting the bus 4 and 5 main undervoltage relays 
(27Y-4 and 27Y-5), and attempting to reset the bus 4 and 5 auxiliary 
undervoltage relays (27Y-4B and 27Y-5B). The 27Y-4B and 27Y-5B relays would not 
reset. Resetting 27Y-4 and 27Y-5 with buses 4 and 5 still de-energized would 
not have been possible if the trip coils were still good. It appears that the 
coils partially shorted when the relays were reset with a trip signal still 
present. Although the SCO should not have reset the undervoltage relays prior 
to re-energizing bus 4 and 5, this improper operation action did not adversely 
contribute to this event. The SCO, upon observing failure of the bus 4 and 5 
auxiliary relays to reset, had the 4841 and 4T5 breakers closed to restore power 
to these buses.



At about the same time that the 4841 and 4T5 breakers were shut by the control 
operator, the maintenance electrician noticed that smoke was issuing from the 
auxiliary panel that houses the bus 4 and 5 undervoltage relays. This smoke was 
coming from the energized coils of the 27Y-4 and 27Y-5 relays. A production 
test electrician, who was present in the control room recognized what was 
happening. He entered the panel and manually tripped the 27Y-4 and 27Y-5 
relays. This action stopped the smoldering of the relay coils that was causing 
the smoke. The time was 1417, approximately 2 minutes had elapsed since 
initiation of the event.  

The operators recognized immediately that spent-fuel pit cooling had been lost.  
They also learned that an assembly was suspended from the south spent fuel 
building crane for inspection at the time MCC-2 was lost. Since the bus 4 and 5 
undervoltage relays were all tripped, and the 27Y-4 and 27Y-5 relays were 
damaged, it was not possible to simply restore MCC-2 by shutting the supply 
breakers from buses 4 and 5. The operators recognized that the undervoltage 
relays would have to be defeated in order to close the bus 4 and 5 feed breakers 
to MCC-2. The operators also realized that adequate time was available to 
perform this action using the appropriate review and approval process, before 
the loss of spent fuel pit cooling became a concern.  

Plant management was informed of the situation and they immediately responded to 
the control room. After being briefed on the situation, management concurred on 
the use of an approved jumper control sheet to remove the fuses for DC control 
power to the bus 4 undervoltage relays. Removal of the DC control power would 
deenergize the trip coils and allow the undervoltage relays to be reset. This, 
in turn, would allow the bus 4 feed breaker to MCC-2 to be shut, restoring power 
to the spent fuel pit cooling pumps -and the south spent fuel building crane.  

The jumper control sheet was prepared and reviewed by the Plant Operations 
Review Committee. The committee approved the jumper control sheet for use. The 
DC control power fuses were removed and at 1545 hours MCC-2 was reenergized and 
spent fuel pit cooling was restored.  

Spent fuel pit cooling was lost for approximately 80 minutes. During this time 
spent fuel pit temperature increased 6 degrees fahrenheit, resulting in a heatup 
rate of 4.5 degrees fahrenheit per hour. At no time were any temperature limits 
for the pit water exceeded.

NAC FO9RM 36"
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CAUSE OF THIS EVENT 

There were two independent problems involved in this event. The first problem 
was the fact that the maintenance electrician who initiated this event did not 
adequately understand the operation of the relay he was working on. In 
addition, the work order did not mitigate the consequences of this knowledge 
deficiency by providing adequate cautions on the potential consequences of the 
work. Finally, supervisory guidance on this job was not sufficient to 
compensate for the electrician's inexperience.  

The second cause of this event involved problems with the General Electric HEA 
relays (27Y1-8, 27Y-4 and. 27Y-5) that were involved. The root cause of the 
relay failure has not yet been determined. Mechanical binding--of the 27Y1-8 
relay was the reason for performing the maintenance that initiated this event.  

SAFETY ASSESSMENT 

This event caused a partial loss of non-vital 480 volt power which resulted in a 
total loss of normal power to the spent fuel pit cooling system. An additional 
complication was introduced by the fact that a spent fuel assembly was left 
suspended above the spent fuel racks when power to the south spent fuel building 
crane was lost (powered from MCC-2).  

The complete loss of spent fuel pit cooling is an analyzed event. In the 
original (pre-1976) system configuration loss of spent fuel pit cooling pump 
P-21-1A constituted a complete loss of cooling since it was the only pump. In 
the design basis documentation, it was stated that a portable sump pump could be 
used for pumping water through the system in the event of a complete loss of 
P-21-1A. The Facility Description and Safety Analysis (FDSA) amplified this 
guidance to indicate that blind flanges are provided on the pump suction and 
discharge to facilitate connection of a temporary pump.  

Loss of both spent fuel pit cooling pumps in the present (post 1976) 
configuration due to a loss of power was specifically analyzed as part of Plant 
Design Change Request No. 212. This analysis concluded that loss of non-vital 
480 volt power was acceptable because either pump could be manually connected to 
either emergency diesel generator within the 8 hours available before boiling.  
occurred in the pit due to decay heat of the spent fuel assemblies under worst 
case conditions.  

"Ac FORM 2EEA
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Thefact ttiý-6s-nt fuel assembly was left hanging from the south spent fuel 
building crane during this event does not change the results of the decay heat 
removal-anaysfdiscussed above. It did, however, result in a condition where 
a fuel assemliy was suspended above the spent fuel pit racks, and there was no 
immediate means available to lower it back into the rack. Should a seismic 
event have occurred while the spent fuel assembly was suspended, the assembly 
could have dropped and/or a portion of the spent fuel pit cooling system piping 
could have been damaged, causing a partial draindown of the spent fuel pit.

Dropping Qf__bh~e-sapt fuel assembly is 
Update& Fin.aLSafety Analysis Report.  
acceptable consequences and bounds the 
assembly. acciident-

an analyzed event, described in the 
This accident is demonstrated to have 
current postulated dropped spent fuel

A partial draindown of the spent fuel pit with the spent fuel assembly suspended 
from the crane vWold, in the worst case, result in a final water level 
approximately six inches above the activated region of the fuel assembly.  
Keeping the-assemb-ly covered with water would ensure adequate cooling of the 
assembly and thus this postulated condition would not increase the safety 
consequences-of--an-earthquake damaging the spent fuel pit cooling system.  

Based on the discussion above of the worst case accident scenarios that could 
have resulted-from--this event, the event is judged to have limited safety 
significance. There was no threat to the public health and safety posed by 
either the actual or postulated wors*t case events.  

This event has been classified as reportable under 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v)(B) with 

the assistance of the NRC staff.  

CORRECTIVE ACTION 

In order to address the personnel and related problems associated with this 
event, the following corrective actions are planned or in progress. Supervi'sory 
involvement in critical activities will be increased. This increased 
involvement will include increased supervisor presence at the work site as well 
as improved written guidance on work orders. All electricians have been 
verbally reminded that they must understand the operation of a circuit prior to 
starting work on it.  
The problems identified with the General Electric HEA relays are curely under 

evaluation. The results of this evaluation will be presented-in a supplemental 
Lreport.  

Sce 8, Y~emco

NRC PORM 36"
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The relays involved in this event are type HEA 61 relays with 24 volt DC coils 
and 20 ampere continuously rated contacts manufactured by General Electric.  

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS 

None
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OE 7218 I HAMILTON 11-APR-95 08:23 EST 
INDIANA MICHIGAN POWER (IME) 

Subjec.t: Incorrect Fuel Assembly Moved During Examination 

Cook Nuclear Plant offers the following information: 

UNIT:.................... Cook Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 2 
DOC NO ................ 50-315, 50-316 
EVENT DATE ............ 2/07/95 
NSSS/AE ............... Westinghouse/AEPSC 
RATING ................ 3250 Mwt/3411 Mwt 

Siemens fuel rod hi-mag/eddy current examinations were in 
progress at Cook Nuclear Plant. Fuel Assembly AM43 was the next 
assembly to be moved and examined in the spent fuel pool. The 
Reactor Engineer (RE) wrote AM43 on the white board used to 
communicate cell location to the fuel handler. The fuel handler 
positioned the crane on row 43 and the RE verified the location.  
The fuel handler positioned the crane to alpha location BM and, 
without any position verification being performed, latched onto 
and moved assembly BM43 to the test rig. Testing of the assembly 
was completed. While returning the assembly to the AM43 location 
the fuel handler found an assembly in AM43. Using a camera, the 
crew determined the assembly moved was from location BM43. The 
assembly was returned to location BM43. The individuals involved 
did not immediately report the event to supervision. Fuel 
movement was stopped on the following shift. An investigation of 
the event was performed. Corrective actions were developed and 
provided to plant management before work resumed.  

Causes of this event are attributed to the fuel handler not 
receiving position verification before latching and moving the 
assembly and the failure to establish direct communications 
between the RE and fuel handler.  

Planned Preventive Actions: 

1. Plant Engineering (PLE) and Operations (OPS) will devise 
additional Spent Fuel Pool Indexing for use in dual 
concurrent verification of fuel handling equipment 
positions.  

2. PLE and OPS will revise procedures for spent fuel pool 

evolutions to require concurrent dual verification of: 

spent fuel pool location written on the white board.  

crane X-Y index (north/south - east/west) location 
prior to lowering the refueling tool.  

fuel handling tool location prior to latching or 
lowering a fuel assembly.  

The use of audio communications equipment and repeat backs 
will be required to confirm instructions are understood. A 
positive response from the verifier, for position 
confirmation, and permission will be required prior to 
performing the next step.  

3. PLE and OPS will develop a method to ensure fuel movement 
precursor events occurring during all fuel movement 
activities, including refueling, are communicated to 
personnel associated with movement activities.  

4. PLE will revise their job briefing form to:



Ensure applicable industry and plant operating 
experience events are addressed during job briefings.  

Discuss managements expectations for conservative 
decision making when unanticipated events occur.  
Emphasize on placing equipment in a safe condition and 
immediately notifying management/supervision of the 
problem.  

5. OPS, PLE, and Quality Control will determine minimum 
staffing requirements and define the expectations, 
responsibilities, and requirements for each role regarding 
dual concurrent verification during all fuel movement 
activities.  

6. OPS will revise the Error Free Refueling Plan to include 
management expectations for conservative decision making 
when unanticipated events occur.  

7. OPS will revise the Refueling Brief Guidelines to include 
management expectations for conservative decision making 
when unanticipated events occur.  

Information Contact: Randy Keppeler (616) 465-5901 ext. 1339 

Information Contact: Randy Keppeler (616) 465-5901 ext. 1339



OE 7218 I HAMILTON 11-APR-95 08:23 EST 
INDIANA MICHIGAN POWER (IME) 

Subject:- Incorrect Fuel Assembly Moved During Examination 

Cook Nuclear Plant offers the following information: 

UNIT: ...................... Cook Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 2 
DOC NO ................ 50-315, 50-316 
EVENT DATE ............ 2/07/95 
NSSS/AE ............... Westinghouse/AEPSC 
RATING ................ 3250 Mwt/3411 Mwt 

Siemens fuel rod hi-mag/eddy current examinations were in 
progress at Cook Nuclear Plant. Fuel Assembly AM43 was the next 
assembly to be moved and examined in the spent fuel pool. The 
Reactor Engineer (RE) wrote AM43 on the white board used to 
communicate cell location to the fuel handler. The fuel handler 
positioned the crane on row 43 and the RE verified the location.  
The fuel handler positioned the crane to alpha location BM and, 
without any position verification being performed, latched onto 
and moved assembly BM43 to the test rig. Testing of the assembly 
was completed. While returning the assembly to the AM43 location 
the fuel handler found an assembly in AM43. Using a camera, the 
crew determined the assembly moved was from location BM43. The 
assembly was returned to location BM43. The individuals involved 
did not immediately report the event to supervision. Fuel 
movement was stopped on the following shift. An investigation of 
the event was performed. Corrective actions were developed and 
provided to plant management before work resumed.  

Causes of this event are attributed to the fuel handler not 
receiving position verification before latching and moving the 
assembly and the failure to establish direct communications 
between the RE and fuel handler.  

Planned Preventive Actions: 

1. Plant Engineering (PLE) and Operations (OPS) will devise 
additional Spent Fuel Pool Indexing for use in dual 
concurrent verification of fuel handling equipment 
positions.  

2. PLE and OPS will revise procedures for spent fuel pool 
evolutions to require concurrent dual verification of: 

spent fuel pool location written on the white board.  

crane X-Y index (north/south - east/west) location 
prior to lowering the refueling tool.  

fuel handling tool location prior to latching or 
lowering a fuel assembly.  

The use of audio communications equipment and repeat backs 
will be required to confirm instructions are understood. A 
positive response from the verifier, for position 
confirmation, and permission will be required prior to 
performing the next step.  

3. PLE and OPS will develop a method to ensure fuel movement 
precursor events occurring during all fuel movement 
activities, including refueling, are communicated to 
personnel associated with movement activities.

4. PLE will revise their job briefing form to:



Ensure applicable industry and plant operating 
experience events are addressed during job briefings.  

Discuss managements expectations for conservative 
decision making when unanticipated events occur.  
Emphasize on placing equipment in a safe condition and 
immediately notifying management/supervision of the 
problem.  

5. OPS, PLE, and Quality Control will determine minimum 
staffing requirements and define the expectations, 
responsibilities, and requirements for each role regarding 
dual concurrent verification during all fuel movement 
activities.  

6. OPS will revise the Error Free Refueling Plan to include 
management expectations for conservative decision making 
when unanticipated events occur.  

7. OPS will revise the Refueling Brief Guidelines to include 
management expectations for conservative decision making 
when unanticipated events occur.  

Information Contact: Randy Keppeler (616) 465-5901 ext. 1339 

Information Contact: Randy Keppeler (616) 465-5901 ext. 1339



Events 
IS 1252 I NEWTON 21 AUG 95 14:47 EST 

INPO (INP) 
Subject: Significant Event Notification (SEN) 127, Recurring Events 

April June 1995 

The following events have been screened as significant 
during the second quarter of 1995 and are recurrent; i.e., 
similar in many aspects to events for which the "lessons 
learned" are adequately described in a previous SEE-IN 
product or in a Significant By Others Report reference 
document. This list is published to help maintain awareness 
that similar events continue to occur.  

1. Recurring Event: Reactor Recirculation Pump 
Restarted Without Meeting 
Differential Temperature 
Requirements 

Description: 

On January 10, 1995, with Dresden Unit 2 operating at 
31 percent power, operators restarted an idle reactor 
recirculation pump without meeting the required 
temperature limits. Reactor recirculation pump 2B had 
inadvertently tripped approximately two hours earlier 
when instrument technicians began work on the incorrect 
reactor recirculation motor-generator set. When plant 
operators prepared to start the idle pump, they were 
unable to comply with the requirement that the 
differential temperature between the bottom head drain 
line and reactor steam space be less than 145 degrees F 
before starting an idle reactor recirculation pump.  
This differential temperature is measured using the 
bottom head drain line temperature; however, the bottom 
head drain line has been blocked for several years, and 
the bottom head drain line temperature indication was 
unreliable. Additionally, the temperature difference 
between the reactor steam space and the reactor bottom 
head metal temperature (an alternate temperature 
measurement) exceeded the station procedural limit of 
145 degrees F for starting an idle recirculation pump.  

When the procedural limit could not be met without a 
plant shutdown to reduce the temperature differential 
and allow restarting the idle pump, control room 
supervisors decided that the intent of the temperature 
limit requirement could be met by using the active 
recirculation loop discharge temperature to indicate 
temperature in the bottom head region. This method is 
not consistent with vendor guidance for appropriate 
differential temperature measurement locations, but the 
vendor information was not included in the procedure.  
Control room supervision made this decision without 
involving station or operations management and without 
benefit of an engineering analysis. Prior to starting 
the idle recirculation pump, an Independent Safety 
Engineering Group engineer questioned their decision, 
but the crew continued. Subsequent analysis by the 
vendor indicated that the conditions necessary for 
thermal stratification were not present; therefore, the 
pump start had minimal adverse thermal impact on 
reactor vessel bottom head penetrations.



Consequences/Comments: 

Significant aspects of this event include a 
nonconservative decision made by control room 
supervisors that had the potential to subject reactor 
pressure vessel bottom head penetrations to unnecessary 
thermal stresses. Several of the lessons learned in 
INPO SOER 94-01, Revision 1, "Nonconservative Decisions 
and Equipment Performance Problems Result in a Reactor 
Scram, Two Safety Injections, and Water-Solid 
Conditions," are similar to some of the causal factors 
in this event. Control room supervisors made a 
decision to operate outside of procedural guidance and 
in a manner that did not comply with station technical 
specifications in order to restart the reactor 
recirculation pump. This decision was made without 
consulting station management and without benefit of an 
engineering evaluation. The clogged bottom head drain 
is a plant condition that has existed for several 
years. Plans are in place to correct this 
long-standing condition. Additionally, the procedure 
written to restart an idle reactor recirculation pump 
without valid indication of bottom head drain 
temperature did not provide the operators with the 
information necessary to obtain accurate differential 
temperatures.  

Plant/NSSS: Dresden Nuclear Power 
Station Unit 2/General Electric (BWR 2) 

Event Date: January 10, 1995 

2. Recurring Event: Automatic Actuation of Low 
Temperature Overpressure 
Protection System 

Description: 

On January 4, 1995, McGuire Unit 2 experienced a 
reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure transient while 
in a water-solid condition. RCS pressure increased 
from approximately 250 psig to 371 psig over a nine 
minute period. The transient was terminated when a 
pressurizer power-operated relief valve (PORV) 
automatically opened in response to a signal from the 
low temperature overpressure protection system.  

Background - McGuire Unit 2 was starting up after a 
refueling outage. The reactor was in cold shutdown, 
and operations personnel had just completed venting the 
RCS. Because of the increased work load associated 
with unit startup, the control room crew had been 
augmented with an additional reactor operator.  
However, control room activities eventually reached the 
point where all three control room operators were 
involved in multiple startup tasks that diverted their 
attention from monitoring the RCS.  

RCS Pressure Transient - The reactor operator assigned 
to monitor RCS conditions noticed that RCS pressure had 
decreased to 250 psig and adjusted letdown flow to 
raise system pressure to approximately 275 psig.  
(During water-solid operation, RCS pressure is raised 
and lowered by adjusting the mass flow out of the 
system while charging flow is held constant.) He also 
adjusted component cooling water (CCW) flow to the 
residual heat removal system heat exchangers to raise



RCS temperature. Immediately after adjusting letdown 
and CCW flow, the operator was called away to assist 
maintenance personnel who were testing a feedwater 
system pump. The other reactor operators were also 
busy with other startup activities and were not 
monitoring RCS parameters. Nine minutes later, a 
c6ntrol room annunciator actuated indicating that a 
pressurizer PORV was open. Noting that RCS pressure 
had risen to 371 psig, the operator readjusted letdown 
flow to lower RCS pressure, reseat the PORV, and 
stabilize RCS pressure.  

Consequences/Comments: 

Continuous monitoring of critical plant parameters 
could have prevented actuation of the LTOP system.  
Operators assigned to monitor the RCS during 
water-solid operation were distracted from their 
primary function of maintaining and controlling RCS 
pressure and temperature. Control room supervisory 
personnel need to maintain an awareness of the level of 
activity in the control room and-curtail nonessential 
tasks when operators are no longer able to devote 
complete attention to the reactor and its support 
systems.  

Plant/NSSS: McGuire Unit 2/Westinghouse 
Event Date: January 4, 1995 

3. Recurring Event: Undetected Loss of Spent Fuel 
Cooling Due to Improper 
Maintenance Activities 

Description: 

On August 10, 1994, a Seabrook station mechanic 
inadvertently closed the outlet throttle valve 
on the operating train A spent fuel pool cooling 
pump, while adjusting the valve packing. Spent 
fuel pool temperature increased from 95 degrees F to 
120 degrees F over a 24-hour period before operators 
discovered the condition. The mechanic was not aware 
that the valve was a throttle valve, and for unknown 
reasons, thought the valve was initially closed (the 
valve was actually 25 to 40 percent open). Procedure 
guidance allows a valve manipulation of 1/2 turn during 
packing adjustments. Immediately after closing the 
valve, a spent fuel pool cooling pump low discharge flow 
alarm annunciated in the control room. However, due to 
other unrelated higher priority alarms, the senior reactor 
operator (SRO) did not pursue the low discharge flow 
alarm. This condition went unnoticed for the next 
24 hours, including two shift changes, until the original 
SRO assumed the watch the following day and noticed the 
same low flow alarms were illuminated. No damage was 
done to the pump, and no system operational setpoints 
or limitations were exceeded.  

Significant Event Report, SER 18-93, "Undetected Loss 
of Spent Fuel Cooling," and Significant Event 
Notification (SEN) 119, "Undetected Loss of Spent Fuel 
Cooling," address similar industry events. Both of 
these industry events emphasize the importance of 
operator control board awareness, monitoring spent fuel 
pool conditions, and thorough shift turnovers.



Consequences/Comments: 

The undetected loss of spent fuel pool cooling event 
resulted from several human performance problems.  
Those human performance problems are summarized as 
follows: 

o An incomplete pre-job briefing between the work 
control coordinator and the station mechanic did 
not establish the as-found and as-left valve 
position.  

o The pre-job briefing failed to recognize that the 
valve to be worked was the in-service throttle 
valve for the operating spent fuel pool cooling 
loop. Covering the status of the valve in a 
pre-job briefing would have alerted the mechanic 
to the consequences of reconfiguring the valve.  

o The work control supervisor did not communicate to 
control room personnel that work was about to 
begin on the in-service spent fuel pool cooling 
throttle valve. Had this communication occurred, 
it could have alerted control room personnel to 
subsequent spent fuel pool cooling system alarms.  

o Control room personnel did not respond 
aggressively to the spent fuel pool cooling pump 
low discharge flow alarm. The senior control room 
operator (SCRO) did not inform other control room 
team members of the existence of the alarm. In 
addition, the SCRO did not contact the primary 
nonlicensed operator to check system conditions 
upon receipt of the alarm.  

o Insufficiently effective work practices permitted 
a station mechanic to reconfigure the throttle valve 
closed when the valve was actually 25-40 percent 
open. As a result, upon work completion, the 
mechanic returned the valve to the incorrectly 
recorded as-found position (closed).  

o Incomplete shift turnovers also contributed to 
this event. Two shift turnovers were performed 
with the spent fuel pump low discharge flow alarm 
annunciated, and neither document reviews nor 
control board walkdowns prompted questions 
concerning the alarm.  

o The maintenance procedure data sheet lacked 
sufficient detail to ensure the valve was left in 
the proper position. The procedure only required 
documentation of the as-left position and did not 
specifically address throttle valves.  

Plant/NSSS: Seabrook/Westinghouse 
Event Date: August 10, 1994 

4. Recurring Event: Reactivity Excursion While 
Placing An Unsaturated Mixed-Bed 
Demineralizer In Service 

Description: 

On February 5, 1995, McGuire Unit 2 experienced an 
inadvertent dilution of reactor coolant system (RCS)



boron concentration and a subsequent reactivity 
excursion when an unsaturated mixed-bed demineralizer 
was placed in service. Prompt response by the 
operating crew limited reactor power to 100.5 percent 
and average RCS temperature within one degree F of its 
programmed value. Inappropriate actions by chemistry 
department personnel because of inadequate written and 
verbal communication and failure to follow approved 
plant procedures were determined to be the root causes 
of this event.  

Background - On January 18, 1995, chemistry personnel 
loaded a standby mixed-bed demineralizer (A) with fresh 
resin and coordinated with operations personnel to 
flush it for 30 minutes. (Flushing a freshly loaded 
demineralizer ensures the resin is saturated with boron 
and that it will not remove boron from the RCS when 
placed in service.) After flushing for 30 minutes, the 
chemical and volume control system (CVCS) was realigned 
to its normal letdown lineup, and the in-service 
demineralizer (B) was returned to service. When the 
sample results for demineralizer A were reviewed, the 
values for lithium and boron were not as expected for 
saturated resin. The chemistry technician determined 
the sample was invalid and the demineralizer needed to 
be flushed and sampled again. The technician then 
recorded the analysis results in the CVCS demineralizer 
status sheets but did not annotate the sheets to 
indicate the sample results were questionable. The 
technician then left the site for the day. Based on 
previous conversations with other chemistry department 
personnel regarding the need to reflush demineralizer 
A, the technician assumed the on-coming shift would 
rerun the flushing procedure. The off-going technician 
did not discuss the evolution with his relief, ensure 
pertinent information was recorded in the department 
turnover sheets, or verify the status of demineralizer 
A when he returned to work the following day.  

RCS Dilution - Eighteen days later, another chemistry 
technician identified a need to place demineralizer A 
in service to remove lithium from the RCS. Seeing no 
indications of a problem with demineralizer A in the 
logbook or demineralizer status -heets, the technician 
contacted operations and requested demineralizer A be 
placed in service for 45 minutes. Operations personnel 
realigned the CVCS as requested. Shortly after 
aligning demineralizer A for service, the reactor 
operator added water to the volume control tank through 
the boric acid blender. Because of the water addition, 
the operator was closely monitoring RCS temperature and 
noticed RCS temperature increasing. The operator 
referred to the abnormal operating procedure for boron 
dilution events. The boron dilution procedure directed 
stopping the primary water makeup pumps, initiating 
emergency boration, and implementing the abnormal 
operating procedure for emergency boration. When 
directed by the emergency boration procedure, the 
operator bypassed demineralizer A. The control room 
operator then requested a sample of the demineralizer.  
The sample results indicated demineralizer A had not 
been fully boron saturated when placed in service.  

Consequences/Comments: 

The reactivity excursion that resulted from this event



required the reactor operator to take compensatory 
actions to mitigate the excursion by adding 45 gallons 
of boric acid, reducing main turbine load, and 
inserting control rods. The prompt response by the 
operator prevented a main turbine runback and possible 
reactor scram.  

Similar RCS dilution events were addressed in INPO 
SEN-106, "Recurring Event: Unexpected Reactivity 
Additions While Placing Primary Demineralizers In 
Service," and SOER 94-2, "Boron Dilution Events In 
Pressurized Water Reactors." Unexpected RCS dilutions 
occurred at McGuire in December 1993 and August 1994.  
Internalization of both industry and in-house events 
has been ineffective for several reasons: 

o McGuire problem reports involving primary 
demineralizers were sometimes not coded as 
"reactivity management" events.  

o The station analyses of individual events 
sometimes did not identify all the contributing 
causes for boron dilution.  

o Communication of reactivity management problems 
was not fully effective in developing an awareness 
of, appreciation for, and sensitivity to plant 
evolutions that can result in a dilution event.  

Incomplete Flushing and Nonrepresentative Sampling 
The CVCS purification demineralizers are maintained by 
the Chemistry Department personnel at McGuire. As 
such, chemistry personnel are responsible for ensuring 
freshly loaded resin is flushed and sampled. However, 
the flushing process requires coordination with control 
room personnel to ensure valves are properly aligned.  
For this event, flushing and sampling were conducted as 
independent tasks. There was no pre-job briefing, and 
communication between operations and chemistry 
personnel was ineffective.  

Improper Documentation and Follow Up - When 
demineralizer A sample results were recorded in the 
CVCS demineralizer status sheets, the responsible 
technician did not include any notations or other 
indications that the entries were abnormal. When the 
sample results were checked prior to placing the 
standby demineralizer in service, there was nothing in 
the records to indicate the resin was not completely 
saturated.  

After determining the boron and lithium concentrations 
at the influent and effluent sample points for 
demineralizer A, the chemistry technician concluded the 
resin would have to be reflushed and resampled.  
However, he did not inform control room personnel or 
conduct a formal turnover on the status of the 
demineralizer with his relief. The chemistry 
technician assumed the task would be completed during 
the evening, but he did not verify completion when he 
returned to work the following day. If the chemistry 
technician had informed control room personnel 
demineralizer A was not flushed, the reactivity 
excursion may have been prevented.

McGuire Unit 2/WestinghousePlant/NSSS:



February 5, 1995

5. Recurring Event: Control Switches For Both Unit 3 
High Head Safety Injection Pumps 
Placed In Pull-to-Lock 

Description: 

On November 3, 1994, Turkey Point Unit 3 was operating 
at 100 percent power, and Unit 4 was in mode 5 
conducting engineered safety features (ESF) testing 
when control switches for both Unit 3 high head safety 
injection pumps were incorrectly placed in the 
pull-to-lock position. Placing control switches for 
both pumps in pull-to-lock prevented the pumps from 
automatically starting on a safety injection signal.  
With one unit at power, station technical 
specifications require that three of the four shared 
high head safety injection pumps be operable. (Unit 3 
and Unit 4 both have two high head safety injection 
pumps, and all four pumps receive a start signal in 
response to a safety injection actuation signal in 
either unit.) A licensed operator, coordinating the 
test, improperly directed that control switches for 
both pumps be placed in pull-to-lock. Operations 
management identified the improper switch position for 
the pumps approximately 2 3/4 hours later during a 
control board walkdown after testing was completed.  
Both Unit 4 pumps were available and would have started 
on demand.  

Consequences/Comments: 

INPO SER 22-93, "Inappropriate Disabling of Automatic 
Actuation Functions for Safety-related Components," 
describes several similar events. In this event, the 
licensed test director inappropriately directed placing 
the control switches for the Unit 3 pumps in the 
pull-to-lock position even though the procedure for ESF 
testing directed they be placed in the stop position.  
The operator who placed the pumps' switches in the 
pull-to-lock position did not question the 
appropriateness of that action. Additionally, operators 
on Unit 3 insufficiently responded when alarms were 
received indicating the automatic start capability of 
both Unit 3 high head safety injection pumps had been 
disabled. One of the lessons learned in SER 22-93 
discusses the need for operators to instinctively 
question the appropriateness of disabling safety 
systems before performing the activity.  

Plant/NSSS: Turkey Point Unit 3/Westinghouse 
Event Date: November 3, 1994 

6. Recurring Event: Potential Pressure-Locking of 
Containment Sump Isolation Valves 

Description: 

On January 25, 1995, Millstone Unit 2 reported that the 
redundant motor-operated isolation valves (MOVs) 
between the containment sump and the containment 
spray/emergency core cooling pump suction piping could 
be susceptible to thermally induced bonnet 
pressurization under postulated design-basis accident 
conditions. The containment sump isolation valves are

Event Date:



24-inch, double-disc gate valves that are required to 
open during the recirculation phase of a loss of 
coolant accident (LOCA). This flow path alignment 
ensures a source of water to the containment spray 
pumps and high pressure safety injection pumps 
after the refueling water storage tank (RWST) inventory 
has been depleted. If the containment sump isolation 
valves fail to open, long-term core cooling and 
reduction of containment temperature and pressure could 
be jeopardized.  

Consequences/Comments: 

The containment sump isolation valves were evaluated in 
1990 in response to INPO SOER 84-7, "Pressure Locking 
and Thermal Binding of Gate Valves." The evaluation 
concluded that the valves were not susceptible to 
pressure-locking or thermal-binding (PL/TB). In 1994, 
Millstone personnel identified some inconsistencies in 
the 1990 PL/TB evaluation of Millstone Unit 1 and 
initiated a reanalysis of the Unit 2 MOVs. The new 
analysis identified a condition, overlooked during the 
1990 evaluation, where the sump isolation MOVs could be 
rendered inoperable by pressure-locking in the later 
stages of a LOCA.  

Basis for Concern - During normal operation, the sump 
MOVs are maintained closed and function as non-Appendix J 
containment isolation valves. The upstream 
(containment) piping and valve disks should be dry 

because they connect to the recirculation sump, which 
does not normally contain water. The downstream valve 
disks are exposed to the static head (approximately 
35 psig) of the RWST due to backleakage through 
the check valves located in the downstream 
piping. The plant safety analysis assumes that the 
upstream piping is dry and the downstream piping is 
full of water. In reality, the upstream piping contains 
water. Because the valve design does not preclude 
water from entering the valve bonnet, it is assumed 
that periodic cycling during surveillance testing 
could cause water from the RWST to become trapped 
in the valve bonnet. Under postulated design-basis 
accident conditions, the valves would remain closed 
for approximately 45 minutes while a combination of 
reactor coolant, safety injection, and containment 
spray water collected in the recirculation sump.  
The temperature of the liquid in the containment 
sump would be approximately 200 degrees F.  

Identification of Potential Inoperability - The 1994 
analysis hypothesized that the high temperature fluid 
in the containment sump could cause heating of trapped 
fluid in the valve bonnets and lead to pressurization 
of the area between the valve disks while the valves 
are closed. When Millstone personnel learned of the 
potential for pressure-locking, the valve manufacturer 
was contacted in order to determine the maximum bonnet 
pressure that could effect valve operability. (All 
pressure locking evaluations were conducted under the 
assumption that there is water in the valve bonnet 
because there is no way of ensuring that water is 
excluded from the bonnet area.) The valve manufacturer 
determined that an internal pressure of 150 psig in the 
bonnet could impose forces against the valve disks that 
could not be overcome by the motor operator. This



pressure equated to a temperature rise of only 
5 degrees F, assuming the bonnet area is water-solid.  
Plant management declared both containment sump 
isolation valves inoperable and developed an action 
plan to correct the problem.  

The containment sump isolation valves were not 
identified as being susceptible to pressure-locking 
during the 1990 evaluation because the analysis assumed 
that valves with operating temperatures less than or 
equal to 200 degrees F and operating pressures less 
than or equal to 150 psig were not susceptible to 
PL/TB. The original evaluators did not realize that 
the containment environment could communicate with the 
valves through the recirculation piping. They believed 
the upstream piping was filled with water.  

Utility Actions - In April 1995, Millstone completed a 
detailed analysis of the containment sump isolation 
valves, including in-plant radiographic examination of 
the isolation valves to determine if water was present 
in the valve bonnets. Plant personnel also contracted 
an independent laboratory to conduct bonnet 
pressurization experiments using a mockup of the sump 
piping and valve. A 6-inch double-disc gate valve was 
exposed to conditions similar to the post-LOCA 
containment environment. The results of the 
inspection, analysis, and experiments indicated that 
the containment sump isolation valves were operable and 
were not susceptible to thermally induced bonnet 
pressurization. A key factor was the presence of a 
small amount of air trapped in the bonnet. (The 
Millstone engineering staff cautions that these results 
are for valves exposed to low pressure, low temperature, 
and short duration heating.) In addition to analyzing 
and examining the valves, plant personnel also 
drilled a small hole in each upstream valve disc 
to ensure that pressure-locking will not occur.  

Plant/NSSS: Millstone Unit 2/Combustion Engineering 
Event Date: January 25, 1995 

7. Recurring Event: Potential Pressure-Locking of 
Safety-Related Gate Valves 

Description: 

On March 9, 1995, Connecticut Yankee reported that a 
new engineering analysis of safety-related, 
motor-operated valves (MOVs) indicated that multiple 
valves in the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) may 
have been technically inoperable because of the 
potential for pressure-locking. A follow-up report 
issued on March 15, 1995, indicated that the on-going 
MOV review had identified additional ECCS and shutdown 
cooling valves that might also be susceptible to 
pressure-locking under design-basis accident 
conditions. The potential for pressure-locking 
identified at Connecticut Yankee is significant 
because of the large number of valves involved.  
Pressure-locking because of rapid system 
depressurization, excessive differential pressure, or 
thermally induced bonnet pressurization could have 
potentially affected valves supporting the following 
ECCS functions:



o high pressure safety injection 

o low pressure safety injection 

o containment sump recirculation 

o two-path safety injection 

o residual heat removal (shutdown cooling) 

The valves that were identified as being susceptible to 
pressure-locking during this latest evaluation were: 

o four redundant high pressure safety injection 
isolation valves 

o two high pressure safety injection pump 
suction isolation valves 

o two redundant low pressure safety injection 
isolation valves 

o one common low pressure safety injection 
isolation valve 

o two redundant charging injection isolation 
valves 

o two redundant high pressure safety injection 
cross-connect valves from the recirculation 
header 

o four series isolation valves between the 
reactor coolant system and the residual 
heat removal system 

When Millstone Unit 2 personnel discovered that the 
containment sump isolation valves may have been 
rendered inoperable because of the potential for 
thermally-induced bonnet pressurization (January 1995), 
the Connecticut Yankee staff increased the urgency and 
depth of their on-going evaluation. (The previous 
analyses at Connecticut Yankee and Millstone were 
performed by the same contractor organization.) During 
the expedited review, several cases were found where 
information, not available at the time of the original 
review, resulted in increasing the analyzed loadings on 
valve actuators. For the high pressure and low pressure 
safety injection valves, use of actual valve factors 
measured during the 1995 refueling outage and an 
improved methodology, resulted in larger pull-out loads 
than assumed. Also, the use of guidance and criteria 
available in NUREG 1275 (published in 1993) resulted in 
more pressure-locking concerns due to thermal effects.  
Connecticut Yankee discovered the following instances 
where pressure-locking had not been fully addressed: 

o the potential for thermally induced 
pressure-locking caused by water entrapment 
in the valve bonnets 

o the susceptibility to pressure-locking of 
valves that must be repositioned during the 
later stages of a design-basis accident. If 
the lines are stagnant and subjected to high 
external environmental (temperature)



conditions, bonnet temperatures and pressures 
could increase, potentially pressure-locking 
the valve.  

Consequences/Comments: 

Information and recommendations on pressure-locking 
were provided in 1984 in INPO SOER 84-7, "Pressure 
Locking and Thermal Binding of Gate Valves." The 
response to SOER 84-7, and the follow-on SEE-IN 
documents related to pressure-locking (SER 8-88, SEN-R 
89-02, and SEN-R 91-03) has not been sufficiently 
effective in identifying, evaluating, and correcting 
conditions that might lead to pressure-locking of 
safety-related gate valves. Industry response to 
pressure-locking may have been affected by several 
factors: 

First, while much information had been issued, 
there has been no industry agreed-upon method or 
criteria to assure comprehensive screening and 
evaluation. A comprehensive evaluation for 
pressure-locking requires knowledge of detailed 
valve performance characteristics and an 
understanding of valve environment under normal, 
accident, and test conditions.  

Second, many facilities had no prior history of 
pressure-locking and may have lacked an 
understanding of the conditions under which 
pressure-locking could occur or an appreciation of 
the safety significance of the phenomena.  

Finally, pressure-locking was sometimes viewed as 
an engineering issue rather than an operational 
safety concern. As an engineering problem, 
bounding conditions were established based on a 
fixed operational environment. Many valves were 
excluded from further evaluation because some 
analyses did not include evaluations of changes 
in operating conditions.  

Other criteria that may have been improperly used 
to exclude valves from a detailed analysis were: 

o the presence of check valves in the upstream 
or downstream piping 

o valve orientation 

o assumed leakage from the valve bonnet 
assembly 

o valves equipped with air or hydraulic 
operators 

As a result of limited or no experience with 
pressure-locking, many managers may have concluded that 
pressure-locking was not a credible failure mode. In 
some cases, corrective actions were not implemented 
when a potential pressure-locking problem was 
identified. Documentation and review of evaluations may 
not have been detailed enough to detect nonconservatism 
in the evaluation process. A tendency to rely solely 
on engineering judgment could preclude an in-depth 
review that might have identified system and plant



operating regimes where precursors for pressure-locking 
conditions could exist. For example, valves that are 
normally closed, but are cycled during surveillance 
testing, or during draining and venting evolutions, 
have a higher probability for liquid entrapment in 
their bonnet assemblies. Very few, if any, analyses 
addressed the potential for pressure-locking that might 
occur when valves were realigned for testing purposes.  

Plant/NSSS: Connecticut Yankee/Westinghouse 
Event Date: March 9, 1995 

8. Recurring Event: Loss of Shutdown Cooling During 
Installation of a Plant 
Modification 

Description: 

On February 13, 1995, Catawba Unit 1 was in the third 
day of a refueling outage when a suction valve for the 
operating train B of residual heat removal (RHR) 
inadvertently closed. Core cooling was interrupted for 
approximately 20 minutes, and reactor coolant system 
temperature increased from 110 degrees F to 135 degrees F 
(75 degrees F/hour heatup rate). A modification to 
remove the auto-close interlock circuitry for RHR train 
A suction valves was in progress with RHR train B in 
service. As a result of a change to the modification 
procedure for a similar modification previously 
performed on Unit 2, technicians were directed to 
remove power from a protective relay for personnel 
safety concerns while modifying the relay contacts.  
When the relay was deenergized, one of the two RHR 
train B suction valves closed (one suction valve in 
each train receives operator power from the opposite 
train). Operators quickly diagnosed the problem and 
took action in accordance with the abnormal operating 
procedure to restore RHR flow. The causes of this 
event were an inadequate engineering and operations 
modification review and incomplete updating of the 
modification package from the previous outage. In 
particular, the modification package was not updated to 
include the effect of deenergizing the RHR suction 
valve relays relating to required equipment isolations.  
Additionally, the modification package did not take 
into account that the previous modification was 
performed while the Unit 2 RHR suction valves were 
deenergized (plant was in mode 5), as opposed to the 
condition at the time of this event where the RHR 
suction valves were energized (plant was in mode 4).  
The modifications engineer, was aware that the suction 
valves could close but believed operations personnel 
had taken action to prevent the operating B train 
suction valve, powered from the A train, from closing.  

A pre-outage safety review determined that with one 
train of RHR (A train) out of service for modification 
work (mode 5), at least two steam generators should be 
available as heat sinks. During the loss of RHR flow, 
all four steam generators were available as a secondary 
heat sink, and the A train of RHR could have been returned 
to service after realigning the system.  

Consequences/Comments: 

Events relating to loss of shutdown cooling continue to



occur in the industry. In this case, the loss of 
shutdown cooling occurred as a result of an incomplete 
modification package that did not consider the 
modification would be performed under different plant 
conditions than had existed when a similar modification 
was performed on the other unit. Similar events are 
discussed in INPO SOER 92-01, "Reducing the Occurrence 
of Plant Events Through Improved Human Performance," 
and SOER 85-04, "Loss or Degradation of Residual Heat 
Removal Capability In PWRs." Additionally, the station 
has experienced other problems relating to the 
preparation and review of modification packages.  

Plant/NSSS: Catawba/Westinghouse 
Event Date: February 13, 1995 

9. Recurring Event: Safety-Related Equipment Damage 
and Potential For Personnel 
Injury During Concrete Drilling 

Description: 

On March 6, 1995, D.C. Cook workers were assigned to 
install a security card reader, conduit, and support 
anchor bolts for design change work in the Unit 1 AB 
diesel generator room. A pre-job walkdown was 
performed by a supervisor and craft foreman. No 
problems were identified during the walkdown. A worker 
encountered a void in the concrete while drilling the 
third hole. The worker suspected that the void was 
formed by insufficient concrete fill during initial 
plant construction. The worker moved the drilling 
location 1 inch and drilled a 3/8-inch diameter hole 
successfully. During the attempt to drill a fourth 
hole, another void was encountered. Two additional 
attempts were made in different locations, and voids 
were encountered each time. The worker informed the 
foreman of the void problems. The foreman subsequently 
identified the drilling location as a vertical 
electrical pilaster. Site design engineering personnel 
reviewed plant drawings and confirmed the location as 
an electrical pilaster. The pilaster contained the 4 kV 
output cables from Unit 1 AB diesel generator to the 
TI1A bus. The cables are encased in plastic conduit.  
The cables were not energized at the time of the 
incident.  

During the pre-job walkdown, neither individual 
recognized the installation location as a electrical 
pilaster because it had a nondistinct physical 
appearance and other equipment was mounted on the 
pilaster. The pilaster was excavated to inspect for 
damage to the electrical cables, and the Unit 1 AB 
diesel generator was declared inoperable. Two conduits 
had been penetrated but no cable damage occurred. The 
station has a drilling permit program. The program 
requires a drilling permit when drilling 1/2-inch holes 
or larger and also requires a drilling permit for all 
drilling on concrete beams, columns, and structural 
pilasters regardless of hole size. Plant policy, in 
effect at the time of this incident, was not to use 
electrical pilasters as a support point.  

This event is similar to an event described in 
SER 86-84, "Industrial Accident Involving Electrical 
Shock Caused Two Fatalities." This SER recommended that



structures containing embedded circuits be prominently 
marked or posted with warning signs. This 
recommendation was not implemented by the station.  
Posting and marking was considered difficult to 
accomplish, since embedded circuits were common 
throughout the plant. In this event, the designer 
thought the work location was a structural pilaster but 
did not adequately depict it on the drawing.  
Consequently, the existing drilling program, designed 
to prevent events of this type, was not implemented.  

Consequences/Comments: 

Inadequate work package preparation, unmarked 
pilasters, lack of identification of the structure type 
by designers, and weaknesses in the station concrete 
drilling program resulted in inappropriate drilling, 
that under different circumstances could have resulted 
in personnel injury. Contributing factors to this 
event included: 

o electrical pilasters in the plant were not marked 
or labeled for ease of identification 

o site design department had not clearly identified 
electrical or structural pilasters on design 
drawings 

o relocating and redrilling after encountering a 
void was allowed by station procedures 

The station "three-step method" of drilling, which 
could have prevented this event, was not implemented 
because the work location was not identified as a 
pilaster. (The three step method requires utilizing a 
masonry drill bit that prevents penetrating metallic 
objects. Drilling is done in short increments and a 
hammer is utilized to chip away concrete until the 
desired depth is obtained.) 

Plant/NSSS: D.C. Cook/Westinghouse 
Event Date: March 6, 1995 

10. Recurring Event: Excessive Unplanned Personnel 
Radiation Exposure As a Result of 
Inadequate Survey and Improper 
Response to Alarming Dosimetry 
Alarming Dosimetry 

Description: 

At Maine Yankee, on March 24, 1995, two workers 
received unplanned radiation exposures in excess of 
administrative limits as a result of an inadequate 
pre-job survey and improper personnel action upon 
receipt of dosimetry alarms. Two contract workers were 
assigned to prepare areas of a highly radioactive 
reactor coolant pump impeller shaft for nondestructive 
testing. A survey had been performed the previous 
shift by a contract health physics technician.  
However, the survey was rapidly performed in an effort 
to reduce radiation exposure and lacked sufficient 
detail of the specific work area. Consequently, the 
dose rate at the work area was incorrectly documented 
as approximately 1 rem per hour, when in fact it was 
about 20 rem per hour. A contract health physics



technician was assigned to directly monitor the job.  
This technician did not completely review the 
radiological work permit package for the job and did 
not brief the workers before they started the job. The 
health physics technician erroneously assumed the ALARA 
group had briefed the workers. Additionally, station 
procedures required that a verification survey be 
performed prior to the start of the job, and this was 
not done. The workers and the health physics 
technician entered the work area, and the workers' 
dosimetry immediately alarmed. The health physics 
technician observed that the dosimetry was alarming on 
dose rate (set to alarm at 4 rem per hour) and not on 
accumulated dose (set to alarm at 400 mrem) and allowed 
the work to continue. Rather than stop work and 
resurvey the area, the health physics technician 
started an air filtration unit and an air sampler. The 
health physics technician then surveyed the area and 
observed higher than expected dose rates. The 
accumulated dose on the workers' alarming dosimeters 
was then checked, and it had exceeded the alarm 
setpoint. The health physics technician then stopped 
the job, and upon exiting the area, it was noted that 
the workers' self-reading dosimeters were off-scale 
high. One worker received a radiation dose of 3.3 rem, 
and the other received 3.1 rem.  

Station radiological protection supervisory involvement 
in the job was limited, although the potential for high 
radiation exposure from the highly radioactive impeller 
shaft was recognized. A high emergent workload had 
limited station supervisory involvement in this and 
other radiological protection jobs. INPO SOER 85-3, 
"Excessive Personnel Radiation Exposure," recommends 
direct supervisory involvement in jobs where high 
radiation exposures can be received in a short time 
interval. Specific steps were not included in the 
radiation work permit or the applicable maintenance 
procedure to prevent excessive radiation exposure, 
another recommendation in SOER 85-3. Additionally, the 
radiological training program for nonstation personnel 
was not effective in fostering a high level of 
awareness and sense of individual responsibility 
regarding control of personnel radiation exposure.
This is also an SOER 85-3 recommendation.  

Consequences/Comments: 

An inadequate pre-job survey and noncompliance with 
station procedures regarding survey verification and 
response to alarming dosimetry were direct causes of 
two personnel receiving unplanned radiation exposures 
greater than 1 rem. Insufficiently effective 
implementation of some SOER 85-3 recommendations also 
contributed to the event.  

Plant/NSSS: Maine Yankee/Combustion Engineering 
Event Date: March 24, 1995 

11. Recurring Event: Increased Potential for Excessive 
Unplanned Personnel Radiation 
Exposure 

Description: 

On March 9, 1995, with Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1 in a



refueling outage, unanticipated high dose rates were 
experienced while returning the reactor core support 
assembly (CSA) to the reactor vessel. Performance of a 
10-year in-service inspection of the reactor vessel 
internal welds required removal of the CSA. The 
station provided extensive details of this event in 
NUCLEAR NETWORK Operating Experience entry OE 7304, 
"Higher Than Expected Dose Rates Experienced During 
Installation of the Reactor Core Support Assembly," and 
OE 7304 should be referred to for the event 
description. Among the inappropriate actions 
documented by the OE entry were: 1) a failure to treat 
the CSA movement as an infrequently performed test or 
evolution, and 2) some personnel did not immediately 
exit the area when electronic dosimetry alarmed. In 
this event, individual exposures received were below 
station administrative limits, with the highest 
individual dose being 608 millirem.  

Consequences/Comments: 

INPO SOER 91-1, "Conduct of Infrequently Performed 
Tests or Evolutions," contains several recommendations 
regarding performance of infrequently performed 
evolutions, such as the CSA movement. Although the 
activity had the potential for high radiation exposure 
and is normally only performed every 10 years, it was 
not identified as an infrequently performed test or 
evolution. Enhanced briefings and additional 
supervisory oversight as recommended in SOER 91-1 could 
have resulted in more effective mitigation of the 
event. Additionally, INPO SOER 85-3, "Excessive 
Personnel Radiation Exposure," discusses several 
instances where personnel took nonconservative actions 
when unusual radiological conditions were encountered.  

Plant/NSSS: Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1/B&W 
Event Date: March 9, 1995 

12. Recurring Event: Excessive Unplanned Personnel 
Radiation Exposure from an 
Undetected Activated Stellite 
Particle 

Description: 

On February 13, 1995, while Maine Yankee was in a 
refueling outage, a pre-job radiation survey was 
performed in the fuel transfer canal, and a small 
activated stellite particle was discovered inside the 
tip of a hydrolazing wand suspended in the canal. Dose 
rates on contact with the tip of the wand read up to 
400 rem/hour. Work had been performed on the fuel 
assembly upender near the suspended hydrolazing wand 
two days previously. In light of the February 13 
survey results, radiological protection personnel 
reviewed a videotape of the previous two days work and 
observed that workers were in close proximity to the 
hydrolazing wand, with one worker contacting the 
hydrolazer wand. The geometry of the particle caused 
the radiation field to be highly directional, with a 
steep gradient to the dose rate. As a result, the 
workers' dosimetry may not have accurately measured the 
whole body exposure actually received. Using the 
videotape and extensive worker interviews, the workers' 
whole body exposure was calculated. The calculated two-



day dose to the worker who contacted the wand was 3.103 
rem. The station's administrative limit is 1 rem. The 
calculated exposure for the other workers was below 1 
rem.  

The general area radiation dose rates were relatively 
high around the fuel assembly upender, and the pre-job 
survey for the upender work was not detailed enough to 
identify the activated stellite particle on the wand.  
Prior to the work in the fuel transfer canal, the area 
was decontaminated, and the stellite particle became 
attached to the hydrolazing wand used for this 
activity. The hydrolazing wand was left suspended in 
the transfer canal. Dose rates at the fuel assembly 
upender were dependent on the water level in the 
transfer canal, and at the time of the pre-job survey, 
were 300-400 millirem per hour. Water level could not 
be increased to reduce the dose rates because the water 
level was limited to support other scheduled work. The 
high general area dose rates affected the ability to 
differentiate the particle's radiation field and 
specifically identify it. When the pre-job survey for 
additional work was performed on February 13, the water 
level in the transfer canal was higher, and general 
area dose rates were less, making it easier to identify 
the radiation field from the stellite particle.  
Finally, the hydrolazing tool that had been used for 
decontamination of a highly contaminated area had been 
allowed to remain at a work site where it would not be 
used.  

Consequences/Comments: 

Surveys were performed with insufficient detail to 
accurately determine the radiological conditions at the 
job site. Additionally, leaving an unrelated tool, 
used in a highly contaminated area at the job site, was 
an improper radiological work practice. Removal of the 
tool to an area with lower dose rates could have 
facilitated earlier discovery of the activated stellite 
particle. This event is similar to events described in 
INPO SOER 85-3, "Excessive Personnel Radiation 
Exposures." 

Plant/NSSS: Maine Yankee/Combustion Engineering 

Event Date: February 12, 1995 

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS 

1. Recurring Event: Power Oscillations at a Boiling 
Water Reactor Result in a Manual 
Scram 

Note: The following information is based on NUCLEAR 
NETWORK Operating Experience entry OE 7075 
and on a World Association of Nuclear 
Operators (WANO) Event Analysis Report dated 
August 10, 1995.  

Background: 

Laguna Verde is a 654-MWe GE BWR/5 that began 
commercial operation in 1990.

Description:



On January 24, 1995, Laguna Verde 1 was in power 
ascension at approximately 37 percent power 
(approximately 66 percent rod-line and 38 percent core 
flow), and operators were preparing to shift the 
reactor recirculation pumps to fast speed. As the 
recirculation flow control valves were throttled to the 
minimum flow position to enable shifting the 
recirculation pumps to fast speed, the average power 
range monitors (APRMs) indicated the onset of power 
oscillations (maximum magnitude of the oscillations was 
approximately 11 percent peak-to-peak). There were no 
high- or low-scale APRM alarms present. Reactor 
operators reopened the flow control valves to increase 
core flow in an attempt restore core flow to the 
conditions prior to the onset of the power 
oscillations. However, the power oscillations 
continued. Approximately six minutes after the onset 
of the power oscillations, operators manually scrammed 
the reactor to terminate the power oscillations.  

Consequences/Comments: 

The power-to-flow map in the plant technical 
specifications defines expected regions of instability.  
When the power oscillations occurred, the power-to-flow 
conditions were not within the regions where 
instability was expected to occur. However, a similar 
instability event, described in SER 19-92, "Power 
Oscillations at Boiling Water Reactors," had identified 
the possibility of instability occurring when operating 
near the analytically-determined regions of 
instability. As a result of the 1992 event, the GE BWR 
Owners Group revised the interim corrective actions for 
BWR thermal instability to emphasize the need for 
caution when operating near the region of instability.  
The interim corrective actions also stressed the need 
to ensure operators are trained to recognize that the 
analytically-determined region boundaries are not an 
absolute indicator of the potential for instability 
under all conditions. Because Laguna Verde had not 
received the revised interim corrective actions 
document, operators and reactor engineering personnel 
were not aware of the potential for power oscillations 
while operating under these conditions. A later review 
of the event determined that the Laguna Verde core, at 
the time of the instability, was bottom-peaked axially 
and had a low boiling boundary. The potential effects 
of these factors were specifically discussed in the 
revised interim corrective actions; however, this 
information was not available to Laguna Verde.  

Plant/NSSS: Laguna Verde l/BWR (GE) 
Event Date: January 24, 1995 

2. Recurring Event: Water Hammer in Main Steam Lines 
Causes Main Steam Safety Valve 
Safety Valve Damage 

Note: The following information is based on a World 
Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) Event 
Analysis Report dated December 12, 1994.  

Background: 

Cattenom 1 is a 1,300-MWe Framatome/EdF pressurized 
water reactor that began commercial operation in 1987.



Description:

On June 12, 1994, during Cattenom Unit 1 start-up 
activities following an outage, delays in opening the 
main steam line drain valves resulted in several water 
hammers and damage to the main steam safety valves. At 
the time of the event, reactor pressure was 2,248 psia, 
and temperature was 563 degrees F, with a secondary 
pressure of 1,131 psia. During plant heatup and main 
steam drain system warm-up, operators implement three 
procedures affecting the alignment of main steam line 
drains. When coordination problems delayed full 
implementation of these procedures, the unit heatup was 
continued without assuring that the steam lines were 
properly drained. While in this undrained condition, 
the main steam atmospheric dump valves were opened to 
purge noncondensable gases from the steam generators.  
When the dump valves were opened with residual water in 
the lines, water hammers were experienced, resulting in 
safety valve damage.  

Consequences/Comments: 

This event occurred because of insufficient 
coordination of plant heatup activities. The control 
room staff became focused on start-up coordination 
problems and did not adequately control draining of the 
main steam lines and atmospheric dump operation. The 
outage was extended by 40 days to repair safety valve 
damage and to examine main steam lines and supports.  
Similar events are discussed in SER 23-87, "Water 
Hammer in Main Steam Lines," and SER 69-84, "Damage in 
Main Steam and Feedwater Systems Caused By Water Hammer 
and Rapid Thermal Transients." 

Plant/NSSS: Cattenom Unit 1/Framatome, EdF 
Event Date: June 12, 1994 

3. Recurring Event: Maintenance On the Wrong Train 
Causes Fire Suppression Systems 
Actuation 

Note: The following information is based on a World 
Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) Event 
Analysis Report dated May 4, 1995.  

Background: 

Balakovo Unit 4 is a 1,000-MWe, four-loop Ministry of 
Heavy Engineering, VVER-I,000 design pressurized water 
reactor that began commercial operation in 1993.  

Description: 

On September 21, 1994, during fire suppression system 
maintenance at Balakovo Unit 4, the fire suppression 
system in cable vault 1 actuated unexpectedly. The 
train 2 fire suppression system had been taken out of 
service for authorized maintenance; however, the 
workers began work on safety system train 1. The train 
1 fire suppression system actuated when fire detectors 
were removed.

Consequences/Comments:



Although the consequences were minimal during this 
event, personnel safety hazards and the potential for 
damage to safety-related equipment existed. This event 
occurred because, contrary to station expectations, the 
work plan lacked specific directions regarding the 
location where the work was to be performed, and 
supervisory oversight was insufficiently effective in 
assuring that the work was performed on the intended 
train. In addition, similarities in the labeling 
("Cable Room 1 I-SS" versus "Cable Room II-SS") of the 
rooms that contained the equipment contributed to this 
event.  

Events involving operation or maintenance on the wrong 
unit or wrong train are discussed in the following 
significant event reports: 

1. SER 23-88, "Work On Wrong Train of Radwaste 
Evaporator Results in Personnel Injuries" 

2. SER 25-84, "Trips of Both Reactors At Site 
Following a Spurious Transformer Fault and Jarring 
of Relays" 

3. SER 24-83, "Opening of Both Power Operated Relief 
Valves" 

4. SER 22-83, "Operator Performs Valve Alignment on 
Wrong Unit" 

SOER 92-1, "Reducing the Occurrence of Plant Events 
Through Improved Human Performance," discusses the need 
for clear direction and supervisory oversight of plant 
activities.  

Plant/NSSS: Balakovo Unit 4/Ministry of 
Heavy Engineering, VVER-1,000 

Event Date: September 21, 1994 
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Subject: SER 15-95, Spent Fuel Pool 
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SUMMARY: 

At two plants, equipment dropped into the spent fuel pool 
punctured the pool stainless steel liner plates. In one 
event, inadequate training of contract workers resulted in 
improper fabrication of a lifting sling. The sling failed 
while supporting a core shroud head bolt, and the bolt 
punctured the pool floor liner plate. In the second event, 
an unauthorized modification to a tool made it difficult to 
attach a safety lanyard. As a result, the lanyard was not 
installed, and the tool was inadvertently dropped and 
punctured the pool floor liner plate. During these events, 
plant personnel terminated spent fuel pool leakage prior to 
significant decrease in water level.  

These events are significant because dropped loads, which 
were not considered in the spent fuel pool safety analyses, 
punctured pool liner plates and resulted in pool leakage.  

LESSONS LEARNED FROM THESE EVENTS: 

1. Plant safety analyses for bounding the effects of a 
load dropped over the spent fuel pool may consider that 
a dropped fuel bundle is the worst case event. In 
these events, a reactor component and a tool, both much 
lighter than a fuel assembly, caused damage to the 
spent fuel pool liner when dropped from near the 
surface of the spent fuel pool.  

2. The weight, elevation, path of travel, and geometry of 
a suspended load need to be considered when evaluating 
the potential consequences of a dropped load.  

3. Training contract workers on plant expectations and 
procedures applicable to assigned work continues to be 
an important method for ensuring high standards of 
performance are met. In one event, deficient 
contractor knowledge and understanding of utility 
requirements for lifting slings resulted in improperly 
constructed slings that failed under load.  

UNIT: E. I. Hatch Nuclear Plant Unit 1 
(Georgia Power Company) 

YEAR COMMERCIAL: 1975
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OE 7443 I LLOYD 25-AUG-95 15:44 EST 
PENNSYLVANIA POWER (PPL) 

Subject: New Fuel Bundle Dropped in Spent Fuel Pool 

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 2 
AUGUST 25, 1995 
NSSS/GE BWR-4 
RATING 1135 MWe 
DATE OF COMMERCIAL OPERATION UNIT 1, 6/8/83 UNIT 2, 2/12/85 

EVENT DESCRIPTION 

On 8/22/95 while performing a fuel shuffle from the Unit 2 New Fuel 
Vault to the Fuel Prep machine, a new unirradiated fuel bundle fell 
approximately 15-20 feet into the Fuel Prep Machine in the Spent Fuel 
Pool when the air operated general purpose grapple separated from the 
jib crane. The fuel bundle went through the top guide of the Prep 
Machine and impacted the lower carriage support plate.  

The bundle came to rest at a slight angle, leaning on the east roller 
guide and the west rail of the lower carriage. The west rail of the 
lower carriage support plate was found to have substantial damage.  

The bundle is completely submerged. No personnel injury occurred, and 
no obvious visual damage to the fuel bundle was noted during initial 
inspection. There was no increase in radiation in the immediate 
vicinity.  

The cause of the event is under investigation. It is not known at this 
time why the general purpose grapple became detached from the jib crane 
cable swivel connector. Concurrent with the cause investigation, a 
recovery plan is being implemented to remove the fuel bundle from the 
Prep Machine.  

Information Contact: John Finnegan (717) 542-3242



REACTrOR 'YPE (SIZE): Boiling Water (850 MWe) 
REACTOR MANUFACTURER: General Electric 
TURBINE MANUFACTURER: General Electric 
PLANT DESIGNER: Southern Company Services 

& Bechtel 
EVENT DATE: December 28, 1994 

UNIT: Tricastin Unit 1 (Electricite 
de France) 

YEAR COMMERCIAL: 1980 
REACTOR TYPE (SIZE): Pressurized Water (915 MWe) 
REACTOR MANUFACTURER: Framatome/Creusot-Loire 
TURBINE MANUFACTURER: Alsthom 
PLANT DESIGNER: Electricite de France 
EVENT DATE: January 31, 1994 

REFERENCES: 

1. INPO Significant Event Notification (SEN) 123, "Spent 
Fuel Pool Liner Plate Punctured When Shroud Head Bolt 
Dropped Due to Rigging Failure," January 13, 1995, 
(IS 1212) 

2. WANO-Paris Center, MER PAR 94-009, "Spent Fuel Pool 
Leak," January 10, 1995, (ME 480) 

E. I. HATCH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 

Description 

Seven defective core shroud head bolts were identified 
during the October 1994 refueling outage. The defective 
bolts were removed from the shroud head and moved to the 
spent fuel pool. The route for bolt movement was selected 
to minimize the potential for passing over fuel assemblies.  
Once in the spent fuel pool, the shroud head bolts were 
stored by suspending them from the side of the pool using 
site-fabricated stainless steel wire rope lifting slings.  
Shroud head bolts are about 3 inches in diameter and 17 feet 
long and weigh 365 pounds.  

On December 28, 1994, the seven defective core shroud head 
bolts were being removed for shipment and burial. To move 
the bolts to the shipping container, the stainless steel 
wire rope slings were attached to the refueling floor crane 
auxiliary hoist with nylon slings. The wire rope sling used 
to lift the first bolt failed when the bottom of the bolt 
was about 1 foot above the spent fuel pool water surface.  
The shroud head bolt dropped into the pool, glanced off the 
side wall of the spent fuel pool, and punctured the 
3/16-inch thick floor liner plate. The contract crew was 
unaware that the liner had been punctured and continued to 
remove a second bolt without notifying the control room of 
the dropped bolt. The contract crew successfully lifted the 
second shroud head bolt and placed it in the shipping 
container.  

When the spent fuel pool liner plate was punctured, 
approximately 2,000 gallons of spent fuel pool water drained 
to the radioactive waste system via a normally open leak 
detection drain line. Spent fuel pool water level decreased 
about 2 inches in 23 minutes, actuating the low spent fuel 
pool cooling surge tank level alarm in the control room and 
tripping the operating spent fuel pool cooling pump on low 
suction pressure. An equipment operator sent to the



zefueling floor to investigate the cause of the pump trip 
noted the spent fuel pool water level decrease and 
discovered that a core shroud head bolt had punctured the 
spent fuel pool liner plate. The operator notified the 
control room and halted shroud head bolt lifting activities.  
Operations personnel subsequently isolated the leak 
detection drain line to the radioactive waste system, 
restored spent fuel pool water level to normal, and returned 
the spent fuel pool cooling system to service.  

The remaining five core shroud head bolts were removed from 
the spent fuel pool using a double-rigging arrangement that 
included load-tested nylon slings. On December 31, 1994, 
the core shroud head bolt that had punctured the bottom of 
the spent fuel liner was removed from the spent fuel pool, 
and a temporary rubber patch was installed over the hole in 
the liner plate. On January 2, 1995, divers installed a 
permanent welded patch. The repair effort resulted in about 
2 man-rem of radiation exposure to the divers.  

Analysis 

Safety Analysis 

The potential for damage to the spent fuel pool liner from a 
dropped core shroud head bolt was not considered during work 
planning or in the facility safety analysis. The safety 
analysis determined that, as a bounding case, a dropped fuel 
assembly would not puncture the liner plate, but it did not 
address the forces applied by a smaller diameter object.  
Therefore, perforation of the Hatch fuel pool liner by the 
dropped core shroud head bolt was not expected. As a 
result, no special precautions, such as using certified 
lifting slings, were required for lifting the core shroud 
head bolts.  

Barrier Analysis: 

Barrier -- Contractor Training 

Contract maintenance workers fabricated a lifting sling for 
each bolt using about 7 feet of 3/16-inch stainless steel 
wire rope with an eye at each end. The eyes were formed by 
looping the wire and joining the cable to itself by crimping 
the wire with two stainless steel compression sleeves. The 
contract maintenance personnel who made the lifting slings 
were not trained on the proper procedure for fabrication of 
wire rope slings. The workers did not know that the vendor 
instruction manual contained the only available information 
for proper installation of the compression sleeves. As a 
result, the crimping tool used was for soft metal sleeves, 
such as copper or aluminum, and inadequate sleeve 
compression was obtained. The sling failed during use when 
the cable dead end at the top eye pulled out of the 
improperly crimped compression sleeves, even though the 
slings had been tested with a 456-pound load.  

Similarly, the contract workers removing the bolts from the 
spent fuel pool and the health physics technician providing 
job oversight had not been trained or briefed to notify the 
control room if an abnormal condition was encountered during 
work. Additional utility oversight was not considered 
necessary for this job.

Corrective Actions:



The'-leak in the spent fuel pool liner was permanently 
repaired with a welded stainless steel plate.  

2. The station has discontinued site fabrication of 
lifting slings. Only certified prefabricated slings 
are used.  

3. Procedural guidance for control of rigging activities 
in or over the spent fuel pool will be improved.  

TRICASTIN UNIT 1 (FRANCE) 

Description 

On January 31, 1994, contract maintenance workers were 
removing a control rod cluster control guide tube from an 
irradiated fuel assembly in the spent fuel pool fuel 
elevator. After replacing the fuel element top nozzle 
assembly, a 44-pound, 15-foot long screwdriver was being 
returned to its storage bracket. As the screwdriver was 
manually removed from the spent fuel pool building crane 
hook, it dropped into the spent fuel pool. The contract 
workers immediately notified the plant work supervisor that 
the screwdriver had been dropped. Plant personnel quickly 
assessed the event and concluded that the screwdriver could 
have pierced the spent fuel pool stainless steel liner.  

The shift supervisor was notified of the potential for a 
spent fuel pool liner leak, and water was observed leaking 
out of the refueling building. The water level in the spent 
fuel pool decreased about 4 inches during the event. Plant 
personnel determined that without operator action, the spent 
fuel pool cooling pumps could have operated for 16 days 
before tripping on low suction head. A suction cup plug was 
used to temporarily repair the pool liner. Permanent repair 
was made by welding a stainless steel plate over the hole in 
the liner.  

Analysis 

Barrier Analysis 

Barrier -- Modification Control 

The screwdriver at Tricastin had been modified by station 
personnel without approval or knowledge of the engineering 
department responsible for tool design. The screwdriver had 
a U-shaped lifting ring with a crossbar that rested on the 
storage bracket. This crossbar made it difficult to attach 
the ratchet wrench used to turn the screwdriver. Workers, 
who were not aware of its purpose, removed the crossbar.  
This modification caused the tool to rest on the storage 
bracket lifting ring, using the same location where a 
lanyard or lifting sling would be attached. As a result, a 
safety lanyard was not installed when the tool was being 
placed on the storage bracket because it would have 
interfered with hanging the screwdriver on the storage 
bracket. A properly installed lanyard could have prevented 
the screwdriver from reaching and piercing the spent fuel 
pool liner.  

Corrective Actions: 

1. The leak in the spent fuel pool liner was permanently 
repaired by welding a stainless steel plate to the



liner.

2. The fuel handling tools were restored to their original 
design.  

3. A suction cup plug is stored in the fuel building for 
emergency use.  

4. The spent fuel pool leakage system was modified to 
contain leakage in the fuel building.  

5. Station work plans now require a risk analysis for work 
performed in the fuel building.  

Corrective actions 2 through 5 were implemented at all 
Electricite de France nuclear plants.  

EVENT CRITERIA: Fuel handling/storage event 

CAUSE CATEGORIES: Construction (fabrication of 
lifting slings) 

Design (unauthorized tool 
modification) 

Managerial methods 
(insufficient training and 
oversight) 

MALFUNCTIONING SYSTEMS: NPRDS System Codes: None 
NPRDS Function Codes: None 

ATTACHMENTS: None 

This document is based on technical information provided by, 
Georgia Power Company (E. I. Hatch Nuclear Plant) and 
Electricite de France (Tricastin).  

Utilities and participants are requested to provide feedback 
on similar occurrences and solutions at their plants or on 
their equipment to the information contact listed below.  

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION 

Copyright 1995 by the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations.  
Not for sale nor for commercial use. Unauthorized 
reproduction is a violation of applicable law. Each INPO 
member and participant may reproduce this document for its 
business use. This document should not be otherwise 
:ransferred or delivered to any third party, and its 
=ontents should not be made public, without the prior 
agreement of INPO. All other rights reserved.  

KEYWORDS: contractor, heavy load, human performance, lifting 
device, sleeve, spent fuel pool, training 

Information Contact: Paul Hoffmeier, INPO, (404) 644-8474 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING 
"CONTENTS OF THIS REPORT 

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY 

The only undertakfngs of General Eectric Company respecting information in this 
document are contained in the applicable contract (NUSCo Purchase Order No. 956260 
and GE-NE Proposal No, 295.JF4ZvtEhFJ) between the Northeast Utilities Servce 
Company and General Electric Company and nothing contained in this document shall be 
construed a= changing the contract The use of this irormation by anyone other than for 
which it is intended, is not authorized; and with respect to any unauthorized use, General 
Electric Company makes no representation or warranty, and assumes no liability as to the 

completeness, accuracy, or usefidness of the information contained in this documenL
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1.0 Introduction 
2 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup (SFPCC) systems are utilized on aIllBWRs and 

PWRs in the US to provide cooling of the storage pool which coatain used radioactive 
fuel removed from the reactor. The spent (used) fuel is stored under water and cooled in 
the pool until it can be shipped to an off-site location. Becaum of institutional and 
govrmental delays in operation of approved off-site locations, Northeast Utilities 
Service Company's (NUSCo) has redesigned its storage facilities (storage racks) located 
at the bottom of the storage pools to accommodate an increased number of fuel 
assemblies which achieves a longer term storage of spent fuel. During each refueling 
outage some additional spent fuel assemblies are added to the pool. Because utilities 
typically plan a combination of maintenance, modification and testing activities to 

coincide with the refueling activities, there are technical aud safety benefits derived from 
the removal from the reacto vessel of part or all of the reactor fuel during the relatively 
short time of the refueling outage.  

A recent letter to the NRC (Reference 1) has expressed a concern for the NTJSCo 
refueling practice of off-loading the entire core at Millstone 1. In support of providing a 
NUSCo response to that letter, GE Nuclear Energy was requested to perform an 
independent review and assessment of the Millstone I Nuclear Power Station SF0CC 
design. The assessment was to include review 1) of the bases and processes used to 
demonstrate compliance to existing requir ents using the system currently in place and 
2) the planned and in-process modifications that are the basis for a Technical 
Specification change request reoently submitted to the NRC.  

2.0 Conclusion 

The NRC has reviewed and approved the modifications to the SFPCC, their application 
and supporting analyses over the years, as evidenced by multiple NRC Safety Evaluation 
Reports. Early identification of the intent to utilize full core off-loading is contained in 
the Introduction statements of the NUSCo 1976/77 Amendment 39 report (Reference 2) 
where it states: 

It Is prudent to reserve storage space in the spent fuel pool to receive an entire 
reactor core, Le., afidl core off-load, should unloading of the core be necessary 
or desirable because of operational considerations. This together with the fact 
that spent fuel reprocessing facilities cannot assuredly be available to process 
Millstone I discharge fuel prior to the mid 1980's at the earliest (and. therefore.  
no additional spent fuel will be shipped offsire) lead to the conclusion that an 
increase in spent fuel storage capacity is necessary to accommodate both 
subsequent spent fuel discharge and to maintain the fitd core off-4oad capability.

SEp-ib-gb FRI [2
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With consideration to full core off-loads at Millstone 1, spent fuel cooling and refueling 

operations have been conducted consistent with industry practice and at all times the 

2-health and safety of the public has been adequately protected. The existing 

documentation of the system designs and the analyses performed over the years 

-demonstrates that adequate cooling, radiation protection and coolant makeup capability 

has existed and such capability is being further enhanced.  

Formal processes are in place to evaluate and resolve issues which may waise with 

respect to the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) system. These evaluation processes are similar to 

existing industry practice, which includes reporting to The NRC, if necessary. The NRC 

also is informed of NUSCo identified SFP issues through the Licensee Event Report 

(LER) process, (Le., TOCFR50.73) which includes an evaluation of the basis for continued 

plant operation, if necessary, and the identification of any corrective or mitigating actions 

that are taken, underway or planned.  

3.0 SFPCC Design Evolution 

3.1 Industry Practice and Status 

The industry practice for the BWR fleet has been to provide sufficient Spent Fuel Pool 

Cooling capability in conjunction with either the Shut Down Cooling system or the 

Residual Heat Removal system for the purpose of permitting complete core off-load into the 

SFP when necessary during a refueling outage or for repair and maintenance of the reactor 

internals. The storage of the complete core off-load in the SF? normally requires a period 

of about 2-4 weeks to perform work inside the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV)or during the 
refueling operation to load new replacement fuel bundles.  

During a refueling operation either the entire core or only that portion of the core that is to 

be replaced with the new fuel could be off-loaded., This operation is dopendent upon 

operational and maintenanoe requinments specified by the outage planning proes In 

accordance with NRC recommeqnded limits, the design of the SFP and the systems which 

are connected to it provides sufficient heat renmoval for the already stored spent fuel and for 

a complete core off-load. Then the beat removal capability is sufficient to maintain the SFP 

cooling water below the acceptance criteria of 1500F.  

3.2 Current Design and Previous Modifications 

Initial Plant Design 

The initial design of the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) included cooling water covering the storage 

space for 880 fueM assemblies (Reference 3) containing spent (used) fuel. In 1976

SEP-Ib-9b FRI 1:21
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(Reference 3) additional storage racks of the same design as the original storage racks were 
installed to ineý the spent fuel storage to 1100 ful assemblies. Connected to the SFP is 
Ae Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup (SFPCC) system which was designrd to have a 
dcay beat removal capacity of 7.84 Million Bt/Hr (Reference 3). This cooling capacity is 
provided by two sets of idtntical equipment (trains of equipment), each having a heat 
removal capacity of 505/o of the total capacity.(Reerence 3). Each train of equipment 
included a pump, a he-at exchanger, piping, valves, insftnentation and controls. In 
addition to these equipment trains there is a Spent Fuel Pool Filter and a Spent Fuel Pool 
Demincralizer to maintain the water quality in the storage pool.  

The SFPCC system is designed and analyzed to mainain the SFP bulk temperature below 
1250F (Refernce 3). To demonstrate that this temperature can be met, the analysis 
conditions include the decay heat from one quarter of the core off-loaded during the 
refueling operation and the spent fuel already in the pool storage racks.  

The SFPCC system also is designed to work in Conjunction wift the Shutdown Cooling 
(SDC) system during refueling outages. This facilitates peafnnance of reactor maintenance 
with the reactor fuel removed. During such an outage, the entire rmactor core (100% 
equaling 580 fuel assemblies) may be removed from the reactor pressure vessel and stored 
in the SFP. Depending upon the beat removal needs for the outage, the combined cooling 
capacity of SFPCC system trains and the one train of the SDC system could be used to 
provide 29.86 Million Btuff-r or, if less equipment Capacity is needed4 25.94 Million Bru/Hr 
(References 4 & 5) could be provided by only including one train each of the SFPCC and 
SDC systems.  

Spent Fuel Pool Re-racking (Millstone Amendment 39) ('761'77) 

A modification to the Millstone I SF? storage capacity was filed byNUSCo in July 1976 to 
replace the existing fuel storage racks with a new rack .design which would increase the 
storage capacity from 1100 fuel assemblies to 2184 fuel assemblies. This included storage 
of 1512 spent fuel assemblies until the 1984 refueling operation and reserve storage for one 
full core off-load of 580 fuel assemblies, The NRC approved Amendment 39 (Reference 
2) to the Millstone 1 operating license.  

This Amendment identified the NUSCo intent to utilize full core off-loading, as operational 
considerations warrant, and states this intention followed up by supporting analysis. The 
NUSCo report Introduction states: 

Ir is prudent to reserve storage space in the spent fuel pool to receive an entire 
reactor core, i.e., aftU! core off-load, shourd unloading of the core be necessary or 
desirable because of operational consfderarions, Thvs together with the fact that 
spent fuel reprocessing facilitfies cannot assuredly be available to process Millstone

F. U5SEP-lb-gb FRI "1:22
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I dischargefuel prior to the mid 1980's at the earliest (an4 therefore, no additional 

spent fuel will be shipped offsite) lead to the conclusion that an Increase in spent 

fuel storage capacity is necessary to accommodate both subsequent spent fuel 

discharge and to maintain the full core off-load capability 

With this modification in placeM the SFPCC system heat exchanger design capacity (both 

trains) of 7.84 Million Bt/Hr is capable of handling the decay heat from the 1512 spent fuel 

assemblies while maintaining the fuel pool bldk t•nem atur at or below 125TE. The 

supporting analyses also indicated that the SFPCC system, in conjunction with SDC train 

A, was capable of mintaining the fuel pool bulk temperatre at or below 140F while 

removing the decay heat from 1512 spent fuel pool assemblies and 580 ftiel assemblies, 

comprising the full core off-load from the "1V. The combined decay heat from the spent 

fuel and Wll core off-load (after 250 hours) was estimated by NUSCo to be 17.9 Million 

BtufHr (Reference 3) This is significantly less than the combined cooling capacity of one 

SFPCC train and one SDC train which is 25,92 Million Btu/Hr, only one of each train is 

necessary and one train of SFPCC is in reserve. Even though this condition of full core off

load is not a single failure analysis basis, this reserve capacity greatly extends the time to 

potential boiling of the SFF. This extension allows additional time for operator action to 

recover SFP cooling or provide one or more of the alteate makeup sources.  

Thne NRC Standard Review Plan (SRP) "Technical Position APCSB 9-2" concluded that 

the NUSCo analysis was adequately conerrvative. Part of the NUSCo analysis concluded 

that, after a full core off-load, if there was to be a complete loss of all spent fuel pool 

cooling, it would take more than eleven hours to heat the fuel pool water volmie of 40,000 

cubic feet from 1250F to 212'F. Eleven hours would be sufficient time either to make 

repairs or to add water from one of the alnate sources of coolant make up to the 

(Reference 2)4 

The NRC review found that the analyses, design, fabrication and installation of the 

proposed storage racks to be in accordance with accepted criteria, and in c, onfaofan( with 

the rulcs of subsection NF of Section HII of the ASME B&PV Code, The storage racks arc 

designed as Seismic Category I stnrt.r 

The NRC concluded that (1) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the 

public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (2) such activities 

will be conducted in compliance wit the Commission's regulations and the issuance of this 

amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and 

safety of the public.  

No request for a hearing or petition for leave to intervene was filed following notice of the 

proposed action-

GBS-95-9-NUsfpcOl.doc 4
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SpeDt Fuel Pool Re-racking (Millstone Amendment 40) ('881'89) 

-in July 19S8, NUSCo filed another proposed modification to Millstone I Spent Fuel 
Storage Pool, again to increase the storage capaci. This modification increased the SIP 

itorage capacity from the existing 2184 fuel assemblies by 1045 to 3229 fuel assemblies 
and 20 defective fMl containez. Again the new SFP storage capacity included full core 
(580 fuel assemblies) reserve off-load capability. Analyses to support this amendment were 
provided, including the same type of fWll core off-load and spent fur. heat loads evaluation 
(PRference 6).  

The NRC issued Amemdment 40 to Millstone I Facility Operating License No, DPR-21 in 
November 1989. The amendment included the addition of a new upper limit on the number 
of fuel assemblies, supporting expansion of the acceptable capacity of the SFP to 3229 fuel 
assemblies (Reference 7).  

The mnalysis results indicated that the maximum SFP water bulk temperature, with fall core 
off-load and the existing spent fuel was 1400F (Reference 8) which is below the aceptance 
criteria limit of 150VF (Refe-nces 7 & 9). One train of the SDC system acting in 
conjunction with one train of the SFPCC system, with one train of SFPCC in reserve was 
assumed in the supporting analysis.  

The staff reviewed the NUSCo analysis regarding the adequacy of the spent fuel pool 
cooling system in light of the increased fuel storage capacity and found that the cooling 
system met the criteria in the SRI' and was, therefore, aoceptable.  

3.3 Spent Fuel Pool Mod (Proposedl Modification) ('95) 

In July 1995, NUSCo submitted to the NRC additional Technical Specification constrains 
on operation of Millstone I to accompany an enhancement modification to the SDC system 
interface with the SFPCC system. This modification included a request to change the 
operating license condition to permit Mllstone I to perform a f core discharge as a 
normal end-of-cycle event NUSCo requested NRC to review and approve this 
modification pursuant to IOCFR50.90 and I 0CFR5092.  

The enhancement modification includes the installation of a SDC syste train B cross-tie 
connection to the SFPCC system. This cross-tie will provide cooling capability similar to 
that of SDC system train A and satisdes the need to accommodate a single failure while still 
providing adequate cooling. In the event of a single active failur, the new SDC train B 
cross-tie will allow for a minimum of one SFKPC system pump and one SDC system pump 
to provide the necessary cooling. This confguration mainzains the SFP bulk tempmatre 
bolow the 140 OF technical specification limit.

SEP-1b-9b FRI 1:23
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Additionally, NJSCo performed a cycle spc6ifc analysis for the 1994 refueling outage 

which showed that the spent fuel pool bulk temperature would not excd the I 500F limit 

4cr a full core off-load (after 150 hours decay time) with a single active failure (References 

1& 10).  

4.0 Issue Identification & Evaluation 

The Peferenoe I letter makes several technical statements with respect to the NUSCo 

practice at Millstomne I of complae core off-load during the refeling outages The 

following rview addresse: various concms raised in the above petition: 

Concern: 

The Spent Fuel Pool does not haw suffcient cooling capabiity to maintain the pool at or 

below the required temperature limit of 1400F with the complete core off-loaded during the 

refueling outage.  

Review Comments: 

A review of the NRC approved Amendments 39 and 40 to the Millstone I Facility 

Operating License DPR-21 indicates that apprcpdate design analyses were perfonned by 

NUSCo to support the acceptable performance capability of the Spent Fuel Storage Pool.  

This included the improved design of the new spent fuel storage racks now in place In the 

SFP and sufficient SFP cooling capability to handle the decay heat from the already stored 

spent fuel and the entire core off-load consisting of 580 fuel assemblies from the RPV 
during the refueling and/or maintenance operation. This process is a common practice in 
the rest of the RWR fleet.  

The maximum cooling capability assuming the single failure of one SFPCC pwnp, is 
available from the opera-ion of one SFPCC system train and one SDC train. The total 

combined cooling capacity of the two trains is 25.92 Million Btubr which is far grnater 
than the total decay heat load of 179 Million Btu/hr in the SFP. This evaluation includes 
the heat load from the already stoed spent fuel assemblies and full core off-load consisting 
of 580 fuel assembies. Under these heat load conditions, the SFP tempenmwe can be 
maintained at or below the current acceptance criteria of 150 VF.  

Concern: 

The fuel pool can be drained due to lack of (1) seiLsmc make-up capability to the SFP and, 

(2) the SFP cooling retarn pipes are equipped with anti-siphon check valves and do not bave 
the one-half inch holes drilled in them one foot below the normal pool water level As a

SEP-lb-9b FRI 'f:24
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result of these events, the fuel assemblies in the SFP will be exposed and will create a heat

up condition, which will subsequently meltdown, 

Keview Comments: 

In the event of a seismic pipe break, there are three alternative sources to provide make-up 
water to the SFP. These sources include supply of make-up water available from the 

Condensate Storage Tank. water from the Skimmer Surge Tank and mnual use of fire 

hoses to fill the pool with water. Additionally, liquid level switches monitoring pool water 

level are provided to detect loss of water and permit refilling of the pool from the above 

sources.  

The function of the anti-siphon check vaves is to prvent back flow of water fto= the pool 

due to any siphoning effect. The intent of the drilled holes in the same pipe is a secondary 

device to prevent siphoning of water out of the pool through the pipes. If the holes are not 

in the pipe and/or the holes become plugged, the anti-siphoing check valves will stop back 

flow of water out of the pool. In addition, as soon as the water level in the pool drops below 

a pre-detetmned safety level, th level switch mon3toring device alerts the operator to 

initiate actions to refi the pool.  

To avoid draining of the pool, the pool has been designed to have no penetrations that 

would permit the pool to be drained below approximately nine feet above the top of te 

active fuel, which stil is a safe storage level. All lines extending below this level are 

equipped with suitable valving to prevent backflow.  

It is believed that suitable measures have been taken by NUSCo to provide sufficient 

cooling in the SFP for the removal of decay heat from the stored spent fuel and the full core 
off-loacL It is concluded that the safety of the publie was never compromised due to l 
core off-load operations of Millstone 1, under the above stated conditions.  

Concern: 

With respect to SEP Topic m-TJ. as early as 1990, N3SCo knew that the SFP cooling 
return piping line, which is encased in concrete.only is good to 5•5F per ANSI B-31.1. No 
attempt was made to rectify the problem.  

Review Comments: 

The piping in question is being modified to accommodate thermal expansion. It also was 

analyzed and it was determined that the return line piping did not exceed the operability 
criteria as specified in Generic Letter 91-1 8.

SEP-1b-9b FRI 7:2b
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Concern: 

ý.4JSCo has knowingly, willingly and flagrantly operated Millstone Unit 1 in violation of 
License Amendment 39 and 40.  

Review Comments: 

Amendments 39 and 40 to the Mlqlstone Operating License No. DPR-21 can be interpreted 
to represent approval of the trmnsfer of the full core off-load, as necessaxy for mainteance 
of the Reactor Pressure Vessel and I or for other refueling outage operations. Also, the 

NRC found the NUSCo calmilated spent fuel cooling beat loads in the SFP to be 

conservative, and the capacity to be sufficient to maintain the SFP outlet watertperat= 
below 125TF.  

It is believed that Millstone I was operated within the appropriate requirements of the 
operating license.  

5.0 Recommendations 

GE recommends completion of the proposed modifications to enhance the failure 
tolerance of the SFPCC and SDC systems and resolution of any identified configuntion 
or operational weaknesses with these systems. Continued participation in BWR Owners' 
Group activities and initiatives regarding SFP issues is advisable, along with continued 
monitoring and evaluation of NRC identiied issues.  

In addition, clarification of two issues is recommended 1) is the terminology in the 
UFSAR section 9.1 with regard to the categories of normal and abnormnal and their 
meaning with regard to full core off-loads, and 2) is the use of 140TF and / or 150fF for 
the bulk temperature of the spent fuel pool cooling water in the analyses, the UFSAR and 
the Technical Specifications.  

6.0 References 
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10 C.F.R § 2.206 - Northeast Utilities - Millstone 1, dated August 21, 1995 

2) NRC letter, 8000 1305 52, Issuance ofApproval to Amendment No. 39 to Mi!tstone 
J Operating License No. DPR-21, dated June 30, 1977
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"- " Northeast 
Nuclear Energy

Rope Ferry Rd- (Route 156), Waterford, CT 06385 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station 
Northeast Nuclear Energy Company 
RO. Box 128 
Waterford, CT 06385-0128 
(203) 444-4300 
Fax (203) 444-4277 

The Northeast Utilities System 

Donal I E. Miller Jr., 
Senior Vice President - Millstone 

Re: 10CFR50.73(a) (2) (ii) 
December 14, 1995

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Document Control Desk 
Washington, D.C. 20555

Reference: Facility Operating Ucense No. DPR-21 
Docket No. 50-245 
Ucensee-vn Report 95-009-02

This letter forwards update Licensee Event Report 95-009-02.  

Very truly yours, 

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY 

FOR: Donald B. Miller, Jr.  
Senior Vice President - Millstone Station 

B tatry Services Director
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Attachment: LER 95-009-02 

cc: T. T. Martin, Region I Administrator 
R D. Swetland, Senior Resident Inspector, Millstone Unit Nos. 1, 2, ar! 3 :.J 
J. W. Andersen, NRC Project Manager, Millstone Unit No. 1 
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Drexel N. Harris, Nuclear Ucensing (203) 437-5903 

COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACH COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIBED IN THIS REPORT (13) 

REPORTABLE REPORTABLE 

C SYSTEM COMONENT MANUFACTURER TO NPRDS CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFACTURER TO NPROS 

A DA PSP G080 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) EXPECTED MONTH DAY YEAR 

IYES , SUBMISSION 

(if yee. wo0p".I* EXPECTED SUBMISSION DATE) I :O DATE (1 5)

ABSTRACT (um•to 1mo40 pae. i.e.. approximaia=,, 16skingl-spaced lypewrlef kme) (16)

On May 24, 1995, at 1605, with the plant at 100% power (530°F and 1030ps', it was determined that portions of 
the spent fuel pool cooling piping, which currently have maximum operating temperature of 150 0 F, are actually 
designed for 850F. The section of piping extends from the spent fuel pool cooling pumps to the inlet of the spent 
fuel pool heat exchangers, and from the outlet of the heat exchangers to the spent fuel pool. On May 25, 1995, 
an operability determination was made of-the piping and although the allowable stresses of the original design 
criteria (USAS B31.1) were exceeded, it was determined that the piping meets the stress allowables of (GL) 
91 -18. There was also no evidence of piping or support distortion or damage to the portions of piping in 
question as a result of the system operations at temperatures above 85F. It was therefore concluded that the 
piping met the operability limits of GL 91 -18.  

This event was discovered during analysis work in preparation for spent fuel pool cooling system upgrades and 
resulted from a failure to reconcile design temperature changes with design bases documents.
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I. Description of Event 

On May 24,1995, at 1605, with the plant at 100% power (5300 F and 1030 psi), it was determined that 
portions of the spent fuel pool cooling piping, which currently have maximum operating temperature of 
1500F, are actually designed for 850F. The section of piping extends from the spent fuel pool cooling 
pumps to the inlet of the spent fuel pool heat exchangers, and from the outlet of the heat exchangers to 
the spent fuel pool. On May 25, 1995, an operability determination was made of the piping and although 
the allowable stresses of the original B31.1) were exceeded, it was determined that the piping meets the 
stress allowables of (GL) 91 -18. There was also no evidence of piping or support distortion or damage to 
the portions of piping in question as a result of the system operations at temperatures above 85°.. It was 
therefore concluded that the piping met the operability limits of GL 91-18.  

This event was discovered during analysis work in preparation for spent fuel pool cooling system upgrades 
and resulted from a failure to reconcile design temperature changes with design bases documents.  

II. Cause of Event 

This event is attributable to the failure to reconcile design temperature changes with the design bases 
documents, including license amendments resulting in the use of an incorrect design input to an analysis 
of the portion of the spent fuel pool cooling system. The temperature discrepancy was discovered during 
the current analysis of the piping system that will provide upgrades to the spent fuel pool cooling system 
piping.  

Ill. Analysis of Event 

This event is reportable under 1 OCFR50.73 (a) (2) ii because portions of the spent fuel pool cooling piping 
were analyzed using an incorrect design temperature and this condition is outside of the current design 
bases requirement for the plant. The section of piping extends from the outlet of the spent fuel pool 
cooling pumps to the inlet of the spent fuel pool cooling HX's, then from the HX outlets to the spent fuel 
pool. This piping was analyzed to the requirements of USAS B31.1 for internal pressure, deadweight, and 
thermal expansion.  

A portion of the system was evaluated using a maximum operating temperature of 85°F. This temperature 
was based on field verified actual operating temperature of the spent fuel pool. This appears to have been .  
a judgment made at the time the analysis was performed in 1980. The design basis temperature 
requirement for the spent fuel pool was stated at various times to be a.) 1250F for a normal refueling 
offload of a quarter core (amendment 39 to the provisional operating license SER, 1977) b.) 1400 F for a 
full core offload using shutdown cooling in conjunction with spent fuel pool cooling (Amendment 39 SER, 
1977) c.) 137 0 F for normal discharge (Amendment 40 SER, 1989) d.) 140°F for abnormal discharge 
(Amendment 40 SER, 1989) e.) 1500 F was identified as an acceptance criteria limit for the spent fuel pool 
concrete structure (Amendment 40 SER, 1989).  

During the analysis of the piping system upgrades planned for the spent fuel pool cooling system and 
shutdown cooling system, the discrepancy in design temperature was discovered and an operability 
determination was initiated. The operability determination demonstrates that piping stresses remain 
below the material yield stresses and the piping meets the stress allowables of GL 91-18. A walkdown of 
the system found no evidence of piping or support damage.  

Based on the review made and the calculations performed, it was concluded that the spent fuel pool 
cooling system line in question meets operability limits as set forth in GL 91-18.
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IV Corrective Action 

The following actions and their results were undertaken in response to this event.  

1. Yankee Atomic Electric Co. performed a design basis criteria review of selected issues of the entire 
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System (SFPCS). The review focused on thermal requirements and on 
seismic considerations identified in LER 95-006. This review included: (1) original design 
specifications and standards, (2) Standard Review Plan Guidance, (3) Systematic Evaluation Program 
requirements, (4) license amendments to provisional operating license and facility operating license 
and (5) corresponding NRC Safety Evaluation Reports. The review concluded that design basis 
temperature of the spent fuel pool of 1500F, which corresponds to the acceptance criterion limit 
identified in the USNRC's SER for Amendment No. 40 should be used as a input for analysis and 
design. Therefore, all lines that directly communicate with the fuel pool should be evaluated for a 
temperature of 150°1F.  
The reanalysis of the SFPCS (including the Skimmer Surge Tanks) is complete and resulted in 

required pipe support modifications, the addition of a thermal expansion loop in a vertical 6" pipe 
and modifications to the Skimmer Surge Tank anchorage. These modifications were completed prior 
to RFO15.  

In addition to the SFPCS, all other lines that directly connect to the spent fuel pool and reactor cavity 
were evaluated prior to RFO15. No support modifications were required.  

2. All short-term design modifications to restore affected portions of the SFPCS have been identified 
and were completed prior to RFO 15. These modifications are described in Item 1.  

3. Permanent long-term system upgrades to be implemented in conjunction with the upcoming spent 
fuel pool rerack were assessed and none were identified as being needed. However, design basis 
reviews will continue throughout the preparation of the amendment for the upcoming spent fuel pool 
storage expansion.  

4. The reanalysis of the SFPCS piping and Skimmer Surge tanks for a 150°F temperature, included 
where appropriate, the seismic analysis requirements associated with LER 95-006. The required 
modifications described in Item 1 address both thermal and seismic design basis requirements.  

V. Additional Information 

None
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Operations Center 

Event Reports For 
01/05/96 - 01/11/96 

+-------------------------------------------- +------------------------------+ 

' POWER REACTOR IEVENT NUMBER: 29817 1 
+--------------------------------------------+ ------------------------------ + 

+------------------------------------------------------+-------------------------------------------+ 

IFACILITY: OCONEE REGION: 2 INOTIFICATION DATE: 01/09/96 
IUNIT: [1] (2] [ ] STATE: SC INOTIFICATION TIME: 17:55 [ET) 

1RX TYPE: [1] B&W-L-LP,[2] B&W-L-LP,[3] B&W-L-LP IEVENT DATE: 01/09/96 
+-------------------------------------------------- +EVENT TIME: 17:00(EST) 
INRC NOTIFIED BY: NOEL CLARKSON 1LAST UPDATE DATE: 01/09/96 
1HQ OPS OFFICER: JOHN MacKINNON ------------------------------
+-------------------------------------------------- NOTIFICATIONS 
1EMERGENCY CLASS: NOT APPLICABLE ------------------------------- + 
110 CFR SECTION: JACK CRLENJAK RDO 
IAUNA 50.72(b)(1)(ii)(A) UNANALYZED COND OP :BILL BATEMAN EO 

'ED JORDAN AEOD 
IRICH BARRETT AEOD 
1HENRY BAILEY AEOD 

+- ------------------ +------------+-------------------- +--------------+-------------------------+ 

IUNIT ISCRAM CODEIRX CRITIINIT PWRI INIT RX MODE 1CURR PWRI CURR RX MODE 
+- --------------------------- +-------------------------+------------+-------------------------+ 

1 1 N Y 100 POWER OPERATION 1 100 POWER OPERATION 
121 N N 0 0 

+- ------------------------------------------------------- +--------------------------------------+ 
EVENT TEXT 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- + 

FUEL ASSEMBLY WAS DISCOVERED TO BE SUSPENDED AND UNATTENDED (SINCE 12/14/95) IN 
THE UNITS 1 & 2 SPENT FUEL POOL (SFP) FUEL HANDLING BRIDGE MAST.  

At approximately 1100 on 01/08/96, a fuel assembly was discovered to be suspended 
and unattended in the Units 1 & 2 SFP fuel handling bridge mast. It was 
discovered when it was found that the grapple indication on the fuel handling 
bridge mast indicated that it was grappled to some object and also the load cell 
indicated the fuel handling bridge had a fuel assembly in it. The fuel assembly 
was suspended over its respective storage position in the SFP with the lower end 
fitting approximately flush with the top of the storage location (10' of water 
above the top of the fuel assembly). Preliminary investigation revealed that 
this fuel assembly may have been in the suspended position since 12/14/95 (last 
time the fuel handling bridge mast had been used). Immediate corrective action 
upon discovery was to lower the fuel assembly back into its SFP location. On 
01/09/96 at 1700 hours it was determined that this condition constituted an 
unanalyzed condition. This event is being conservatively reported as an 
unanalyzed condition that may have significantly compromised plant safety in the 
unlikely event that the standby shutdown facility (SSF) was required. For this 
event to significantly compromise plant safety, an SSF event would have to occur 
concurrently with the fuel assembly being suspended in the SFP handling bridge 
mast above the SFP racks.-Examples of events requiring SSF activation are fire, 
flood or sabotage. In these examples the SSF is required to be able to maintain 
the unit in a hot shutdown condition for 72 hours. During this 72 hour period, 
water is drawn from the SFP and injected into the reactor coolant system. The sfp 
inventory depletion during this operation causes sfp level to decrease. This 
level decrease would uncover the fuel assembly suspended in the SFP bridge mast 
within 72 hours. It is currently not known what the dose consequences of this' 
fuel assembly uncovering would have been. The current Oconee Nuclear Station 
licensing basis does not consider a suspended fuel assembly during an event which 
would require use of the SSF. While this condition is known to be unanalyzed, an 
analysis is in progress and is required to determine the safety significance of 
this situation. A significant investigation team will be formed to discover how 
this event occurred.  

Licensee said that a commitment to memory procedure is used when a fuel assembly 
is just raised/inspected/lowered back into it proper place (fuel assembly is not 
allowed to be moved from side to side while using a commitment to memory 
procedure). Licensee did not think that there are any sign offs in the procedure 
for making sure that the fuel assembly has been placed back in its proper storage 

space. Licensee also thought that the grapple indication and the load cell 
indication did not have to be looked at during the end of the procedure to insure 
that the fuel assembly had been removed from the fuel handling bridge mast.  
.L---------------------------------------------------------------------------+



U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Operations Center 

Event Reports For 
03/01/96 - 03/04/96

-----------------------------------
! POWER REACTOR 

+--------------------------------------------+

------------------------- + 

IEVENT NUMBER: 30050 1 
---------------------------- +

IFACILITY: MILLSTONE REGION: 1 INOTIFICATION DATE: 03/01/96 
UNIT: (1] [ ] ( ] STATE: CT !NOTIFICATION TIME: 09:20 lET] 
IRX TYPE: (1] GE-3,(2] CE,[3] W-4-LP IEVENT DATE: 03/01/96 

---------------------------------------------------EVENT TIME: 09:12[EST] 
INRC NOTIFIED BY: D. HARRIS ILAST UPDATE DATE: 03/01/96 
IHQ OPS OFFICER: JOHN MacKINNON ------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------- NOTIFICATIONS 
EMERGENCY CLASS: NOT APPLICABLE + ------------------------------

110 CFR SECTION: jBILL RULAND RDO 
ADAS 50.72(b)(2)(i) DEG/UNANALYZED COND I 

+--------+------------+------------------ ---- +----------------------------- -
IUNIT ISCRAM CODEIRX CRITIINIT PWRI INIT RX MODE ICURR PWRI CURR RX MODE 
+-..--------------+------------------------- --•------------------------------ -

1 1 1 N N 0 COLD SHUTDOWN 1 0 COLD SHUTDOWN 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

EVENT TEXT 
4----------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

UNANALYZED HEAVY LOAD PATH FOR MOVING THE GATES OUTSIDE THE SPENT FUEL 
POOL.

DURING A PRE-JOB BRIEF FOR MOVING THE 
POOL, IT WAS DETERMINED THAT THE LOAD 
OUTSIDE THE POOL WOULD BE OUTSIDE THE 
PROCEDURE MP 790.4, "CONTROL OF HEAVY 
BE SUSPENDED OVER IRRADIATED FUEL AND 
HAS NOT BEEN ANALYZED.

SPENT FUEL POOL GATES OUT OF THE 
PATH REQUIRED TO MOVE THE GATES 
REQUIREMENTS OF MILLSTONE UNIT 1 
LOADS." SPECIFICALLY, THE GATE COULD 
THE CONSEQUENCES OF A GATE LOAD DROP

THE PROCEDURE WAS DEVELOPED BACK IN THE EARLY 1980's IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
NUREG-0612 (CONTROL OF HEAVY LOADS). THE SPENT FUEL POOL WAS RERACKED IN 
1988. THE RERACK MAY HAVE PUT THE RACKS CLOSE ENOUGH TO THE SPENT FUEL 
POOL WALLS SO THAT TOTAL COMPLIANCE WITH NUREG-0612 (CONTROL OF HEAVY 
LOADS) WITH THE CURRENT CONTROL OF HEAVY LOADS PROCEDURE (MP 790.4) MIGHT 
NOT BE POSSIBLE.  

THE LICENSEE WILL REVISE THE PROCEDURE TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH NUREG-0612.  

THE RESIDENT INSPECTOR WAS INFORMED BY THE LICENSEE OF THIS EVENT.
.- - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -



Headquarters Daily Report 

MARCH 21, 1996 

REPORT NEGATIVE NO INPUT 
ATTACHED INPUT RECEIVED RECEIVED

HEADQUARTERS 
REGION I 
REGION II 
REGION III 
REGION IV I 
PRIORITY ATTENTION REQUIRED 

Licensee/Facility: 

Entergy Operations, Inc.  
Arkansas Nuclear 2 
Russelville,Arkansas 
Dockets: 50-368 
PWR/CE

MORNING REPORT - REGION IV MARCH 21, 1996 

Notification: 

MR Number: 4-96-0028 
Date: 03/21/96 
Resident Inspector

Subject: UNEXPECTED DROP IN SPENT FUEL POOL LEVEL 

Discussion: 

At approximately 1:05 p.m. on March 20, 1996, Unit 2 operators received a 
low spent fuel pool level (SFP) alarm in the control room. Earlier, 
operators had aligned the SFP purification system from the refueling 
water tank to the SFP to support replacement of an SFP purification 
system filter. Operators dispatched to investigate found that the SFP 
filter drain valve was not fully closed by two turns, although the valve 
position indicator indicated closed. In addition, operators noticed 
abnormal levels in the radwaste boron management system tank. Upon fully 
closing the valve the draining ceased. A siphon breaker is installed in 
the line such that the SFP would not drain below 13 inches above the 
Technical Specification limit. Approximately 900 gallons drained from 
the SFP to the radwaste boron management system tank, resulting in a drop 
in the SFP level of 1 1/2 inches. SFP level remained above Technical 
Specification limits.  

The licensee is reviewing this event.  

Regional Action: 

The resident inspectors will follow up on this issue.

Contact: S. J. Campbell 
R. L. Nease

(501)968-3290 
(817)860-8154

-- - .. I.. .' -'; ..



-_ " Northeast 
Utilities System

Millston. Offies - Rope Ferry Rd., Waterford, CT 

p.o. Box 128 
Waterford. CT 06385-0128 
(203) 447-1791

JUL 25 1996 

Docket N. 50-245 ) 
,-B15728 -

Re: 10CFR50.73 (a)(2)(ii) 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

This letter forwards supplemental Licensee Event Report (LER) 93-011-02, documenting an 
event that occurred at Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1 on September 17, 1993. This 
LER is submitted pursuant to 1OCFR50.73(a)(2)(ii).  

This supplemental LER corrects information contained in Table 1, which identifies the time 

between reactor shutdown (all c5 ntrol rods inserted) and the commencement of core offload. A 

review of the control room logs for refueling outage 7 showed that the date the core offload 

commenced was October 9, 1980, and not October 10. Hence, the calculated time difference was 

in error by 24 hours.  

Additionally, this supplement identifies the weakness of the 10CFR50.59 safety evaluations for 

the core reloads between cycle 7 and cycle 11, in that they failed to consider the impact of 
changing the reload batch size from one-quarter of a core to one-third of a core.  

Very truly yours, 

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

9608010137 960725 
PDR ADOCK 05000245 
S PDR

W. J. Riffer 
Director - Nillstole Unit No. 1

Attachment: LER 93-011-02

cc: T. T. Martin, Region I Administrator 
T. A. Easlick, Senior Resident Inspector, Millstone Unit No. I 
J. W. Andersen, NRC Project Manager, Millstone Unit No. 1 0 10 03 r.

OS3422-9 RFV. 1-95

,/
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FACII.TY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER [21 PAGE (3) 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station Unit 1 05000245 1 of 6 

TITLE (4) 

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Capability 

EVENT DATE (5) LER NUMBER (6) j REPORT DATE (7) f OTHER FACILITIES INVOLVED (8) 
MONTH DAY YEAR YEAR I SEQUENTIAL REVISIONI MONTH DAY YEAR FACILITY NAME DOCKET NUMBER 

NUMBER 

0 17 9 93 1002FACILITY NAME DOCKET NUMBER 

OPERATING THIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR §: (Check one or more) (111) 
MODE (9) N 20.2201(b) 20.2203(a)(2)(v) 50.73(a)(2)(i) 50.73(a)(2)(viii) 

POWER 20.2203(a)(1) 20.2203(a)(3)(i) 50.73(a)(2)(ii) 50.73(a)(2)(x) 
LEVEL (10) 100 - 20.2203(a)(2)(i) 20.2203(a)(3)(ii) 50.73(a)(2)(iii) 73.71 

............. 20.2203(a)(2)(ii) 20.2203(a)(4) 50.73(a)(2Hiv OTHER -- Iiii; iliii~l~iiiii, ' or in NRC Form 366A 

........... 20.2203(a)(2)(iv) 50.36(c)(21 50.73(a)(2)(vii) 

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER (12) 
NAME TELEPHONE NUMBER (Include Area Code) 

Robert W. Walpole, Nuclear Licensing Supervisor (860)440-2191 

COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACH COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIBED IN THIS REPORT (13) 

SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFACTURER REPORTABLE CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFACTURER REPORTABLE 
TO NPRDS TO NPRDS 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) EXPECTED MONTH DAY YEAR A ES NO SUBMISSION 
(If yes, complete EXPECTED SUBMISSION DATE).

ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately 15 single-spaced typewritten lines) (16)

On September 17, 1993, with the plant at 100 percent power (1030 psig, 530 degrees Fahrenheit), it was 
determined through engineering analysis that during prior refueling outages the spent fuel pool cooling system, by 
itself, would have been incapable of maintaining pool temperature below the 150 degree Fahrenheit design limit, 
under certain conditions. The conditions in question involve the transfer of a full reactor core into the spent fuel 
pool. In an analysis assuming a full core offload beginning 150 hours after reactor shutdown, and assuming 
maximum ultimate heat sink temperature (75 degrees Fahrenheit) and a single active equipment failure of the "A" 
train of Shutdown Cooling System, with no compensatory actions to restore adequate cooling capability, it was 
determined that the spent fuel pool temperature would exceed the acceptance limit.  

NNECO's typical practice during refueling outages has been to perform full core offloads. Additionally, a review of 
data from previous refueling outages revealed that on nine occasions, a reactor core offload commenced sooner 
than 150 hours after reactor shutdown.  

Refinement of supporting analyses was completed and appropriate schedular and procedural cont;ols were 
implemented during RFO14.  

There were no safety consequences as a result of this event and no safety systems were required to operate as a 
result of this event. 8010148 960725 
NRC FORM 366 (4-95) PDR ADOCK 05000245 
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NRC FORM 366A U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIOI 
(4-95 LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) 

TEXT CONTINUATION 
FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (6) PAGE (3) 

YEAR SEQUENTIAL REVISION 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station Unit 1 05000245 NUMBER NUMBER 2 of 6 
93-- JOl-- 02 

TEXT (If more space is required, use additional copies of NRC Form 366AJ (17) 

1 bescription of Event 

On September 17, 1993, with the plant at 100 percent power (1030 psig, 530 degrees Fahrenheit), it was 
determined through engineering analysis that during prior refueling outages the spent fuel pool cooling 
system, by itself, would have been incapable of maintaining pool temperature below the 150 degree 
Fahrenheit design limit, under certain conditions.  

NNECO's refueling practice at Millstone Unit No. 1 is to offload the full core to the spent fuel pool. This 
practice is not consistent with the "normal" refueling analyzed in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(UFSAR). To assess this past condition, NNECO performed an analysis that assumes the transfer of a full 
reactor core into the spent fuel pool beginning 150 hours after reactor shutdown, at a rate of 10 fuel 
assemblies per hour. Following completion of fuel transfer, the shutdown cooling system, which is cross
connected to the spent fuel pool cooling system to provide adequate cooling capability, is assumed to fail.  
Ultimate heat sink temperature of 75 degrees Fahrenheit is assumed consistent with the maximum allowable 
per Technical Specifications. Results indicated that, under these conditions, the spent fuel pool temperature 
would exceed 150 degrees Fahrenheit. These results are not consistent with the Millstone 1 UFSAR, and 
the Safety Evaluation Report for License Amendment 40, which provided for expanded spent fuel pool 
storage capability in 1988. Based on the above, this event was reported on September 17, 1993, per the 
requirements of 10CFR50.72, as a condition that was outside the design basis of the plant.  

A review'of data from previous refueling outages revealed that on nine occasions, a reactor core offload 
commenced sooner than 150 hours after reactor shutdown.  

A further review of the Spent Fuel Pool design history determined that no 10CFR50.59 safety evaluation had 
been performed on the impact of exceeding the "normal" discharge batch size from one-quarter core to one
third core for the 1980 refueling outage (end of cycle (EOC) 7), until the Spent Fuel Pool rerack project was 
implemented in 1988 at the end of cycle 11 (NRC Safety Evaluation Report for License Amendment 40). The 
increased heat load in the Spent Fuel Pool was not evaluated and potentially could have resulted in 
exceeding the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling system design heat removal rating for normal offloads, as evaluated 
in the Safety Evaluation Report for License Amendment 39. This increase is bounded by the analysis of the 
full core offload described above.  

There were no safety consequences as a result of this event.  

II. Cause of Event 

The "normal" refueling sequence described in the Millstone 1 UFSAR assumes discharge of only one third of 
the core into the spent fuel pool. In practice, Millstone 1 typically performs a full core offload, which, by the 
UFSAR definition, is considered to be an "emergency" or "abnormal" refueling sequence. The 1988 rerack 
analysis assumed a single failure for the "normal" refueling event. Additionally, USNRC Standard Review 
Plan (NUREG-0800) provides analysis criteria for the spent fuel pool rerack project which specifies that a 
single failure be assumed for the "normal" sequence, but not for the "abnormal" sequence. This SRP was 
used as guidance in developing the 1988 rerack analysis. Applying this "normal" criterion to the full core 
offload scenario, with no manual compensatory measures being performed, results in exceeding the design 
criterion for the spent fuel pool.

NRC FORM 366A (4-95)
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) 
TEXT CONTINUATION 

FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (6) PAGE (3) 
YEAR SEQUENTIAL REVISION 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station Unit 1 05000245 NUMBER NUMBER 3 of 6 
93 -- i0111-- 02 

TEXT (If more space is required, use additional copies of NRC Form 366AJ (17) 

This condition represents a discrepancy in ensuring that operations were conducted in accordance with 
assumptions in the spent fuel pool cooling capability engineering analysis. This is attributable to two 
factors. First, engineering analysis assumptions were not incorporated into operating procedures or controls, 
allowing a discrepancy to develop. Second, unit management was insufficiently aware of design basis 
analyses, and thus did not insure refueling practice conformed to analysis assumptions.  

A further contributing factor is the depth of review of the analysis performed in support of the 1988 and 
1976/77 spent fuel pool rerack projects, including the review done by the Plant Operations Review 
Committee (PORC). Neither PORC nor any other review organization identified the discrepancy between 
actual practice and analysis assumptions.  

An additional contributor to this event has been determined to be the inadequacy of the 10CFR50.59 safety 
evaluation for core reloads between cycle 7 and cycle 11. The change from one-quarter to one-third core 
was evaluated for reactor impacts, but the evaluation failed to consider the impact of changing the reload 
batch size on the Spent Fuel Pool.  

Ill. Analysis of Event 

This event is being reported per the requirements of 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B), as a condition that is outside 
the design basis of the plant.  

A Millstone 1 specific analytical model was developed and analysis was initiated to evaluate the identified 
discrepancy between typical refueling practice and the licensing analysis. NNECO sought to determine the 
peak spent fuel pool temperatures that could occur during the event in question. The analysis assumed the 
following conditions: 

1. Full core offload begins 150 hours following plant shutdown.  

2. Fuel is transferred into the spent fuel pool at a rate of 10 assemblies per hour.  

3. The cooling water supply to the spent fuel pool cooling heat exchangers is 85 degrees Fahrenheit.  

4. Concurrent with completion of core offload, the shutdown cooling system, which is manually cross
connected to augment spent fuel pool cooling system capability during refueling evolutions, experiences 
a system failure.  

5. No mitigating compensatory actions are taken.  

Results of this analysis indicate that the resulting spent fuel pool bulk temperature would be approximately 
212 degrees Fahrenheit. If consideration is given for evaporative cooling of the pool, the resulting 
temperature would be 186 degrees Fahrenheit. Both of these temperature analyses exceed the 150 degree 
Fahrenheit design criterion of the spent fuel pool for a normal refueling.  

Historically, as shown in Table 1, full core offloads have occurred as regular practice at Millstone 1 and, in 
many cases, full core offloads have commenced before 150 hours of decay time.
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TABLE 1 
Millstone Unit 1 

Cycle 1 Through 15 Core Offload Times 

TYPE 
SHUTDOWN OF 

RFO (ALL RODS IN) RELOAD COMMENCE OFFLOAD OFFLOAD COMPLETE 
HOURS HOURS 
AFTER AFTER 

TIME DATE TIME DATE SHUTDOWN TIME DATE SHUTDOWN 
1 0750 911/72 Offload 1520 9/21/72 487 hrs 0338 10/4/72 786 hrs 

30 min 48 min 
2 0340 8/31/74 Offload 0050 9/3/74 69 hrs 0814 9/8/74 196 hrs 

S10 rain 34 min 
3 0444 9/12/75 Offload 1510 9/17/75 130 hrs 0100 9/24/75 284 hrs 

26 mrin 16 min 
4 0105 10/2/76 Offload 1535 10/5/76 86 hrs 0210 10/11/76 217 hrs 

30 mrin 5 min 
5 2301 3/10/78 Shuffle 1935 3/15/78 116 hrs 0630 3/20/78 223 hrs 

1 34 min 29 min 
6 0202 4/28/79 Shuffle 2342 5/4/79 189 hrs 0340 5/19/79 505 hrs 

1 40 mrin 38 min 
7 0800 10/4/80 Offload 2353 10/9/80 135 hrs 2325 10/14/80 255 hrs 

53 min 1 25 min 
8 1017 9111/82 Offload 2140 9/15/82 107 hrs 0338 9/23/82 281 hrs 

23 min 21 min 
9 0857 4/14/84 Offload 0325 4/17/84 66 hrs 1945 4/21/84 178 hrs 

28 min 48 min 
10 0610 10/26185 Offload 1919 10/30185 109 hrs 0857 11/5/85 242 hrs 

9 min 47 min 
11 0442 6/6187 Offload 1935 6/9/87 86 hrs 0529 6/14/87 192 hrs 

53 min 1 47 min 
12 1238 4/7/89 Offload 1150 4/15/89 191 hrs 1811 4/20/89 317 hrs 

12 mrin 33 min 
13 0723 4/7/91 Offload 0147 4/14/91 162 hrs 1236 4/117/191 245 hrs 

1 24 mrin 13 min 
14 2159 1/15194 Offload 1132 1/28/94 301 hrs 1028 2/4/94 468 hrs 

_ 33 mrin 29 min 
15 1432 11/4/95 Offload 1457 11/12/95 192 hrs 0450 11/19/95 350 hrs 

25 min 18 min 
"*Phase 1 of core shuffle

To assess the significance of this matter, NNECO has performed a retrospective assessment of decay heat 
loads in the spent fuel pool for each refueling outage at the time of the end of fuel movement. The actual 
heat loads are shown in Table 2. These heat loads are representative of the maximum heat loads in the 
spent fuel pool. Table 2 also includes a comparison, for each refueling outage, of these maximum heat loads 
to the available cooling capability. For most refueling outages, the actual heat loads exceeded the design 
capability of the spent fuel pool cooling system heat exchangers (7.84E +06 BTU/Hr) and the assumed 
design limit for the "normal" case as applicable at the time. When crediting one train of the shutdown 
cooling system (which in practice was aligned to the spent fuel pool as needed), total available cooling 
design capability (29.84E +06 BTU/Hr) was never exceeded. Likewise, the heat load assumed for the 
"abnormal" case was not exceeded.
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Thi s assessment highlights the single failure vulnerability of the spent fuel pool cooling capability for full core 

offloads that existed prior to refueling outage 14. However, in practice the temperature of the spent fuel 

pool never exceeded the design acceptance criterion.  

NUSCo reviewed the heat load for each of the impacted discharge batches (those greater than one-quarter 

core), which occurred between 1979 and 1988. The conclusion was that the increased discharge batch size 
heat load never exceeded the Spent Fuel Pool heat load rating for the normal discharge case.

TABLE 2 
Millstone Unit 1 

Maximum Decay Heat Loads for Cycle 1 Through 15 

Normal SER Abnormal SER 
Actual Heat Load % SFP + SDC Heat Load Heat Load 

RFO (BTU/Hr) Design Capacity BTU/Hr % Limit BTU/Hr % Limit 

1 6.28+06 21% 7.84E +06 80% 2.46E+07 26% 
2 1.23E+07 41% 7.84E+06 157% 2.46E+07 50% 

3 9.64E+06 32% 7.84E+06 123% 2.46E+07 39% 

4 1.11E+07 37% 7.21E+06 155% 1.79E+07 62% 
5 2.63E+06 9% 7.21E+06 36% 1.79E+07 15% 
6 2.28E+06 8% 7.21E+06 32% 1.79E+07 13% 

7 1.13E+07 , 38% 7.21E+06 157% 1.79E+07 63% 

8 1.05E+07 35% 7.21E+06 146% 1.79E+07 59% 

9 1.35E+07 45% 7.21E+06 188% 1.79E+07 76% 

10 1.17E+07 39% 7.21E+06 163% 1.79E+07 66% 

11 1.30E+07 44% 7.43E +06 175% 1.79E+07 66% 

12 1.09E+07 36% 1.01E+07 146% 1.96E+07 49% 

13 1.22E+07 41% 1.01E+07 120% 1.96E+07 55% 
14 9.08E +06 30% 1.01E+07 90% 2.20+07 41% 

15 1.OOE+07 34% 2.20+07 46% 2.20+07 46% 

IV. Corrective Action 

The following actions were performed in response to this event for RF014: 

1. Cycle-specific procedural and schedular controls were put in place during RFO14 in January, 1994.  
These controls provided guidance for core decay time and maximum cooling water temperatures, to 
ensure that the maximum spent fuel pool bulk temperature would remain less than approved limits 
following the limiting single failure event during the full core offload.  

2. The Millstone 1 UFSAR was revised to reflect the information available as of RFO14.  

The following actions were performed prior to RFO15: 

1. A plant design change was implemented to provide a second train of shutdown cooling to supplement 

fuel pool cooling, eliminating the single failure vulnerability.  

NRC FORM 366A (4-951
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"2. A License Amendment was applied for and granted to specifically authorize a revision to the UFSAR 
description to allow a partial or full core offload during refueling as a normal end-of-cycle event.  

3. Pursuant to the license amendment, operating procedures have been implemented to incorporate 
appropriate operational limitations regarding full core offloads to assure consistency with analysis 
assumptions.  

4. The operating requirements of the spent fuel pool have been addressed, and they are located in the 
Millstone Unit No. 1 Technical Requirements Manual.  

The following actions were performed during RFO15: 

1. The effectiveness of PORC was assessed and addressed in NNECO's response to NRC Inspection Report 
No. 50-245/95-34.  

Additional corrective actions taken include improvements to procedures and training, in order to provide 
better understanding of what constitutes a plant design change, and what facets of those changes require a 
safety evaluation pursuant to 1OCFR50.59.  

V. Additional Information 

Commitments 

There are no commitments contained within this letter. All corrective actions have been completed.
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ASSESSMENT OF SPENT FUEL COOLING 

Jose G. Ibarra 
Reactor Analysis Branch 
Safety Programs Division 

Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data 

November 14, 1996
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SPENT FUEL COOLING ASSESSMENT 

"* AEOD study requested by Executive Director for 
Operations.  

"* Developed generic configurations to assess loss of 
spent fuel pool cooling and inventory.  

"* Assessed 12 years of operational experience.  

"* Performed site visits to gather information on 
physical configuration, practices, and procedures.  

* Reviewed regulations, standard review plan and 
regulatory guides.  

"* Performed assessments of electrical systems, 
instrumentation, heat loads, and radiation.  

"* Evaluated risk of losing spent fuel cooling.

2



PWR SPENT FUEL COOLING SYSTEMS

3



BWR SPENT FUEL COOLING SYSTEMS

To RHR 
System
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SPENT FUEL POOL EVENTS

TYPE EVENT ACTUAL PRECURSOR

SFP Inventory

Connected Systems 

Gates & Seals 

Structure or Liner 

SFP Cooling

Cooling Flow 

Heat Sink

38 

20 

10 

8 

56 

50

6

55 

12 

8 

35 

22 

20

2
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LOSS OF COOLANT INVENTORY EVENTS 

TYPE EVENT ACTUAL PRECURSOR 

Connected Systems 20 12 
Configuration Control 16 2 
Siphoning 3 1 
PWR Transfer Tube 1 1 
Piping 0 1 
Piping Seismic Design 1 1 
Gates & Seals 10 8 
Cavity Seals 0 6 
Gate Seals 10 2 
Pool Structure or Liner 8 35 
Liner Leaks 7 1 
Load Drops 1 32 
Pool Seismic Design 0 2
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LOSS OF INVENTORY LEVELS
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES

8

2 2 2 -
<3 3TO 12 12 TO 60

LEVEL DECREASE (INCHES)

7

10 

8 

6 

4

2 

0

> 60



LOSS OF INVENTORY EVENTS 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0

1

1 TO 4 4TO 8 8 TO 24 

DURATION (HRS)

2

I ~1@2RS! 

I 1@2HS
>24

8

7

3

2

<1



LOSS.OF COOLING EVENTS 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES

16

6

3

0 TO 20 20 TO 40

1 
ma'afz 

40 TO60

TEMPERATURE INCREASE (DEG F)

9

20 

15 

10

5 

0
0



LOSS OF COOLING EVENTS 
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES 

25 
22 

20 

15 

1@32HRS 

1010 
1@24HRS 

55 5 

0 
< 1 1 TO 4 4TO 8 8 TO 24 > 24 

DURATION (HRS)
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PARTIAL LISTING OF GOOD PRACTICES 
OBSERVED DURING PLANT VISITS 

"* Utilization of system diagram prior to all alignment 
changes 

"* Including SFP risk during outage planning.  

"* Classroom and simulator training to prepare for 
outage.  

"* User friendly graphs of pool heatup.  

"* Effective program for feedback of internal and 
industry operating experience.  

"* Detailed review at some plants found significant 
inventory loss vulnerabilities.
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REGULATION REVIEW AND 
ENGINEERING ASSESSMENTS 

"* Identified applicable guidance and regulations.  

"* Surveyed 14 plants to determine power supply.  

"* Surveyed 14 plants to determine instrumentation.  

"* Assessed radiation levels with varying 
water levels.  

"* Performed heat load calculations.
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REDUCED TIME TO BOIL AT 
NINE MILE POINT UNIT 2 

108

* HOURS TO BOIL 
N DAYS TO OFFLOAD

39

29

8

1 2 3

5

4

OUTAGE NUMBER

13



NEAR-BOILING FREQUENCIES

CURRENT 
INEL WORK

PREVIOUS 
PNL WORK

Total Near-Boiling 
Frequencies 

LOOP 

Inventory Losses

5 E-5 2 E-5

3 E-5 

2 E-5

1 E-5 

1 E-6
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SUSQUEHANNA SPENT FUEL POOL 
RISK ASSESSMENT 

* Showed benefits from: 

- improved instrumentation 

- improved procedures 

- improved training 

* Showed vulnerability of operating unit from 
defueled unit

15



FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Likelihood and Consequences 

"* Consequences of actual events have not 
been severe.  

"* Primary cause of events has been human error.  

"* Relative risk of fuel damage is low 
compared with other reactor events.  

"* Highly dependent on human performance and 
plant design.  

"* Frequency of coolant loss > 1 foot, 11100 reactor 
years.  

"* Frequency of cooling loss > 20 0F, 2-3/1000 reactor 
years.

16



FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS (CONT.) 

Prevention 

"* Configuration control improvements can prevent 
and/or mitigate SFP events.  

"* Evaluations may be needed at some multiunit sites 
for potential SFP boiling effects on safe shutdown.  

Response 

"* Attention to time to boil with shorter outages.  

"* Improved procedures and training may be needed.  

"* Improvements to instrumentation and power 
supplies may be needed.

17



FOLLOW UP 

"* NRC Information Notice being prepared.  

"* Study made into a NUREG.  

"* Report being submitted to Incident Reporting 
System.  

"* Working with NRR on implementing 
recommendations.

18
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JUN-27-1997 15:08 USNRC RI/OFC OF REG ADM 6103375241 P.02/02 

June 27, 1997 

pRE9LIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR VNUSUAL OCCURRENCE PNO-I-97-039 

This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE 
safety or public interest significance. The information is as initially 
received without verification or evaluation, and is basically all that is 
known by Region. I staff (King of Prussia, Pennsylvania)n on this date.  

Facility Licensee Emuercency Classification 
Northeast Utilities Notification of Unusual Event 
Millstone 3 Alert 
Waterford, Connecticut Site Area Emergency 
Dockets: 50-423 Geheral Emergency 

X Not Applicable 

Subject: SPENT FUEL POOL HEATUP 

At about 8:00 a.m., on June 26, 1997, a licensed operator noticed that 
the spent fuel pool temperature had increased about 2.5 degrees F since 
the last reading taken eight hours earlier. A system walkdown revealed 
that the reactor plant component cooling water (RPCCW) system was lined 
up to the wrong spent fuel pool heat exchanger. Spent fuel pool water 
was flowing through the other heat exchanger that was not being cooled by 
RPCCW. Operators realigned the spent fuel pool system to restore spent 
fuel pool cooling. The system misalignment and subsequent spent fuel 
pool temperature increase was not noticed for approximately 28 hours.  

Based on subsequent computer temperature data, the spent fuel pool 
temperature increased from 87 degrees F at 5:30 a.m., on June 25, 1997, 
to a maximum of nearly 98 degrees F at 9:30 a.m. June 26, 1997. The 
spent fuel pool temperature remained well below the alarm setpoint of 125 
degrees F.  

The licensee has assembled an event review team to investigate this 
occurrence. The QA organization has formed an independent review team to 
investigate this event as well.  

The licensee informed the State of Connecticut of this event. The 
licensee is planning to issue a press release.  

This information has been discussed with the licensee and is current-vaH' 
of 1:00 p.m. on June 27, 1997.  

Contact: ARRIGHI, RUSSELL LANNING, WAYNE 
(860)447-3170 (610)337-S126

TOTAL P.02

6103375241 TO: 32090506/28 15:01 1997 FROM:
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June 4, 1998 

EA 98-308 

Mr. Harold W. Keiser 
Executive Vice President 
Nuclear Business Unit 
Public'Service Electric and Gas Company 
Post Office Box 236 
Hancocks Bridge, NJ 08038 

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED INSPECTION REPORT 50-354/98-05 
NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

Dear Mr. Keiser: 

On May 16, 1998, the NRC completed an inspection at your Hope Creek reactor facility.  
The enclosed report presents the results of that inspection.  

Throughout this six week inspection period, your conduct of activiiies at the Hope Creek facility was generally characterized by safety-conscious operations, sound engineering and 
maintenance practices, and careful radiological work controls.  

During the inspection, four examples of violations of NRC requirements were identified.  The violations are cited in the enclosed the enclosed Notice of Violation (Notice) and the circumstances surrounding them are described in detail in the subject inspection report. In the first instance, NRC inspectors identified that the residual heat removal system was not maintained available during a 1990 refueling outage while the reactor core was fully offloaded for the purpose of augmenting the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system, which was 
contrary to design basis assumptions.  

The NRC identified three additional examples of violations related to a modification that was installed during the Fall 1997 refueling outage and was associated with ventilation system safety related chillers. Specifically, check valves and gas bottle regulators associated with a backup air supply for a pressure control valve were not properly tested and maintained. Further, a design basis assumption inconsistency related to the minimum.  acceptable inlet temperature for the chillers was recognized by engineering personnel in December 1997, but was not acted upon and corrected until this modification deficiency 
surfaced.  

.You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the Instructions specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. The NRC will use your response, in part, to determine whether further enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with 
regulatory requirements.

Enclosue 2
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Mr. Harold W. Keiser 2 

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter 
and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR).  

Sincerely, 

Original Signed By: 

James C. Linville, Chief 
Projects Branch 3 
Division of Reactor Projects 

Docket No.: 50-354 
License No: NPF-57 

Enclosures: Notice of Violation 
Inspection Report 50-354/98-05 

cc w/encl: 
L. Storz, Senior Vice President - Nuclear Operations 
E. Simpson, Senior Vice President - Nuclear Engineering 
E. Salowitz, Director - Nuclear Business Support A. F. Kirby, IIl,, External Operations - Nuclear, Delmarva Power & Ught Co.  
J. A. Isabella, Manager, Joint Generation 

Atlantic Electric 
M. Bezilla, General Manager - Hope Creek Operations 
J. McMahon, Director - QA/Nuclear Training/Emergency Preparedness 
D. Powell, Director - Licensing/Regulation & Fuels 
R. Kankus, Joint Owner Affairs 
A. C. Tapert, Program Administrator 
Jeffrey J. Keenan, Esquire 
Consumer Advocate, Office of Consumer Advocate 
William Conklin, Public Safety Consultant, Lower Alloways Creek Township 
State of New Jersey 
State of Delaware
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APPENDIX A 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

Public Service Electric and Gas Company Docket No: 50-354 Hope Creek Generating Station License No: NPF-57 

During an inspection conducted on April 5, 1998, through May 16, 1998, violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (60FR 34381: June 30, 1995/NUREG-1 600), the violations are listed below.  

A. 10 CFR 50.59, "Changes, tests and.experiments,* in part, permits the licensee to make changes to its facility and procedures as described in the final safety analysis report (FSAR) and conduct tests or experiments not described in the safety analysis report without prior Commission approval provided the change does not involve a change in the technical specifications or an Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ).  The licensee shall maintain records of changes in the facility and these records must include a written safety evaluation which provides the bases for the determination 
that the change does not involve a USQ.  

FSAR Section 9.1.3.2.3 establishes- that the design and operation of the fuel pool cooling and cleanup systems for the decay heat associated with a full core offload is based, in part, on the operation or availability of the residual heat removal (RHR) system to augment the fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPCC) system.  

Contrary to the above, during refueling outage RF03 in December 1990, the licensee did not maintain the RHR system in operation or available to augment the FPCC system which represented a change to the facility as described in the FSAR and did not perform a review of this change to demonstrate that the change did not involve 
a USQ.  

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).  

B. 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criterion XI requires, in part, that all testing required to demonstrate that structures, systems, and components will perform satisfactorily in service be identified and performed in accordance with written test procedures which incorporate the requirements and acceptance limits contained in applicable design documents. The test program shall include, as appropriate, proof tests prior tO installation and operational tests during nuclear power plant operation of 
structures, systems, and components.  

Contrary to the above, two examples of inadequate testing requirements associated with a design change modification to the Hope Creek safety-related control area 
chilled water system chillers were identified as follows:
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2 
(1) As of April 7, 1998, a complete proof test prior to installation and an 

operational test had not been performed to verify that check valves 1 KBV1243 through 1 KVB-1250 would provide a relatively leak tight boundary and ensure that the backup safety-related pneumatic supplies for the chiller 
condenser cooling water pressure control valves would remain available for 
four hours after a loss of power event.  

(2) On April 8, 1998, the backup safety-related pneumatic pressure regulators 
(1 KBPCV-1 1464, -11466, and -11467) for the chiller condenser cooling water pressure control valves were found set below minimum design.  requirements. Operational tests had also not been performed to ensure that pressure regulators 1 KBPCV-1 164 through 1 KBPV-1 171 would remain 
properly set in accordance with design requirements.  

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).  

C. 10 CFR Appendix B Criterion XVI (Corrective Action) requires, in part, that measures shall be established to assure that conditions adverse to quality, such as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, and nonconformances are promptly identified 
and corrected.  

Contrary to the above, on December 10, 1997, PSE&G engineers determined that the minimum cooling water inlet temperature for the safety-related control area chilled water system chillers should be changed in a more limiting direction to 70 degrees Fahrenheit from 55 degrees Fahrenheit. On April 9, 1998, the operations department management, still unaware of any necessary change to the minimum 
allowed cooling water temperature, used 55 degrees Fahrenheit as a basis for determining inoperability when they made a four-hour event notification to the NRC.  Hope Creek abnormal operating procedure, Loss of Instrument Air and/or Service Air, HC.OP-AB.ZZ-O 131(0) - Rev. 14, and pending change, HFSAR 97-080, to the Hope Creek Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) also incorrectly stated that 55 degrees Fahrenheit was the minimum cooling water temperature below which the safety-related backup pneumatic supply needed to remain operable. The change in minimum cooling water inlet temperature to a more limiting value was not corrected until May 7, 1998, when guidance was provided to operators specifying 
the new 70 degrees Fahrenheit minimum cooling water temperature.  

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).  

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Public Service Electric and Gas Company is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region I, and a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector at the facility that is the subject of this Notice, within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a "Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each violation: (1) the reason for the violation, or, if contested, the basis for disputing the violation or severity level, (2) the
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3.  
corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. Your response may reference or include previous docketed correspondence, If the correspondence adequately addresses the required response. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an order or a Demand for Information may be issued as to why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked, or why such other action as may be proper should not be taken. Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending the response time.  

If you contest this enforcement action, you should also provide a copy of your response to the Director, Office of Enforcement, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001, and to the Enforcement Coordinator, USNRC, Region 1, 475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406-1415..  

Because your response will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR), to the extent possible, it should not include any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards information so that it can be placed in the PDR without redaction. If personal privacy or proprietary information is necessary to provide an acceptable response, then please provide a bracketed copy of your response that identifies the information that should "be protected and a redacted copy of your response that deletes such information. If you request withholding of such material, you must specifically identify the portions of your response that you seek to have withheld and provide in detail the bases for your claim of withholding (e.g., explain why the disclosure of information will create an unwarranted Invasion of personal privacy or provide the information required by 10 CFR 2.790(b) to support a request for withholding confidential commercial or financial information). If safeguards information is necessary to provide an acceptable response, please provide the level of 
protection described in 10 CFR 73.21.  

Dated at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 
this day of .. MonthL 1998



UNION OF 
CONCERNED 
SCIENTISTS 

September 3, 1999 

Chairman Grate J. Dicus 
Commissioner Nils J. Diaz 
Commissioner Edward Mgaffigan, Jr.  
Commissioner Jeffrey S. Merrifield 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

SUBJECT INADEQUATELY MONITORED SPENT FUEL POOL TEMPERATURE AND 

OPERATOR RESPONSE TIMES AT PERMANENTLY CLOSED PLANTS 

Dear Chairman and Commissioners: 

According to the December 28, 1998, issue of TVA Watts Happening (enclosed), the spent fuel pool 

water temperature at Browns Ferry Unit 3 increased approximately 250F over a two day period. This 

temperature increase was not detected by the instruments in the control room, which continued to 

indicate a temperature in the normal range of 85°F to 950F throughout the heatup. A manual check (i.e., 

use of a thermometer) determined the spent fuel pool water temperature was actually 1090F.  

TVA reported the spent fuel pool water heatup began after Fuel Pool Cooling Pump 3A was taken out of 

service and replaced by Fuel Pool Cooling Pump 3B. A check valve on the discharge side of Fuel Pool 

Cooling Pump 3A stuck in the open position. This failure allowed the cooled water leaving Fuel Pool 

heat Exchanger 3B to flow back through the idle pump to the suction side of the operating pump.  

Consequently, water was recycling through the heat exchanger instead of returning to the spent fuel 

pool.  

It is apparent from the event narrative that the sensor being used to monitor spent fuel pool water 

temperature is located in the vicinity of the heat exchanger. This configuration explains why the control 

room indication remained constant even though the actual spent fuel pool water temperature rose nearly 

250F. From my prior experience on spent fuel pool issues, I know that this configuration is common.  

While the actual safety significance of this event is minimal, the potential safety implications are very 

significant. This operating nuclear power plant experienced degraded cooling of irradiated fuel 

assemblies that remained undetected for two days (48 hours). The time-to-boil for spent fuel pools can be 

less than 48 hours under some routine conditions. Because it can take many hours to restore spent fuel 

pool cooling after the loss or degradation is known, few plants can afford to waste two days of their time

to-boil on merely detecting the problem. Clearly, a sensor that physically measured the temperature of 

the water inside the spent fuel pool would be much safer than one like that at Browns Ferry that monitors 

the temperature of water outside the spent fuel pool.  

Washington Office: 1616 P Street NW Suite 310 * Washington DC 20036-1495 * 202-332-0900 e FAX: 202-332-0905 

Cambridge Headquarters: Two Brattie Square * Cambridge MA 02238-9105 • 617-547-5552 * FAX: 617-864-9405 
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This event is also significant from the standpoint of nuclear plants that have permanently shut down. I 

recently attended a workshop on risk-informing decommissioning regulations conducted in Gaithersburg, 

MD (ironically, it was a two-day workshop or the precise duration of the undetected spent fuel pool 

problem at Browns Ferry). Mr. Michael Meisner from the Maine Yankee plant and head of an NEI task 

force on decommissioning criticized the NRC staff because they had assumed the identification and 

correction of degraded spent fuel pool cooling conditions might last longer than a single shift (12 hours).  

Mr. Meisner was quite adamant that the NRC had absolutely no basis for assuming that a degraded 

condition might remain undetected for longer than a day. Clearly, this Browns Ferry event - which 

occurred at an operating plant receiving much more attention from far more workers than that proposed 

for permanently shutdown plants - demonstrates beyond any reasonable doubt that the staff's position is 

indeed justified and Mr. Meisner is simply wrong. The report on spent fuel pool problems presented to 

the Commission by the then-AEOD staff in November 1996 provides amply other events which prove 

that the Brown Ferry case was not an isolated one.  

As UCS monitors the move towards risk-informed regulation, we continue to be troubled by industry 

initiatives, such as the extremely non-conservative and ill-advised approach now being contemplated by 

Maine Yankee management, which toss out r ignore reality. We hope that the NRC staff will be as 

diligent in guarding against these unwarranted erosions of safety margins as they have been thus far in 

the spent fuel pool issue at plants being decommissioned.  

We also hope that the Commssion, as it guides the NRC down the road to risk-informed regulation, will 

consider all industry experience - drawing from both good and bad events - before rendering safety 

decisions.  

Sincerely, 

David A. Lochbaum 
Nuclear Safety Engineer 
Union of Concerned Scientists 

Enclosure: as stated 

copies: Mr. Gary Holahan 
Mr. Michael Masnik 
Mr. Ray Shadis 
Mr. John Zwolinski 
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WA TTS HAPPENING
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Published:, December 28, 1998 http://knxwbngfp3/ Operating Experience

TVA Operating Experience 

Corrective Action Program - When a PER description of condition Engineering identified that when a PER description of condition is 

is revised, SPP-3.1 "Corrective Action Program" states "the revised revised, Operations does not receive a report for operability review 

PER shall be processed the same as a new PER." When a new PER contrary to SPP-3. 1 requirements.  

is initiated, Operations receives a report for operability review.  

Spent Fuel Pool Temperature Increase - Unit 3 fuel pool temperature to be 109 degrees F. Investigation determined that the 

temperature increased approximately 25 degrees F over a two day 3B fuel pool cooling heat exchanger outlet was being short cycled 

period after swapping from 3A fuel pool cooling pump to 3B fuel through the out of service 3A fuel pool cooling pump due to the Spool cooling pump. This temperature increase was not detected by pump dichrg check valve being stuck in the open position. After the normal control room monitoring temperatur"e elemaent which the stuck check valve was successfully closedI, indicated fuel pool continued to indicate a temperature in the normal range of 85 to 95 temperature rose to 121 degrees F and a lowering temperature tend 
Sdegrees F. A manual reading taken locally determined pool was noted.  

SEmergency Operating Procedure Deficiency - It was identified the fact that none of the Rid Monitors and recorders referenced in that procedure ECA-0.0 "Loss of All'AC Power" contains a step the step have power available if the shutdo wn boards are 
|which checks for steam generator tube rupture coincident w~ith the deenergized.  
/_loss of ower. The stpis impossible to execute on Unit 2 due to 

IndFstry Operating Experience

Plant Trins 
Seabrook

NSSS Description 
W-4-LP Unit I experienced an automatic reactor trip from 100% power due to a 345 kV breaker opening. The breaker 

opening resulted in a turbine trip followed by the reactor trip. The cause is being investigated. A Pressurizer 

PORV opened and reseated. One 4160 volt bus did not auto transfer to the reserve auxiliary transformer as 
designed. (NRC Event Report 35185)

Operating In a Plant Configuration not Described in the FSAR 
The Cycle 16 operation at Oyster Creek reached end-of-full-power 
one month prior to the refueling outage. A safety review was 
performed in support of the removal of the high-pressure (HP) and 
intermediate-pressure (IP) feedwater heaters from service to 
compensate for decreasing reactivity during the coastdown 

\ operation. Isolating the extraction steam to the feedwater heaters at 
a predetermined power level reduces feedwater temperature. The 
reduced feedwater temperature will increase core inlet subcooling, 
adding positive reactivity and increasing core thermal power. This 
process actually decreases overall plant efficiency, however, the net 
result is an increase in electrical generation when compared to 
leaving the feedwater heaters in service during coastdown. The 
safety review documented the effects of reducing the final feedwater 
temperature at rated thermal power. The decreased feedwater 
temperature has the potential to affect analyzed plant transients and 
accidents, potentially impacting the margins to safety limits. The 
colder feedwater may also affect the feedwater nozzle and other 
components of the reactor vessel and internals. As part of the effort 
".o support coastdown operation with HP and IP extraction steam 
removed a review of previous operating history was performed.  
That review identified an instance during cycle 15 where operation 
at rated power had occurred with the HP feedwater heaters OOS and

feedwater temperature reduced without the required core related 
analysis to support the operation. This constituted operation in an 
unanalyzed condition. Procedural controls for reactor operation with 
feedwater heaters out-of-service (OOS) identified power restrictions 
based on concerns related to turbine imbalance. The procedures 
allowed for rated power operation under certain feedwater heater 
OOS configurations. No consideration was given for core 
transient/accident analyses required to justify rated power operation 
under these conditions. Ensure that operations. are within 
established FSAR and Licensing Basis parameters. INPO 
Network OE9513 

Worker Injured In Fall - At St. Lucie, a 3-man crew reported to 
the Unit I turbine building mezzanine deck to disassemble a 15-foot 
high scaffold. One of the workers was climbing a scaffold ladder in 
preparation for disassembly. The worker was approximately 12 feet 
off the ground, and in the process of securing his lanyard to the 

ladder, when he lost his grip and fell. The worker was transported 
to the on-site medical facility where he exhibited signs of confusion 
and disorientation. An ambulance was summoned and the 

individual was transported to a local hospital for observation and 
treatment. A later report indicated that x-rays revealed a cracked 
clavicle, a shoulder separation and that the individual had sustained

For additional information, contact the following individuals in WBN Industry Affairs: DeWayne Davis x-IS0 or Steve Hudson x-3796
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UNITED STATES N ) 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION. '<" 3 

0- REGION I *T 

631 PARK AVENUE 

KING OF PRUSSIA. PENNSYLVANIA 19406/--

VEC 2 01976 
Mr. Jack A. Lemke License No. 0P-3507-1 
124 Roxbury Road Docket No. 55-4617 

Niantic, Connecticut 06357 

Dear Mr. Lemke: 

This refers to the special inspection conducted by Mr. E. Greenman and 
other members of our NRC Region I office on November 12-19, 1976 at 
Millstone Point Unit 1, Waterford, Connecticut of activities authorized 
by NRC License No. DPR-21 and to the discussions of our findings held by 
Mr. Greenman with Mr. Kufel and Mr. Ferland of Northeast Nuclear Energy 
Company on November 15, 1976 and to further discussions of our findings 
held by Mr. L. Norrholm of this office with Mr. Ferland on November 19, 
1976. It also refers to USNRC Region I letters to Northeast Nuclear 
Energy Company dated November 12 and 15, 1976, and to Northeast Nuclear 
Energy letter to USNRC, Region I, dated November 15, 1976.  

This special inspection of the refueling activities was conducted as a 
result of the unplanned criticality at Millstone Unit 1, reported by 
Northeast Nuclear Energy Company on November 12, 1976. The inspection 
consisted of selective examinations of procedures and representative 
records, interviews with personnel, and observations by the inspectors.  

Based on the results of this inspection it appears that cne of your 
activities was not conducted in full compliance with the requirements of 
your Operator License No. OP-3507-l as set forth in the Notice of 
Violation, enclosed herewith- as Appendix A, 

This item of noncompliance has been categorized into the levels as 
described in the attached enclosure dated December 31, 1974. This 
notice is sent to you pursuant to the provisions of Section 2.201 of the 
NRC's "Rules of Practice", Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations.  
Section 2.201 requires you to submit to this office within twenty (20) 
days of your receipt of this notices a written statement in reply including 
admission or denial of the item of ýoncompliance and if admitted, the 
reasons for the item of noncompliande.
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Enforcement action is also being taken against your employer, Northeast 
Nuclear Energy Company, and your Shift Supervisor at the time of the 

unplanned criticality. Copies of the correspondence relating to these 

actions are available in the Public Document Room. Copies are also 
enclosed for your information.  

A copy of this letter and the enclosed Notice of Violation is being 
transmitted to your employer, Northeast Nuclear Energy Company, holder 
of NRC License No. DPR-21.  

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice", Part 

2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and your 
reply will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.  

Should you have any questions concerning this inspection, we will be 
pleased to discuss them with you.  

Sincerely, 

mes P. O'Reilly 

Enclosures: 

S ctbr 

1. Appendix A, Notice of Violation 
2. Criteria for Determining Enforcement Action and Categories of 

Noncompliance with AEC Regulatory Requirements-Modifications 
3. NRC Region I letters to the Northeast Nuclear Energy Company dated 

November 12 and 15, 1976 
4. Northeast Nuclear Energy Company letter to NRC Region I dated 

November 15, 1976 
5. USNRC letter to Northeast Nuclear Energy Company with enclosures 
6. USNRC letter to Lewis T. Crosse with enclosures 

cc: D. C. Switzer, President 
E. J. Ferland, Plant Superintendent 
L. T. Crosse, Licensed Senior Reactor Operator 
A. Z. Roisman, Counsel for Citizens Committee for 

Protection of the Environment

.÷



APPENDIX A 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

.,License No. OP-3507-1 
Docket No. 55-4617 

Based on the results of an NRC inspection conducted on November 12-19, 

1976, it appears that one of your activities was not conducted in full 

compliance with conditions of your operator's license as indicated 

below. This is an Infraction.  

Operator License No. OP-3507-1 states in part that, "In manipu

lating the controls of the. . .facility. . .the licensee shall 

observe the operating procedures and other conditions specified in 

the facility license or authorization which authorizes operations 

of the facility ... " Appendix A to Provisional Operating 

License No. DPR-21, Technical Specification Section 6.8.1.b states 

in part that, "Written Procedures shall be established, implemented 

and maintained covering. • .refueling operations." Operating 

Procedure OP 1408, Revision 0, Change 2, dated September 17, 1976, 

"Administrative Controls for Fuel Loading and Unloading" further 

established control of shutdown margin testing. Section 3.2.6 of 

OP 1408 states in part, "withdraw diagonal rod. . . ." Additionally, 

Reactor Engineering Instruction dated November 6, 1976 required 

withdrawal of Rod No. 42-19." 

Contrary to the above, on November 12, 1976, while manipulating the 

controls of the Millstone Unit 1 facility to perform the specified 

shutdown margin test, instead of Control Rod 42-19, Control Rod 46

19 was erroneously selected and withdrawn. An unplanned criticality 

and automatic reactor trip from high flux on the IRM Channels 

occurred at 4:49 a.m. following the additional withdrawal of Control 

Rod 46-23. Between 4:50 and 4:58 a.m., on the same date, further 

shutdown margin testing was performed without recognition of the 

previous rod selection error. Control Rod 46-23 was positioned as 

specified. For the second time, Control Rod 46-19 was then erroneously 

selected and withdrawn to a predetermined position. Control Rod 

46-23 was then additionally withdrawn. The second withdrawal of 

Control Rod 46-23, while terminated prior to a second automatic 

reactor trip, did result in an increased reactivity addition requiring 

immediate insertion of Control Rod 46-23 in order to prevent such 

an automatic trip.



UNITED STATES " 
.,r''( NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

"REGION I 
475 ALLENDALE POAD 

,-. KING OF PRUSSIA. PENNSYLVAN;A 194" 1415 

"OCT 21 19r 

Docket No. 50-271 

Mr. Donald A. Reid 
'Vi{e Presidenft, Operations 
Vermont Yankee Nuc!ear kov.e- Corporation 
RD 5, Box 169 
Ferry Road 
Brattleboro, Vermont 05301 

Dear Mr. Reid: 

SUl:.L("'U: NPC AU. E-NIT..1) INPfETION T11AM (AIT) PF.PORT No.  

Fh::letter tra-smints the AIT rep)rt for the inspection led by Mr. J. F. Beall betvween 

September 10-14, 1993. ['his inspection assessed the circt -nstances. causes, personnel 
actions, and the safetv implications of the fuel handling incidents which occurred on 

September 3 and 9, 1993. At the conclusion of this inspection, a public exit was held on 

Septenmber 21. 199., vwith you and other members of your organmzation to discuss the 
prehminary findings of the AlT.  

'File MT -- coi uJ .,.. errors h', opcrator. were the immediate cause- o: the events. The 
prepxnderance of the phsycal c,. idnc'e indicated that the grapple had not properly closed on 
the fGei asser.nblv handle and that the grapple light had not energized resulting in the drop of 
the as'-,emblv on Septembexir 3, 1993. 1he September 9. 1993, event was an inadvertent 
operator performance error. Hui..an factors weaknesses contributed to the error in loAering 
rather than raising the fuel assembly.  

The AHT concluded that the root cause of the dropped fuel assembly event was a lack of 

management oversight of fuel handling activities. Weak management oversight had allowed 
many of the mca-ures intended to prevent a t.cel handling accident to become degraded. For 

exanplc: design changes were not transmitted to allow timely and accurate training on the 
miodifcations: trainnimw xas not effective in that operators were not aware of certain kev 
proctwdure steps. procCdt.res ,Acre not uvsd and were not adhered to, and supervisors did not 
ensure that procedures Acre folkwoe,. The AIT concluded that management did not 
cormn .... ,.acXe its expec'.tations and proide proper oversight of fuel handling activities.  

_ 5000;1 71
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Mr. Donald A. Reid 2 

The decision by the senior reactor operator to continue the planned move of the assembly 
which had, on September 9. 1993, inadvertently been lowered onto a core component was 
not in compliance with the licensee's fuel handling procedure. This procedure compliance 
error had not been identified by licensee line management or by the licensee's event 
investigation. This was indicative of weakness in corrective actions to the 
September 3, 1993. incident and continued weakness in management oversight of fuel 
"hmdling- activities.  

The intent of this insp'ction '.. -i to determine :he cau.e and an-y potential generic .Ifety 
issues. Therefore, no attempt has been made vT this time to charactenize the findings relative 
to regulatory requirements. Any enforcement a;sociated with the inspeLction findings will be 
trannmit'ed to you under a swpa:ate letter.  

lN accordance with 10 (*IR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practicc." a ,o ! t! •h:s letter and 
the enclo,.ure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Rtotn.  

We ack:owled.e ai,, appree.;at" .•(c zr cxceie , c(operation, %k-th our AIT d-rir:._" this peri,,.  

.":ncerei',..  

Ma±rvin %k. Hf,,ges. L):r.ccor 
I )+ ;,n 0!o Rc.ictr S. ic:

-n,!osu-C.r ,NR(' l; k":, .. k'r.,!,-, Nu 5 0-2 -:1 9,. , I"



Mr. Donald A. Reid 3 

cc w/encl: 
R. Wanczyk, Plant Manager 
J. Thayer, Vice President, Yankee Atomic Electric Company 

L. Tremblav, Senior Licensing Engineer, Na ankee Atomiz Electric Company 

J. Gilroy, Director, Vermont Public Interest Research Group, Inc.  

D. Tefft, Administrator. Bureau of Radiological Health. State of New Hampshire 

Chiief, S,-fetyVUnit. Office of the Attorney General. Commonwealth of Mass-achusetts 

R. Gad, Esquire 
G. Bisbee, Esquire 
R. Sedano, Vermont Department of Public Service 

"r. Rapone, MaNs.,achusetts Executive Office of Public Saf-tv 

Public Documert Room (PDR) 
Lncad Public D(cumnent Rooim (l.PDR) 
Nuclear Safety Information Center NSI•C) 
K. Abraham. PAO (2) 
NRC Resident Ins'-c-or 
State of New "aMphlre, SL"" . [)e"icc Ve -ta11.npS1,.0 .S.O D:irc 
S!t.a.c .! \'erIclnwli. SISO I)'S'g! 
C.ott1!mor;. ,.li:h of Nlais.athust... S I .() l )c ,:gncc
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Mr. Donald A. Reid 4 

bcc w~encl: 
Region I Docket Roo~m (with~ concurreflcts) 
E. Kelly, DRP 
J. Shudlosky, DRP 

bcc w/encl (VIA E-NIAIIA: 
V. McCreie, OEMX 
D. Dorman. NRR 
W. Butler. NRR 

b.-c w/encl (AIT REPIORTS ONLY): 
The Chairman 
Commissioner Rogcrs 
Commissioner Remick 
Commissioner de Plancjue 
J. T~o.EX 
T. Mfurley. NRR 
PD~t (OWd:N PL-37f (I)ist. (oe#FAC01 
A. Chaffee. NRR*DORS FAB 
E. Jordan. AEOL) 
IN PO 
P. Bkvhr:cei, Cihaxrm-ari ACRS (AFF Rqxpos p' 
K, a2:. AE.01) (AIl Re.por', 0:ý?..,
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E~XECUTIVE SUNMM.4Y

Oni Septemrctr 3. 1 9143. at aluou 123(0 p in., Vert morn Yankcc per SAM.',` ",ad~ re1i 

dropped a fuel assemb!N approximnately eight feet back into it% reactor core locatiott during 
fucl handlivi activities. At the time, the plant wkas shutdowkn in , efuchlin outa-e Aith abotx~ 
one-third of the planned fulC moves already completed. On SeptembeNr 7. 19.93. the ltcenskee 
resumned fuel handling activities after completion of troubleshooting, limplementation of 
corrective actions, and discussions with the NRC. On Septemnber 9, 1993, a second filel 
~handling -incident ox.curred when operators Inad~veutently lowered a filel assembly onto a core 

compo~nent. After the second incident wAas reported. the l.censee suspende',d further fucl 
hand',i ri,.  

An Augmented Inspection Team (AlT;) was dispatched by the NIXC to dewemine the 
circumstances that led to the events, their causes, safety significance and generic 
irrphications. Ilie AlT betzan [its assessments on September 101, jQ4)3. comipleted its onsite 
re-Je-w on September 14, '()1)3. and presented Its preliminarv findings Ini a public exit 
mneeting on September 1.'i 1 Qi)3 

~ ~opcraror\ "erc the ;ntmecdiaL- causics of thte 'I~.x 1C Xe pe'mra Ot IL.  

y CueýIden'e 1ndiJcxted Lhi..: ,he ora~ppc had not properl ti c0.'! on t!:', t''' uc .tscmh] 
c :dth~ te '~ i t ddr,~ crier.,'i reut wgi the drop of tht wci1'~ T 

Septemcn.xr 3, 1993. T[he Septeuc-,e '4 P 993 event wkas an inadvertent operator pertortnancet 

Crror. Humian factors weaiknesse conu:ilb-!-ed to die L ror in lowkering rather than raising the 
.7 -txsmh' .The team concluded tha' the fuel handling incidents hatd been appropriate]> 

_.ck' the sy-stemis orxeralll and the ec 'stin;' plan, et!r~o n 

de~ r~de~: he Al toun t--t es: n :,1 !o' w~'erez fat !rnm'toc a:cidetn! eo hool 

ac~.atet: nn wg o !he mlo'd:. .;'; t :~was not etteL!';'ý In th.;* operators, weaL no0t 

Saeo! ~et~. C r x P-1KoC41&.i:_ 'd.r were not used anid A crc no'. adhere-d !o and 

,v~rx isdr\ did not ens;iret:. :I"( ý.c~ x e re followed. Maxnagoe.ment did no'cO:2C*~ 

c '~xtatnsand prey dec pro;icr e.rsh:of fuel handhng- activiucie., 

itC G0::%'40- t,.% ;hv sknior rWL~tO! 0,p7et-1.t to contifl:C the planned mio~e of the asseii!,K',, 
%0v10 khacbh. .'Sepcrt~embr" ~ ino.!d ervrnt!ý beer1 lowered on'to a core compoxnent wkas 

.: :2e : ra~ IL .ei, Sqn-cinbet picur 1h~s prceur C pin,.  
* ~~')tIsiCi .:L~'& ;~ :2~..ge~ev ' ~:~tr ce .e C Cfu.eY::



DETAIUS

1l.0 lINTROUT)IunON 

Upo~n being informed of the fuel han!tflng incidents on Septem-ber 3 and 9. l9'ý3, a, the 
Vermont Yankee Niclear Power Suition. the NRC Region I Region~al Administrator and 
senior management from the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and the Office for 
Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD) determined that an augmented 

... Inspec:tiop teamn (AlT) should be formed to review the circumstances and evaluate the 
significanc& of the events. The bases tor the determination were the need for the NRC to 
fuliv understand the catises of the events and to determine if these~ were associated with 
generic issues %khich required further NRC Action. Accordingly, an All' was selected.  
briefed, and d'spatched to the site on September 9, 1993).  

1.1 Aff Scope and Obje~ctive

The chartCer for thý: AlT I tch~ei was fil]ai:7i-d on Sc-v:inber 9. 1993. The charier 
diri'cred the recim to conduct, an ~c:o and til accom~;i1: V tIC followilig gen-'r.  

D. fkrmnine the speciltk: circurnSlarceN and causes of the an. i-ent operator errors,, tha: 
oc. rc~d;rn rfu:tui',' on Sc-ptenbCer " arid 9. I ~)93.  

Detcermine antd evalua-zc arý cl'aIng (srvciflcaflh PlAn, Decsign Chang-e ~-1 

o! theic rcl uei:! :_ brido- ýCWU 1 :t rapple, and op..rato.cor,7 M.Aso. Jjc 

ai-al.:e the humian aw'. ase of bouh events, includmin-: 1) commland! ard.  
c:S. andc01 11 to'~ I'lln "1"11 -,rfor-laflce factors,; such as staffing, 

(w*eT1trT1,. Wld schedulle: a;-d 3) Nar stemns xnterlfaIeS. such as %%.I coflso'i.  

L Assess the - ?e sx 1gM? .x n :. ue-no~ exiun damitoe to the affected fue! 

I )vte, -,: 1 : Ii c Ie t(,L 0.I. '. ,C-.0*' J.ýc ' ri r t~ cC l :ne n. cc an~d trout)i t) n 
r;:n~cfora~a:~L C :fC2LflgVendor mintrface d.1d :on?-.,I 

F.vajuai:e Vernnon! Ynkcv's ---wnt~fs and ; lanagemnen:, controls followine th; 
Septcm.Ner, 3ro ' r: a,,K' e~: to~ A--'cond Septemiber 9-th e.rt atclr' 
0:1 th '.b c *r
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1.2 AIT Proce-,,, 

During the period September 10 - 14, 1993, the AIT conducted an independent inspection, 
review, and evaluation of the conditions and circumstances associated with the events. The 
team inspected fuel handling, equipment, and controls; held discussions and formal 
interviews both with personnel involved in the event and others performing the same duties:" 
reviewed relevant records, including operator logs, modification packages, and twining 
"dc*uifients-, and evaluated the adequacy of established procedures, personnel training, and 
management oversight. Attachment 2 is a list of personnel contacted by the AIT.  

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENTS 

On August 27. 1993, the licensee initia'ed a reactor shutdown and entered a refueling outage. A•f 

On September 1, 1093, dhe licensee commLnced the first of (about, 700 planned movements 
of fuel assemblies necessary to refuel the reactor. On September 3, 1993, during fuel move 
number 233. one fuel assembly became detached from the grapple while being lifted out of 
the reactor core. The assembly fell an estimated 8 feet back into its original location. Some 
assembly damage and a small radioctive release occurred.  

The licensee suspended fuel handling, notified the NRC, and investigated the event. After 
the licensee completed their investigation and implemented certain corrective actions, fuel 
handling was resumed with NRC concurrence.  

On September 9, 1993, during fuel move number 388, a fuel assembly was inadvertently 
lowered, instead of raised. resulting in an apparent impact with another assembly or 
component in the core. The potentially damaged a_,embly was then moved to a fuel sipping 
can, as originally planned. The licensee reported the event, suspended fuel handling 
acuvities, and the NRC dis-atched an AIT to investigate the fuel handling incidents.  

A chronology associater' with the fuel handling incidents is contained in Attachment 3.  

3.0 PERSONNEL PERFORMANCE AND REFUELLNG OVERSIGHT 

The AlT assessed the preparation, performance and practices associated with core 
alterations/fuel movement prior to, between and after the two refueling events. The findings 
of the team are grouped into four categories: Training, Procedures. Personnel Performance 
and Nliragernent Oversight.



3.1 Training 

3.1.1 Olwrator Training Prior to September 3, 1993 

Prior to the refueling event on September 3. 1993, all operatifon personnel received specific 

refueling training as a pý.rt of the normally scheduled continuing training cycle. The training 
'was provided to licensed operators and non-licensed Auxiliary Operators. The training, 

conducted during the six week period between June 29. 1993 and August 6, 1993 was one 

and a half hours in length. All operations p-rsonnel attended the normally scheduled training 

excel--- for tvo who completed a read and s:gn package on refueling operations as a make-up.  

An outline in lesson plan LOT-00-234H, Revision 8 (06/93), was used to guide the training 

provided on refueling The outline specified ;, discussion of vessel diassembly, refuel 

outage tests. planned modifications to the refuel bridge along with a review of the listed 

licensed operator objectives. Although. one of the objectives required the use and or 

understaiding of prox:cdure 1101, the objective did not pro,.ide clear performance 
e ..,a,, regarding the level of tinderstanding. The lesson plan included a me1or-,andum-.  

on the s,,cope of PI)CR 92-011, "Refuel Platform Upgrades.* The memorandum stated that 

the matn h.i;s! controls would be repLaced but did not provide any details atou: the ne'.k 

contro!s. The figure of the main hoist controls ini the lesson plan was not the samic as the 

controls installed at the beginning of the outage. The training occurred prior to the contro!s 

being reptl%:etd.  

B'.s, on i o r. ,e' d:"-, protcd.r' 11 ( ). "Management of Refuel Activites arld Fu el 

•,w 'ls, Nov emer- v..- •.d ,L.,sdIn i Class v !hr niphas;s on tfle adr aJ'' 

dut!;:cs and rcs;T h:'e't ;cs . o ,s . 'he b , o' tr,,. proced u re .%as bric,,, rc\ .' t, t:,.! 

"atelu:un to r t-. and cai, .:':. :.. nstructor d:d not spec,, to,:, u',,. ., S.  
-, , -. ....  

l-strt,'tio, pr.,%idcd to co ,er the ohjeases for requalil,:aton tr-aining. by practice is left to 

the dicrC,:on of the instructor. Although the training provided was generally considered to 

-ba,e tequa:c baecd on inrteries, there was no documentation of what was covered in class 
Nac as no assurance that the same information was presented from one class to the next.  

On 'I he 2-) "l'rai:nir (OFF) bv et:her demonstration or hands on p-actice was not provided 
prior to t!.c September 3. 119'3 event. This training was not considered on the basts that it 

had .t c,, . in t-:e if' ...s: for rc..uihfi,:ation trainingo Although the personnel invo:,.cd 
,n r -,tCl ..... had aS.C.n,. aiount of fuel mosemernt ex -r'r cc. so::1c 

ind:;iduals inmenje',Acd felt, hand,, or. practice was necessary. Since core alteration fuce 

movements are done infrequently. t.,c team, concluded that it v.oa.ld be a good practice to 

rec,, trn,ipula!ive skili,< undcr r•,• .fctv significant condmtionIs, particularlv followurg the 

,,_, .. ,, tn o j , , , . an, d control ,.
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Trajrim-g p~ractices prior to t~he Septerntxr 3. 1993, event wcre u~eak. *UhLS assessment IS 
bawsd on the absence of oJT prior to refueling and the r.-suits of interviews. Through 

intee~s.the AIT determined th~at most of the operators were not aware of cera~in 
iinpor-..nt procedur-al reqtiirement~s and routinely had not performed all the required steps 
during fuel movement operation.  

3A.2 Reactor Engineer Training Prior to Scptemuocr 3, 193 

Prio~r to tbe. refuel outage the reactor engineers .were provided a number of training scrsions.  
One of thew sessions was given using an inf -ormal 5 page briefing sheet. The Intent of this 
training was to review refueling goals. various proctdural requirements along %4ith refuel 
conting-enc-, plans with the reactor engineers providing fuel movement support. The "Thints 
to remTCIINbu .,hen moving fuel" se.-ion contained a specifi: discussion that the rea. br 
er---ieer should verifv the grapple clow Lght to be on prior to liftng a fuel bundle.  

Ic X MT didi not rc,-iek a]l the trainring a~nd docurtien:.ioor: :i'W the inst~ructior-il brief ne,, 
-d lo he rea-c!or en-inecr-,. btut the teaim di J cor.ti r:n "..x tne C~eCio to -c ri fý 

.3. I .3 ()pvr~tor /-actor [aigink-tr Traiining -o~low ing the Se tm)- ,1- 9 

lr~~n:.;rdakl. o~~i ng t~he Sep)tembeK-r 3, 19'3 eý.ent was pertfornied as a part of the 
c:orrect;'. e ction, The t.-arnin consistedl ot a clasr~xmr s~ssion. ai reaýd and sign 

p± .al)d ha!;dk or (j I it 'r [Ihe Oper:'ors and reac,:tor eng!neerN, 

a~r:i, ~ct.cd.'.C~ and dscu~sions of p~roee;:cJre ' il ,1 "MNariagenient 

A :~ 21,I:K!~c:: t~cr ~so in (1etdi. Al houvgh the 
:~' .W~c!: ~ t:,.. -,i d( ;oIi\ucumnent ttii kc- pii.mit) tich 

.~. /~.~:C :pkp.ircd ip~;rdiac fo the C1 rtil i %t-i 'Ices. *1 tie tra~mnry t~ik- approxirnatelý 
0,. L~n:1 ~to t( 'O~rbr .~ idý %Xx; done prior to the 01JT portiOn.) 

Tz:rc.id and S!'n pac:U-v Was provided to (oprations persn;.el on the revised proc~elu-.e 
I 110i , "anagern~ert of Refucj' Activities and F~uel Aswrmbly Movement,' Revision 23.  

The O.'f cons,,s~eA of niovmcy the bridge and trol~e' -.o coordinates provided in the spent fie,' 
~'ri)1I ~ LW Ih~fU. prixr-- the grappl- .'nearement ver ficatuons inldnLhe 

o. :che,*Pk under lo,t.! A!! rn%:r-::hcr,. of the rufue! tearns performeTd in 'heir normnal 

I2 r.cpro% iacd oiASep-tember 3, 19'J , event wka% adcqduitc The te-uni noted', 
K'.e' e. ha.: :4!tho':q.- -. *: I7~'." wkere 0;Cra2tcd dingthe OJIT; .x of tfhe training, the 

in h(,;,,! sTpeed 1,:( 1:.....t re, er:,a 4,1 %- t!cr mfotio n co.r-p.!rcd to hoist direccuoi,
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3.2 Fuel Hlandling Procedure 

3.2.1 Procedisre Adequacy 

The AlT Te~oev-%ed procedure 1101, 'Management of Refuel ActjIvitis and Fuel Assembly 
Movement." Rcvis:()ns 21, 22. and 23. Although a number of enhancements were made in 
e~ach of.-te sucoessic revision.,. the tri~m determined Revision 21 of the procedure to be 
adequate for fuel nio,,ement with the r.mhoist.  

The procedure provided expectations that the reactor engineer and the SRO were requ.-rcd to 
visually vcnfv grapple closurc. Additionally, the reactor engineer and SRO veritication. step 
was imbeddicJ in the strp to close the grapple. The procedure. Revision 23. required a more 
direc'ed evoluticri bv the SRO &s well a., establishine additional -,renfications to ensure p-oper 
grappling of a fuel bundle. The additional procedural barriers consisted of SRO verificzn~on 
of propexr graipple head orientation prior to ergaging the grapple and rtdundant checks b%. the 
I'Cac'tt" er~gi:'c 4.,rit SRO) to ' zcvt - 1' r~ :-h* %wa" e-r-;crgic f6jol~o ,'n1 ?r`Up'.: 

ITnc p codUrc. Reu1sior' 2`1. Z/ axt.s (rc: ic,-ng hoist deptbi) counter reference .-alues 'Aec
inc--orrect. 66The~w referenc p-ins prucl approximate relatl~i height for kcvl comnponents 
wihin the spent fuel ptkol and reactor core. Th-e values had changed basedonte ns-fluo

of a new 71. ax~is indication S% Slen;, prior to the refuel outage. Although these levcik 
-,70V.cdva.&44 i operator 1u; tori .j,o*"1-. 3e.2operator ai-ds were In place. upda~ed_ da~i% 

fl ".* IutC~V.dt.c~ opera~k~tor hjdt iO U t( date refderenx VaJ!-es 

notl!sr~~.nl. o~i~t to cSp nc3. 1)- vn.Fur~her. Rc, :%Stro23t 
pr)c~r %Aa a-ww1 as adc-_.VC ~pror .~m'ee~ ~ rl!j:: h0:,: a, 

thertor vaS nMot a I:-,~u;n ?at~ nICh Sepuzrmtxr 9. i9K3 ? .nt 

3.2.2 Fuel Ifandlisig Step% 

lkroctc.Iurc 101 . Revision 2'3. d~re; tedJ upendtors withdrawrng a peripheral fuel asser~ly to 
wiitaw "to 'us! Nio%c thc :o.-c mo~e t 1%ard the center-core area, then fu'lv raise' t~he 
;sc;isThe li,:Cn,(Ce -h -cm:hd (.-.e- rtne a*:crnar:ne. rsins- the assemnblI fulIly an d 

ce, rnow. 7,I,ýtoard thc ceLn! to rtf:eC raxc -,) Ctior , LC. in. !ne &-sxwefl when.. handlJ;.r%. fie' 

0 7:e~ '. t h ev r n * a cff i e, , to h .  

O~y&.',intC!-er'. %%v*Ccl staed :h.t 'AaS dC;'r general -rac ~c to mo'.e al!`s::Ke 
6.0dmth directedý for per;)p.rar. assemblies. Most facil;!es simi:ar to Verm on- Yan.kee 

rcv-,-J2C5 a.% nocessdr\ a!d ýsr the fulift Ehen move to centr'r approac for mo~ir.-
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did note that the approach used significantly increased the chance that an inadvertent operator 
error, such as occurred on September 9, 1993, would result in a fuel assembly impacting a 
core component. Using the more common fuel handling steps. an operator would have over 
30 feet of clearance to correct a mistake rather than the two to three feet (or four to six 
seconds) available to operators.  

3.3 Personnel Perfonnance 
":..',:. -i..- : 

3.3.1 Reactor Engineers 

During the September 3, 1993, dropped fuel assembly event, the reactor engineer was off the 
bridge of the refueling platform performing other dutes on the refueling platform floor.  
Therefore, the reactor engineer did not follow the facilities Operating Procedure No. 1101.  
Revision 21, and verify grapple closure which stated: "Move the Grapple Open/Close 
Switch to the CLOSE position, the SRO and the Reactor Engineering representative visually 
verify grapple closure.* 

Operating Procedure 1101. Revision 21. indicated that the reactor engineer shall.  

a. watch for and notify the Senior Licensed Operator of a,,, occurrence which may 
.:potentially jeopardize safe refueling.  

b. ensure compliance with the Fue! Loading Schedule.  

c. maintain tag boards on the re'uLc floor and place target tags on boards for operator 
referencc.  

d. assist the Senior .iccnsgd Operator on the retuel io,),.  

C. maintain the Refueling Log (DP 06420).  

.The above duti'.s placed conflicting organizational expectations by management on the reactor 
engireer. When only one reactor engineer was assigned to a refueling shift crew, the 
individual had duties that were both on the refueling platform bridge and on the refueling 

' :.platform floor. This conflict was a contributing factor to the dropped fuel assembly event.  

The team concluded that, prior to the September 3, 1993. event; the reactor engineers should 
have been aware of all assigned resxnsibilitles and identified conflicting duties to their 
supervision.  

Reactor engineer performance was good during the September 9, 1993, inadvertent lowering 
of the flel assembly event. The reactor engineer quickly observed that the fuel bundle was 
being lowered rather than raised, called to the refueling platform operator to stop, which 
prohabiy mitigated the consequences of the event.
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3.3.2 Refueling Platform Opi'rators 

The refueling platform operator involved in the dropped fuel assembly event r~ported that he 
verified grapple closure (i.e., observed that the grapple closed light was on). Moreover, the 
operator noted that he observed the change in state of the grapple closed light. The report 
and observation by the operator were inconsistent with the preponderance of physical 
evidence, which indicated that the grapple was not closed when raised. The team assessed 
the performance of the refueling platform operators to be poor prior to the 
September 3. 1993, evert; the operators generally were not aware of the requirement to 
perform a rotational check, which ensured proper engagement, after grapple closure. That 
rotational check, not done for the dropped assembly, was intended to detect improper 
grappling and may have prevented the September 3, 1993, event.  

Thc refueling platform operator engaged in the inadvertent lowering of the fuel bundle event 
committed an error resulting principally from two reasons. First, the human factors aspect 
of the change to the main crane controls, a "joystick," was a contributing factor (see Section 
3. 1. ). The operdtor had received no training on how to use the new joystick. The 
relationship bctAeen the motion of the joyvstck and control of the grapple was inconsistent 
v•:ih his past exprience and reversed the direction of control used in the previous outage 
Second. the wax the licensee moved fuel, that is, initially raising each assembly 2-3 feet 
above the core, next moving the bundle to the center of the core, and finally taking the 
assembly full up. was also a contributor. This pattern provided an additional opportunity to 
commit an error of this type (oe Section 3.2.2).  

3.3.3 Senior Reactor Operators 

The SRO's per!orm,,nce (spcificall,,, command and control) dunng the dropped fuel 
ity,,embhl e%,cnt ,aps unsatisfactory for several reasons. The senior reactor operator failed to 
verify grapple closure and did not ensure that the reactor engineer, who was off the refueling 
Aa~form bridge. verifled grapple closure. Operating Procedure I101, Revision No. 21, 
required the senior reactor operator and the reactor engineer to visually ve'ify grapple 
closure. Further. the senior reactor operator did not comply with the following step of the 
subject procedure: "Verify the fucl assembly is grappled by: 1) attempting to carefully 
rotate the control console one way then the other ... * Thus, the senior reactor operator 
lacked command and control not only because he failed to follow procedure, but also because 
he did not require the shift crew to follow procedure.  

Fhct. SRO's performance regarding command and control was al.o unsatisfactory dunng the 
inad',erer.T lowering of the fuel bundle event. After the fuel bundle was inadvertently 
lo,,erc6. the SRO continued with the movement of the fuel bundle to the spent fuel pool.  
This action wa, contrary to Operating Procedure 1101, Revision No. 23, which stated:
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0 It xn:ý off normal' conditron or evwidence of iflterferericc or hinding of cornp'ncnts :n 
the core develops, further operation in that area of thc core shal be imrmcdzatciy 
%toP~x1 and the problem investigated and corrected.  

0 Fuel bundles not properly seated may be rescated. Hoxc~cr. no fuel movemcni or 
core alter~tions shIl be mnade to correct a damaged, misloaded or misorientod bundle 
in the reactor unti! the RICE Nlanagcr h.±s !e-en notified.  

0 Halt any activity in the event of an unusual or abnormal (xcurrence. Once any 
acti'itv has been halted. it may, only be re-initiated by, the Sh,;ft Super~isr after 
rtcc:v~ng concurrence from the Operations Manager.' 

3.4 NMamigrnient Otersight 

3.4.1 Procedure L~age 

1 P ttilt did rio: ha~c an adminstraiti'~e procedure or guidelne that. dictatrd the level of 
u-4 re&4uired for p~rocxedures. IB±scd or intervic%%s. the teaim wAj unclear on %%hat the 

rn'mc1 xpocta~iofls were 07or usc ot proccedurc 110'.. Nlanagument of Refuel Acti-vitxes 
WIGd Vtel Avsemnhls Movement.' Pnor to the September 9, 1993, event, operators did not 
use Ipr~xedt;rc 1101 during fuel handling, did not hase it on the fuel bridge for reference 
pu~rposes-, and did not know it It was available on the refuel floor. Some operators thought it 
%'.i% i1;)royrijtc to have the procedure available on the refuel bridge for either step by step 
reterra: or to rL'~erence it as needed, since there w4as a lot of information to remembtr.  
F~,c.r thc majority of perc4n~r.c! ,ntcr~icwed thought this w1as not neccsxiry due to the 

rc;cr- ,:t' oit fuel rnio~eren! and du~e to housekeeping concermr% wh.;c over the '.esse 
ant! vk; ' , .; pkwy! 

Itx All r ilcirir-ined! lia: clear mnanagemen. e)pcx'4t:()n% dfd not exist ftor the requ:-tx! le'el 
0! u's4. o! rct'uc )rkxcedu~rcs. The tear!n wvas coacerned th~it laick o! clear management 

e~'Ct~i 1"..1%u h&.te crcitck! an el rm ntin \&hkh-J refuc! proxcedures, rokutinely- Aere not 

3.4.2 Commnuniciations 

lDiirin1 r intervicews, the AU! determined that the SRO used a hand-held phone to maintain 
communit;11Cation '~ihthe contro! r~xt~) during fuel movementn within the core. Additiona!!v.  
1,11C op a~rWOu Jd UWeb ~~r to ohscrr e fue! assembi ý plac('mnenz. Thewe v.o factor-.  
woulJd challenge the abili-,s to hold and u~sc the proxcedure. The tcam consiclcro 
conirntirucatiofls to .,asc been adequate. but noted that the current practice could inhibit 
fu:!-irc in hand proxcedure use on the rehuc, bridge
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lDuringC inter' tes. the AfTdteme!:L prc-;c'h or pre-shzt' brief-s had not 
cogducted' pr:~ oA "I.e m-'v W' emtTC:' :i Fs.\ R sttehat 'A s;; ''ir hMh~ 

instruetiona! tine? ings oitentc~( the:r staffs pnor to execunng a refuel prtxcedure in 
the interest of safets. and go-w xI power station practice.* (FSAR Section 13.9.3). The failure 
o-f shit: super'tsors or the refuel fhxvr SROs to perform the briefings, represents a mjiswe! 

O~)pflhf%,\to review and' %ent t.he kr'dersuwdzng of key adm-ni~st-ranie and procedur2l 
requireineuts to enure safe refuell:ng practices. Based on interviews, the ream concluded 

i vt:CQP.!AWI! liiCeS"t' mde had-- no, bceen awkare of the F:SAR comnit-nen.m 

3.4.4 Schedule 

It!ised on twe: view s . the A iI -e!lcd ht h refuelf tetm\ hai, c,,: no undue sens.ý Of 
urguc>or revarc:ronuxn.:v::n: c..:cdtofue' mc'semen;ct A!, ;cr'nnneý ir~ren tewed 
thr w.a ciercrr.t. . :'t: 4 r~gh: .and W.! Add!'zonah;ý .mr 

3.4.5 R1411 StaFl-ing' Adl'! C hel rIMF 

Ike. A`[ re'. :e'da I,' c p14: S.t Mn s~rt .r : ~ c::~~adco.rn] u!dW thAtN the 
ret.cf s'a' vie 'Aka' N~t;r&' rtecx o" '.iiL- refu!g ok'ractio; A r(Rx 

*'!wt \ * ..-. It:!r x.' 0,~ ':e:ws 1%op 'n o .  

(J](!.'Io'1 L:,r tO C :' :ItI7 I'% "w . 2 2T: .ho;wrV. r' hd rL e:: ' .t .e 

ho rs txtxtenshýs --,'fo%4it .. iA1o rween rn~ v h ýrledy le (orr.: 

1 ': .7 C': n.w u t t~:;¾ ~ -c: .~ ' r:IstS.:t:3 I o~,.m
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3.4.6 MnIagIIemIentI ( )serý%glt of bid li I1)(Jfiigi 

Thc tcawm contri~c ~d that there haid ltxnc little or no ma.na,,cmcn! o% ersigh hit' fuel mlo,.emen
O;.'rdi~~; smarndgemenr sutedc thar there had wcen. no managemnent oh wr~ations of fuel 

mo~ ement during the current outige. *rie quality assurance orgatuivi!on had riot performied 
any fuel niovement surveillanlce sinlce 1987.  

4.0 REFUHANG BIRlIDGE FUEL: HIANDI)ING EQUIPMEfNT D)VSIGN CHIANGES 

Thc ie.wi re tiewed the details of design chanige% imidel to the refueling platform fuel handling 
eq.t ;~e~:over the past fi, c yeavrs. D uring. that penkxJ. the licensee completed three sepa1ra!e 

aclw. itis Intenrded to Improve ifhe p~rformiance of this equipment. The fuel grapple was 
rep]l. ced i-,I lQSS with an Improved des'gn- with two independer't hooks to carry the fUe'.  
a!sse athilv. Thi - ye~ar. modifications wee- made to irnprm~c the *aver-all reliability of the 
equmipmncn bN replacwing the hows and its controls and the other assoc1atod components such 4-t 

the refuel iii hois depth (ZZ ax sI:!h moi torng and di spltiý Fol owting the 
'~e~cu1~r . Q'Jdroppexd !'ix: .tcmh. m. ani intcerhck w,-.%as;dd! ito the hotist upw ard 

M~t:I~i it,\ !ti'e ~~~;. cont.ro:,s had' .ilsA txhcurrcd Larlicr t:n 
1;58itt)il (lpicled a "Jo% .snck cm.:ro, on the operator corn,ýle to control trolley n~~e~ 

k x i ~d rig h!. a second p 51,k !oYr pi &I. n ir mard, and reverse rnot:on and a third forfx 
.ho:1N .tt atld \x~r h' :1t etcl ere repialed w ith Ithrt.C 

~'r;. rori ~tar\ Ic...r oixnec rx'cr'd. tor cxaznpic, hý rotating the ie~er 
wv~toard t11e rt :c'! lb.5t r'. coxicrur :l1ckv, V-. W.ta trom. Vu

to !o"C T iIhe 

tv.. (j -ap ich rt-p ie. n.i 'c:t :.-..:: *ri ' ired W . .m 

Sepd:.tc pustio sensinlg swACitch we4re opevrated by cac:h o! tne two hooks. The ."mch %kw 
ope r. o ,, when Its asiociitted hook w-as fuily engaged under the fuel assembly hand'--. The 

t \ hs wre w ired in v-rnes such t!-A! btx,,h had to tx- J- '.d Uo l!Iununate the gral,;d~e closw 
lam~p !o oildo the ho;% oii a~r C&trl ! 

R Req -es; ( i , I N 6 ud (-rlpeRpJ-Wmn.- rdieea ;et; 
( ~::;'.r.Ser\. :ce Inforni'oI (w I cvi, !L l i No X. - ed&~itt Hook (I riipple 10ik "~ - 11i 

s.e' e . L1tlI~ ~cm;. r. t., dc.Q ,; . ch.ingc- rv.r.i r. InA Ih ri.'cl uiiddfl h~x4 gr-app:-.  
h:.d Xt~k% kOi c qua I'' ~e.l] to or grec.c~cr th.ir; !he originaisigl hook 

cr( .. hv t
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The tca:i di 'cu~se.d the grappie des~gn %kith % endor represenut~ives. The redund,.ri ý:%ip-'ic 
was (lesigried such that a single component failure would riot result inl dropping a tuc; bundle.  
In rq gtrJ to loaJl .iftte' factors, under normal condition%, the entire gr~appl- asswmb~k had a 
S~tfctv (ito f three,. the p~rinar-y hooKk a safe:', factor of 12 .(the sccondarv Of 8.5 all,-' tcn 
shaft on ý- hich the hotoks piwictd has a .afcty~ factor of 21 . T[he redundant hoo~ks wc~c 
configured such that it should not bx pK)s.sibke for both to %imultaneously hang up onl a fuc! 
bundle. For exaple, onel of the two hook-s was 3i16 inch shorter that the other.  
Additionall',. thle o;wrilrig in the grapple head thlat accept,-,I the fuel asswmbiv bale handle haid 
beci. machi~ned to provilde 1 '4-inch cle~arance across the handie width and l/8-inch ac:ross its 

rru?~n'\When scawod on the tuel assembly handle, the grapple ho~k-s pa~ssed under Uc-A 
h 'ndle Aith approxinm~iely 0.5 inch cicarance. Additionally, the configuration of the gr-apple 
cios,.re %cnsimg rilcroswitches anid their associated grapple hoo~ks provided a po~sitike 
indication of' gr-apple closure thla! was relatively~ inw-nsitivu to changes in swvitch P Sitmon 
ad~justmk:.l, The teamn concluded' tat the grapple design pro~ ided at close tolcr;,:-ce 17.wit 
the ! ae :m'm i' handle, and that the redundxi r hooks and tlhecr a ~c c!m: is '. :7
pro-0 Lh.l: cý00% ASM6.rLNA 0' )ON : ý r.r;Iea:C 

!,ýk-~i th xrs 

r ccvm'j.ded It ýr I! I !Io I -S'-. ý an Cl ctrc, I:r~. in", oh P,': 
Thc dc\;gr- . as pr powd b% the vendor in S 11 Ps~i . pro% :dcd an inwero . " to preve c:: L.;' AA-j 
hoist V10101 ýio Ahen loa-ded to appro x :na*c'! v 481 tNi;) urd., urflev,, hth g-,Pppe hoo.k ps:i 
Swilche\ 'Acre clowd indlicatimVha the h~xk!, Acere ful- 1,~iiorned k 1-r the fuel a'mi 

2c I).L~ ~the desig2,- chafnge re'~iew prL ! \.te22 Ldc:l-f-'tE fc d 

hec tper-kkd (t June* tic i: .\: 2S ~1, I P41. .e ope ort th-.,sc kX l o 
deteni nd ~a ts.t~ !("':C fo rrned tc. revicA~p~~ pr,1*t,.ei7-s 'Aith the p1 at urni and po d 

recoinniendation% to i niprovc re aiit-.nd pc.21ernmx.c The equipm-n.t reollaced included 
thei oi' hn s inc:lWudirg thle motor, h : ra iPe s. caibe and o.ri:s' p .cvhrd 

.J'ga Lilpt. ea !~ ard ý sp, ne.ccýA ~c~~ ~dU
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departments Thtew4 d~kxiumentý dcseri~x the var~ous aspects of ti-e nrul~-C~1tIca os inClu i.ng 
their operator interfacc aspects such as the type and location of new digital displays for main 
hoist depth and maini hoist load. The rew hoist and it% motor sp~vd controller and associated 
tovstick control were selected to provide the operato~r with Ne-tter finec control of hoist motion.  
Itic hoist twas replaced primiarilv due to lIm~t.-itionll on obtA~ning spare parts for the old hoist 
mechanism.  

'The design change documient did not ad~ hehitdieto in relation to joystick 
mlovemnent, nor did it address the differncex in. control when replacing the rotary motion 
controller with the joystick and the resultui:;! d;fferenccs to operdtiofls personnel. The 
installation and test procedure for PI)CR 92-11, Step 7,24.2, required operation of the main 
hoits joystiCk and , erification Ilia: the hois,* rotated in the prcper direLction. it was necessary 
toI reverse mo-or leaids to complete thi requiremen~l Proper 1 01st operation was an a ribute 
that %4as '%eri fied vt a tI -d parlh quali~v contrc! inspection.  

'I Ck tc.LmI C( O. I tludh! thit! 11%ei. A: rn ~ '' e in 4o )vera i imnprovemernt 
tn ~~iiH\ottW e h~i!&rc i:2c IO.t t;c liexf~..c did not st-6k design input 

t ~'W" (i~;~ r~I cc uc .~~o t The opocrat 'r i~ntetfIa~x cormponents such 
a., co~ri. anl\df( Itnd:c.flI0 T."x te.::: ;!'V 0;. ~:x the,, ;%ktbi~ norki..~ s 114 
sch~eduled tor Con i';1'ptor:el C el()ihI C1101 !re Cu~rr. cre7" ! outaige to alloy, hands-on 
trai n rit! of perlimnnel prior to fulri'10 '. Mer 

4..3 Hcftiitig ci Ilat fnrj II oi'.i Inaterlock Mod ificat icj 

T."- ': ro !r t:f'ir the c~ ~ p~ r .h' :v ~rh. c on Sepcenihr e). 10993 
to'". ",.p .. . .I c~ en:. ITC: " I.ication added ain 

eie.: : .: J:L~. . t..i p~e. eu. n~.....::& thc ho)is' '-heii loaded to greaitcr than 

V. ~ i&orp. sh& ±NI t i~ r&:.NtK. "~X~.~ii I'M; ¼ý ( 0S . and! donec under Work Order 
No ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t tiia I rWWb..'.:.uc L± e. mme tile vendor for 

!ic~r~krat 1o ! '. lr~er( td2 r.i IA: SLCtiofl 4.2) 

Thic bIeMK:C nd th, '<undor rt-cornmenrded circuit after findmng that a resistor in series 
with the closL grapple: relayv coi! did not allow the relay to plick-up. A "h* contact in the 

saercia', %4w. tuwi. to h~asthe rcsi,,tor and, therefore. allowed e'nough current to pass for 
.0 0o icr.I!V l~ team rc hc th'the fim (ffication] Should bw transparent to !Ihe 

mo a -**~~'1.* .Th.. C lOWI ind !Calor [.inilp and rnzi n hoist lohid 

5.f) '4A[I.NTEN('F. AI' J B.S~oN OF REFTI lKI.Ni EQ~uIwNIET 

I ~c e.r, :. e.&c rcteor:! -:rk reqcievs,.%ri... it for plaint re'u-eiing eqjuipment.  
!il m* 'l 8'I~ L.~'~,- .~L. .e.m or't ~ intenance.
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Under Work Order 93-07019-00, an inspection was made of the grapple, its hooks, and their 

air cylinder operators and position indicating switches on September 5, 1993, two days after 

the dropped fuel assembly event. Other than air cylinder leaks, all components were 

determined to be functioning properly. A small air leak was found at the lower air 

connection to a cylinder, the other was found filled with water. The second cylinder was 

replaced. The grapple hook position microswitches were found to be set to open with slight 

outward motion of the grapple hooks. In that condition, the grapple closed light would go 

out as the main hoist mast was rotat-d to verify proper engagement with a fuel assembly 

handle. The AIT was unable to determine the extent, if any, that the leaking air cylinders 

contributed to the dropped fuel assembly; however, the licensee's investigation findings 

discounted any contribution by the condition of the air cylinders to the event.  

Work Order 93-07133-00 was written to adjust the microswitches and eliminate the 

intermittent loss of grapple closure indication. This was performe on September 8, 1993.  

Although the team did not identify any concerns with technician performance, the team noted 

that the work was accomplished without the benefit of a written procedure.  

The licensee was unable to reproduce an incomplete grapple configuration with the grapple 

light energized. The team concluded that the preponderance of the physical evidence 

indicated that the grapple light had not been energized during the September 3, 1993. event.  

The team noted, however, that the incomplete grapple configurations tested by the licensee 

on smooth bar stock had not demonstrated sufficient gripping or pinching force to allow a 

partial lift of a fuel assembly. The licensee stated that the assembly handle geometry. v hich 

had a chamfered underlip. would have allowed more lift force to be transferred. The team 

considered the licensee's troubleshooting, completed about one veek before the AIT 

investization, to have been adequate.  

6.0 HUMAN FACTORS REVIEW 

"The AIT reviewed the human factors asp-cts of both events regarding (a) human-system 

interfaces v, th the refueling platform consolc and (b) human performance. including 

command and cortrol. In addition, human engineering deficiencies relzi'e te the refueling 

platform corsole that were not necessarily related to the two events were also identified.  

6.1 fluman-System Interfaces 

During the previous outage the control for the grapple was a lever switch. To raise the 

grapple. the lever switch would be pushed forward (see Figure 1). Prior to the current 

outage (dunng August 1993), the lever switch was changed to a joystick. Although training 

received information on this design change No. 92-11 (June 1993), refueling platformn 

operators (RI'OsP) received no training on how to use the new joystick. Further, the 

classroom training that was taught in preparation for the outage used a figure that 

erroneously depicted the lever switch as the control for thc gr,:pple.

I
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l~i 1~er c ndicated that the jo'. stick v.iAintaie basýed on OkutrnUSfesadFet 

Administrution (OSHA), American Society of Nitchanical Engineer% (ASME). and Crane 

Mlanuftj.-lrcrs Assýxiatiol (if America (CM.AM guidelines. OSHA 1910. 179 section 3(rv' 

""ae:As f~ar a.% pructicabke. the movement of each controller handle shall bc in the same 

geeadirLActions a% the result~ant movements of the load."- CNIAA Specification 70- 1988.  

Section .5.7.3. staes: "The mov-ement of each master switch handle should be in the samne 

gener-al direction as the resultant movement Of VIC load. except as shown in Figures 5.7.3a 

and,'5.72.ýb.. unless other'.hise specified. - ASME 3.-IQ0 Sextion 2- 1. 13.3(d), states-.  

'The movement of each manual controller or master switch handle should be in the same 

general direction as Lhe resultant mnovemnent of the load, except as sho'.n in Figs. (6 and 7." 

'1h-e licensec 1rnter-preLed the above guidelines as a control panel in the horizontal plane. The 

Ireseconsiderec the control console (shcwvn in F'igure 2) for the refueling platform to be

an vinc!ne plane de-ý:gr; (i.e., abo~ut 30 degrxs-e). Thus. the licensec inst~alled and labelled CU e 

v'' t~k'~idh the result~ant load mn the direction thlat Aould be appropriatc for a fully vertical, 

i.c....oirv~ard' motion it, t;p and hac ý- ard vik~on .Ndwun at, sho'A.~ in 
.c An alternate rationalk v.OU huLd to co nsrdcr ,or,,,. !"-C d~r to be the div.idirnr 

L~c!~n ~cu~r'~ hetergkidelrnes shtlUid tW Apilhedk to, ho'r:-mnri~ o: '.vrtica! plane de%,gn.  

iig.-Io terf"!~t. pI)IJ1orn! ograp;'.c: cnzo 

6.2 11umiar Fac~ttor-,.(kit." 

hu ~ ese .he icei'& itte~ .~ ireSepenr~n i I /'~. nuhlie cK1t th , the lot. stick 

cor.:ro'.s had been, canged as one of the licen-kees ConreCi:j'.t acuoios The I Ice nsee- indiciated 

t - r- !(1-Aardd rroitiuo n was rto * coyk,, ane bak, ~trt.;r't: m n up a*ý ap,)ropruite for z, 

\ei v' 3andr' st thc . C: r).n pn k¾re (.-t - 21;r The alersto k
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8.0 S.AFETY SIGNIFICANCE 

The team reviewed the radiation surveys, air sample records, and chemistry results following 

both fuel handling incidents. No evidence was found of any increases following the 

September 9, 1993 event. Some small increases were identified to have occurred after the 

September 3. 1993 event. These increases are summarized in Attachment 5. rhe team 

concluded that the radiological safety significance of the events was low. The team noted, 

ho- ever, that the ob.-rved gaseous activity increases suggested some damage probably 

oCcurred to one or more fuel rods.  

The team reviewed the videotapes taken of the two assemblies involved in the events and the 

central core structures potentially impacted during the September 9, 1993 event. There was 

no indication of any lamage other than to tht. two assemblies, but the full extent of damage 

fronm the Septembcr 3. 1993 event could not be assessed without removing the dropped 

assvmbli, The damage ,visible in the videotapes %%as of low safety significance.  

SIUCI handling acciden, is a de-,'n basis accident and. as such, is addressed in Sec'ton 

14.1,.4 o! the Vermont Yankee I:SAR. Secondary containment integrity and operability of 

ke', vcrnti:ationl systems are prerequisites for handling fuel and were confirmed b' the team to 

ha.sI%, been in place dunng both eents. The team concluded that the fuel handling incidents 

had been appropnately mitigated by the systems operable and the existing plant 

configuration. and were of minor safetr significance separately.  

The tear:. was concerned, however, that the weaknesses in management oversight had 

alio'.%cLd man', of the measures intended to prevent a fuel handling accident to bccomc 

degraded. Design changes were not properly transmitted to allow timely and accurate 

training on, the modifications. Tramn'ng .as not effective in that operators Aere not aware of 

ccrtAin key pro.;ed'ure steps. Procedu.res were not used and were not adhered to.  

Sui.'rvi'ors did not ensure that prcedures were followed. Management did no- effecti'e: 

cOmiflfunicate expectations and proside proper oversight of fuel handling activitics 

9.0 (ONCILtSION 

The AlT concluded that the preponderance of the evidenc. indicated that the 

September 3. 1993, evnt resulted from operator error. Al improperly grappled fuel 

assmbl,, became detached and fell atout eight feet back to its original location with some 

in-nor d.arnagc to the assembly. The root cause of the event was a weakness in management 

),.crs~j';: o.: ue. h.andling acnv:nes as evidenced by lack of knowhl"dge of and adherence to 

the fue: handlrot procedure by operators, engineers, and supervisors.  

The tea. concluded that mistaken lovenng of a fuel aswrmbly onto another core component 

on' Septemb-n- 9, 1993. was an inadverent operator -,erformance error cau.".', in part, by 

h,,man, !a,,,or-:, ,eaknesses. The cort:rnuance of moeemeit of the affected asscinbiv was a 

.- '07 p.r, co..-. ;' e.;i% r.1' iden,'.-d P',t licensee
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line management or by the licensee's event investigation. This was indicative of a weakness 

in corrective actions to the September 3, 1993, incident and a continued weakness in 

management oversight of fuel handling activities.  

10.0 MANAGE.%F-NT MEETINGS 

.Licensee management was informed of the scope of this AIT during an entrance meeting on 

"September 10, 1993. The team briefed licensee management of the team's observations 

routinely and at the conclusion of onsite review on September 14, 1993.  

A public exit meeting was conducted on September 21, 1993, at 10:00 a.m., at the Vernon, 

Vermont, town hall with licensee representatives identified in Attachment 2 to discuss the 

prelimi:iary inspection findings. The slides presented at the public exit meeting are contained 

in Attachment 6. The licensee acknowledged the inspection findings and provided the results 

of their assessment of the event and the short term and long term corrective actions.
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LICENSEE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

* Stop Fuel Handling 

* Additional training, including OJT

* Enhanced procedure for fuel moves

G (rapple inspectio•n, testing" 

* Air sNstem trLubleshooting, repairs 

* After September 9 incidents, again 

stopped fuel handling

* Ifitiated mnagenlemet teamo in vest igation



SE'clmEI*BE-R 3, 1993 FULA D)ROP EIVENT" 

BREAKD)OWN I AAEET(()IhI 

ANDI)N"oVE'RSIGllT OF FUEL HlAND)LING 

OP EIR A I oN s 

-RE-Qt IRIE!) SHI1FT BRIEFINGIS NOT HIEL) 

- OE'RATORS NOT KNXLI(EBEOF 

Al 1 . PROCEDU1RIE; REIQ I REM FEi'S 

- RXA [O FN;INERRESPONSiBLF FOT 

(IRAITPI A (iL( )'14 Ri* VEIRIFIC.X lION 

ASSIG NF'I '":A'LTICTJN(; COLLATEIRAL 

1)T] FIS 

- LI' TLL (OR No IDPN)N V*RI;I

V rl 0- ]'A-
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CAUSE 

September 9. 1993 Fuel Htandling Errors 

1. lomering assehbly onto core was an 

inladvertent operator performance error 

Witlh toý 0 matjor contributors 

0 (oCmtrolk IIBdif icati l01 

SNo op(erat•0r i)put intco chaiitg 

>Io trainino' mi N irinu reversal 

-Increase in speed (30 vs previotis 20 

feet per minute)



* lFuel Shuffling procedure 

tFuel lifted 2-3 feet out of core, then 

mo'ved horizontally to core center 
" vertical motion then initiated frotm 

2-3 feet above co4re 

l-ittle time to coirre ct errotr (4-6 

sco ) nds) 

l.move-r dr,,,,ll radiation level 

rt.e'pr•sent it ri. tradIeoff



2. Continuance of fuel move NNas a 

,procedure adherence error 

* SRO believed he could authorize 

completion of fuel move 

* Prwoceduire sta-es any unusual or off 
normal occurrence required halting 

i•uoemett and notifyiig the shit, 

superN isor 

* luiutlier nfv.,,,vemoit req uired operati ,urn 

,ianagier permission 

* Neither the licensee line management 

re' iei nor the management team 

investioation identified SRO action as 

procedu~r(e nton-complianct-



(CON CLUS ION'S 

o Septembe)Lr 3 event cauised bV poor 

nim)1,a'gem1VJt co)nt rol and oversight 

widfjA~ 1espred Procedu tre 114)1

COINp1iIMICVA 

- preponldel-i lce of thle e~ idtnce 

St~i~fJCS't'N reFutl p)latforml operator 

hard%%lire faiiure 

-
1',tfe or no nianld('VnWt presence 

durinis I'uel handling activities



* Initial September 9 incident was caused 

by inadvertent operator error 

human factors contributor 

fuel handling methodology 

contributor 

* Second September 9 incident was caused 

by failure to foliow procedures 

-%weakness in corrective actions from 

September 3 event 

continued weakness in management 

oversight



Before efe- . Outag'-,

* Switch 
(front view)

" Grapple Down (forwaf a motion) 

*LOWER 
GRAPPLE 

RAISE 
GRAPPLE 

G~pl-Up (bacoiward motion)

During Refueling Oulage

Joystick 
(front view)

~iz~rUP 

.GradfPle UP j w&10r ,* 

IJ Gfappie Dow- foacywatl motion)

F ,rur~ ½~v~Cor

DOWN
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ATTACHMEN'T I

UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

S.SSA ESVA.A190¶1REGION I 
475 ALLENDALE ROAD 

•'$o" •# -w,•<KING OF ýRUJSSIA, PENNSYLVANIA IS406 1415• 

"September 9, 1993 
Docket No. 50-271 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Richard W. Cooper, 11, Director, Division of Reactor Projects 
Wayne M. Hodges. Director, Division of Reactor Safety 
Charles W. Hehl, Director, Division of Radiation Safety and 

.'Safeguards 

FROM: Thomas T. Martin, Region Administrator 

SUBJECT: AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM CHARTER FOR REVIEW 
OF THE FUEL HANDLING EVENTS AT VERMONT YANKEE 

Due to fuel handling incidents on September 3 and 9. 19I)3 at Vermont Yankee, I have 
determined that an Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) inspection should be conducted to verify 
the circumstances and evaluate the significance of these events.  

The Division of Reactor Safety (DRS) is directed to conduct the AIT %kith James Fk-all a, the 
Team Leader. Further. DRS. in coordination with the Division of Reactor Projcc.s. is 
responsible for the timely issuance of the inspection report, the identification and processing of 
potentially generic issues, and the identification and completion of any enforcement action 
warranted as a result of the team's review.  

Enclosed is the charter for the Augmented Team delineating the scope of this inspection. The 
insection shall be conducted in accordance with NRC Management Directive (MDI 8.3. NRC 
Inspection Manual 0325, InspectIon Procedure 93800, Regional Office Instruction 1010.1.  
Revision 2 and this memorandum. The bases for this inspection, per MI) 8.3, are: (1) the 
staft-s need to fully understand the causes of the events, and, (2) thz, staft-s need to determine 
if there are potential generic issues worthy of staff action asKciated with these events.  
Prehminarv information indicates that each event was caused by !:uman error due, in part, to 
deficiencies in training. procedure clarity, and possibly human fact, '-s.  

Thomas T. Martin 
Regiona! Administra'to1, 

Enclosures: 
1. Augmented Inspection Team Charer 
2. Team Membership 

FDR ADOC C 050,O• 7 
a POP
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cc %.-encls
J. Taylor. EDO 
J. Sniezek. OEDO 
T. Murley. NRR 
J. Partiow, NRR 
J. Calvo, NRR 
C. Rossi, NRR 

-D, Dorma:.. PD 1-3, NRR 
F. Miraglia. NRR 
C. McCracken, NRR 
F. Rosa, NRR 
W. Russell. NRR 
1. Ricl-rdson. NRR 
A. Th.-dan. NRR 
B. Gnmes. NRR 
J. Roe, NRR 
E. Jordan. AEOD 
D. Ross. A~L) 
V. McCree. OEI)O 
W. Kane, DRA. Rl 
R. Cooper. DRP, RI 
W. Lanning. DRPI. RI 
J. Linv~ille. DRF'. RI 
1. Bcail. ORS. RI (Team 
E. Kelly. DRP, RI 
C. HechI. DRSS. RI 
S. Sharnkmal-. DRSS. RI 
H4. Eichenho!z. SRI -VermTIOnt Y arkec 
W. Butler. PD 1-3, NPRR 
W. Ruland. DRS. RI 
J1. Durr, DRS, RI 
W. Hodges. DRS, RI 
L. Bettenhausen. DRS, RI 
K. Abraham. PAO. RI 
MI. Mill1er. SLO. RI



ENCLOSURF I

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR P)WER STATION 

FUEL H1ANDLING ERRORS 

AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM (AlM) CHARTER 

The general objectives of this AlT are to: 

.Develop a detailed sequence of events related to both events, from September 3 through 
9.  

2. Diktermi~ie the specific circumstances and causes of the apparent operator errors that 

occurrec during refueling operations on September 3 an(' 9, 1993.  

3 Determine and evaluate any changes (specifically Plant Design Change 92-11 
implemented in Spring 19931 made in the design. maintenance. testing. or operation of 
the refueling bridge includlln, hoist. grapple and operator controls. Also included is 
R.so,-Iatcd training for such modifications.  

4. Evaluate the human factors aspects of both events, including: (a) command and control.  
and communications, (b) human performance factors, such as staffing. overtime, and 
schedule: and, (c) human-systems interfaces such as with consoc: design.  

5 Assss the safcy significance. including existing aamage to the affected fuel assemrhhes.  

Determine the adequacy of Vermont Yankee's maintenan e and trouhlehooting practcet, 
for refueling eNuipmer." including vendor interface and control.  

7 E,,alualc Vermont Yarkee's corrective actions and management conwrols fcllowlng thu 
Septemer 3rd er.n, at, thev relate to the second September 9th event. particularl. on
the-job training.  

8. Explicitly excluded from this charter are the recovery plans and radiological precautions 
associated with cventual removal of the first dropped assembly.  

Li. Prepare a report documenting the results of this review fo- signature by the Rcgional 

Admi•nsir-aor v. Y)h:. 30 days of the completon of the in:pectior.



ENCLOSL RE 2 

VERMONT YANKEE AlT MEMBERSHIIP 

James Beal, AIT Leader. Division of Reactor Safety (DRS). Region I (RI) 

Arthur Bumtt, Operations Engineer, DRS, RI 

Thomas Shedlosky, Project Engineer, DRP, RI 

Paul Harris, Resident Inspector, Vermont Yankee 

G. West, Engineering Psychologist, NRR

Other NrRC personnel. consultants, or contractors will be engaged in this AIT. as needed.
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ATTACIIMENI 3 

Sequence of Events 
for the 

Vermont Yankee Refueling Incidents 

ylvtj 1: On September 3 at 12:23 p.m.. during fuel move 233 fuel assembly LYN-831 

inadvertentl. uncoupld from the fuel grapple while being removed from the core 

position 21-14 t- sipping can #i. LYN 831 fell approximately 8 feet back into 

core position 21-1-4.  

'-ert. 2: On September 9 at 4:10 a.m., during fuel move 389. ft,'el assembly LN V-667 was 

in trarsp tn from core position 25-34 to fuel sipping can #2, and was 
Mnad.crnten'l? h I• ecd into the double blade gide inscr .d in the cen-ter (f the 

core. I 1.- " •a', thnni moved to fuei sipping can #2.  

T -,;'. T c *'.ngie J-hoo'k gr-p.e s repia,:cd ' V.,e di - :..blc J-hck, k 

-*_ "" •:I : " ( X '.:.'.en•'.e re.-act,,r sh'::. v• a •n 

J . : , CIP r .up 'Ck 

-P ., , te';: < 1 degr-c' I 

8 2.4 'J3 i !v: p:. R,: ve,,' head removed 

6.s; . Commenced CRD maintenance 

,.'. -. acc~jr~Cv (ontainment, Capahihity check

•:r.:c::e : rc:.c',r 1: .cr~ gkS p-r (.)'' 4 ,W
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1:45 p .:n Licensee and NRC conference call: assembly reseated in the 
proper position and orientation; minor stack gas increases had 
been observed in the past during sipping and refueling; no 
preious dropped fuel bundles at site; refuel floor continuous 
air sampler saw no increase in background or airborne.  

0:5 p.m. PRO submitted, event notifications completed 

2:50 p..n Secondary containment capability check performed 

3:15 p.m. Licensee management meeting: PORC reviewed the ev..nt.  
Initial inspections revealed no damage to the grapple. One 
fuel channel do,, car was bent the other was loose on the fuel 
a.lmnnb!; upper spider. All chemistry samples were trending 
downAr and em-cted to be normal within 5-6 hours. Iodine at 
3E-3 dacs; rLx, cause in progress.  

3 , F - Unu',ua] Event terminated, baw..d on OE 31'5 critena and a 

PORC recommendation.  

3:4- 0 r. NRC Operations Center notified 

p Li.cen•'e and NRC conference ca!l: ,both parties agreed to 
hold rcfucx:nv unUi! NR(" inspection of i"ntali moes %%U 
*.rt,"med.  

.-, <,, .. "-. :: --- Scconir; co, .: rcnt capa b1ii-, check performed 

{.):35 p.m. TM 93-53 instailed on the refuel grapple 

Y3'. a. :. Completed refueling pre-requcsites 

2-"s p. :. Commenced fuel mo,,es 

- a Relueling secured, rotation of the grapple operator console 
caus-s "grapple closed" to go out. Emergency work order 

Commenced refu"•h•g. corrective maintenance completef., 
grapple limit switches adjusted.  

a. m Refueling secured, outage manager concerned about 
inad,.c:,&e d,.umen.ation of tLe maintenance p, rmed on
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11.20 a.m. Refueling authorized by licensee managemen, following 
review of the limit switch corrective maintenance.  

1:00 p.m. Commenced fuel moves 

1:50 p.m. Refueling secured due to noise in the take-up reel. Work 
order initiated.  

2:40 p.m. Commenced fuel moves, completed troubleshooting of the 
take up reel. Licensee unable to identify the cause of the 
noise.  

4:10 a.m. Refueling secured due to the ina'vertent lowering of fue& 

bundle LYV-667. During transfer of the bundle to the 

sipping container the grapple would not ungrapple. A hand
held mechanical tool also couldn't open the grapple. The fuel 

bundle was repeatedly reseated, without freeing the grapple 
and the control room was notified. The grapple finally 
operated and an emergency work order was initiated.  

4:45 aLm. i. YV-667 in sip can, commenced grapple, bail. and double 
blade guide inspections.  

5 .- ) a. P. Plant "nan.gemer.t halted fuel handling activitis.  

10: 3.) a,,-. 1-.ýcr ,e secured a" refueling activities 

License task team chartered to relier, both refuc!hr 

incidents with the plant manager as the team lead,:r.

N R" Augmented Insxc-tion Team arrived onsite.9' 'i Y()3



ATTACHMENT 4

HUMAN FACTORS WEAKNE-SSFS 

!. Visibility of Label for Joystick: The up label for the joystick control of the grapple 
was obscured by the rubber base of the joystick, if visible at all, with the refueling 
platform operator positioned directly in front of the control. This weakness was 
inconsistent krith NUREG-0700 guidelines: "Concealment - Labels should not be 
covered or obscured by other units in the equipment assembly' [guideline 6.6.2.4(b)].  
and "Controls - Labels should be visible to the operator during control actuation" 
[guideline 6.6.2.4(c)].  

2. Grapple Open/Clo,,c Switch: The grapple open/close switch had a metal cover over it 
which obscured its open and close label. This weakness was inconsistent with 
NUREG-0700 guideline 6.6.2.4(c): "Controls - Labels should be visible to the 
operator during control actuation." 

3. lDemarcation Lirn: A black 1-inch wide demarcation line had been drawn with a 
magic marker between the system stop light and the grapple closed lgh:. This 
weakness was inconsistent with NUREG-0700 guideline 6.6.6.2: "Permanence 
l.ines of demarcation should be permanently attached.' The team noted that the 
licensee had installed a permanent plastic demarcation line as part of corrective 
action.  

. rapple On/Off Iight Switch: A danger tag was taped o'.er tic grapple on'off light 
s- itc:h and Its lahel because thuegh, attached to the grappie v, as burned ou'. This tag 
obscured the adla,:ewt right label (i.e., frame) for the monorail swit,:h. This weakness 
was inconsistent with the following NUREG-0700 guidelines: 6.6.5.1(h): "Adjacent 
Devices - Tag-outs should not obscure any adjacent devices or their associated la'.cls" 
[guideline 6.6.5. l(h)], and "Obscuration - Tag-outs should not obscure the label 
associated with the non-operable device" [guideline 6.6.5. 1(e)].  

5. Grapple Closed Light Indication: The grapple closed light was located vertically on 
the front, lower area of the left panel of the refueling platform console. Whereas, the 
grapple open and close switch was located vertical!y on the front, upper area of the 
right panel of the console. This weakness was inconsistent with the following 
NURFG-070() guidelines: "Sequence - controls and displays [indications] which are 
use together during a normal task sequence should be grouped together" [guidchine 
6.8.2. 1(a)], "Frequency of Use - frequently used controls and displays S1.0uld be 
arranged to reduce search time and minimize the potential for during use" [guideline 
6.8.2. 1(b); "Functional Considerations - functionally related controls and displays 
should be grouped together when they are use together to perform tasks related to a 
specific function..." [guideline 6.8.2.1(c)]; and "Proximitv - a visual display that will 

hc mu:;•orcd during control manip',iation should be loca~cd sufficien'lv close tha: an
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operator can reaJ it clearly and without parallax from a normal operating posture* 

(6.9. 1. 19(a). With regard to the last guidehne, interview results indicazed that in a 

normnal standing position it was diffict:t to see (i.e., parallax) the grapple closex light 

indication without shifting to a lowered position.  

The label for the grapple closed light was placed below, the indication light. This 

;vzakness was inconsistent aith NUREG-0700 guideline 6.6.2. l(a): "Normai 

Placement • 1abels should be placed above the panel clement(s) they describe." 

6. Monorail Frame and Console Switch: The labels for the monorail switch (either 

frame or console) were positioned diagonally. This weakness was inconsistent with 

NUREG-0700 guidclire 6.6.2.3: 'Horizontal Orientatior - (1) Labels should be 

oriented horizontally so th-at they may be read quickly and easily from left to right.  

(2) Although not normally recommended, vertical orientation may be used only where 

space is limited. Improperl• oriented labels can lead to confusion and cause delays in 

location and identification ol imporr-tant controls and/or displays." 

*Verbal Comm unicatuon: As a r-sult of bakground noi.,. verbal communication on 

the refueling platform was degraded at distances of approximately 6-8 feet or greater 

from speaker and listener using normal voice levels. This weakness was inconsistent 

with NUREG-0700 guideline 6.1.5.5(a): "Background Noise - Background should not 

im-pair verbal com:nuncation between any two points in the primary operating area.  

Verbal communications between these points should be intelligible using normal or 

slightly rais-,d vo:ýe levels." Further, NUREG-0700 guideline 6.1.5.5(b) indicates: 

"Limit - Bak(:round noise levels should not exceed 65 dBA).' No noise leve! 

measurei'ner.t,, .,ere obtained during the onsite inspectuon 

. , ,,n From lnterview,: During interviews with refueling platform 

personnel, the following weaknesses %ere identified: (I) it was difficult to impossible 

to simultaneously hold a hand-held telephone in one hand and binoculars in another 

hand. while reading a procedure- (2) no procedure on the bridge; the units for grapple 

load (pounds) and depth indication or z-indication (inches) were not provided on 

digital displays; (3) operators complained about the trolley left/right switch because 

the switch was pushed in the opposite direction than the trolley travels which was 

confusing and could lead to operator error; (4) operators indicated that the position of 

the xoint'r ftor the forward/reverse control for the refueling platform control was 

unrelated to its direction: (5) the up and down joystick control for the grapple could 

be inadverlcnfl' actuated %..c,, at:empt.-:. .- to manipulate the platform forward and 

reverse control to its c ft.
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September 3, 1993: Post-Event Radiological Summary 

Radiation Levels

D'r••.:e!l (DW) 318 ft level 
Reactor Building (RB) 345 ft level 
Reactor Water Clean Up rTOmW 
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling

- <15 mr/hr (background) 
<5 mr/hr (background) 

- normal 
- normal

PEak_Instrunme-it 

Stack Gas I 
Stack Gas 2

30 cpm 
80 cpm 

250 cpi 
2{,%) cpr'.Part cI 'catc,

140 cpm 
225 cpm 

none

110 cpm 
180 cpm 

3 i) A-p" 
NA

Surf;�ce Cont�rnin�tion L*.'xels

RlB 34• f: - < 5k dpm1(l) cm: (norm,,! 
Ri, 35 ft - no detectable alpLa 

R,,___,__, , ( , , : CW ( hc. .is rv ' .  

I~ ~ ~ ~ 2 J. 5lLr i4

Iodinc 13' 
Xenon 133 
Cesiu'r 14'

7.71F-5 
5.6F-5 
b.-O-5

7.7E-5 
4.4E-3 
1.4E-4

du.-nng rcfueling operat~'ns) 

1. . 2: 5 P -. 3.

8.61F-5 
i E-3 

I .OE-4

7.7F.-5 

1.2E-4

down 
down 

do n 
NA

8.3E-5 
1.41E-3 
1. 1 F-4
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UNITD STATES OF AmmICA 
NUCLFAR R--EGULA-TORY COMMNISSION 

In the matter of ) Senlor Operator License 

Levis T. Crosse ) License No. SOP-1355-3 
RFD #1, Old Stonington Road ) Docket No. 55-3274 
Box 148 ) 
Stonington, Connecticut 06378 ) 

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE A ORflE SUSP--ING LICENSE 

I 

Lewis T. Crosse, RFD #1, Old Stonington Road, Box 148, Stonington, 

Connecticut, ("the licensee") is the holder of' Senior Operator License 

No. SOP-1355-3 ("the license") issued 5y the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

("the Commission"). The license authorizes the licensee to direct the 

licensed activities of licensed operators at, and to manipulate all con

trols of, Millstone Point Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1, Power 

Reactor, Facility License No. D?R-?.1 located at Waterford, Connecticut.  

This license was originally issued on June 17, 1970, and has been re

newed periodically, the most recent renewal being November 9, 1976.  

The present expiration date of the license is November 9, 1978.  

IT 

On November 12, 1976, the Northeast Nuclear Energy Company, holder of 

License No. DPR-21, reported to the USNRC, Region I, that an unplan" d 

triticality and subsequent reactor trip had occurred.  

YIII 

As a result of the report, an inspection was conducted between November. 12 

and November 19, 1976. It was determined from this inspection that after 

the withdrawal of a control rod by the control operator which resulted in
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an inadvertent reactor criticality and reactor trip, the licensee directed 

a second withdrawal which was identical to the first test without recogni

tion of the prior error and which required manual rod insertion to preclude 

a subsequent event and trip. In addition, the licensee failed to observe 

operating procedures and other conditions specified in Facility Operating 

License No. DR-21. The items of noncompliance which were discovered 

during the inspectiou are set forth lo the attachment.  

Iv 

From the foregoing, it is apparent that the licensee has exhibited a dis

regard for the Comnission's regulations. In view of this, and in the 

interest of the public health and safety and the health and safety of the 

employees directed by the licensee, it has been determined that no prior 

notice as provided in 10 CFR 2.201 and 10 CFR 55.40 is required and that 

pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(f) License No. SOP-1355-3 should be suspended 

effective immediately.  

V 

In view of the foregoing and pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 

as amended, and the regulations in 10 CFR 2, 50, and' 55, IT IS HERBY 

0RDER.D TEAT: 

1. The licensee show cause, in the manner hereinafter provided, 

why License No. SOP-1355-3 should not be revoked permanently.  

The licensee may, within twenty days of receipt of this Order, 

file a written answer to this Order under oath or affirmation 

and may also request a hearing within said twenty day period.  

Jr
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Any answer filed shall specifically adzit or deny the inspec

tion findings identified in Section Il1, above and the items 

of noncompliance attached to this Order. If a hearing is 

requested, the Co±asaion will issue an order designating 

the time and place of hearing. Upon failure of the licensee 

to file an answer within the time specified, the Director 

for the Office of Inspection and Enforcement will, without 

further notice issue an Order revoking License No. SOP-1355-3.  

In the event the licensee files a timely answer and rsquest4 a 

bearing within the ti=e specified, the issues to be considered 

at such hearing shall be (2) whether the licensee was in non

compliance with the Commission's regulations and conditiozne 

of License SOP-1355-3 as specified in Section 111, above, and 

in the Notice of Violation Appendix A, enclosed with this Order; 

and (2) whether License No. SOP-1355-3 should be permanently 

revoked.  

In the event the licensee files a timely anomr to this Order 

To Show Cause why License No. SOP-2355-3 should not be revoked, 

the licensee must describa, in detail, actions planned or com

plet;d by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company to satisfy the 

following: 

a. An augmented program for your retraining and requalifica

tion in licensed activities.  

b. Recertification by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company.

TV-,
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2. Psnding further Order of th1e Commission, Li4ense No. SOP-1355-3 

is suspended effective immediately, and accordingly the l-icensee 
shall cease and desist from further licensed activities until 

Suctessful reexamination by the NRC or until license revocation 
if such order is issued after answer to the Order to Show Cause.  

FOR THE MUCLEAR REGULATORY COISSION 

Ernst Volgenau 
Director 
Office of Inspection 

and Enforeemneat 

Dated at Bethesda Maryland 
this day of 
.1976.

I.-"



APPENDIX A 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

Lewis T. Crosse 
License No. SOP-1355-3 

Senior Operator License No. SOP-1355-3 requires that you observe the 
Operating Procedures and other conditions specified in Facii11ty Operating 
License No. DPR-21.  

Certain of your activities conducted under Senior Operator License 
No. SOP-1355-3 and listed below, appear to be in noncompliance with your 
license requirements in that you failed to adequately direct licensed 
activities, observe the operating procedures, administrative procedures 
and other conditions of Facility Operating License No. DPR-21.  

A. Senior Operator License No. SOP-1355-3 states in part, "In directing 
the licensed activities of licensed operators... the licensee shall 
observe the operating procedures and other condit-ions specified in 
the facility license which authorized operation. of the facility.,." 
Technical Specifications for Facility License No. DPR-21, Section 6, 
establishes procedural requiremeants, and Section 6.8.1.b states in 
part, 'Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and 
maintained covering... refueling operations." Operating Procedure 
No. 1408, Revision 0, dated September 16, 1976, established Adminis
trative Controls for Fuel Loading and Unloading.  

Contrary to the above, subsequent to the withdrawal of an erroneously 
selected control rod No. 46-19 by a control operator, which was not 
performed in accordance with OP 1408 and resulted in an inadvertent 
criticality and reactor trip at 0449 a.m. on November 12, 1976, you 
directed and supervised a second identical test, without recognition 
of the prior error and which required manual rod insertion to preclude 
a subsequent event and trip.  

B. Procedure No. 106/2106/3106-01 Revision 0 dated September 30, 1975 
states "Operators shall believe installed plant instrumentation to 
be correct unless proven faulty by direct comparison with ocher 
instruments monitoring the same variable; or proven faulty by 
instrument functional testing or calibration." 

Contrary to the above, after a reactor trip had occurred on 
November 12, 1976, nuclear instrumentation was not proven faulty nor 
was functional testing or calibration performed, and you proceeded 
to further direct the manipulation of reactor controls affecting 
reactivity changes, on the premise that the instrument indications 
were not meaningful.
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C. Operating Procedure No. 502, Revision 4, dated August 26, 1975p 
entitled "Emergency Shutdown," and Station Order SO-6.01, Revi
sion 4 "Nuclear Power Facility Co=munications Controls," required 
that you promply notify higher =nagemeat of events such as auto
matic action of the reactor protection system and unplanned 
criticalities.  

Contrary to the above, on November 12, 1976 you did not promptly 
inform higher management of the unplanned criticality and automatic 
reactor trip which occurred at 4:49 a.m. Your notification to 
management was not made until approximately 7:30 a.m. when higher 
management reported for the start of the day's work.  

iF
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ABSTRACT

This report documents the results of a study into the frequency and consequences of 
misloading fresh fuel assemblies during the reloading of a pressurized water reactor. The 
consequences that were considered included: i) loss of required shutdown margin, ii) 
inadvertent criticality, and iii) worker exposure within the plant given inadvertent criticality.  
Neutronic calculations were performed for different patterns of fresh fuel clustered together 
in a Combustion Engineering reactor. The fresh fuel considered had a high U-235 content 
and was assumed to be loaded without control element assemblies. The frequencies of 
misloading fresh fuel assemblies into these clustered patterns were calculated taking into 
account operator errors and equipment malfunctions that could occur during an 
offload/reload sequence. The study has improved our understanding of how difficult it is 
to misload fuel and has quantified the loss of shutdown margin and the frequency of 
occurrence for specific misloadings as well as the doses that might result from an 
inadvertent criticality.

iii



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In order to extend the length of fuel cycles, utilities operating pressurized water 
reactors (PWRs) have been increasing the enrichment of reload fuel. The fresh reload 
assemblies may be highly reactive when they do not contain control element assemblies 
(CEAs) or many burnable poison rods. If they are placed in certain loading configurations 
this could lead to a loss of shutdown margin below the required 5% or, in the extreme, to 
an inadvertent criticality.  

Analysis is required to confirm that the refueling boron concentration is sufficient to 
maintain the required shutdown margin for the final core layout. However, this 
concentration may not be sufficient to assure that the shutdown margin will be maintained 
for all intermediate fuel assembly positions that could arise in the course of a normal 
refueling. Furthermore, if multiple operator errors occur during refueling, there is the 
possibility that the configuration of fuel will lead to a loss of shutdown margin or perhaps 
an inadvertent criticality.  

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) alerted PWR owners to this 
potential problem and requested that licensees assure (via specific actions) that any 
intermediate fuel assembly configuration maintains the required shutdown margin. The 
NRC also requested that Brookhaven National Laboratory analyze different refueling 
configurations in order to understand the potential for losing shutdown margin and for 
inadvertent criticality. The analysis that was then done consisted of both deterministic and 
probabilistic calculations. The former was to determine the change in shutdown margin 
under different configurations and the latter to determine the expected frequency of 
occurrence of abnormal configurations. Another objective of the study was to determine the 
exposure to workers if there was an inadvertent criticality.  

Cycle 9 of Calvert Cliffs 2 (a Combustion Engineering (C-E) plant) was chosen to 
be modeled because of its use of reload fuel with a high U-235 enrichment (4.3 w/o).  
NODE-P2, a three-dimensional nodal code, was used to do the calculation of k-effective and 
hence shutdown margin.  

The properly loaded core with all CEAs present and with 2300 ppm of boron as 
specified by the Technical Specifications was calculated to be 13% shutdown. This is 
considerably greater than the required 5% primarily because it has generally been the 
philosophy of C-E plants to calculate the shutdown margin assuming all CEAs are removed 
and because the 2300 ppm requirement is very conservative.  

Calculations with misloaded fuel in the center of the core were done conservatively 
assuming that the misplaced fuel is fresh fuel with no burnable poison rods. The reduction 
in shutdown margin when 1, 3, 5, and 9 fresh assemblies were misloaded was -0.5%, -4.0%, 
-7.8% and -12.6%, respectively. These results mean that it would take at least a cluster of 
5 assemblies (in a cross configuration) to lose the required shutdown margin and a cluster
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of 9 assemblies (approximately) to have an inadvertent criticality in that core. It also 
indicates that if the original shutdown margin was only 5% it might only take a cluster of 
5 assemblies to have an inadvertent criticality.  

Calculations done with a reduced boron concentration (1800 ppm) quantified the 
expected result that fewer fresh assemblies would be required to cause a problem, i.e., either 
an inadvertent criticality or loss of the required shutdown margin. Conversely, calculations 
with a reduced assembly enrichment (4.08 ,,/o) quantified the result that more fresh 
assemblies would be required to cause a problem in this situation. Another set of 
calculations with CEAs removed from all fuel assemblies showed how fewer fresh assemblies 
would cause a problem. Calculations were also done with clusters placed symmetrically in 
each of the four quadrants to show that the effect is considerably less than 4 times the effect 
of a single cluster.  

In order to understand what errors would have to occur to lose the required 
shutdown margin or have an inadvertent criticality, and what the frequency of occurrence 
of these events might be, a probabilistic assessment was carried out. Refueling at Calvert 
Cliffs is done by first off-loading the entire core into the spent fuel pool.* CEA 
repositioning is done in the pool and then the fresh and burned fuel assemblies, with CEAs 
if required, are returned to the reactor where they are loaded according to a pattern which 
allows for proper monitoring.  

The probabilistic assessment was done considering three patterns of misloaded fresh 
fuel without CEAs. One pattern was a group of 4 fuel assemblies placed in a 2x2 array, 
another pattern was a group of 5 assemblies in a cross configuration, and the third pattern 
was a group of 9 assemblies placed in a 3x3 array. It was assumed that there would be a 
problem if one of these patterns was loaded anywhere in the core except at a location 
adjacent to the baffle. The results were that the probability of forming a cluster of 4 or 5 
fresh assemblies was 1.2E-6 and 1.1E-7, respectively and the probability of forming a cluster 
of 9 fresh assemblies was much smaller.  

Based on the deterministic calculations it can be conservatively assumed that a 
cluster of at least 4 fresh fuel assemblies is needed to lose the required shutdown margin 
and hence, the frequency of this event is expected to be 1.OE-6/YR. This result might be 
different if core shuffling were used rather than an offload/reload scheme as modeled here.  
The result was determined to be sensitive to certain human error probabilities used in the 
analysis and this sensitivity was quantified. Errors made in using intermediate positions 
were found to be important as well as errors associated with picking up or storing 
assemblies in the spent fuel pool. Other dominant human errors were those made in 
verifying fuel assembly and CEA positions prior to refueling.  

" Refueling had previously been done using shuffling.
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The frequency of an inadvertent criticality was obtained taking into account that 
neutron monitors should pick up the approach to criticality and that the operator could then 
stop the refueling and/or add boron. If the problem was noticed at an early stage the 
operator could easily take action, however, if the operator did not become aware of the 
problem until the last misplaced assembly was being lowered into the core the probability 
of operation action would be relately low. The expected frequency of an inadvertent 
criticality caused by a cluster of 9 fresh assemblies was calculated to be insignificant relative 
to that for the situation with 5 fresh assemblies clustered. If the conservative assumption 
is made that it only takes 5 fresh assemblies to cause an inadvertent criticality then the 
frequency increases to 9.IE-9/YR. This number is of course sensitive to the same human 
error probabilities discussed with regard to losing the required shutdown margin.  

The probabilistic analysis could be extrapolated to other plants using similar 
offload/reload procedures only if the loading pattern was similar to that chosen for study 
herein. It does not apply to a shuffling scheme. Furthermore, it should be noted that in the 
future, plants that currently do a complete offloading may switch to a shuffling scheme if, 
for example, spent fuel pool space becomes limited.  

If there is an inadvertent criticality then workers will be exposed to radiation.  
Calculations were done to determine the direct dose to workers from -y-rays and neutrons 
as well as the dose due to fission products escaping from damaged burned fuel which 
surrounds the fresh assemblies.  

The direct dose was found to be insignificant using the conservative assumption that 
the power level could reach over 3000 MW (which would not be possible because of boiling 
that would occur at lower powers). However, the indirect dose due to fission products was 
calculated to be significant. The calculation was carried out assuming that 12 burned 
assemblies surrounding a 3x3 array of fresh fuel suffered fuel damage and released fission 
products from the gap. Inhalation and immersion doses were calculated for the important 
radionuclides assuming an evacuation time of 5 minutes. The doses to workers in the 
containment building would be more than 200 rem under these assumptions and there is a 
significant potential for early health effects. If only half the fuel rods in the assemblies were 
affected or if the evacuation time was halved then health effects are less likely. No 
calculation of dose to the public was carried out under the assumption that containment 
isolation systems would be effective.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objectives 

The objective of this project was to analyze different refueling configurations that 
may be possible in a pressurized water reactor (PWR) in order to understand the potential 
for losing the required shutdown margin and, in the extreme, for an inadvertent criticality.  
The different configurations would be the result of making errors in the refueling process, 
including the use of improper intermediate positions. The analysis was to include 
calculations of shutdown margin with different configurations of fresh fuel clustered together 
with the effect of fuel enrichment and boron concentration also considered. For 
configurations in which the required shutdown margin was lost or criticality was obtained, 
a probabilistic analysis was to be done to estimate the frequency of occurrence of these 
events. Another objective was to calculate the consequences, in terms of doses to 
individuals, assuming an inadvertent criticality.  

1.2 Background 

1.2.1 The Potential for Losing Shutdown Margin 

In order to extend the length of fuel cycles, utilities operating PWRs have been 
increasing the enrichment of U-235 in reload fuel. For example, the two unit Calvert Cliffs 
plant is operating with fuel having an enrichment as high as 4.3 w/o. Fresh reload assemblies 
have a large reactivity worth when they have a high enrichment and when they do not 
contain control rod assemblies or many burnable poison rods. If they are clustered together 
during refueling, in a configuration different from the final loading pattern, there is the 
potential for losing the shutdown margin required by Technical Specifications (usually 5%) 
and, in the extreme case, for an inadvertent criticality.  

Utilities perform analysis to determine the refueling boron concentration which is 
sufficient to maintain the required shutdown margin for the final core layout. In addition, 
many utilities add requirements which increase the boron concentration beyond the 
minimum required. In some utilities the required shutdown margin is 6%, in some it is 5% 
plus that obtained with an additional 100 ppm of soluble boron and in some it is that 
obtained with a specified boron concentration which is expected to give more than 5% 
shutdown margin. Another conservatism, added in some plants that require control rods to 
always be present in fuel assemblies where they belong, is to assume that the rods are 
missing when the calculation of shutdown margin is carried out. However, depending on 
the approach taken, the actual shutdown margin may not be sufficient if certain intermediate 
positions are used during refueling.  

Intermediate positions refers to the loading of fuel assemblies on a temporary basis 
into locations which are not the location in the final core loading map. This may be 
necessary for a number of reasons. If a fuel assembly is bowed and there is difficulty in
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removing it then adjacent assemblies may be temporarily removed to an intermediate 
location. If a bowed assembly is difficult to seat then it may be temporarily located until 
the position is boxed (i.e., assemblies present at all four faces in order to facilitate the 
seating), and the boxing may be done by moving assemblies on a temporary basis.  
Intermediate positions may also be used to support leaning assemblies, to accommodate a 
fuel inspection or to move a source which is contained within a particular assembly.  
Another use of intermediate positions is to optimize the movements needed to complete a 
refueling by shuffling fuel. The use of intermediate positions to optimize the refueling is 
not done in plants that perform a complete offload before refueling.  

A concern arises if fuel assemblies with a high reactivity worth are being loaded and 
either unanalyzed intermediate positions are being used or mistakes are made in the loading 
of fuel. There is then the possibility that the configuration of fuel will lead to a loss of 
shutdown margin below the required amount or, in the extreme, to an inadvertent criticality.  

This concern became apparent to Baltimore Gas and Electric (BG&E) after the fifth 
refueling of Calvert Cliffs 2. During that refueling 22 fuel assemblies were placed into 
unanalyzed non-conservative locations as a result of the shuffling scheme being used. The 
assumption had been made that the boron concentration was adequate for any configuration.  
That assumption had validity when the fuel enrichment was low but for Cycle 5 the fuel 
enrichment increased to above 4 ,/o and there was the potential for losing the required 
shutdown margin.  

After recognizing this problem BG&E, in March 1989, reported [1.1] the situation 
to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) under 10CFR21 ("Reporting of Defects 
and Noncompliance"). Furthermore, BG&E took corrective actions: 1) They requested the 
fuel vendor [(Combustion Engineering (C-E)] to give them a list of the reactivity worth of 
fuel bundles in terms of k. and 2) They changed their refueling procedures for the next 
loading to ensure that a fuel bundle would not be placed in an intermediate position during 
core alterations without first verifying its potential reactivity. Their intent was to require 
that fuel only be positioned in intermediate core locations which would contain fuel of equal 
or greater reactivity in the final core configuration.  

.1o 

Combustion Engineering, alerted to the problem, also took action via an Infobulletin 
to C-E plant owners in March 1989. Their recommendations included that either all 
intermediate positions be analyzed to assure adequate shutdown margin is maintained or 
that fuel only be positioned in intermediate core locations which would contain fuel of equal 
or greater reactivity in the final core configuration.  

1.2.2 NRC Response 

The NRC alerted PWR owners to the potential for losing the required shutdown 
margin, first with an Information Notice [1.2] in May 1989 and then with a Bulletin [1.3] in 
November 1989. In the Information Notice the NRC passed on to both PWR and boiling



water reactor (BWR) plants the information they had received from BG&E and C-E, 
including the fact that simple calculations done at BG&E had shown the potential for an 
inadvertent criticality if a number of highly reactive fuel assemblies were clustered together 
and no credit was taken for control element assemblies or burnable poisons.  

In the Bulletin the NRC only addressed PWR owners*. They requested that 
operating plants do the following: 

"All PWR licensees are requested to assure that adequate shutdown margin is 
maintained during all refueling operations. This should be accomplished through the 
following actions: 

1. Assure that any intermediate fuel assembly configuration (including control 
rods) intended to be used during refueling is identified and evaluated to 
maintain sufficient refueling boron concentration to result in a minimum 
shutdown margin of approximately 5%.  

2. Assure that fuel loading procedures only allow those intermediate fuel 
assembly configurations that do not violate the allowable shutdown margin 
and that these procedures are strictly adhered to.  

3. Assure that the staff responsible for refueling operations is trained in the 
procedures recommended in Item 2 above and understand the potential 
consequences of violating these procedures. This training should include the 
fundamental aspects of criticality control with higher enriched fuel 
assemblies." 

As required by the Bulletin, all PWR owners have responded to the NRC by letter 
saying whether they have taken, or will take the actions requested above. Some of these 
responses included details of how the refueling procedures deal with the question of 
shutdown margin when intermediate positions are used. Some plants followed the C-E 
recommendation (cf Section 1.2.1). Other strategies for dealing with intermediate positions 
included: 1) the intermediate position must be next to the baffle, 2) it must have either a 

* The potential problems with misloading BWR fuel are sufficiently different so that NRC 
is treating the issue separately.  
water hole (empty assembly position) or baffle on all four sides, 3) if the assembly is fresh 
it must have either control rods or more than 20 burnable poison rods. At least one utility 
had done calculations to show that any fuel assembly in an intermediate position that'wo'iild 
be worth more than the assembly planned for that position would require an additional 100 
ppm of boron and if this were true for a second assembly then an additional 200 ppm of 
boron would be required before the second intermediate position could be used. One 
scheme was to avoid more than 4 fresh fuel assemblies in a cluster. (This approach might 
be sufficient for that particular plant but as will be seen in Section 2- might not be sufficient 
for other plants.)
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The NRC also requested that Brookhaven National Laboratory analyze different refueling configurations in oider to understand the potential for losing shutdown margin and for inadvertent criticality due to either the use of intermediate positions or misloading of 
fuel.  

1.3 Scope of Study and Outline of Report 

The study consisted of three different types of analysis. The deterministic analysis 
is explained in Section 2. A neutronic model is used to calculate shutdown margin as a 
function of different parameters. The model is discussed in Section 2.1 and the results are 
discussed in Section 2.2. The results include the configurations which would result in losing 
the required shutdown margin or an inadvertent criticality. These configurations were then 
studied probabilistically in order to estimate the frequencies of occurrence as explained in 
Section 3. After some general remarks the key fault trees are explained in detail in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Section 3.4 explains how these trees were quantified and the results are 
discussed in Section 3.5. This includes a discussion of a sensitivity study to examine human 
reliability in more detail. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 3.6. Section 4 
explains the analysis of the dose to workers assuming an inadvertent criticality. This dose can be the result of radiation coming directly from the core (discussed in Section 4.1) or indirectly from fission products released from the affected fuel. References are found in 
Section 5.



2. SHUTDOWN MARGIN WITH DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS 

2.1 Calculational Method 

Calculations of shutdown margin were carried out using the three-dimensional reactor 
core code NODE-P2 [2.1]. This code models the neutronics with one energy group and a 
nodal method where k. and M2 are the basic neutronic data for each bundle. NODE-P2 
has successfully been applied by many PWR licensees. Cycle 9 of Calvert Cliffs 2 [2.2] was 
chosen to be modeled with the code because of its use of reload fuel with a high U-235 
enrichment (4.3 ,,o).  

The basic neutronics data needed for each fuel assembly found in Cycle 9 were 
generated using CASMO [2.3]. CASMO is a multigroup, two-dimensional, transport theory 
code for burnup calculations of light water reactor fuel assemblies. The code has been 
extensively validated. The data were generated for fresh fuel containing either 0, 4, 8, or 
12 burnable poison rods (containing B4C) and for four types of burned fuel from Cycle 8, 
each with a different enrichment and/or number of burnable poison rods. Each burned fuel 
assembly was assumed to be burned to the average exposure for that fuel type. Table 2-1 
gives the enrichment, number of burnable poison rods, and burnup of each assembly type.  
An additional fresh fuel assembly for which data were generated had an enrichment of 4.08 
wo and was used to determine the effect of enrichment on shutdown margin.  

To simplify the data generation two fuel types representing only 5 assemblies in Cycle 
9 were not explicitly represented. A single burned assembly from Cycle 7 was represented 
as one of the bundles from Cycle 8 (Type J) and 4 erbia bearing demonstration assemblies 
were represented as fresh fuel with 4 burnable poison rods.  

The assembly data were calculated with and without the presence of a CEA. There 
are two types of CEAs, each axially zoned differently with rods containing B4C, Ag-In-Cd, 
A 20 3, or stainless steel. The assumption was made that all CEAs were identical and 
contained B4C rods since more than 85% of the rods are of this composition. Part length 
assemblies were neglected. The data were calculated at a temperature of 311 K (100°F) 
and at boron concentrations of 1500 and 2000 ppm.  

Table 2-1 gives the k. calculated with CASMO for the assemblies with no control 
element assembly (CEA) at a boron concentration of 1500 ppm. The results show that even 
with 12 burnable poison rods a fresh fuel assembly can have a large reactivity worth.  

The core layout for Cycle 9 as modeled is shown in Figure 2-1. There is dctaht 
symmetry. The number of burnable poison rods is noted on the figure for fresh fuel. The 
burned fuel, in the shaded locations, is identified by the fuel type designation given in Table 
2-1. For both fuel types the presence of a CEA is noted. Figure 2-2 gives the distribution 
of k. (as calculated by CASMO) with this layout at a boron concentration of 1500 ppm.  
The distribution of k,. with CEAs removed is also given on the figure.
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The NODE-P2 model contains free parameters, related to the transport kernel and albedos, that are best obtained by normalizing results to measurements. Since none were available, the parameters were adjusted to get agreement with a more rigorous model; specifically the ROCS code. Using fuel assembly k. values edited from a ROCS calculation of Calvert Cliffs 2, Cycle 5 with misloaded fuel, NODE-P2 calculations were done with parameters adjusted to get agreement with the k-effective and radial power (i.e., relative fission rate) distribution from ROCS. The results are given in Figure 2-3. The agreement is good especially considering the fact that the power distribution varies over two orders of 
magnitude.  

The calculational uncertainty in k-effective for misloaded configurations of Cycle 9 is not known precisely because NODE-P2 has not been validated against measurements.  
Nevertheless, the model is reasonable and should be particularly useful for calculating 
changes in shutdown margin or relative values of k-effective. Based on an uncertainty analysis that was done, for the ROCS code, the comparison of ROCS with NODE-P2, and 
a desire to be conservative, it is estimated that NODE-P2 may be calculating a k-effective 
that is 1-2% low.  

2.2 Discussion of Results 

The NODE-P2 calculations of k-effective for the Cycle 9 reloading were done with a boron concentration of 2300 ppm unless otherwise specified. The Technical Specifications at Calvert Cliff require either 5% shutdown or 2300 ppm whichever is more restrictive.  With the nominal configuration for Cycle 9 this means that the reactor would be shut down with a margin of 13%. This is considerably greater than the required 5% primarily because it has generally been the philosophy of C-E plants to calculate the shutdown margin 
assuming all rods are out of the core. A calculation with all rods removed was done to show that the shutdown margin is reduced by 5.6% if there are no CEAs present.* The shutdown margin for Cycle 9 is also high because the requirement for 2300 ppm of boron is more 
conservative than the 5% requirement.  

Calculations with misplaced fuel were done conservatively assuming that the 
misplaced fuel is fresh fuel with no burnable poison rods. Taking into account the reduced 
* Note that this worth is less than expected at hot shutdown conditions with lower boron 
concentration.  

worth of fresh fuel with burnable poisons would increase the number of assemblies needed 
for a problem to exist. The fresh fuel is assumed to not contain a CEA as that would reduce the reactivity worth of the assembly to that expected for highly burned fuel.  

The change in shutdown margin with four different configurations of fresh fuel is given in Figure 2-4. The change depends not only on the reactivity worth and number of fresh bundles and their configuration, but also on the worth of the fuel that has been 
displaced.



These results are shown graphically on Figure 2-5 which plots k-effective vs the 
number of fresh fuel assemblies clustered together at the center of the core. The base case 
(middle curve) is for nominal conditions with 4.3 w/o fresh fuel and a boron concentration 
of 2300 ppm and corresponds to the results shown in Figure 2-4.. Along the x-axis are 
diagrams showing the actual configuration of the misloaded fuel assumed for the calculation.  
From the base case curve it is seen that the required shutdown margin is lost when 5 or 
more assemblies are clustered and criticality is almost possible when 9 assemblies are 
grouped together. Taking into account the uncertainty in the calculation discussed above, 
it will be assumed that for this loading only a 2x2 array is necessary to lose the required 
shutdown margin and a 3x3 array is necessary for an inadvertent criticality.  

The results show that for this reload it would take 9 misloaded assemblies to have 
an inadvertent criticality. However, if the core initially only had the required shutdown 
margin of 5% then there is the possibility of an inadvertent criticality when only 5 
assemblies are misloaded. This follows from the fact that the change in shutdown margin 
with this configuration is 7.8% (see Figure 2-4).  

Figure 2-5 also shows results for a case in which the boron concentration is only 1800 
ppm. The reactivity worth of boron varies from -0.9 to -1.2%/(100 ppm) and the curve with 
the reduced boron concentration is displaced from the base case by approximately 5% 
reactivity.  

Also shown on Figure 2-5 is the effect of U-235 enrichment. The lower curve was 
obtained using fuel with 4.08 ,,/o enrichment. The results show that the effect of enrichment 
increases as more fresh fuel is loaded.  

Figure 2-6 shows similar results to those shown in Figure 2-5 except that the 
calculations were done with all CEAs removed. As expected, the results are displaced by 
5.6% in reactivity giving much more conservative results. The changes in shutdown margin 
are smaller with fewer neutron absorbers in the core. This can best be seen by comparing 
the changes in shutdown margin given in Figure 2-7 with no CEAs with the changes given 
in Figure 2-4 with CEAs present.  

In Figure 2-8 the change in shutdown margin is given for different configurations that 
assume quadrant symmetry and with the condition that no CEAs are present. It is expected 
that errors leading to these configurations are possible during a shuffling when fuel moves 
may be done symmetrically rather than during an offload/reload. The effect of having the 
same pattern of either 1, 3, or 5 clustered fresh fuel bundles in all four quadrants is not four 
times the effect of the same clustering at the center of the core as shown in Figure 2-7.  
This is because different fuel bundles are being displaced when different locations are used 
and because the coupling of the effect between quadrants is limited when there are gaps 
between the clusters; especially in this case where these gaps contain burned fuel and a high 
boron concentration.
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Figure 2-8 also shows the effect of moving the cluster to the core periphery. For the 
case of a cluster of 5 fresh fuel assemblies the effect on shutdown margin is reduced by 
almost one-half.  

An inadvertent criticality would require the misloading of many assemblies and, as will be shown in Section 3 this is highly unlikely. However, if this were to occur any power 
excursion would be autocatalytic initially. This is because in a highly borated condition the 
moderator feedback is positive.  

In order to quantify this effect, calculations of k. were carried out for a 4.08 ,,/o fresh 
fuel assembly with no CEA or burnable poison. The calculations were done at a boron 
concentration of 2000 ppm with a base case temperature of 100 F. Over an additional 100 F the moderator temperature reactivity coefficient was + 8.6 pcm/ F. Over the range 
from 0 to 40% void fraction the void reactivity coefficient is + 130 pcm/(% void). The 
Doppler reactivity coefficient is relatively small (-1.6 pcm/*F) and hence, as the power 
increased and the moderator heated and voided, the excursion would become more severe.

8



Table 2-1

Fuel Types in Calvert Cliffs 2 Cycle 9 
(1500 ppm Boron, No Control Rods)

** Not in Cycle 9 but used in analysis

9

Burnable 
Fuel Enrichment Poison Burnup Type w/o Rods MWD/MT k._ 

J 4.05 0 30 0.895 

K 4.08 0 0"* 1.186 

K 4.08 0 15 1.023 

K/ 4.08 8 21 0.953 

K* 4.08 12 21 0.943 

L 4.30 0 0 1.202 

LX 4.30 4 0 1.157 

L/ 4.30 8 0 1.109 

L* 4.30 12 0 1.065
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Figure 2-3 
POWER DISTRIBUTION BENCHMARK 

Calvert Cliffs 2 Cycle 5 Refueling
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Figure 2-4 
Change in Shutdown Margin (SDM) 

With Fresh Fuel Clusters 
(Calvert Cliffs 2, CY9 Refueling)
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Figure 2-5 
K-EFFECTIVE FOR MISLOADED CONFIGURATIONS 
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Figure 2-7
Change in Shutdown Margin (SDM) 

With Fresh Fuel Clusters (All CEAs Removed)
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Figure 2-8 
Change in Shutdown Margin (SDM) 

With Fresh Fuel Clusters (All CEAs Removed) 
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3. PROBABILISTIC ASSESSMENT OF MISLOADED CONFIGURATIONS 

3.1 Introduction 

The probabilistic assessment of the frequency of losing shutdown margin (and 
perhaps becoming critical) during PWR refueling was based on the current loading 
procedures for Calvert Cliffs Unit 2 (October 1990). These procedures entail a complete 
offload rather than shuffling; a change made subsequent to the reporting to NRC of 
potential problems with intermediate positions during shuffling (cf Section 1.2.1). The 
present scheme can be summarized as follows: 

Each fuel assembly in the core is first removed and placed in the spent fuel pool.  
This involves first moving the fuel out of the core with the refueling machine. It is placed 
in the upender which turns it from a vertical to horizontal orientation. The upender cart 
is then moved through the fuel transfer canal into the spent fuel building where an upender 
turns it back into a vertical orientation. The spent fuel handling machine then lifts it and 
places it into position in the spent fuel pool. After the fuel has been moved into the pool 
the spent fuel handling machine is used to remove CEAs from assemblies where they are 
not needed and place them into assemblies that are to contain a CEA for the next cycle.  
A single operator has responsibility for operating this machine. When all movement in the 
spent fuel pool is completed a check is made of all positions to assure that the correct fuel 
assembly and CEA are present.  

The reloading starts with the control room operator specifying the fuel assembly 
location in the spent fuel pool for transfer back into the reactor containment building. The 
spent fuel handling machine operator moves to that grid location and the assembly is moved 
through the fuel transfer canal into containment. The refueling machine operator also 
receives instructions from the control room operator specifying the core grid location for 
that assembly. The refueling machine operator reads the bridge and trolley indices 
corresponding to that grid location and moves the machine accordingly. A second operator 
checks the movement and the control room operator is kept appraised of the location of the 
assembly. The fuel assembly is lowered into position and when the assembly is in place the 
tag board which records the location of each-fuel assembly is updated and count rates are 
observed. Changes to this sequence that affect the destination of an assembly (e.g., 
temporarily moving to an intermediate location) cannot be made by the operator without 
proper approval.  

The final core layout for Cycle 9 of Unit 2 showing the positions of both fresh and 
burned fuel assemblies, with and without CEAs, is depicted in Figure 3-1 (cf Figures 2-1 and 
2-2). The core contains a total of 217 fuel assemblies of which 92 are fresh and the 
remainder (125) burned fuel assemblies. The different types of fresh fuel assemblies are 
listed below using the nomenclature of Figure 3-1.



Type of Fresh Fuel Assembly

FU 8 
FUB 12 
FC 8 ECB_ 64 
Total 92 

The fuel assemblies of FU or FUB type do not have CEAs. They are uncontrolled 
and have the potential of causing loss of shutdown margin if improperly arranged as a 
group. Note that a fuel assembly of FC(FCB) type will become FU(FUB) type if a CEA 
fails to be attached to it due to CEA repositioning errors.  

Based on the shutdown margin calculations for different configurations, discussed in 
Section 2, it was determined that significant margin will be lost if a group of. four fuel 
assemblies of FU or FUB type are placed in a 2x2 array, or a group of five fuel assemblies 
of FU or FUB type are placed in a cross-shaped configuration. These clusters would be 
important anywhere in the core except at locations adjacent to the baffle where neutron 
leakage would reduce the reactivity.  

The first step in the probabilistic analysis was to calculate the probability that a given 
core location may be loaded with a fuel assembly of either FU or FUB type. Note that 
there are 48 core locations (shaded area in Figure 3-1) which are adjacent to the baffle.  
These locations need not be analyzed, because no significant loss of shutdown margin would 
occur if they are loaded with fuel assemblies of FU or FUB type. Note also that all the FU 
and FC types of fuel assemblies are meant to be loaded in these areas. There are an 
additional twelve core locations, that do not have to be considered because they are 
supposed to be loaded with fuel assemblies of FUB type. The probability that such a 
location contains fresh fuel is close to unity and does not have to be determined using fault 
tree analysis. The number of core locations misloading a fuel assembly is, therefore, 217-48
12 = 157.  

Based on the final loading pattern shown in Figure 3-1, these 157 core locations can 
be divided into two groups, one to be loaded with fuel assemblies of FCB type, and the 
other with burned fuel assemblies. For convenience, they are denoted as core locations of 
"A" type and "B" type, respectively. Fault trees were constructed to calculate the probability 
that a core location of "A" type or "B" type will be mistakenly loaded with an uncontrolled 
fresh fuel assembly, i.e., a fuel assembly of either FU type or FUB type. The probability 
of forming a cluster of such misloaded locations that might lead to loss of shutdown margin 
is then calculated. Intuitively, the probability of loading a core location of "A" type with an 
uncontrolled fuel assembly can be expected to be larger because location "A" is designated 
for loading a fresh fuel assembly of FCB type. Errors in CEA repositioning alone can cause 
location "A" to be loaded with an uncontrolled fuel assembly, even though the loaded fuel 
assembly has a correct ID number. Loading a location of "B" type with an uncontrolled fuel
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assembly, on the other hand, necessarily requires misloading of a fuel assembly with an 
incorrect identification (ID) number, since it is designated for loading a burned fuel 
assembly.  

3.2 Fault Trees for Misloading a Fuel Assembly Location 

3.2.1 Loading FU(FUB) Fuel into a Core Location of "A" Type 

The fault trees, shown in Figures 3-2a through 3-2e, were developed to calculate, 
given a core location of "A" type is loaded with a fuel assembly, the probability that the 
loaded fuel assembly is a fresh assembly without a CEA attached. To simplify the analysis, 
a few major assumptions are made. They are: (1) Errors associated with a) loading or 
unloading a fuel assembly in a core location, b) storing a burned or fresh fuel assembly in 
a spent fuel pool location, and c) repositioning of a CEA between the fuel assemblies, are 
considered to occur completely randomly, independent of the order of procedures, or the 
positions of the fuel assembly or the CEA, or the empty space in the core, or in the spent 
fuel pool; (2) Loading or unloading errors which may be detected by means of inconsistency 
during the loading or unloading operations are neglected; and (3) No common-cause errors, 
human or non-human, are considered.  

With regard to the first assumption note that if a fuel assembly is misloaded into a 
wrong location, it is conceivable that this wrong location is likely to be in the vicinity of the 
correct location. This is because a loading error can occur simply as a result of 
mispositioning the refueling machine. In this study, however, it is assumed that any empty 
location in the core has an equal chance of becoming the wrong location. The second 
assumption is very conservative. If a loading error has been committed by placing a wrong 
fuel assembly into a core location, it is almost certain that the error will be eventually 
detected when it comes to load the same location with a correct fuel assembly. Due to the 
complex nature of the possibility for such an occurrence, no credit was given to the 
detection of errors during the process of loading or unloading fuel assemblies or during 
CEA repositioning. For the third assumption, it should be noted that since movement of 
a fuel assembly from one position to another over the core usually requires more than one 
operator to be involved, the probability of making common-cause human errors is 
considered very small. Movement of a fuel assembly or a CEA over the spent fuel pool, on 
the other hand, is usually done by a single operator following procedural instructions. Any 
common-cause human errors, including those which may be committed by a single spent fuel 
machine operator, however, were not considered in this analysis.  

The fault trees shown in Figures 3-2a through 3-2e were developed based on the 
following core unloading and loading scenarios: Initially, the core is entirely filled with 
burned fuel assemblies. The core is unloaded by removing all the burned fuel assemblies 
and placing them in proper spent fuel pool locations. Repositioning of the CEAs among 
the fuel assemblies (FAs), fresh or burned, is then carried out in the spent fuel pool. After 
the CEA repositioning is completed, the empty core is loaded, one FA at a time, following
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a pattern that involves loading the core row-wise from one end of the core to the other.  
One pattern for loading the core like this would follow the numbering of assemblies as 
shown in Figure 3-1.  

Before describing the detailed structure of the fault trees, it is necessary to define a 
few terms. Throughout this report, a fuel assembly with a correct ID number implies that 
the fuel assembly is the one specified in the unloading or loading procedures. A fuel 
assembly without a correct ID number is called a "wrong" fuel assembly. Also, if the core 
or the spent fuel pool location does not correspond to the one specified in the procedures, 
it is called a "wrong" location.  

To gain a clear perspective of the overall structure of the fault trees, it is worthwhile 
examining the possible outcomes of an event involving the movement of a fuel assembly 
from one location to another following a specified procedure. In general, there are four 
possible outcomes when a fuel assembly is moved by the operators from the spent fuel pool 
to the core based on a written procedure. They are: 

1. A FA with a correct ID number is picked up at the spent fuel pool, and 
loaded into the correct core location.  

2. A FA with a correct ID number is picked up at the spent fuel pool, but 
loaded into a wrong core location.  

3. A FA with a wrong ID number is picked up at the spent fuel pool, but loaded 
into the correct core location.  

4. A FA with a wrong ID number is picked up at the spent fuel pool and loaded 
into a wrong core location.  

Outcome 1 is the ideal case that can be expected to occur most frequently. In 
structuring the fault trees, attention was focussed on outcomes 2, 3, and 4. In general, the 
probability of outcome 4 can be expected to be very much smaller compared to that of 
outcome 2 or 3, since two mistakes have to be made rather than one.  

Referring to the fault tree shown in Figure 3-2a, the fault tree top event, a new FA 
without a CEA is loaded into location A, can occur if a new FA without a CEA, having a 
correct or incorrect ID number, is loaded into a location of "A" type. If.the FA loaded into 
location A has a correct ID number, an error must have been committed during the course 
of CEA repositioning, since a location of "A" type is supposed to be loaded with a new fuel 
assembly with a CEA attached. The logic of failing to attach a CEA to a FA as required 
by procedures during CEA repositioning is further depicted by the sub-fault tree, Al (see 
Figure 3-2e).
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For a complete offload/reload refueling operation, the CEAs are usually repositioned 
in the spent fuel pool. The CEA repositioning is performed by personnel qualified to 
operate the spent fuel handling machine. Unlike the situation when loading the core, CEA 
movements in the spent fuel building are made by a single operator. Personnel errors that 
can occur during CEA repositioning are modeled in the sub-tree, Al. Failures to verify the 
position of each CEA using a video camera and monitor prior to refueling the reactor are 
also modeled.  

If a new FA without a CEA and having a wrong ID number is loaded into location 
A, two events must be concurrently true: (a) a FA with a wrong ID number is loaded into 
location A; and (b) the wrong FA happens to be new and without a CEA. The logic for 
each of these two events is further developed in the fault tree. For convenience of 
discussion, attention is first directed to event (b). In order for the wrong FA loaded into 
location A to be new and without a CEA, the FA has to be either (i) of FU or FUB type, 
or (ii) of FC or FCB type, but without the CEA having been attached during CEA 
repositioning operations. The logic of these.events is delineated in the fault tree branch 
under the heading of 'The wrong FA is new and without CEA". Note that the probability 
of the event, 'The FA is of FU or FUB type", or the event, 'The FA is of FC or FCB type", 
varies as the loading operation progresses since the number of fuel assemblies which have 
been loaded into the core, and that which remain to be loaded changes at each loading step.  
In other words, the probabilities of these two events change depending on the core location 
being loaded.  

Next, for the event (a) to be true, it must be either (i) a FA intended for another 
core location is mistakenly loaded into a particular core location of A type during the course 
of loading the core locations other than the particular location being considered, or (ii) a 
wrong FA has been picked up at the spent fuel pool and loaded into core location A when 
the step of loading the particular core location is taken. These two types of errors can be 
considered to correspond respectively to the outcomes 2 and 3 mentioned above. They are 
discussed separately in the following subsections.  

A) A Fuel Assembly Intended for Another Core Location is Mistakenly Loaded into 
Location A.  

The logic of this event is developed in the sub-fault tree B1 see (Figure 3-2b). This 
type of error occurs not during the course of loading the particular location being 
considered, but during the course of loading locations other than the one being considered.  
For the reactor core being considered, there are 217 core locations which must be loaded 
with fuel assemblies during the entire refueling operation. The refueling procedure, which 
specifies the initial location and final destination of each of the 217 fuel assemblies, 
therefore, consists of 217 basic refueling steps. For each core location, there is only one 
correct fuel assembly. It is possible, however, that during the multiple refueling steps, a fuel 
assembly intended for another location is mistakenly loaded into core location A. Note that 
the wrong fuel assembly could be mistakenly loaded into any empty core location. The
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event, "The wrong core location is location A" appearing in the sub-tree B1, under an "And' 
gate, is used to restrict the location to the particular location being considered. The 
probability of this event, therefore, varies depending on the core location and the order of 
refueling.  

To discuss possible causes of loading a fuel assembly into a wrong core location, a 
brief description is first given on how the refueling operation is actually carried out in a 
typical Combustion Engineering plant.  

Any movement of a fuel assembly during refueling is directed by a control room 
operator, who maintains overall coordination of the refueling activities. As required by 
plant Technical Specifications, the control room operator maintains direct communication 
with anyone moving the fuel. Core alterations are suspended whenever these 
communications cannot be maintained. Based on the refueling procedures, the control room 
operator directs the fuel handling operator to move the refueling machine to a specific grid 
location, which is expressed in terms of a letter and number (e.g., A-5). The refueling 
machine operator has a printed table of grid locations vs. index locations. He looks up the 
grid location, then positions the machine based on the appropriate index location, read to 
the nearest one hundredth of an inch (e.g., bridge = 400.12 in., trolley = 295.63 in.). The 
refueling machine operator verifies the machine's position with the control room operator.  
If fuel is to be removed, the control room operator instructs the refueling machine operator 
to pick up the fuel assembly. At this time, the control room operator signs the procedure 
step and updates the tag board indicating that a fuel assembly is located in the fuel handling 
machine mast. In the reverse situation where fuel is inserted, the same process of 
instructions from the control room operator and verifications from the fuel machine 
operator is performed. After the fuel assembly is inserted, the procedure is signed off and 
the tag board is updated.  

The potential for mistakenly loading a fuel assembly into a wrong core location exists 
in several areas. The refueling machine operator could incorrectly position the machine as 
a result of communication errors with the control room operator, looking up a wrong index 
location, or mentally transposing the bridge and trolley locations. The logic is delineated 
in the sub-fault tree, El (see Figure 3-2b). Note that failures in verifying the machine 
position by a second bridge operator prior to removing or inserting an assembly is also 
modeled. The control room operator could also commit errors by misreading the 
procedures and thereby giving wrong instructions to the fuel handling machine operator.  
One contributing factor to this type of error is failure of the control room operator to 
update the procedure and tag board. It should also be remarked that the control- room 
operator is allowed to change the order of portions of the refueling procedures without 
additional approval. This change of orders involves skipping forward or backward in the 
procedures and performing a number of sequential steps to accomplish an assembly transfer.  
The operator, however, is not permitted to alter the order of individual steps, as this could 
lead to misloading of an assembly.
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These possible human errors by the control room operator are modeled in the sub
fault tree, G1 (see Figure 3-2d). Another possible, but less likely cause of mis-positioning 
the refueling machine is the mechanical malfunction of the machine itself, which is modeled 
in the sub-fault tree, F1 (see Figure 3-2b).  

B) A Fuel Assembly with a Wrong ID Number is Picked up at the Spent Fuel Pool and 
Loaded into Location A.  

One possible cause of picking up a wrong FA at the spent fuel pool is through human 
errors committed by the spent fuel machine operator. Unlike the movement of fuel 
assemblies over the core, which requires supervision and direction of a control room 
operator, FA or CEA movements in the spent fuel building is usually done by a single 
operator. This is because these activities do not directly affect the reactivity of the core.  

The personnel involved in the process are not required to be in direct communication 
with the control room, and a senior reactor operator need not be present on location.  
Generally speaking, positioning the spent fuel machine is less complicated than positioning 
the refueling machine. It can be accomplished by aligning the bridge and trolley index 
pointers to the appropriate letter or number position markers. The spent fuel machine 
operator, however, must read the procedural instructions alone and carry out the movements 
accordingly. Possible errors that can be committed by the spent fuel machine operator are 
modeled in the fault tree.  

Another possible cause of picking up a wrong FA at the spent fuel pool is that, 
although the spent fuel machine operator did move the machine to the correct spent fuel 
pool position, a wrong FA has been stored in the specified location without being detected.  
Prior to loading the core, the position of each FA and CEA is verified using a video camera 
and monitor. The position of each FA and CEA is checked to ensure that it matches the 
position documented in the refueling procedures. Any discrepancies uncovered are resolved 
prior to initiating core loading. Possible human errors that can lead to failure of position 
verification are modeled in the sub-fault tree denoted by C1 (see Figure 3-2c). Note that 
the wrong FA stored in the specified pool location can be either fresh or burned. If the 
wrong FA is fresh, a storage error must have been committed when new fuel assemblies are 
stored. Normally, new fuel assemblies aie shipped by truck to the site in new fuel casks.  
The casks are moved to the fuel storage area where the assemblies are removed and 
inspected by qualified personnel. After the inspection, each new FA is placed in an 
appropriate spent fuel pool location. Since only one operator is required for FA movements 
in the spent fuel pool, the new FA could be stored in a wrong place if the procedures are 
incorrect or the operator carries out the written instructions incorrectly.  

If the wrong FA stored in the specified spent fuel pool location is a burned one, a 
storing error must have been made when the burned FAs were unloaded from the core and 
stored in the spent fuel pool, or when shufflings in the pool, if required, are made 
subsequent to the unloading. This logic is depicted by the sub-fault tree, D1 (see Figure 3-



2d). The storing error can occur if a wrong FA is picked up at the core during the 
unloading and stored in the specified spent fuel pool location. Possible causes of picking 
up a wrong fuel assembly at the core during unloading are essentially identical to those 
discussed above for loading the core. They include: (i) control room operator specifies a 
wrong core location; (ii) refueling machine operator incorrectly positioned the machine 
without being detected; and (iii) refueling machine is incorrectly positioned due to 
mechanical errors. They are modeled respectively by sub-fault trees, G1, El and Fl.  

Another possible cause of the storing error at the spent fuel pool is that, although 
a correct FA was picked up at the core, it was mistakenly stored in a wrong pool location.  
Note that the wrong pool location can be any empty location in the pool. Since attention 
is being focussed on a particular pool location, it is phrased in the fault tree as "an old fuel 
assembly intended for another spent fuel pool location is mistakenly stored in the specified 
pool location." The logic is depicted by the sub-fault tree, H1 (see Figure 3-2e), which 
shows that human errors attributable to the spent fuel machine operator are mainly 
responsible for the occurrence of this event.  

3.2.2 Loading FU(FUB) Fuel into a Core Location of "B" Type 

Supporting logic for mistakenly loading a fresh fuel assembly with no CEA attached 
into a core location of "B" type is delineated in the fault trees shown in Figures 3-3a and 3
3b. Since core locations of "B" type are supposed to be loaded with burned fuel assemblies, 
the fresh fuel assembly mistakenly loaded into a location of B type necessarily has an 
incorrect ID number. The structure of the fault trees is otherwise essentially identical to 
that described in Section 3.2.1 above.  

3.3 Fault Trees for Losing Required Shutdown Margin 

To estimate the probability of losing the required shutdown margin during a PWR 
refueling operation, a fault tree (in abbreviated form) was developed as shown in Figure 3-4.  
As discussed in Section 3.1, if a cluster of four (2x2 array) or five (cross configuration) fresh 
fuel assemblies without CEAs are placed anywhere in the core, except at locations adjacent 
to the baffles, the required shutdown margin is assumed to be lost. To calculate the 
probability of losing the required shutdown margin, therefore, it is necessary to identify all 
the possible combinations of core locations to form such clusters. Referring to Figure 3-1, 
for example, a combination of four core locations, such as locations 8, 9, 18, 19 and a 
combination of five core locations, such as locations 17, 28, 29, 30 and 43 form a cluster of 
a 2x2 array and a cluster of a cross configuration, respectively. There are a total of 140 
combinations possible to form a cluster consisting of a 2x2 array, and 129 combinations 
possible to form a cluster consisting of a cross configuration. For simplicity, they are 
represented by the single events, CLUS4 and CLUS5 respectively in the fault tree shown 
in Figure 3-4.
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As can be seen from Figure 3-4, event CLUS4 is related, through an "AND" gate, to 
four input events, CLOCA, CLOCB, CLOCC and CLOCD, which denote that core 
locations, designated by core location indices "a", 'bb, "c" and "d", are respectively are loaded 
with a'fresh fuel assembly without a CEA. For the example of a 2x2 array cited above, the 
core location indices can be taken as a=8, b=9, c= 18, d= 19. The fault-tree event, CLUS4, 
therefore, is an abbreviated expression used to encompass all of the 140 possible 2x2 array 
combinations, with the core location indices, "a", "b", "c" and "d" specified to correspond to 
the core locations for each combination that can lead to loss of required shutdown margin.  

Similarly, the event CLUS5 is related, through an "AND."" gate, to five input events, 
CLOCR, CLOCS, CLOCT, CLOCU and CLOCV, which denote that core locations 
designated by core location indices "r", "s", "t", "u" and N"v, respectively are loaded with a 
fresh fuel assembly without a CEA. For the example of a cross configuration cited above, 
the core location indices can be taken as r=17, s=28, t=29, u=30 and v=43. The fault-tree 
event, CLUS5, therefore, is an abbreviated expression used to represent all of the 129 
possible combinations to form a problem cluster of five fuel assemblies, with the core 
location indices, "r", as", "t", "u" and "V" specified to correspond to the core locations for each 
of the combinations.  

Since each combination of core locations that can form a problem cluster is unique 
and mutually exclusive, the probability of forming a cluster of four or five so as to lose the 
required shutdown margin (i.e., the probability of the fault tree top event, SDMLOST) can 
be computed by adding together the probabilities of all the possible combinations. This 
logic is delineated by the fault tree shown in Figure 3-4.  

The probability of each combination (i.e.,the probability of CLUS4 or CLUS5) can 
be calculated by multiplying together the probabilities of the relevant input events, i.e., the 
probabilities of CLOCA, CLOCB, CLOCC and CLOCD if the cluster consists of a 2x2 
array, and the probabilities of CLOCR, CLOCS, CLOCT, CLOCU and CLOCV if the 
cluster consists of a cross configuration. This approach is consistent. with the assumption 
made in this study that each of these input events occur independently of one another.  

The probabilities of the input events, CLOCA, CLOCB, CLOCC or CLOCD, can be 
obtained by quantifying the fault trees shown in Figures 3-2 (a through e) and 3-3 (a and 
b), by first discerning whether the core location is of A-type or of B-type. If the core 
location of interest is of A-type, the probability of the input event is taken to be the 
probability of the top event, TOPA, of the fault tree shown in Figure 3-2a. On the other 
hand, if the core location of interest is of B-type, it is taken to be the same as the 
probability of the top event, TOPB, of the fault tree shown in Figure 3-3a.  

It should be remarked that, even with core locations of the same type, the probability 
of being mistakenly loaded with a fresh fuel assembly without a CEA could be somewhat 
different depending on where in the loading pattern one was focusing. This is primarily due 
to the existence in the fault trees (see Figures 3-2a, 2b and 2e) of four basic events,



FATYPE2, FATYPE3, ALOC and SPLOC, whose probabilities vary depending on the order 
of loading the fuel assemblies. In other words, the probabilities of these four basic events 
are core-location dependent. A detailed explanation of how to compute the probabilities 
of these four basic events, by taking into consideration the order of refueling, will be given 
in Section 3-4. A simplified approach is discussed below.  

Evaluating the probabilities of the input events, such as CLOCA, or CLOCB, requires 
quantifying the fault trees shown in Figures 3-2a through 3-2e or Figures 3-3a and 3-3b for 
each of the relevant core locations. This, however, would entail considerable effort. The 
burden of quantifying the fault trees, however, can be significantly alleviated by employing, 
for each of the above four basic events (whose probabilities actually depend on core 
location), a probability averaged over the entire 217 core locations, or a subset of core 
locations. The frequency of losing the required shutdown margin was calculated by 
quantifying the fault trees using, for each of those four basic events, its probability obtained 
by averaging over the entire core locations. Similar fault tree quantifications were also 
performed by using the probabilities obtained by averaging over every twenty core locations.  
The latter approach was found to yield results that are about 20% lower than those obtained 
using the former approach, indicating that the former approach is relatively conservative.  
This study, therefore, used for each of those four basic events, its probability obtained by 
averaging over the entire 217 core locations.  

The simpler approach taken in quantifying the fault trees has one important 
implication that must be specifically noted. Since only one probability averaged over the 
entire 217 core locations is used for each of the four basic events (whose probabilities are 
actually core location dependent), all core locations of A-type, regardless of where the 
actual core location is, will have the same probability of being mistakenly loaded with a 
fresh fuel assembly without a CEA. Similarly, all core locations of B-type will have the 
same probability of being misloaded with a fresh fuel assembly without a CEA. This 
important consequence greatly simplifies the process of evaluating the frequency of losing 
the required shutdown margin.  

As explained previously, the event, CLUS4, appearing in the fault tree shown in 
Figure 3-4 represents all the possible combinations of four core locations to form a 
problematic cluster of a 2x2 array. To calculate the probability of CLUS4, therefore, each 
of the combinations must be identified with regard to its four associated core locations and 
the type of each core location (i.e., whether it is of PA-type or PB-type). Since all core 
locations of the same type have the same probability of being misloaded with a fresh fuel 
assembly without a CEA, the probability of each combination can be conveniently expressed 
in terms of the product of two probabilities PA and PB, which denote respectively the 
probability associated with location A-type and B-type. For example, the combination 
consisting of a=8(A), b=9(B), c= 18(B), and d= 19(B), shown in Figure 3-4, indicates that 
location 8 is of A-type and locations 9, 18 and 19 are of B-type. The probability of this 
combination is, thus, PAPB3 . Similarly, the probability of the combination consisting of core 
locations 33, 34, 47 and 48 can be expressed as PA'PB*. This computational approach also
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applies to the evaluation of the probability of CLUS5, which represents all the possible 
combinations of five core locations to form a cluster of a cross configuration.  

There are twelve core locations which are designated to be loaded with a fuel 
assembly of FUB type. For these twelve core locations, therefore, the probability of being 
loaded with a fresh fuel assembly without a CEA is, for practical purposes, unity. Of the 
140 possible combinations of forming a cluster of a 2x2 array, 48 combinations contain a 
core location of this type. For example, as shown in Figure 3-1, the combination consisting 
of core locations 41(FUB), 42(B), 56(B), and 57(A), belongs to this category, since location 
41 is designated to be loaded with a fuel assembly of FUB type. The probability of this 
combination can thus be simplified to PAPB2. The event, CLUS3, shown in Figure 3-4, is 
included to illustrate this point.  

It can be expected that combinations belonging to this category tend to dominate the 
total frequency of losing required shutdown margin, since their probabilities can be 
expressed as products of the probabilities of three events rather than four.  

A similar situation exists for the combinations of five core locations to form a cluster 
of a cross configuration. Of the 129 possible combinations, four contain two FUB type core 
locations, while 53 contain one FUB type core location. Examples are the combination 
consisting of core locations 45(B), 59(FUB), 60(B), 61(FUB) and 76(A) for the former, and 
the combination consisting of core locations, 30(A), 43(A), 44(B), 45(B), and 59(FUB) for 
the latter.  

3.4 Quantification Of The Fault Trees 

The fault trees shown in Figures 3-2a through 3-2e and Figures 3-3a and 3-3b were 
quantified using the SAICUT code [3.1]. It is noteworthy that, of the 38 basic events 
appearing in the fault trees developed to estimate the probability of misloading core 
locations of A-type, 30 basic events involve human errors. The probabilities of all the basic 
events used in quantifying the fault trees are summarized in Tables 3-1(a) and 3-1(b). The 
human error probabilities given were derived from data in Swain and Guttmann [3.2]. The 
results obtained by using the basic event probabilities listed in Tables 3-1(a) and 3-1(b) are 
referred to as the base case results, to distinguish them from those obtained in th6 sensitivity 
studies to be presented later.  

The fault tree comprises four basic events (FATYPE2, FATYPE3, ALOC and 
SPLOC) whose probabilities depend on the order of refueling. The calculation of these 
probabilities was done approximately as discussed in Section 3.3. In the following, the more 
rigorous approach is given. Since prior to loading the core, all the fuel assemblies, fresh or 
burned, are stored in the spent fuel pool, calculations of the probabilities of basic events 
FATYPE2 and FATYPE3 are relatively straightforward. To calculate the probability of the 
event, FATYPE2 (the FA is of FU or FUB type), for example, it is known that the spent 
fuel pool initially contains 20 fuel assemblies that are of FU or FUB type. With the final
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loading pattern and the order of loading the core clearly depicted by Figure 3-1, the 
probability of FATYPE2 at each loading step can be readily calculated by assuming that 
each of these fresh assemblies can be picked up randomly with equal probability. Similarly, 
estimation of the probability of the event, FATYPE3 (the FA is of FC or FCB type), can 
be done by noting that, prior to the loading operation, a total of 72 fuel assemblies of these 
types are stored in the spent fuel pool.  

Estimation of the probabilities of the basic events ALOC (the core location is 
location A), and SPLOC (the wrong spent fuel pool location is the specified pool location), 
on the other hand, is more intricate. Note, first of all, that event ALOC, in conjunction with 
the event AINTEND (a FA intended for another core location is loaded into a wrong core 
location), is used to calculate the probability that any core location might be accidently 
loaded with a fuel assembly intended for another core location. As mentioned previously, 
since there are 217 core locations to be loaded, the loading procedures consist of 217 steps, 
each step involving moving a fuel assembly from the spent fuel pool to a designated core 
location.  

Suppose that the Nth refueling step involves moving a fuel assembly from a spent fuel 
pool location to core location N. During refueling steps 1 through (N-i) there is a 
possibility that a fuel assembly intended for core locations 1 through (N-i) may be 
accidently loaded into location N, due to, for example, errors committed by the refueling 
machine operator. Once the core location N is occupied by a fuel assembly, correct or 
wrong, no further error of this type need be considered for core location N, since the error 
would be detected. For the Nth core location, therefore, only loading steps 1 through (N-i) 
need be analyzed for this type of loading error. Note that at the Nth loading step, there are 
(217-N) empty core locations where the fuel assembly can be misloaded with an equal 
probability of 1/(217-N). The probability of the basic event ALOC, therefore, is a function 
of the loading steps and, hence, the core locations. Since the misloading can take place at 
any of the (N-i) loading steps, it is reasonable to take an average over the (N-i) loading 
steps. The probability, P, of the event ALOC can thus be expressed as 

i- I M 1 -2 (2) 

n-N-I (217-n) 

Equation 1 can be used to calculate the probability of ALOC at each core location.  
However, an averaged value (=7.6E-03) over the entire 217 core locations was actually used, 
as discussed in Section 3.3. A similar equation for computing the probability of the basic 
event SPLOC can also be derived. Since no detailed unloading procedures are specified ill 
this study, the probability of SPLOC was taken to be the same as that of ALOC.
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3.5 Discussion of Results

3.5.1 Base Case 

The results of fault tree quantifications for the base case using the SAICUT code are 
summarized in Table 3-2. The probability of the fault tree top events, TOPA and TOPB, 
were calculated to be 3.38E-03 and 2.81E-03 respectively. Substituting these values into the 
expressions for all the possible combinations (cf Figure 3-4), the probability of forming a 
cluster of 4 fuel assemblies (2x2 array) or of 5 assemblies (cross configuration) so as to lose 
the required shutdown margin was calculated to be 1.2E-06 and 1.1E-07, respectively.  

The more severe but less likely case of forming a cluster of nine fuel assemblies (3x3 
array) was also considered in the analysis. As discussed in Section 2, this configuration is 
of particular significance, because if such an array is formed anywhere in the core, it can 
result in not only loss of shutdown margin, but also inadvertent criticality. There are a total 
of 129 such combinations possible including those which contain one baffle core location at 
one corner of the 3x3 array. The probability of forming a cluster of nine fuel assemblies 
anywhere inside the core was found to be negligibly small (3.3E-17).  

Some of the dominant cut sets generated by the SAICUT code are listed in Table 
3-3, along with their probabilities. Picking up a wrong fuel assembly (of FU or FUB type) 
at the spent fuel pool and loading it into a correct core location or errors introduced by 
intermediate positioning of a fuel assembly (of FU or FUB type) in the core, dominate the 
frequency of the top event, TOPA. Failures to attach a CEA to the correct fuel assembly 
during CEA repositioning, in combination with failures to detect the error prior to fuel 
loading operation are also important. Another dominating scenario involves storing a fresh 
assembly of FU or FUB type in a wrong pool location and, with the error undetected prior 
to fuel loading, the fuel assembly is loaded into a correct core location. In general, cut sets 
comprising control room operator errors or refueling machine operator errors are less 
dominant because multiple errors have to be committed in order for the top event TOPA 
to occur.  

Applying the industry average ffequency of 0.75 refuelings per reactor year and 
assuming that the required shutdown margin will be lost when at least 4 fresh assemblies 
without CEAs are clustered together, the expected frequency of losing the required 
shutdown margin can be calculated to be 1.OE-6/YR for the loading being studied.  

To estimate the frequency of an inadvertent criticality that could result from 
misloading of the fuel assemblies, a simple event tree was constructed, as shown in Figure 
3-5. One of the top events in the tree is the misloading of fresh fuel into a cluster that 
results in the complete loss of the shutdown margin (SDM). From the deterministic analysis 
described in Section 2, approximately 9 fresh fuel assemblies clustered together could lead 
to an inadvertent criticality. Based on the probability of this occurring (3.3E-17) the 

frequency of an inadvertent criticality is negligible. In Section 2 it was also seen that only
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5 fresh fuel assemblies would be necessary for an inadvertent criticality if it is assumed that 
the initial shutdown margin is the minimum required. Hence, the probability for this type 
of cluster is used in the event tree in order to estimate a conservative frequency.  

The event tree models the possible failure of ex-core source range neutron flux 
monitors that are used during refueling to monitor the subcritical neutron multiplication.  
The nuclear instrumentation has a visual indication in the control room as well as an 
audible (loudspeaker) indication in the containment and control room. They would 
normally be capable of detecting an increase in count rate before criticality was reached and 
the operator would be able to take preventive actions, such as stopping the refueling or 
adding additional boron. The largest increase in count rate would occur when the last fuel 
assembly needed for criticality is being lowered into the core. If the operator had taken no 
action until this time he/she might not be able to respond quickly enough to prevent the 
inadvertent criticality. Hence, the human error probability (0.1) is relatively high. Using 
the event tree and the probability of forming a cluster of 5 fresh assemblies the resulting 
frequency for an inadvertent criticality is 9.1E-9/YR (i.e., IC-1 + IC-2).  

3.5.2 Sensitivity Studies 

Since the fault trees developed in this study contain a large number of human error 
related basic events and since the human error probabilities assigned to these basic events 
are subject to uncertainty, sensitivity studies were performed exclusively with regard to the 
human error probabilities. Two different approaches were taken in examining the sensitivity 
of the results to the variation of human error probabilities. In the first approach, all the 
human error probabilities used in the fault tree quantification were multiplied by a constant 
factor, such as 0.5 or 2, without changing the probabilities of basic events unrelated to 
human errors. In the second approach, human-error related basic events are grouped into 
several categories based on their similarity in nature and the actions involved. The fault 
trees were then quantified by only increasing the human error probabilities of the basic 
events belonging to the same category by a factor of ten, without altering the probabilities 
of the remaining basic events.  

The results of the sensitivity studies for the cases where all the human error 
probabilities are multiplied by a constant factor are summarized in Table 3-4. It can be seen 
that the results are rather sensitive to the changes in human error probabilities. When all 
the human error probabilities are increased by a factor of 2, for instance, the frequency of 
losing the required shutdown margin increases by an order of magnitude from 1.OE-6/YR 
to 1.1E-5/YR. The frequency of an inadvertent criticality based on a cluster of 5 fresh fuel 
assemblies also increases by an order of magnitude from 9.1E-9/YR to 1.2E-7/YR.*..  
Although the frequency of an inadvertent criticality based on a cluster of 9 fresh fuel 
assemblies increases more than two orders of magnitude, it is still quite insignificant relative 
to frequencies that are usually of concern. When all the human error probabilities are 
increased by a factor of 5, the frequency of an inadvertent criticality based on a cluster of 
5 fresh assemblies further increases significantly to 5.6E-6/YR. For the more extreme case
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where all the human error probabilities are increased by a factor of ten, the frequency of 
inadvertent criticality (1.OE-8/YR) based on a cluster of 9 assemblies becomes comparable 
to the base case frequency for a cluster of 5 assemblies.  

To better understand what types of human errors dominate the frequency of 
misloading the fuel assemblies, the human-error related basic events were grouped into 
several categories, as shown in Table 3-5. For example, errors committed by the control 
room operator and those committed by the refueling machine operator during core loading 
or unloading are each grouped together as a single category. The human error related basic 
events characterizing each category are also given in Table 3-5. The fault tree 
quantifications were performed, one category at a time, by multiplying the probabilities of 
those basic events that characterize the category by a factor of ten. The results show clearly 
the importance of three categories of human errors. They are: spent fuel pool machine 
operator errors in picking up (or storing) a fuel assembly from (or in) the spent fuel pool, 
errors due to intermediate positioning of fuel assemblies, and verification of the locations 
of fuel assemblies and of CEAs prior to beginning fuel loading operation. Errors committed 
by both -the refueling machine operator and the control room operator, or mechanical 
problems with the refueling machine caused by human errors appear to be less important.  
These trends are, in general, consistent with those observed from the dominant cut-sets 
discussed earlier.  

3.6 Conclusions 

Based on the probabilistic analysis presented in this section it may be concluded that, 
for a PWR plant that uses offload/reload procedures similar to those for Calvert Cliffs, the 
frequency of losing the required shutdown margin during refueling operations is 
approximately 1.OE-6 events per reactor year. This estimate is based on the assumption that 
refueling procedures only allow intermediate positioning of fuel assemblies (FAs) that are 
analyzed in advance (i.e., NRC Bulletin No. 89-03 [1.3] is followed) and that other plant 
procedures are followed as well. To extend the analysis for Cycle 9 to other fuel loadings 
it is also necessary to assume that there would be a similar number of fresh fuel assemblies 
without CEAs loaded within the core interior (i.e., not on the core periphery). Intermediate 
positioning of FAs, human errors associated with picking up or storing FAs in the spent fuel 
pool and verification of both FA positions and CEA positions prior to refueling operation 
were identified to be dominant contributors to the frequency of misloading FAs.  

Results of this analysis are quite sensitive to the human error probabilities (HEPs) 
assigned in the fault tree quantifications. Doubling all the HEPs, for example, caused an 
increase in the estimated frequency of loss of shutdown margin by an order of magnitude.  
However, assuming the validity of the base case HEPs, this result is expected to be an upper 
bound because of the conservative assumption that errors made in one stage of the refueling 
procedures will not be detected at a latter stage.
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The frequency of an inadvertent criticality due to refueling errors was estimated to be insignificant for Cycle 9 of Calvert Cliffs. This is because the large shutdown margin requires the misloading of 9 fresh fuel assemblies in a 3x3 array and this necessitates many errors for it to occur. With relatively pessimistic assignment of HEPs the frequency might increase to 9.9E-9/YR. If a plant was refueled with only a minimum shutdown margin, the occurrence of an inadvertent criticality caused by the misloading of only 5 fresh fuel assemblies might have a frequency of 9.1E-9/YR (with nominal HEPs).
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Human Errors Modeled in the Fault Trees for TOPA

Probability 
Used In 

Event Name Description of Basic Event Base Case 
I Calculation 

ANEWOP1 Spent fuel machine operator read the bridge and 8.OE-3 
trolley locations incorrectly when storing new 
assemblies.  

ANEWOP2 Spent fuel machine is incorrectly aligned to letter or 1.OE-2 
number position markers when storing new assemblies.  

ANEWPR Errors in the procedure for storing new assemblies. 1.OE-3 

CALIBER Refueling machine position is calibrated incorrectly. 3.OE-3 

CALINDX Index point calibration check is not done by the 1.OE-2 
operator.  

CEAERR1 Spent fuel machine operator read the bridge and 8.OE-3 
trolley locations incorrectly during CEA repositioning.  

CEAERR2 Spent fuel machine is incorrectly aligned to letter or 1.OE-2 
number position markers during CEA repositioning.  

CEAPR Errors in CEA repositioning procedures. 1.OE-3 

COINTM A FA with wrong ID number is loaded into location A 8.OE-3 
due to errors introduced by intermediate positioning 
etc.  

GRID Refueling machine opýerator misunderstood core grid 3.OE-3 
location due to communication errors.  

LUNLDPR Errors in loading (or unloading) procedures. 1.OE-3 

LUNLD1 Control room operator updated the procedure 8.OE-3 
incorrectly leading to specification errors during 
loading or unloading.  

LUNLD2 Control room operator read a wrong core grid location 8.OE-3 
during loading or unloading.  

LUNLD3 Tag board was updated incorrectly leading to 8.OE-3 
specification errors during loading or unloading.
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I

Probability 
Used In 

Event Name Description of Basic Event Base Case 
Calculation 

LUNLD4 Control room operator misread the procedure due to 1.OE-2 
changes in the order of portion of the procedures 
during loading or unloading.  

RMOP1 Refueling machine operator reads index value from a 5.OE-3 
wrong line.  

RMOP2 Refueling machine operator transposes bridge and 5.OE-3 
trolley locations.  

SPICKI Spent fuel machine operator read the bridge and 8.OE-3 
trolley locations incorrectly (during core loading).  

SPICK2 Spent fuel machine is incorrectly aligned to letter or L.OE-2 
number position markers (during core loading).  

SPICKPR Errors in refueling procedures (for core loading). L.OE-3 

SPINTM A FA with wrong ID number is stored in the specified 5.OE-3 

spent fuel pool location due to errors introduced by 
intermediate positioning etc.  

SPSTOR1 Spent fuel machine operator read the bridge and 8.OE-3 
trolley locations incorrectly during core unloading.  

SPSTOR2 Spent fuel machine is incorrectly aligned to letter or L.OE-2 

number position markers during core unloading.  

SUBSEQ Shufflings subsequent to core unloading causes a wrong 5.OE-3 

FA to be stored in the specified spent fuel pool 
location.  

VERICEl No verification of CEA location is done before fuel 1.OE-2 

loading operation.  

VERICE2 Errors committed during verification of CEA location 2.OE-2 

using remote video camera.
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Human Errors Modeled in the Fault Trees for TOPA



I
Human Errors Modeled in the Fault Trees for TOPA
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Table 3-1(a) (Continued)

Probability 
Used In 

Event Name Description of Basic Event Base Case 
Calculation 

VERIFA1 No verification of FA position is done before fuel 1.OE-2 
loading operation.  

VERIFA2 Errors committed during verification of FA position 2.OE-2 
using remote video camera 

VERISE1 No verification of machine position is done by a 8.0E-1 

second machine operator.  

VERISE2 Verification of machine position incorrectly done. 5.OE-3



Table 3-1(b)

Basic Events (Not Related to Human Errors) 

Modeled in the Fault Trees for TOPA
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Event Name Description of Basic Event Probability 

ALOC The wrong location is location A. 7.6E-3 

FATYPE1 The loaded FA is of FCB type. 1.0 

FATYPE2 The FA is of FU or FUB type. 9.6E-2 

FATYPE3 The FA is of FC or FCB type. 3.2E-1 

SMOOTH1 A FA can be loaded or unloaded smoothly at the 2.OE-1 
wrong core index location.  

SMOOTH2 Mispositioning of refueling machine corresponds to a 1.OE-1 
FA location.  

SPLOC The wrong spent fuel pool location is the specified 7.6E-3 
pool location.  

TRANSD Malfunction of position transducer causes the machine 2.2E-3 
to be mispositioned.



Results of Base Case Calculations
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Calculated 
Probability 

Description of Calculated Items (or Frequency) 

Probability of TOPA (A fresh FA without CEA is loaded 3.4E-3 

into location A) 

Probability of TOPB (A fresh FA without CEA and with 2.8E-3 

wrong ID is loaded into location B) 

Probability of forming a cluster of 4 (2x2 array) 1.2E-6 

Probability of forming a cluster of 5 (a cross configuration) 1.1E-7 

Probability of forming a cluster of 9 (3x3 array) 3.3E-17 

Frequency of losing required shutdown margin (/YR) 1.OE-6 

Frequency of inadvertent criticality (IC) 

IC-1 (see Fig. 3-5) based on a cluster of 5 FAs (/YR) 8.4E-9 

IC-2 (see Fig. 3-5) based on a cluster of 5 FAs (/YR) 6.5E-10 

IC-3 based on a cluster of 9 FAs (/YR) < 1.OE-10

Table 3-2



List of Dominant Cut-Sets for Fault Tree Top Event TOPA

Probability Rank of Cut-Set Cut-Sets 

1 9.6E-4 FATYPE2 * SPICK2 

2 7.7E-4 FATYPE2 * SPICK1 

3 7.7E-4 COLNTM * FATYPE2 

4 2.0E-4 CEAERR2 * FATYPE1 * VERICE2 

5 1.6E-4 CEAERR1 * FATYPE1 * VERICE2 

6 1.OE-4 CEAERR2 * FATYPE1 * VERICE1 

7 9.6E-5 FATYPE2 SPICKPR 

8 8.OE-5 CEAERR1 * FATYPE1 * VERICE1 

9 2.OE-5 CEAPR * FATYPE1 * VERICE2 

10 1.9E-5 ANEWOP2 * FATYPE2 * VERIFA2 

Description of Basic Events: 

ANEWOP2: Spent fuel machine is incorrectly aligned to letter or number position markers when storing new 
fuel assemblies.  

CEAERR1: Spent fuel machine operator read the bridge and trolley locations incorrectly.  

CEAERR2: Spent fuel machine is incorrectly aligned to letter or number position markers when 
repositioning CEAs 

CEAPR: Errors in CEA repositioning procedures 
COINTM: A FA with wrong ID is loaded into location A due to errors introduced by intermediate 

positioning etc.  
FATYPEI: The loaded FA is of FCB type 
FATYPE2: The FA is of FU or FUB type 
SPICKI: Spent fuel machine operator read the bridge and trolley locations incorrectly.  

SPICK2: Spent fuel machine is incorrectly aligned to letter or number position markers when picking up 

a FA from spent fuel pool.  
SPICKPR: Errors in refueling procedures 
VERICEI: No verification of CEA location is done before fuel loading operation 

VERICE2: Errors committed during verification of CEA location using remote video camera 

VERIFA2: Errors committed during verification of FA position using video camera
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Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of 
Loss of the Inadvertent Inadvertent 
Required Criticality Criticality 

Probability of Probability of Probability of Shutdown Based on a Based on a 
Forming a Forming a Forming a Margin Cluster of 5 Cluster of 9 

Cluster of 4 Cluster of 5 Cluster of 9 (/YR) (/YR) (/YR) 

Base Case 1.2E-6 1.1E-7 3-3E-17 1.OE-6 9.1E-9 2.7E-18 

HEP x 0.5 1.3E-7 1.1E-8 1.7E-19 1.1E-7 9.1E-10 1.4E-20 

HEP x 2 1.3E-5 1.4E-6 9.4E-15 1.LE-5 1.1E-7 7.8E-16 

HEP x 3 6.1E-5 6.7E-6 3.4E-13 5.1E-5 5.5E-7 2.8E-14 

HEP x 5 4.9E-4 6.6E-5 4.7E-11 4.2E-4 5.3E-6 3SE-12 

HEP x 10 1.4E-2 3.1E-3 1.2E-7 1.3E-2 2.5E-4 9.9E-9
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Table 3-4 

Results of Sensitivity Studies on Human Error Probabilities (HEP)
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Table 3-5 

Results of Sensitivity Studies Based on Human Error Categories (with HEP x 10) 

Frequency Frequency Frequency 

of of of 
Los of the Inadvertent Inadvertent 

Description Required Criticality Criticality 
of Relevant Probability of Probability of Probability of Shutdown Based on a Based on a 

Human Error Human Error Forming a Forming a Forming a Margin Custer of 5 Cluster of 9 
Category Basic Events Cluster of 4 Cluster of 5 Cluster of 9 (/YR) (/YR) (/YR) 

Base Case 1.2E-6 1.1E-7 3.3.-17 1.0E-6 9.113-9 2.72-18 

Spent fuel machine SPICKI, SPICK2, 3.1E-4 3.2E-5 1.3E-11 2.6E-4 2.7E-6 1.0E-12 
operator errors in SPSTORI, SPSrOR2 
picking up or storing 
FA in spent fuel pool 

Errors in procedures SPICKPR, ANEWPR, 2.9E-6 2.7E-7 2.513-16 2.41-6 2-32-8 2.11-17 
UNLDPR, CEAPR 

Refueling machine VERISE1 (= 1.0) 1.3E-6 1.2E-7 4.1E-17 1.1E-6 1.0,-8 3.4E-18 
operator errors during VERISE2, 
loading or unloading GRID, RMOP1 

RMOP2 

Intermediate COINTM, 5.1E-5 4.8E-6 1.9E-13 4.21-5 4.0E-7 1.5E-14 
positioning of FA SPINTIM, 
during loading or SUBSEQ 
unloading 

Mechanical errors of CALIBER, 1.2E-6 1.1E-7 3.3E-17 1.02-6 9.1E-9 2.7E-18 
refueling machine CALINDX 
caused by human 
errors 

Control room UNLDI, UNLD2 3.2E-6 2.9E-7 3.013-16 2.613-6 2.5E-8 2.53-17 
operator errors during UNLD3, UNLD4 
loading or unloading 

Verification of FA or VERIFA1, 87__-6 1.02-6 4.3E-15 7.3E-6 8.3E-8 3.6E-16 
CEA positions prior VERIFA2, 
to fuel loading VERICE1, 

VERICE2 

Spent fuel machine CEAERR1, 2.61-6 3.1E-7 2.81-16 2.2E-6 2.53-8 2.31-17 
operator errors in CEAERR2 
repositioning CEAs 

Spent fuel machine ANEWOPI, 1.911-6 1.7E-7 9.2E-17 1.6E-6 1.413-8 7.6E-18 
operator errors in ANEWOP2 
storing new FAs
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4. DOSES DUE TO AN INADVERTENT CRITICALITY 

4.1 Direct Doses 

Doses to workers within containment from an inadvertent criticality can result from 

direct exposure to -f-rays and neutrons generated in the core or indirect exposure to fission 

products that may be released from the fuel. The direct -dose has been calculated, 

.1 approximately, based on well-known techniques [4.11. The assemblies are assumed to be 

under water to a depth of 32 ft (approximately 10 m). The problem then is to calculate the 

-v-ray fluence and hence the dose rate at a point above the water shield which represents, 

approximately, the position at which the workers (who are loading the fuel assemblies) are 

located.  

I[ Due to the shield thickness and the fact that the source (i.e., the reactor core) is 

embedded entirely inside the water shield, it is appropriate to treat the core as a point 

isotropic source for the purpose of the dose calculation. The exposure rate in air, X, at a 

point just above the surface of the shield is given by the expression (for a point isotropic 

source), 

x- O.o 6 59E. B P (pR) e m"Rhr 

and the dose rate, 1), at the same point is: 

D 0. 0576 BP (ILR) e"R mrad/hr 

where, 

R = thickness of shield (cm) 

Em = mean energy of the photon, MeV 

ILs)air = linear absorption coe fficient in air for photon of energy E. (cm 2/g) 

= mass attenuation coefficient of photon of energy E. in water (cm 1 ) 

S(Em) = source strength of photons of energy Em (# photons/sec) 

B,(AR) = dose build-up factor for water (point isotropic source)
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A conservative value of the fission rate = 1010 fissions/sec was chosen for calculating 
the source strength, S, for this scoping exercise. This corresponds (at 200 MeV/fission) to 
a power level of = 3200 MW which is close to the nominal operating power. A hypothetical 
misloading accident would be expected to lead to lower power levels in a localized region 
of the core but as shall be shown, the power level is not important as the dose will be shown 
to be small.  

Table 4-1 shows the approximate energy group distribution of prompt and decay -y
rays from U-235 fission [4.2] and the corresponding source strength, S(Em), as a function of 
-7-ray energy assumed for this calculation.  

Table 4-2 shows the values for the mass attenuation coefficient of water for various 
-y energies and the calculated values of pR assuming a shield thickness R of 10 meters.  

SThe build-up factor B ,(M R ) at the various photon energies w as calculated using both 
the Taylor form and the Berger form. The Taylor form is given by: 

B, p R) - A,. e~" ~-41P A2 e-e2/PR 

where A2- 1-A, A,*A 

and the Berger form is: 

B,(PR) - 1 + aPR ebaR 

Values of the various coefficients and the corresponding calculated values of Bp(g&R) 
at various -y energies are given below in Table 4-3.  

We see that the differences between the build-up factors calculated using the Taylor 
and Berger forms are not much, except at large values of the argument where the -y-fluefice 
is completely insignificant.  

Table 4-4 shows the values of the linear absorption coefficient and the calculated 
values of the -f-ray fluence, the exposure rate, and the dose rates at the various -Y energies.  
The total dose rate is about 0.03 mrad/hr which is well below any limit of concern.
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The direct neutron dose can be calculated following the methods recommended in 

Reference 4.1; however, the same reference (page 7-82) states that "For thick water shields 
beyond 120 cm, the -7-ray dose predominates ..." Since the -f-dose is insignificant, the direct 

neutron dose for a water shield of thickness = 1000 cm will be even smaller so its explicit 
calculation is unnecessary.  

4.2 Doses Due to Released Materials 

Following an inadvertent criticality, it is hypothesized that an overtemperature 
condition will occur in a number of fuel assemblies leading to a disruption of the cladding 
on the fuel rods. This can or will lead to a release of the radionuclide inventory contained 
in the gap between the fuel pellets and the cladding. Most of this inventory consists of 

volatile fission gases which would then be transported through the water and the open vessel 

head into the containment. Containment interlock hatches are closed during the refueling 

operations. The gases released into containment would, ordinarily, flow along paths 

determined by the containment ventilation system and into the stack filters and then into 

the environment. However, on receipt of a high radiation signal, the containment would be 

isolated and the ventilation system would shut down to prevent the released material from 
being transported to the outside environment. Thus, the release of any radionuclide 

inventory during the accident will be confined to the containment alone; the only doses of 

concern from released material are those to the workers inside containment and not to the 

general public.  

The total amount of activity released to the containment depends upon: 

a. the core inventory, 
b. the number of assemblies involved in the accident, 
c. the gap inventory of fission products, 
d. the decontamination factors (DFs) provided by the water above the core.  

Guidance on the gap inventory of fission products and the decontamination factors 

provided by the water was obtained from Regulatory Guide 1.25, "Assumptions Used for 

Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident in the 

Fuel Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water Reactors" [4.4].  

Although this Regulatory Guide deals with an accident in the storage pool involving a 

mechanical disruption of the cladding, its recommendations on the gap fractions and pool 

DFs are pertinent to this scoping calculation since, in both cases, only disruption of the 

cladding and release of the gap inventory is involved. The pertinent recommendations of 

Regulatory Guide 1.25 are as follows: 

""An illustrative accident sequence consists of the dropping of a fuel assembly resulting 

in breaching of the fuel rod cladding, release of a portion of the volatile fission gases from 

the damaged fuel rods, absorption of water soluble gases in and transport of soluble and 

insoluble gases through the water ..." (Regulatory Guide 1.25).
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1. '"he accident occurs at a time after shutdown identified in the Technical 
Specifications as the earliest time fuel handling operations may begin.  
Radioactive decay of the fission product inventory during the interval between 
shutdown and commencement of fuel handling operations is taken into 
account." (In the present case the fueling operations begin 3-5 days after 
shutdown; hence, 4 days after shutdown is taken as the time at which the 
accident occurs for the purpose of estimating the core inventory.) 

2. 'The maximum fuel rod pressurization is 1200 psig." 

3. "'he minimum water depth between the top of the damaged fuel rods and the 
fuel pool surface is 23 ft." 

(The Guide states that "for release pressures greater than 1200 psig and water 
depths less than 23 ft, the iodine decontamination factors (DFs) will be less 
than those assumed in the guide and must be calculated on an individual case 
basis using assumptions comparable in conservation to those of this guide." 
The assumed water depth in the present problem is 32 feet so the condition 
is satisfied with an extra margin which may compensate for any fuel rod 
pressurization in excess of 1200 psig.) 

4. "All of the gap activity in the damaged rods is released and consists of 10% 
of the total noble gases other than Kr-85, 30% of the Kr-85, and 10% of the 
total radioactive iodine in the rods at the time of the accident." 

5. 'The iodine gap inventory is composed of inorganic species (99.75%) and 
organic species (0.25%)." 

6. M'he pool decontamination factors for the inorganic and organic species are 

133 and 1, respectively, giving an overall effective decontamination factor of 

100 (i.e., 99% of the total iodine released from the damaged rods is retained 
by the pool water)." 

7. 'The retention of noble gases in the pool is negligible (i.e., decontamination 
factor of 1)." 

These recommended values from the Regulatory Guide were used for calculating the 

releases to the containment from the inadvertent criticality.  

The core inventory of radionuclides, 4 days after shutdown, was obtained from a 

calculation (using the ORIGEN 2 code) of the time-dependent inventory of radionuclides 

at the Surry plant [4.5]. This calculation assumed a core divided into three regions with 

average burnups of 11,000, 22,000, and 33,000 MWD/MTU, respectively.
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Although the criticality excursion arises from the potential mispositioning of fresh 
fuel assemblies in the core during refueling, the releases of materials from the cladding 
disruption can only come from the older, irradiated assemblies surrounding the fresh fuel, 
since the new fuel has not undergone any bum-up and, therefore, cannot have accumulated 
any fission product inventory in the gap. Based on the analysis in Section 2, it was 

* determined that a maximum of 12 older, irradiated fuel assemblies on the periphery of a 
misloaded 3x3 array of fresh fuel could potentially suffer a cladding disruption from the 
criticality event. Table 4-5 shows the total core inventories [4.5] the inventories of 12 
assemblies, and the releases to the containment of the isotopes of the noble gases (Kr, Xe) 
and iodine based on the Regulatory Guide 1.25 recommendations outlined above.  

Doses to the workers can arise from two pathways: 

S1. Inhalation doses due to breath ing the contam inated air (it is assum ed that the 
workers during refueling operations are not wearing respirators) 

2. Immersion doses from standing in the contaminated air (analog of the 
"cloudshine" dose) 

The dose rate depends on the concentration of activity of various released nuclides at the 
receptor point and the corresponding dose conversion factor.  

For a scoping calculation, the simplest assumption to make for an approximate 
calculation of inhalation and immersion dose is to assume a uniform concentration inside 
the containment for the time of interest (say, a few minutes) for calculating the worker dose.  
This assumption will probably be nonconservative for the workers on the platform above the 
vessel where the concentration shortly after the release is likely to be higher. On the other 
hand, the assumption is likely to be conservative for workers in other parts of the 
containment engaged in maintenance operations.  

The inhalation dose rate to the kth body organ of a worker located at a point r inside 
the containment from radionuclide i is: 

191=h'~rt) -- Xj (r, t) - DCFjrlih(i) -BR 

where, 

Diinhk is the inhalation dose rate to organ k from the ith radionuclide (rem/sec) 

X.(r,t) is the instantaneous concentration of the it radionuclide at the point r (Ci/m 3) 

DCFkinh(i) is the dose conversion factor to organ k for the ith radionuclide from inhalation 
(acute), (rem/Ci)
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BR is the breathing rate (m3/sec).

The immersion dose rate, using the same notation, is: 

blm- ktr, 0) - x -t r, 0) • DcF•(i) 

where the dose conversion factor DCFiimm(i) has the units rem-m3/Ci-sec. The total dose 
to the organ k is obtained by summing over all released radionuclides.  

If the concentration is assumed to be uniform and constant for the purpose of the 
dose calculation, 

X. (r,t) = Ri/V 

where Ri is given in Table 4-5 for various radionuclides i and V is the free volume of the 
containment which for the Calvert Cliffs plant is 2x106 ft3. The dose conversion factors 
have been taken from the DOSDATA file of the latest version of the MACCS Code [4.7].  

Inhalation doses were calculated using the "standard man" breathing rate of 3.5x10 4 

m3/sec. The dose rates for the immersion and inhalation pathways to three organs (whole 
body, red marrow, and thyroid) from individual radionuclide as well as the total are shown 
in Table 4-6.  

The whole body immersion dose rate of about 0.1 rem/sec is dominated by Xe-133 
which contributes about 70% and 1-132 which contributes about 20% of the total dose rate.  
If it is assumed that it will take a minimum of 5 min (300 sec) for the workers to evacuate 
the loading platform and they continue to be exposed to the contaminated air at a constant 
exposure rate for this time, the total immersion whole body dose would be z 30 rem.  

The whole body inhalation dose rate of about 0.7 rem/sec is completely dominated 
by 1-131 and is over seven times larger than the immersion dose rate. The 1-131 isotope 
accounts for over 95% of this. Under the same conditions of evacuation, i.e. 5 minutes, the 
whole body inhalation dose would be over u 200 rem which is about half of the LDs, dose 
of z 450 rem. The thyroid inhalation dose rate is very large, about 24 rem/sec and 97.5% 
of this is again contributed by 1-131.  

If this accident is credible, the inhalation doses to the workers, who are assumed not 
to be wearing respirators, would be likely to lead to injury and some fatalities. If certain 
assumptions are relaxed then the question of fatalities becomes more speculative. For 
example, if the number of fuel rods releasing fission products were only half the number of 
rods in the 12 affected fuel assemblies or if the evacuation time was only two and a half 
minutes, then the dose received by workers would be 1/2 that calculated above.
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Table 4-1 

Energy Spectrum of 7-rays and Sc ,urce Strength

Energy Mean # y/Fission Source 
Group Interval, Energy, Prompt Decay Strength 

# MeV E,,, MeV Prompt. Deay Total_ # _ _/see 

1 0- 1 0.5 5.2 3.2 8.4 8.4E+20* 

2 1 - 3 2.0 1.8 1.5 3.3 3.3E+20 

3 3 - 5 4.0 0.22 0.18 0.40 4.OE+ 19 

4 5 - 7 6.0 0.025 0.021 0.046 4.6E+ 18 

Read as 8.4 x 1020 

Table 4-2 

Calculated Values of Linear Attenuation, 1R, for Various Photon Energies 

-,-Energy, Em, MeV Ij/p (cM2/g) iR 

0.5 0.0966 96.6 

2.0 0.0493 49.3 

4.0 0.0339 33.9 

6.0 0.0275 27.5
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Table 4-3

Calculated Values of the Buildup Factor B,(MR)

E_ Taylor Form* Berger Form+ 

(MeV 1  A -I_ I a2 jRJ B, a b B, 

0.5 100.85 0.1269 -0.1093 96.6 1.74E+7 1.4386 0.1772 3.78E+9 

2.0 12.61 0.0532 0.0193 49.3 169.0 0.8229 0.0346 224.0 

4.0 11.16 0.0254 0.0303 33.9 22.79 0.5801 0.0024 22.33 

6.0 8.39 0.0182 0.0416 27.5 11.48 0.4633 -0.0109 10.44 

*Coefficient values from Reference 4.2 

+ Coefficient values from Reference 4.3 

Table 4-4 

Calculated Values of y-ray Fluence and Dose Rate 

E (1 / /)air -,-fluence Exposure Dose Rate 
Rate 

MeV cm 2/g #y/cm 2-sec (mR/hr) mrad/hr mrem/hr 

0.5 0.0297 1.3E-21 1.2E-24 z0 -0 

2.0 0.0238 1.7E-6 5.3E-9 t;0 z0 

4.0 0.0194 1.4E-1 7.2E-4 6.3E-4 6.3E-4 

6.0 0.0172 4.8E + 0 3.3E-2 2.9E-2 2.9E-2 

(For converting rad to rem, the quality factor Q = 1 for -t-rays)
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Table 4-5 

Material Released to Containment from

II 

II

Inadvertent Criticality
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Isotope Core Inventory of Gap DF Release to 

___ Inventory 12 Assemblies Fraction Containment Ri, 

(Ci) (Ci) (Ci) 

Kr-85 4.670E+5 3.184E+4 0.3 1.0 9.552E+3 

Kr-85m 7.100E+O 4.841E-1 0.1 1.0 4.841E-2 

Xe-131m 7.681E+5 5.237E+4 0.1 1.0 5.237E+3 

Xe-133 1.032E + 8 7.036E + 6 0.1 1.0 7.036E+5 

Xeý133m 1.962E + 6 1.338E+5 0.1 1.0 1.338E+4 

Xe-135 2.461E+5 1.678E+4 0.1 1.0 1.678E+3 

Xe-135m 9.295E+ 2 6.338E + 1 0.1 1.0 6.338E+ 0 

1-130 8.489E + 3 5.788E+2 0.1 100.0 5.788E-1 

1-131 5.168E+7 3.524E+6 0.1 100.0 3.524E+3 

1-132 4.456E+7 3.038E+6 0.1 100.0 3.038E+3 

1-133 6.106E+6 4.163E+5 0.1 100.0 4.163E+2 

1-135 5.801E+3 3.955E+2 0.1 100.0 3.955E-1



Table 4-6 
Dose Rates from the Released Radionuclides

59

Immersion Dose Rate (rem/sec) Inhalation Dose Rate (rem/sec) 

RadionuWide Whole Red Whole Red 

Body Marrow Thyroid Body Marrow Thyroid 

Kr-85 1.44E-4 5.32E-5 6.47E-5 2.57E-5 1.53E-5 1.53E-5 

Xe-133 7.11E-2 3.35E-2 7.89E-2 2.83E-3 2.71E-3 2.22E-3 

Xe-135 1.21E-3 1.02E-3 1.29E-3 1.21E-5 9.82E-6 9.01E-6 

1-131 3.84E-3 3.34E-3 4.09E-3 7.14E-1 5.04E-3 2.34E+ 1 

1-132 2.04E-2 1.81E-2 2.24E-2 7.14E-3 9.70E-4 1.20E-1 

1-133 7.32E-4 6.39E-4 7.81E-4 1.50E-2 2.59E-4 4.63E-1 

1-135 1.87E-6 1.72E-6 2.11E-6 2.99E-6 2.01E-7 7.62E-5 

TOTAL 9.74E-2 25.67E-2 1.08E-1 7.39E-1 9.OOE-3 2.40E+ 1
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Abstract

This report documents the results of a scoping study of rapid dilution events in pressurized water 
reactors. It reviews the subject in broad terms and focuses on one event of most interest. This event 
could occur during a restart if there is a loss-of-offsite power when the reactor is being deborated.  
If the volume control tank is filled with water at a low boron concentration then a slug of this water 
could accumulate in the lower plenum. This would be the result of the trip of the reactor coolant 
pumps leading to relatively low flow conditions and the restart of the charging pumps on emergency 
power. The concern is that this diluted slug will rapidly enter the core after a reactor coolant pump 
is restarted and this could cause a power excursion leading to fuel damage. This problem was 
studied probabilistically for three plants and the important design features that affect the core 
damage frequency were identified. This analysis was augmented by an analysis of the mixing of the 
diluted water with the borated water already present in the vessel. The mixing was found to be 
significant so that neglect of this mechanism in the probabilistic analysis leads to very conservative 
results. Neutronic calculations for one plant were carried out to understand the effect of nuclear 
design on the consequences of the event.
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Executive Summary

A rapid boron dilution event in a pressurized water reactor is postulated to occur when two 
requirements are met. The first requirement is that unborated or diluted water enters the reactor 
cooling system (RCS) during a period when there is very little circulation and the assumption is 
made that this water collects in a part of the system. The second requirement is that a reactor 
coolant pump (RCP) is started so that the slug of relatively diluted water passes rapidly through the 
core with the potential to cause a power excursion and fuel damage.  

Although there are several scenarios that qualify as rapid boron dilution events, the one of most 
concern in this study occurs during a reactor restart. Analysis of this event without accounting for 
mixing of the diluted water entering the RCS results in a significant core damage frequency.  
However, if mixing is taken into account it becomes possible to have core damage only under the 
most extreme set of core initial conditions.  

The reactor restart scenario occurs during the period when the reactor is being deborated according 
to normal procedures so that criticality can be achieved. A loss of offsite power (LOOP) is the 
initiating event. When this occurs there is reactor trip (the shutdown banks would be withdrawn 
during deboration) and trip of the charging pumps and the RCPs. When emergency power is 
brought on line the RCPs are not able to start but the charging pumps will start. It is assumed that 
the volume control tank (VCT), which supplies the suction for the charging pumps, is filled with 
highly diluted water. This water continues to be pumped into the RCS if the operator takes no 
action to switch the suction to a borated source. Since the RCPs are not running, if the natural 
circulation flow rate is low, the first requirement for a rapid boron dilution is met, i.e., there is the 
potential for a slug of diluted water to accumulate in the RCS, in this case most likely in the lower 
plenum.  

The second requirement, that an RCP start, is fulfilled after offsite power is restored. It is assumed 
that the operators will start the RCP in order to resume the restart procedure. When this occurs 
it is assumed that the slug passing through the core adds sufficient reactivity to overcome the 
shutdown margin and cause a power excursion. Furthermore, the concern is that the power 
excursion is sufficient to cause fuel damage.  

A probabilistic analysis had been done for this event for a European PWR. The estimated core 
damage frequency was found to be high enough so that corrective actions were taken. A system was 
installed so that the suction of the charging pumps would switch to the highly borated refueling 
water storage tank (RWST) when there was a trip of the RCPs. This was felt to reduce the 
estimated core damage frequency to an acceptable level.  

In order to see if the core damage frequency might be as high in U.S. plants, a probabilistic 
assessment of this scenario was done for three plants. The plants chosen, Oconee, Calvert Cliffs 
and Surry, represent a sample from the three U.S. reactor vendors, Babcock & Wilcox, Combustion 
Engineering, and Westinghouse. The estimated core damage frequency based on a scoping analysis 
was 2.8E-5/yr, 2.0E-5/yr, and 9.7E-6/yr for the three plants, respectively. These numbers are 
relatively high compared to desireable goals, but they are only the result of a scoping analysis and 
include many assumptions.
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Although there were several conservative assumptions made in the analysis it should also be noted 
that there were several conditions present at these plants which might not be relevant at other plants 
and would make the core damage frequency higher at those other plants. One of these is the 
initiating frequency for a LOOP which is lower at U.S. plants than at plants in some other countries.  

Another condition is related to plant design and the size of the source of unborated water during 
the event. In this analysis it was assumed that the volume of diluted water available was the volume 
within the VCT from the normal level to the low level at which point highly borated water from the 
RWST would automatically start to fill the VCT. In each of the three plants studied, the pump from 
the source of primary makeup water was tripped after the LOOP and remained tripped until full 
power was restored. If the design was such that this pump was connected to the emergency bus then 
the source of unborated water would be greatly increased and the core damage frequency would be 
increased. Since there are PWRs in Europe where this is the case it may also be true within the 
U.S. Therefore, some plants may have a higher vulnerability to this event than those chosen for 
study.  

The two most important conservative assumptions in this analysis are: 

* The mixing of the injectant is insignificant 

* Fuel damage occurs when the slug passes through the core 

The first assumption was found to be conservative by performing an analysis using a mixing model 
that had been developed to treat the mixing of streams of water at different tempertures. The 
mixing is significant when the injectant first enters the cold leg, when it enters the downcomer, and 
then as it moves down the downcomer into the lower plenum. The calculations were done for 
Calvert Cliffs and Surry. The reactor conditions assumed were that the RCS was initially stagnant 
and that the temperature of the injectant was either 100F" or 290F" lower than the initial 
temperature of the RCS. If there was significant loop flow due to natural circulation this would 
enhance the mixing.  

The results of the mixing analysis were that the boron concentration in the lower plenum was not 
expected to be lower than 1080 ppm or 900 pj;rn for Surry and Calvert Cliffs, respectively, assuming 
in both cases that the boron concentration in the RCS at the time of the LOOP was 1500 ppm. This 
means that the reactivity addition would correspond to a change of only 400-600 ppm rather than 
the 1500 ppm that was theoretically possible.* 

The second major conservative assumption in the probabilistic analysis is that sending a slug of 
diluted water through the core will cause fuel damage. In reality the effect of the slug will depend 

'The extent of mixing means that the volume of diluted water created is much larger than the 
initial volume available from the VCT. Hence when the RCP is restarted the slug will remain in the 
core for a longer period of time than would be the case with no mixing. This will not have a strong 
impact on the initial power burst and the potential for immediate fuel damage, but would be 
important in understanding fuel behavior over a longer period.
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Executive Summary

on the reactivity addition caused by the diluted slug, the volume and geometry of the slug, the initial 

shutdown margin, and the thermal-hydraulic feedback.  

A scoping analysis of the neutronics was done to show how these factors affect the consequences of 

the event and in particular whether catastrophic fuel damage might occur. This was defined as 

damage that could change fuel geometry and was determined by a local fuel enthalpy criterion of 

280 cal/g. No consideration was given to other fuel damage mechanisms. A model of the Calvert 

Cliffs plant was used although some of the results have general applicability.  

It was found that the slug boron concentration would have to be less than 430 ppm (i.e., a dilution 

of 1070 ppm) for catastrophic fuel damage to occur if the shutdown margin was 4% and the Doppler 

feedback was relatively strong. If the shutdown margin is smaller or if the core has a smaller 

Doppler feedback, then a smaller dilution would cause a problem. The Doppler feedback plays a 

very important role and varies significantly during a cycle and for different cycles so that it can have 
an important effect on the results.  

The shutdown margin is made up of the worth of the shutdown bank which enters the core after the 

LOOP and the shutdown margin that existed prior to that. The shutdown bank worth typically 

varies from 2% to 5% depending on the plant. The pre-LOOP shutdown margin depends on when 

during the startup deboration that the LOOP occurs. If it occurs at the start of this period then the 

shutdown margin will be larger than if it occurs toward the end when the core boron concentration 

is closer to the value needed for criticality. The probabilistic analysis assumes that the core damage 

is equally likely anytime during the normal deboration period and, therefore, neglects this effect.  

For the Calvert Cliffs case the 4% used for the shutdown margin was assumed to be the effect of 

the shutdown bank only.  

Based on the Calvert Cliffs neutronics calculations of shutdown bank worth and Doppler feedback, 

and mixing calculations indicating a slug boron concentration of 900 ppm, catastrophic fuel damage 

would not be expected. However, if the magnitude of the Doppler coefficient was half of that used, 

and the worth of the shutdown banks was only 2% then the result would be close to the fuel damage 

criterion. Furthermore, if the temperature of the slug was low, this would add to the severity of the 

excursion due to the positive effect of coolant temperature feedback.  

It is important to note that these results will be a function of plant design. Every plant may be 

vulnerable to some form of rapid dilution event. Plants that use a diluted VCT to deborate may be 

vulnerable to the reactor restart scenario examined in detail in this study. For those plants the 

probability that this event leads to fuel damage will be a function of many design factors. Of 

particular importance are the volume and boron concentration of the VCT, the pumping rate of the 

charging flow and its orientation at the cold leg, and the reactivity worth of the shutdown banks aad.  

Doppler feedback.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Objectives 

The general objective of this work is to improve the understanding of rapid boron dilution events 

in pressurized water reactors (PWRs). This is to help the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

(NRC) to determine if any action should be taken to reduce the expected frequency of such events.  

This objective is met by examining different scenarios and performing scoping probabilistic and 

deterministic analysis. The probabilistic work quantifies the frequency of occurrence of one 

sequence which has been of particular interest to the NRC. This is done for plants of each of the 

U.S. reactor vendors. The deterministic work consists of neutronics and thermal-hydraulics 

calculations. The neutronics calculations are of the reactivity effect of different dilution slugs and 

the resulting power excursion. The thermal-hydraulics calculations are of mixing to understand 

whether unborated water introduced into the reactor coolant system (RCS) can remain as a slug of 

sufficient dilution to cause a problem.  

1.2 Background 

Boron dilution events have always been of concern in PWRs. A slow inadvertent dilution due to 

malfunction of the chemical and volume control system (CVCS) is a design-basis event which 

satisfies stringent acceptance criteria. The question of whether additional failures beyond the CVCS 

malfunction might lead to inadvertent criticality and fuel damage has also been addressed in the 

past. More recently this type of event and many other possible dilution scenarios have been 

surveyed in a study for the NRC [1.11. That study noted that more scenarios were being postulated 

in different countries and that additional work would have to be done in the future to determine the 

importance of these events.  

It is convenient to separate these beyond-design-basis dilution events into three types according to 

how they cause the power to rise in the core. For one type, the power excursion is caused by a 

relatively slow, uncontrolled dilution in which the boron concentration in the core changes slowly 

but steadily throughout the entire core. This type of event requires a large volume of diluted water.  

It is relatively easy to analyze as the power increase will be determined by a linear reactivity addition, 

mitigated by feedback effects, until stopped by operator action or the melting of fuel.  

A second type of excursion occurs when pumps are off and diluted water accumulates in the lower 

plenum of the vessel to the extent that the bottom of the core becomes critical and power increases.  

This power increase causes an increase in the natural circulation flow rate which draws the diluted 

water up from the bottom of the vessel into the core. Without consideration of thermal-hydraulic 

feedback, this is an autocatalytic power excursion which is more rapid than the first type above.  

The third type of power excursion is caused by a slug of diluted water rapidly entering the cote.' 

Because it is a slug, less diluted water is required than in the first type of dilution in which the 

diluted water mixes uniformly with the water in the RCS. It is this type of event that is currently 

of interest to the NRC [1.21 and that is the subject of this study. In order to have such an event it 

is first necessary to introduce diluted water into the RCS during a period when there is minimal 

circulation so that the water can collect in one place. The slug of diluted water can then be passed 
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Introduction

rapidly through the core by the startup of one or more reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) or the blowdown of one or more accumulators. This type of event is also different from the other two in that it has the potential of causing catastrophic fuel damage, i.e., rapid changes in fuel geometry, 
rather than relatively slow fuel melting.  

The rapid dilution event (as well as the second. autocatalytic, type of excursion) would occur when the reactor coolant pumps are not running as would be the situation during a shutdown period or immediately following reactor trip. The shutdown period is also the time when the core might be most vulnerable to this type of event because control rods are already inserted and, therefore, reactor trip would not be possible to mitigate the power excursion.  

1.3 Scope and Organization of this Report 

This study is both an overview of rapid dilution events and a detailed analysis of one particular event. In Section 2 a review is given of scenarios which could lead to a slug of water with a low boron concentration passing through the core. One of these events, the reactor restart scenario, is of particular interest because in one country in Europe remedial action has been taken to help prevent the event. Hence, specific probabilistic and deterministic analysis was carried out for this 
scenario.  

The analysis is considered of a scoping nature because it uses simple models and only considers a limited number of plant conditions and designs. The probabilistic analysis is described in Section 3. The analysis is carried out for the Oconee. Calvert Cliffs. and Surry plants, representing each of the U.S. reactor vendors. One of the important assumptions in the analysis is that there is insufficient mixing when a source of diluted water is introduced into the RCS so that that slug has the potential to remain intact and pass through the core when an RCP is started. This assumption is tested by performing an analysis of mixing that is described in Section 4. The analysis is for one particular plant and uses straightforward empirical models.  

Section 5 describes the neutronic analysis that was carried out to understand the potential consequences of a diluted slug passing through the core. The analysis includes static calculations of reactivity for different slug geometries and dilutions and dynamic calculations of the power excursion that would be expected if these slugs passed through the core. Although the modeling is based on the reactor restart scenario, much of the analysis would be applicable to other scenarios 
which lead to a slug of diluted water passing through the core.  

A summary of results and conclusions is given in Section 6 and Section 7 contains references.  

NUREG/CR-5819 2



2 Rapid Dilution Scenarios

2.1 Reactor Restart Scenario 

One of the sequences that the industry has been aware of for a long period of time was recently 

studied in Europe. The result of a preliminary probabilistic analysis indicated that the frequency of 

occurrence of the event might be large in those plants and hence, the NRC issued an information 

notice [2.11.  

The scenario occurs at the end of a shutdown period when the plant is being brought back to a 

critical configuration. The normal deboration is done when the reactor coolant system (RCS) is at 

hot, pressurized conditions and the shutdown banks are withdrawn.  

The initiating event for this scenario is a loss of off-site power (LOOP). When that occurs there is 

a reactor trip and a trip of the reactor coolant pumps. The charging pumps would also stop but it 

can be assumed that emergency power is brought on line quickly and the charging pumps are 

energized from the emergency bus. These pumps will continue to pump from the volume control 

tank (VCT), emptying the diluted water that is present into the RCS. Assumptions are made that 

the operator takes no action to switch to a boration mode, and that the VCT contains a relatively 

large volume of water which is at a boron concentration that is much less than that originally in the 

RCS. This diluted water may be colder than the water in the RCS. When it gets pumped into the 

cold-leg it is assumed that there is minimal mixing so that the water can collect as a diluted slug at 

the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). The probability of minimal mixing is enhanced 

if the event takes place after a long refueling when the decay heat level is low and consequently the 

amount of natural circulation in the RCS is relatively low.  

Under these circumstances, if off-site power is recovered, it is likely that the operator will start an 

RCP in order to continue the process that was interrupted by the LOOP. This will send the slug 

of diluted water through the core and it is assumed that the reactivity added will be sufficient to 

overcome the existing shutdown margin and cause a power excursion leading to fuel damage.  

When this event was studied in Europe as part of a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for operating 

and shutdown conditions, a relatively high frequency for a LOOP was used and other assumptions 

regarding inaction of the operator and the mixing of the water were assumed to hold so that the core 

damage frequency was found to be high. As a result of this rough estimate corrective action was 

recommended and a program of analysis and experimentation was initiated. The latter is to examine 

the effect of mixing which if present would eliminate the creation of the slug. The corrective action 

was a hardware change which would switch the suction of the charging pumps to the refueling water 

storage tank (RWST) when there was an RCP trip. Since the boron concentration in the RWST 

is very high this would eliminate the possibility of this accident. Taking into account the reliability 

of this new system would significantly reduce the expected frequency of occurrence.  

2.2 Other Scenarios Involving Startup of an RCP 

There are several other sequences that have been postulated which involve the startup of an RCP 

after a period in which diluted water has accumulated somewhere in the RCS. By necessity these 
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sequences occur during shutdown. They have been studied in varying degrees of detail for one Westinghouse plant [2.2] and the following summary is based on that study.  

A sequence studied by the French [2.3, 2.41 starts with a loss of power and failure of equipment involved in the startup procedure. This could lead to boiling in the core. If the auxiliary feedwater is operable this water is assumed to condense in the steam generator. The condensate which is unborated could accumulate in the cross over leg so that when the situation returns to normal and the RCPs are started, a diluted slug could be sent through the core.  

Another source of diluted water in the cross over leg is secondary water. If steam generator tubes are cut either on purpose or inadvertently during steam generator modifications, and no repairs are made before the secondary side is brought back into service, then leakage of unborated water into the primary will occur when the secondary is filled. There were two such events [2.5] reported for the period from June 1969 to January 1981 which were found to cause an overall reduction in boron concentration rather than a localized diluted slug. These dilutions were both detected at an early stage and resulted in less than a 100 ppm change in RCS boron concentration.  

A sequence studied in great detail by Swedish workers [2.6,2.71 is one initiated by a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR). The plant is initially at hot zero power or if at power, it is shut down immediately. It is assumed that the RCPs are tripped due to a loss of power or some other cause.  If the operators use a backfill cooldown procedure then unborated water from the secondary will enter the RCS. If this water does not mix but is assumed to collect in a stagnant part of the loop then if an RCP is started there is the possibility that the slug will enter the core and cause a power 
excursion.  

Calculations performed in Sweden showed that the boron concentration in the core could go from 850 ppm to a minimum of 163 ppm in 10 seconds. These same calculations did not show any immediate fuel damage due to the energy deposition. However, the calculations are claimed to be inconclusive and further analysis is needed. As a result of this analysis Westinghouse, in 1990, recommended to the Westinghouse Owners Group that changes be made to the Emergency Response Guidelines regarding the procedures after a SGTR.  
Other sources of unborated water during shutdown that could cause a problem if a slug collects and an RCP is started include the RCP seal water flow or a leaking thermal barrier or the water used to clean the refueling cavity after refueling. The cavity is hosed down with unborated water to remove radioactivity. An event involving more than 12 hours of inadvertent dilution from an unattended hose has occurred [2.81 causing a change in RCS boron concentration of 340 ppm.  

2.3 Opening of Loop Stop Valves 
A situation that is similar to a pump restart is the opening of a loop stop valve when pumps are running. Calculations had been done by Westinghouse [2.91 to determine the consequences of a startup of an inactive unborated loop without consideration of how the loop became diluted. All rods were assumed to be initially out of the core and hence, the worth of the scram reactivity would be considerable. In the worst case considered, where they also assume that thetemperature of the 
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water in the isolated loop is relatively cold, they calculated that approximately 3% of the fuel 
experiences clad rupture and <0.5% melt completely. However, insufficient information was 
presented to know what was the worth of the control rods and it is not possible to say that the 
calculations bound all possible consequences.  

2.4 Blowdown of a Diluted Accumulator 

If an accumulator has become diluted then if there is an inadvertent blowdown of that accumulator 
there is the potential for a diluted slug to pass through the core. The blowdown is postulated to 
occur during shutdown when the RCS is at atmospheric pressure and the accumulator is at operating 
pressure (625 psia). There is a motor operated valve that isolates the accumulator during shutdown.  
If this valve is not deenergized according to procedures, then there is possibility that it can open 
allowing the accumulator fluid to enter the cold loop and flow through the downcomer and into the 
core.  

There are several ways in which the accumulator can become diluted. In a study at Brookhaven 
National Laboratory (2.10] it was determined that the most likely cause was back-leakage during 
operation at end-of-cycle. With a low boron concentration in the RCS and leakage through the 
check valves, the accumulator boron concentration could change dramatically if monitoring 
instrumentation was defective or operators did not respond properly.  

A detailed probabilistic analysis of this type of event was carried out for a Westinghouse plant and 
showed that the expected frequency was insignificant. However, since that study an accumulator 
dilution has occurred which indicates that the most likely source of diluted water might be 
demineralized water that has been added for testing. This occurred in a French plant in July 1991.  
The unborated water that had been used for testing was left in the accumulator and eventually 350 
ft3 of this water flowed under gravity into the RCS. Although the discharge of the accumulator did 
not occur suddenly and the dilution of the RCS did not have any consequences, it was an important 
precursor and also indicates that the most likely source of diluted water might be due to 
maintenance rather than back-leakage.
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3 Probabilistic Analysis 

3.1 Introduction 

In this section an estimate is made for the frequency of a rapid dilution event which could lead to 
core damage. The analysis is for the reactor startup scenario as described in Section 2.1. It is 
carried out for the Oconee, Calvert Cliffs, and Surry plants which were designed by Babcock & 
Wilcox, Combustion Engineering, and Westinghouse, respectively. This enables one to understand 
not only the important systems and operator actions with regard to this scenario, but also to identify 
any major differences that might exist between plants designed by each of the U.S. PWR reactor 
vendors. The specific plants selected for study were chosen because of the availability of 
information.  

For each plant a summary description of the important systems for this type of event is first 
presented. This consists of a section describing the systems through which the unborated or diluted 
water might enter the reactor coolant system (RCS), and a section describing the relevant electrical 
systems. After this, the probabilistic analysis for each plant is presented in subsections on timing, 
modeling, and quantification. The quantification is done separately for refueling and nonrefueling 
outages. A summary section at the end presents the core damage frequencies for each plant and 
a discussion of important assumptions used in the analysis.  

3.2 System Description - Oconee Station 

3.2.1 Makeup and High Pressure Injection System 

The makeup and dilution of the RCS is accomplished at Oconee using the High Pressure Injection 
(HPI) system. The relevant portions of the HPI and related systems are shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2 
and 3.3. In normal operation a small amount of coolant is bled off from the RCS through the 
letdown and is directed to the purification dcmincralizers. The letdown (upper left on Figure 3.1) 
is cooled by the letdown coolers and can be isolated using several valves (HP-3', HP-4, HP-5 and 
HP-6). The output from the dcmineralizcrs is directed through a three way valve (HP-14, upper 
right on Figure 3.1) into the letdown storage tank (LDST) or into the deborating system where it 
is normally collected and stored in one of the RC bleed holdup tanks (upper left on Figure 3.3).  
Another RC bleed holdup tank holds demineralized water for dilution purposes.  

Reactor coolant may directly enter the letdown storage tank through the three way control valve 
(HP-14) or from the RC bleed holdup tank by operating the RC bleed transfer pump IA. The other 
RC bleed transfer pump. 1B. is used to supply fresh dcmincralized water during the deboration 
operation. transferring deborated water to the letdown storage tank.  

The letdown storage tank serves as a surge tank and normal suction source for the HPI pumps 
(lower center on Figure 3.2). Another source of suction for the HPI pumps is the borated water 
storage tank (BWST).  

Figures show valves without the fil P" desi/, ll, itin.
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The normal makeup flow is supplied by one of the HPI pumps and controlled automatically by a 
control valve (HP-120) to maintain the level in the pressurizer. During normal operation the three 
way valve (HP-14) is in "normal" position directing all letdown flow into the letdown storage tank.  
The valve may be placed in the "bleed" position to direct the letdown flow to the deborating 
demineralizer or RC bleed holdup tank. HP-14 is automatically placed in the "normal" position 
when there is low level in the letdown storage tank.  

During startup of the reactor, the operator has to deborate the RCS from the shutdown boration 
level to achieve criticality. The dilution requires adding a predetermined amount of demineralized 
water to the RCS through the letdown storage tank. The deboration procedure, given in Table 3.11 
directs the operator to determine the amount of demineralized water or batch size that is needed.  
The operator then sets the totalizer/batch controller (flow meter and integrator) to the desired 
setting and opens the makeup control valve HP-15 (middle right on Figure 3.1).  

The control valve remains open until the totalizer indicates the end of the batch size and an 
automatic signal closes the valve. Even though the totalizer/batch controller is started and control 
valve HP-15 is opened. makeup to the letdown storage tank is prevented until the makeup isolation 
valve HP-16 is opened. Once the transfer path is established, the RC bleed transfer pump is started 
to add the desired quantity of demineralized water.  

The rate of addition of deborated water may be as much as or less than the letdown flow. It could 
range from 45 to 90 gpm and normally is about 70 gpm. The volume of the batch size is generally 
larger than the volume of the letdown storage tank which requires the operator to position the HP
14 three way valve to the "bleed" position. Consequently, the boron concentration in the letdown 
storage tank may decrease as the demineralized water is being added by the RC bleed transfer 
pump. If the transfer rate is slower than the makeup rate through the HPI pumps then the three 
way valve has to be in an intermediate position to maintain the letdown storage tank level.  

As a result of this process the following system conditions may be obtained: 

1. The letdown storage tank volume is diluted to low boron concentrations by adding 
demineralized water 

2. Depending on the demineralized water transfer rate or dilution rate, the boron 
concentration may be as low as 0-200 ppm (transfer equals makeup rate) or may range 
to a maximum of about 50% of the RCS boron concentration, i.e., 1000-1200 ppm 
(transferred demineralized water is mixed with letdown).  

3. The water level in the letdown storage tank is maintained at an intermediate position
(between high/low) during the deboration operation.  

Oconee Nuclear Station Operating Procedure OP.'3,'.-Vl [1;04. *Solible Poison Conicentration Control.: Duke Power Co., 
approved Feb. 2A. 1989.
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Table 3.1 
Procedure Used to Dilute LDST 

NORMAL MAKE-UP TO THE LDST 

1.0 Initial Conditions 

1.1 Determine the amounts of borated and unborated water to be used in the batch 
makeup.  

2.0 Procedure 

2.1 Set the desired batch size.  

2.2 Ensure 3HP-15 (Makeup Control) is reset; control knob to OPEN and Toggle 
Switch to START.  

2.3 Open 3HP-16 (Makeup Isolation).  

2.4 Start the desired Bleed Transfer pump.  

2.5 Open its respective discharge valve: 
3CS-46 (Bleed Transfer Pump 3A Discharge).  

OR 
3CS-56 (Bleed Transfer Pump 3B Discharge).  

2.6 If BLEED is required. ensure 3CS-26 (Letdown to BHUTs) and 3CS-41 (Bleed 
Tank 3A Inlet) are open.  

2.7 If more volume is required than available in the LDST. position 3HP-14 (LDST 
Bypass) to BLEED.  

2.8 When Batch size is reached: 
2.8.1 Close 3HP-16 (Makeup Isolation).  

2.8.2 Stop the selected Bleed Transfer pump and close its respective discharge 
valve: 
3CS-46 (Bleed Transfer Pump 3A Discharge).  

OR 
3CS-56 (Bleed Transfer Pump 3B Discharge).  

2.8.3 Ensure 3HP-14 (LDST Bypass) is in the NORMAL position.  

2.8.4 Clear and reset 3HP-15 (Makeup Control).  
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3.2.2 Electrical System 

The boron dilution accident of interest is initiated by a loss of off-site power during the deboration 
process. For this reason the specific features of the electrical distribution and supply system play 
an important role and must be discussed in some detail.  

The line diagram of the Oconee electrical system is presented in Figure 3.4. The external grid 
connects to the 230 and 525 kV switchyards which are interconnected by a 230/525 kV 
autotransformer. One of the two buses (yellow bus) at the 230 kV switchyard plays a fundamental 
role in supplying power to the plant auxiliaries should the switchyard become isolated from the 
external grid.  

The 230 kV switchyard and the yellow bus are also connected to a two-unit hydro station (Keowee 
Hydro) through an overhead line that provides emergency backup power. The hydro units perform 
the role played by diesel-generators at other plants. If there is a switchyard isolation (loss of grid), 
the 230 kV yellow bus will be reconnected to the hydro stations and be available to supply power 
to all station startup transformers.  

The startup transformers CT-1, 2 and 3 (see Figure 3.4) can supply most of the unit auxiliaries, 
including the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) which are connected to the 6.9 kV buses. If the 
switchyard is unavailable, then emergency power from the hydro station is provided through an 
underground connection to transformer CT-4. which supplies power to essential auxiliary equipment 
connected to the 4 kV buses. In this case, the RCPs cannot be utilized and may be restarted only 
after the switchyard or grid is recovered.  

The important features of the electrical system may be summarized as follows: 

1. Loss of grid events (not weather related) will not affect the availability of the 230 kV 
switchyard and the RCPs may be restarted at any time after the hydro units provide 
backup power.  

2. Weather related loss-of-off-site-power events, or switchyard trouble, deenergizes the 6.9 
kV buses and the RCPs may be restarted only after the recovery of the off-site grid or 
switchyard.  

3.3 Probabilistic Analysis - Oconee Station 

3.3.1 Accident Sequence Timing 

The outcome in a boron dilution scenario is strongly dependent on the timing of events or the time 
evolution of the expected responses. In order to properly model and estimate the risk due to the 
accident scenario, the time behavior of the various events must be established with reasonable 
certainty.
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The deboration process itself is rather time consuming due to the small makeup and letdown flow relative to the total RCS volume. For the purpose of this analysis, it is estimated that the RCS contains about 75,000 gallon of water and the average makeup/letdown flow is about 70 gpm. The initial boron concentration at the start of the deboration is on the order of 2000 ppm and the final boron level is assumed to be 1500 ppm. The change in the RCS boron concentration (C) can be calculated using: 

dCj -* V ,, W C,, W, *• C (3.1) 

where VRCS is the volume of the RCS, CM and CL are the boron concentrations of the makeup and letdown, respectively, and W.,M and WL the makeup and letdown flow rates, respectively. The initial boron concentration will exponentially be diluted to the final boron concentration as a function of time. Solving the above equation using WMl=WL, CM=O, and C=C gives a time span of 5 hours for the dilution process from 2000 to 1500 ppm.  

The average length of deboration was estimated by the Oconee station operators to be 8-12 hours.  This is consistent with the above calculation since the rate of dcboration is dependent on the actual actions occurring during the startup process, and these are expected to necessitate a deboration slower than theoretically possible. Hence. the analysis will set the deboration time span as 8 hours.  
The maximum amount of diluted primary grade water that can be injected into the RCS when the RCPs are not running (after a loss of off-sitc power or LOOP) is the available water in the letdown storage tank. which is assumed to be diluted to a very low boron concentration. The total volume between the HI/LO levels is approximately 420 ft'. The water level is expected to be around midlevel, maintained by regulating the dilution flow and the position of the three-way valve. HP-14.  Therefore. after a LOOP event the amount of diluted water volume is assumed to be approximately 250 ft' or 1870 gallons. Once the low level is reached, the suction source for the HPI pumps shifts to the BWST and highly borated water is pumped into the RCS. Assuming that the makeup flow is about 70 gpm. the time interval befbre the switchover to the BWST is about 20-25 minutes once the HPI pump is restarted after the LOOP cyent.  

The probability for conditional core damage P(CCD) is defined in order to determine the timedependent probability that there is core damage once the charging pumps start to pump diluted water into the RCS while there is no longer forced circulation. Without having the benefit of the mixing and neutronic calculations discussed in Sections 4 and 5. respectively, and in order to complete a scoping analysis, a simplistic approach is taken. For the situation after refueling, it is assumed that P(CCD) varies between zero and one depending on the amount of diluted water that enters the system. The value of zero is expected at the beginning of this time period when no diluted water has entered under the relatively stagnant flow conditions. The value of one is associated with the assumption that if the full diluted volume of the letdown storage tank (between HI/LO levels) is injected into the cold leg, a sufficiently diluted region will accumulate in the lower plenum so that fuel damage with the restart of an RCP is certain. Hence, the probability P(CCD) 
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is assumed to increase linearly with time from zero to one in the time period of 25 minutes during 

which the diluted water in the letdown storage tank is pumped into the RCS.  

After the suction source switches to the BWST the potential for core damage decreases since 

borated water is injected and presumably mixes with the diluted water. It is assumed that after 

about an additional 15 minutes P(CCD) decreases (linearly) to zero and there is no longer the 

possibility of a rapid dilution event occurring if the RCPs are restarted.  

The time dependence of P(CCD) is shown on Figure 3.5. The bottom curve on the figure is for 

startups other than after a refueling. After a refueling (especially if it coincides with a long 

shutdown). the decay heat is relatively low because of the replacement of so many fuel assemblies 

(typically one-third of the core). However, after a shutdown without refueling which is most likely 

to occur in the middle of the cycle, the decay heat is expected to be much larger. It is expected to 

be sufficient so that the natural circulation flow rate is considerably higher than after a refueling.  

If the natural circulation flow rate is sufficiently large then after injection of diluted water there may 

be sufficient mixing to reduce the probability that there will be core damage with the restart of an 

RCP. This is taken into account by decreasing P(CCD) by a factor of 0.5 as is shown in Figure 3.5.  

It is important to recognize in the curves shown in Figure 3.5 that t=0 corresponds to the time when 

the charging flow is reestablished through any of the power sources available. It does not 

correspond to the beginning of the LOOP. If the hydro units are available, then t=0 is the same 

as the initial time of the accident, however, for scenarios when the hydro units fail to provide power 

initially. t=0 corresponds to the recovery of either the hydro units or off-site power.  

The restart of the RCPs after the LOOP is also modelled as a function of time. Once a power 

source is available either from off-site or from the hydro units. the operators are expected to start 

the RCPs. The preferred method of operating at this stage of the startup is to keep forced 

circulation in the RCS. Once the power is available, certain procedures have to be followed before 

the RCPs can actually be started. According to plant operational personnel it is expected that after 

about 30 minutes the RCPs would be running.  

The model, therefore, assumes that the cumulative probability of restarting the RCPs increases from 

zero to one in the thirty minute time period after recovery of power. This is shown in Figure 3.6.  

Again the time t=0 does not correspond to the occurrence of the LOOP but rather, in this case, to 

the availability of high capacity electrical power, i.e.. the off-site grid or the hydro unit through the 

230 kV switchyard.  

3.3.2 Accident Sequence Modelling 

The event tree shown in Figure 3.7 was developed to evaluate the different accident sequences; in 

particular those leading to core damage (CD) due to rapid dilution as marked on the diagram. The 

first top event (ILOOP) is the accident initiator, i.e., the loss of off-site power event during the start 

up period after the plant was placed in a shutdown condition. The shutdown itself may be divided 

into two different categories: a) shutdown when refueling is done and b) shutdown without 

refueling. As explained in Section 3.3.1. this is important because of the relationship between decay 
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heat levels and the probability of the diluted water from the letdown storage tank mixing with the 
higher concentration water in the RCS.  

The top event SWYRD questions the type of LOOP event. One type (represented by the top branch) is grid related without affecting the availability of the 230 kV switchyard. This is important since the hydro station, through the switchyard. is capable of providing electrical power backup to all emergency sources including the RCPs. However, if the switchyard is affected, or the overhead connection to the hydro station is unavailable (represented by the bottom branch), then the RCPs may not be started, but the HPI pumps (charging flow) may have electrical power through the 
underground cables from the hydro station.  

The top event HYDRO questions the availability of the hydro station given a demand. If the hydro station fails to start (bottom branch), it may be recovered and this is modelled by top event NRHYDRO or non-recovery of the hydro station. For this top event the success path (top branch) 
represents the recovery of the hydro station.  

The HPI pumps are powered from the emergency buses and their availability (and the expected charging flow) is questioned by top event CHG. The top branch signifies that they are available.  

The top event NR-SWYRD questions the recovery either of the switchyard or the off-site grid, either of which would reestablish electric power to the RCPs. For this top event the success path 
represents the recovery of the power supply.  

The top event CCD questions whether there is core damage given the amount of diluted water that has entered the RCS. The bottom branch represents the possibility that this occurs.  

The last top event questions the status of the RCPs and whether or not the operator started one of 
them. The top branch represents the successful restart of the RCPs.  

The most important top events in the accident event tree are time dependent and a conventional static approach is inappropriate to model the complete sequences. The time dependence may be included in the event tree by assuming that each top event is a time functional and the end-states are also dependent on time. This may be considered a process, where the event tree is being asked and evaluated at each time step [t,t+atj and the final values are summed or integrated over the respective time period. The actual numerical evaluation of these integrals will be discussed in 
Section 3.3.3.  

There are five sequences which involve potential core damage through a rapid boron dilution scenario. These are shown in Figure 3.7. The other sequences are either safe conditions or other types of accident sequences, such as station-black-out, which are not the subject of this analysis. The 
following is a short summary and description of each CD sequence: 

Sequence I Given the LOOP event the switchyard remains operational. The hydro 
station starts up and provides a backup source of power for the unit, 
including the RCPs. The charging flow is automatically reestablished by the 
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Sequence 2 

Sequence 3 

Sequence 4 

Sequence 5

HPI pumps. The operator decides to start up the RCPs and depending on 

the elapsed time, core damage may occur.  

Again, after a LOOP event the switchyard remains available, but the hydro 

station fails to start. When the hydro station recovers, the charging flow is 

immediately started and after a while the operator may start the RCPs 

leading to a reactivity excursion if a sufficient amount of diluted water is 

available in the RCS.  

The switchyard is also affected by the LOOP event, however, the hydro 

station is able to provide emergency power through the underground 

connection. The charging flow is started, but the RCPs may be started by 

the operator only after the switchyard recovers.  

Both the switchyard and the hydro station are initially unavailable. The 

charging flow is started after the hydro station recovers and when the 

switchyard is able to recover, the RCPs may also be started by the operator.  

This is the same as Sequence 4 except that the switchyard recovers earlier 

than the hydro station and both the charging flow and the RCPs may be 

powered from the grid.

3.3.3 Accident Sequence Quantification 

3.3.3.1 Refueling Outage 

The frequency of the initiating event. ILOOP. is based on plant-specific data available in a recent 

update of the plant probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) 13.1 1. The total rate of loss of off-site power 

from all causes is 9.OE-2/yr, which consists of two parts. Seventy percent of these events are such 

that the switchyard is unavailable or the overhead connection to the hydro station is affected. The 

remaining 30% of the cases are simple grid losses which do not affect the switchyard or the hydro 

station.  

The refueling outage frequency is about 0.6/yr and the average duration of the startup dilution is 8 

hours. It is assumed that the core damage frequency will be independent of when during the 

deboration the LOOP occurs. This is a conservative assumption as during the early phase of the 

deboration the initial shutdown margin will be large and the probability that the diluted water can 

cause a power excursion will be reduced. ILOOP is the product of the frequency of a LOOP (per 

hour), the duration of the deboration (hours). and the frequency of refueling, and hence, ILOO1'>. x:

4.93E-5/yr.  

The probability of the top event SWYRD is simply the fraction of LOOP events which affect the 

switchyard and this was established in the plant specific PRA as 70%. Hence, P(SWYRD)=0.7.  

The probabilities for HYDRO and CHG are also based on the plant PRA and are 
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P(HYDRO)=9.3E-3 and P(CHG)=8.4E-4. Both of these values were derived by examining the specific fault-trees representing the various failure modes.  

The time dependence is modelled in the event tree by calculating the contribution of each sequence in each time period [tt+A] and then summing to the total time for which there is core damage potential. The probability at a given time P(CCD) is obtained using the distributions shown in Figure 3.5. The probability per unit time for P(RCPRST) is from Figure 3.6. Since Figure 3.6 is a cumulative probability distribution it is the derivative of that curve with respect to time, i.e., (1/30) per minute, which is equal to P(RCPRST).  

The evaluation of the time integral of the CD sequences involves a convolution integral (e.g., f dt{P1 (t) f dt'[P,(t')...]}) with the appropriate probabilities. In the following, for simplicity, the short form I dt(...} will represent this type of integration.  

For Sequence I the appropriate integral is: 

CDF(SI) = I dt{ILOOP*[ I-P(SWYRD)J*[ i-P(l IYDRO)]*[I-P(CHi-G)i*P(CCD)*P(RCPRST)}" 

In this sequence the integral is over the period 0 to 30 minutes as the RCPs are expected to be running by the end of this period. The integral of the time dependent portion, f dt[P(CCD)*P(RCPRST)I, is evaluated from 0 to 25 minutes using the ascending part of the distribution shown in Figure 3.5 and from 25 to 30 minutes using the descending part of the distribution'. The numerical value is 0.56. Hence, the result for Sequence I is that CDF(S1)=8.2E
6/yr.  

Sequence 2 is similar to the previous one except that the hydro station fails to start, but recovers to supply emergency power. Hence, 

CDF(S2) = J dt{ ILOOPI-IP(SWYIR[))I*p(IlYI)RO)*[i-P(NI-.IIYDRO)I.I 
t.P(CIIG)] *P(CCD)*-P(RCP RS') 1.  

In this sequence, there are two time periods to consider. One is the time related to the recovery of the hydro unit and the other is the time associated with the start of the charging flow, RCPs and core damage potential. The latter period does not start until there is recovery and hence, the integral j dt[P(CCD)*P(RCPRST)I can be evaluated independently of the question of recovery of the hydro station. Using the results for Sequence I the value of this integral is 0.56. The integral I dt[ I-P(NR-HYDRO)j can be assumed to be unity as it is expected that over a long period of time there would he recovery. Hence, the result for Sequence 2 is that CDF(S2)=7.0E-7/yr.  
Sequence 3 represents the failure of the high capacity electrical power supply either through the loss of the main grid and the fiailure of the 230 kV switchyard, or the loss of the grid and the overhead supply line from the hydro station. In either case, the power supply to the RCPs are lost and there 

SThe 
inlegral is not carried out to 40 zuin tes hecause P( RC(PRS'F) is zero after 3'1 mhinttes.  
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is no forced circulation. However, the underground connection to the hydro station remains intact 
and the emergency power supply is available for all essential equipment including the HPI pumps 
providing the charging flow to the RCS. The core damage frequency in this case is 

CDF(S3) = " dt{ILOOP*P(SWYRD)[ l-P(IIYDRO)J*[I-P(CHG)1{*[-P(NR-SWYRD)] 
*P(CCD)*P(RCPRST)}.  

The period of vulnerability is the first 40 minutes. since after that time sufficient borated water has 
been taken from the BWST to eliminate the possibility of a core damage event. During this 40
minute period the switchyard or the off-site power connection may recover, and consequently the 
RCPs may be restarted.  

The recovery rate of off-site power, or the switchyard, will be assumed to be the same and constant 
through the entire period. Based on operating data for the industry [3.2], at the end of 60 minutes 
the total recovery is about 15%. Thus the recovery rate is [1-P(NR-SWYRD)]=(.15/60) per minute.  

The time dependent portion of CDF(S3) may be written as 

, °1 rdt{[ I-P(NR-SWYRD)j*, I "-'0 dtP(CCD)*1T(RCPRST)ý 

This integral is evaluated using the distribution for P(CCD) shown in Figure 3.5 and taking into 
account that the limit on the second integral (t+30) cannot go beyond 40 minutes. The result for 
this expression is 0.0415 and hence, CDF(S3)=I.42E-6/yr.  

In Sequence 4. both the switchyard and the hydro fail and recover with a constant recovery rate.  
It is assumed that in this sequence the hydro units will recover before the switchyard or the grid.  
This implies that the charging flow is established first and then the RCPs may be restarted after the 
switchyard or the grid recovers.  

The core damage frequency in this case is: 

CDF(S4) = • dt({LOOP*P(SWYRD)*1)(1 YI)RO)*II-P(NR-HYDR)j*[ I-P(CIlHGI*{[I-P(NR-SWYRD)I 
*P(CCD)* P( RCPRST) }.  

Over a long period (e.g., 24 hours) the hydro unit is expected to recover. Hence, the non-recovery 
probability is neglected to simplify the calculation. Given the recovery of the hydro unit the 
sequence progresses as in Sequence 3. Once the charging flow is reestablished by the startup of the 
HPI pumps, there is a period of vulnerability of 40 minutes, if the RCPs are started during this time.  
Hence. the time dependence of CDF(S4), 

Sdt([ l-P(NR-H YDR)*[ I-P(NR-SWYIR,))]*i'(CCD)"P(RCPRST), 

has the same numerical value as the integral evaluated for Sequence 3, i.e., 0.0415. This results in 
CDF(S4)= 1.33E-8/yr.
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In Sequence 5 the switchyard, or the off-site grid. recovers earlier than the hydro station. The charging flow and the RCPs may be restarted as soon as . off-site power becomes available. The 
sequence is essentially identical with Sequence 2 except that the off-site power used in Sequence 2 
is replaced by the hydro units through the overhead lines.  

The core damage frequency in this case is: 

CDF(SS) = I dt(ILOOP*P(SWYRD)*P(HIYDRO)*[I.P(CHG)I. [I-P(NR-SWYRD)j 
-P(CCD)@P(RCPRST)}.  

The time dependent portion appearing under the integral is effectively the same as in Seq, --c- 2 
and was evaluated as 0.56. Hence, CDF(S5)=1.80E-7yr.  

The CDF for this type of sequence after a refueling is the sum of the CDF for each of the above 
five sequences and is equal to 1.05E-5/yr.  

3.3.3.2 Non-Refueling Outage 

If the accident is assumed to occur after a drained or non-drained outage that does not involve 
refueling the event tree shown in Figure 3.7 is still applicable. The primary difference between the 
refueling and non-refueling outages is that the latter occurs with a rela'tively higher frequency since refueling is only done at about 18 months intervals. The operating history of the U.S. PWR population indicates that the average frequency of non-refueling outages is about 2/yr, which includes 
both drained and non-drained outages.  

The plant specific LOOP frequency was found to be 9.02E-2/yr. The corresponding initiating frequency for the boron dilution event during a start up after a non-refueling outage, again assuming 
a dilution interval of 8 hours, is 1.64E-4/yr.  

Another difference is the larger amount of decay heat after a non-refueling outage. This could considerably enhance the natural circulation rate in the RCS thereby increasing the probability that a slug of diluted water will mix with the borated water before the RCPs are turned on again. This has been taken into account (as explained in Section 3.3.1 and shown in Figure 3.5) by reducing the 
conditional probability tfr core damage t'oll('ing the restart of an RCP by a factor of 0.5.  

The other variables are assumed to be the same as used for the case after refueling. The five sequences leading to core damage were requantified using the relevant data and resulted in the 
following results: CDF(Sl)=l.37E-5/yr. CDF(S2")=1.16E-6/yr, CDF(S3")=2.36E-6/yr, 
CDF(S4") =2.21 E-8/yr. and CDF(S5") =2.99E-7/yr. All the sequence frequencies increased by about 
70% relative to the refueling case. The initiating frequency is about a factor of 3 higher, however, 
P(CCD) was lowered by a factor of 0.5.  

The CDF for this type of dilution sequence after a non-refueling outage is the sum of the CDF for 
each of the above five sequences which is equal to 1.75E-5/yr.
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3.4 System Description - Calvert Cliffs Station 

3.4.1 Chemical and Volume Control System 

The Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) is designed to perform various functions, the 

most important being: a) control of RCS volume (letdown and makeup), b) removal of corrosion 

and fission products, and c) boric acid concentration control. The CVCS consists of two major 

subsystem, the letdown and charging system and the makeup system. Simplified block diagrams of 

these systems are presented in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.  

The normal reactor coolant letdown from one cold leg first passes through two letdown stop valves 

(upper left in Figure 3.8), then through the regenerative heat exchanger where its temperature is 

reduced by transferring heat to the makeup flow entering the RCS. Both letdown stop valves fail 

closed if instrument air pressure is lost (as in a LOOP event). The letdown flow then passes through 

the excess flow check valve and flows through the letdown control valve. The control valve is 

operated by a signal from the pressurizer level control system to maintain constant level in the 

pressurizer.  

The temperature of the letdown is further reduced in the letdown heat exchanger (cooled by 

component cooling water) for the proper operation of the ion exchangers. A temperature controller 

on the outlet of the heat exchanger senses the letdown flow temperature and if it reaches a high 

level it shifts the three-way ion exchanger bypass valve to the bypass position preventing the hot 

liquid from entering the ion exchangers. A pressure control valve is also provided on the outlet of 

the letdown heat exchanger to prevent the fluid from flashing.  

The letdown flow then passes through the purification filters, the ion exchangers and the letdown 

strainer before entering the Volume Control Tank (VCT). There is a three-way inlet valve (CVC-500 

in Figure 3.8) that can be operated manually or automatically. In automatic mode the position of 

the inlet valve is controlled by the level in the VCT and for high level it directs the excess flow to 

the liquid waste processing system. Normally. the valve 's aligned to direct letdown flow into the 

VCT.  

The VCT is used to accumulate letdown water and RCP leak off, to receive makeup water from the 

makeup system. and to provide positive suction head for the charging pumps. The level in the VCT 

is controlled by a level controller, which at high level (110") shifts the inlet control valve position to 

bypass, at 90" starts automatic makeup from the makeup system and at 87.5" alarms as LO level.  

If the level in the VCT drops to 3". the suction of the charging pumps is aligned to the Refueling 

Water Storage Tank (RWST) by closing the outlet valve (CVC-501) and opening the viye.:..  

connecting to the RWST (CVC-504). The VCT supplies water to the charging pumps, which provide 

the makeup flow to the RCS. Three charging pumps are provided and normally, one pump is 

selected for operation. Each pump is capable of supplying 44 gpm makeup flow, which is returned 

to the RCS through the regenerative heat exchanger.  
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The makeup system (see Figure 3.9) provides a predetermined amount of demineralized water and/or boric acid to the RCS. The system can be put in automatic, borate, dilute, or manual 
operating mode. For the purpose of this analysis only the dilute mode is discussed.  

The dilute mode is used to decrease the boric acid concentration of the RCS. In this mode, the 
boric acid supply is not used and the makeup consists of demineralized water. The demineralized water is pumped by the reactor coolant makeup pumps (RCMP) through a flow element, a flow 
control valve and the makeup stop valve before it enters the VCT.  

The actual dilution process is accomplished in the following steps:' 

1. Operator determines that there is space available in the waste processing system for the 
diverted letdown. Charging and letdown is aligned for normal operation.  

2. Total amount of demineralized water to be added is calculated by determining the 
difference between the desired and existing boron concentration (change in ppm) and 
relating it to the water volume to be added.  

3. Makeup flow controller is set to the desired flow rate consistent with the number of 
operating charging pumps. The charging or makeup rate (normally 44 gpm - one pump) 
may be increased, if so desired. The makeup flow controller is shifted to auto position 
to start the makeup process.  

4. Letdown is diverted to the waste processing system. if high level is reached in the VCT.  

The main features of the dilution process relevant for the dilution reactivity accident are the 
following: 

1. The VCT is diluted to low boron concentrations by adding dcmineralized water. The 
letdown flow is diverted allowing the VCT volume to be replaced by demineralized 
water.  

2. The rate of makeup is matched Mt the charging rate and consequently the water level 
is maintained at normal level (95-105") in the VCT.  

3. The VCT low level alarm (87.5") is substantially higher than the 3" level where the 
makeup source shifts to the RWST.  

3.4.2 Electrical System 

The main features of the electrical system at the Calvert Cliffs power plant are summarized below 
to the extent which is relevant to the boron dilution accident. The reactivity accident is postulated 

a Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Operating Procedure 01-211, Revision It). "(VCS Ioration, Dilution & Makeup Operations.' 
Baltimore Gas and Electric Co., approved Sept. 24. 1)985.  
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to occur during the RCS dilution when there is a LOOP event followed by the startup of an RCP.  

The availability of the electrical power supply to the charging pumps and the RCPs is the most 

important consideration with respect to the electrical system.  

The simplified block diagram of the Calvert Cliffs electrical power system is shown in Figure 3.10.  

The major sources of electrical power are provided by off-site and on-site sources. The normal 

supply is through the 500 kV main buses, which are connected to the electrical grid by two 500 kV 

transmission lines. In addition, the two generators of the two units (Unit 1 & 2) are also connected 
to the main buses.  

The 500 kV buses are connected to the 13 kV buses (see Figure 3.10) through the station service 

transformers which can also be directly supplied from off-site power by connecting them to a 69 kV 

transmission line. The 13 kV electrical buses are directly connected to the RCP motors and also 

energize the safety related 4 kV buses. The RCP electrical supply is. therefore, separated from all 

safety related loads (4 kV buses) and upon loss of the 500 kV/69 kV transmission line connection, 

the RCPs are without any major source of electrical power.  

The 4 kV emergency electrical buses have a second source of power provided by the emergency 

diesel generators. Given a LOOP event, the breakers connecting the diesel generators to the 

emergency 4 kV buses close. The emergency diesel generators start and begin accepting loads in 

a predefined automatic sequence as determined by the load sequencer.  

The charging pumps are connected to their electrical supply (which is powered by the diesel 

generators) 10 seconds after the generator breaker closes (Step 2 of the sequencer) and 

consequently. the charging pumps will continue to supply the makeup flow. In step 6 or about 30 

seconds later, the instrument air compressors are also connected back to the safety buses. The 

letdown line is isolated upon loss of instrument air pressure, but this is unlikely given the relatively 

quick (in 30 seconds) restart of the air compressors.  

The main features of the electrical system with respect to the boron dilution accident are the 

following: 

1. The RCPs are powered directly from the 13 kV buses which are lost during a LOOP 

event (loss of electrical grid. two 500 kV and a 69 kV transmission line). There is no 

additional source of backup power source to the 13 kV buses. The RCPs may be 
restarted only if off-site power rccovers.  

2. The charging pumps and the instrument air compressors are sequentially loaded to the 

diesel generators and after a LOOP event this equipment is restarted in about. 30L-

seconds.
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3.5 Probabilistic Analysis - Calvert Cliffs Station 

3.5.1 Accident Sequence Timing 

In order to assess and adequately model the outcome of a potential dilution accident, the timing 

associated with the various events and operator actions as well as the corresponding probability 

values must be estimated and included in the modeling as was done for Oconee in Section 3.3.1.  

Two of the important considerations are the amount of diluted water available for injection into the 

RCS and the time period of the dilution process.  

The total time for the dilution may be estimated by using Equation 3-1. The normal letdown and 

makeup rate WL = W. is about 40 gpm with one charging pump in operation. Assuming that two 

pumps are put in operation for a faster dilution rate (84 gpm). the length of time to dilute the RCS 

from 2000 to 1500 ppm would be about 4.5-5 hours. Since the actual time varies greatly depending 

on the specific circumstances. it will be assumed (as was done for Oconee) that the dilution time is 

8 hours.  

The VCT level is maintained between 90-110" (Normal) and the switchover to the RWST occurs at 

3" (LO/LO) and the water volume corresponding to 100" (Normal-LO/LO) is about 2900 gallon.  

Depending on the rate of charging, this volume may be injected into the RCS in about 30-50 

minutes.  

For Calvert Cliffs the sequence would most likely proceed as follows: As dilution proceeds at an 

average rate of 84 gpm. a LOOP event occurs. The RCPs coast down and the diesel generators start 

up establishing charging flow. The operator is likely to reduce the charging rate and tries to recover 

off-site power. The LOOP procedurc' directs the operator to borate the RCS if a cooldown is 

expected. The boration may be accomplished either by using the boric acid addition system or 

simply supplying makeup water from the RWST.  

In order to maintain the possibility of quick recovery and continuation of the start up procedure, 

rather than borate it is preferable to continue the makeup at a slower rate for a short period of time.  

Therefore, it is expected that the makeup from the VCT continues and the letdown is diverted to 

the VCT. The dilution from the makeup system would automatically stop, since the reactor coolant 

makeup pumps are powered from non-safety buses and are not connected to the diesel generators.  

The amount of diluted water contained in the VCT. about 2900 gallons, is expected to be injected 

into the RCS at a rate which may last 50-70 minutes. It is assumed, based on the results discussed 

in Section 5. that after about 2000 gallons of diluted water are injected into the RCS, the passage 

of a diluted slug through the reactor core would lead to core damage. No credit is taken for mixing 

that might occur as discussed in Section 4.  

Cailvrt Cliffs Nuclear Power Plaut Eitergency Opcr-i0Lg Prat ccdure EOP-2. Rcvision 1. "Loss of Off-Site Power. Baltimore Gas 

and Electric Co.. approved Feb. 1W. 19S,.
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The conditional core damage probability, P(CCD), is assumed to vary linearly from zero to one in 

a time period of 40 minutes after injection starts, if the event occurs after a refueling. Since the 

amount of diluted water is about 2900 gallon, the value would remain at this level (P(CCD)=1) for 

about 20 more minutes. After the start of the boration or switchover to the RWST the probability 

of a dilution accident and consequently the value of P(CCD) would decline and reach zero at 80 

minutes. Figure 311 presents the function P(CCD) as a function of time'. As was done for 

Oconee, a second distribution with half the probability is also shown on the figure to represent the 

situation when the startup is not after a refueling. This takes into account the higher decay heat and 

the greater likelihood that the diluted water will mix before the RCPs are restarted.  

The cumulative probability distribution for the startup of the RCPs is assumed to be the same as for 

the Oconee calculation (Section 3.3). After recovery from a LOOP event, the operator will try to 

restart the RCPs in a 0-30 minute time frame. This is shown in Figure 3.6.  

3.5.2 Accident Sequence Modelling 

Figure 3.12 shows the boron dilution event tree developed for the Calvert Cliffs Station. The first 

top event. ILOOP, is the loss of off-site power initiator and represents the loss of the electrical grid 

and/or the two 500 kV and the 69 kV transmission lines.  

The next top event. DSL. questions the availability of the emergency diesel generators which would 

provide backup power for the safety systems, but not for the RCPs. The diesel generators may fail 

to start, but could recover after a certain period of time and this is modelled in the top event NR

DSL or non-recovery probability of the diesel generators. Note that the top branch (i.e., success) 

under this event represents recovery of the diesel generators.  

The charging pump availability is examined at the top event CHG. The recovery of the off-site 

power is an important event and P(NR-LOOP) expresses the probability of non-recovery in a given 

time interval and is the lower branch (or failure path) on the tree.  

The last two top events are related to the condition of the diluted slug and its potential effect on 

the reactor core. CCD is conditional core damage given that the diluted water has entered the RCS.  

The RCPRST top event reflects the probability of restarting the RCPs after the LOOP event 

recovered.  

There are three sequences marked in Figure 3.11 involving core damage potential. The other 

sequences are other unrelated scenarios that are not discussed here, since they do not involve 

dilution accidents. The three sequences are summarized as follows: 

Sequence 1 After a LOOP event the diesel generators start and the charging flo'v.is

automatically reestablished. As soon as off-site power is recovered the 

operator restarts the RCPs in a time frame of about 30 minutes. The 

"his is Option A. Ai Option B will be discussed iii Suction 3.5.3.1.
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charging flow is reduced to 44 gpm to extend the time window for LOOP 
recovery before borating the RCS.  

Sequence 2 After the LOOP event the diesel generators fail to start, but recover sooner 
than the off-site power and charging flow is automatically restarted. After 
off-site power recovers the RCPs may start and core damage may result.  

Sequence 3 This is similar to Sequence 2 except the off-site power recovers earlier than 
the diesel generators. Both charging and the RCPs may be started leading 
to the dilution event.  

3.5.3 Accident Sequence Quantification 

3.5.3.1 Refueling Outage 

The initiating frequency. ILOOP. is based on the loss of off-site power frequency data obtained from 
industrial experience. The loss of off-site power frequency is .1 1/yr or 1.26E-5/hr. The average 
yearly frequency of a refueling outage is 0.6/yr and the average length of a dilution during start up 
is about 8 hours. Hence, ILOOP=6.03E-5/yr.  

The time independent probability values P(DSL) and P(CHG) were obtained from Reference 3.3.  
The value P(DSL)=l.44E-2 represents the unavailability of two diesel generators and 
P(CHG)=3.3E-3 reflects the unavailability of the three charging pumps.  

The calculation of core damage frequency is done similarly to that for Oconee given in Section 
3.3.3.1, i.e., with convolution intcgrals. The core damage frequcncy for Sequence I is: 

CDF(SI) = . dt lLOO'*[ 1-l'(DSl_)j" 1-1P(( " l( ;)1[ I-IP(NR-IOOI')]jI'(('('D)*IT(ICPRST)} 

The terms ILOOP, P(DSL) and P(CHG) are independent of time but the time dependence of the 
other terms must be taken into account. The charging flow restarts after the LOOP event and there 
is a period of vulnerability of 80 minutes (see Figure 3.11). Hence, the portion of the integral where 
time dependence is considered is: 

, 0dt{[ l-P(NR-LOOP)p*, I '+0dt'I'(CCD)('( (RCPRSF)} 

The above expression is evaluated using the distributions shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.11.  
P(CCD)=(t*/40) in the interval [0,401. = 1 in the interval [40,60], and =(80-t')/20 in the interval 
[60.80] and P(RCPRST)=(1/30) per minute. The probability of recovering off-sie -power'is [1
P(NR-LOOP)]=(0.15/60) per minute and is based on data for 15% recoveries in one hour. The 
result of the evaluation is a probability of 0.12. Hence, CDF(S 1) =7.11E-6/yr.  

In Sequence 2 the diesel generators (DGs) fail initially. but at least one DG recovers before the off
site power recovers. The core damage frequency is:
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CDF(S2) = dt{ILOOP*P(DSL)*[I-P(CH(;)I*[I-P(NR-DSL)]'[I-P(NR-LOOP)] 
•P(CCD)'P(RCPRST) .  

This sequence may be evaluated using the results for Sequence I and noting that over a long period 
(24 hours) the diesel generators would eventually recover. This implies that I dt[1-P(N'R-DSL)] 
is approximately one and the other time dependent terms are independent of the diesel recovery 
rate. The last three terms in the integral for CDF(S2) are the same as for Sequence 1 and hence, 
CDF(S2) =1.04E-7/yr.  

In Sequence 3 the off-site power recovers sooner than the diesel generators. The charging flow is 
immediately reestablished, but the RCPs are restarted during a 30-minute time period. At the end 
of the 30 minutes, the RCPs are running and total mixing is assumed. The core damage frequency 
is: 

CDF(S3) = $ dt(ILOOP'P(DSL)*[I-P(NR-LOOPI)I]P(CCD)*P(RCPRST)}.  

As was the case with the recovery of DGs in Sequence 2. in this sequence it can also be assumed 

that the probability of recovery of off-site power is unity over a 24 hour period so that I dt[1-P(NR
LOOP)] is taken as one. The last two terms are evaluated: 

0 5 '0 dtP(CCD)P(RCPRST) 

since the RCPs would have started by the end of this 30-minute period. For this integral 
P(CCD)=t/40. This results in CDF(S3)=3.30E-7/yr.  

The total core damage frequency for a refueling outage for this type of rapid dilution scenario is the 
sum of the frequencies for the three different sequences or 7.54E-6/yr.  

In the above analysis it was assumed that the makeup rate after a LOOP was reduced to 40 gpm 
from the normal 84 gpm in order to extend the time period before it might be required to initiate 
boration of the RCS. The effect of this assumption is examined by assuming that the makeup rate 
remains at 84 gpm. The effect on P(CCD) is shown as Option B in Figure 3.13. The maximum 
value is now reached at 25 minutes and the period of vulnerability for the accident is reduced to 60 
minutes from the 80 minutes with the smaller makeup flow.  

With the different makeup rate the core damage frequencies for the three sequences become 4.74E
6/yr. 6.92E-8/yr, and 5.04E-7/yr, respectively. The total core damage frequency is 5.31E-6/yr which 
is a reduction of 30% and reflects the decreased period of vulnerability.  

3.5-3.2 Non-Refueling Outage 

For a non-refueling outage the approach is similar to that explained in Section 3.3.3.2. The initiating 
frequency is higher than for a refueling outage because there are two of these outages per year.  

Hence. ILOOP=2.01E-4. The other change is the reduction in the conditional probability for core 

damage given the injection of the diluted water and the restart of an RCP. This is because of the 
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higher natural circulation flow rate assumed for these outages. This is reflected in the time 
dependent probability P(CCD) shown in Figure 3.11. T-. ,-suit with the assumption of 40 gpm for 
the makeup flow is: CDF(SI*)=7.11E-6/yr, CDF(S2")=1.04E- i/yr, and CDF(S3")=3.30. This results 
in a total core damage frequency of 1.25E-5/yr.  

If the assumption is made that the makeup flow rate is not changed from the 84 gpm expected 
before the LOOP (Option B), then the core damage frequencies for the three sequences become 
7.87E-6/yr, 1.17E-7/yr, and 8.37E-7/yr, respectively, and the total becomes 8.82E-6/yr.  

3.6 System Description - Surry Station 

3.6.1 Chemical and Volume Control System 

At the Surry plant it is the chemical and volume control system (CVCS) which controls makeup and 
letdown and boron concentration. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the boron control and 
letdown/makeup control subsystems of the CVCS, respectively.  

To carry out the RCS deboration, the quantity of primary grade water required, along with the rate 
of addition, is first determined from tables and graphs ' and set on the batch integrator control.  
A sample sheet from this procedure is shown in Table 3.2. When boron dilution is initiated, both 
the primary grade water flow control valve (FCV-1114A on Figure 3.14) and the primary grade 
makeup stop valve (FCV-1114B) open to establish the flow to the Volume Control Tank (VCT), 
with the primary water supply pump running.  

The boric acid flow control valve (FCV-1 I 13A) is closed so that only primary grade water can enter 
the VCT through the VCT spray nozzle. The primary makeup stop valve (FCV-1113B) is also 
closed to prevent the primary grade water from going directly into the charging pump suction 
header. This is a precaution against a sudden increase in reactivity although bypassing is allowed 
during the early phase of a xenon transient. When the amount of injected primary grade water 
reaches the value set on the batch integrator, the makeup valves shut automatically. It is important 
to note that the rate of addition of primary grade water is determined by the operator and is 
generally less than the charging rate.  

The VCT has an internal volume of 300 cubic feet and normal operating pressure and temperature 
of 15 psig and 105°F, respectively. The spray nozzle flow is normally about 120 gpm. The VCT level 
control valve (LCV-1 115A), located upstream of the VCT, is a solenoid-operated control valve which 
is positioned by instrument air to maintain the VCT level at less than 85%. When the VCT level 
reaches a preset value, the VCT level control valve will begin to direct letdown flow to the Boron 
Recovery System. At a VCT level of 85%. all letdown flow is diverted to the Boron Recovery 
System. In the event that the VCT level falls to 13%, the charging pump will automatically shift its 
suction from the VCT to the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST).  

Surry Power Station Operating Procedure 1-OP-,8.3.2. "Hlender - Dilute." Virginia Electric Power Co., Aug. 19, 1988.
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Table 3.2 
Extract from Surry Dilution Procedure

During the RCS deboration, the primary grade water exiting from the VCT is injected into cold-leg 

B by a charging pump at a rate of approximately 120 gpm. About 20% of this flow is diverted to 

the RCPs for use as seal water. The letdown flow from cold-leg A. in the meantime, is partially 

diverted to the Boron Recovery System. As explained above, the primary grade water addition is 

usually less than the charging rate and in order to rn .,ttain a constant level in the VCT some 

letdown flow must be diverted to the Boron Recovery System. The water level in the VCT is 

maintained between 60-85%. This implies that during the period of about eight hours required for 

the RCS deboration at Surry. about 60-85% (corresponding to approximately 1800 gallons) of the 

VCT volume is filled with highly diluted primary grade water.  

When the charging pump stops due to loss of off-site power, the letdown orifice isolation valve 

(HCV-1200B) shown in Figure 3.15 will close automatically, isolating the letdown flow. Unless the 

operator reopens the valve by resetting the handswitch to OPEN position, it will remain closed even.  

after the charging pump is restarted by emergency diesel power. At the moment the off-site po•wer 

is lost, it can be assumed that the VCT still contains about 1800 gallons of primary grade water.  

Since power to the primary water supply pump is also lost, no more primary grade water is pumped 

into the VCT. From this point on, two somewhat different scenarios are conceivable depending 

upon whether the letdown flow is quickly restored following the restart of the charging pump.  
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5.0 Procedures 

5.1 Initial conditions satisfied.  

5.2 Precautions and limitations noted and satisfied.  

5.3 Determine the rate and magnitude of primary grade water, to get the desired dilution 

(see nomograph).  

5.4 Place the MAKEUP MODE CONTROL switch to the "STOP* position.  

5.5 Set the primary grade flow controller (FC-114A) for desired flow rate and set primary 

grade water integrator (YIC-114A) to desired quantity.  

5.6 Place the MAKEUP MODE SELECTOR switch to DILUTE.  

5.7 Place the MAKEUP MODE CONTROL switch to "START'.  

5.8 Verify the following actions taken place: 

Dilute FCV-1113A FCV-I I3B FCV-1114A FCV-1114B 

Mode Closed Closed Controlling Open 

5.9 Dilution will he automatically stopped when the integrator (YIC-114A) setpoint is 

reached.  

5.10 When the dilution operation is complete. refer to I-OP-8.3.1 for returning blender to 

automatic.
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If the letdown orifice isolation valve (HCV-1200B) is not quickly reopened, the relatively cold 

(120 0F) primary grade water will be injected into the RCS by the charging pump without being 

heated properly at the regenerative heat exchanger due to the absence of letdown flow on one side 

of the heat exchanger. As the water level in the VCT decreases. the VCT level control valve (LCV

lI15A) will gradually realign to allow any letdown flow to enter the VCT. Since no letdown flow 

is entering the VCT, the VCT water level will continue to fall until it reaches the level of 13%, at 

which point the suction of the charging pump will automatically switch from the VCT to the RWST.  

At a flow rate of 120 gpm, it will take about 15 minutes for the VCT level to drop to the 13% level.  

The amount of primary grade water discharged from the VCT into the RCS during this period is 

approximately 1600 gallons.  

If the charging pump continues to run, this volume of primary grade water will be followed by intake 

from the RWST with a boron concentration of 2300 ppm. It is likely, however, that the letdown flow 

will be reestablished before the VCT level falls to the 13% level. Since the letdown flow is isolated, 

the charging flow introduced into the RCS will cause the pressurizer level to gradually increase. The 

charging flow control valve (FCV-1122) is controlled by a signal from the pressurizer level 

instrumentation to maintain a prescribed pressurizer water level. It will automatically close if the 

level setpoint is reached. If this happens. the operator is likely to quickly reestablish the letdown 

flow so that the charging flow can be maintained. The subsequent scenario will be similar to that 

which will be described below for another series of events.  

Assuming that the letdown orifice isolation valve (HCV-1200) is reopened by the operator soon after 

the restart of the charging pump, the VCT water level will still fall initially, causing the VCT level 

control valve (LCV-1115A) to adjust its position to admit the letdown flow to the VCT. The boron 

concentration in the letdown flow at this point could range from 1500 to 2300 ppm, depending on 

when during the deboration the LOOP occurs. Before this letdown flow gets recirculated into the 

RCS there will be about 1800 gallons of (almost) primary grade (PG) water injected since all the PG 

water remaining in the VCT can be drained by the charging pump. It will take about 15 minutes 

for the charging pump to inject the 1800 gallons of PG water into the RCS.  

3.6.2 Electrical System 

A simplified block diagram for the Surry ernlrgency electrical system is presented in Figure 3.16.  

The RCPs are connected to the non-safety related buses IA. lB and IC. These buses are not 

supported by any secondary backup source upon losing electrical power from a loss of off-site power 

event. The charging pumps, however, are connected to either safety related bus 1H or 1J and these 

are powered in a LOOP event by the respective diesel generators DG1 or DG3.  

3.7 Probabilistic Analysis - Surry Station 

3.7.1 Accident Sequence Timing 

It is apparent from the forgoing discussions that, in addition to the accumulation of a slug of PG 

water in the primary system, the off-site power has to be recovered and one RCP has to be started 

up in order for this type of reactivity accident to happen. The times at which these causative events
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occur relative to each other appear to play an important role in determining the probability and 

severity of such an accident. As noted previously, it takes about 15 minutes to inject all the PG 

water left in the VCT into the cold leg. If the off-site power is recovered in about 15 minutes after 

it is lost, and one of the RCPs is restarted immediately, the likelihood that the accident will occur 

is maximized. Since the injection of PG water is followed by that of either RWST water (which 

contains 2300 ppm of boron) or letdown water (which contains at least 1500 ppm of boron), the slug 

of water which has settled at the bottom of the lower plenum will eventually mix with the borated 

water reducing the probability of a dilution accident.  

Assuming that the letdown water contains 1700 ppm of boron when it is injected into the RCS 

following the exhaustion of PG water in the VCT, and that complete mixing will occur in the lower 

plenum, about 10 minutes is sufficient to raise the boron concentration in the lower plenum to the 

level that is no longer a threat to criticality. In other words, if off-site power is not recovered for 

more than 25 minutes and if during this period, the charging pump (which was restarted by diesel 

power soon after loss of off-site power) continues to inject water from either the VCT (PG water 

followed by letdown water) or the RWST. the frequency of occurrence of this accident will become 

vanishingly small.  

The time behavior of the conditional core damage probability or P(CCD) is modelled as indicated 

in Figure 3.17. It increases linearly to a value of one in 15 minutes. After this point the probability 

decreases linearly to zero in another 10 minutes. After this time there is no longer the possibility 

of this sequence occurring.  

The RCP may be restarted after recovery from the LOOP event and this is modelled as it was for 

Oconee and Calvert Cliffs. The time dependence of the cumulative probability is shown in Figure 

3.6 and indicates that the RCPs are expected to be started within 30 minutes of recovery from the 

LOOP.  

3.7.2 Accident Sequence Modeling 

To perform the probabilistic analysis for this accident scenario, the event tree shown in Figure 3.18 

was developed. This event tree was applied for both refueling and nonrefueling outages. As was 

seen in the analysis for Oconee and Calvert Cliffs. the top events that change with outage are 

ILOOP and CCD.  

The second top event, DSL, in Figure 3.18 questions whether the emergency diesel generators are 

available and provide back up power to the emergency safety buses. The third top event, NR-DSL, 

questions the recovery of the diesel generators. If the diesel generators are available, then the 

charging flow may be started, if at least one of the three charging pumps are available and its 

respective electrical supply bus is powered. This function is represented by top event CHG." 

The recovery of off-site power is questioned next in top event NR-LOOP. This is a prerequisite for 

restarting the RCPs, since the diesel generators do not have sufficient capacity. Once the RCPs can 

be started the top event CCD questions the potential for core damage. The restart of the RCPs is 

questioned in the top event RCPRST.  
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The event tree as indicated in Figure 3.18 is a time dependent tree, since some of the top events 
strongly depend on the time and this must be taken into account to evaluate the final CDF. There 
are three sequences marked as leading to core damage (CD) and these indicate where the boron 
dilution reactivity excursion leads to core damage. The following is a short description of each CD 
sequence: 

Sequence 1 After a LOOP event the diesel generators start and the charging flow is 
automatically reestablished. As soon as off-site power is recovered the 
operator will restart the RCPs in a time frame of 30 minutes.  

Sequence 2 After the LOOP event the diesel generators fail, but recover sooner than 
the off-site power and charging flow is immediately restarted. After off-site 
power recovers the RCPs may start and core damage may result.  

Sequence 3 This is similar to Sequence 2 except the off-site power recovers earlier than 
the diesel generators. Both charging and the RCPs may be started leading 
to a reactivity accident.  

3.7.3 Accident Sequence Quantification 

3.7-3.1 Refuieling Outage 

The initiating event frequencies were calculated based on (Surry) plant specific data. For refueling 
outages the frequency is 0.6/yr and the failure rate of off-site power is 2.85E-5/hr. Assuming that 
the RCS deboration requires about eight hours. ILOOP=6.03E-5/yr.  

The time independent probabilities P(DSL) and P(CHG) were obtained from Reference 3.3.  
P(DSL)=3.7E-03 represents the unavailability of two diesel generators and P(CHG)=4.OE-03 
reflects the unavailability of the three charging pumps.  

The calculation of core damage frequency is done similarly to that for Calvert Cliffs given in Section 
3.5.3.1. The core damage frequency for Sequence 1 is: 

CDF(S I) = j dt( ILOOP*[ l-P(DSL)I*[I -P(C'I- 1;)1* I-P(NR-LOOP)I*P(CCD)*P(RCPRST)l.  

The first three terms ILOOP, P(DSL) and P(CHG) are independent of time and only the last three 
terms must be evaluated by considering their time dependence. Effectively, the charging flow starts 
after the LOOP event and there is a period of accident vulnerability of 25 minutes (see Figure 3.17).  
The time dependent portion may be written: 

2 dt([l-P(NR-LOOP)I, j Zdt'P(CCD)*P(RCPRST)} 

The above expression is evaluated taking into account the functions given in Figures 3.6 and 3.17.  
P(RCPRST)=(l/30) per minute. P(CCD)=t'/15 in the interval [0.151 and =(25-t')/10 in the interval 
[15.251. The value of [I-P(NR-LOOP)], or the probability of LOOP recovery, is (0.15/60) per
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minute based on a 15% recovery rate at the end of one hour. Evaluating the integral in the 

subintervals leads to a probability of 5.92E-2. Hence, CDF(S1)=3.55E-6/yr.  

In Sequence 2 the diesel generators fail initially, but at least one DG recovers before the off-site 

power recovers. The CDF is. evaluated from: 

CDF(S2) = j dt(ILOOP*P(DSL)*[1-P(CHG)I*[I-P(NR-DSL)]*[IP(NR-LOOP)I 
*P(CCD)*P(RCPRST)}.  

This sequence may be evaluated using the results of Sequence 1 by noting that over a long period 

(24 hours) the diesel generators are expected to recover. This implies that I dt[1-P(NR-DSL)] is 

approximately one. The other time dependent terms are independent of when the diesels recover.  

For this sequence the last three terms are the same as for previous sequence and CDF(S2)=1.32E

8/yr.  

In Sequence 3, the off-site power recovers sooner than the diesel generators. The charging flow is 

immediately reestablished, but the RCPs are restarted over a 30-minute period. At the end of the 

30 minutes, the RCPs are running and total mixing is assumed. The core damage frequency is: 

CDF(S3) = j dt(ILOOP*P(DSL)*[l-P(NR-LOOP)]*P(CCD)*P(RCPRST).  

The integrated probability for off-site recovery is similar to that for diesel recovery, i.e., eventually 

all LOOP events recover within 24 hours so that I dt[1-P(NR-LOOP)] is about one. The last two 

terms are the only time dependent terms and they are evaluated from 0 to 25 minutes using the 

functions given in Figures 3.6 and 3.18. The final result is that CDF(S3)=9.37E-8/yr.  

The total core damage frequency is obtained by summing the frequencies for the three sequences 

and is 3.66E-6/yr.  

3.73.2 Non-Refueling Outage 

The frequency of the accident during a non-refueling outage is calculated taking into account the 

different initiating frequency and a different probability for conditional core damage (as seen in 

Figure 3.17). The frequency of a drained maintenance outage is 1.2/yr and a non-drained 

maintenance outage is 0.6/yr. Using these numbers and the estimated frequency for a loss of off-site 

power results in ILOOP=2.01E-4/yr.  

The results for the same three sequences arc now: CDF(Sl')=5.89E-6/yr, CDF(S2')=2.19E-8/yr, 

and CDF(S3*)=1.56E-7/yr. The total core damage frequency for this type of accident in this typý..  

of outage is 6.0SE-6/yr.  

3.8 Summary 

The results of the analysis for the three plants are given in Table 3.3 which shows not only the 

expected core damage frequency (CDF), but also the initiating frequency of these events. The latter 
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was of particular interest because in the analysis done in Europe (cf Section 2.1), the initiating 
frequency was quoted as being an order of magnitude higher. The CDF is similar for all three plants 
and in the range considered significant.  

Table 3.3 
Summary of Important Frequencies 

OCONEE CALVERT CLIFFS" SURRY 

INIT FR CDF INIT FR CDF INIT FR CDF 
/YR /YR /YR /YR /YR /YR 

REFUELING 4.93E-5 1.05E-5 6.03E-5 7.54E-6 6.03E-5 3.66E-6 

NON- 1.64E-4 1.75E-5 2.01E-4 1.25E-5 2.01E-4 6.08E-6 
REFUELING I I I 

TOTAL 2.80E-5 [ 2.OOE-5 _ 9.74E-6 

Option A 

These results are dependent on plant design and various assumptions used in the analysis. The most 
important assumptions are summarized below. Note that some of them result in overestimating the 
core damage frequency.  

1. The dilution time during startup is 8 hrs. The consequences of the event are 
independent of when during this period the loss of off-site power occurs. In reality, an 
event occurring early during this period will have more shutdown margin to overcome 
and is, thcrcfore, expected to have less ofan effect than an event occurring near the end 
of the normal dilution procedure.  

2. No credit is given for the operator to take action and stop the charging flow from the 
VCT after the LOOP. Although dilution while the shutdown banks are inserted or the 
RCPs are stopped, (as would be the case after a LOOP) is not a normal procedure, it 
is assumed that since the operator knows that the flow from the primary water makeup 
pump has ceased that no other action is deemed warranted. An action that could be 
taken by the operator would be to switch the charging pump suction to the RWST.  

3. For all three plants the dilution is done with flow from the VCT. It should be noted 
that in some plants the suction for the charging flow comes directly from the primary 
grade makeup water source and once the PG water pump is tripped there is no longer 
the potential for adding unborated water to the RCS.  

Oconee: The dilution rate is about the same as the letdown and the volume in the 
letdown storage tank is diluted to low boron levels (0-2(00 ppm). The available volume 
in the letdown storage tank is about 1900 gal.
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Calvert Cliffs: The dilution rate is matched by the letdown flow rate. The volume 
control tank (VCT) is eventually diluted to a very low boron concentration. The 
available volume for injection into the RCS is about 2900 gal.  

Surry: The dilution rate is generally lower than the charging rate, and the VCT may get 
diluted to a very low boron concentration (0-100 ppm). The dilution flow is always 
directed to the VCT and bypassing is allowed only during xenon transients. The 
available volume for injection into the RCS is about 1600 gal.  

4. For all three plants the potential for an accident is limited by the amount of diluted 
water in the VCT as the supply of primary grade water is stopped by a PG makeup 
pump. However, there are plants where this pump is connected to the emergency bus 
and the probability of an accident will be increased if primary grade water continues to 
be pumped into the VCT. This appears to be the case for some plants in France and 

Sweden and is another reason why the problem may be more serious there. The 
question of whether the makeup pump trips or continues to run has to be evaluated on 
a unit by unit basis.' 

5. Refueling outage: The conditional core damage probability is linearly changing between 
zero and one, corresponding to the amount of diluted water injected into the RCS.  
Mixing and switchover to a borated source reduces the probability of core damage from 
one to zero over a short period of time.  

Non-refueling outage: The probability for conditional core damage varies between zero 
and one-half to account for the potentially higher natural circulation rate and mixing.  

For any outage the probability of core damage used is expected to be conservative 
because it does not account for any mixing that may occur (cf Section 4).  

6. If off-site power, or another adequate power source, is available, the reactor coolant 

pumps (RCPs) will be started over a 30-minute interval.  

At the Ringhals plant in Sweden of three units designed by Westinghouse. two have the PG water pump connected to an 

eiuergency bus.
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Figure 3.4 Electrical System - Oconee
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Figure 3.5 Conditional Core Damage Probability - Oconee Plant 
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Figure 3.7 Boron Dilution Event Tree - Oconee
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Figure 3.8 Charging and Letdown System - Calvert Cliffs 
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Figure 3.11 Conditional Core Damage Probability Calvert Cliffs Plant - Option A 
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Figure 3.13 Conditional Core Damage Probability Calvert Cliffs Plant - Option B 
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4 Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis

4.1 Introduction 

In Section 3 the conservative assumption was made that the charging flow, consisting of unborated 
water, does not mix sufficiently with the borated water in the RCS so that a diluted region 
accumulates in the lower plenum with the potential to cause a power excursion. It is known that 
there will be some mixing and in this chapter the extent of this mixing is quantified. The analysis 
assumes that the unborated charging flow is colder than the water in the RCS and it is injected into 
the cold leg which is otherwise stagnant or at a low natural circulation flow rate.  

The modelling approach is similar to that used in the regional mixing model developed by 
Nourbakhsh and Theofanous [4.1, 4.21. That work was in support of the NRC Pressurized Thermal 
Shock (PTS) study to predict the overcooling transients due to high pressure safety injection into 
a stagnant loop of a PWR. The analysis includes quantification of mixing (entrainment) at locations 
where the mixing is expected to be intense such as at the connection of the charging line to the 

reactor coolant system and in the downcomer. These mixing models are then used to determine the 
dilution boundary as a function of time.  

4.2 Thermal Mixing Considerations 

Qualitatively, the physical condition may be described with the help of Figure 4.1. In the absence 
of loop flow, the relevant parts of the system include the loop seal, pump, cold leg, downcomer, and 
the lower plenum. Initially, this portion of the primary system is filled with borated water with a 

boron concentration of - 1500 ppm and at a temperature near that of normal operation (-550°F).  
The dilution transient occurs with charging pump(s) injecting unborated water into the cold leg at 
a rate of -45 to 96 gpm. Typical temperatures of the makeup (charging) flow are -400 0 F to 

500°F, although, depending on the plant and the stoppage of letdown flow during LOOP, lower 
temperatures, on the order of - 160*1F, are also possible.  

The ensuing flow regime is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.1. A "cold diluted stream" originates 
with the charging buoyant jet at the point of injection, continues toward both ends of the cold leg, 
and decays away as the resulting buoyant jets fall into the downcomer and pump/loop-seal regions.  
A "hot stream" flows counter to this "cold diluted stream" supplying the flow necessary for mixing 
(entrainment) at each location. This mixing is most intensive in certain locations identified as mixing 
regions (MRs). MR1 indicates that mixing associated with the highly buoyant charging jet. MR3 
and MR5 are regions where mixing occurs because of the transitions (jumps) from horizontal layers 
into falling jets. MR4 is the region where the downcomer (planar) buoyant jet finally decays. The 
cold streams have special significance since they induce a global recirculating flow pattern with flow 
rates significantly higher than the charging flow. The whole process may be viewed as the quasi
static decay of the cold diluted stream within a slowly varying "ambient" temperature and boron 
concentration.
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4.3 Regional Mixing Model 

The quantitative aspects of this physical behavior were incorporated in the Regional Mixing Model 
[4.1-4.31. This model accounts for countercurrent flow limitations between the cold and hot streams 
at the cold leg/downcomer junction and incorporates plume mixing rates which are consistent with 
data from idealized plume geometries.  

The computation proceeds at two levels. The one is global and seeks to establish a "mean system 
response", referred to as "ambient" in the discussion of the flow pattern above. The other is local 
and seeks to partition mass and energy into the cold and hot stream consistent with mixing rates and 
countercurrent flow requirements. The global computation depends on the dilution sequence 
conditions and is discussed in Section 4.4.  

At the local level of the computation the flows, energies, boron concentration and the volumes of 
the cold and hot streams must be established. The mass, energy, and boron balances for the control 
volume around MR1 (see Figure 4.1) yield: 

PhQh + Ph Qh = P. Q (4.1) 

P.,•~Qjhv + PAQhA = p'Qh. (4.2) 

phQC.C + PAQhac = P'Q CCC (4.3) 

where p, Q, h, and C represent density, flow rate, enthalpy, and boron concentration, respectively, 
and the subscripts ch, h, and c refer to the charging, hot, and cold streams, respectively. The hot 
stream flow rate is equal to that entrained into the jet and depends on the injection Froude number, 
Fr,,, location of injection (side, top or bottom* into the cold leg, and the path length of the jet 
before reaching the cold streams, i.e., 

Qh = Qo(Fro,, Dd, H.) (4.4) 

where Dd and H. represent the cold leg diameter and the height of cold stream, respectively.  

This entrainment function can be obtained by using the analytical or experimental results from the 
idealized buoyant jet geometries. Note that the Froude number is the ratio of inertial to buoyancy 
forces. Energy and boron concentration can be partitioned into the hot and cold stream volumes
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such that the total energy and boron mass remain equal to their corresponding mean values obtained 
from the global calculations.  

The essential control of the overall process is provided by the countercurrent flow requirement as 
expressed by the condition of stationarity of long, neutrally stable waves at the interface between the 
cold and hot streams, i.e.,

Fr,' .+ Fr.' = I (4.5)

The Froude numbers in Equation 4.5 must be based on the actual cold stream and hot stream 
hydraulic diameters (stream cross-sectional area divided by the width of contact between the two 
streams, W), and respective flow rates exiting or entering the cold leg. A parameter B is used to 
"express the fraction of jet entrainment, Q., coming from the direction of the vessel, i.e., the hot 
stream flow for use in Frh is BQ.. Therefore, the portion arriving for entrainment from the loop seal 
side would be (1-t)Q,. Since there is no outflow from the horizontal part of the loop seal, an equal 
volumetric rate of cold stream must flow in that direction. As a consequence, the net flow to be 
used in Fr, of Equation 4.5 should be Qc, + BQ,.  

A symmetric behavior, i.e., 6 = 0.5, is appropriate if charging flow is injected into a horizontal cold 
leg. A B = 1 is used when the charging flow is injected into an inclined portion of the cold leg (e.g., 
as in the Oconee injection conifiguration).  

Equation 4.5 can be put in dimensionless form [4.4, 4.5] as

Q* 3 + aQ*2 + bQ+ C = 0 (4.6)

where

1 a op*a (1-A_ )

1 C =- 
P a

++2p } 
+ A, *3 b= 1 #qP~a { * + 2 (4.7)

A.3 W'Fr, 4 J

c(4.8j
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1 1 
+ _ 

(l-A*) 3  A*3 

Q,* Q. * Ph, 

Q.h Pk

WDd 
Ad A* =A 

Ad

and

Frh.d = . r (QhIAd)
(4.12)

Since W, A, and H.* are all geometrically related, Equation 4.6 provides a simple relationship of 
the form:

Q * = fl(H.,p*,Fr.,d.6) (4.13)

Similarly, Equation 4.4 can be put in a dimensionless form:

Q * f(FrH�D�) (4.14)

where

D 
D• (4.15)
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In reactor applications the variation of p* during a dilution transient is small and the effect of this 
variation on the results of Equation 4.13 is negligible. The Fr,., increases gradually during a 
dilution scenario.  

The countercurrent flow limiting condition (Equation 4.13) and jet entrainment (Equation 4.14) can 
be reduced to two sets of plots such that the stratification (I-I*) and entrainment Q* can be 
determined by a simple superposition procedure (see Section 4.4).  

The temperature and boron concentration in the downcomer may be estimated on the basis of 
mixing of the cold stream spilling out of the cold leg. A highly complicated three dimensional 
mixing pattern occurs in MR3. In the original formulation of the Regional Mixing Model [4.1], the 
approach was to conservatively neglect this contribution to the mixing in the downcomer. Rather, 
the cold stream exiting the cold leg was assumed to form smoothly into the planar plume within the 
downcomer and to decay according to the K-e-O turbulence model prediction. A refinement was 
possible on the basis of Purdue's 1/2 scale data [4.3]. The planar plume is taken to form within a 
distance of 2 Dd below the cold leg centerline and to be fed in equal volumetric flow rates by the 
cold stream and surrounding hot volume fluid. Below this point the decay is approximated by that 
of a planar plume of initial width equal to Dd and Fr = 1.0 as show in Figure 4.2. The plot shows 
the temperature function vs distance down the plume. The centerline temperature of the plume, 
T, temperature of the mixed mean region outside the plume, T., and temperature at the jump, T,, 
are related to concentrations in the present problem.  

It should be noted that such thermal stratification is obtained at low (and zero) loop flow, and it 
cannot be represented with typical system thermal-hydraulic codes (e.g., TRAC and RELAP5) to 
simulate rapid boron dilution transients. For a well-mixed condition, when system codes are 
applicable, there must be sufficient loop flow not only to break up the charging plume (jet) but also 
to produce stable flow into the downcomer. Nourbakhsh and Theofanous [4.6] used the boundary 
of stability (Frd = 1) and developed a criterion for the existence of perfect mixing in the presence 
of loop flow. Their stratification/mixing boundary, shown in Figure 4.3, can be expressed by: 

Fr., I Q1 (4.16) 

Although Equation 4.16 has been developed for the conditions of high pressure safety injection, it 
is also valid for the Fr, range of interest for charging injection. Loop flows of 20 (for Surry) to 45..  
(for Calvert Cliffs) times the charging flow are required to have perfect mixing in the cold leg and, 
therefore, to be able to apply the typical system thermal-hydraulic codes.
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4.4 Boron Mixing Calculations 

The regional mixing model was used to assess the extent of boron mixing during a rapid dilution 
scenario for the Surry and Calvert Cliffs stations. At Surry, charging pumps can deliver 96 gpm of 
demineralized water from the volume control tank (VCT). The available volume for injection into 
the RCS is about 1500 gal. This flow is directed to one of the three cold legs via 3-inch ID piping.  
The charging injection line connects with a 26-inch ID cold leg at the top.  

Two cases with charging flow temperature of 160OF and 450 "F were considered. No loop circulation 
was assumed for the duration of the dilution transient.  

The "mean system response" was calculated from the global energy balance. Neglecting the heat 
released from the walls and assuming p. to be a constant we have: 

h. - ha Q ep ____ (4.17) 

h, -h expI 

The mixing volume, V,, = 1156 ft, representing the volume of one cold leg, one pump, one loop 
seal (excluding the upstream vertical leg), lower plenum (up to the lower edge of core barrel) and 
the portion of downcomer below the cold leg was used in the calculations. Assuming a charging flow 
temperature of 160*F, h,, is decreasing from its initial value (h,.) of 547 Btu/Ilb. to 463 Btu/lb,. at 
the end of the dilution transient (940 s based on the capacity of the VCT and the flow rate).  

This corresponds to a cooldown from 548 0F to 4780 F. The variation of Frd is very small during 
this dilution transient (0.014-0.016).  

The entrainment at the injection point (Q*=F,3.5) and stratification (H*,=0.22) was obtained by 
superposition of plots of counter-current flow limited entrainment and jet entrainment as shown in 
Figure 4.4 The jet entrainment correlation based on the results of turbulence model calculations 
[4.1, 4.2] was used for the analysis for Surry.  

After the mixing patterns were calculated, the results were converted to boron dilution using the 
equivalence between the dimensionless boron concentration and energy distribution. The boron 
concentration transients at several important locations in the system are shown in Figure 4.5 The 
mixed mean boron concentration, C,, exponentially decreases from its initial value of 1500 ppm to 
1193 ppm during the dilution transient. The boron concentration at the cold stream, C., was 
obtained from a boron balance for the control volume around MR1 (Equation 4.3) and by assuming 
the hot stream boron concentration to be equal to the mixed mean concentration. The boron 
concentration at the junction of the cold leg and downcomer (- 2 Dd below the cold leg), Ci, was 
obtained by assuming the mixing of equal volumetric flow rates by the cold stream and surrounding
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hot volume fluid as discussed in Section 4.3. Finally the minimum boron concentration reaching the 
lower plenum, Cm,,., was obtained from the centerline planar plume decay (Figure 4.2) obtained from 
the results of the K-e-0 turbulence model [4.1, 4.2]. The actual boron concentration in the lower 
plenum is higher than C,, because of mixing in the lower plenum. The result from Figure 4.5 shows 
that the lowest boron concentration in the lower plenum will be no less than 1080 ppm. This occurs 
at the time when the VCT would be emptied of diluted water and would start to be replenished with 
highly borated water from the refueling water storage tank.  

Similar calculations were performed assuming the charging flow temperature to be 450°F. The 
results of the entrainment solution and boron concentration transients at different locations are 
presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Higher charging flow temperature (higher Froude numbers) 
slightly decreases the entrainment at the injection point. However, due to a lower mass flow of the 
makeup water (due to the lower density) the boron concentration transients are slightly higher than 
for the case with lower temperature. The result is that the minimum boron concentration in the 
lower plenum is only 1100 ppm in this case.  

Boron mixing calculations were also performed for Calvert Cliffs. Under normal boron dilution 
conditions at Calvert Cliffs three charging pumps are used, each delivering 44 gpm of demineralized 
water from the volume control tank (VCT) to two of the four cold legs via 2-inch ID piping. The 
charging injection lines connect with the 30-inch ID cold leg pipes at the side. The available volume 
for injection into the RCS is about 2900 gal. During a LOOP only two of the three charging pumps 
are transferred to the emergency electrical bus. Therefore, each cold leg with a charging line will 
receive 44 gpm. As was done with Surry, two cases with charging temperature of 160*F and 450"F 
were considered.  

The mixing analysis for Calvert Cliffs was similar to that for Surry. However, the jet entrainment 
correlation used for top injection (as found in Surry) is not applicable to Calvert Cliffs because the 
charging injection is from the side. Using the correlation obtained by Riester et al., [4.71 for the 
prediction of the trajectory of horizontal buoyant submerged jets and using a simple entrainment 
coefficient for the horizontal part of the jet, the entrainment correlation was modified to estimate 
the mixing due to side injection. The results for the entrainment solution and boron concentration 
transients are presented in Figures 4.8-4.11. Significant mixing is predicted during the boron dilution 
transients and the minimum boron concentration in the lower plenum is 900 ppm with the cold water 
injection (Figure 4.9) and 960 ppm with the hotter water (Figure 4.11). It should be noted that the 
Froude number of injection (based on the injection nozzle diameter) for both Surry and Calvert 
Cliffs is approximately 3-7 and thus there is additional mixing due to forceful jet impingement and 
splashing off the opposite wall in the cold leg which is neglected here.  

4.5 Summary and Conclusions 

The Regional Mixing Model, which has been developed to study the thermal mixing of interest to 
pressurized thermal shock, was utilized to assess the extent of boron mixing in the absence of loop 
flow during a reactor restart scenario. Illustrative reactor predictions for Surry and Calvert Cliffs 
indicate significant mixing during the boron dilution transients. Indeed, for the cases considered the 
boron concentration in the lower plenum does not fall below 900 ppm. However, these cases do not
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encompass all possible physical situations for these plants. It would also be desirable to assess the 
applicability of the model when the temperature of the charging flow is higher, to improve the 
understanding of mixing when the injectant enters at the side or bottom of the cold leg piping, and 
to quantify the additional mixing due to jet impingement for the range of injection Froude numbers 
of interest to boron dilution.
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Figure 4.3 Theoretical Stratification Criterion (Equation 4.16) 
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5 Analysis of Consequences

5.1 General Methodology 

In order to rigorously calculate the response of the core to the injection of a slug of diluted water, 
a three-dimensional dynamic core model is needed. That model should have three-dimensional 
neutron kinetics and, if not three-dimensional thermal-hydraulics, then at least one-dimensional 
thermal-hydraulics in multiple channels. It would calculate the transport of boron throughout the 
core for a given distribution at the core inlet. Since this capability was not available for this project, 
and since resources were not available to develop a rigorous model from those partial models that 
do exist, the approach taken was to do a study based on an approximate synthesis method.  

In this synthesis method static three-dimensional core calculations are combined with point neutron 
kinetics calculations to determine the power excursion. The static calculations determine the slug 
reactivity which is input to the power calculation. In lieu of doing detailed boron transport 
calculations different slug geometries and boron concentrations are assumed. The slug is assumed 
to enter the core uniformly across either the entire inlet area, or across only a section of the inlet.  
The slug reactivity is calculated as a function of the position of the slug front and a constant speed 
is assumed in order to translate the space dependence into a time dependence.  

The neutron kinetics model, with the standard six groups of delayed neutron precursors, is combined 
with a heat conduction model in order to improve the accuracy of the fuel temperature calculation 
relative to an adiabatic model. This model also calculates the core average fuel enthalpy. At the 
time at which the fuel enthalpy is at a maximum the position of the slug front is noted and the 
corresponding static calculation is used to determine the power peaking factor. The local peak fuel 
enthalpy is then calculated by adding to the initial core average fuel enthalpy the increase in core 
average fuel enthalpy multiplied by the power peaking factor. The local peak fuel enthalpy can then 
be compared to the criterion for catastrophic fuel damage. This is taken to be 280 cal/g (1.2 MJ/kg) 
because it is equal to the approximate threshold for mechanical energy release, as determined from 
experiments [5.1], and because fuel fragmentation has been observed [5.21 at this fuel enthalpy.  

Hence, we equate catastrophic fuel damage with a change in geometry which could in turn lead to 
other fuel damage mechanisms.  

Note that this approach does not take into account other consequences of rapid dilution events. If 
there is no catastrophic fuel damage there is still the possibility of release of fission products due 
to cladding damage either because of stresses caused at lower enthalpies or because of dryout on 
the surface of the clad. There is also the possibility of a pressure increase that could be excessive 
under shutdown conditions.  

5.2 Static Core Model 

The three-dimensional core calculations were carried out using NODE-P2 [5.3] This code models 
the neutronics with one energy group and a nodal method where k.- and M' are the basic neutronic 
data for each fuel assembly. NODE-P2 has successfully been applied to core performance problems 
by many PWR licensees. Cycle 9 of the Calvert Cliffs 2 plant [5.41 was chosen to be modeled with 
the code because modeling information was available from another recent Brookhaven National 
Laboratory study at shutdown conditions [5.5].
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The basic neutronics data needed for each fuel assembly found in Cycle 9 were generated using 
CASMO [5.6]. CASMO is a multigroup, two-dimensional, transport theory code for burnup 
calculations of light water reactor fuel assemblies. The code has been extensively validated. The 
data were generated for fresh fuel containing either 0, 4, 8, or 12 burnable poison rods (containing 
B4C) and for four types of burned fuel from Cycle 8, each with a different enrichment and/or 
number of burnable poison rods. Each burned fuel assembly was assumed to be burned to the 
average exposure for that fuel type. To simplify the data generation two fuel types representing only 
five assemblies in Cycle 9 were not explicitly represented. A single burned assembly from Cycle 7 
was represented as one of the bundles from Cycle 8 and 4 erbia bearing demonstration assemblies 
were represented as fresh fuel with four burnable poison rods.  

Table 5.1 gives the enrichment, number of burnable poison rods, and burnup of each assembly type 
actually used. The table also indicates whether data was generated with and/or without control 
element assemblies (CEAs) present. There are two types of CEAs, each axially zoned differently 
with rods containing B4C, Ag-In-Cd, A1,0 3, or stainless steel. The assumption was made that all 
CEAs were identical and contained B4C rods since more than 85% of the rods are of this 
composition. Part length assemblies were neglected. For each assembly the data were generated 
at boron concentrations of 1500, 750, and 0 ppm. At 750 ppm the data were generated at the base 
fuel temperature of 548"F (560 K) and at an elevated temperature of 1200'F (922 K). The 
moderator temperature was 548"F in all cases.  

The core layout for Cycle 9 as modeled is shown in Figure 5.1. There is octant symmetry. In 
addition to the fuel type, the location of CEAs are noted, with those that are in the shutdown banks 
and regulating banks identified separately.  

Table 5.1 
Fuel Assemblies for NODE-P2 Model 

Fuel Enrichment Burnable Burnup Control 
Type w/o Poison MWd/t Rods 

Rods 

J 4.05 0 30 Yes/No 

K 4.08 0 15 No 

K/ 4.08 8 21 Yes/No 

K* 4.08 12 21 No 

L 4.30 0 0 Yes/No 

LX 4.30 4 0 Yes 

L/ 4.30 8 0 Yes 

L* 4.30 12 0 Yes/No
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5.3 Static Calculations 

5.3.1 Base Calculations 

The NODE-P2 core model with the shutdown banks removed and the boron concentration at 1500 
ppm is meant to represent the core during the period of deboration when the final boron 
concentration has been reached. (The hot, full power (HFP) critical boron concentration with all 
rods out and equilibrium xenon is 1460 ppm [5.4]; without xenon it would be higher.) At this point 
the CEAs belonging to the regulating banks would be removed to achieve criticality and then to 
increase the power to operating conditions. The calculated kff using NODE-P2 is 1.0083 which is 
less than 1% too high and within the expected uncertainty. Changes in reactivity are relative to this 
value.  

The worth of the shutdown bank at these conditions is calculated by NODE-P2 to be 4.6%. This 
is less than the value of 5.9% calculated independently at beginning-of-life, but at full power 
conditions [5.7], and greater than the worth expected at zero power conditions based on 
measurements for some of the shutdown banks [5.8].  

The worth of a core-wide boron dilution over the range from 1500 to 750 ppm is calculated by 
NODE-P2 to be 7.8 pcm/ppm. The boron reactivity coefficient quoted for full power conditions is 
8.2 pcm/ppm [5.41. The difference between these boron worths has the correct trend as the removal 
of control rods at the full power condition is expected to result in a higher value for the coefficient.  

At a boron concentration of 1500 ppm a core-average increase in fuel temperature (with the spatial 
distribution determined by power) from 548"F to 1200"F was calculated by NODE-P2 to give a 
Doppler coefficient of -2.6 pcm/*F. Again the only comparison that can easily be made is with the 
coefficient calculated for full power operation. At full power the coefficient is expected to range 
from -1.0 to -2.4 pcm/'F [5.4]. The magnitude of the Doppler coefficient is expected to be higher 
at zero power.  

5.3.2 Pseudo Time-Dependent Calculations 

The worth of a slug of diluted water was calculated by assuming a particular geometry and then 
doing a sequence of calculations representing the slug as it moved through the core. In these 
calculations all CEAs were inserted. The 9 cases considered are given in Table 5.2 which lists the 
change in boron concentration (relative to 1500 ppm) and the slug geometry.
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Table 5.2 
Diluted Slug Conditions

Case Change in Boron Slug Geometry 
Concentration, ppm _ 

1 600 Semi-infinite step 

2 750 Semi-infinite step 

3 1000 Semi-infinite step 

4 1500 Semi-infinite step 

5 750 535 ft' rectangular step 

6 750 535 ft' trapazoidal step 

7 750 Semi-infinite step - core center 

8 1000 Semi-infinite step - core center 

9 1000 Semi-infinite step - core edge 

In Cases 1-4 the dilution is assumed to occur uniformly across the core and the change in boron 
concentration is represented as a sharp wave front (step). The reactivity effect of the dilution in 
these cases is shown in Figure 5.2 as a function of the position of the front of the dilution boundary.  
Each node corresponds to almost one foot so that when Node 12 is reached the entire core (136.7 
in length) is diluted to the new boron concentration. The curves follow an "ess" shape with the most 
rapid changes in reactivity occurring when the slug front is moving through the bottom of the core.  
(Note that this is the complement to the problem of control rods being worth relatively little until 
they move past the midway point.) An additional non-linearity is the effect of the degree of boron 
dilution with the reactivity of a 1500 ppm change being more than twice that for a 750 ppm change.  
As expected, Figure 5.2 shows that the magnitude of the slug reactivity can be very large if the 
dilution is large.  

In Cases 5 and 6 the slug is not semi-infinite but rather corresponds to a fixed volume of 535 ftW.  
This corresponds to 2000 gal of water available from the volume control tank (VCT) multiplied by 
two to account for an amount of VCT water (with an assumed concentration of 0 ppm) mixing with 
an equal amount of water from the reactor coolant system (RCS) (with an assumed concentration 
of 1500 ppm) to create the slug of diluted water at a concentration of 750 ppm. The reactivity 
change for these two cases is shown in Figure 5.3. The rectangular case starts off identical to the 
semi-infinite step shown in Figure 5.2 and reaches approximately the same peak reactivity since the 
length of the slug is almost equal to (actually 10/12) the core height. As the wave front approaches 
the top of the core the boron concentration in the bottom of the core changes back to 1500 ppm and 
the total reactivity begins to decrease. The volume of the slug is the same in the trapazoidal case 
but rather than a jump change in concentration it changes over a distance of 5 ft. The total length
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of the slug in this case is almost 15 ft. As expected, the effect of changing the geometry is a slower 
rise and a delay in returning to the initial condition.  

In Figure 5.4 the effect of different radial geometries is shown by plotting Cases 2, 7, 8, and 9. In 
Case 7 the dilution is at the center and affects a 7x7 array of fuel assemblies. Since this is only 
49/217 (=0.23) of the core the effect of a 750 ppm dilution is less than that obtained when the 
dilution is uniform (Case 2). This can be seen on Figure 5.4. However, since the slug is in the 
center of the core, where the neutron importance is relatively high, the effect is greater than 0.23 
of that obtained in Case 2. Also shown on the figure is the effect of increasing the dilution in the 
center from 750 ppm to 1000 ppm (i.e., reducing the boron concentration to 500 ppm). With the 
larger dilution the figure shows that the reactivity effect is almost equal to that achieved with a 
uniform dilution.  

For the same 1000 ppm dilution Figure 5.4 also shows the effect if only assemblies on the core edge 
are affected. For Case 9 there are 25 assemblies diluted at either end of one of the core axes. This 
is shown on Figure 5.5 (which also shows the pattern when the dilution was at the core center). The 
total of 50 assemblies affected is almost equal to the 49 affected in the center of the core but since 
the neutron importance at the core periphery is less than at the center, the reactivity effect is much 
smaller.  

5.4 Dynamic Core Model 

The dynamic core model consists of the point neutron kinetics equations, including six groups of 
delayed neutron precursors, and a simple thermal-hydraulic model to obtain the core average fuel 
enthalpy. The thermal-hydraulic model consists of equations for the average pellet, clad, and coolant 
temperature. A gap heat conductance (as a function of fuel temperature) is used and a fixed heat 
transfer coefficient for the clad is determined to yield the proper initial conditions. The model was 
solved with the DESIRE software package [5.91 on a personal computer.  

Boron dilution reactivity as a function of time was taken from the static calculations described in 
Section 5.3.2 by assuming a constant speed for the slug front. This was taken to be 2.0 ft/s which 
corresponds to 13% of rated flow. This is an approximation to the flow which would increase from 
close to zero (assuming little natural circulation) to 20% of full flow in about 20 seconds.  

A constant negative reactivity representing the initial shutdown margin was used. This is meant to 
account for the worth of the shutdown banks in the reactor startup scenario and in general for any 
other contribution to shutdown margin that might be present before the dilution begins. In the 
present calculation -4.0% shutdown is assumed to be the base initial condition. In Calvert cliffs this 
is approximately equal to the shutdown bank worth but in other plants the shutdown worth might.  
be smaller.  

Fuel temperature reactivity was calculated during the dynamic simulation using the core average fuel 
temperature calculated by the model and a Doppler feedback coefficient expressed per unit change 
in square root of absolute temperature. The Doppler feedback is strongest in the region where the 
fuel temperature is highest and since the power, and hence the neutron importance, is also highest
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in this region, it is a gross inaccuracy to represent the Doppler feedback using a core-average fuel 

temperature. To improve upon the accuracy of the fuel temperature feedback a Doppler weighting 

factor (DWF) was applied to the reactivity calculated using the core average fuel temperature.  

The DWF is defined as the actual change in fuel temperature reactivity during a dilution divided by 

the change which would occur with the same average temperature change uniformly distributed over 

the core (or as assumed when generating a core average Doppler coefficient). In practice it is 

approximated as the change in reactivity if the fuel temperature is increased according to the power 

distribution expected during the dilution divided by the change in reactivity for the same average 

temperature change with the power distribution at the initial condition. Using this definition, the 

DWF is calculated by doing additional static calculations at elevated power (and thus temperature), 

at each of the slug positions used to determine the boron dilution reactivity. The change in 

reactivity for this change in temperature at this slug position is then divided by the change in 

reactivity when the temperature change is made prior to the slug moving into the core. It is then 

input to the dynamic calculation as a function of time just as the slug reactivity is input.  

Some of the nominal initial conditions used for the dynamic calculations are given in Table 5.3. The 

delayed neutron fraction represents a midpoint in the range of 0.0044 to 0.0070 expected for the 

cycle [5.4].  

The dynamic core model calculates the core average enthalpy. At the time at which this is a 

maximum the power peaking factor from the static calculation corresponding to this time is extracted 

and used to correct the enthalpy so that the final result is the local peak enthalpy.  

Table 5.3 

Nominal Initial Core Conditions

Power (Decay Heat) 

Fuel Temperature 

Coolant Temperature 

Inlet Flowrate 

Delayed Neutron Fraction 

Shutdown Margin 

Doppler Coefficient

10 MW 

548" F 

548" F 

13% of Rated, 2.0 ft/s 

0.0056 

4.0% 

-2.6 pcm/" F

5.5 Dynamic Calculations 

The dynamic calculations were carried out to determine the peak fuel enthalpy during a rapid 

dilution event in order to know if catastrophic fuel damage could occur. No attempt was made to 

calculate other effects such as the extent of fuel melting in the center of the pellet, clad temperatures 

if boiling transition is observed, or the pressure rise in the system. A more rigorous calculational
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model would be necessary to observe this behavior and to understand how the core would respond 
other than through catastrophic fuel damage.  

The power response for the base case described in Section 5.4 is shown in Figure 5.6. In this case 
a 535 ft3 slug of diluted water at a boron concentration of 750 ppm passes through the core at a 
speed of 2.0 ft/s. The power trace is typical for a prompt-critical reactivity excursion in a PWR.  
When the reactivity addition due to the diluted water exceeds the assumed shutdown margin by the 
delayed neutron fraction the power rises rapidly. In this case, with an assumed shutdown margin 
of 4% it can be seen from Figure 5.3 that when the slug-front is between Node 5 and 6 this 
condition is satisfied. Hence, at approximately 3 seconds into the transient the power rises rapidly 
until the almost instantaneous fuel temperature response (typical of a PWR) causes sufficient 
negative feedback to terminate the initial power rise. Although the peak power at 75 GW is very 
high, what is important in determining the fuel response is the integral of power, i.e., the energy that 
is deposited in the fuel.  

The energy deposition causes an increase in fuel temperature and enthalpy. The radial pellet 
average enthalpy is the quantity used to determine whether or not catastrophic fuel damage has 
occurred (cf Section 5.1). The core average fuel enthalpy for this case is shown in Figure 5.7. In 
order to determine the peak enthalpy in the core a power peaking factor obtained from the steady 
state calculation is applied as explained in Section 5.1. The power peaking factor is 6.3 and this 
means that the initial power rise corresponds to a peak fuel enthalpy of 69 cal/g which is much less 
than the criterion for fuel damage. The power peaking factor is large because the slug is only half
way into the core at this time.  

After the initial power rise the power decreases but then, as can be seen on Figure 5.6, the power 
rises again before it slowly starts to decrease after 5-6 seconds. The increase comes from the fact 
that reactivity is continuing to be added until that time period. The decrease in power comes from 
the decrease in slug reactivity but the decrease in core average fuel enthalpy comes primarily from 
the fact that there is heat transfer from the fuel into the coolant and this becomes appreciable in 
the period after 6 seconds. Note that when there is a large amount of energy transferred into the 
coolant the model is no longer applicable. Two-phase flow would be expected and significant 
negative feedback from the coolant would affect the response of the fuel rods. Although this was 
not modeled in this calculation the peak fuel enthalpy was calculated during the period of 5-6 
seconds when the core average fuel enthalpy reaches a peak. The value was 102 cal/g which again 
is an indication that no catastrophic fuel damage would occur.  

These results will be most sensitive to the initial shutdown margin, the Doppler feedback, and the 
properties of the slug. Other factors which will have a secondary impact are the delayed neutron 
fraction, the neutron lifetime, and the speed at which the slug moves through the core.  

In order to quantify the effect of initial shutdown margin, several additional calculations were 
completed. The initial shutdown margin represents what the condition of the core might be by virtue 
of the operating mode combined with the effect of any control rods that might insert prior to the 
slug passing through the core. In the reactor restart scenario even if the core was initially at its final 
boron concentration there would still be some negative reactivity as the reactor is usually brought 
to critical on the movement of the regulating banks. Assuming that the reactivity hold-down of the
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regulating banks is small, then the initial shutdown margin is just the worth of the shutdown banks 
which would scram when there was a loss of off-site power. Although this was assumed to be 4% 
in the base case, for some plants this might only be 2%. If there were no rods initially withdrawn 
then the smallest shutdown margin" that could be expected would be the 1% requirement when at 
hot shutdown conditions. Hence, the calculations were done with an initial shutdown margin down 
to 1%. At the other end of the scale is the fact that if the shutdown margin were equal to or greater 
than the amount of reactivity which could be inserted by the diluted slug then no power excursion 
can take place. In the case being considered with a 750 ppm slug, this is 5.9%.  

The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 5.8. Peak fuel enthalpy is plotted for the time 
corresponding to immediately after the initial power spike and for the time at which the core average 
enthalpy exhibits a broad maximum (cf Figure 5.7). The times at which these peaks occur become 
later with an increase in initial shutdown margin as it takes longer to overcome that barrier and 
become supercritical. As can be seen, when the initial shutdown margin is between 1% and 2% the 
peak fuel enthalpy can exceed the 280 cal/g criterion for catastrophic fuel damage. This is not the 
result of the initial power burst but rather the fact that the power remains high due to the continued 
presence of the diluted slug.  

Figure 5.8 also shows the effect of reducing the Doppler feedback by a factor of 0.5. As explained 
in Section 5.3.1 the reduction in the Doppler coefficient from -2.6/*F to -1.3/FF is consistent with 
the range of coefficients expected during operation of this cycle of Calvert Cliffs and similar to how 
other PWRs operate.  

An estimate of the boron dilution necessary to cause the fuel enthalpy to exceed 280 cal/g when the 
initial shutdown margin is 4% can be made by using the results shown in Figure 5.8. Since that 
figure shows that a reduction of the shutdown margin to approximately 1.5% would cause the peak 
fuel enthalpy to exceed 280 cal/g it can be estimated that at an initial shutdown margin of 4% one 
would need additional reactivity worth 2.5%, or approximately an additional dilution of 320 ppm.  
Hence, if the boron concentration of the slug was approximately 430 ppm and the initial shutdown 
margin was 4%, catastrophic fuel damage might be likely. Note that with this boron concentration 
the volume of the diluted slug would be 1.4 times the volume of the unborated water assumed to 
be available from the VCT or 375 ft. The length of the slug would then be approximately 7 ft 
rather than the 10 ft for the nominal case. This is not expected to alter the behavior of the power 
excursion during the period where the fuel enthalpy reaches a maximum, however, if the slug was 
even smaller and more dilute it is not clear that the situation would lead to a higher fuel enthalpy.  
The competition between a higher positive reactivity insertion and a shorter insertion time in the 
limit of zero volume leads to a smaller effect.  

If the slug were to be located in the center of the core as shown for Cases 7 and 8 in Section 5.3.2 
then there are several factors which change the response of the core. It takes a larger dilution to 
cause the same power excursion with a uniform radial distribution as can be inferred from the curves 
in Figure 5.4. However, for a given power excursion the peak fuel enthalpy would be higher with 
the slug localized in the core center because the power peaking factor might be higher. For the 
cases considered herein the increase in power peaking is approximately 40%. If the situation of 
concern is a highly dilute slug (with perhaps a high initial shutdown margin) then the power 
excursion with the slug in the core center will be different from the case with a uniform radial
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distribution because the smaller inlet area for the slug means that it will be in the core longer.  
Hence, the severity of the excursion will be a complicated function of slug dilution, geometry, and 
volume as well as initial shutdown margin and Doppler feedback.  

In the above calculations the reactivity feedback from the reactor coolant was neglected. After 
power rises, the increase in -coolant temperature and the possibility of steam voids would tend to 
reduce the power after sufficient time has elapsed for significant heat transfer. Another, potentially 
more important effect of coolant temperature occurs at the outset of the event if the diluted slug 
is significantly cooler than the initial water in the core. This may be the case as one of the important 
mechanisms for not having mixing of any diluted water entering the system is the relatively high 
density of the injectant if it is colder than the water in the RCS. The reactivity addition due to the 
temperature of the slug could be significant, especially at the end of a fuel cycle when the moderator 
temperature coefficient (MTC) has its largest magnitude. With the same conditions used to generate 
Figure 5.8 (with shutdown margin of 4%) the peak fuel enthalpy would exceed 280 cal/g if the MTC 
was greater in magnitude than -20 pcm/ F. This is based on a slug temperature obtained by mixing 
equal amounts of unborated water at 298"F with 1500 ppm RCS water at 548"F.  

The interpretation of the effect of cooler slug temperatures is complicated by the fact that the above 
neutronics calculations are for a fixed boron density (g/cm 3) and the boron concentrations (ppm) 
quoted above assume a slug temperature equal to the initial temperature (548"F) in the core. If the 
coolant density is lower then the boron concentration quoted must be lower. For example, the 
boron concentration would have to be reported as 675 ppm at 298"F rather than 750 ppm in order 
to have an equivalent density.
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Figure 5.5 Core Center (I) and Core Edge (II) Patterns
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6 Summary of Results and Conclusions

The analysis of a rapid boron dilution event has been carried out in three different ways: 1) a 
probabilistic analysis for the core damage frequency, 2) a mixing analysis to determine the extent of 
dilution before injection into the core, and 3) neutronics calculations to determine core behavior and 
the consequences in terms of fuel damage.  

The probabilistic analysis was done for reactors from each of the three U.S. reactor vendors. The 
CDF varies from 9.7E-6/yr to 2.8E-5/yr for the three plants which is what is calculated for other 
internal events that are considered to be important. It is, however, less than that calculated for the 
same event in a European reactor. One of the reasons for this is that the initiating frequency is 

lower in the present analysis. No other conclusions can be reached on the differences because the 
details of the European analysis were not available for this study.  

The analysis shows the importance of the primary grade water pump. For all three plants the 
potential for an accident is limited by the amount of diluted water in the VCT as the supply of 
primary grade water is stopped by the trip of the PG makeup pump. However, there are plants 
where this pump is connected to the emergency bus and the probability of an accident will be 
increased if primary grade water continues to be pumped into the VCT. This appears to be the case 
for some plants in France and Sweden and is another reason why the problem may be more serious 
there. The question of whether the makeup pump trips or continues to run has to be evaluated on 
a unit by unit basis.  

For all three plants the dilution is done with flow from the VCT. It should be noted that in some 
plants the suction for the charging flow comes directly from the primary grade makeup water source 
and once the PG water pump is tripped there is no longer the potential for adding unborated water 
to the RCS.  

The results are dependent on assumptions used in the analysis which are summarized below. Note 
that the assumptions result in overestimating the core damage frequency. More detailed analysis 
would have to be carried out to quantity the effect of these assumptions.  

1. The dilution time during startup is 8 hrs. The consequences of the event are assumed 
independent of when during this period the loss of off-site power occurs. In reality, an 
event occurring early during this period will have more shutdown margin to overcome 
and is, therefore, expected to have less of an effect than an event occurring near the end 
of the normal dilution procedure.  

2. Nocredit is given for the operator to take action and stop the charging flow from the 
VCT after the LOOP. Although dilution while the shutdown banks are inserted or the 
RCPs are stopped, (as would be the case after a LOOP) is not a normal procedure, it 
is assumed that since the operator knows that the flow from the primary water makeup 
pump has ceased, that no other action is deemed warranted. An action that could be 
taken by the operator would be to switch the charging pump suction to the RWST.
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3. The analysis does riot account for any mixing at the point of injection or mixing of the 
diluted water due to its flow into the downcomer and down to the lower plenum. It 

does, however, account for the effect of natural circulation on mixing. The assumption 
is made that if it is a startup without refueling then there is sufficient decay heat and 
natural circulation to mix the injectant to the extent that the probability of causing core 
damage is reduced by a factor of 0.5. Mixing analysis performed for two of the plants 

shows that this may be very conservative under certain conditions.  
4. Another important assumption is that if off-site power, or another adequate power 

source, is available, the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) will be started during a 30
minute interval.  

The mixing analysis was done with the Regional Mixing Model developed to study the thermal 

mixing of interest to pressurized thermal shock. Illustrative reactor predictions for a Westinghouse 
and a Babcock & Wilcox plant show significant mixing during the boron dilution transients. For the 

cases considered, the boron concentration in the lower plenum does not fall below 900 ppm when 
the initial boron concentration in the vessel is 1500 ppm. However, these cases do not encompass 

all possible physical situations for these plants. It would be desirable to assess the extent of mixing 

when the injectant enters at the side or bottom of the cold leg piping, as is the case in some plants, 
and to quantify the additional mixing due to jet impingement for the range of injection conditions 
of interest.  

The neutronic results show that there is the possibility of catastrophic fuel damage depending on a) 

the initial shutdown margin, b) the Doppler feedback, and c) the properties of the slug, especially 

the boron concentration. The initial shutdown margin depends on the reactor state at the time of 

initiation of the event and the reactivity worth of the shutdown bank which will scram before the slug 

enters the core. The Doppler feedback is responsible for initially terminating the power excursion.  

This number can vary by a factor of two during a fuel cycle and therefore results will be sensitive 

to where in the fuel cycle the event takes place. After the initial power excursion the power remains 

high until the slug has passed sufficiently through the core so that power decreases. Since there may 

not be much shutdown margin to begin with, after the slug passes through the core the decline in 

power may not be as rapid as occurs with reactor trip. This also impacts the consequences in terms 
of fuel damage.
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